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COVER
The Naval War College in 1946, looking northward across Coasters Harbor Island, with buildings of Naval Base, Newport, Rhode Island (as
the Naval Operating Base of World War II became known on 1 July of that year), and
Coddington Cove in the background. Inset and
title page, Admiral Raymond A. Spruance.
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FOREWORD
The study of the history of naval warfare is an integral part of the Naval War College’s
educational programs. The importance of the discipline was firmly established with the
foundation of the College in 1884, with the initial contributions of both the College’s
founder, Stephen B. Luce, and his successor as its president, Captain Alfred Thayer
Mahan. Historical research and analysis has continued as a recognized element of the
academic life of the institution for the past 125 years. Nowhere has the history of warfare at sea been more thoroughly investigated and analyzed for the professional purposes of the U.S. Navy than at the Naval War College. Nowhere is there a more logical
requirement for a corpus of relevant source materials and for an academic research department devoted to new research in naval history. On 1 January 2003, the College’s
Maritime History Department was established, as part of the Center for Naval Warfare
Studies, to carry out this function. Predating this, a program for the publication of
books and source materials on the history of naval warfare was formally established by
the College in 1975, with a series known as the Naval War College Historical
Monographs.
In order to encourage use of and to make more widely known the College’s extensive
collections for historical research, including its archives, historical manuscripts, and associated materials in the Naval War College Museum’s collection, the series has been restricted to book-length works that deal with the history of naval warfare and are based,
wholly or in part, on the source materials in the Naval War College Library’s Naval Historical Collection and the Naval War College Museum. As the series has developed over
the past thirty-five years, these works have taken a variety of forms, including bibliographies and conference proceedings, many of them edited historical documents from the
College’s rich historical collections. This series is now managed by the Maritime History Department in collaboration with the Naval War College Press and the head of
the Naval War College’s Naval Historical Collection.
Consistent with the earlier books that have appeared in this series since 1975, Dr.
Hal Friedman has based his study on a thorough investigation of the Naval War College’s archives in producing this study of the substantive issues under discussion at the
Naval War College in the immediate aftermath of World War Two. In Digesting History:
The U.S. Naval War College, the Lessons of World War Two, and Future Naval Warfare,
1945–1947, Dr. Friedman has used extensive quotations from documents and lectures
to create an evocative picture of the Naval War College in this period.
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DIGESTING HISTORY

These years mark an interesting period of transition in the Naval War College’s history. The period marks the transition between the abbreviated wartime short courses
that the College conducted and the new direction that Admiral Raymond A. Spruance
brought when he relieved Vice Admiral William S. Pye as the President of the Naval
War College on 1 March 1946. By the time Spruance arrived in Newport, the Naval War
College staff had been working on a new curriculum for more than six months, and Pye
was able to present a well-grounded plan for Spruance to begin work. But the Naval
War College could not return to the old ways of the pre–World War Two era. The experience of the war had shown that the U.S. Navy had to think about professional military
education in a new way. The Chief of Naval Operations, Fleet Admiral Chester W.
Nimitz, had directed Spruance to revitalize the College and to formulate as nearly as
possible a “new deal” for the College. These were difficult challenges when the
long-term future role of the Navy seemed very uncertain. In this context, it was particularly challenging to define the best curriculum for the College.
As a graduate of the Naval War College in 1927 and having had two tours as a staff
member in the 1930s, Spruance understood both the shortcomings and the strengths of
the College. With his experience during World War Two as one of the Navy’s most important operational commanders and the victor of the Battle of Midway, he was well
suited to direct the College in the postwar years. Spruance firmly believed that the primary mission of the College was to prepare officers for high command by broadening
the students’ intellectual understanding of the world, enhancing their professional
judgment, and stimulating their mental processes for developing sound reasoning in
facing the challenges of high command. The picture that this volume shows is one of the
Naval War College at the beginning of a process of transition. Much of what Spruance
envisaged in 1946 was not yet fulfilled when he retired on 1 July 1948, but many of the
initiatives that he began during these years did come to fruition and were further refined in the late 1940s and early 1950s. This volume provides an in-depth view of what
naval officers were thinking and talking about in terms of the higher issues of their profession between 1945 and 1947, as they reflected on the experience of World War Two
and began to think about what the future might hold.
JOHN B. HATTENDORF, D.PHIL.
Ernest J. King Professor of Maritime History
Chairman, Maritime History Department
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INTRODUCTION
War is about wreckage. Consequently, postwar periods tend to be about reconstruction, and this phenomenon is exactly what this book is about. This book is a study of
how a military–academic institution—in this case the United States Naval War College
(NWC)—attempted to readjust to a peacetime period that simultaneously entailed the
start of a new type of conflict for the United States, namely, the Cold War, and the advent of a revolutionary new weapon, the atomic bomb. It is also my contention, however, that while the Cold War and the Atomic Age were revolutionary in many respects,
staff, instructors, guest lecturers, and students at the Naval War College did not automatically or necessarily think so. To a great degree, while acknowledging that atomic
energy weapons and “war during peace” were Earth-shattering in one sense, American
military officers in the immediate postwar period fell back on fairly traditional strategic,
operational, and tactical concepts by which to meet these new challenges.
The immediate postwar period entailed the College’s being reconstituted after its reduced wartime status on a full-time basis under the presidency of Admiral Raymond
Spruance, and then being charged with the strategic reformulation of American naval
doctrine for this atomic and Cold War context. Some of these reforms began before the
war even ended, with the call by Vice Admiral William Pye, wartime President of the
Naval War College, for an expanded institution capable of teaching a ten-fold increase
in officers by way of a three-tiered education; he suggested that this education consist of
a command and staff course, the War College course, and an advanced course. Pye remained as President until March 1946, presiding over the teaching of six-month
courses that had become the order of the day during the war. He had begun, however, to
make preparations for returning to a two-year full course. By the time the war ended,
the Naval War College also started to consider providing joint service education for officers from the other services, as well as personnel from the State Department.1
The major change brought about, however, was Admiral Spruance becoming President in March 1946. Not only did Spruance bring with him command experience from
the Pacific War in addition to three previous tours at the College, but he also had acquired an intimate understanding of how radically different the Navy’s responsibilities
would be in the postwar period. This meant a Naval War College that would foster
intra- as well as interservice cooperation—and indeed interdepartmental cooperation
with the State Department. It also meant a College that had its curriculum expanded so
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as to take logistics into account. Spruance was convinced that logistics was the greatly
understudied aspect of modern naval warfare; in Captain Henry Eccles, who would become the Chairman of the College’s Department of Logistics by 1947, the Admiral
found an officer who equally believed that logistics had to be studied alongside strategy,
operations, and tactics.2
Spruance was also a student of military history, therefore figuring in the establishment of the World War II Battle Evaluation Group in 1946. Under Commodore (later
Captain) Richard Bates, the Group was to study the late war and derive lessons for officers seeking to improve their professional judgment. By 1950, Bates’ team had produced studies on the Battles of Coral Sea, Midway, and Savo Island. It was working on a
multi-volume work on the Battle of Leyte Gulf by 1958 when the Group was disestablished because of lack of funds. Related to these changes, Spruance replaced the College’s Sound Military Decision format with what he called the Operational Planning
Model. This called for a much more simplified, standardized publication with fewer revisions than the prewar version when it came to Navy-wide formats for estimating operational situations and formatting orders.3
Spruance, his staff, and the student officers had to digest the lessons of the Second
World War for implementation by a U.S. Navy that could face off against the Soviet
Union, possibly in an atomic-warfare environment. In fact, the radically changing
strategic situation is exactly why Fleet Admiral Chester Nimitz, Chief of Naval Operations, wanted Spruance as the new President. Spruance’s charge was to “revitalize” the
College and get as near a “new deal” as possible. Not surprisingly, most of the “lessons
learned” came from the Navy’s experience in the Pacific War, though the Atlantic was
hardly ignored. Also not surprisingly, the primary sources employed to write this
book—Spruance’s addresses, instructor and guest lectures, and student theses—spoke
to a number of common themes and issues. One of these themes was the continued focus on amphibious warfare, especially important given Spruance’s experiences in the
Pacific War and the experiences of a large number of staff, instructors, and students of
the immediate postwar period. Another obvious topic was how atomic weapons would
change naval ship design, force strategy, and battle tactics—not always in a radical fashion. In addition, there was considerable attention to the continued need for the United
States to maintain a balanced operational fleet, an adequate afloat train and shore base
system, and a first-rate merchant marine as part of a total, integrated package of U.S. sea
power.4
Spruance additionally thought it vital that the Naval War College keep focused on
future naval warfare, so as to avoid the example of the interwar period, when surface
warfare had been studied to the detriment of carriers, submarines, logistics, and amphibious operations. This again was the reason for his emphasis on intraservice, as well
as interservice, education and cooperation, and his call for academic freedom at the
College rather than searches for the “right” answer to military problems. He understood from his own career and especially the war that there were no pat answers to strategic, operational, and tactical questions. The revitalized College would also be focusing
on a new potential enemy, the Soviet Union. While Spruance was far from a Red-baiter
and thought that the United States and USSR should be able to enjoy postwar cooperation, by 1946 the Cold War was becoming ever more apparent and Spruance was convinced that the United States could not beat Russia in a war by invading and occupying
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its territory. Instead, he thought that Western powers with highly mobile sea and sea–
air power could hold Soviet attacks in Eurasia, contain the Russians, and eventually
convince the Soviet people to overthrow their own government. In some ways, this
thinking marked continuity with the prewar years, in that Spruance continued to argue
that the Navy was the nation’s first line of defense. But for the Navy itself, it was a major
geographical reorientation, as the Pacific Basin was no longer to be the primary theater
of operations, that theater being eclipsed now by the Atlantic and Mediterranean.5
This study is particularly significant given the time period between the end of the
war and the beginning formulation of Containment. The singular importance of the
events between the autumn of 1945 and the beginning of Containment in the autumn
of 1947 as a coherent American foreign policy is the reason that I have chosen this period as the chronological parameters for this book. This transition period is especially
valuable as a window through which to explore institutions such as NWC that were in
transition from a hot war to a cold one.
The reader will find this book to be a very straightforward, chronological narrative. I
have not attempted to deeply analyze or “deconstruct” what the historical actors have
said, but instead I have taken great pains to record what they said at the time as closely as
possible while creating a readable narrative. I think the value of this type of account is to
allow the reader to see what these officers, in their own words, were saying (and evidently thinking) at this time, so that the reader can make her or his own judgment about
the ideas enunciated in this time period. Moreover, I have found myself a bit reluctant
to judge them very harshly if their predictions or ideas about naval affairs turned out to
be wrong or even wrong-headed. This was a very fluid time period and there was no
quick formula to the “answers.” Having to provide the strategic, operational, and tactical formulas for the security of the Republic against a threat they knew almost nothing
about, and with potentially revolutionary new weapons that they also knew almost
nothing about, was, indeed, an awesome challenge. Having to provide those answers at
the conclusion of a major war just as a new type of limited war was facing the country,
and in a context of limited resources, must, indeed, have been an even more daunting
task.
Moreover, I am convinced that a narrative account is in order because this work is
fairly new territory, historiographically speaking. While there are seminal works about
the Naval War College in the interwar period,6 there have not been many works done
yet on the post-1945 period. The works completed tend to be organizational histories
7
and studies of the College or, if strategic in nature, to focus on the College’s role in a
8
limited chronological sense, either very early in the Cold War or much later in that con9
flict. In addition, there were articles written at the time on American naval strategy in a
Cold War context under Naval War College auspices, either lectures by staff members
10
and guests or theses by students. So far, there do not seem to be monographs covering
the Naval War College’s contribution to strategic policy throughout the Cold War. My
work does not completely fill this niche either, nor will my future monographs, but by
focusing on the immediate postwar period, I hope to complement both the interwar
studies that have been done and those looking at NWC in the Late Cold War.
One last point is that this study is the first in a planned trilogy on the immediate postwar Naval War College. While this work will focus very generally on how the College
viewed future naval warfare, my later studies will look more specifically at the war gaming
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that went on at the College in the same time period. More particularly, I want to refocus
my attention on the Pacific in the 1945–1947 period, as I have done in my previous
monographs, because of the importance of that region to the Navy for the half century
previous to this period. I plan to look at how the Naval War College began to shift its focus
on Japan as the chief enemy in the immediate postwar period to the Soviet Union, an exploration that may prove insightful given that the 1940s was precedent-setting in terms of
the Navy’s later continued revision of the Maritime Strategy.11 Therefore, this first book
should be seen as a work that sets the context for the later works by looking at
Spruance’s public addresses, instructor and guest lectures, and student theses to determine what kind of future naval world these officers perceived and how the United States
would have to conduct its peacetime and wartime naval operations in order to provide
for U.S. security.
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I The Beginning Lessons, November 1945

Lieutenant Commander Lodwick Alford
ome of the lessons of the war, not surprisingly, began to be enunciated at the Naval
War College soon after the end of the conflict. In late November 1945, for instance,
Lieutenant Commander Lodwick Alford (see figure 1, top row, left) submitted his
thesis on the U.S. postwar naval establishment, his topic as a member of the Command
and Staff Class of December 1945.
Alford began his thesis with the assertion that national security had been the paramount aim of nations throughout history, including in the “great and terrible” war just
finished. Alford thought this statement was even more applicable now to the situation of
the United States than it had been at the end of the war a few months before, and he assumed that national security would continue to be the “keynote” of U.S. national policy.
He further thought that as much as the United States and other nations might “preach
dreams, abstractions, and high ideals about world peace and the brotherhood of nations,
the basis of all our policies and actions is national security.” Alford additionally argued
that history had taught that war was more the normal state of relations between nations
than an abnormality. He did not think that the United States should abandon its ideals,
but that the nation should take a “realistic” view of history and geography in order to approach its ideal of world peace. He then argued that the United Nations (UN) did not
guarantee world peace or national security but that the organization was a step in the right
direction. He thought that the great weakness in the UN was the unwillingness of nations
to place world peace on at least an equal level with their own national security. In spite of
these new international organizations and agreements, Alford believed that one of the
foundations of peace would continue to be the U.S. Armed Forces. In fact, Alford asserted
that until more firm foundations for world peace were established, the United States had
no choice but to assume that the world would experience aggressors against which force
would be required. He reiterated that it was “good and desirable” that the United States
keep its dream of someday achieving permanent peace in a world of good will. In the
meantime, Alford reminded his readers not to forget the words of an “anonymous” Admiral after the First World War who said that the means to wage war needed to be in the
hands of those who hate war. To Alford, the peace of the world and the national security
of the United States made “it imperative that we keep the military and naval force now in
our hands.” He did not think that the United States had to keep overwhelming amounts
of force in its hands, just force in numbers relative to that of other powers existing in the
world at that time. He did think, however, that the maintenance of naval and air power
should be national doctrine.1
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Alford offered historical background on the U.S. Navy, arguing that it was not until
the recent war that Rear Admiral Alfred Mahan’s teachings were finally made evident to
the United States. Asserting that the United States had built its naval power to “formidable proportions” during previous wars, Alford castigated the
United States for “destroying” that naval power after each war,
using the Navy for defense, and not thinking about naval power
until the nation faced “dire” danger. He also argued that the
United States never really learned, until recently, the dictum that
the best place to fight a naval war was off an enemy’s coastline.
Alford pointed out this defensive mentality in the U.S. conduct
of naval operations during the American Revolution, the “disappearance” of the Navy after independence, and its resurrection
only after the problems with the Barbary Powers. Fighting in the
Mediterranean, however, did not, to Alford, teach the United
States the “proper application” of naval offensive power, evidenced, he argued, in the defensive actions of the War of 1812, its
demobilization after the war, and the repetition of the same pattern during and after the Civil War. Alford saw the United States
finally recognizing Mahan’s precepts in the 1880s, but only as
other nations did as well. Alford related the naval revolution of
the 1890s and the “maturing” of the United States in the context
of the Spanish-American War but still thought the United States
had not figured out the full implications of naval power, for the
fleet was not balanced, lacked overseas bases, and did not yet forward deploy into the adversaries’ waters. Alford thought that the
United States had begun to more fully mature into a true naval
power during and after World War One, as then it began to see
the Navy integrated into the nation’s foreign policy and used as
the national instrument to “keep the peace.”2
The U.S. failure to join the League of Nations, however, and its “voluntary sinking”
of large portions of its own fleet in the naval disarmament treaties of the 1920s put the
United States in even greater vulnerability, according to Alford. Erroneously arguing
that Japan violated the Washington Treaty System—especially with the alleged fortification of its Pacific Island bases—Alford asserted that the sorry state of the U.S. Fleet in
1932 was a major reason for Japan’s decision to go to war. He applauded President
Franklin Roosevelt’s policies to rebuild the fleet after 1933, but he thought that even
Roosevelt’s efforts fell short in preventing war with Japan or the European dictatorships. Alford particularly pointed out the U.S. inability to defend the Philippines and its
support for the Open Door in China, which he thought continued an “insolvent” foreign policy. Still, Alford saw to the credit of the United States that it had finally learned
to use its power “correctly” by making up its quantitative shortcomings and defeating
the Axis powers before they could threaten U.S. coastlines. “We had come a long way to
the proper use and strategic concept of the meaning of sea power.”3
Proceeding to World War Two, Alford asserted that the U.S. Navy was finally a
navy “second to none” and that the American dream of the last forty-five years had
been realized. Further asserting that the United States was the greatest air power on
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Earth as well as the greatest naval power, Alford pointed out a tripling of the size of the
Fleet and its firepower, and the great expansion of naval airpower, auxiliary vessels,
and landing craft. “Whereas before the war we thought we had the largest and best
fleet in the world, we now actually have it and everybody knows it.” Since there was
doubt before the war in Germany and Japan about the size of the U.S. Fleet, its quality,
and its strategic use in U.S. foreign policy, Alford argued that the Navy had “not yet
reached its place in the policy making realm of the National Strategy.” Now, however,
Alford argued that the emergence of the United States as the greatest sea and air power
was “unquestionably” the greatest strategic naval development of the war. Alford did
not, however, think this alone was very important if American leaders and
policymakers did not recognize this naval power and integrate it into foreign policy
conduct “as a force for peace and an orderly world.” Next in importance to Alford was
the elimination of Japan and Germany as major sea and air powers. With these two
powers destroyed, the United States stood “all powerful” and “unchallenged.” Alford
perceived that after previous wars, there had been an assumption that the United
States had no further enemies, an assumption that led in turn to the “destruction” of
American naval power. In the current situation, however, he asserted instead that U.S.
naval power did not need to be aimed against another nation. Arguing that naval
strategy as a part of national strategy continues in peacetime, he thought that the
United States might have enemies once again “decades in the future,” but if the
United States pursued a naval strategy it could avoid being in a “tight” spot as it had
been in the past. Destruction of present-day enemies was only an immediate and temporary consideration in the strategic naval development of the late war. Added to this,
Alford saw the UN as a new element in this equation, particularly the idea of using
military, naval, and air forces as an international police force. But he also thought that
there were doubts about how the Navy would be used to fulfill the obligations of the
United States to the UN, especially since UN Security Council members could veto attempts to coerce aggressor nations. “That the United Nations Organization will have
a profound effect upon naval strategy is certain but what effect our naval strategy will
have on the United Nation [sic] Organization is the big question.” Alford thought that
this latter point was one of the most important strategic developments of the war.4
He next illustrated how World War Two was similar to previous wars in the introduction of new naval weaponry and how “new and revolutionary” uses had been developed for old weapons. He included in the new weaponry and techniques the
development, refinement, and “tremendous” use of aerial, submarine, carrier, and
amphibious warfare, including the adaptation of these weapons and techniques to
older platforms. Alford also focused on the “science” of logistics, radar, the guided
missile, and the atomic bomb. Of these latest developments on his list, however, he
thought that only the atomic bomb would effect a change to naval strategy in a major
way but that even this weapon might not change naval warfare very much. Arguing
that science “always” developed effective countermeasures for every new weapon, Alford suggested that although the atomic bomb might be the exception, effective countermeasures even for it were already being developed. The fundamentals of naval
power would remain in place, even if the methods for utilizing naval power changed.
Pointing out how predictions about the decline and obsolescence of navies had failed
to materialize in the last war, Alford thought that air power could not replace sea
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power or even make it “secondary.” Instead, Alford asserted that air power would become the most potent aspect of naval power in the form of carrier striking forces. To
Alford, this meant that there was no reason to believe that the power of the atomic
bomb could not be used to enhance American sea power. He additionally argued that
modern navies could stay afloat until they were sunk by other navies, could carry out
offensives over vast distances for long periods of time close to enemy shores, and
could decide the outcomes of campaigns and wars as never before. Alford hoped that
these lessons were now digested by U.S. strategists and policymakers, and that these
leaders recognized that the emergence of the United States as the world’s greatest sea
and air power was the greatest strategic naval development of the war. He did not
think that the global significance of this development could be too strongly emphasized. “It is fervently hoped that the United States will not fail to use its overwhelming
power in this, the first and finest chance it has ever had to enforce an orderly peace in
the world.”5
Alford went on to say that the Navy’s prewar policy, as approved by then-Secretary
of the Navy Frank Knox in 1940, was still in existence and was still an effective one. Alford saw this policy as the system of principles and general terms for governing the development, organization, maintenance, training, and employment of the Navy. He also
saw naval policy as a way to support national policies and interests that “comprehended” the character, number, and distribution of naval forces and shore activities,
the numbers and qualifications of personnel, and the character of strategy and operations in peace and war. This “Fundamental Policy of the Navy” was also meant to guard
not only the United States but its continental and overseas possessions. The policy further governed naval administration by breaking it down into fleet building and maintenance, fleet operations, shore activities, personnel, communications, information, and
material policies. Alford thought that these policies were “fine,” made “good reading,”
and would be “quite satisfactory” provided that “they were vigorously pursued as a living set of principles by [sic] which the destiny of our nation and the peace of the world
depend.” Alford was especially concerned, however, with the policy governing the character of strategy and operations in peace and war. He thought that American leaders too
often forgot Mahan’s dictum that naval strategy was as necessary in peace as in war and
that there was usually a rush to demobilize the Fleet and “convert to peace” after the end
of each war. As he stated earlier, the defeat of the Axis did not mean that the United
States was relieved of the necessity of maintaining the Navy. “We can look forward to
the employment of our naval forces throughout the post-war readjustment period as a
contributing factor in forwarding our other national policies for the maintenance of
peace.” Alford did not think that the Fundamental Policy needed alteration if it was carried out in the spirit of upholding national interests and policies, but he was not sure
that these “interests” could be clearly or satisfactorily construed to include U.S. commitments to the UN. Because of this last commitment, Alford thought that U.S. naval
policy would have to be altered.6
More specifically, Alford believed it necessary that the Fundamental Policy be added
to in terms of research; plans for the conversion of civilian industry to war production;
and the coordination of Army, Navy, and State Department intelligence and policies
into a more comprehensive national policy and strategy. So that this revised naval policy did not become “a piece of paper” on the walls, Alford saw the need for a “definite”
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program of national education about instituting postwar U.S. naval policy. He repeated
that there was an urgent need for the coordination of intelligence activities, and the integration of naval and national policy into U.S. national strategy: “This has been our most
glaring weakness in the past decade.” Alford particularly thought that the “need for an
integrated naval and foreign policy is illustrated by the events leading up to the Pearl
Harbor attack.” He argued that the attack demonstrated that the United States had
much to learn about the “true meaning” of sea power, national and naval strategy, and
its continuation in peace or war. Citing Carl von Clausewitz and Sir Julian Corbett, Alford repeated the need for the State Department to fully delineate the nation’s foreign
policy so that the military services could then create war plans based on that policy. He
further thought that Mahan’s ideas about including political and international considerations in military and naval projects were matched at this time by the necessity of including military and naval considerations in the development of national policy and
strategy: “In this shrunken world our naval and national strategy must be indivisible.”
He also agreed with one commentator that because of the nation’s geographical position, its military policy had to be predominantly naval and that U.S. naval policy must
be “determined and effective” if postwar plans were to succeed in ensuring the security
of peace. “The post-war naval policy of the United States should be a determined execution of the Fundamental Policy of the Navy. It sounds simple. It is. All that there is to do
is literally and actually ‘uphold the National Policies and interests.’”7
Moving to the postwar naval establishment itself, Alford rhetorically asked how
large the Navy needed to be in order to uphold national policies and interests, and what
tasks would be assigned to it. Considering the Monroe Doctrine and the March 1945
Act of Chapultepec as the basis for U.S. defense of the Western Hemisphere, Alford
thought that the Navy’s tasks would be the security of the United States and its overseas
possessions; the security of the Western Hemisphere; and ensuring the U.S. commitment to participate in the maintenance of world peace. Alford pointed out that the third
task was not very well defined but that these three tasks should “somewhat” determine
the strength of the Navy, though not its size. Arguing that size alone does not determine
strength, he admitted that the size required by the Navy to carry out these commitments
could never be absolutely determined and had to depend on the “international blood
pressure” at any given time. The cost of building and maintaining the Fleet also had to
be taken into account, and Alford assumed that the nation’s willingness to pay for the
Navy would be the determining factor of its size, as had previously been the case. “In the
past this has been almost the determining factor alone in our naval policy. This should
never be again. We should have learned our lesson and there are indications that we
have.” Alford’s statement was an allusion to recent calls in Congress for a Navy that was
to be larger than the fleets of all the other nations combined. Alford spoke of the “prevailing” sentiment in Congress that the United States be and remain the greatest naval
power on Earth. He also talked about actually using this naval power as an instrument
of U.S. foreign policy by which to “crush aggression with irresistible force.” According
to Alford, Congress now not only intended for the United States to work “wholeheartedly” for peace “but hinted that we intended to do something about nations who didn’t
work for peace.” To Alford, this meant that the United States had finally learned its lesson about the true meaning and significance of sea power. As evidence, Alford outlined
the Fleet as Congress was funding it. The Fleet was to consist of three battle carriers
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(CVB), twenty-four fleet carriers (CV), ten light carriers (CL), seventy-nine escort carriers (CVE), eighteen battleships (BB), three battle cruisers (CB), thirty-one heavy
cruisers (CA), forty-nine light cruisers (CL), 368 destroyers (DD), 300 destroyer escorts
(DE), 199 submarines (SS), and just over five thousand auxiliaries. Alford thought that
this represented an adequate number of auxiliary vessels and a well-balanced fleet in
terms of combatant vessels. He did admit, however, its significant expense, and he
thought that some types of ships proposed were “excessive.” He did not know the size of
the Reserve Fleet, but estimated it at about 2,080 ships.8
Going into more detail, Alford argued that since the light carriers had been an interim class for the war, they should not be included in the permanent fleet. He saw the
escort carriers as similarly makeshift and “very ineffective,” and the inclusion of so
many light and escort carriers, Alford thought, would bring about an unfavorable reaction by the public, considering the great expense of this postwar Navy. He thought instead that twenty-five escort carriers for training and research would be sufficient for
these categories. Speculating that the Navy and Congress may have anticipated such a
change to alleviate public reaction, Alford asserted that other “suitable” types could be
constructed. In regard to aircraft and naval aviation, Congress was contemplating
twelve thousand planes, but without specification as to type. Probably alluding to discussions about an independent air force controlling all U.S. military aviation, Alford
talked about the naval air arm as a “distinctly naval” function that had to be kept part of
the naval organization, as it was supposed to be so closely integrated with operating naval vessels. “As far as the navy is concerned, air power is sea power and any distinction
that may exist is purely academic. Ships and aircraft complement each other, both strategically and tactically.” Alford accordingly argued that if the number of light and escort
carriers was reduced, so should the number of planes procured.9
Alford then looked at strategic bases as an aspect of American naval power. Citing
Mahan again that secure bases were the “necessary foundation” for the exercise of naval
power, Alford listed the proposed naval bases as they had been outlined by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the State Department. Major bases in the Continental United
States (CONUS) comprised Norfolk, Hampton Roads, Chesapeake Bay, San Pedro, San
Diego, Puget Sound, New York City, Long Island, Narragansett Bay, Casco Bay, and San
Francisco. Smaller CONUS bases would include New London, Key West, Hueneme,
Little Creek, Davisville, and Tiburon. Reflecting an immediate postwar Pacific orientation developed by the Navy in spite of the onset of the Cold War, Alford first listed Pacific bases in larger numbers than Atlantic ones when looking at overseas installations.
What were called “Regular Operation Outlying” bases in the Pacific included Kodiak,
Adak, Hawaii, Balboa, Guam, Saipan, the Bonins, the Volcanos, the Ryukyus,
Tawi-Tawi, Tutu, Subic Bay, Leyte-Samar, Manus, and Palawan. “Reduced Operation”
bases included the Galapagos, Attu, Johnston Island, Midway, Wake, American Samoa,
Eniwetok, Truk, Palau, and Kwajalein. What were termed “Caretaker Emergency”
bases included Dutch Harbor, Palmyra, Canton Island, Majuro, and Ulithi. In the Atlantic, “Regular Operation Outlying” bases included Argentia, Coco Solo,
Guantanamo, San Juan, Trinidad, and the Virgin Islands. Bermuda was listed as a
“Maintenance” base, while the “Caretaker Emergency” bases in the Atlantic comprised
St. Thomas, Antigua, Georgetown, Great Exuma, Jamaica, and Santa Lucia. Alford
found this list of bases to be adequate, but he was not clear whether the United States
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would be able to acquire or be allowed to use all of them. Manus, for instance, was formerly part of the British Empire. Still, Alford thought that if the United States could obtain the use of most of these bases, the nation’s strategic situation would “not be
unsatisfactory.” He also asserted that the Continental Bases were fairly well established
and that most of the Outlying Bases had been functioning for some time.10
Alford additionally thought that while ships, planes, and guns were the bone and
sinew of the Navy, its trained men were its heart and brain. Citing a comment of Yale
University Associate Professor of International Relations Bernard Brodie that wars had
not yet been fought without human beings as combatants, Alford rejected the idea that
there would be machine or push-button warfare that made men obsolete. The Navy, in
fact, outlined a need for 58,000 officers and 500,000 men. In the absence of conscription, Alford pointed out, the Navy would have to rely on recruitment, which meant that
Congress would have to pass measures to encourage this recruitment. He saw obtaining
officers as particularly problematic, indicating that the outlined force would need large
numbers of Naval Reserve officers to transfer to the Regular Navy. So far, this had not
happened, because of a lack of “inducements.” In particular, Alford thought that pay
and allowances for officers and enlisted men needed to be increased so that the Navy
would be attractive to the “best caliber” personnel. He saw the need to make it possible
for veterans of long tours of sea duty to be stationed in the United States and for more
shore duty assignments to be made available so as to improve morale. Alford also
thought that the increase of shore duty would tie in well with the training needed for the
postwar Navy. The Navy needed to maintain continuous training, whether ashore or
afloat, because of the increased complexity of the machinery and equipment being
used. To meet this requirement, Alford said that 224 training establishments were being
planned ashore, in addition to the many fleet schools afloat. The facilities broke down
into enlisted training, officer training, aviation training, operational training, and
training aids. While Alford also thought that this was “adequate,” he said that training
had to be pursued “to the hilt.”11
Research was also vital to the postwar Navy. Alford asserted that this was one of the
most important activities that were to be pursued, and the Navy had to maintain close
connections with scientific advances: “The scientists of the country should be obtained
as collaborators on the Navy’s problems.” Alford argued that if the Navy utilized the
“top scientific brains” of the country, it would have a “tremendous” advantage over any
adversary no matter the potential economic power of that adversary. He stressed, however, that this research had to be oriented to the Navy’s needs but without stifling individual initiative. He cited the U.S. Naval Academy’s motto “from knowledge comes sea
power” as evidence for his argument. Along the same lines, Alford moved on to the
“very large” U.S. Merchant Marine. He perceived that during most of American maritime history, U.S. exports and imports had traveled in foreign bottoms. Whether or not
the United States realized it, Alford pointed out, merchant ships were sea power, and
the war could not have been won if the country had not been able to produce the ships it
did. When the next war came, Alford was certain, a large Merchant Marine would be
needed in place as soon as the war started. U.S. prosperity was also based on a large export and import trade; a large number of trained merchant officers and sailors would
come to represent a “considerable advantage in the total sea power we can muster at the
very outset of war.” Not least, Alford agreed with Mahan that the Merchant Marine
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would provide the Navy with Reserve personnel and material, and the Merchant Marine in turn could assist the Navy by representing its interests in political circles.12
Alford next argued that the “greatest controversial” issue in the United States at this
time was the question of merging the Army and Navy into one “Department of National Defense.” Pointing out that the Army was essentially in favor of this change and
the Navy was “almost solidly” against it, he did recognize the need for a more integrated
military—including naval—and foreign policy in the context of national policy and
strategy. To Alford, the historical record before Pearl Harbor demonstrated this to be a
“crying” need. Citing Corbett again about the need to integrate ground and naval forces
in national strategy and war plans, Alford asserted that one of the “great lessons” of the
war was “unquestionably” the need for unity of command in every major theater of operations, so as to ensure “proper coordination” of sea, air, and ground forces. The issue
of unity of command being adopted in Washington, to Alford, was the real question. He
pointed out that most of the “unifying” plans were merely administrative at the top,
with the autonomy of the Army, Navy, and Air Force unabated by there being a “Secretary of the Armed Forces” and “Chief of Staff” or through the merger of functions like
supply and medical matters. More elaborate plans called for the coordination of research. Alford thought that these suggestions were reasonable and feasible, and that the
opponents lacked “compelling motives” for their opposition. Supposing that Navy officials feared complete assimilation by the Army, Alford thought that such fear itself was
good reason for a complete merger, in order to erase any room for distrust between the
services. Alford was concerned, however, that the merger plans so far envisioned a
“Chiefs of Staff” organization that would have three of its five officers coming from the
Army. Still, he thought that these problems could be “ironed out” and that amalgamation was necessary, if a bit extreme, to erase the great jealousy and rivalry that had
arisen between the services. Only by eradicating the indoctrination of rivalry at the service academies, for instance, could the armed forces reach the unity of effort and purpose demanded in the atomic age. He even cited and supported General of the Army
Douglas MacArthur’s idea that the military adopt a common uniform and discontinue
the traditional Army-Navy football games!13
Alford also saw the need for an “able and adequate” public relations section within
the Navy Department. Every effort, to him, had to be made to keep the public informed
about the Navy; the primary duty of this public relations section should be to construct
“a definite program of education of our people to the meaning of sea power.” Going on,
Alford argued that the American people had to be told outright that future U.S. security
depended on the public’s comprehension that sea power was the guarantee that the
United States would never again become a battlefield and that American power would
always be brought to bear against an aggressor overseas. He argued that part of the education was disabusing the public of its fear of a large peacetime naval organization.
“This fear is probably a hangover from the old world where large military organizations
dominated their governments.” Citing Walter Lippmann, Special Writer for the New
York Herald Tribune, Alford thought that American sea power could be all-powerful
without destroying the nation’s liberties. Alford also argued that peace for the future
was hoped for but that the nation must have security. Further pointing out that the
United States had the power to ensure its security, he did not think that the nation
would leave itself weak while urging other nations to keep the peace. In fact, he did not
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consider a world with war anywhere to be a secure world, so the United States would
have to “demand” peace and use its power to enforce that peace. Alford also thought
that the American people had to understand these matters. “If security is our primary
goal, then world peace is our best means to the end. United Nations Organization and
veto power notwithstanding, this nation must use its power to enforce peace.” Alford
concluded his thesis by asserting that sea power was the main American implement for
enforcing that peace, and that, therefore, the postwar naval establishment of the United
States should be maintained in strength and used to ensure U.S. security through the
enforcement of world peace. “It is time the morals and the conscience of this world
caught up with the scientific progress.” Apparently, Alford saw the U.S. Navy as the perfect instrument by which to effect this change.14

Lieutenant Commander Edward Barsumian
At the same time, Naval Reserve Lieutenant Commander Edward Barsumian, a member of the Preparatory Staff Class of December 1945, submitted his thesis evaluating the
Soviet Union as a potential “oceanic power.” Barsumian argued that since the early
1930s, he had seen the USSR as the greatest potential menace to the United States,
greater still than Germany and Japan. Barsumian based his conclusion on the Soviet
Union’s commitment to world revolution and its potential to spread that doctrine by
force. With the abolishment of the Communist International (COMINTERN) and the
predominance of what he called socialistic rather than communistic ideologies, he considered the threat currently less pronounced than before. However, he still saw the potential of force remaining and he saw an even more dangerous situation with the
reduction of Great Powers from several in number to two. “There can, in short, be no
new world war unless the United States and the USSR are on opposite sides.”
Barsumian assumed that the USSR could field a great army and, with its population and
industry, maintain a larger army than could the United States. He thought, however,
that a great army was only “half-effective” without naval power to defeat the United
States. Just what, he asked, was the Soviet Union’s naval potential?15
Barsumian first indicated his intellectual debt to Nicholas Spykman, Sterling Professor of International Relations at Yale University, whose theories in his book America’s
Strategy in World Politics included the idea that balance of power was a never-ending
game and would continue to be played after the then-current war as it had been in the
past. Spykman’s main thesis, however, was that the Western Hemisphere was like an island compared to the “European–Asiatic” land mass. U.S. superiority rested in its technology compared to Eurasia’s population and resources, but Spykman contended that
U.S. superiority would become less pronounced as Siberia, China, and India industrialized. Barsumian agreed with Spykman that the United States had to ensure that no single power or group of powers came to dominate Europe or Asia, and certainly not both
continents. Noting the American tendency to put faith about national security in isolation, neutrality, and self-reliance—provided only that the security of the Panama Canal
was maintained—Barsumian agreed with Spykman that this was a dangerous illusion.
He additionally thought that the nation’s chances of successfully defending itself
against an assault from a combination of Eurasian powers was small, and that the
United States would then be successful only if the British Navy continued to exercise
complete control over the Atlantic and Pacific, the United States thus being able to use
the British Isles against the Continental enemy. Barsumian focused especially on which
power or combination of powers controlled the “rimlands” of Eurasia. If a hostile
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power or combination controlled these areas, Barsumian saw the United States being
put in a geostrategic position of encirclement and danger no matter the size of the U.S.
Army and U.S. Navy. When this situation presented itself in the past, he pointed out,
the United States became involved in Eurasian wars. He lamented that most Americans
did not think in this geopolitical way; Americans first had to understand these terms in
order to make “intelligent” foreign policy decisions.16
Barsumian next related how the 1904 theory from Sir Halford MacKinder, thenDirector of the London School of Economics, about the Eurasian “heartland” pointed
to a British Empire based on sea power facing off against a Russian Empire dominating European Russia and Siberia. Barsumian accepted MacKinder’s thesis that British
security depended on balancing the maritime and land-based balances of power,
given that Russia, along with extending over a vast land mass, could develop a navy
able to defeat Great Britain with “ease.” This, of course, was the great logic behind
British foreign policy; indeed, it explained the great fear that if the Soviet Union conquered Germany, it could become the most strategically powerful nation on Earth.
Barsumian saw that a similar threat could have materialized if the Nazis had been able
to defeat the USSR and integrate it into a Nazi-controlled Europe. To Barsumian, the
great geopolitical danger in the future was the potential of a combined Eurasian
power possessing what he estimated as two and a half times the geographic area and
ten times the population of a United States–dominated Western Hemisphere. Even
though the New World had a current edge in industrial productivity, he still thought
the United States would be geostrategically surrounded. The U.S. main political objective in both war and peace, therefore, must be to prevent the unification of the Old
World into a coalition of powers that was hostile to U.S. interests. To implement this
policy, Barsumian thought that the United States needed three things.17
First, it needed outposts in both the Atlantic and Pacific to hold an attacking force
away from vital U.S. industrial areas until the United States could convert its industry to
war production, raise mass armies, and counterattack. Second, he saw the United States
needing a navy and an air transport command capable of maintaining supply lines to
these outposts at all times. Third, the United States needed a “covering force” that was
capable of holding these outposts against all attacks. In the Atlantic, this strategy meant
that the British Isles was the most important American “outpost”; if Britain fell into enemy hands, Barsumian argued, U.S. shores would be greatly threatened and the United
States would have lost its ability to conduct a counterattack into Europe. He also
thought that, given the history of the two world wars, most Americans understood that
the United States needed to keep the British Isles secure and allied to the United States.
He further asserted that the British “outpost” was the least expensive one to maintain,
and the British would maintain their own covering force as long as they were allied to
the United States. Though he saw the British requiring some economic aid in the future,
he recognized their being essentially self-sufficient and suggested that their effectiveness as a base was required not just for potential action against the European continent
but as an “indispensable adjunct” for establishing security throughout the world.
Barsumian went on to argue that the war demonstrated that sea and air power had to be
seen as instruments for achieving decisions on land. Since neither ships nor planes
could function without land bases, however, the “determining factor” was the strength
of these bases. He thought this fact would be true until military aircraft could attack the
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home base of an enemy and return without the use of any intermediate base. Until then,
advanced bases were necessary for any strike against enemy air power. He also argued,
quite contrarily to most American naval officers at the time, that land-based aircraft
were superior to carrier-based planes. Not offering any evidence for this assertion,
Barsumian argued that sea power could be effective against rival sea powers only when
the enemy navy was removed from support by land-based aircraft. Again citing
MacKinder, however, Barsumian did not foresee a future in which global air power
“liquidated” fleets and armies.18 Barsumian next moved on to the political differences
between the United States and the Soviet Union. He assumed that there would be
“plenty” of differences between the two nations, problems that could not be ignored or
“appeased.” Not uncommonly at the time, Barsumian compared the Soviet Union to
Nazi Germany because of a “precise creed” that was key to Soviet survival in the war and
that promoted Soviet certainty about its actions and destiny. “They are at least as sure of
themselves and their ideas as we Americans are.” Barsumian summed up this creed as
belief in a single political party, government control of the press, a planned economy,
and other aspects of what he called totalitarianism. This ideology, according to
Barsumian, did not prevent the Russians from pursuing their international interests in
any way necessary, even dealing with nations that did not subscribe to Soviet ideology.19
Soviet pursuit of “realpolitik” meant abolishing the COMINTERN and annexing
the Baltic states and portions of Finland, in addition to supporting anti-Fascists in
Spain. Barsumian argued that the German invasion of Russia had demonstrated these
moves to be “defensive”; he then begrudgingly admitted that the Soviet Union had later
done the most to defeat Germany, thus fueling a dangerous situation in which, while
the United States and United Kingdom were supporting “right-wing” and reactionary
elements in postwar Europe, the USSR was capturing the hearts and minds of the European masses. Barsumian also pointed out that the Soviets were building their security
system in Europe while they participated in the construction of the UN. He assumed
that the Russians would use their conventional security system to ensure their territorial integrity if the UN could not. Barsumian argued, however, that it would be best if
the United States acquiesced to the Soviet sphere of influence in the nations and territories bordering the USSR: The Soviets saw this as key to their security, just as the United
States saw dominance of the Western Hemisphere as the key to its security. “After all, it
is doubtful if we could yet allow a communist government in this hemisphere.” Since
the United States did not intend to fight for Eastern Europe because Soviet control there
did not endanger the balance of power, interference in that sphere would just cause Soviet resentment and “false hopes” for anti-Soviet elements. However, he asserted that
the United States needed to prevent Soviet interference in Western Europe while the
United States and USSR “squared off” against each other in the context of their opposing ideologies. Barsumian also related his idea that Europe and Asia were going through
a socialistic revolution, something that had been building since the First World War.
Still, he saw the Soviet Union as essentially defensive in its actions, as he did the United
States and United Kingdom. The Russians needed to recover from wartime devastation
and develop Siberia, and probably would be occupied with these tasks instead of setting
out on further conquests as the Germans had done.20
Barsumian then talked about the development of oceanic navigation and the discovery of sea routes to the Americas as the key development of this age of world politics.
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Looking at maritime mobility as the basis for the overseas empires, he compared land
empires such as Rome, China, and Russia to those of England, France, Japan, and the
United States. To Barsumian, the development of this sea power is what contributed to
creation of the modern world, governed the relationships between the Old and New
Worlds, and allowed Eurasia to be conceived of as a single geographic unit. He went on
to argue that the oceans played a “most significant” role in economic, cultural, and political relations. To Barsumian, the most important contacts between the Eastern and
Western Hemispheres were through maritime communications. Moreover, he thought
that U.S. influence on Europe and East Asia would be brought by means of seaborne
traffic and that the United States could be reached by Eurasian power only over the
oceans. He found this to be true in spite of air power developments, for transportation
over the sea was still predominantly by ship. In this context, Barsumian found the Soviet Union to be a decidedly land power, though not by choice. He classified Soviet
coastlines as the longest in the world and as “useless.” Problems were added by the lack
of warm-water ports, rivers like the Volga emptying into isolated seas like the Caspian,
and the Black Sea being constrained by the Turkish Straits. He further related how
much of Russian history since Peter the Great was a quest by the “Russian Bear” for
warm-water ports.21
Barsumian explained the central focus that this search for warm-water ports had
had in Russian foreign policy from the 18th Century on, but concluded that Russia
still had little ready access to oceans. He illustrated that the Baltic ports were controlled by narrow straits and opened only to the North Sea, which had been dominated by Great Britain, while southwestern Russia had access only through the Black
Sea, the Turkish Straits, and the Mediterranean. Deserts and mountains separated
Russia from the “oceanic borderland” of southern and southeastern Asia, and the
Russians had no water connection with the Indian Ocean. He also saw the Soviet Pacific frontier constrained by the Kurile Islands and the Japanese Home Islands. While
the Russians occupied the Kuriles at the end of the war, only icebreakers made ocean
shipping possible year round along the coastlines of the Far Eastern Maritime Provinces. Petropavlovsk, for instance, could be kept ice free with effort, but the Arctic
ports of Siberia were open only a few months a year. Whereas the tsars had once made
“feeble” efforts to navigate the Arctic, Barsumian thought that the Soviets were actively developing their northern sea route. Still, he found that only a few dozen ships
made the complete transit from Murmansk to Vladivostok, and these had to be aided
by icebreakers and scout planes. Barsumian also pointed out that the Soviet Union’s
maritime position was further limited by the discontinuity of Russian sea frontiers.
All of the sea routes between Russia’s maritime frontiers involved long and roundabout voyages via straits or insular and continental promontories that were held by
maritime powers. Most of these maritime bottlenecks were also beyond the reach of
Soviet ground forces or land-based air power. The ports in question included
Murmansk, Archangel, Kronstadt, Sevastopol, and Vladivostok. He saw the first two
as the “most interesting,” as they had direct access to open water. Murmansk, an industrial and commercial city of 120,000, could be kept ice free year round. It had vast
docks and wharves, shipyards, repair shops, and power stations, and had become the
greatest fishing and shipping center in the Arctic. Soviet naval units and their icebreaker fleet were stationed twenty miles northward at Kola Bay, at a fortress that
Barsumian claimed had been built at a cost of $200,000,000. Poljarnoe, with its deep,
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ice-free waters and its easily defended approaches studded with “far shooting” batteries, was also an ideal naval base, except that the coastline was stormy.22
Barsumian went on to illustrate that Archangel in the White Sea could be reached
only via narrow, easily mined straits between the Kola and Kanin Peninsulas, though it
did have one of the largest harbors in the world, as well as well-developed docks and
warehouse space. The Stalin Canal, connecting the White Sea through Lakes Onega and
Ladoga to Leningrad and then to Moscow through other canals, had a depth of
twenty-five feet and could pass light cruisers, submarines, motor torpedo boats (PT),
and small craft from the Baltic to the White Sea. The Canal was, however, ice-bound for
six months a year, as was the Gulf of Archangel. This left the Soviets with only the Kola
Bay bases at Murmansk and Poljarnoe as year-round ice-free installations. This complex was Russia’s “great oceanic base,” but it was also the only one they had and was
considered by Barsumian to be minor in Mahan’s conception of base sites. All told, the
Soviet Union’s strategic position with respect to sea power afforded it few opportunities
to extend Russian influence into the Atlantic, Pacific, or Indian Oceans. He speculated
that air power might free Russia from some of these difficulties: “By air Russia can reach
any other major power in a few hours.” According to Barsumian, Russia shared a common “air frontier” with Canada, controlled the air lanes between the western United
States and China or Japan, and bordered the Arctic Ocean for almost half the circumference of the Earth. Therefore, he argued, once the range of planes was increased enough
to take full advantage of short Polar routes, the Arctic Ocean might become the “middle
sea” of air traffic. Still, Barsumian reminded the readers that this “Polar Mediterranean”
was the most inhospitable territory on Earth and that it was no accident that the area
was underpopulated. This last point illustrated that communication would not cross
the Arctic Circle but would span the Pacific in the Aleutians and the Atlantic from Newfoundland to Ireland. Although air power brought new strategic significance to northern areas like Alaska and Greenland, the main transit areas would still be the North
Atlantic and the North Pacific.23
Barsumian then delved into the history of the Russian Navy. Relating the start of the
Navy under Peter the Great, he went very quickly to the history of the Soviet Navy, especially the loss of so many fleet units in the first four years after the Revolution. He
pointed out that the Tenth Party Congress decreed the reconstruction of a fleet, but
added that accurate information about the Soviet Navy had not really been obtainable
afterward. Barsumian noted, for instance, that there were no definite facts about overall
strength. He thought that the Navy’s reconstruction in the 1920s was owed to Leon
Trotsky, argued by Barsumian to have been the only Bolshevik leader to appreciate the
importance of sea power. Trotsky wanted to ensure that the USSR had a navy that could
help the Soviets control the Baltic nations and the Black Sea. This early building program included a cruiser and six submarines for the Baltic, and ten submarines and four
destroyers for the Black Sea. Trotsky assumed a more ambitious program after this first
installment, but no definite steps had been taken even several months later. The Soviets
used the funds instead to update their air force, for which even Trotsky showed greater
enthusiasm. Air power, to the Soviets, seemed to be a better investment; a large fleet of
aircraft could dominate the Soviet Union’s neighbors, on land and over the sea, while
cruisers and torpedo craft would have “limited political value” in the Baltic and Black
Seas. In the years that followed, additional ideas were put forward, by instructors at the
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Soviet Naval War College, to the effect that mastery of the sea was “useless” for the Soviet Union and that the USSR could counter blockades with minor naval forces. The
Navy was meant to aid the Army by protecting its flanks on coasts, providing communications, and carrying out small-scale raids. These ideas became Soviet naval doctrine by
1929.24
Barsumian believed that this was a wise doctrine in the beginning, because of the
weaknesses in Soviet industry in terms of constructing modern warships, but by 1936,
after the Five-Year Plans, Soviet industry was more nearly up to the task. The Soviet
Union, however, still lacked naval engineers and designers, and the Soviets thus focused on submarines and small craft in large numbers. He also pointed out how the
Soviet Navy suffered from Stalin’s purges; indeed, Barsumian thought that it did not
have more than 200 officers by 1938 who dated their service before November 1917.
Still, he noted that the officers purged had been the adherents of the doctrine that
called for fighting a small, defensive sea war on Russia’s maritime frontiers with light
naval forces, and that they resisted the idea of an “invincible” Soviet fleet that could
dominate the seas and destroy an enemy’s commerce and communications far from
Soviet bases. Party doctrine after the purges was to build an ocean-going fleet, but the
Navy was still a subdivision of the Red Army. Barsumian also reminded his readers
that the Soviet Navy, like the Army, was hobbled in its day-to-day operations by the
Party policy of assigning political commissars as co-equals of ship’s captains as well as
chiefs of fleets, squadrons, and flotillas. The result, to Barsumian, was to have “ignorant amateurs” giving young, inexperienced commanders a “helping hand.” This situation also dictated the interruption of ship’s operations for political indoctrination,
the riddling of the service with political espionage, and the undermining of the efficiency and discipline of the crews. In these circumstances, Barsumian did not think
that the Soviet Navy could begin to attain the status it might claim by virtue of its tonnage and number of fleet units.25
Barsumian then described the Soviet Navy’s four fleets, the Northern, the Baltic, the
Black Sea, and the Pacific. In addition, there were flotillas on the Amur, Danube, and
Dnieper Rivers as well as on the Caspian Sea. He thought that each unit had been built
to fight under the specific conditions of its theater. The Baltic Fleet, however, was blockaded by the Germans from the summer of 1941 to the fall of 1944. After that, Soviet occupation of ports in the Gulf of Riga allowed for some movement of submarines and
light craft, but the Baltic Fleet mainly acted to support Red Army operations during the
defense of Leningrad. The Northern Fleet safeguarded the communication lines from
Murmansk and performed effectively, though Barsumian did not think it was as effective on the same scale as were the British. The Black Sea Fleet also coordinated its actions with the Red Army and landed many task groups in the German rear. The Pacific
Fleet, however, he did not see much employment except in the 1945 operations to occupy the Kuriles. “The Russian Navy fought gallantly as many reports indicate, but
never on the breadth or scope that indicates sea power in the British, American, German, or Japanese mind.” All of these factors led Barsumian to conclude that the USSR
was a minor oceanic power that was incapable physically or strategically of maritime or
naval development in the “normal” fashion of the Great Powers in the last five centuries. To develop in a maritime sense, the Soviet Union would have to move into areas
with good harbors that had access to open oceans, develop industrial plants having the
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know-how and capacity for shipbuilding, and develop strategic facilities that would allow for the protection of these vital areas. These strategic facilities existed in Spain,
France, and Germany, and Barsumian warned that if the Soviets controlled them, the
USSR could become the world’s greatest sea power within a decade.26
Barsumian additionally feared that it might be possible that the Soviets could acquire
these facilities and resources through ideological infiltration. Barsumian was also concerned that if the Soviets were successful enough at their ideological operations, they
could create a situation such that if war came between the “Big Two,” the sympathies of
the world for the first time in history would be against the United States. Further, if Russia
occupied or dominated these nations, or even Germany alone, if could “consolidate” the
rimland of Europe with the heartland of Eurasia. To Barsumian, national self-interest
therefore required the United States to prevent this from happening. If Russia was satisfied with its present boundaries, he thought, the United States did not need to be concerned that the USSR would represent a challenge as an oceanic power. If the USSR was
not satisfied with its present oceanic boundaries, the key to resolution of the matter would
rest in U.S. hands. Barsumian concluded his thesis by asserting that the potential was low
“if we act when the first conquest of the rimland is made: it is insuperable if we wait until
the European rimland is physically and politically bound to Moscow. It is the United
States that will determine the Russian naval potential.”27

Lieutenant William Hahn
Another thesis was written by Naval Reserve Supply Corps (SC) Lieutenant William Hahn,
also a member of the December 1945 Preparatory Staff Class. Hahn focused on World War
Two naval logistics, both to illustrate the logistics lessons learned by the Navy during the
war as well as to point out those lessons for the future. Hahn began by stating that logistics
was looked upon with little interest prior to World War Two, as it was believed “not necessary” to maintain advanced bases and fleets at sea or ships great distances from replenishment points. Hahn pointed out that operations plans and orders typically dealt with logistics
by simply stating “existing procedures will be followed” or were left blank. He admitted that
U.S. ships before the war operated from nearby points that were well equipped and fully
stocked with all manner of supplies, materials, and provisions. The attack on Pearl Harbor,
however, brought “new light” to and interest in this “seldom used” and “supposedly dull”
subject. To the extent that they foresaw a global war, U.S. leaders needed a definition of logistics to solve the far-reaching problems confronting the country. Hahn accepted the thesis
of Marine Corps Lieutenant Colonel George Thorpe, a Naval War College graduate who
had written a book entitled Pure Logistics–1917 and who argued that (although never using
the word “logistics”) Napoleon had employed all of the necessary elements of logistics in his
operations, just as he had with strategy and tactics. According to Thorpe, Napoleon did not,
however, realize until it was too late that logistics was a third entity in wartime functions
that was equal in importance to strategy and tactics. Hahn also illustrated for his readers
that since 1941 the U.S. Navy had grown from 2,500,000 tons to 15,000,000 tons of naval
vessels, with an additional 100,000 ship units. All of these vessels had to be maintained, fueled, armed, and repaired. He further pointed out that prior to December 1941, the Naval
Aviation arm had fewer than four thousand planes in use, but that as of Victory over Japan
(VJ) Day, it had so increased that estimating its size would be “purely conjecture.” In addition, wartime naval operations were based on over nine hundred shore establishments,
which included approximately three hundred newly constructed advanced bases. To
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Hahn, however, the most important logistics pertained to the approximately five million
officers, men, and women of the Navy, Coast Guard, and Marine Corps who had to be fed,
clothed, transported, and trained. Still, Hahn thought that American leaders were cognizant
of previous military successes and failures, and that the logistics of procurement, storage,
distribution, and transportation of supplies and personnel was a part of the effort to win the
war.28
As an example, in early 1942, Admiral Chester Nimitz, then the Commander-in-Chief
of the U.S. Pacific Fleet and Pacific Ocean Areas (CINCPAC-CINCPOA), organized a Logistical Board comprising Army, Navy, and Marine Corps officers whose primary function was to advise Nimitz on all problems and information at hand. The Office of the
Director of Advanced Base Planning Unit was also established and met all requirements
of the newly formed advanced bases established in the Pacific Ocean Areas. In September
1943, a Logistics Division of the Joint Staff under Nimitz was established that was made
up of officers from the combined services and comprised sections on Transportation and
Priorities, Fuel and Lubrications, Supply, Planning, Medical, Construction and Engineering, Administration and Statistics, Communications, and Ordnance. Hahn remarked
that as the war progressed, other sections were added to meet required situations. He additionally pointed out that the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) established a higher echelon for logistics and coordinated it with the JCS. This Logistic
Planning Division was a planning agency whose functions were closely interwoven with
the Planning Division of the Staff of the Commander-in-Chief and the Bureau Planning
Section. Arguing that many problems were solved through logistics during World War
Two, he also said that this task was an established factor and grew in importance to a point
where it was vital in aiding U.S. forces in conquering enemy-controlled areas.29
Looking at the Japanese as the “Back Stabbers,” Hahn saw Japan’s strike at Pearl
Harbor as their bid for world power for generations to come. To Hahn, this act brought
about a situation in which the United States was faced with survival for the present, immediate preparation and planning for an offensive to come, and defensive action up to
the point when the United States could begin its plans for the ultimate defeat of Japan.
“It is believed that 7 December, 1941, could be considered as the birth of War Logistics
as we speak of logistics today.” As an example, he talked about how then-Captain John
Gaffney, Pearl Harbor Navy Yard Supply Officer, assembled his subordinate officers on
duty just one hour after the beginning of the Japanese attack. From his office, Gaffney
apparently swept his arm across the panorama of a destroyed Pearl Harbor and told his
assembled officers that this was war and what they were trained for. Warning his officers
that they could not stop bullets on paper, he told them to “go out there” and solve the
problems as they encountered them. “Needless to say, all those Supply Officers knew
what was to be done and how it was to be done after hearing those words.” Hahn
claimed that by noon on that day, bits, pieces, and scraps of paper were finding their
way to supply offices. Supplies began to be issued by priority and spread out in quantity.
“By logistical reasoning, the thin thread held.” These logistical items, according to
Hahn, included firearms, rain clothing, fruit juices, soaps, gasoline, and helmets.
Wounded and dead were also being brought ashore and put in hastily thrown-together
shelters equipped with blankets, cots, and mattresses. Canvas was even improvised with
lengths of wood and nails to create stretchers. Rhetorically asking what all of this had to do
with logistics, Hahn noted that supplies and the replacement of supplies was part of
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logistics. Supplies alone, however, were not the major part of logistics; personnel also
had to be included in the category. Ships had to carry these supplies and personnel, so
ships also had to be included in the logistics picture. So did radios, ammunition, fuel oil,
gasoline, and airplanes. To Hahn, all of these materials and resources had to be included
in the logistics picture.30
Hahn went on to state that by early 1942, when Japan occupied the Gilbert Islands
and moved into the Antipodes, Australia was the only area where the United States
could establish a base for staging offensives against Japan. By that time, U.S. shipping
routes were threatened by land-based Japanese aircraft and “quick-striking” surface
units from Micronesia and the other islands in the area. Bora Bora was another “logical”
place from which to establish a U.S. base to counteract the Japanese onslaught and protect cargo carriers to and from Australia. Bora Bora, however, was not a modern installation, and it needed storage tanks, refrigerators, power plants, and piers. The lack of
piers, in particular, meant problems handling stores. In fact, the base itself had to be
built. Improvisation was the key. When piers could not be built, materials from the
cargo ships were put on pontoon sections that were welded together, lowered over the
side, towed close to shore as lighters, and unloaded at small, quickly constructed piers.
All of this, according to Hahn, helped with quickly building the base at Bora Bora and
protecting U.S. supply lines to Australia.31
Early 1942 also saw the start of the Escort Carrier Program. The Wolf Pack submarine menace in the Atlantic and the still-large Japanese fleet meant significant losses in
shipping. Allied leaders decided to convert oil tankers into escort carriers. These were
quite effective, Hahn said, against German submarines in the Atlantic: “These submarines soon knew fear of the small effective planes catapulted from a bobbing CVE
flight deck.” Though, as Hahn pointed out, there were doubts about this program, it
led to higher German submarine losses and diminished Allied ship losses. In a lesson
of logistics, fifty escort carriers were planned by the Navy and built by Kaiser
Shipbuilding Corporation in Vancouver, Washington. Logistics was also centrally
important when the Navy had to figure out messing, berthing, anti-aircraft (AA) gun
protection, and multitudes of other shipboard necessities. Logistics staffs assigned to
these studies, according to Hahn, “tediously and unerringly” centralized data for
initial study and then decentralized various aspects to the agencies responsible for
completing the ship. Hahn briefly illustrated this logistics process. Stating that the
Bureau of Ships (BUSHIPS) kept a progress chart showing the dates that escort
carrier keels were to be laid, he also demonstrated that the Bureau kept track of the
various stages of development and building, right up to the final commissioning
and acceptance by the Navy. The progress chart was the “Bible” by which other bureaus, training stations, supply depots, and agencies made shipments, fulfilled commitments, and fitted their individual pieces to the “giant jigsaw puzzle.” As an
example, a ship whose keel was laid in January 1944 was commissioned in May of
that year, and reported to the Fleet for duty in June 1944. During these six months,
much work and planning had to be done in addition to the “gigantic” plans made
prior to the laying of the keel. The particular ships Hahn focused on differed from
past shipbuilding, in that the escort carriers were being built in a private yard in
Vancouver and then delivered to the Navy at Astoria, Oregon. He placed emphasis
on the coordination between the various Navy bureaus and agencies; the escort carriers were destined to be complete fighting units within but twenty-six days of
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commissioning. “And it was accomplished!” Additionally, seven hundred men
made up the crew of each escort carrier. These men had to be concentrated at the
CVE Pre-commissioning School for three months and trained in shipboard requirements. Men in each ship’s division had to be trained in detail, and provision had to
be made for the crews to make temporary cruises on similar ships before taking over
their own.32
Hahn also reminded his readers that each ship was delivered to the Navy with only
enough fuel oil to traverse the hundred miles down the Columbia River, and that this
was the total extent of the supplies onboard. Logistics thus had to ensure that the ship’s
Supply Officer was furnished with Ships’ Allowance Lists, master requisitions, and
other necessary data. Dates for supplies to be delivered had to be arranged and known
from Seattle; Oakland; the Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C.; Clearfield, Utah;
Mare Island, California; and Philadelphia. “Contemplate the diversified and widely
separated points from which this material was delivered, yet the information was complete and aboard ship and had been so coordinated that a ‘bottle neck’ was not caused
by non-delivery of supplies.” Hahn argued that with the complete data on hand, the
ship’s Supply Officer was equipped to make his plan as to where to stow the various materials even before they were received.33
Dates also had to be planned by the Bureau of Personnel (BUPERS) for each ship’s
complement of personnel to report onboard. An example of this planning was the
Communications Officer and his complement reporting onboard an escort carrier
thirty days prior to commissioning to set up required files, make corrections to their
publications, and familiarize themselves with the equipment that had to be installed
and put in operating condition. Also to be timed was the arrival of the ship’s crew three
hours prior to commissioning, all to be mustered and marched onboard. There would
also be the arrival of the Combat Information Center (CIC) gang three days after the
commissioning date. Meanwhile, the Bureau of Aeronautics (BUAER) had in training
several air groups, one for each ship to be married up to its carrier when it arrived in San
Diego; all of this had to be organized on the West Coast by the Carrier Aircraft Service
Division (CASD). As Hahn put it, the jigsaw puzzle gradually took shape. The ship in
question then left the Columbia River area on time with all of its equipment onboard.
Proceeding down Puget Sound, it took on fuel, ammunition, calibrating equipment,
more supplies, and men. Drills were held, equipment was tested, and the ship proceeded to San Diego to pick up the air group. “In a few weeks all hands were used to the
roar of propellers, screech of tires on landing circle and the jargon of the aviators, all departments were functioning smoothly and another important fighting unit was ready
for action.” Hahn again reminded his readers that only six months had elapsed since the
steel decks were no more than ore in the ground and a great majority of the men “complementing that fighting team were farmers tilling the ground.” Hahn also wanted it
recognized that in accomplishments like this the logistics planners performed “miracles.” Taking the escort carriers as his example, he thought that this shipbuilding program for just one of the Fleet’s fighting units was the “most spectacular” and
“outstanding” example from World War Two.34
Moving on to fuel operations in the Pacific, Hahn stated that in many ways fuel was
the key to the Pacific War. He first focused on prewar fuel operations whereby the
Fleet’s fuel was purchased, paid, and accounted for by the Inspector of Petroleum at San
Pedro, California, and then distributed by tankers to the U.S. West Coast ports, Hawaii,
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and the other Pacific bases. Since the Japanese captured nearly all of the bases west of
Hawaii, however, all U.S. fighting units were compelled early in the war to return to Hawaii for fuel. Given this self-evident need for a replenishment program, a determination
of requirements was made by Fuel Officers on the Staff of the Pacific Fleet Service
Force’s Service Squadron 8 and by the Area Petroleum Office, which coordinated supplies for the Commander, Service Force, Pacific Fleet. Hahn talked about stocks having
to be maintained in sufficient quantities to meet emergencies that might arise. He
pointed out that an effort was made to maintain a reserve of sixty days’ supply in the Pacific Theater of Operations (PTO) and that this reserve was in addition to the thirty
days’ supply that was “on the water” and en route to the operating areas at all times.
Hahn also illustrated that the Combined Chiefs of Staff (CCS) established approved levels for each theater. The most recent directive before VJ Day stated a thirty-day operating level for the Central and South Pacific; a fifty-five day emergency level for the
Central Pacific; and a forty-five day level in the South Pacific. The theater level was
eighty days in the Central Pacific and seventy-five days in the South Pacific; Hahn said
that these levels were derived by adding the operating level plus an emergency reserve
fuel level. Supplying the Pacific bases themselves was accomplished with approximately
three hundred tankers, sixty of them employed in the Southwest Pacific. According to
Hahn, these tankers normally operated on a forty-day cycle to Pearl Harbor at the beginning of the war; a ten-knot convoy was prescribed at that time. By 1945, however,
these slow tankers had all been replaced by faster fourteen-and-a-half knot ships that
cut the Pearl Harbor cycle to twenty-two days. The cycle for the Western Pacific was
“roughly” seventy-five days, with sixty days underway to and from loading ports and
fifteen days in the discharge area. Hahn also talked about the concern that the United
States did not at the time have enough ships to carry the oil required for fast-moving
units like the 3rd and 5th Fleets.35
In August 1944, for example, it was estimated that a total of 280 tankers would be required to move just over thirteen million barrels of combined fuel oil, diesel oil, motor
gas, and aviation gas in the Pacific Ocean Areas in order to meet the operational requirements for February 1945. As a further example, Hahn talked about eight million barrels
per month of fuel oil being required for the Marianas campaign, with the 5th Fleet alone
requiring five million barrels for its operations during the campaign. He also asserted that
in the case of fueling at sea, the rate of fuel discharge under good conditions was about
two thousand barrels an hour for a destroyer, four thousand barrels an hour for a cruiser,
and six thousand barrels an hour for a battleship or carrier. He admitted that the average
was less, but he also cited one case where the tanker Taluga pumped 7,825 barrels of oil
into the fast battleship South Dakota in one hour. Aviation gasoline consumption in
the Pacific was, to Hahn, even more graphic a picture when looked at in gallons per
day. Average consumption, according to Hahn, increased from 1,220,000 gallons in
October 1944 to 2,350,000 gallons in March 1945. He said that this increase was due to
the B-29 operations from the Marianas but that the Army and Navy Petroleum Board
was able to provide sufficient tanker tonnage to meet these requirements. This was evident, Hahn argued, from combat fuel’s “never” being short in the forward areas.
Largely responsible for this situation was the formation in the Pacific Theater of a fleet
of fast oilers (AO) belonging to Service Squadron 8. These oilers, operating with the Logistic Support Group in support of the operating Task Forces (TF), were the “pipeline”
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through which flowed the “life blood” of, among other units, the 5th Fleet. Service
Squadron 8 operated with Admiral William Halsey’s 3rd Fleet from 17 August 1944 to
27 January 1945, designated as Task Group (TG) 30.8, for the purposes of both fueling
Halsey’s unit at sea and supplying it with aircraft replacements. A Fleet Tug Service also
operated with the 3rd Fleet. Normally, this group was composed of twenty-four tankers, three escort carriers, four transport carriers with aircraft replacements, eight destroyers, eighteen destroyer escorts, and fleet tugs as assigned by Halsey.36
Hahn went on to assert that fueling areas were predetermined in operations plans to
best meet the needs of Task Force 38, in the context of the need to locate them in combat
zones that were exposed to enemy operations. Time and positions of fueling service were
given dispatch by Halsey. Upon meeting Task Force 38 at the appointed rendezvous, large
craft had fuel oil, aviation, gasoline, provisions, and other supplies—and even small
planes—transferred to them; thus did the TG “rejuvenate” the Fast Carrier Task Force, allowing it to proceed on another strike operation. Hahn also noted that almost every phase
of the war at sea had fuel storage in the background. When the war started, the United
States had about three million barrels of fuel oil stored at Pearl Harbor. The Japanese,
however, did not strike the fuel depots; in the first two months of the war, nearly two million barrels were issued. It was still necessary, however, to step up deliveries from the West
Coast depots, as the oil situation at Pearl Harbor did become critical. The Red Hill storage
of approximately six million barrels was not completed until July 1942. About this same
time, since fuel deliveries had to be stepped up, a project was conceived to fill the Red Hill
storage tanks with a Panama Fuel Pipe Line. This $20 million project was what Hahn
called a “naval secret weapon”; certainly it was one that had little or no publicity. As of
September 1945, the entire project was more than ninety-five percent complete; Hahn
thought that it might be a potential factor in eliciting a “non-aggression attitude” from
future “war-minded” nations. The original conception of this pipeline took form in August 1942 as a joint project of the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), the War Department, and the Petroleum Administration for War. The decision for erecting the pipeline
was reached at a secret meeting of some twenty Army and Navy officers; they delegated
responsibility for construction to then–Rear Admiral Ben Moreell, wartime Chief of the
Navy’s Bureau of Yards and Docks (BUY&D). The meeting fixed pipeline goals at a capacity of 105,000 barrels of fuel oil daily across the Isthmus of Panama, with another pipeline having a capacity of 35,000 barrels of diesel oil or gasoline daily. Hahn next talked
about the original purpose of this pipeline being to serve a secret supply artery from the
Atlantic to the Pacific in the Panama Canal Zone in case the Canal Zone fell to enemy action. However, the pipeline proved so efficient and strategically valuable, and the requirements of the Pacific Fleet became so great, that the capacity of the pipeline was more than
doubled by building a duplicate pipeline prior to the completion of the first one. Thus,
there were a pair of twenty-inch fuel oil lines, along with a twelve-inch gasoline line and a
ten-inch diesel oil line. The original pipeline was completed in October 1943, but it had
been in use months before the initial completion date, serving the Pacific Fleet and relieving the enormous traffic congestion in the Panama Canal. The twenty million dollar cost
included forty-six miles of pipelines and stations.37
As with fuel, the United States had to create specialized agencies to deal with the millions of tons of freight needed for the war. The agencies Hahn focused on were the Office of Defense Transportation (ODT), created in December 1941, and the War
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Shipping Administration (WSA), created in February 1942. The WSA, in particular,
was authorized to requisition all ocean shipping under the American flag, to seize enemy vessels in American waters, and to control the operation of all of these vessels, as
well as those embraced in the expanded construction schedules of the U.S. Maritime
Commission. According to Hahn, WSA officials were placed in all principal Allied
ports. These officials coordinated the activities of the American Merchant Fleet with
those of the Allies and placed American ships under the operation of one hundred or
more private shipping companies acting as WSA agents. Since the United States was
fighting a global war, Hahn reminded his readers, ocean transportation was over global
sea lanes, with enemies to both east and west. The eastern enemy was the “shorter ocean
haul”; it was, though, just as much a potential threat, according to Hahn, for which reason it was necessary to carry out offensive actions simultaneously in both oceans. The
war against Japan was on a greater scale than the European campaign. The contrast between the two theaters became “particularly pointed” as Allied power was turned toward the Pacific.38
Logistics in the Pacific was so complicated and so intensified as to be “totally different” from what had gone before. Hahn related how in 1942, men, supplies, and equipment were moving from the East Coast of the United States to Europe and from the
West Coast of the United States to Australia and Alaska. Lend-Lease supplies were also
being delivered at the same time that raw materials had to be brought from other nations to the United States to feed its industrial mobilization. “This was a definite strain
on all shipping, therefore, more and more ships were pressed into service and new ships
had to be constructed.” Shipping to Europe was also considered less of a task than to the
Pacific because of the far greater availability of port facilities in the former case. Hahn
said that in 1942 the only Pacific port capable of handling the quantities of materials
needed was Pearl Harbor. As the United States extended its lines further westward, new
ports had to be constructed; in the interim, the turnaround time of U.S. shipping was
greater, due to there being less expeditious cargo-handling facilities, spread over greater
distances. If the United States was to increase the number of ships, however, it had to increase the forces to man them. This increase was carried out, reflected to an extent in
(and literally building on) the fact that in December 1942 there were 85,000 officers and
men in the U.S. Merchant Marine, while a year later there were more than 153,000, and
by 1945 there were 245,000.39
Hahn next related that the number of oceangoing ships also steadily increased after
1941. Some 750 vessels were built in 1942, bringing the U.S. total to 1,900. Another 1,800
were built in 1943, increasing the Merchant Marine to 3,700; by mid-1945 it totaled 4,200
ships. This figure of almost a 300 percent increase included only those ships meant to
transport “implements of war.” An example of the tonnage shipped was illustrated when
Hahn stated that in 1944, a total of 77,500,000 long tons of cargo left the United States for
Europe and that this was only seventy-two and a half percent of the total supplies moved.
The Merchant Marine alone carried 23,000,000 tons of cargo for the Normandy invasion,
but when the war in Europe ended, the problems that the WSA had to deal with changed
greatly in “character and magnitude.” To Hahn, a whole new set of conditions ensued in
the “most intense” activity of the war. Hahn argued that since the distances were so great
in the Pacific, the WSA had to change its procedures and operations, just as the troops had
to be trained differently for different kinds of fighting. He demonstrated some of these
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particular Pacific problems by comparing the 3,100 miles from England to the United
States (as well as the former’s thirty miles to Continental Europe) with the 6,800 miles
separating San Francisco from Manila and then the additional 1,700 miles to Tokyo. He
also pointed out that for every one hundred ships that carried supplies to England, it took
127 ships to carry the same tonnage to the Central Pacific, 180 to the Philippines, and 224
to the China Coast. Hahn additionally argued that in Europe, the enemy was concentrated primarily within a single area, whereas in the Pacific the enemy was deployed from
the Marshall Islands to the Japanese Home Islands. He further summarized how the ODT
in the last three years had undertaken the job of ensuring that freight, men, and equipment were moved from coast to coast expeditiously, nonetheless reaching their destinations ahead of the estimated time of arrival. To this end, it was necessary to set up a
priority system regulating the movement of all freight for export, with a working agreement coordinated with other government agencies. The ODT also sped up every possible
means of loading, unloading, and turnabout time for all freight and equipment, as well as
securing full utilization of all equipment by maximizing loading of all freight cars.40
The ODT further established four freight-consolidation stations at Chicago, St.
Louis, Memphis, and New Orleans. Chicago Terminal transshipped freight to Seattle,
Bremerton, Tacoma, Portland (Oregon), and San Francisco; St. Louis handled freight
for San Francisco and Los Angeles, with the exception that Memphis expedited shipments to the latter. New Orleans routed freight for San Diego. Feeder lines between the
four consolidating terminals helped keep the freight rolling. The main ports not only
received freight but transshipped as well. As an example, Hahn talked about a railroad
car being fully loaded in New York with mixed freight for various destinations. When it
reached Chicago, it would be segregated and reloaded by full car load, which would
then be routed to its destination. The Army–Navy Consolidated Freight Agency, Hahn
argued, was “quite instrumental” in lightening the load of the transportation of these
materials. Hahn also reminded readers that the American transportation system was
not taxed to its limits when the entire U.S. production was going toward Lend-Lease.
Once the United States entered the war and began its own offensives, however, transportation agencies and companies were also faced with Selective Service demands,
which decreased their manpower pool.41
Additionally, they encountered resource shortages of their own as materials went directly into military equipment and replacements. To Hahn, these shortages in fuel,
equipment, manpower, and transportation explained the need for a priority system for
wartime travel. He claimed that the American people understood why the nation’s
transportation facilities had to be controlled, directed, and coordinated, and why the
railways, highways, airlines, and ships had to be utilized to the utmost. Going on, Hahn
talked about the pipeline system extending forty-five times across the United States and
the importance of that system in this modern, mechanized war. The ODT was even
dealing with demobilization. Hahn looked at New York newspapers that reported
thirty-four thousand U.S. troops coming home from the European Theater of Operations (ETO), arriving in New York City, and having to be transported to their various
destinations in the United States. According to Hahn, the ODT effected the movement
of these troops from New York City to their various separation centers in less than seventy-two hours. Since hostilities had now ended, Hahn took this latest mission to be of
paramount importance. “It took three years to put three million five hundred thousand
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men in Europe, all but four hundred thousand of these will be returned, and in addition, millions of GI’s in the Pacific theatre must also be returned.” While Hahn thought
that this was a tremendous task, he was confident that the American transportation system could carry out this mission, just as it had fulfilled that of military and naval logistics for the wartime buildup.42
Hahn reiterated that before VJ Day, the Navy’s logistics system was complex and immense. In 1944, according to Hahn, the Navy trained over 500,000 personnel and sent
to sea forty-two thousand new craft and twenty-nine thousand planes, besides maintaining the personnel and equipment already in service. Existing facilities included over
seven hundred stations and bases, which stocked over four million various items. These
materials and personnel were projected over three thousand miles across the Atlantic,
three thousand miles across the United States, and seven thousand miles across the Pacific. Hahn reminded the readers that to conduct all of these logistical operations required careful planning and execution, and that each step had to be thoroughly thought
out ahead of time. To illustrate his points, Hahn looked at logistical preparations by one
of the Navy’s aviation units for the invasion of Kwajalein in January 1944. Orders for
materials and equipment for this operation actually had to be ordered as early as September 1942, while less critical items were requested in January 1943. While the invasion had not yet been decided upon, equipment was ordered on the idea that it would be
used somewhere in the Pacific. By April 1943, Hahn said that then-Admiral Ernest
King, CNO, specified the men and material to be required at Kwajalein airbase nine
months later. Ninety-five men then began their training to become the staff at that future airbase. In May 1943, the training of the rest of the complement for the airbase began. Men and materials began to arrive at Port Hueneme, California, by September
1943; shipping preparations began as well. As Hahn pointed out, the invasion was still
four months away, but training and the assembly of supplies continued unabated. In
October 1943, for example, Admiral Nimitz transmitted his desired shipping date and
schedule for the airbase unit. In December 1943, the first two echelons of the unit began
moving from California to Hawaii for further and intensified training. The actual invasion of Kwajalein occurred on 31 January 1944; in early February, both echelons in Hawaii and those still in California got underway for their new base, fifteen months after
their first equipment was ordered. By the time the Kwajalein units were underway,
Hahn said that planning for the Guam–Saipan operations was underway. To Hahn, this
was just one example of “how logistics fit the jigsaw puzzle problem of our Pacific war
into a neat and concise picture.” He also claimed that the admirals and the JCS “never”
had any thought that their plans would fail—both because American plans supposedly
never fail and because the Japanese did not have a “breathing spell” in which to recuperate from the heavy strikes they were being subjected to. “The persistence of our attacks
constantly kept the Japanese off balance.”43
Hahn used the Fast Carrier Task Forces as another example. According to Hahn, the
ability of these units to fight prolonged sea battles was evidence of the Navy’s logistical
expertise. Asserting that it was not unusual for the Navy’s carriers to be underway for
months at a time, he pointed out that this was due to the “rigid execution” of U.S. plans
and the designated fueling areas that were assigned as the Fleet drew closer to enemy
waters and shores. At the time that the Japanese fleet was sighted off the Philippines in
October 1944, Hahn said, the Fast Carrier Task Forces had been underway from a major
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base for over two months and had engaged in sixteen combat actions over 1,800 miles of
the Pacific Ocean. In spite of this operational tempo, U.S. units were able to make the
Battle of Leyte Gulf a decisive American victory. Going on, he asserted that in September and October 1944, planes from one of the Fast Carrier Task Forces flew over
18,000 sorties, expended 6,000 pounds of bombs, 330 torpedoes, 7,700 rockets, and
“huge” amounts of fuel, gasoline, and provisions, yet lost only 300 planes in operational accidents and combat, and suffered a like number of aircrew casualties. Admitting that one carrier was lost and two cruisers were damaged, he also pointed out that in
November 1944, in spite of these ship losses, the Fast Carrier Task Force was bombing
Manila in support of American troops. Logistics had allowed the Force to refurbish so
that by December 1944 “this same Task Force was blasting, almost at will, the Japanese
Coasts and the China Coast.” Hahn warned that the problems of procurement, training, billeting, feeding, distribution, hospitalization, replenishment, and rehabilitation
of personnel would remain an important factor even though the war was over. Therefore, he thought it was necessary to maintain logistical organizations in wartime condition during peacetime: “Should there ever develop another war it will no doubt be as
widely spread over the world as was World War II and will probably move at an even
greater pace.”44
Hahn further related how aviation logistics and supply was coordinated in early
1942 after meetings between Rear Admiral John Towers’ Bureau of Aeronautics and
Rear Admiral Ray Spear’s Bureau of Supply and Accounts (BUSANDA). First, an Aviation Supply Office was created at the Naval Aircraft Factory in Philadelphia. Hahn
said that very few supplies were carried on hand in Philadelphia at that time, but that
Aviation Supply Annexes were then constructed at Norfolk, Virginia, and Oakland,
California. Hahn asserted that these Annexes were strategically located to adequately
supply both the Atlantic and Pacific areas. Contracts for spare parts were awarded to
contractors at the same time that the aircraft contracts were awarded. At first, Hahn
said, planes and spare parts were delivered simultaneously, but later a plan was developed whereby the Navy would accept planes on the condition that spare parts would
first be delivered to the Aviation Supply Annexes, to aircraft carriers, and to airbases before the planes arrived at their operational units. As the war developed, the pace of Aviation Supply grew. Logistics, he claimed, showed how and when different parts of
engines had to be replaced, how many flying hours would pass before parts of an airframe needed replacing, and how spare part kits for individual airplanes could be created and shipped with each plane to the combat or operations area. Operational
experience further demonstrated how each kit was even tailored with the specific, necessary tools and parts for any maintenance unit using the kit. Hahn also classified the
growth of the program to “mammoth” proportions and explained how keeping the
planes flying made it necessary to include certain quantities of wings, propellers, engines, wheels, tires, and component parts for each squadron based on a carrier. These
spares, according to Hahn, amounted to a large bulk and required significant stowage
space on the carriers, but as each carrier left the United States, the spare parts would be
aboard and ready for “any eventuality” in the combat zones. Later in the war, Hahn remarked, an Aviation Supply Depot was established in Espíritu Santo, where the carriers
could replenish their spare parts instead of having to return to Pearl Harbor. Roi Island Aviation Depot in the Marshall Islands was then created, and Guam was later developed in this
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manner as well. In addition, the Navy created its first Aviation Supply Ship, the Fortune,
which cruised with Service Squadron 8 to meet the carriers in the refueling areas. The Naval
Air Transport Service (NATS) also routinely delivered critical spare parts to the Aviation
Supply Department at Roi within forty-eight hours after the need for the parts was made
known at the Oakland Supply Depot. “Looking back to these facts and their influence during the war, we can realize the great part aviation played in carrying the fight to the enemy—
with logistical aid.”45
Hahn said that at the present time, the Navy was giving consideration to the establishment of a Navy Logistics School. The School, if created, would be designed primarily
to provide both Line and Staff Corps officers with advanced technical training in logistical operations. According to Hahn, its curriculum would be based on two assumptions.
First, it was assumed that the war had demonstrated the “tremendous” significance of
logistics as an active influence in modern warfare. It was also assumed that the war had
revealed the complete interdependence of strategic, tactical, and logistical elements in
any operation. The purpose of the course would be to provide naval officers with an understanding of the place that logistic support held in planning and conducting naval operations. Hahn asserted that the course would also instruct naval officers in the methods
of logistical support, so that when they took command positions they would have a full
appreciation of logistical limitations and potentialities. When performing logistical duties, it was hoped, they might provide the greatest possible support for combat forces
with the “greatest possible efficiency.” Hahn further hoped that a course like this would
develop judgment in experienced officers who were to be expected in future wars to formulate and place in action basic logistical policies, practices, and procedures. These officers were to be acquainted with the language and fundamental problems that
confronted the “average man” in any business. This would include a basic “businesslike attitude” with the industrial and labor organizations the Navy would have to deal
with in procuring necessary supplies, equipment, construction materials, and transportation facilities in time of total war. Hahn thought that the course could be further extended to give these officers a clear understanding of how government policies,
practices, and procedures had to be integrated with business and labor to obtain the
most effective results. Given what the Navy had confronted during the war, Hahn argued that men who were brought into the future Navy from civilian business would be
able to find the ways and means of solving logistical support problems so as to further
operations against the enemy. Hahn foresaw future naval logistical officers having to
solve problems such as those encountered in World War Two when workers went on
strike, shortages of raw materials for constructing critical parts became evident, and issues had to be resolved through conferences with the War Production Board (WPB). If
a certain number of naval officers were given training in these matters, Hahn argued, it
would enable the Navy to operate in a manner more common to businessmen in the
United States and around the world.46
Hahn envisioned dividing this instruction into four separate stages that would, he
thought, permit officers to integrate their fleet experience with their “social education”
and ensure that education in logistics was a continuous process. The first stage would be
a preliminary course at the Naval Academy or with the Naval Reserve Officer Training
Corps (NROTC); this would generally survey the nature of modern logistics and demonstrate to line officers early in their careers the governing influence of logistics upon
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the conduct of military operations. In the second stage, three to four years after commissioning, Hahn thought that each officer should be required to successfully pass either a correspondence or classroom course on command functions that would contain
a “good deal” of study on technical logistics. This course, as Hahn saw it, would supply a
sound background in logistics practices. He thought that this knowledge would further
the officer’s career, and the officer could then decide if additional duty in logistics was
for him. If logistics was desired, the officer, either by application or through selection by
BUPERS, could proceed to the next stage.47
This third stage would be an advanced course in logistics that combined the regular
curriculum of the Naval War College over an eighteen-month period. The course
would entail an intensive study of procurement, planning, and distribution, while the
officer also studied World War Two operations and case studies. The last stage would be
attended by officers selected for their ability and aptitude to fill positions in the highest
echelon of logistics planning, such as the Joint Logistic Staff. Hahn saw this stage as similar to the current curricula at the Army–Navy Staff College and the Naval War College.
This stage would be the final step for study for top command and training in the integration of both strategic and logistical Army–Navy plans and policies. Further study
would include the analysis of military logistical structures of every possible enemy and,
on a broader scale, examination of the economic, geographic, social, political, and industrial strengths of foreign countries’ war potential. The last stage was also intended to
round out as complete a package of information as possible for officers engaged in planning future military and naval strategy. “These four stages, interspersed in a Naval officer’s career, would keep him mentally alert and cognizant of the current Naval policies,
functions, plans, and strategy.” In conclusion, Hahn said that in the “indiscernible” future of the United States, and especially the Atomic Age, Americans had to be prepared
to support U.S. policies of “Peace and Freedom,” secure in the knowledge that so far as
the ability to mobilize its officers, men, and equipment was concerned, it “could wage a
successful war against any aggressor.”48
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II The Lessons Continue, November 1945–March 1946

Lieutenant Commander David Inbusch
trategic, operational, and tactical lessons from the war continued to be enunciated
throughout the remainder of 1945 and into early 1946. At the same time as Alford,
Barsumian, and Hahn, Lieutenant Commander David Inbusch (see figure 1, second row from top, far right), also from the Command and Staff Class of December 1945,
submitted his thesis on the postwar U.S. naval establishment. Inbusch was particularly
concerned with the U.S. need for overseas bases. He began by asserting that the U.S. naval establishment included not only ships, men, planes, and other implements of war
but the necessary organization and bases to maintain these implements of war. Inbusch
admitted that many military and civilian analysts had concerned themselves with the
size, training, organization, procurement, and maintenance of the Fleet and its shore establishment. He was concerned, however, that the mention of overseas bases caused a
feeling of “revulsion” to become evident. Inbusch thought that for this very reason, the
question of overseas bases was one of the most important to settle before peace could be
assured. He especially thought that the time to settle this matter was immediately rather
than some time in the future when the nation became “bogged down” in “prewar indifference” and “traditional smug isolationism.” He did not think that enough stress could
be laid on the importance of communicating this “true situation” to the American public as it now existed and outlining the Navy’s and the nation’s future policy in regard to
overseas bases. Accordingly, Inbusch set out to analyze the postwar naval establishment
in regard to overseas bases especially. Looking first at the Navy’s bases in the past, he
pointed out that by treaty, purchase, or international agreement, the Navy built bases in
Hawaii; Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; St. Thomas, the U.S. Virgin Islands; Guam; American
Samoa; Dutch Harbor, Alaska; Culebra and San Juan in Puerto Rico; Cavite, the Philippines; the Panama Canal Zone; and smaller or temporary facilities in other locations. At
various times, he asserted that these facilities were used either as fleet bases or logistical
support bases, as well as to support the operation of aircraft. As soon as the war broke
out, however, Inbusch thought it became apparent that the Navy’s bases were too few,
undermanned, under-equipped, and failing in mutual support of each other. By trade,
lease, and agreement, therefore, other bases were acquired or in some cases built. In any
case, the United States, according to Inbusch, spent considerable amounts of money and
material in developing its wartime overseas base system.1
Inbusch further asserted that as a result of U.S. short-sightedness, its existing bases
were not fortified or properly defended. Those that were isolated and insufficiently
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supported quickly fell to the enemy and had to be retaken at great cost in lives and material. Those not directly attacked or in danger of attack were, however, reinforced to the
greatest extent possible that enabled them to be used as advanced supply depots for the
recapture of former U.S. outlying bases. Still, Inbusch did not think that this situation
was economically or militarily desirable. In wartime, Inbusch argued that the Navy’s
bases were supposed to be used as rallying points for the Fleet and as implements of war,
but that the bases were not employed for this purpose. A great deal of time, according to
Inbusch, was used to remedy defects in the bases and bring them up to strength, a process he thought should have been undertaken in peacetime. Given what he believed was
a “woefully” inadequate prewar overseas policy to meet the requirements of a “modern
aggressive” war, Inbusch wanted to avoid such mistakes being made in the future and
wanted to further analyze the mistakes so that the country could clearly perceive them.
Accordingly, Inbusch wanted to illustrate a “better understanding” of how overseas
bases fit into the overall conception of naval power. Citing Mahan, Inbusch argued that
the Navy had to conduct its operations on the enemy’s sea coasts and that warfare in distant waters called for bases in those waters. Inbusch asserted that Mahan’s statement
was as true in the present as in Mahan’s period. “The fleet is not yet able to fight at oceanic distances unless unopposed by an enemy fleet, although in the war just past some
remarkable campaigns were conducted at relatively great distances from our major fleet
bases.” The Navy’s overseas bases had to be geographically, logistically, and politically
capable of supporting offensive and defensive fleet operations at “reasonable” distances
from those bases. These bases also had to be organized so as to be mutually supporting,
as an isolated base was “in most instances nothing more than a gilt edged invitation to
an enemy power to come on over and take it from us.”2
Inbusch also wanted the matter of supply dumps considered. All bases, to him,
needed to be stocked so that any demand by the Fleet could be instantly met. “A ship
running low on fuel or supplies is not in a position to wait at an advanced base while a
tanker or supply ship is sent from the mainland.” To handle operations in this manner
was, he asserted, to invite destruction, as time was always a factor in war and the possible ways to shorten the time required to fit a ship for battle had to be taken into consideration. Inbusch thought that cost was a “minor factor,” but nevertheless one that had
to be taken into consideration. “A plane which costs one hundred thousand dollars at a
factory siding inevitably increases in both cost and value when delivered at an advanced
base thousands of miles from the factory.” He additionally thought that the same thing
was true of all supplies that must be carried in the stockpile at the advanced bases. “The
time for stocking our bases is not in time of war but in time of peace.” Peacetime
buildup of overseas bases therefore included not only what he saw as the implements of
war but also the personnel to use these implements and to keep them in a state of wartime readiness. Related to these matters was the location of the bases. Inbusch asserted
that this was of “primary importance.” To him, war was not only a question of “pure”
military strength but also one of position. A nation’s military strength had to be exerted
at the proper place in times of stress. A nation that could employ its military power in
this manner could prevent another power from situating itself similarly, committing an
overt act of war, or putting one’s own country at a militarily disadvantageous position.
Stating that centers of power in geopolitics change, he also argued that bases change in
relative importance. Given this situation, he wanted the Navy’s required overseas bases
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to be acquired immediately while it was still “politically convenient” to do so. “Then
when the situation changes we will be in a position to so strengthen or weaken our existing bases as the exigencies of the situation demand.”3
Inbusch also pointed out that the shift of Soviet industry toward the east meant that
East Asia was now considerably more militarily important. He therefore believed that
the United States needed to acquire bases in that region on the same general terms and
for the same purposes as it had already done in the Atlantic. “As a minimum it is not too
ambitious to envisage a chain of mutually supporting bases stretching from Madagascar
to the Aleutians.” Inbusch thought that the bases could be acquired by lease, immediately fortified, and “in all respects turned into an adequate defensive alarm clock.” He
continued that the objective of the United States in both peace and war should be to
prevent the unification of Old World centers of power in a coalition against U.S. interests. Therefore, the United States had to exert its influence in East Asia “in order to prevent the development of any situation which would force us into another world war.”
Inbusch additionally asserted that the “most logical” way to accomplish this aim was to
extend the U.S. bases so that the system included sites in or near Japan, China,
Indochina, Thailand, India, Burma, Madagascar, and the Dutch East Indies. In order to
protect current lines of transportation and supply to this new system, Inbusch also envisioned another series of bases that would form a continuous line across the Pacific from
the U.S. West Coast, as well as an alternate route via the Aleutians.4
In the Atlantic, Inbusch thought, the same general factors held true. He argued that
the present system was adequate and should be retained, but not on the basis of promises used by another power in time of emergency. Inbusch wanted these bases retained
as outright possessions. “In that way only can we, as a nation, secure strength in any
world hegemony.” The Mediterranean, however, he said entailed a special problem that
was not even being presently considered. Inbusch argued that the United States had a
particular interest in this region “not only for idealistic reasons but commercially as in
the Syrian oil fields. At present we have not one single base in this heretofore British
lake.” Pointing out that the Soviets were aiming for bases in former Italian territories
and the Balkan states, he also reminded his readers that the British were already entrenched in the Mediterranean and that France would probably try to retain its “feeble”
hold. “Only the United States has claimed no interest in this area, a potential Pearl Harbor of the future.” Therefore, the United States, to Inbusch, needed several “desirable”
bases in the region in order to augment its existing system and extend its influence so
that the region did not become a political and military vacuum.5
Inbusch also related that the U.S. system of overseas bases should possess “inherent”
attributes of strategic importance in direct ratio to the existing political, economic, and
military situation. Location would “unavoidably” affect strategic importance, but he
thought that given “fixed and definite” circumstances, a base might be fitted into the
overall strategic picture with “more or less exact valuation.” Some bases, such as Pearl
Harbor, he already saw possessing strategic significance by virtue of their central location and high degree of military development. Others would vary in importance as the
world situation changed. The system itself, however, he thought was of great strategic
importance, for it would allow the United States to dispatch forces to any theater on the
planet in order to maintain peace. He additionally argued that in case of a “large international conflagration,” a worldwide system of bases would permit a more rapid
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mobilization and dispatch of U.S. forces reflecting the country’s total national strength.
Any system of bases that existed on a prewar basis that did not fulfill these requirements
was “nothing more than a puerile, selfish return to our previous policy of ostrich-like
isolationism.” This system of bases also had to provide the United States with the ability
to detect any overt act by an unfriendly power at an early date rather than a late one, as
he thought was the current situation, so that “effective countermeasures” could be
taken. He additionally asserted that the location of these bases meant everything if they
were to be adequately equipped and defended.6
This strategic situation was especially important if “personnel manning our bastions
of defense are not supposed to sit on their bases but rather to actively patrol and keep
under surveillance the world lines of communication and supply in order to give advance warning of any impending outbreak.” He further wanted the readers to be clear
that this was a system of bases, an interrelated chain integrated in such a way as to provide maximum effect with minimal dispersion of strength. Telephone poles and radio
stations that were not integrated with others were wastes, and so were bases if isolated.
To Inbusch, a base was not meant to be strong enough on its own to withstand enemy
attack. Corregidor by itself fell first to the Japanese and then again to the United States.
On the other hand, he argued that the British had an entire system in the Mediterranean
based on Gibraltar, Malta, and Alexandria—and with them managed to withstand Axis
strikes for two years. Inbusch attributed part of this defensive success to “British stubbornness,” but he saw most of it coming from the mutual support of bases. Therefore,
he thought that the future system of U.S. bases had to be within supporting distance of
each other. He additionally thought that these distances might be increased as advances
in weapons and military techniques were made, but at the present time Inbusch saw the
need for bases to be within 700 miles of each other. If an object lesson was needed, he
wanted all to remember Corregidor, Cavite, Guam, and Wake, bases that fell before assistance could reach them even though the bases were “well equipped and garrisoned”
before the war.7
Inbusch related that one of the most “potent” deterrents to possession of an “adequate” system of overseas bases was the “general impression” that the cost of maintaining and equipping such a base was prohibitive, something that Inbusch thought was an
“entirely erroneous” idea. He argued that if one considered the security that a “well
rounded” system of bases afforded, it should be “readily” apparent that such national
insurance was extremely cheap in comparison with the service rendered. As his example, Inbusch chose Corregidor, a name that he said was on “everyone’s lips.” Though
the acquisition of the island cost “nothing,” it “only” took $49,000,000 to fortify the
base. He asserted that upkeep was negligible, a few thousand dollars a year. While it was
true that the base fell, he also thought that when it was recaptured almost the entire
amount spent on its development was recoverable, because of the slight damage suffered by the fortress itself. He contrasted this with the cost of mounting a single Flying
Fortress raid against Hamburg. The cost of fuel, bombs dropped, and planes lost came
to over $50,000,000, “not one penny of which was or ever will be recoverable.” Inbusch
rhetorically asked which bill the public would be more willing to pay, and he thought
that the answer was obvious. Inbusch also factored in the cost in lives lost in acquiring
bases. “Is it preferable to pay for our bases in the same way as Tarawa, Saipan, or Iwo
Jima, or in the manner in which we obtained Pearl Harbor or Bermuda?” Here again,
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Inbusch argued that the answer was obvious; at Iwo Jima, he noted, the United States
sent over 4,000 major-caliber projectiles “plunging” into enemy positions. Each one of
these projectiles, he estimated, cost $1,000 and the cost of the guns had to be added, as
did the cost of the ships that carried the guns, all of the other materials for the operation,
and even the pay of the officers and men who operated the ships. This cost, Inbusch assumed, was in the hundreds of millions of dollars, if not billions. “If these facts were
made known to every tax-payer I have no doubt that a nation-wide clamor would arise
calling for more and more bases no matter how high the initial peace time cost.”8
Inbusch was certain that the “surest” way to hit an American where it would hurt the
most and make him yell the loudest was his pocketbook. He believed that this maxim
held true in peacetime as well as during war. For this reason, as well as for “high sounding” claims of being “altruistic” and “wishing to make the world safe for democracy or
any other ideological term,” Inbusch thought it was imperative that all Americans understand and approve the “financial workings” of the base system. He also thought the
same principle was true concerning the cost of upkeep and technical equipment in addition to the cost of the base itself. Asking what difference there was if a radar set or
anti-aircraft battery was serviced at Fort Belvoir or the Philippines, or if a leaky roof was
in need of repair in Iceland or CONUS, he answered that the cost was the same. He then
asked how anyone could determine the cost of a human life. “A life lost in acquiring any
base is not a readily calculable amount which can be reduced to dollars and cents.” Estimating that a military man’s family spent $10,000 raising him and that the government
spent another $15,000 training him, Inbusch further estimated that the Navy spent
$5,000 in transporting the same man to his last destination and that the man’s insurance company was “forced” to expend $10,000 in payment to his beneficiary. Added to
this monetary cost was the amount owed by the government to the man’s family. Arguing that since the United States had already lost over 250,000 lives in the war, he wondered if this “vast waste” of manpower would continue in the future. “Not if we at this
critical time in world history prepare and defend a system of overseas bases adequate
and commensurate with our international commitments. The choice lies with the
American people.”9
Moving to the topic of types of bases, Inbusch thought that a definite pattern of listing these bases had to be pursued if the topic was to be understood by laymen. Calling
his first class of bases “A” bases, Inbusch saw these as sites that could accommodate the
entire Fleet, including adjunct units. An A-class base had to be ready to repair the largest
units of the Fleet and be in a position to furnish accommodations for the officers and
men of the entire force, for both supplies and recreation. These bases also needed dry
docks and repair shops capable of performing functions such as fitting new bows onto
cruisers or installing completely new fire control systems. They should also be able to
service fresh carrier air groups that were replacing those worn down in battle, and house
refresher training schools. In addition, A-class bases would have to house a large number of officers and men who could replace those who were lost in battle or suffering
from wounds or combat fatigue. Inbusch thought that a base capable of all of these
functions should also be within easy supporting distance of U.S. shores in order to obviate the possibility of its capture by enemy forces. Inbusch saw Pearl Harbor and the Panama Canal Zone as A-class bases and asserted that several others should also be located
for the future. While A-class bases housed major facilities, B-class bases were also
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advanced bases capable of many of the same sorts of fleet maintenance but on a reduced
scale relative to A-class bases. Their facilities included floating dry docks; replacement
aircraft and crews; supplies necessary for impending operations; ammunition, oil, fuel,
and aviation gasoline to sustain U.S. naval offensives; and an air base, needed for protection of the advanced base as well as the continuous training of air personnel. Inbusch
argued that on these classes of bases fell the success or failure of the “postwar naval establishment and the nation’s” ability to “detect and put down in time any possible future world disturbance.”10
Inbusch’s third class of bases was a definitely temporary facility that he likened to a
Polar explorer depositing food, fuel, and clothing in a cache just in case he happened
that way in the future. Inbusch thought that these C-class bases should be capable of
rapidly being expanded into B-class bases but that they did not need to be fully manned
or equipped, only stocked with non-perishable items that might be needed quickly in
wartime. Thus, the base would need its airfield developed in peacetime, as well as being
stocked with tinned foods, petroleum reserves, pre-fabricated steel, and spare parts for
aircraft. It would also need its harbor defense, communications facilities, and housing
developed in peacetime so as to accommodate wartime personnel. He also wanted to
avoid a situation in which these bases and the B-class facilities were all located far from
U.S. shores and could not be easily supported while the A-class bases were all geographically close to CONUS and easily defended. In other words, the United States needed to
scatter the types of bases he outlined throughout the world so that the system was mutually supporting and not “lopsided” in strength in any one region. This point led Inbusch
to a discussion of base security, which he divided into security for CONUS bases and for
those overseas. He repeated his idea that a system of mutually self-supporting bases was
the nation’s first line of defense. If this system of overseas bases was adequate, he had no
concern about those in CONUS. Concentrating on the idea of “mutually self-supporting” bases, he elaborated on the term so that the reader avoided “confusion” or “misunderstanding.”11
Inbusch took the term to mean that these bases were within geographic range of
each other, so that bases could defend adjacent locations with their fighter aircraft and
rely on similar assistance from other nearby bases. He saw the need for an overlap of
fifty percent in terms of defensive capabilities, in case two nearby bases were attacked simultaneously. In addition, bases had to be close enough so that surface forces carrying
ground force reinforcements could arrive in a “reasonable” length of time. “In that way
we will be able to avoid another Wake, Guam, or Bataan, where the garrison forces were
unable to hold out long enough for help to reach them.” Communications also had to
be adequate enough to enable all adjacent bases and the “homeland commander” to be
provided with a clear picture of the changing situation. Inbusch realized that this might
seem a minor matter but thought that in several cases in the past war, communications
failures at critical times were “instrumental” in causing the ultimate seizure of a particular base before it should have fallen. He further assumed that the adequate security of
any base meant that the fixed defenses of that base were sufficient to meet the needs for
which that particular base was built. “This simply means that during the times of peace
positions must be constructed which in themselves are readily defensible.” He asserted
that Iwo Jima was a good example of what could be done to fortify a base. He additionally thought that if Iwo Jima had been a series of similarly defended bases, backed by a
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modern fleet and air force, it was questionable if it could have been reduced. Since Iwo
was isolated by the United States, it could not be reinforced by the depleted and harassed Japanese Combined Fleet. Because aircraft of longer ranges were currently being
developed, Inbusch thought it might be possible in the near future to increase the distance between bases of an integrated system, but not at the present. In the present, he
would still keep the distances between bases no greater than 700 miles. He asserted that
any system of bases, no matter how well integrated, would be useless if it could be interrupted by a potential enemy power. Lines of transportation and supply stretching
across the 7,000 miles of the Pacific Ocean were particularly vulnerable to any power
that had a complementary system of bases athwart that of the United States, no matter
how well the latter system was defended. Inbusch pointed out that if the reader doubted
this illustration, they should consider the fate of the U.S. supply route across the Pacific
in the early days of the war. With the Japanese possessing bases in the Carolines, the
Marianas, the Gilberts, and the Marshalls, the United States was forced to rely on long,
precarious routes via the South Pacific to Australia, for U.S. lines of supply and transportation via Hawaii, Wake, Guam, and the Philippines had been severed at the outset
and restored only at a tremendous cost in personnel, money, material, and time. “It
must not happen again.”12
Inbusch said that the political position of this proposed system of overseas bases
would “inevitably” be raised. Asking where it would fit into the present world political
system or the UN, he answered by analogy. Comparing the U.S. position to that of a
businessman who nominally trusted his partners but took all kinds of precautions
against them, Inbusch argued that the United States had to similarly operate in “international business.” He asserted that any nation attempting to safeguard its national interest should be looked upon as a nation of integrity and prudence. The analogy only
went so far, however. A base sited near the national possessions of another country
might become a source of friction and even potential military or political action by that
nation, not to mention the U.S. base or bases becoming the object of foreign espionage.
“Therefore it is up to the nation in possession of the bases which might be a source of
suspicion to other countries to so conduct herself that such suspicion may be allayed.”
There was one further political aspect of this system of bases. Inbusch asked what might
be the significance if a particular base site was detached from its supporting nation. Recognizing that a U.S. outlying base could exert a military and economic influence on the
possessions of another power, he pointed to the Dutch colony of Java as an example. He
deemed this colony “most powerful” and “influential” in an economic sense vis-à-vis
the northern coast of Australia. Here was a large and potentially powerful island base,
not connected in any way with a true mainland, yet tied by long-lived economic and
military bonds with its “parent land.” Within the confines of Java, however, lived what
Inbusch called a “long-suppressed” people, capable of self-determination and of becoming a “minor” world power in itself. Exploited by the Dutch and kept under military domination, the Javanese could not help but be a “political non-entity.” Freed of
colonial rule, Inbusch thought, they would be capable of “vast development.” Therefore, he saw a situation in which Java definitely became a political liability rather than an
asset. “An isolated base, in no way connected with the rule of the country, would on the
other hand not be such a handicap, but could function in much the same manner as our
present base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.” Bases therefore should be chosen in such
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locations as not to interfere with the international affairs of any people but rather as an
“adjunct” to their safety and prosperity. “Better yet the sites of our future bases could be
so selected as to obviate the possibility of ever stepping on the political toes of any race
of persons capable of causing future diplomatic difficulties.”13
Inbusch went on to say that the significance of this system of bases should not be
overlooked. He reminded the readers that bases are a continuing responsibility, that
once gained they had to be maintained and not allowed to lapse in strength, and that
they had to be kept in strength so as not to be a temptation for other powers. Also to be
considered was the influence overseas bases could wield on the political maneuvers of
other nations. He said that no other country was quite so likely to “meddle” in the internal affairs of smaller nations or “semi-independent” countries or areas if the United
States was in an advantageous military and political position. “The nation so fortunate
as to possess these light-houses in a continuous chain around the globe will be in a
better position to police the world and by its very existence prevent acts which might
endanger world peace.” Inbusch additionally argued that the U.S. retention of a base
system would afford the nation, if it so desired, an opportunity to directly influence the
political complexion of all of the major powers and to “persuade” them to see world affairs through U.S. eyes. This factor alone, he thought, made the acquisition of a worldwide system of bases “well worth” the effort and resources taken to develop them. As to
the timing of this acquisition, he unequivocally thought the present was the best time.
He asserted that many of the bases the United States sought were either directly or indirectly under U.S. control. Many had also been developed with American blood and
treasure. “It does not seem quite sensible to give them up, unless by so doing we can be
assured of a better position. Therefore let us keep those bases we now have and develop
them to the extent commensurate with our future policy.”14
As to the bases that the United States did not have but that were necessary for the implementation of postwar policy, the best time was also the present, before the nations or
colonies to which they belonged became interested in retaining them. In the postwar
game of “give and take,” Inbusch thought it to U.S. advantage to act promptly and decisively before “feelings of gratitude” for the nation’s wartime efforts were “dulled” with
the passage of time. Inbusch additionally argued that the United States currently had a
more powerful claim to the desired sites than it would have when the “inevitable” postwar national and international “reaction” set in. Concerning methods of acquisition,
Inbusch thought at first glance that the process might appear complicated but he did
not think it needed to be if the question was faced in a spirit of “realism” and if the problems the United States and its allies confronted were fully understood. Along these lines,
the most obvious method of acquisition was leasing the bases that were needed. Pointing out that this was how the United States acquired its current bases in Argentia, Newfoundland; Trinidad; Bermuda; and elsewhere in the Caribbean, he reminded his
readers that some of these bases were obtained in exchange for World War One destroyers from the United States but that the country now had “other inducements.” Bermuda was apparently leased without any considerations to its eventual return; since this
arrangement was satisfactory to Great Britain, Inbusch assumed it would be so with
other nations. Considering the vast amount of Lend-Lease material the United States
had given the Allied Powers during the war, he thought it might be “expedient” to accept in return the base sites the United States needed. “Not only should we press for this
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painless method of repayment but also for further payment in the form of petroleum
products to replace our depleted reserve.”15
Another method of acquisition that he thought deserved some consideration was
for the United States to hold captured bases on the grounds that they were the nation’s
by right of conquest. “It is characteristic of our foreign policy that we often win in one
war by force of arms those points which we could have acquired in a previous war by
right of victory.” Inbusch stated that it would be “uneconomical” for the United States
to allow this policy to prevail at the present time. He also saw base sites being acquired
by international treaty, with no “strings” attached. “There are without doubt many
privileges we could offer as an inducement to other nations to give us the right to construct bases in that nation’s sphere of influence”; still, he saw faith and world “neighborliness” being able to account for at least a few of the necessary bases. If all of these
methods failed to produce the desired results, Inbusch wanted to see the United States
put pressure on those nations that would not cooperate. This pressure could be financial, political, or military, “reserving” the cooperation of the United States only to those
nations that acceded to U.S. requests. However, before the United States committed to
all of this, Inbusch argued, the military and the American public had a right to know the
possible and probable military value of this system of overseas bases that was going to
cost millions of dollars. Pointing out that the current postwar plans for the Navy included keeping in readiness the shipping to land six assault divisions on a hostile shore,
Inbusch asserted that the United States had to retain the bases capable of accommodating this number of troops as well as the crews required for the assault and support ships.
Inbusch therefore argued that the future military value of the base system could be “directly assessed” by its ability to fulfill this postwar Navy plan. As for the unforeseeable
future, Inbusch asserted that any base system had to be capable of the “optimum offensive effectiveness” that could be imagined. This phrase meant each base had to be capable of staging and mounting the six assault divisions, as well as repair and service the
required shipping. Aircraft for such operations also had to be accommodated, as did facilities and supplies for protracted operations. Each base also had to be “inherently” capable of further development into a base for operations sufficient on a scale to ensure
the success of a continental-scale invasion. “If these conditions be met, then and only
then can we evaluate their true military worth.” He admitted that recent developments
in weapons and techniques might modify present ideas and if this came to be, the U.S.
need for overseas bases might also be “seriously modified” or even eliminated. Until the
bases proved to be outmoded, however, their continued acquisition and development
had to continue.16
Inbusch summarized that the United States had to have more bases than it currently
had or had ever possessed. Going on, he argued that the U.S. position in the postwar
world would “inevitably” depend on the influence it could exert in the world. To exert
any influence worthy of consideration, the United States had to be “on the spot.” Alluding to the rising Cold War, he rhetorically asked what the results had been of trying to
assure Russia of the pacific nature of the aims of the United States. Answering that these
efforts had been “almost useless,” he reiterated that a better way to do things would be
to acquire bases on those very spots needed. “Not only must we be strategically located
but we must be strong enough to maintain ourselves in the chosen locations so as to be
able to resist any attempt by any other power to remove us from our chosen positions.”
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To be in this strength, the bases in turn had to be equipped so as to assure the United
States of their ability to defend themselves. Therefore, the bases had to be integrated
into a mutually self-supported system. “This premise in turn calls for a world girdling
chain located no more than seven hundred miles apart.”17
In addition to all of these premises and conditions, Inbusch concluded that the
American public had to stand ready to pay for the upkeep of this system, its initial
cost, and the cost of procurement. “This can be most easily accomplished by a deliberate program of education designed to acquaint the public with the benefits to be
gained from this form of international insurance.” As a last plea for this system,
Inbusch asserted that it should not be forgotten that the whole question was “intimately connected” with the problem of offensive warfare. The more the United States
prepared itself for defense, the greater would be its preparation for future offensive
wars in case the need arose. Before he closed, he argued that the United States possessed the “know-how,” the manpower, the military equipment, “and the Naval Establishment needed to eliminate any other nation on earth as a military factor.
Therefore, if all other means fail, we are in a position to insist on our needs, using a
powerful persuader force of arms if necessary.”18

Rear Admiral Robert Carney
Lessons learned did not come just from student theses—nor even from instructors.
Many of the lectures delivered were from some of the Navy’s most senior officers, some
of them fresh from theaters of operation in the Pacific and Atlantic. For instance, in
early December 1945, Rear Admiral Robert Carney, Chief of Staff of both the wartime
South Pacific Force and the 3rd Fleet, and soon to be the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (ACNO) for Materiel (see figure 2), addressed the graduating class of the Naval
War College. Admitting that he had not graduated from the College, Carney nevertheless talked about studying war “the hard way.” Therefore, he asked
the student’s indulgence in offering some thoughts on command
and to demonstrate the need to apply command principles to
solving problems and making decisions. To Carney, the single
greatest principle affecting the solution of problems of decision,
action, and organization was that of command. What Carney
thought was the key to solving organizational problems was a
“correct” concept of command relations. This, he argued, was the
crux of success in the operations of theaters, forces, and administration; by all ranks in operating forces and staffs; and in the accomplishment of both regular and special tasks. He therefore
argued that all echelons and command levels had to understand
the principles of command, the elements of command, and its
machinery. While he saw these principles as being generally simple, he admitted that not everyone could acquire skill in them.
Carney then went into the necessity of using these principles to communicate the necessary tasks throughout the command and the methods of communication, whether verbal or written. Carney admitted that many of these things were self-evident, but he still
emphasized them.19
No doubt drawing attention to recent interservice rivalry over defense unification,
Carney also wanted it understood that cooperation in command was no substitute for
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command. He asserted that in terms of military command, this situation was an invitation for failure; for examples, he cited his two and a half years of “living close” to unity
of command aspects during the war. To Carney, there had been some “sorry examples”
as a result of “uncontrolled” operations. He thought that “good military men” would
always cooperate with their brothers-in-arms but still needed a common superior who
could ensure cooperation. Given the students’ future needs to draft such command organizations, Carney believed it might be useful if he outlined the type of organization
that was employed during the war by then–Vice Admiral Halsey as Commander of the
South Pacific Area and South Pacific Force to command “complex” combined arms
forces. Carney pointed out that Halsey commanded Allied ground forces, sea forces,
amphibious forces, service forces, and air forces. When the JCS assigned Halsey an objective, Halsey’s war plans and intelligence staff would come up with a plan. An assault
force commander was then assigned the objective, with authority over the tactical air
assets being used for the assault, and a Commanding General (CG) was assigned control
of the ground forces for the assault. The authority of these various commanders at the
various phases of the operation was complete, with no questions asked, according to
Carney, and the method of transferring authority from the assault force commander to
the ground forces commander was “clearly” set forth. Carney also claimed that Halsey
so effectively used graphic displays of forces and operations on charts that it was not
necessary for him to read dispatches and reports. With all of the information at his fingertips, Halsey could supposedly keep his subordinate commanders constantly apprised of new developments and counter any move made by the enemy. Carney further
claimed that Halsey’s system worked so well because all subordinate commanders were
so thoroughly indoctrinated in the plan and had complete authority from Halsey to exploit enemy weaknesses and developments. Carney particularly cited the Solomon operations by then-Captain Arleigh Burke’s Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) 23 as an
example of a highly trained, well-informed subordinate who knew how to exercise individual judgment and was allowed by Halsey to do so.20
When Halsey later became Commander of the 3rd Fleet as it was reconstituted from
the South Pacific Force, Carney asserted, Halsey again developed command machinery
that allowed him to make quick estimates and decisions for the given situation. For instance, when Halsey was assigned the task of covering the capture of the Palau Islands, the
key to these operations, according to Carney, was being prepared not just for Japanese resistance but for weaknesses as well. It became Halsey’s intent to probe Japanese defenses
into the China Sea and obtain valuable intelligence information about the remote areas of
the Japanese Empire. Carney also talked about setting up a flag information center in the
3rd Fleet flagship, the fast battleship New Jersey, in which primary and secondary strategic
plots, tactical plots, navigational plots, air summary plots, and combat intelligence plots
all gave Halsey the graphic portrayal of the situation. According to Carney, shifts of enemy forces could be plotted immediately upon receipt of the information. Still, he did not
want the students to think that this was simple; he did, however, hope that the Naval War
College would later study the combat intelligence, plotting, communication, radar, and
countermeasures organization.21
Carney also brought up the evaluation of enemy intentions. Claiming he never really understood why the Japanese ever did anything, Carney still talked about the revelation that they rarely deviated from set plans because they thought it was a sign of
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cowardice. According to Carney, the key became finding out what the Japanese plan
was, disrupting it in some way, and then exploiting the enemy confusion. In fact, he
argued that that was exactly what happened in the Battle of Leyte Gulf! Carney asserted that although the entire Japanese plan was not known, especially the location or
role of the carriers to the north, all that was necessary was to note how many fleet units
the Japanese had on the move, guess that the carriers were to the north, and then make
the plan “suffer” by attacking it! He admitted, though, that many of the students and
many future generations would no doubt be “curious” about Admiral Halsey’s moves
in the battle. Carney argued that Vice Admiral Shoji Nishimura’s 2nd Strike Force was
weak and “doomed,” while Vice Admiral Takeo Kurita’s 1st Strike Force was strong
and had to be dealt with. But Carney still maintained that Vice Admiral Jisaburo
Ozawa’s 1st Mobile Force was the key to Japanese offensive action and had to be destroyed. He even argued that the destruction of Ozawa’s carriers was necessary for the
success of future amphibious operations such as Lingayen. He further thought that
the 3rd Fleet’s bombing of Kurita’s force had so damaged topside installations such as
fire control equipment that it would not be able to complete its mission. To Carney,
this justified Halsey’s run to the north, especially since Halsey did destroy the Japanese carriers; Rear Admiral Jesse Oldendorf’s 7th Fleet Battle Line destroyed
Nishimura’s force; and the “battered” 1st Strike Force was “stopped in its tracks by the
baby flattops and some gallant small fry” destroyers and destroyer escorts of Rear Admiral Clifton Sprague’s Taffy 3!22
Carney next wanted to point out an example of command organization that he
thought had failed. He was aware he might take “heavy fire” for this and he wanted his
remarks directed toward organizational circumstances and not any particular commander. Still, he thought the situation was one that might have ended in disaster and
should not be allowed to recur in the future. The specific example was again the Battle of
Leyte Gulf, during which he argued that various American forces were operating, but
each according to the commander’s “own convictions.” He especially noted how Admiral Halsey and then–Vice Admiral Thomas Kinkaid, Commander of the 7th Fleet, operated from different “angles” based on different intelligence. He also pointed out that
submarines were being directed from CINCPAC headquarters in Hawaii, and that various components of shore-based air assets were also operating without full information
or any single coordinating authority. Because there was no “supreme commander” or
supreme plan for all of these participating forces, Carney argued that Admiral Halsey’s
statement after the battle about the Japanese Navy being beaten was accurate but it
could have been different in outcome. Countering contemporary arguments for defense unification, Carney argued that there was already unity of command at the top
through the President and the JCS, but that naval command was then split between Admiral Nimitz, CINCPAC-CINCPOA, and then-General MacArthur, Commanderin-Chief of the Southwest Pacific Area (CINCSWPA). Carney claimed that in spite of
this division of command, the “instinctive” and effective reactions of independent naval commanders were due to their specialized training by, indoctrination by, and equipment from a Navy Department that “knew” its business.23
Speaking about the recent discussion of an autonomous air force, Carney argued
that Naval War College studies were “certain” to reveal that the results obtained by autonomous air forces merely cooperating in joint and combined operations had not
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produced the overall results obtained by air forces operating under the principle of
unity of command. He was sure, for instance, that air support techniques developed in
the Pacific Ocean Areas for amphibious operations would prove to have been “vastly”
more effective than mere cooperation by autonomous air units. “The meat of the question is command—its observance or its violation.” Given these controversies, Carney
brought the students’ attention to recent statements made by General George Kenney,
Commanding General of the Far East Air Forces (FEAF), in which Kenney, according to
Carney, was “giving vehement and impatient support to the proposition of merging the
armed forces.” Yet Carney argued that Kenney was also violating the principle of unity
of command while calling for it, in that he apparently did not want air forces under the
operational control of a naval or ground commander. Carney thought, in fact, that
there were two air organizational problems and that both could be solved with principles of command he had outlined at the beginning of his address. Carney thought that
there might be valid reasons for the independent strategic operation of an air force,
though he thought that the JCS’ direction of the Twentieth Air Force from the Marianas
in 1944 and 1945 while geographically part of Admiral Nimitz’s Pacific Ocean Areas
could be challenged. Still, Carney saw that the tactical operation of air forces definitely
needed to be integrated in unity of command when being used to support sea, amphibious, and ground operations.24
Carney additionally thought that the Navy’s opinion from World War Two was that
there was no need for a “revolutionary” change to the postwar military structure of the
United States, but if the military was restructured, he asserted that it needed strong civilian control and principle of command “brought” back into the structure. He agreed
with at least one civilian that the Army’s proposal could bypass civilian control, even in
budget preparation and review, something Carney said that the Navy was opposed to.
The Navy’s counterproposal for additional coordination, he asserted, provided for continued civilian control suitable to “American philosophy” and using a proven structure
from the war. He also argued to the students that the key to victory in future wars was
power projection to the enemy’s territory, something that could not be done without
sea power. He did not think that sea power alone could win a conflict, but added that the
conflict could not be won without it, and “we Americans should fight any proposal
which weakens the Navy’s effectiveness.” Carney also warned that there were numerous
other future problems to solve, such as the shape and size of the postwar military; its
role in the UN; and the rearing of difficulties and “selfish interests” in solving all of these
command problems. Carney additionally argued that there should not be any “appeasement” or “fuzzy command set ups” in these problems, whether to salve individual egos,
solve international problems, or organize cooperation with allied nations.25
In relation to future U.S. strategic problems, Carney again asserted that the proper
political and military machinery needed to be established that expressed the will of the
group involved. “If compliance cannot be ensured, then we should think long and carefully before we become entangled.” So far, Carney thought that General of the Army
MacArthur, now the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) in Japan, really did have the proper command organization because he was truly the supreme commander. To Carney, no device should be allowed to undermine his authority. Violating
MacArthur’s sound principle of command would, Carney asserted, invite chaos, loss of
control, ultimate confusion, and possibly disaster. Similarly, as to the UN, Carney
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thought that the United States should avoid any organizational pitfalls that would
weaken efforts, put the nation into “hopeless” situations because of lack of strength or
lack of authority, or cause failure of the UN itself to develop. Carney envisioned that the
future would present a complex picture, but he counseled the students to use their reason and perceptions, unclouded by new weapons, new techniques, new words, and new
geographical names. “We can still use simple principles and be guided by those simple
principles,” yet still develop the “greatest” specialty of all, command.26

Vice Admiral William Pye
In January 1946, Vice Admiral William Pye, President of the Naval
War College (see figure 3), lectured to the students on the subject of
Naval Strategy. Attempting to define the various aspects of the subject, Pye thought that decisions about the areas of operations and objectives were a “definite” function of ground strategy. He did not,
however, mean to convey the impression that all decisions as to areas
of operation or objectives should be made by sea or ground force officers. Instead, Pye thought that decisions about areas of operation and
objectives should be made with definite connections to concurrent
sea and ground forces operations in mind and in preparation for the
future operation of such forces. Pye additionally (and inaccurately)
reminded the students not to forget, when considering “sea strategy,”
that Japan had acquired control of the Micronesian Islands by League
of Nations mandate and barred U.S. ships and planes from those areas while “secretly” fortifying them for use in war. He also reminded
the students how the aircraft, automotive, steel, and shipbuilding industries of the United States and United Kingdom constituted an unplanned but centrally important economic force that made the
eventual control of vital sea areas possible. “Nor should we forget that
the psychological forces of Japan produced the Kamikaze Attack
Corps, which constituted the greatest threat to our control of sea areas vital to an invasion of Japan.” Pye further wanted the students to
keep constantly in mind, for both the present and the future, that the recent war saw the
closest coordination of ground, sea, and air forces “to advance the sea areas over which we
needed to exercise control, from the Hawaiian Islands to the coast of Asia.” He therefore
saw that a “proper” definition of sea strategy was the science and art of developing and using political, economic, psychological, and armed forces during both peace and war to secure the effective, wartime use of vital sea areas, as well as the air above those areas. Pye
concluded by saying that this control was meant to ensure the conduct of “essential” sea
and air transportation operations, the conduct of offensive military operations, and the
denial of those functions to the enemy.27
Rear Admiral Allan Smith
In late February 1946, Rear Admiral Allan Smith (see figure 4), soon to relieve retired
Commodore George Bowdey (see figure 5) as Chief of Staff and Aide to the President of
the Naval War College, related to a gathering of officers in the College’s Electronics Building his ideas about the directions the Naval War College would need to take in the future.
Smith was concerned that the College undertake studies that would demonstrate how
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to speed up the war games and their general ability to simulate naval operations in a more realistic manner. More particularly, Smith thought that
everything about the prewar war games was too slow in tempo and therefore not very realistic when it came to simulating actual wartime conditions. He additionally stressed the importance of a Naval War College
education for the Navy’s future senior officers, but he did not think that
enough naval aviators had yet been assigned to the College. He also saw the
need for new technologies that would integrate naval aviation into the war
games in a more realistic fashion. Smith was particularly keen on the ability of the Naval War College to have postwar facilities that allowed the
Fleet to experiment with new ideas in realistic simulation, as postwar budgets and personnel ceilings would not always allow this in actual training
operations. He definitely saw the postwar Navy focused around carriers:
Pearl Harbor, to Smith, had settled the controversy of battleships versus
carriers. He also argued that if the Naval War College had been more realistically equipped before Pearl Harbor, the intraservice dispute could have
been solved sooner.28
While the war games did not solve this problem or prevent Pearl
Harbor, Smith claimed that the extensive war games played out by the
interwar College in a Pacific setting, with Japan the presumptive enemy, did help create a cadre of senior officers who were so familiar with the Pacific Islands that undergunned task forces such as Admiral Halsey’s could attack the Marshall Islands in February 1942. Smith went on to assert that the Navy would have even greater problems
in this postwar period because of all of the Naval Reserve officers that
had to be educated. He was also adamant that the war games had to take
into account new technologies such as rockets, atomic bombs, and nuclear fission. Referring to the recent Bikini Atoll tests in the Marshalls,
he rhetorically asked the audience if the United States even needed
ships any longer. However, he was quick to assert that he would not be
surprised if it turned out that atomic bombs did not make the Navy obsolete. Still, Smith wanted the Naval War College to integrate all of
these new technologies into its curriculum and war games, especially in
light of Army Air Forces (AAF) claims about future “push-button”
warfare. Smith said he did not care if the claims were exaggerated, he
still wanted these subjects explored. He reiterated that after Pearl Harbor, the U.S. Navy had been reduced to an inferior force but that the
personnel were not so reduced, because of institutions like the Naval
War College. He believed, therefore, that experiments at the Naval War
College would help solve theoretical problems before they became operational ones for the Fleet to solve in the heat of future battles. He specifically cited the need during the war to devise the command ship
(AGC) concept in the wake of the “serious” failure of ship-to-shore
communications during the Tarawa operation. Smith also argued that
if new amphibious tactics and techniques had not been developed at NWC, operations such as Okinawa would not have been possible. In a postwar environment of
rapidly changing technology, tight budgets, and interservice rivalry, Smith thought
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that it was more important than ever that the Naval War College solve these problems
before they became serious issues.29

Captain Solomon Willingham
Early the next month, Captain Solomon Willingham, Head of the Naval War College’s
Department of Analysis and Research (see figure 6, second row, third from left), presented a world situation intelligence summary to the students. Unlike the sources of
most of the Naval War College documents researched by this author (documents that
focused on the military and naval lessons of the war) Willingham emphasized the political outcomes of the war and future potential problems. However,
he was not hesitant to point out military lessons to the students.
For instance, after giving the students a short lecture on how the
political and economic aspects of international relations tied in
with the military and naval aspects of strategy, tactics, and operations, Willingham noted the manner in which these factors came
together just before Pearl Harbor. Citing Congress’ recent investigation of the Pearl Harbor fiasco, Willingham talked about “everyone” knowing that there was a trend before 7 December 1941
indicating the Japanese strike but not knowing how to “convert”
this knowledge into action. Willingham even quoted, he said, a
former Chief of Staff of the U.S. Fleet, who apparently asserted
that he knew that the Japanese “were capable of an air attack on
Pearl Harbor, but I did not think they were fools enough to do it.”
To Willingham, this was a clear case of having to figure out both
enemy capabilities and intentions at the same time.30
Willingham also thought it was necessary for military and naval officers to pay close
attention to aspects of international relations such as trade positions. According to
Willingham, the United States was “fast losing” its economic and business leadership in
East Asia, and by “default.” He argued that it was evident that there would be a “tremendous” reconstruction boom there, but that the United States, after winning the war, was
allowing itself to be outmaneuvered for the leading business position in the region. Citing
that upon the cessation of hostilities the United States was the dominant political and economic force in the region, Willingham also believed that American business should have
quickly achieved leadership in the East with its industrial capacity and merchant fleet. Yet
while Japan had obviously been defeated, he saw its current industrial potential not being
very far below its 1940 level. Willingham further noted that Japan “still has ambitions,
economic, if not military.” Similarly, he asserted that Great Britain and the Netherlands
were already taking steps to regain their prewar positions in East Asia. While he did not
specify what these positions were, he saw the Soviet Union making a strong bid, with its
wartime industrial strength, to become a major economic power as a way to match its political power. More centrally, Willingham argued to the students, the United States had
yet to exercise a strong or consistent policy toward East Asia, and the key weakness was in
the American approach vis-à-vis that of the other interested powers in the region.31
As an example, Willingham noted that the first U.S. force to enter Occupied Japan
was strictly military, whereas British occupation forces entering the Empire were accompanied by civilian economic and business specialists. He additionally cited that
British government representatives were re-establishing former business contacts as
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early as mid-September 1945. Willingham also said that while the United States was still
deciding what should be done with raw materials in Indonesia, Dutch and British interests were moving into the East Indies and the Malay Peninsula in order to resume business at the earliest possible date. Willingham gave as another example a Royal
Australian Navy (RAN) Commander who had been invalided out of the service but was
returning to his prewar job in Sasebo, Japan, as the Vice President of a large Australian
export firm. According to Willingham, he was told by this contact that the firm had already extended a line of credit to both Japanese-owned and Chinese-owned companies.
“These incidents are straws in the wind. No such program appears in the wind for the
United States.” Willingham frustratingly asserted that as the ink dried on the surrender
document onboard the fast battleship Missouri, the British and Dutch were thinking in
international terms and making long-range plans for peace, while American business
was hampered by a U.S. Government’s sole focus on occupation policy. Likewise,
Willingham told the students that the Soviets “stole a march” on the United States by
getting troops into Northern Korea while the United States delayed the deployment of
its force to Southern Korea. He again reminded his students that Soviet occupation
consisted of more than just troops, but also of engineers and political commissars who
went to work with the Japanese and Koreans. “When Korea becomes independent, it is
to be expected that the Russians will be in on the ground floor.”32
Willingham further warned that “Russian re-emergence” was evident elsewhere in
East Asia. He pointed out that the Soviets now had Port Arthur as a treaty naval base and
Darien as a potential port, thus “once more” holding a shipping outlet into the Pacific.
He also noted how the Soviets were sharing ownership and control of the South Manchurian Railway with China. Willingham thought that the British in East Asia were
more concerned about the Soviets than the United States as a potential rival, as the
United Kingdom “understood” the United States but saw the Soviets as “an ominous
question mark.” He additionally asserted that the British thought that the strong military position of the United States would have “little effect” in the long run and that “reaction” would set in. “The United States will withdraw into its shell, leaving the Far East
to more aggressive empires.” Willingham said that the British cited rapid postwar U.S.
demobilization and the “contraction” of Pacific forces as an example of American “preoccupation” with domestic affairs. “In the Orient politics and business, to put it succinctly, go hand in hand. Russia holds strong cards, and is playing them with vigor.” In
conclusion, Willingham asserted that the validity of his view of the future of the United
States in East Asian trade would rest with time. He told the students that this future depended on U.S. foreign policy and the “amount of enterprise” shown by American capital. “In the meantime, the British, Dutch, and Russians are following a strong policy. As
a result U.S. prestige has declined—a loss of face is definitely noticeable, and in the Far
East, prestige is the great salesman.”33

Commander Thomas Brown
In late March 1946, Commander Thomas Brown, an instructor in the NWC’s Department
of Logistics (figure 8, row 2, far left), delivered a lecture on the problem of Advanced Bases.
Brown began the lecture by telling students that few terms were more constantly encountered in discussions about present-day naval strategy than the expression “Advanced
Bases.” He said that these two words used to be relegated to “academic naval” circles but
even then the interpretation was usually about a “firmly established” naval activity such as
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at Manila, Pearl Harbor, or Guantanamo. The prewar conception did not, according to
Brown, contemplate the tactical establishment of extensive shore facilities as an integral part
of an amphibious operation, or contemplate that great quantities of materials would have
to be landed on distant beaches and construction work begun even as occupation fighting
continued. He told the students that it was true that the Navy had practiced putting landing
forces ashore before the war, but that the interpretation of the mission was not conducive to
experiences in advanced base operations as they were known by this time. Prewar naval
landing forces, according to Brown, were made of a ship’s Marine detachment or enlisted
personnel from the ship’s company. These forces were visualized as a military force that was
to be temporarily used to “quell” a civil uprising or occupy a strategically important position until Army personnel arrived. It was expected, according to Brown, that naval personnel would be required to remain ashore for indeterminate periods or engage in the
construction or maintenance of permanent installations.34
Brown asserted that it was fortunate that two prewar incidents afforded the
United States late but valuable experience in the construction of Advanced Bases.
The first incident came in November 1940 when the United States obtained base
sites in the Atlantic from the British in exchange for World War One–vintage U.S.
destroyers. The second, he said, occurred in March 1941 when the Navy’s Bureau of
Yards and Docks was called upon to construct four naval bases in the British Isles.
Because these were the only prewar experiences, however, Brown argued that the
Army was better qualified at this time to engage in Advanced Base operations than
was the Navy, as the former possessed an “inherent qualification” for the work. According to Brown, Army tactical units were designed to ensure self-sufficiency
ashore while Navy ships were designed to be self-sufficient on the ocean. He then
looked at the “underlying” factors that demanded the Navy qualify itself in the
training of personnel and the procurement of materials for the establishment of Advanced Bases. Brown thought that one of these factors was that the late war had
demonstrated “unprecedented” demand for “Naval Advanced Bases” in terms of
augmenting an inadequate naval train; enjoying benefits gained from augmenting
ship-borne aircraft with both Army and Navy land-based aircraft; needing to mount
and stage areas incident to amphibious operations; and desiring to deny an area to
the enemy.35
Brown then asserted that when the Navy was confronted with this new “form of
endeavor,” it had to quickly develop new techniques that would enable it to produce
the men and materials needed to establish and maintain the required Advanced Bases.
Before proceeding to describe this “new Naval field” along with its organization and
procedures, however, Brown wanted to enunciate certain “accepted” definitions so
that there was a common understanding of the terms. He first defined a “Naval Base”
as a center from which Naval forces operated and were maintained, and if it was located outside CONUS, it was designated as an “Advanced Base.” Naval Bases further
divided into “Major” and “Minor” Bases. A Major Base was one designed to maintain
all types of Naval forces in all respects of their operations. Minor Bases were facilities
limited to those required for the general support of certain classes of ships or to exclusively support one or more special types of platforms, such as aircraft, submarines,
motor torpedo boats, destroyers, or amphibious forces. Minor Bases were usually labeled as Naval Air Bases, Motor Torpedo Boat Bases, or Submarine Bases. Brown also
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said that the value of any advanced naval base was dependent on its geographic location, its “natural” defensive strength, and the availability of its logistic support. Looking at geographic location, he argued that any island or coastal region possessing a
“favorable” strategic location, sufficient land area to accommodate the contemplated
installations, and a beach access to permit the landing of personnel and materials
could be developed into a “usable” base. He pointed out that in the Pacific, geography
provided the United States with many such bases—but that they were usually remote
in relation to terminal ports, were almost “entirely lacking” in logistic resources, and
had few if any cargo-handling facilities.36
Therefore, Brown said, after the capture or occupation of a prospective base site, the
main problem became one of providing it with the trained personnel and material essential to its functioning as an Advanced Base. Once the site and function of the base
had been decided upon, experience indicated “vividly” the necessity for a carefully predetermined plan for establishing the base. The same experience, according to Brown,
taught the United States as well that the implementation of a plan for the establishment
of Advanced Bases “normally” fell into three phases. First, it was necessary to capture or
occupy the site with assault troops, accomplished by “certain initial” echelons of Advanced Base units with construction, salvage, and repair personnel. Progress of the battle ashore determined how soon after H-Hour those early echelons would be landed; he
reminded the students that there were instances when construction personnel for the
repair and building of airfields were put ashore and commenced work on one end of the
airfield while the enemy was still being driven from the other. The second phase of the
site’s development by an Advanced Base unit or units was done in accordance with a
previously determined Base Development Plan. This phase normally commenced as
soon as the fighting ceased and continued until the character of the base, as initially envisioned, was defined. During this phase, the defense of the base rested on air, surface,
and sub-surface units of the Fleet; Army, Navy, and Marine Corps land-based air defense, including Air Warning Units and night fighters; and ground forces and gun defense, both coastal and anti-aircraft.37
According to Brown, these latter forces were usually furnished in the form of garrison forces specifically organized for the defense of the particular base. He also said that
it was “highly desirable” that the defense of the base be shifted from assault to garrison
troops as soon as possible in order to minimize fleet losses. “The wresting of Okinawa
from the Japanese is a vivid example of the price which must be paid when a fleet is required to serve in a base defense capacity for a prolonged period.” Brown’s third phase
was either the “further development” of the base through the arrival of Advanced Base
Units, the base’s “roll up,” or a reduction of the base in size and scope from that originally planned because of the advance of the war. An “excellent” example of further development, according to Brown, was the augmentation of facilities on Guam; changes
in the overall strategic plan necessitated the short-notice doubling of that base’s facilities over what was originally contemplated and planned for. He also pointed out, however, many examples of base roll up because of the forward movement of the combat
zone, including at locales such as Tarawa, Noumea, and Makin.38
Brown said that in order to enable the Theater Commander to express needs for
trained Advanced Base personnel and materials with a minimum of effort and a maximum of accuracy, the Navy developed a system that he now set out to describe in detail.
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Brown pointed out that early in the war, it was realized in OPNAV that, inasmuch as
Advanced Base personnel had to be trained and organized, and special equipment had
to be procured and assembled, “some definite” system had to be evolved to permit an
“orderly” scheduling of requirements. The immediate result, according to Brown, was
the birth of the “Functional Component System” of describing Advanced Base requirements. Brown said that it was “natural” that OPNAV be the activity to come up with
this solution, as it was specifically charged with responsibility for ensuring adequate logistic support for the Navy. Faced with the problem, OPNAV turned to the training and
pre-assembly of relatively small groups of men and material that were specially qualified to perform a single type of work, such as administration, underwater detection,
small boat repair, or medical service at the Advanced Bases. These small groups, termed
“Functional Components,” were the core of the whole system.39
A Functional Component was a collection of personnel and materials that was designed to perform one of these tasks. Its size, which depended on the task to be completed, might range from one enlisted man with 100 pounds of equipment to 1,000
officers and men with 10,000 tons of equipment. Brown said that these Components
were set up as “common sense” and experience dictated, and that at the time of his
lecture there were 250 different types to meet Advanced Base needs. In order to
apprise Theater Commanders of the Functional Components and facilitate preparation of requests, a Catalog of Advanced Base Functional Components was prepared and
distributed to all field planners. The catalog itself identified Components with letters
and numbers, with letters such as “A” designating Administration Components and
the number designating specific types of administration, such as the administration
of a Motor Torpedo Boat Base, an Intelligence Office, or a Military Government
(MG) Component. Various categories of Components were covered through “Q.”
Brown showed slides that indicated the purpose, personnel strengths, and equipment
of some of the Components.40
Other catalogs also existed, such as the Abridged Initial Outfitting Lists, documents
that “progressively” afforded greater detail about equipment and stores within each
Component. These catalogs were for the benefit of lower-echelon planning and would
be covered under the subject of “Ships and Advanced Base Supply.” He also said that the
normal practice was to assemble and treat all Functional Components destined for the
same geographic locality as a “Unit.” An Advanced Base Unit consisted of all the Functional Components to be used in the establishment of a Naval Advanced Base. This Unit
might be used to establish a repair base, a navy yard, a supply base, a supply depot, an air
base, or any type of naval shore establishment at an overseas location. Some of these Advanced Base Units, if frequently used, were given descriptive names such as Lions, Cubs,
or Acorns, and these designations were included in the Catalog of Advanced Base Functional Components as representative groupings for specific purposes. Brown also
wanted to emphasize that in all of OPNAV’s communications with the field, planning
the movement of any Advanced Base Organization was done with either standard units
or components. The Theater Commander had to tailor or augment this organization in
any way that was necessary to ensure that requirements were “properly met.” Along
these lines, standard groupings had been set up for planning and purposes of assembly,
and they were intended to meet “average” requirements. Whenever a standard grouping could be used, it was preferable, in that units had received previous tactical training
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as a group. Brown also showed slides illustrating some of these unit groupings, again illustrating personnel, materials in tons, and purpose, such as supporting a carrier group
or a patrol plane squadron. OPNAV asked that an Area Commander state the Functional Components needed, where they were desired, and when. Destination and required date for each section were also to be given to OPNAV. Brown additionally
emphasized that given the necessity of certain functional groups—such as construction, air warning, harbor control, and cargo handling—going ashore soon after the assault troops, echeloning was “highly essential,” if for no other reason than to reduce the
confusion incident to “excess” men and material.41
At first, Brown pointed out, OPNAV did not make any attempt to furnish recommended breakdowns of Functional Components for echeloning purposes. The matter
was left entirely to the discretion of the Area Commander; even today, he said, the final
form of the echelon remained that officer’s prerogative. In an attempt to “ease” the burden of the area planners, Brown said, the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, at the direction of the CNO, prepared a supplement to the Initial Outfitting Lists that set forth
suggested echeloning for nineteen of the larger Functional Components. This publication made provision for only three sections or echelons, and inasmuch as some of the
larger operations called for as many as twenty echelons, Brown thought that the students could see the problems that area planners still faced. Brown showed some slides illustrating echelon arrangements for both unopposed and assault landings, and
demonstrated how the requirements could be modified by the “many additional factors” of enemy opposition, transport availability, subsequent planned operations, and
enemy installations that were contemplated for use. Brown next described OPNAV’s
Base Maintenance Section, the organization specifically charged with ensuring the assembly and training of Functional Components to meet the Navy’s needs. Procurement
and assembly of men and materials was delegated to the Navy Department’s Bureaus,
but control was exercised by the Base Maintenance Section through the medium of a
governing Advanced Base Schedule that was published monthly. These Advanced Base
Schedules showed all of the Advanced Base organizations being assembled, together
with the Functional Components they contained. In addition, the Schedules showed
the Standard Advanced Base Units and Functional Components that were unassigned
but would be available in the future. Information was predicated on actual requests
from Area Commanders and on projected requirements based on known strategic and
logistical plans.42
Brown told the students that the assembly of men and materials by the Bureaus, in
compliance with OPNAV directives, was to be covered in a later lecture on “Ships and
Advanced Base Supply.” Having touched on the subject of ordering men and materials for Advanced Naval Bases, however, Brown next wanted to look at some of the
common problems that beset the planning for these bases and their operation. One of
the earliest planning problems, according to Brown, was ascertaining the officer
within the Area Commander’s organization who would have responsibility to determined Advanced Base requirements. Brown argued that it was a simple matter to say
that the Area Commander would determine his requirements but there was the question of which agencies of his staff or organization should complete the basic work.
Brown asserted that it was fortunate that this “headache” was spotted early in the Pacific Area and that shortly after the Gilbert Islands planning steps were taken to
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correct this situation. By a directive dated 3 November 1943, entitled “Planning and
Preparation in Connection with the Establishment of Facilities at Advanced Bases,”
responsibility for this ground work was “clearly” allocated. First, the Commander of
Air Force, Pacific Fleet (COMAIRPAC), at this time Vice Admiral Towers, was made
responsible for determining the Functional Components necessary for Naval and Marine Corps facilities. The Commander of Service Force, Pacific Fleet (COMSERPAC),
at this time Vice Admiral William Calhoun, was given the responsibility to determine
the Functional Components required for harbor facilities, storage, fuel, moorings, repair facilities, and harbor defense. Calhoun was also charged with the production of
detailed layout drawings for all Naval and Marine Corps installations, including air
facilities.43
In addition, Lieutenant General Robert Richardson, the Commanding General of
U.S. Army Forces, Central Pacific Area (COMGENUSAFCENPAC), was made responsible for determining personnel and equipment required for the construction, maintenance, and operation of all Army facilities, including the preparation of drawings for
those Army installations. The Commanding General of the 5th Amphibious Corps
(VAC), then–Marine Corps Major General Holland Smith, had as his assigned task the
determination of Marine Corps Troop Units (less aviation), staff personnel, and equipment required for the accomplishment of Marine Corps missions. Smith was also responsible for furnishing a layout showing recommended dispositions of major
weapons and defensive units if the defense of the base was a Marine Corps responsibility. Another problem, however, was the difference in the standards of subsistence between the Army and the Navy. According to Brown, this issue caused “considerable
dissension” among personnel but it was “effectively eliminated” by making a single service, usually the Army, responsible for the subsistence for all shore-based personnel at
an Advanced Base. Brown also said that there were differences between Army and Navy
construction and housing standards that had to be resolved. On the one hand, the Army
was accustomed to field maneuvers and constant movement, so it built only minimum
housing of the most temporary type. The Navy, however, was more accustomed to permanent shore establishments that dictated more extensive and permanent construction. A firm directive, according to Brown, enunciated Advanced Base policy, setting up
standards of construction for all Advanced Bases and “doing much” to eliminate this
problem.44
In September 1943, Admiral Nimitz promulgated a directive that served well to
promote what Brown called a “meeting of minds” on logistics matters and minimize
the “headaches” in that field. The letter, entitled “Advanced Base Logistic Supply Policy,” set forth levels of initial and maintenance supplies for Advanced Bases by
Army-designated classes of materials. The letter also specified storage to be provided,
fixed the source of responsibility for supplies, and covered matters such as the replacement of equipment and personnel, salvage, and the evacuation of the sick and
wounded. Brown thought it was to be expected that, with the “rapidly consummated
fusion” of Army, Navy, and Marine Corps forces that was born of “extensive” amphibious operations, problems in the chain of command would ensue. Nimitz’s solution to this command problem could be best understood, Brown told the students, by
reading a directive entitled “Chain of Command to Island Bases in the Central Pacific
Area.” Nimitz first laid out that Commanders would be designated for atolls, islands,
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and groups of islands. In addition, each Commander so designated would command
all of the activities, services, troops, facilities, agencies, and installations on the atoll,
island, or islands to which the officer was assigned. Nimitz went on to state that an
Atoll Commander (ATCOM) would command all Island Commanders (ISCOM) on
that atoll and, normally, all matters concerning any island of that atoll would be handled through the Atoll Commander. When appropriate, Nimitz said, a Sub-Area
Commander would be designated to command all atolls and islands in a specified
geographic area. Sub-Area Commanders would also, unless otherwise directed, report directly to CINCPOA, who would also be the Commander of the Central Pacific
Area. Nimitz further said that the Commander of Defense Forces and Shore-Based
Air would exercise command and perform the functions of a Sub-Area Commander
during the period he was assigned to command in the prescribed area, and the officer
in question would continue to exercise these command functions until relieved by
competent authority. Nimitz also said that the Commander of the Central Pacific
Force, at the time Vice Admiral Spruance, would exercise command of all sea, air, and
ground forces in the combat area under the principle of unity of command. Spruance
would exercise such command until relieved of responsibilities by Nimitz. During the
period of his command in the combat area, Spruance would exercise command over
Sub-Area Commanders in the combat area, either directly or through subordinates
whom Spruance could designate.45
Brown next showed a series of slides that illustrated the evolution of the Advanced
Base command organization in the Pacific from January 1944 to the present. He also
wanted to explore the problems associated with the bases themselves after looking at issues related to Advanced Base planning. As he asserted to the students, there were
plenty of problems to solve. One of the basic problems during the earlier phases of U.S.
operations was the “complete lack” of experienced personnel, something that Brown
said could only be rectified by time and the gaining of “sea legs” concerning Advanced
Base “know-how.” To help overcome the lack of experience, the Base Maintenance Division published a volume entitled Manual of Advanced Base Development and Maintenance as quickly as it could acquire the information. This book was illustrated, covered
what Brown called “practical Advanced Base organizations,” and looked at a multitude
of problems and solutions as recommended by Army practice and existing Navy experience. Brown also exposed the students to “representative” organization for a base composed of various kinds of units. However, he did not want the students thinking that
there was anything like a “prescribed” form of organization. For each base, there was
some variation dictated by factors such as geography or basic composition. “Experience
in the Pacific has proven that seldom if ever is a uni-service base possible or desirable.
One will usually find representative groups from all three services under a single commander, and the organization must be one which will amalgamate all services.”46
Brown also said that one of the most frequently mentioned problems besetting Advanced Base personnel had been the lack of sufficient time to set up and become acquainted with the various organizations. “It seems there is never enough time.” One
way to “neutralize” the time constraint, he argued, was to ensure the greatest possible
amount of preliminary planning and dissemination of information. Early and careful
planning, he thought, would pay “big dividends” by greatly increasing the ability of the
personnel to comprehend their mission and further acquaint them with the tools
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available for the accomplishment of that mission. To solve some of these problems, one
officer cited by Brown, who was the Staff Supply Officer for one of the Island Commanders in the Marshall Islands operation, said that a number of related units were
grouped together. This officer first had to gain a working knowledge of the terms that
would be used in Advanced Base planning. He used a number of publications for this,
including the Catalog of Advanced Base Functional Components, the Advanced Base Assembly, and the Manual of Advanced Base Development and Maintenance. The officer in
question said that it soon became evident that the Functional Component was probably
the “most important single thing” that had to be mastered. He also said that in the early
stages of an Advanced Base operation, no information was as valuable to a supply officer as knowing the actual composition of all the Components, for that officer was likely
to be asked questions by reference to the alphanumeric designations in the manuals.47
Another problem with the Functional Component system in the field was the question of having a centralized versus decentralized supply system. Brown said that this
problem was rectified in most theaters by directives that prescribed a centralized supply
system at Advanced Bases. Prior to those directives, the officer in question said that the
Component plan, in general and as far as technical equipment was concerned, was the
“most desirable” for assembling material at the mounting and restaging areas, as well as
for separation upon arrival at the base. For general stores and housekeeping supplies,
this officer thought that unless units were to be separated by considerable distance, consignment of supplies to a centralized supply department was more desirable. The assignment of separate commands to a small base especially was “highly inadvisable” and
could, to him, prove most ineffective unless there was a “strong, unified, centralized
command.” Separate units generally were wasteful, he thought, and resulted in the
“friction-producing” duplication of administrative and personnel offices, as well as
supply officers all fully equipped to perform all supply functions. In a small island garrison, such duplication certainly was not conducive to an efficient operation; the officer
Brown was citing thought that a centralized base supply department that was organized
previous to arrival at the base was much more satisfactory.48
Brown further told the students that every effort was made to ensure that personnel
were properly trained before leaving for an Advanced Base, but that too often thought
was not given to training personnel for more than one job or task. One of the senior officers at Manus in the Admiralty Islands brought attention to the fact that in the early
months of an Advanced Base’s establishment, equipment and personnel were employed twenty-four hours per day. He also said that operators of trucks, boats, barges,
typewriters, other “labor-saving” devices, and forklifts had to be trained in sufficient
number to work the equipment “around the clock.” Brown additionally brought attention to the “universally encountered” problem of pilferage at Advanced Bases, especially, he argued, those located near a local populace. One officer he cited reported that
pilfering was “always with us to a distressing degree. The warehouses had no windows,
no doors, and sometimes no roofs. There were no guards, and the officers were too few
in number to maintain close supervision.” This officer reported two kinds of pilferage:
personal pilferage, consisting of theft by individuals for personal use or profit in the
black market, and “organizational pilferage,” which was the unauthorized removal of
material by an activity even though the material was designated for another command.
Brown himself reported that in the early days in the South and Southwest Pacific Areas,
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when all materials were in short supply, organizational pilferage was on the rise, though
it was officially called “diversion.”49
Brown asserted to the students that a “most important” contribution to “expeditious” establishment of any Advanced Base was an adequate provision for unloading facilities and stevedoring personnel. He cited another officer who had been at Tarawa and
reported that a failure in this respect concerned too much time being consumed in unloading cargo ships and Landing Ship, Tanks (LST) that were arriving during and after
the assault. Essentially, this officer argued, no personnel had been provided for unloading; ships with merchant crews, he said, were “particularly difficult,” as the crews refused to perform any part of the unloading “unless they are given extremely large
bonuses and overtime pay.” He said that the crews of Navy ships helped out whenever
they could, but that they were inexperienced and untrained in stevedoring work. Coupled with the fact that distances were great and unloading facilities and equipment were
practically non-existent, it meant that large groups of construction personnel and other
station personnel were required to assist in unloading. “In future operations, the personnel required, particularly for the early phase, must be carefully studied!” Brown said
that it would be possible to go on and on about this and enumerate problems in areas
such as communications, provisions, souvenir hunters, boat pools, palletizing, intelligence, salvage, and spare parts. He also said, however, that sufficient problems had been
outlined to demonstrate one “very important” lesson. According to Brown, in the planning phases for the establishment of an Advanced Base, no effort should be spared to
ensure that plans were adequate in scope and detail, and that every advantage was taken
of past experiences. Planners and “doers” should have the maximum possible time to
acquaint themselves with all “pertinent” available information on the contemplated
operation.50
Brown next wanted to look at the future so far as the role of the Advanced Base was
concerned. First, he said that there was “every indication” that the United States had
learned the value of Advanced Bases as part of its military effort. “Certainly no phase of
the recent war was more highly publicized for the edification of the public than the subject of advanced bases.” He thought that equally important, so far as the Navy was concerned, were provisions that had been made in the Navy’s postwar organizations for the
handling of Advanced Base matters. He made it clear, however, that “in the last analysis,
the extent to which we are able to put into effect what we have learned will depend on
the appropriations which the people make available for this purpose.” He also made it
clear that even money would not ensure suitable Advanced Bases in the future unless
“adequate” preliminary planning was done. In this context, just as during the war, the
responsibility for the supervision and maintenance of Advanced Bases rested primarily
with OPNAV’s Base Maintenance Section. Preliminary plans for the establishment or
retention of Advanced Bases in consonance with the overall Basic Post-War Plan had already, according to Brown, been prepared by OPNAV’s Logistics Division. He said that
their analysis and recommendations had been put forth in two “comprehensive” studies entitled “Development Plan—Pacific Bases” and “Development Plan—Atlantic
Bases.” The Development Plans treated every Naval base in the Atlantic and Pacific, and
indicated their recommended postwar status and constitution. For this purpose, the
status of the bases proposed for retention was set forth as “Full Operational Status,”
“Reduced Operational Status,” “Maintenance Status,” or “Caretaker Status.” Each base
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also had categories for Personnel, Repair Facilities, Dry Docks, Supply, Oil Storage,
Ordnance, and Medical. Sizes for these bases was also categorized as Local Only, Large,
Medium, and Small.51
Brown additionally related to the students that a “full appreciation” of the extent of
the Navy’s base plans and the information that the plans afforded could be gained only
from a careful study of the plans themselves. He strongly recommended that the students do this, but for purposes of his presentation, he put up only the official list that
had recently been furnished by the House Naval Affairs Committee. This list covered
only the bases proposed for the Pacific, but he thought that it demonstrated the “careful
consideration” that had been given to the subject. An innovation in this area that he also
thought was quite valuable was the provision in the Navy’s postwar logistics organization for an “Overseas Base Development Council” as a part of the Logistic Plans
Sub-Division in OPNAV’s Logistic Division. The senior member of the Council was
also the Chief of Logistic Plans, in this case Rear Admiral George Dyer, and it was the
duty of the Council to review and make recommendations to the CNO regarding the
development of bases outside CONUS, so as to ensure their adequacy for use in peace
and expansion in time of war. With reference to the “practical” aspect of being able to
determine what facilities were available at any Naval Advanced Base, Brown told the
students that they should know about a publication entitled Directory of U.S. Naval Advanced Bases, a book published by OPNAV that set forth the name, location, mission,
and detailed composition of all U.S. Naval Advanced Bases. He also told them that this
publication could and should be supplemented by various local publications prepared
by Area Commanders, such as the Base Facilities Summary, prepared by Admiral Towers, now CINCPAC-CINCPOA.52
Brown rhetorically asked what the salient points of the presentation were. He reiterated that present-day Naval Advanced Bases were made up of Functional Components
of men and materials trained and assembled for the performance of specific tasks. These
Functional Components were requested from the CNO by the Area Commander, who
made the decision from the Catalog of Advanced Base Functional Components in accordance with his actual requirements. Brown also pointed out that there were Major and
Minor Naval Advanced Bases, the former designed to maintain all types of Naval forces
and the latter having facilities limited to those required for general support of certain
classes of ships or to the exclusive support of one or more special types of ships. These
Advanced Bases were, according to Brown, developed in three phases. The bases had to
be first captured or occupied, then initially developed in accordance with a previously
formulated plan, and then further developed or reduced as warranted by the existing
strategic situation. He reminded the students that certain standard unit organizations
or Functional Components existed but that they were described in the Catalog for
“guidance” purposes only. He also reminded them that further details concerning material and personnel composition of Functional Components were available in either
the Abridged Initial Outfitting Lists or the Detailed Lists. According to Brown, there
was also much “helpful” information on Advanced Base problems and their solution in
OPNAV’s Manual of Advanced Base Development and Maintenance. He again asserted
that “extensive” planning had been done and would be continued in order to ensure
that the Navy would have suitable and adequate Advanced Bases for possible future operations. He concluded by telling the students that for those who were concerned with
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Advanced Base work, it was “well to remember” that preliminary Advanced Base planning was to be as extensive as possible, and “every effort should be made by the planners
and prospective base personnel to take advantage of experience reports on previous
operations.”53
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III Logistics, Amphibious Warfare, and the Postwar
U.S. Naval Establishment, March 1946–May 1946

Captain Henry Eccles
few days after Commander Brown’s lecture, Captain Henry Eccles—wartime
Director of the Pacific Fleet Service Force’s Advanced Base Section, now a member of the Army–Navy Staff College’s Joint Operations Review Board, and later
to be the architect and Chairman of NWC’s redesigned Department of Logistics (see figure 7)—lectured to the Naval War College students on the subject of Pacific logistics.
First defining the concept for the students, Eccles then gave a brief rendition of why he
thought logistics had not been taken very seriously by the U.S. Navy before the Pacific
War. He also familiarized the students with the operations of the Pacific Fleet’s Service
Force during the war, especially in terms of airfield construction, supply and repair facilities, hospitals, rest and recreation facilities, and the loading and unloading of ships.
He further informed the students about how difficult these operations had been and
that the future would bring even more complexities. Eccles asserted that there would
have to be new methods for transporting cargo at sea, speeding the handling of cargo
over beaches, and developing airfields, and there would have to be new command structures to oversee all of this logistical effort. To Eccles, “logistics is not the sole province of
any corps,” but the responsibility of every command in the Navy. Eccles pointed out how
the Japanese never really understood this, evidenced by the fact that their submarines
and aircraft never aggressively went after U.S. supply ships. But Eccles, for a number of
reasons, did not think that the successful Pacific campaigns should lull the Navy into a
“false” sense of security about the future. As he saw it, the United States in World War
Two had had time to build up its armed forces. The contiguous United States had also
been immune to enemy attack, and the nation had forward bases that, once consolidated, could be used to concentrate forces for offensives. Additionally, the nation had a
great material superiority, control of the sea, and eventual air superiority that allowed it
to isolate the battlefields.1
Eccles, however, thought that the United States had to address the waste of war
material that he saw in the Pacific, and he did not think the United States would enjoy any of its Pacific War advantages in a future conflict. As such, he wanted the students to study the Navy Department’s late 1944 reorganization concerning logistics,
conducted both in Washington and in the Western Sea Frontier, so that they
understood the Navy’s leadership knew it was a “logistics war.” He particularly
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emphasized the wartime need to avoid duplication of offices and authority, and he
noted the need to centralize logistical matters away from the Sea Frontiers and Naval Districts and bring them under officers such as the Deputy Commanderin-Chief of the U.S. Fleet (Deputy COMINCH) and Deputy CINCPAC-CINCPOA.
He also noted the importance of bringing Central Pacific logistics specifically under
the control of Admiral Nimitz’ CINCPAC-CINCPOA Joint Staff, and especially the
advantages of having Army and Navy officers working together on the same logistics
operations. Military operations further required constant logistical changes, as intelligence noted new situations and as stocking supplies in advanced areas for anticipated operations needed to be taken into account. On this last
point, Eccles emphasized the need for ammunition that was used
in “enormous quantities.” Logistical officers also had to take into
account the shortage of tankers, landing craft, carrier planes, and
construction equipment. Additionally, there was the need to take
into account combat forces’ training and rehabilitation requirements, hospital facilities, ship repair, and the constant grouping
and regrouping of forces as operations dictated.2
Eccles put emphasis on the particular preparations that had to
go into carrying out amphibious operations, through the various
echelons of planning, embarkation, transportation, assault, consolidation, and base development. He again pointed out how
much centralization helped when Nimitz brought construction
personnel under one commander and when CINCPAC kept close
control over shipping. To Eccles, there was “no doubt” that the
Central Pacific made a more efficient use of merchant shipping
than in any other naval area of the world. However, he did not see
the necessary centralization taking place in the Pacific Fleet until
after there were difficulties in handling shipping in the Gilberts
and Marshalls operations. He further argued that much of what
was achieved with this centralization was lost when Nimitz forward based his headquarters on Guam and when planning for the
Kyushu operation started in the summer of 1945. Eccles chalked
the latter situation up primarily to the separation of commands,
the distances between headquarters, and the additional strain
from frequent trips to conferences. Eccles thought that the final
system “retarded important decisions and introduced elements of
uncertainty which might well have had serious consequences had that operation been
carried out.” As an example of this confusion, he urged the students to study the command and assignment diagram for the Ryukyus Area for the summer of 1945, which
even he admitted made little sense to him. He thought that an undesirable feature of
this setup was when CINCPAC took independent action instead of letting subordinate
commands like the Service Force handle matters. Eccles asserted that then-Vice Admiral Towers, at this time Deputy CINCPAC-CINCPOA, was aware of these difficulties
and did try to eliminate them, but without much success.3
Eccles also illustrated how huge an organization the Pacific Fleet’s Service Force became, at one time consisting of about two hundred ships and 40,000 men, but without a
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clear organization and without a Planning Section. Moreover, Eccles claimed that at
times its authority was not clear. What saved the logistics operations, to Eccles, was the
professionalism of the Service Force staff, especially the squadron commanders, and
their ability to be flexible and creative in solving problems. In addition, Eccles pointed
out that the Service Force Commander repeatedly supported his squadron commanders in solving these problems. Still, Eccles thought that the Service Force should not
have been deeply involved in administrative matters that could have been dealt with by
the Commandant of the 14th Naval District (COM 14). He additionally did not think
that the Service Force should have been the recipient of what he saw as “cast off” officers
that were sent to it. Eccles additionally claimed that if Service Force mission, organization, and authority had been more clear cut, its operations would have been more efficient. Eccles especially cited the poor state of training among Advanced Base personnel,
especially African-American enlisted men who had, in Eccles’ opinion, incompetent officers. Eccles did, however, think that logistic planning was helped by Admiral Halsey
and Admiral Spruance—the latter at that time the Commander of the 5th Fleet—
alternating commands of their respective fleets, since the ashore staff could more adequately plan the next operation. This organization, he argued, was especially useful in
the latter part of the war, when the operations became so large and complex.4
Eccles noted other changes that were brought about by combat experience, such as
Service Squadron 10 being reorganized after Okinawa with a Rear Admiral in command of four divisions, each of which was headed by a Commodore. To Eccles, the
change demonstrated how important the Squadron had been in the battle. He also
wanted students to notice floating versus shore-based fleet support. Eccles said that the
war demonstrated the need for a combination of floating and shore-based support. To
him, all floating support needed to be self-propelled, but he said that Nimitz wanted
large, forward shore bases planned for the invasion of Kyushu, since Kamikaze attacks
made floating support questionable. Moreover, Eccles claimed that while Nimitz’ staff
made exhaustive studies for the combat phase of each operation, there was very little
done on post-operation base development or the coordination between the service
squadrons and the shore bases. Service Force, for instance, had no responsibility for operation of the bases, which ran through the Area and Island Commands. Again, Eccles
cited the need for senior officers to take logistics seriously, assign top-notch personnel
to these matters, and let them solve these problems. In particular, he demonstrated how
problems with U.S. cargo handling in other theaters of operation created cargo handling problems in the PTO that impinged on operations at Okinawa. He also argued,
however, that these problems were entirely out of Nimitz’ control.5
In conclusion, Eccles thought that the “basic” requirements for logistics in a theater
concerned with naval and joint overseas operations would consist of the Theater Commander having a “truly” joint staff; the delegation of “routine” logistic support to the
Type Commanders, with broad general guidelines from the Theater Commander; and a
strong, centrally organized logistics agency in Washington, D.C. and in the nearest Sea
Frontier. He also thought that all logistical officers and commands needed to have early
knowledge of operational plans, that standard operating procedures and policies
needed to be developed and used, and that the logistics section of the Theater Staff had
to have control of the shipping in the theater. He further thought that the Type Commanders should concurrently prepare logistics plans with the theater staff, that the
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Theater Type Commanders should have headquarters in the same general area, and that
the Operational and Logistics Sections of the Theater should also be in one spot. He additionally argued that there should be unified command in the Theater, that the Theater
Commander should not be an operating agency, and that the Theater Commander
should supervise the execution of the logistics plans as much as the combat plan. Finally, Eccles told the students that logistics officers of the future needed to have a broad
knowledge of strategy and tactics for all phases of war and for all branches of the services. The logistics officer would also need experience, training, and the understanding
that logistics agencies existed solely to support combat forces. This officer would further need the same high qualities of health, imagination, character, executive ability,
and leadership that the military expected in its major commanders, especially the quality of meeting responsibility with “assurance” and “moral courage.” Eccles additionally
made sure the students understood when in the Pacific War the Navy lived up to these
logistics standards and when it did not.6

Colonel Ralph Robinson
In early May 1946, Marine Corps Colonel Ralph Robinson, an
instructor in the College’s Department of Intelligence (see figure 8,
bottom row, far left), addressed a group of Naval War College students about amphibious operations in the Central Pacific. Speaking
specifically about operations in the Gilbert Islands in 1943, especially
the assaults on Tarawa and Makin Atolls, Robinson concluded for the
students that the principal lesson learned at Tarawa was that U.S. amphibious assault doctrine was sound. More explicitly, Robinson asserted that the use of what he called “power tactics,” rather than
surprise, had been vindicated. He did not think that the high cost of
the operation was the result of faulty organization, command failure,
or tactical inadequacy. Instead, Robinson thought that the cost of the
operation came from the most bitter opposition that had been encountered from the Japanese up to that time in the Pacific War and
“certain deficiencies in equipment and in the application of tactics
that had escaped notice in earlier unopposed landings but were
brought sharply into focus here for the first time.” Robinson saw
these deficiencies as quantitative and not qualitative. The most important of these deficiencies, he argued, was the use of naval gunfire.7
According to Robinson, more was needed, and it should have
been extended over a greater period of days to “insure that the Jap
was punch drunk by the time the landing was effected.” Robinson
further thought that the operation demonstrated the need for an
extensive, protracted, slow, deliberate, close-range bombardment
using armor-piercing as well as high-capacity projectiles, so as to
destroy reinforced defenses of the type encountered on Betio Island. Robinson additionally asserted that there was a need for
greater firepower in direct support of the leading waves of Marines. He thought these
could have been furnished by Landing Craft, Infantry (LCI) equipped as gunboats
with 40-millimeter guns and mortars. He also thought future changes needed to be
brought about in the coordination of this close support fire. At Tarawa, fire was
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allowed to die out for twenty minutes as the leading waves approached the beach.
Robinson wanted more positive methods of ensuring continuing fire by coordinating
it with the movement of the leading boat wave in its relation to the beach and not by
adhering to a time schedule.8
Robinson also thought that amphibian tractors had “saved the day” but had been
present in insufficient numbers. He argued that three times as many would be needed in
the future and that they should be supplemented by amphibian trucks (DUKWs). He
also asserted that amphibian tanks should be made available to precede the first wave
and render direct fire support on the beach. Along similar lines, Robinson said that underwater demolition teams (UDT) needed to be organized for reef reconnaissance and
the destruction of underwater obstacles prior to the landing. He further thought that
specially equipped command ships were a necessity, so that they could reliably handle
the “extremely complex” communications that were inherent to these operations.
Here, Robinson was thinking about the situation that developed during the Tarawa
landing when the prewar battleship Maryland was chosen as the flagship for then–Rear
Admiral Harry Hill, Commander of the Southern Attack Force, the unit tasked with
taking Tarawa; unfortunately, the old battleship could not handle the communications
requirements of the operation. He also thought that two combat teams were insufficient to ensure success in seizing an island that was similarly fortified to Betio. “In the
future it would be necessary to assign a full division to such a task.” In conclusion, Robinson repeated that U.S. doctrine was sound. He wanted to emphasize that “military–
naval cooperation” under unified command was the order in execution as well as in
planning, and that there was more to this than just a joint planning headquarters. He
also wanted to emphasize that there was one integrated plan that had been developed simultaneously in close cooperation by all of the echelons for all of the participating services; that the execution of the plan was carefully controlled and coordinated; and that a
pattern developed that, with corrected deficiencies, carried “us across the Pacific to the
gates of Japan.”9

Commander Albert Pelling
On 11 May, Commander Albert Pelling, an instructor in the Department of Tactics (see
figure 6, fourth row from top, second from left), delivered a presentation on bombardment and fire support plans. The students had been lectured by Dr. Arthur Brown, a
member of the Command and Staff Class of June 1946 (figure 9, row 3, center), on the elements of a Bombardment and Fire Support Plan. Pelling now set out to use the Saipan
operation to illustrate how the plan was created and demonstrate some of its more relevant points. He first informed the students that doctrine for the Naval Gunfire Support of
Landing Operations was contained in Pacific Fleet Letter 38-CL-45, a copy of which had
been provided to each student. He also told the students that the Naval War College had
recently been asked to comment on an outline for a new Joint Operations Manual that
was in preparation by the Joint Operations Review Board headed by now–Vice Admiral
Hill, Commandant of the Army–Navy Staff College. Pelling assumed that the manual
would be one of the “most valuable” documents for planning amphibious operations to
come out of the war, as it was being prepared by experienced officers in that realm and
headed by Admiral Hill. Pelling also pointed out another document, Amphibious Forces
Circular Letter AL-15, which had been originated during the war by then–Vice Admiral
Richmond Turner, Commander of Pacific Fleet Amphibious Forces (COMPHIBPAC),
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revised four times to keep it up to date, and handed out to the students for Operations
Problem Six. This document was the basis for Pelling’s talk.10
Pelling had the students suppose that it was wartime again and a head of state such as
Franklin Roosevelt or Winston Churchill, a theater commander like Admiral Nimitz or
General Dwight Eisenhower, or even a member of a JCS committee penciled an arrow
onto a map of the Central Pacific. Arguing that that arrow meant newspaper headlines
some months later, he reminded the students of how long and difficult a road the troops
would have from the arrow to the headlines. He illustrated, for instance, that planning
for Operation Forager, the assault on the Marianas, started in the fall of 1943 in the Future Plans Section of the Joint Staff operating under Admiral Nimitz. The Joint Staff
had issued a directive to capture the Southern Marianas and when the “green light” was
given for the operation, Nimitz distributed the staff study for the operation to the commanders concerned, while his Current Plans Section took over operational planning.
Pelling told the students that Nimitz then issued his Operation Plan 3-44, in which he
gave Central Pacific forces the task of capturing, occupying, and defending Saipan,
Tinian, and Guam; developing bases in those islands; and gaining control of the remaining Marianas. On 6 May, Vice Admiral Turner issued his Operation Plan A10-44.
Six days later, Admiral Spruance, as Commander of the 5th Fleet and Commander of
Task Force (CTF) 50, issued his Operation Plan Number CEN 10-44, in which he established Task Force 51 as the Joint Expeditionary Force under Turner; Task Force 52 as
the Northern Attack Force, also under Turner; and Task Force 53 under Rear Admiral
Richard Conolly, the Commander of the 3rd Amphibious Group within Turner’s 5th
Amphibious Force, Pacific. Turner was given the task of capturing, occupying, and
placing Saipan, Tinian, and Guam in a “state of defense”; in addition, he had the task of
driving off or destroying enemy forces that attempted to interfere with the movement
to or landing operation at each objective. As Pelling highlighted, these various staffs
were doing concurrent planning.11
Pelling illustrated to the students that Turner issued his Attack Order A11-44, Annex C of which was his “Ships Gunfire Support Plan.” The students had been provided
with copies of these documents, and the Naval War College’s archives held the complete
plans. He also reminded the students that the Marianas operation was not considered
complete until Guam was declared secured on 15 August 1944 and Task Force 53 was
disbanded, and that almost a full year had elapsed from the start of the planning until
the completion of the mission. He demonstrated to the students, therefore, that “we
must lead well in advance with our planning in order to employ our forces most effectively.” Taking up Turner’s plan for Forager, and specifically what Turner considered
the purpose or mission of naval gunfire support, Pelling quoted Turner that in amphibious operations there were two major accomplishments required of the “bombardment
weapons,” whatever their character. First, bombardment was to destroy guns and aircraft on shore that might prevent U.S. aircraft from giving effective support or prevent
American transports from arriving in or remaining in the transport areas as they landed
troops, equipment, and supplies. The second purpose for bombardment was to inflict
maximum damage on enemy installations, weapons, and troops to the extent that permitted U.S. troops to land and capture the position without unacceptable losses. Along
these lines, Turner thought that whether ships’ guns, aircraft weapons, or field artillery
were used to achieve these objectives was “indifferent” so far as the purpose was
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concerned. “Each category of fire has its own points of excellence and weakness. All categories, however, are working to the same purpose.” In fact, Turner thought that these
weapons were complementary to each other and that all should be used in conjunction
with each other “for the solution of the problem which is common to all.”12
As to future operations, Pelling said that the next step was to conduct joint planning
so that the bombing and bombardment plans were fully integrated with tactical plans,
and all supporting weapons were used to the utmost of their capabilities. When the objective was selected, the preliminary intelligence was received, and the troops’ tactical
plan was tentatively approved, the Commander, Amphibious Force would call a conference of the top echelon of officers who were concerned with ships’ gunfire, aviation
support, shore artillery, and intelligence so that the general features of the desired bombardment and support plans could be discussed. In more detail, Pelling pointed out to
the students that preliminary bombardment plans would include shore-based air plans,
carrier-based air plans, and the shore- and carrier-based plans for D-Day. Ships’ gunfire
would include the firing carried out by the ships of the Gunfire Support Groups, as well
as that of the Fast Carrier Task Forces, for both preliminary and D-Day operations. Artillery also had to be planned for at the division, corps, and army level. Plans needed to
include the designation of targets and priorities, in as much detail as was advisable; the
division of designated targets between air bombing and naval artillery gunfire; plans for
observing and reporting target destruction and new intelligence to the Joint Expeditionary Force and Attack Force Commanders; the support of UDTs and minesweeping
forces; and the coordination between air, naval, and artillery elements, coordination
that included adequate joint communications. Additionally, all pre-D-Day operations
were to normally be coordinated by an Amphibious Group Commander who was designated as the Commander, Amphibious Support Force, embarked in an AGC, and
present at the scene of operations. This officer was to be charged with the responsibility
of accomplishing all of the pre-landing requirements, including air and ship bombardment prior to D-Day; support of the UDTs; completion and support of minesweeping;
the assault of islands for preliminary landings; and the maintenance of accurate target
intelligence data.13
Pelling said that detailed plans had to be drawn up to cover all activities and were to
be prepared by the Commander, Amphibious Force in close collaboration with the
Commander, Amphibious Support Force and Commander, Air Support Control
Units. Corps- and army-level artillery officers were also to collaborate in all initial plans
and specify the objectives desired for preliminary bombardments. According to Pelling,
the three services were responsible for agreeing upon the method for accomplishing the
objective. Air and Fire Support Plans for D-Day and subsequent days were then to be
prepared by the amphibious and attack force commanders, the air support control unit
commanders, the commander of the AAF units, and the landing force commanders.
The latest information on enemy installations was to be used and detailed target assignments were to be made. In addition, the number of ships, aircraft, and shore batteries to
be employed and the types and amounts of ammunition to be expended was to be specified. Preliminary plans would then be discussed and cleared by representatives of the
various commands during informal conferences. These plans would then be submitted
to the respective commanders for approval. If agreement could not be reached, a second
commander’s conference was held at which final decisions were to be made. Final plans
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were then to be made and approved. Pelling reiterated that the plans had to be definite
and complete in order to ensure accomplishment of requirements as developed by the
conferences and intelligence. Plans also, however, had to be flexible, and provision had
to be made for the incorporation of last-minute changes in the plans or the assignment
of fire support ships. For the Okinawa operation, for instance, Pelling told the students
that the numbers of ships were substituted for the names of ships in the schedules of fire
so that last-minute changes in the ships assigned could be made more conveniently.14
Pelling also pointed out that staff coordination of naval, air, and artillery fire during
the course of the operation was essential to ensure the maximum coordinated support
for the ground forces. The agencies to perform this coordination were designated in the
plans as well, and command relationships had to be “thoroughly understood.” Pelling
further thought that the Commanding General of the corps or army artillery, in his capacity as Staff Artillery Officer, was the appropriate agent to effect coordination for the
direct support of troops. Ships and aviation, so far as troop support was concerned,
were to try to comply with the requests of corps and army artillery officers. The officer
responsible for coordinating ships’ fire was to be the Commander, Amphibious Force
or the Commander, Attack Force. Pelling then told the students that their experiences
in the last few months would be “handy” in the drafting of Ships’ Gunfire Support Plans
required for their Amphibious Operations Plan. Pelling additionally asserted that many
of the general instructions for naval gunfire support also applied to aircraft and shore
artillery. These instructions included things such as preliminary fire to be prolonged,
deliberate, and accurate at moderately long range, in order to destroy enemy installations and stores back of the beaches, underground defenses, and personnel concentrations. “Deliberate, destructive” fire at close range was meant to destroy beach defenses
and guns that presented a vertical target. Preliminary bombardment was also meant to
support UDT teams in their pre-assault reconnaissance and demolition activities, provide counter-battery fire in support of minesweeping operations, and provide counter-battery fire as well to protect other vessels in the operating areas. Night harassing
and interdiction fire might also have to be scheduled in order to prevent enemy movement on land and between islands; repair of installations; or replenishment of food,
ammunition, and water.15
Concerning fire in support of the landing itself, Pelling said that the close support of landing waves was to begin during their organization at the lines of departure, proceed on their progress to the beaches, and continue while the troops
progressed from the water’s edge. He also stressed that all of these fires had to be
carefully planned. According to Pelling, one of the most critical periods in the landing itself was during the close approach of the boats to the shore and immediately after the troops left the boats. It was during this time, he thought, that the gunfire and
air support had to be lifted off the actual landing beaches and shifted to the targets
further inshore. This period had to be covered by the intensification of gunfire and
bombing just before the fire was lifted, and—during the last few hundred yards’
approach to the beach—by employment of rockets, mortars, forty-millimeter fire
from gunboats, and thirty-seven-millimeter fire from amphibious tanks, as well as
strafing from planes. Throughout this close support and supplemental to it, all defiladed areas had to be patrolled by planes and all back areas had to be kept under
close surveillance from both air and sea in order to take “instant effective” counteraction by naval gunfire as well as conduct bombing, strafing, and rocket fire from
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planes against enemy artillery and mortar fire. Pelling thought that in general,
events during and immediately following a landing proceeded with such rapidity
that most of the action had to be pre-arranged in accordance with carefully formulated schedules. “Plans must be good!”16
Pelling showed the students a slide of the positions held by the close support vessels
in the beach lanes off Saipan, with Fire Support Units 1, 2, and 3, and LCIs leading the
boat waves. Fire Support Unit 4 delivered scheduled close support fires at beaches and
defense installations in the vicinity of diversionary feints at Scarlet and Black Beaches.
Fire Support Unit 5 delivered close supporting fires on order at Magicienne Bay, while
Fire Support Units 6 and 7 delivered counter-battery fire and scheduled fires on Tinian.
Fire Support Unit 8, consisting of two heavy cruisers, one light cruiser, and three destroyers, delivered “intensive major caliber enfilade fire on the beaches at Charon
Kanoa while Units 1, 2 and 3 moved forward to their close support positions during the
period HOW minus 60 to HOW minus 30.” As concerned future operations, Pelling
also stressed that the use of support craft had to be carefully planned, while planners remembered the value of these craft for neutralization. At Saipan, twelve converted LCIs
supported the attacks on Red and Green Beaches with automatic weapons. Twelve
more craft supported the attacks on Blue and Yellow Beaches, first firing rocket barrages and then covering the attack with close supporting fire from automatic weapons.
Close supporting fires for advancing boat waves also had to be scheduled for termination, not at a particular time but based on observation of the boats’ movements. Times
given in operations orders were to be considered approximate and intended only for
general guidance. In this same context, Pelling pointed out that delay of H-Hour after
firing schedules had begun might be taken care of by repeating fires as scheduled but
with reduced amounts of ammunition. As an example, Pelling illustrated that at Saipan
there was a delay in H-Hour of ten minutes, taken care of by repeating the fires for an
additional ten-minute period at the time of the actual landing. He also reminded the
students of the “unfortunate” twenty-minute lapse of naval gunfire at Tarawa and the
thirty-minute delay between the gunfire and the landing at Omaha Beach in
Normandy.17
Scheduled fire for delivery after the landings included deep support missions at or
shortly before H-Hour. There was also a need for call fires, spotted by Air Spot or Shore
Fire Control Parties. He reminded the students that there would be a delay after the
landing until the shore spotters could get organized. This was partly remedied by putting
spotters in small support craft where they could get up close to the shore and call for
ships’ fire on anything that was holding up the troops. “This is a critical period, because
often the firing ships have no means of telling where the front lines are.” Support craft
were to be used to advantage at this point because of their shallow draft and versatility,
and harassing fire and illumination was to be scheduled each night. As an example of a
potential problem, Pelling related how a shortage of star shells at Saipan occurred, and
he demonstrated the value of illumination by supporting ships. In future landings,
schedules of fire for each day were to be prepared and included as appendices to the
Gunfire Annex. These schedules would tell the “how, what, when, and where” for each
ship to deliver its planned fires. In a related matter, Pelling pointed out that as soon as
the students could create a schedule of fire, they could qualify as “experts,” as the schedule was essentially a tabular presentation of the Naval Gunfire Plan. He also reminded
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the students that planning for operations could be only as good as intelligence afforded
and that much would depend on the quantity and quality of the information on the objective, particularly up-to-date material on the location and nature of the defenses.
Much of this information was to be derived from aerial photographs; in the Saipan operation this information was obtained during Task Force 58’s carrier strikes in February
1944 and at intervals afterward up to 6 July. Coverage in future operations, he said, had
to be continuous until the objective was secured.18
Pelling next told the students that target intelligence at the objective was a function
of the Amphibious Support Force Gunnery Officer, who was stationed aboard the AGC
during the Saipan operation, as that ship had complete facilities for the receipt and
rapid dissemination of information on the status of ships’ targets. During later wartime
operations, Pelling informed the students, each major ship was provided with a trained
intelligence officer to take part of the burden off the Ship’s Gunnery Officer. After the
Troop Headquarters was established ashore, the Target Information Center was moved
there under supervision of the troops. The Army’s Target Intelligence Centers on
Okinawa were, to Pelling, successful and promised to be even more useful in operations
against Japan as their personnel acquired more experience. The Intelligence Section was
responsible for the preparation of Target Lists, but the target analysis was done by the
Naval Gunfire Officer of the Division, who in turn worked with the Intelligence Officer
and photo-interpreters. These men also had to decide on whether a target was to be
neutralized, destroyed, or harassed, and if special ammunition, like incendiaries,
needed to be used. As Brown had indicated, Pelling told the students that fire for destruction was costly in ammunition and should not be attempted unless weather conditions were good for observation and ships could close to “reasonably” short ranges.19
Pelling then moved to Logistics. He asserted that after the targets had been analyzed
and approximate totals of ammunition had been determined, it was obviously important to find out if sufficient ammunition was on hand! Spruance’s plan for the Marianas
included an inventory of ammunition available in six ammunition ships (AE) at
Eniwetok. Some replacement of eight-inch ammunition and smaller sizes was available
in the assault shipping at Saipan. Pelling also pointed out that after D-Day, some of the
ships were re-serviced, but this diverted small craft from transporting supplies ashore.
Since the original plan of seizing Apra Harbor on Guam at the same time that Saipan
was assaulted did not materialize, one AE, the Mazama, was ordered to Saipan and was
used to re-supply some of the assault ships. The remaining ships had to go to Eniwetok,
which was 1,300 miles away! But at Iwo Jima and subsequent operations, specially fitted
LSTs were used to re-supply ammunition to the gunfire support ships. Nine LSTs, for
instance, were used for this purpose at Okinawa, and Kerama-Retto was captured there
on D-Day plus 5 as a base of supply for the operation. After Okinawa, it had been
planned to convert twenty LSTs to ammunition ships. Pelling said that the prewar battleship Tennessee replenished its ammunition in this manner; he estimated that the entire ship’s magazines, if empty, could take on an entire supply of ammunition in twelve
hours if it had two ammunition LSTs alongside. Estimates were that smaller craft would
have taken many more times that period, and having more ammunition on hand from
D-Day on meant that more of it could be expended in preliminary fire and D-Day close
support. Pelling again pointed out Brown’s demonstration to the effect that the more
ammunition was expended before the troops landed, the fewer the casualties would be.
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“In this connection it should be remembered in the Pacific Campaigns we were operating up to the limit of our ammunition supply. There were few LSTs then available.”20
Pelling informed the students that the capabilities and limitations of the various
types of ammunition used in bombardment were covered by Pacific Fleet Letter
38-CL-45 and so would not be taken up here. He did, however, focus on the ships’ ability to support the troops after the landings. These operations depended on the quality of
training for the individual ships’ crews, the shore fire control parties, the confidence of
the troops in naval gunfire and their willingness to use it, and the quality of communications. Before the Saipan operation, most of the ships and shore fire control parties had
qualified on the Naval Shore Bombardment Course at Kahoolawe, Hawaii, and had
participated in firing rehearsals in May. Pelling told the students that details about qualifications for this course were specified in Cruiser Tactics Bulletin 2-45. For the most
part, Pelling asserted, the troops participating in the landings were led by experienced
officers who knew the capabilities and limitations of naval gunfire. He also told them
that Pacific Fleet Letter 38-CL-45 provided detailed doctrine on Shore Fire Control Parties. Regarding communications for fire support, Pelling reminded the students that
good plans were required for these operations after the landings as well. The basis for
the Communication Plan for Naval Gunfire Support at Saipan was, to Pelling, simple
and effective. He thought it was better to have a few carefully controlled circuits and a
simple plan easily understood by all than a complex one where numerous circuits could
interfere with each other. “Only training and a constant effort on the part of those who
command will make communications efficient.” He also noted that the communications network followed the chain of command from the Shore Fire Control Spotter to
the Commander, Amphibious Force.21
Pelling’s discussion of air coordination began with his telling the students that the
coordination of naval gunfire with air operations was a “difficult matter.” In recent
operations, he said it was successfully accomplished by the use of two alternative plans
called “Plan Victor” and “Plan Negate.” Plan Victor required naval gunfire, artillery,
mortar, and rocket units to limit the trajectories of their fire to 1,100 feet over an area
enclosed by a circle of a specified radius from a designated point. Under Plan Negate,
however, there could be no fire in the same-sized area; during the Okinawa operation,
it was found necessary to use these plans very seldom. In other words, the ships would
cease fire when they spotted a strike coming in and resume when the strike was completed. According to Pelling, this all took place with little loss of time. He also said that
it was impossible to place too much stress on the need for understanding the air contribution to troop support. The best plans, he asserted, would be ineffective if the maximum of coordination was not achieved between the naval and air forces on the scene.
“This is one of the reasons the Marines wanted and obtained their own carriers
equipped with their own planes.” Illustrating that one was used at Iwo Jima and two
were used at Okinawa, primarily for spotting, he also demonstrated that many support
missions were executed by these planes, with pilots flying fighters but specially trained
as artillery observers. Pelling also told the students that artillery needed to be exploited
whenever possible as a way to augment fire support vessels. He particularly focused on
the artillery’s ability to conduct plunging fire, its accuracy, and its ability to fire close to
the troops. He further noted the importance of the troops’ having a high degree of confidence in the artillery. During the capture of Tinian, for instance, thirteen battalions of
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artillery emplaced on Saipan delivered neutralization fire for weeks before the final assault; at Normandy, 105-millimeter guns in LCTs were used to fire at targets on the
beach coincident with the run-in to the beach.22
In general, Pelling thought that all officers engaged in fire support duties had to be
well grounded in the principles of fire support. The same principles, he argued, had
been in use for “hundreds” of years and were the basis of doctrine for fire support ships.
Both the ships and the artillery had the same mission—to prepare the way for the troop
assault and to support the troops while the assault was underway. At Saipan, he reported that 130,000 rounds of five-inch ammunition had been fired in close support of
the troops, with the aim of destroying enemy installations in areas to be seized. Had the
troops been able to advance immediately after fire had ceased, Pelling thought, they
might have been able to avail themselves of the neutralization effect of the fire, but he
also reminded the students that troops could not advance until they were certain that
supporting fire into the area had stopped. “Lack of understanding with the firing ships
caused them to delay unnecessarily. Thus the enemy is able to recover and man his
weapons, and the effect of great amounts of fire is lost.” Accordingly, Pelling concluded
with Corregidor as an example of the “excellence” obtained by U.S. forces in
“triphibious” operations. In the early part of the war, he argued,
the Japanese had had a reputation as amphibious experts, for in
1942 they took Corregidor after four months of aerial bombing
and one month of naval shelling, at a cost of 5,000 killed and 3,000
wounded. Yet, in 1945, U.S. forces bombed Corregidor for three
weeks, shelled it for three days, and took it with a paratroop assault
that cost the Japanese 3,000 killed and 6,000 wounded but cost the
United States only 136 killed and 531 wounded. To Pelling, the reality of future military operations and this U.S. amphibious expertise developed during the war added up to amphibious landings’
being a part of future wars “regardless of the atomic bomb or other
new weapons. The foot soldiers must be put ashore to occupy enemy territory. It therefore behooves all branches of the service to
retain the techniques which have been so dearly learned.”23

Lieutenant Commander Francis Grisko
A few days later, Lieutenant Commander Francis Grisko, a member
of the June 1946 Command and Staff Class (figure 9, third row from
top, left), submitted his thesis on the postwar naval establishment of
the United States. Grisko began the thesis by telling his readers that a
discussion of sea power would always raise the question of its intended purpose and he thought that such discussions would “inevitably” bring “well-read” students to Mahan’s writings. Grisko
related that Mahan saw the first purpose of a navy as maintaining
peace by discouraging aggression “in advance.” The second purpose, according to Grisko, was to increase the prestige of the state
and “give weight” to its diplomacy. The third purpose was the navy’s
use in war, but Grisko also argued that the overall purpose of a navy in peace or war was
the safeguarding of national interests. He then began looking at the history of the U.S.
Navy since 1914. In this context, Grisko asserted that in October of that year, the United
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States lost its first of several great battles when the Japanese seized control of the Caroline
and the Mariana Islands from the Germans and retained control of them under the
“guise” of League of Nations Mandates after the war. “This move effectively isolated
Guam in the event of war, and cut our life lines from Pearl Harbor to Manila. The last
peace, from the standpoint of Japanese-American relations, was the stepping-stone to the
next war.” He also argued that Anglo-American relations grew worse as the British became alarmed by the growth of the U.S. Navy, given that the United States did not have a
far-flung empire or “active” merchant marine to guard on the high seas.24
Since the United States, according to Grisko, never really answered British concerns, the British Navy became more alarmed at the prospect of a three-way naval race
between the United States, the United Kingdom, and Japan, though he also thought
that “bitterness” was eased by the limitations and ratios of the Washington Conference of 1921–22. To Grisko, the Washington Treaty was positive from the perspective
of Anglo-American relations since it allowed for equal U.S. and British Navies, but it
also allowed, he argued, Japanese naval dominance of East Asian and Western Pacific
to the detriment of American and British interests. “We even gave the Japanese our
moral support by agreeing to halt fortification of the Philippines, Guam, and the
Aleutian Islands. This completed the stage for our defeats of 1941 and 1942.” Grisko
saw this “unhappy but unheeded” situation continuing until the war precipitated the
rise of U.S. sea power. With all of the major powers again in a naval race after 1936,
Grisko saw the naval position of the United States as “anything but happy.” With the
British Fleet increasingly concentrated in European waters, the U.S. Fleet was “overburdened” with defending both U.S. and British possessions in East Asia, a task for
which he definitely saw the U.S. Navy unprepared, “due to a neglect of ship-building
and bases.” Grisko did not think it was possible before the war to foretell all of the preparedness problems the United States would encounter; the nature of war both on
land and at sea was changing so fast and even “experts” were not certain about these
changes. It was unclear, for instance, how carriers would be employed and with what
tactics. It was also uncertain, he said, if a fleet could be destroyed by air power or if the
battleship was obsolete or changing in role. He further thought that the United States
was being drawn into a war in which the “odds of geography” would be against the
United States and for which the United States was planning by “guess work.” Grisko
asserted that the only “logical” thing to do was to increase the Fleet, which was done,
fortunately in his view, after 1938.25 Grisko additionally saw the global position of the
United States as even more precarious after the fall of France in 1940, much more precarious than the situation he perceived in 1917. It was clear to him that the British had
to mass “every available” ship in home waters and the Mediterranean in order to ensure the security of the British Isles. Grisko also envisioned a situation in which England might have fallen to German invasion, large portions of the British Fleet fell into
German hands, and the United States would in terms of naval defense be forced back
to the Caribbean. Britain’s weakness also presented the “golden opportunity” to Japan, and the United States was “exceedingly” vulnerable in the Pacific, in Grisko’s
eyes. He again thought that the United States could do little but build up its naval
strength as it intervened in Europe. This entailed the “destroyers for bases” deal,
Lend-Lease, and the U.S. Neutrality Patrol’s actions against German submarines in
the fall of 1941. “As the situation was presented to us by the Axis, it gave us a war of
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our own choosing. We chose this war under the label of self defense. We had taken the
initiative in the Atlantic, but in the Pacific we could not do so.” Citing U.S. bases in
the Pacific to be few and “meager,” he also saw the Pacific Fleet’s ships as ill prepared
for war at sea. “We had been kicked into a Pacific war without choosing the place or
time because our state department and the army and navy had not co-ordinated their
information and actions.” Grisko also blamed the American people since they had, to
him, not supported the Roosevelt Administration’s “plea” for arms, ships, and bases.
“The men who had given their support were called war mongers.” Grisko also related
how the British bore the brunt of the naval war in the Northeast Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and the Indian Ocean, while the United States took on part of the Atlantic
from Great Britain. The Pacific, however, “belonged” primarily to the United States,
and he thought that the allocation of forces there was imposed on this nation by geography and with “far-reaching” effects. Since the Pacific was as large as all of the other
oceans combined and the only one in which the Allies were opposed by a major sea
power, Grisko argued, the United States needed a fleet larger than Britain’s. “Therefore, our fleet soon outstripped hers and at the end of the war we had the world’s largest fleet and air force. Now this greatest of naval struggles is won, and we are left the
greatest naval power.” Rhetorically asking what the United States was to do with its
Fleet, he pointed out that in the past, the armed forces of the United States were strong
only after a crisis developed.26
Illustrating that Americans distrusted “organized” power of any kind, he thought that
they always hoped that force would not be needed but he also argued that the United
States had reached the point where it needed to “figure out” what to do with its newfound
power. He asserted that four lines of action were open to the United States when it came
to its naval power. One option was for the United States to disarm itself and allow the
Navy to “drift” into the “doldrums” of neglect. Another option was to limit the size of the
Navy in agreement with other nations, while a third was to use it in the nation’s own “narrow self-interest” in the “imperialist spirit” of the Spanish-American War. Lastly, Grisko
asserted that the United States could use its naval power “in the interests of a community
of nations.” Taking up these options, Grisko did not think that the distance of Europe and
Asia was any longer a reason for the United States to practice a policy of isolationism.
“Our concept of distance shrinks at breath-taking rate as science brings home to us, little
as we may like it, the truth Mahan expounded”: that proximity was the characteristic of
the age, the world had grown smaller, and positions formerly distant from the United
States were now of “vital importance” because of their nearness. While Grisko thought it
was clear that distances had shortened, there were still great distances involved in overseas
military operations, these distances were over water, and those bodies of water had to be
traversed by a navy. Continuing to quote Mahan, Grisko not surprisingly saw the U.S.
Navy as the nation’s “indispensable” instrument for projecting national power beyond
U.S. shores when emergencies arose.27
Moving on to strategic naval developments brought on by the war itself, Grisko
thought that the use of air power was the most significant. Second to him was the submarine, especially coming into its own as a “modern weapon” with its long-range uses
in the Second World War compared to its employment in the Great War. In particular,
Grisko saw the airplane proving itself a “superior” weapon for its versatility in all types
of warfare. To Grisko, the airplane complemented the submarine in the war on
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commerce, “leaping” over blockades as submarines dove under them. He asserted that
land-based aircraft proved their ability to fly out to sea to attack fleets and protect their
own bases, while “heavier types” were used for patrolling, reconnaissance, and bombing. Carrier-based aircraft he saw as proving to be a “deadly” weapon against land bases
and fleets, as well as showing their ability to move into areas where bases were scarce
and land-based air power could not reach. A third major strategic development was the
atomic bomb. “This development, about which we know very little, may prove to really
revolutionize naval construction and strategy.” Grisko did not want to try to guess at
the consequences of atomic power, but he did think that the United States needed to
carry out tests on the atom’s destructive power and energy and then proceed “with all
haste” to take advantage of this knowledge. There were other strategic developments,
according to Grisko, but he thought that they were too numerous to mention and he
did not think they compared to the airplane, the submarine, or atomic power. “In general, the major naval inventions of the nineteenth and twentieth century tended to produce an even greater dependence of the battle fleet upon its base of operations.” Grisko
argued that this situation “naturally” enhanced the defensive position of nations separated by wide oceans from their rivals, but he also argued that this strategic situation impeded the ability to carry out an offensive strategy against an enemy.28
Grisko next looked specifically at the postwar naval policy of the United States,
quoting the late Secretary Knox that the policy itself was to maintain the Navy in
strength and readiness to uphold national policies and interests, as well as to guard the
United States and its continental and overseas possessions. Grisko argued that U.S. naval policy was still the same and unchanged in spite of the war. In fact, he saw American
naval policy tied closely to U.S. foreign policy, specifically enforcing the terms of peace
on enemies of the nation’s; fulfilling naval commitments to the UN; collaborating in
preserving the integrity of the Western Hemisphere; and providing for the security of
the United States. To implement these policies, Congress had made plans, he said, for a
postwar Navy that was to consist of an Active Fleet, a Ready Reserve Fleet, and a
“Laid-Up” Reserve. “Plans of the Navy provide for a small, compact, active fleet backed
up by a large reserve that in time of emergency can be quickly mobilized.” Grisko saw
the division of the Navy into three segments as a way to cut the cost of maintenance and
operations, yet be able to muster full U.S. naval strength quickly in an emergency. “Adequate” bases and facilities for support were to be maintained “wherever necessary,” as
was support of an “orderly” shipbuilding and aircraft replacement program and a “progressive” program of research and development in “all fields” of naval warfare. Grisko
additionally thought that the United States should strive “vigorously” to maintain
peace but that it could not implement its foreign policy with a discarded Navy. “We
toyed with that notion once. Our great strength lies in the fact that this nation is committed to the policy of no further territorial aggrandizement. No power on earth need
fear us on that score.” By the same token, Grisko said that the United States had “earned
the duty” to protect what it had without fear of any other power in the world. “That
means the maintenance of a strong navy and strong naval policy to administer and
guide it.”29
Grisko next moved to the composition of the postwar naval establishment itself. He
thought that the size of the postwar Navy was determined by two factors, first, the necessity for security, and second, the economic ability and justification for maintaining
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and operating a “determined size” Navy. No matter how long the argument went on,
Grisko was still convinced that the United States needed a large Navy for its future security. “In this age of atomic bombs and other revolutionary weapons, far-flung naval
forces and bases are still the nation’s first line of defense.” He pointed out that the fleets
of Great Britain, the Soviet Union, France, and Italy totaled 704 fighting ships, considerably less than the total U.S. Navy, but he also argued that the Okinawa operation
“proved” the necessity of maintaining “overwhelming” sea forces. Grisko further used
the Okinawa campaign to illustrate the degree to which naval forces were required in
amphibious operations even when there was no effective naval opposition and the
United States had command of the sea. “At Okinawa we employed the greatest naval
forces ever assembled for a single operation. Off Okinawa our naval forces sustained
and with-stood an unprecedented amount of damage.” Yet, Grisko asserted, Japanese
opposition was almost entirely from ground and air forces. Probably thinking by this
time of the Soviet Union as the next likely U.S. adversary, he said that the “lesson of Okinawa is most significant in connection with our naval requirements in the years immediately ahead in which the British have the only fleet strong enough to contest seriously
our command of sea areas vital to us.”30
Certain requirements for naval forces, he thought, would continue whether or not
potential enemy nations retained battle fleets with which to contend command of the
seas. Requirements for U.S. naval forces, to Grisko, entailed amphibious forces with
which to transport troops to overseas positions and land them against opposition. In
addition, he envisioned the need for carrier air forces that could provide a “highly mobile” tactical air force at sea, provide that same kind of force in coastal areas distant from
air bases readied by the United States, and serve as a striking force for the destruction of
specific targets. Grisko also argued that surface fighting ships were needed to support
both the amphibious and carrier forces, especially to furnish gunfire support for amphibious landings. Submarine forces would be necessary as well, more specifically,
boats of “great power” and a “high degree” of technological development. Related to
this, anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and naval reconnaissance forces, both surface and
air, would be needed that were capable of “effectively covering” the approaches to U.S.
coasts and the “essential” supply lines at sea that supported U.S. ships. Supply ships and
auxiliaries for logistic support of forces overseas, including land forces and air forces,
were also needed, as were the bases and land facilities to support all of these forces.31
Grisko now went into more detail about the composition of the postwar fleet. The
Navy had 1,079 combatant ships, with 319 in the Active Fleet, seventy-three in Ready Reserve, and 687 in Laid-Up Reserve. Vessels in the Active Fleet would be in full commission, with seventy to eighty percent of their wartime personnel complements aboard. Of
these ships, 179 would be assigned to the Pacific and divided into two fleets, the 7th operating in the Western Pacific and the 5th in Pacific coast home ports as well as in the Central and Eastern Pacific. The Atlantic Fleet was to be composed of 140 ships divided into
three fleets. The 8th Fleet would be based in home ports and operate in the North Atlantic
and Caribbean. The 10th Fleet would operate in the Caribbean and the South Atlantic.
The third force, the 12th Fleet, would operate in European and Mediterranean waters,
with 134 auxiliary vessels supporting the aircraft carriers, battleships, cruisers, destroyers, destroyer escorts, and submarines of the Active Fleets in both oceans. Breaking the
fleets down further, Grisko related how the Active Pacific Fleet would consist of nine
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carriers, nine escort carriers, two battleships, twenty cruisers, eighty-one destroyers,
sixteen destroyer escorts, thirty-nine submarines, eight amphibious force flagships,
three underwater locaters (AMCU), six high-speed transports (APD), three dock landing ships (LSD), one mine layer (CM), four light mine layers, twelve high-speed mine
sweeps, sixteen attack transports (APA), nine attack cargo ships (AKA), and twelve
minesweepers (AM). The Active Atlantic Fleet was to consist of four carriers, four escort carriers, two battleships, eight cruisers, fifty-four destroyers, twenty destroyer escorts, six high-speed transports, six amphibious force flagships, six attack cargo ships,
thirteen attack transports, two dock landing ships, one auxiliary mine layer, two underwater locaters, four light mine layers, eight high-speed minesweepers, twelve other
minesweepers, and fifty-one submarines.32
Supporting the Active forces would be Reserve Fleets manned with twenty to
thirty percent of their normal wartime complements and kept under maintenance
at bases, except as they were required to train the Naval Reserve, midshipmen, or
any personnel under universal military service. The Ready Reserve would be composed of seventy-three major combatant ships, thirty-one in the Pacific and
forty-two in the Atlantic. Six auxiliaries, mine layers, and minesweepers were also
assigned to the Atlantic Ready Reserve. These ships, according to Grisko, would be
able to join the Active Fleet one to three months after the receipt of personnel, given
that all ships were to be kept in condition for putting out to sea on short notice. The
3rd Fleet, constituting the Pacific Reserve, would consist of two carriers, three battleships, eight cruisers, and eighteen destroyers. The Atlantic Reserve would be the
4th Fleet; it would consist of two carriers, one light carrier, three battleships, ten
cruisers, twenty-two destroyers, and four destroyer escorts. In addition, there was
to be a Laid-Up Reserve, comprising 687 major combatant ships or about sixty percent of the entire Fleet. This force was new in the U.S. system of national preparedness. These ships would be entirely out of commission, tied up, and preserved, just
having caretaker crews aboard. Grisko said, however, that the plan was to be able to
put them back into the “first line” battle fleet on short notice. “The existence of this
‘moth-ball’ fleet would enable this country to flex its strength quickly in an emergency.” Grisko thought that nine months would be needed to completely reactivate
the Fleet, but any one ship was supposed to be able to join an Active or Reserve Fleet
in about three months. Ships in the Laid-Up Reserve were to consist of nineteen aircraft carriers, sixty-six escort carriers, eight battleships, thirty-six cruisers, 191 destroyers, 258 destroyer escorts, and 109 submarines. Ships were to be rotated
between fleets within each ocean in order to prevent any one ship from becoming
too outmoded in equipment and design.33
In spite of the great number of American ships, Grisko thought that the United
States needed to continue altering them as weapons changed. He also argued that the
United States had to build new ships “in order to keep our ship builders proficient in
their trade.” Research, he asserted, needed to be maintained to determine ship types
and designs. Future ships might need rockets as their “main battery” armament; the
functions of aircraft carriers as opposed to battle carriers might have to be differentiated
more in the future. Submarines, for instance, were expected to have continued and increased employment in the future and might become the Navy’s primary weapon.
Grisko pointed out that underwater craft had a “great military” future since when submerged they were “relatively immune” to radar detection and atomic bombing. As a
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result of submarine compartmentalization and the protection against radiation afforded
by the water, Grisko believed that submarines might be the first naval ships to employ
atomic propulsion. He additionally thought that submarines would become the “most
successful” vehicle for carrying atomic weapons to within short ranges of coastal targets
and for ensuring the accuracy of guided missiles. Therefore, Grisko wanted the United
States to “thoroughly” investigate the possibilities of submarines in the future. “Whatever
the trend, we must keep abreast of it and produce the ships best suited to our needs.” In
this vein, Grisko also wanted additional large ships kept in the Active rather than the Reserve Fleets in order to train more officers in how to handle these ships. At the present
time, he said, there were twenty-four major ships, exclusive of carriers, but about 3,000
Captains. In this situation, he perceived that only one in 100 Captains could expect to
command a large ship. Additionally, only battleships and cruisers were open to command
by non-aviation Captains, so only a small number of Captains would ever gain the experience of commanding a major ship. He saw aviation Captains as much better off since
large carriers were more numerous in the postwar fleet and these commands were reserved for aviators. Accordingly, Grisko wanted a minimum of ten battleships for the Active Fleets at all times. As to the dispositions of the Fleets, he envisioned many of the older
ships that were no longer needed being given to China and the South American countries,
so that U.S. allies would have standardized equipment. He also wanted additional ships
that were not needed for the atomic bomb tests to be offered for sale or junked. Ships surviving the atomic bomb tests, he argued, should be retained as memorials to the war
dead.34
The Navy’s plan for postwar outlying bases, according to Grisko, consisted of the
regular operation of twelve “Fleet Bases,” including aviation facilities, in the Pacific
Area. These bases were to be located at Kodiak, Adak, Hawaii, Balboa, Guam–Saipan,
the Bonins and Volcanoes, the Ryukyus, Manus, Tutu–Tawitawi, Subic, Leyte–
Samar, and Palawan. In “Reduced Operation” would be ten additional bases at the
Galapagos Islands, Attu, Johnston Island, Midway, Wake, American Samoa, Eniwetok, Kwajalein, Truk, and Palau. Retained in “Caretaker–Emergency” status would
be Dutch Harbor, Canton, Palmyra, Majuro, and Ulithi. Fleet Bases in the Atlantic
Area would be at Argentia, Coco Solo, Guantanamo, Trinidad, the Azores, and Port
Lyautey; Iceland and Greenland would be in “Maintenance Status,” while the bases in
Caretaker-Emergency status would be those at St. Thomas, Antigua, Jamaica, Great
Exuma, Georgetown, St. Julian Lafe, and St. Lucia. Grisko illustrated that these bases
were planned to be maintained in a mix of Fully Operational, Reduced Operational,
Maintenance, and Caretaker categories. These categories, he said, were determined by
the “relative importance” of the bases and by the numbers of men that could be stationed at the bases in a postwar Navy with a 500,000-man ceiling. He also pointed out,
however, that many bases were being reduced so that others, such as Hawaii and
Guam–Saipan, could be built up as main naval supply bases. Grisko still wanted a
650,000-man Navy, as that would allow the Navy to keep all of the above bases in Full
Operational status and add a “few more important” ones that the Navy was currently
planning to abandon. He thought, for instance, that bases in Iceland were very important and that some other method needed to be found to maintain these additional
bases.35
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The Marine Corps also figured in Grisko’s calculations. Grisko reminded his readers
that its mission was to provide the Navy with “adequate” amphibious forces, internal
and external security forces, and a Fleet Marine Force (FMF) that included aviation
forces and that was capable of seizing and defending advanced bases. To carry out this
mission, Grisko thought that the Marines needed a force of 8,000 commissioned officers and 100,000 enlisted men. In addition, the “unique characteristics” of the FMF, including its air arm, made it “especially adaptable” for employment as part of the U.S.
contribution to UN Security Council forces. In this context, Grisko cited the Marines’
past experience in “policing disturbed localities” in foreign countries, its “extreme mobility” and striking power, its prestige, and the fact that it was an “integral” part of the
Naval Establishment. All of these factors combined to convince him that the Marines,
backed by the Navy’s amphibious lift and support forces, might have a “most important
mission” when it came to contributing to the UN.36
In terms of personnel for the future Navy, Grisko related how the latest Congressional legislation provided for a Navy of just over 46,000 Regular Line and Staff officers.
More specifically, this legislation provided for 35,000 Line officers, 4,200 Supply Corps
officers, just over 4,300 Medical Corps (MC) officers, just under 1,400 Dental Corps
(DC) officers, 700 Civil Engineer Corps (CEC) officers, and just over 530 chaplains.
There was also a new strength of 500,000 enlisted men, which Grisko asserted would
provide enough personnel to man the Active Fleets and Operational Bases to eighty percent of the wartime complement, while other fleets and bases would, as pointed out earlier, be manned with smaller complements. Given the larger number of officers, Grisko
said that the Navy was now faced with finding a “workable” solution to training “vastly”
increased numbers of student officers in order to secure the large number of career officers necessary to man the enlarged Fleet. He included in these numbers the need for
flight officers, and he estimated that while 3,000 officers would be needed each year, the
Naval Academy was capable of producing only about 750 officers a year. Aviation
schools were training another 1,500 per year, but the combined number was still too
low for required Fleet levels. One plan to alleviate the problem, the Holloway Plan,
talked about officer candidates beginning their training at civilian institutions and then
finishing it at the Naval Academy before being commissioned. If such a plan was approved and the Naval Academy became a post-graduate school, the type of training
needed for entry was, to Grisko, going to be heavily debated. Some plans were calling for
those selected for admission into the Academy to first serve in an enlisted status for four
years. Upon completion of this service, those qualified would be sent to the Academy to
complete their naval education and become officers. Other plans called for each candidate to complete a specified course of instruction at a civilian school before entering the
Academy. Grisko thought this might prevent the situation whereby young men entered
the Academy for a free education despite having already decided not to make the Navy a
career. Grisko, in fact, wanted a combination of the two methods and a Navy “attractive” enough to draw large numbers of men just out of high school. After two years of
enlisted service, Grisko thought, the best qualified men would be sent to civilian schools
as members of a Navy organization and with a large part of their expenses paid for by
the Government. Two years of “purely technical” studies would provide these men with
background for a two-year course at the Academy. Grisko believed that this would enable a large output of officers in the age range of twenty-three to twenty-five. To Grisko,
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this solution would avoid the problem of Ensigns twenty or twenty-one years old who
were resented by older enlisted men. Grisko also argued that the same plan would work
for aviators, except instead of attending the Academy they would go to a flying school.
Grisko even asserted that this arrangement would help the Academy in doubling its annual output of officers.37
When it came to advanced professional education, Grisko pointed out that the Navy
Department had announced a plan that called for a “progressive movement” from low
to high-level post-graduate schools. The general pattern would include a General Line
Course at the Naval Post-Graduate School after seven years of service, the Naval War
College’s Junior Course after eleven years, the Logistics School after twelve years, the
Naval War College’s Senior Course after fifteen years, and the National War College after twenty-two years of service. This plan, Grisko argued, would also entail a “liberal”
interservice exchange of officers at the General Line School level and above, so as to foster mutual confidence and understanding as well as mutual awareness of strategic and
tactical concepts. After completion of the General Line School, Grisko envisioned a situation in which a large number of naval officers would be sent to advanced branch
schools of other services while Army officers, for instance, would attend naval advanced
schools.38
Grisko described the General Line School as an eleven-month course designed to
provide Reserve officers with a naval education equal to that given at the Academy. It
was also meant to provide Regular Navy officers with a general knowledge of the Navy
in place of wartime-acquired specialized information. Seeing this school as the most
important of the ones proposed, Grisko thought the curriculum should be based on five
broad subjects: administrative command, operational command, ordnance and gunnery, engineering, and seamanship and navigation. A combination of class and laboratory studies would make up 1,300 hours of instruction, with “nearly thirty percent” of
the time being devoted to time on actual operating gear and mock-ups. The Naval War
College’s Senior Course was to be a study in strategy and tactics in relation to command
problems. The Junior Course was to be more “elementary” but of similar problems,
with a particular emphasis on staff organization and problems. Attendance at the Senior Course, to Grisko, was to be of “utmost importance” for commanders of major naval operations and was to be of “great benefit” in grasping command problems
connected with such operations. The Logistics Course was to be five months in length
and would come after the officer’s twelfth year of service, for logistics, in Grisko’s opinion, had assumed such an important position in modern war that advanced instruction
was “urgently needed” and would be integrated into the curricula of all advanced
study.39
Grisko reminded his readers that the National War College was currently being organized and would be the highest-level school in terms of U.S. military education. As
directed by the JCS, the National War College was to prepare selected ground, air, and
naval officers for the exercise of command and the performance of joint staff duties in
the highest echelons of the U.S. Armed Forces. The College was also to promote the development of understanding between the upper echelons of the armed forces on the one
hand and other agencies of government and industry on the other, as cooperation was
essential in a national war effort. This ten-month course of instruction was to cover
fields in military strategy, war planning, and the interrelationship between national and
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international policy, as well as the role of the military in implementing those policies.
Consideration was also to be given to the relationship between the economic and social
resources of a nation and its war potential, as well as the study of joint forces action on
an expeditionary force level. Grisko envisioned applicants to the National War College
being at least thirty-five years in age and having proven to be candidates for high command and staff positions in the performance of their duties. A large group of State Department officers and future ambassadors would also be attending and “have the
opportunity to study the military problems that sometimes result when diplomacy
fails.”40
As to the training of enlisted personnel, Grisko did not see any “great problem” at
this time. Methods developed before and during the war, he thought, were very effective
and could be easily adapted to the postwar Navy. This training would call for three
months of recruit training at the established training stations, where recruits would
learn military life and discipline and prepare themselves to enter the Fleet as Seamen or
proceed to specialized schools. The specialized schools would, in turn, teach subjects on
the CIC, ASW, Aviation Mechanics, Aviation Radio, Submarines, Radio, Radar, and a
myriad of other topics; these schools’ ultimate goal would be to prepare Petty Officers
(PO) for service in the Fleet. Grisko did not think that pre-commissioning schools, so
important during the war, would be needed in the postwar program. He did think,
however, that Operational Training Commands could still be utilized to provide periodic refresher courses for Fleet personnel and new men scheduled to join the Fleet.
Schools of the highest level, he thought, would still be needed to train selected Petty Officers and Chief Petty Officers (CPO) in the intricate operation and maintenance of scientific and technical equipment, such as radar, fire control apparatus, and the other
“highly technical” weapons of the future. Along these lines, he was still recommending a
650,000-man Navy so as to man more ships and bases. “Tests in Polar regions have already proven that at least 15% more men will be needed on all combat ships operating
in the Arctic areas.”41
Grisko assumed that the Navy would always be the first line of defense for the United
States and that the most important part of the Navy would be the aircraft carriers. Secretary of the Navy Forrestal and senior officers had already stated their intention to keep
fifteen carriers in the Active Fleets, as compared to four battleships, and he cited that an
even greater number of carriers, about eighty ships, were to be kept in the Ready Reserve as well as the Inactive Reserve Fleets. “A strong and strategic aircraft carrier fleet is
our most effective weapon against a swift and powerful air attack from a hostile nation
which would plunge the United States into a future war.” Grisko also said that such a
strong and “essential” naval air force “demanded” maximum cooperation from the
AAF and American industry in order that the naval air force be provided with the planes
and equipment needed to fulfill its duties. Grisko further asserted that by pleading for
such a large and powerful carrier force, he did not wish to underestimate the value of
land bases as factors in the defense of North America, U.S. possessions, and American
territories in other areas of the world. He did think, however, as “proven” in the last
war, that land bases were used “almost entirely” for the logistic support of land, sea, and
air forces. “With only a few exceptions, offensive missions by aircraft in the Pacific
Ocean Areas were primarily conducted by the carrier planes. It is the air–sea power represented by our carriers that now forms the outer tactical perimeter to keep war away
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from our shores.” Grisko therefore thought that for many years to come, mobile carrier
aviation would be the nation’s “readiest” weapon and the only weapon that could be
employed in certain ocean areas.42
Grisko additionally thought that a robust Merchant Marine was necessary for the future. More particularly, he saw American defense being dependent on overseas transportation facilities. If an enemy were permitted to occupy American soil and sustain an
attack on the CONUS, the prospects of successful resistance, to Grisko, were “meager.”
The United States, he asserted, “depends on her foreign outposts and those foreign outposts can only be maintained with adequate control of the sea. This means not only naval power but also the vessels to move troops and supplies.” To Grisko, this was a lesson
“amply” demonstrated by Japan’s attack on the Philippines in 1941, and he cited the use
of Britain by the United States as a base for the defeat of Germany being made possible
by the American transportation system. He saw a similar phenomenon play out in the
Pacific. “The American attack upon Pacific bases gathered momentum as increased
transportation facilities became available.” Grisko went on to point out that supplies
had to be moved overseas and until the airplane could take over all of these missions, the
United States was dependent on a successful Merchant Marine for its defense. His recommendations for the postwar Merchant Marine were to maintain a large enough fleet
so that fifty percent of U.S. foreign commerce could be carried in American bottoms.
He envisioned the more modern, efficient, and faster Victory ships and the “C” series
ships being used for this purpose, but he also thought that up to 1,000 of the slower and
“uneconomical” Liberty ships should be held in strategic reserve in the event of another
war in the next thirty to forty years. He estimated that the cost of preserving each of
these ships would be about $4,000 a year, which he also thought was cheaper than scrapping them and having to build new ones for millions of dollars twenty or thirty years in
the future. In order to operate a Merchant Marine of this size, he understood it would
be necessary for the U.S. Government to subsidize American shipping lines so they
could compete with foreign interests.43
Grisko’s second recommendation along these lines was that the Merchant Marine
be made a branch of the armed services during wartime. All personnel would be in uniform, receive the same pay as other branches of the service, and take orders from the
military’s war planners. He found it necessary, if carrying out this measure, to make the
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy a service school under the Navy Department, with all
graduates being Reserve officers in the Navy. He envisioned them working as civilians
during peace but returning to uniform on the first day of war. With added training from
the Navy, Grisko argued, problems such as cooperation with fighting ships in convoys
and landings could be avoided. He further thought that all enlisted men would be in the
Naval Reserve and also don uniforms at the commencement of hostilities. In wartime,
the draft, he said, would furnish all the additional men needed to man the Reserve ships.
He argued that such a plan would eliminate the strikes, the balking at overtime, the
problems of unloading ships at advanced bases, the high wages paid civilian sea-going
men, and the ill will between the mariners and servicemen that had plagued the U.S. war
effort. “I feel that this plan would enable us to meet more quickly and effectively the
transportation problems of war.”44
Grisko moved next to the major issue of the day, that of merging the Army and
Navy. Not surprisingly, he did not recommend such a measure. He admitted that many
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proponents of a small Navy were advocating unification of all the armed forces on the
grounds that recent developments in air power and atomic explosives “minimized” the
importance of ships and navies and made two military departments redundant. However, Grisko asserted that such ideas came from men who did not understand or chose
to disregard the “historical importance” of sea power. In the last war, he contended, the
conflict was fought on all parts of the globe, three-fourths of which was water, and the
value of sea power and its necessity was “amply” demonstrated. “This sea power in the
hands of the Allies played a gigantic role during the war. It kept open our supply lines in
the Atlantic and Pacific, it kept Germany from invading England, it prevented Argentia
and Spain from aiding Germany”; he further asserted that it made possible the Allied invasions of North Africa, France, and the Pacific Islands. The bases acquired in these invasions then allowed land-based aircraft and fleets of carrier planes to destroy enemy
cities and force the Axis to surrender. In spite of what Grisko thought was a “conclusive” lesson in the importance of sea power, many high-ranking officials demonstrated
“short-sightedness” in a proposal to “do away” with the Navy Department. Grisko argued that subordinating the Navy would lead to its decreased size, as well as to a subordination of the Merchant Marine and American shipbuilding and shipbuilding
facilities. He also asserted that after every war in its history, the United States had
scrapped its ships and shipbuilding facilities, “and now a merger of armed forces is advocated to accomplish this foul deed.” Grisko continued by arguing that unification of
the armed services under a single Cabinet head would further reduce civilian control
over the military establishments and provide only one Cabinet member instead of three
to advise the President. Under this Cabinet officer would serve a “Supreme Chief of
Staff” for the armed forces who would be the military leader of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force. “This one man would have more power in his hands than has ever before been
entrusted to an appointed official in this country. Democracy demands that a council
control such power and not one man.” Grisko also questioned where a military leader
would be found who had experience in all three branches of the service. “Men trained
for such positions would be jacks of all trades but masters of none. None of our present
leaders are qualified for such a command.”45
Still, even though Grisko saw thoughts of merger as “repulsive,” he also saw that there
were numerous agencies and divisions in the lower echelons of the three services that
could be “coordinated” to achieve economies. He listed procurement, supply, supply
lines, research, and intelligence, among others, as examples, and he more specifically argued that units or agencies common to two or more of the services could be merged or
coordinated—as long as each service could still act independently on items uncommon
to the services. As an example, he envisioned the Army and Navy ordering food supplies,
gasoline, automobiles, rifles, and “all such articles” common to both services on joint
requisitions, but the Army would obviously order artillery pieces separately from the
Navy, as the latter service procured sixteen-inch guns. Similarly, Grisko argued that if
supply and procurement agencies had been rigidly under one command years ago, the
United States might have suffered “great damage” by the failure of inventors and manufacturers to have a “double chance” of getting a good idea accepted. He cited the development of aircraft engines as one example. In the early 1920s, he said, the Army decided
to rely entirely on liquid-cooled in-line engines and turned “deaf ears” to the pleas of
one manufacturer to employ air-cooled radial engines. According to Grisko, the
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manufacturer in question then turned to the Navy and convinced that service to place
an order for the radial engines. Grisko asserted that the planes powered by the new engines showed a “remarkable” superiority over the Army’s planes and convinced the
Army to experiment with them. “As a result our high-power engines of this war were
developed and used by both services, and that design became almost a standard one for
the whole world.” Grisko argued that having a second procurement agency “saved the
day” in this case, though again he conceded that a great deal of time and money could in
many cases be saved through joint procurement.46
In conclusion, Grisko saw that the defense of the United States in the future entailed
the maintenance of both a surface and air fleet that was equal to “any anticipated combination” of enemies. Bases to ensure effective operations in all parts of the world, except the Indian Ocean and Europe, were also necessary, as was the maintenance of a
“powerful force” of military aircraft for strategic bombardment, again with “appropriate” bases. He envisioned the need for a “thriving” air transport industry to ensure
rapid aerial expansion when necessary, a large group of professional officers in all
branches of the armed forces, and constant progress in all branches of the air, sea, and
land arms. Finally, there needed to be readiness for industrial conversion to a war footing. Grisko envisioned these measures as “basic” military and naval elements, in addition to which he said there needed to be elements of policy. “My suggestion on policy is
that we have a definite and clear policy, well defined and understood by all. We must
also make alliances with strong powers of parallel interests and above all, we must support the United Nations.”47
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IV Future U.S. Naval Organization and Amphibious
Warfare, Continued, May 1946

Captain Bern Anderson
ther elements of the perceived future U.S. Navy were illustrated in subsequent
lectures by Naval War College instructors, especially on the topics of naval organization and amphibious warfare. One example took place on 16 May 1946,
when Captain Bern Anderson (see figure 8, fifth row from top, second from left), an instructor in the College’s Department of Strategy, gave a lecture at the U.S. Army’s Command and General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Anderson spoke on the
effect of current and “prospective new developments” in the organization and methods of
future naval warfare. Anderson began by telling his audience that he had had the advantage of recently being in Washington, D.C., and was able to obtain the latest information
on the subject. He therefore hoped that the talk would illustrate the newest developments
in these areas as they were communicated to him by the key officers engaged in the process. Anderson was quite blunt, especially considering his largely Army audience. “If we
wish to use the sea as a medium of communications and for the exchange of goods, we
must have a navy to protect our sea routes. That is the primary reason for the existence of a
navy—all others stem from it.” He also wanted the Army officers to know that by “navy”
he meant an integrated unit of air, surface, and sub-surface elements. According to Anderson, air and surface elements were “inseparable” in naval operations and neither element
could operate effectively without the other. Anderson said he thought that all “responsible” naval officers agreed that only with this type of naval integration could the service
“best perform its functions in its special field of warfare.” He agreed that the officers before him, with their overseas experience, did not need to be reminded about the huge volume of materials that was required to maintain U.S. ground and air forces overseas in the
war. “But it may not be so apparent that in normal peaceful times, our sea-borne trade
also maintains a high level of tonnage.”1
Continuing, Anderson said that at the conclusion of the war, the United States possessed “about” 60,000,000 deadweight tons of merchant shipping. “This is in the neighborhood of 90% of the world’s prewar total.” He also said that postwar estimates saw
16,000,000 tons being retained in postwar commercial service and that, therefore, the “normal” U.S. volume of seaborne trade per year was in the “scores” of millions of tons. Prior to
the war, he asserted that about twenty-five percent of U.S. foreign trade was carried in
American-flagged shipping and Anderson hoped that this would increase to fifty percent
in the future. Anderson argued that until the operating efficiency of aircraft could be
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“vastly improved,” aerial transportation could “scarcely” hope to assume any “appreciable” amount of U.S. trade. One example, to Anderson, illustrated the point. Aerial shipment of 100,000 tons of freight from San Francisco to Australia by four-engine transport
planes would require eighty-five tanker loads of gasoline alone, distributed along the
route. He contended that the same shipment by water would employ forty-four ships under wartime conditions using less than one-fiftieth the amount of “lower grade” fuel. He
admitted that there were certain categories of material where, because of urgency, value,
speed of delivery, and other “special circumstances,” airborne freight might be necessary
and of increasing importance in the “complex” civilization of the United States. However,
the bulk of foreign commerce, upon which Anderson argued that U.S. economic health
depended, included an “extensive” list of essential raw materials whose only source was
overseas and that still had to come by seaborne shipping. Underlying the conduct of all
naval operations, according to Anderson, was the thought of establishing, maintaining,
and protecting the oceanic lines of communication of the United States. While active naval operations were directed “largely” at the destruction of enemy naval forces and breaking the enemy’s will to fight, the “ultimate” purpose of U.S. naval forces was to secure
control of the sea for use by the United States and to deny the same use to the enemy.2
Anderson went on to say that U.S. submarine operations in the Pacific from the
outset were directed at the enemy’s interior lines of sea trade in order to destroy its
shipping and prevent the Japanese from using the resources of the territories they
had seized. Anderson saw this as a “slow but progressively” crippling process and
pointed out that for most of the war, U.S. submarines operated far beyond the range
of support from other Allied forces yet were hitting the Japanese in a “vulnerable
and otherwise inaccessible” spot. “The submarine campaign was a major factor contributing to the collapse of Japan. In destroying eighty-five per cent of Japan’s merchant shipping, submarines accounted for sixty per cent of the total,” while ships
sunk by Navy and Marine aircraft accounted for nineteen percent, the AAF accounted for eight percent, mines sank five percent, and the other eight percent were
accounted for by “other sources.” Since Anderson thought that the next war would
have its roots in U.S. political relations with other world powers, he additionally argued that the theater of operations and the nature of the war would also be determined by these relations, when and as they developed. Anderson thought that, for
the most part, these were factors that were largely beyond the control of the U.S.
Armed Forces. He also argued that the only powers the United States could “conceivably” find itself in conflict with on a major scale were overseas powers and “we
could hardly expect to fight another major war without the employment of expeditionary forces.” Anderson additionally asserted that it was only “prudent” to expect
that the size and complexity of U.S. overseas expeditions would equal or exceed
those of the last war. Therefore, he saw one of the Navy’s major tasks to be the transportation, supply, and support of overseas expeditions.3
Anderson also illustrated that the operating radii, techniques, and capabilities of
U.S. naval ships, aircraft, and weapons had reached the stage where, operating as balanced forces, the naval phases of a future war could, to him, “be conducted anywhere in
the world that ships can navigate.” Anderson further demonstrated that possible future
developments in fields such as long-range aerial missiles—if they proved “feasible”—as
well as the “constantly” increasing operating ranges of aircraft, would direct the path of
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such weapons and aircraft along the “most direct” routes between bases and targets. This
he thought would, in turn, tend to “eliminate” the “natural barriers” which had so far
confined the conduct of naval warfare to primarily the temperate and tropical regions.
Since two-thirds of the world’s land masses and ninety percent of its population, according to Anderson, were found in the Northern Hemisphere, the North Polar regions might
become an active theater of operations. Anderson at least thought that the possibility
should be explored, and he informed the audience that the Navy was currently conducting operations under Arctic conditions to better acquaint itself with that part of the world.
With these introductory remarks about the role of the Navy in warfare—specifically the
control of the sea, the control of the air above it, and the denial of these two to an enemy—
Anderson wanted to look at the more “significant” developments of World War Two and
how he thought they would exert influence on the next war.4
Anderson first noted how “reliable” radio communications and the use of aircraft
had greatly changed earlier concepts of naval warfare. He argued that these two instruments now permitted a “high degree” of coordination and flexibility in the execution of
operations as well as providing the means for rapid exchange of information and plans
between widely separated areas. “In a very real sense, a bombardment and air strike in
the Kuriles may be a direct supporting operation for landings being made in New
Guinea.” He wanted in particular to elaborate on the developments in combat aircraft
since they were so “obvious.” Even in what he considered to be “less spectacular” fields,
the use of aircraft had also brought about “major changes.” Long-range over-water
searches by shore-based aircraft, for instance, permitted the United States to keep large
areas of the ocean under constant surveillance and to provide interdiction in support of
other operations. Through photo reconnaissance and direct aerial observation, Anderson asserted that U.S. knowledge of the enemy and its early movements was “immeasurably” increased over what had formerly been obtainable. He admitted that overseas
expeditions and amphibious operations in “some form” were as old as naval warfare itself, but “in the past war the technique for the conduct of amphibious operations was
perfected to the point where it is now believed that the objective can be isolated,” and
troops could be landed and supported “anywhere” that might be desired, “subject only
to obtaining control of the air in the vicinity of the objective.”5
Going into more elaboration on amphibious operations, Anderson said that to be
successful, sea communications to the objective had to be secure. In addition, at the objective, there had to be a superiority of troops after the landing and if the objective was
insular, it had to be isolated to prevent reinforcement from the enemy. If the objective
was continental, the flow of reinforcements had to be rapid enough to continue the land
campaign successfully. Anderson thought, however, that the most significant naval development of the war was the application of the task force system in which naval forces
were organized for and their composition was determined by the needs of a specific operation. Anderson argued that this system could be applied to any type of operation and
it was essentially “functional” rather than a type organization. “The fast carrier task
force was our principal advance striking force, complementing other types of offensive
forces. Basically it envisages the aircraft carrier as a mobile airfield, capable of being
moved to whatever area” might be the object of offensive air operations, with the carrier
remaining there as long as desired and then moving to other areas when needed. Anderson additionally argued that the Fast Carrier Task Force had “repeatedly proven” its
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ability to secure and maintain local control of the air; provide the necessary air support
for landing operations; and maintain local air control until fields for shore-based aircraft could be constructed and the aircraft themselves moved in. “Without mobile airfields of this kind the range of forward movement for amphibious operations is limited
by the combat radius of shore-based fighter aircraft.” In New Guinea, he said, this distance was “about” two hundred miles, but he thought this range would increase in the
future as fighter ranges improved.6
From the time of the Marshalls campaign until the end of the war, Anderson said
that the Fast Carrier Task Forces were organized to “cope” with any opposition the Japanese might bring to bear, including aerial, surface, or sub-surface. To him, the main
reason the carriers were able to move into enemy home waters and operate “almost” at
will off enemy coastlines, was the heavy screening units that were assigned to the carriers. Pointing out that a carrier group of four carriers had a screen of battleships, cruisers, and destroyers, Anderson said that this combination of ships provided not only
heavy anti-aircraft fire, but also the firepower to “meet the heaviest surface opposition
that the Japanese might choose to send against it. Without the battleships carrying the
maximum offensive power in gunfire, as well as being the best armored and damage absorbing ships afloat, the freedom of movement of our carriers would have been greatly
restricted.” Anderson went on to elaborate that the carrier’s primary offensive weapon
was its embarked aircraft and that when combined with the ability of the force to move
freely “anywhere” in the world that ships could navigate, the United States had a “balanced” striking force with overall offensive and defensive power that was difficult to duplicate in any other form. Whatever might be the “trend” in future developments,
Anderson thought that the primary offensive task force, built around the maximum offensive and defensive power that could be assembled at that time, would “probably” be
the basic naval operational organization. Another development that he was certain
would be permanent and be further developed in the future was the system of mobile
bases and service squadrons for supporting the naval forces’ combat operations. Service
Squadron 10, the mobile base, consisted of a wide variety of ships and craft, Anderson
told the Leavenworth audience, that were designed to provide major base facilities from
a floating source. “Its use greatly reduces the need for constructing time-consuming
and costly intermediate base facilities ashore.” Anderson said that as the tempo of U.S.
Pacific operations increased, these intermediate bases were often found to be too far to
the rear to be of value by the time they were capable of functioning efficiently.7
With mobile dry docks and repair ships, the mobile base, to Anderson, was capable
of providing repairs for all but the most extensive battle damage. At the same time, it
was capable of being the source for consumable supplies of all kinds for ships operating in the forward areas. “The principal requirement of the mobile base is a harbor
sufficiently large to accommodate the ships required, and reasonably secure from aerial and other forms of attack.” Other service squadrons, such as Service Squadron 6,
were groups of supply ships that operated from the mobile bases and moved into the
operating areas to refuel, re-arm, and re-supply combat ships at sea. He asserted that
the technique of transferring supplies at sea was developed to a high degree and that
by the close of the war, practically every form of service except repairs could be provided in this manner. “It permitted continuous operation of combat units in the operating area. Its use often puzzled the Jap, who could not understand why our ships
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were still present, when by all reasonable calculations they should have had to return
to base for re-servicing.” While Anderson thought that there were many other developments that might influence techniques in future naval wars, he additionally
thought that these developments fell into the four areas he had already mentioned: the
flexibility and coordination permitted by radio communications and aircraft; the development of amphibious warfare techniques; the development of the task force system centered around the Fast Carriers and supplemented by long-range, shore-based
aerial reconnaissance; and the mobile base system that relieved fleet units from reliance on intermediate shore bases for re-supply. Before he looked at new developments, Anderson also wanted to briefly mention the weapons that had been most
successfully employed against naval forces to this date.8
With the exception of the atomic bomb’s potentials, Anderson found the torpedo to
be the most dangerous weapon a surface ship had to face, whether it was fired from an
aircraft, surface ship, or submarine. Torpedoes damaged ships in their most vulnerable
spots—underwater—and they accounted for most of the shipping sunk during the war.
The chief weakness of the torpedo had been its short range and “relatively” slow speed,
but Anderson pointed out how the Japanese were leaders in developing faster and longer-ranged torpedoes before and during the war. He additionally pointed out that current torpedoes that had even higher speeds and longer ranges were even more
formidable of weapons. Anderson also reminded the audience that the Germans used a
torpedo with a device that homed the weapon by means of a ship’s propeller noises
moving through the water, though this was countered by towing a louder noise astern
of the ships. “A later development is a torpedo which, after a straight run toward the
center of the target area, takes up a zigzag pattern in the water, searching for a target.”
To Anderson, however, “easily” the most dangerous and damaging form of attack experienced in the last war were the aerial strikes of the Kamikaze which had reached their
peak in the Okinawa campaign. “Had it been necessary to proceed with the invasion of
Japan, the Japanese would have placed their chief reliance in the kamikaze to prevent
it.” According to Anderson, at Okinawa, some five hundred suicide attempts were
made, excluding the planes shot down by combat air patrols (CAP). Of these “observed
suiciders,” Anderson said that about sixty percent were shot down by the combat air patrols and that of those that penetrated the screen and were “committed to the attack,”
fifty percent scored hits or damaging near misses, with the remainder being shot down
by anti-aircraft fire. In general, Anderson illustrated that the carriers were the most vulnerable to this form of attack and battleships were the least vulnerable, though destroyers on the outlying picket lines suffered especially heavy losses.9
Anderson told the audience that these figures were an overall average and that as the
campaign progressed, U.S. counter methods improved. In spite of this, twenty percent
of the Kamikazes succeeded in inflicting damage. “If we allow for the enemy planes shot
down by combat air patrols before their intentions were revealed, the overall percentage
should be considerably reduced.” Anderson said that some estimates placed the total
number of Kamikaze attempts at about two thousand planes and he assumed that Kamikazes were ten times more successful than more conventional types of aerial attack.
He also brought up the Baka rocket-propelled glide bomb, also used at Okinawa but not
very successfully. Describing how the mother plane was very vulnerable to gunfire and
that the Baka itself was susceptible to anti-aircraft fire, Anderson thought that the Baka
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was handicapped in its maneuverability and “hitting efficiency,” even with human control. However, Anderson thought that these two weapons represented a “highly developed” form of guided missile. Pointing out that the Japanese also used human-guided
suicide torpedoes, motor boats, and even swimmers, Anderson said that the controlling
mechanism in each case had the “power of reason,” something that had not yet been
built into any mechanical gadgets. Accordingly, Anderson next moved to systems of radar detection, the CICs on vessels where radar and other tactical information was plotted and evaluated, and the fighter direction systems for vectoring CAPs onto incoming
attacks. Anderson thought that all of these techniques combined reduced the hazard
from conventional aerial attack on “well-defended” formations to a low figure. Depending on the form of attack and the nature of the target, he argued that less than one
percent of attacking planes could expect to deliver damaging hits. Improved performance characteristics of aircraft would increase this probability, he thought, but he also
argued that the United States could expect increased efficiency in the means of detection and interception. Anderson further asserted that the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS) found that U.S. Navy and Marine aircraft made as high a percentage of hits
on Japanese ships as the Kamikazes did on U.S. ships. If not for the general inexperience
of the Kamikaze pilots, Anderson said that there might have been a higher percentage of
hits by them.10
Nor did Anderson think that the heavy gun had lost its value in naval warfare. “It
should be recalled that in the Pacific our operations were confined largely to tropical areas, where air operating conditions were generally good.” Anderson argued that if the
theater of operations was in high altitudes, fog and heavy weather would be prevalent
and aircraft operations, especially carrier operations, would probably be “seriously
hampered.” In these conditions, Anderson asserted that the heavy gun, an all-weather
weapon, would carry a greater share of the burden in the conduct of operations and he
assumed that the officers in the audience were familiar with the heavy gun’s value as a
bombardment weapon. The most significant of the new weapons that he was covering,
however, was the atomic bomb. According to Anderson, the “terrific” forces released in
an atomic burst rendered all previous concepts of explosive power “very weak.” Unfortunately, Anderson said that the very power of the forces involved was so great that the
bomb’s details were covered by the highest degree of security and known to few. Therefore, he said that until more was known of the bomb’s physical characteristics, rate of
production, availability of fissionable material, and intricacies of problems involved
with delivering the bomb to a selected target, many of the questions raised by the bomb
would remain unanswered. From what was known now, however, Anderson did not
think that the atomic bomb could be considered a tactical weapon. “Its use against any
target from which it is not certain to derive results commensurate with the effort involved, is doubtful.” Moreover, Anderson said that it appeared so far that fissionable
material was definitely restricted in availability and that atomic bombs were not yet
subject to mass production. This, together with the fact that the atomic bomb was so
potent that it would have great effect as long as its delivery vehicle reached the target, to
Anderson, limited the type of targets the bomb was employed against. Still, Anderson
noted that Operation Crossroads, the atomic bomb tests at Bikini Atoll in the Marshall
Islands, were about to be conducted and that the bomb’s “potentialities” required “exhaustive” study.11
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Anderson thus started briefing his audience on Operation Crossroads itself. He
asked the officers to “best visualize” the tests as the most extensive scientific experiment
or test ever attempted. The data from previous bomb bursts in New Mexico and Japan
were, according to Anderson, insufficient to permit any definite conclusions to be
drawn about the bomb’s impact on naval vessels. That the bomb was “enormously” destructive was obvious, but the tests were being conducted to obtain “definite” qualitative data on future developments in naval construction as well as strategic and tactical
concepts. Anderson also cited the JCS directive about the tests’ purpose being to explore
the effects of the bomb on naval vessels, especially the dispersion ranges that were
needed to obtain “graded” damage from maximum to minimum. Anderson further
cited a number of secondary military and scientific purposes for the tests that “in the aggregate may have as much significance in the future as the central purpose itself. In every sense of the term this test is a joint undertaking, involving not only the Navy, but
also the Air Forces, Ground Forces, and the Manhattan Project.”12
Anderson also noted that the tests were a compromise of the “desires and needs” of
all interested parties. Seeing the plan itself as very elaborate and covering every phase of
the operation in great detail, he additionally thought that the plan incorporated “every
conceivable” precaution and consideration to ensure that the tests would be executed as
planned and that the long-term safety of the personnel involved would be taken into account. One example to Anderson was the “apparently simple” factor of testing the air
and water in the vicinity of the target to determine when the ships were safe to board.
This task, he said, alone required a “highly trained” team of three hundred “expert” personnel. The tests, according to Anderson, contemplated the use of three Nagasaki-type
bombs. The first was to be an airborne explosion, with the bomb dropped from a B-29
at an unrevealed altitude. The second test was to be a bomb exploded at or just under
the surface of the water within the target formation, after data from the first test was collected. The third test was to be scheduled for some “future” date and was to be exploded
at a greater underwater depth, thousands of feet underwater. While the deep water test
was commonly believed to be the most important from the Navy’s point of view, Anderson denied that this was the case. He thought that the surface or shallow water test
would prove to be the most lethal to ships and crews.13
Anderson pointed out that there were 101 naval vessels in the target group, with the
targets representing a cross-section of ship types, including battleships, carriers, auxiliary ships, and landing craft. Some of these ships had already been battle damaged and
Anderson said that it was hoped to compare “ordinary” battle damage to that inflicted by
atomic munitions. Accordingly, the target ships were to be arranged in a “carefully designed” pattern inside the Atoll, in an area of about nine square miles. The purpose of the
tests was not to destroy as many ships as possible but to obtain the maximum amount of
data about graded damage effect as the radius of each target ship from the bomb burst increased. Arrangement and placement of the target vessels had been dictated, he said,
by the requirements of the test rather than the simulation of a naval formation at sea.
For instance, about twenty-one ships were put within a one-thousand-yard radius of
the bomb’s “bulls-eye.” Anderson was certain that the Army officers understood that
from a naval operations point of view, this formation was quite “artificial” since, he
argued, such a concentration of ships normally would be “extremely difficult” to
achieve in port and “practically impossible” at sea. The prewar battleship Nevada, for
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example, would be placed in the center of the bulls-eye and painted bright yellow,
even though the target area was designed to accommodate “reasonable” errors in the
bomb drop! Anderson thought that a bomb burst anywhere within the bulls-eye circle
would produce the graded damage to be studied. He expected damage and destruction
within the bulls-eye circle to be “very great,” but structural damage, he said, was expected
to decrease “rapidly” as the radius of the bomb increased. At the outer edge of the target,
he thought that the effects would be “mainly” those caused by the intense heat wave and
radioactivity.14
Anderson also said that the mooring of each ship in the target had been worked out
to provide broadside, end-on, and quartering exposure to the effects of the bomb
blast, including upwind, downwind, and varying degrees of crosswind. In addition to
the ship targets, drone aircraft would be flown through the burst cloud at varying altitudes to obtain samples of the cloud itself and determine the blast’s effects on the aircraft. Anderson said that most of the drones were expected to be recovered and that
samples of military equipment would also be placed on the target ships to study the
bomb’s effects on them. Anderson thought it was “needless” to say that the means for
obtaining and recording the effects of the bomb blast were going to be most detailed
and as complete as possible. While it was expected that many of the instruments and
recordings would be destroyed, it was also hoped that a large number of recordings
would be recovered from the sunken ships and that “much valuable” information
could be obtained from the underwater examination of the ships. He warned, however, that the purpose of the tests was not to prove or disprove any assumptions about
the probable effects of the bomb on naval ships. Instead, the Navy was looking for
“factual” data on structural stresses and other matters that would “go far” in determining the Navy of the future, especially in the field of naval construction. Anderson
additionally argued that until the tests were completed, no real conclusions could be
drawn on many features of the nature and employment of the future Navy. He also
warned that it would take several months to analyze the data for the first results and
possibly two to three years to complete the analysis in total.15
Development of the atomic bomb had also, according to Anderson, opened a new
field of power which showed “some promise” of new application. “Much public speculation has taken place concerning the application of nuclear energy to every day power
needs. Actually, the only feasible economic use of atomic power at present is in the field
of ship propulsion.” The Manhattan Project, asserted Anderson, was undertaking the
study of applying nuclear power to ship propulsion, and a number of naval engineering
officers were being assigned to the Project in connection with this work. The problems,
however, were complex and their solution, he said, required a great deal of basic research on the construction of a “suitable” chain reaction pile as well as the heat transfer,
metallurgy, and thermodynamics aspects of the project. Anderson pointed out that the
principal advantage of atomic power would be the elimination of a fuel supply but that
atomic power as a source of fuel for “low power requirements” would not be economical. Nor were other technological developments as impressive to Anderson as was
atomic energy. He thought that guided missiles, rocket-powered projectiles, jet propulsion, and gas turbines had reached a state of development during the war that could be
compared to developing aircraft at the close of the First World War. Still, he argued that
these new weapons opened a “wide and complex” field of new developments in military
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weapons. Even though only a limited number of these weapons were actually used during the war, “the possibilities are extensive, and it is difficult to review their scope in a
limited time.” German research and development in particular was in many ways in advance of U.S. developments, Anderson argued, and German records were now the subject of an “intensive” study by all “interested” agencies. He also focused on new engines,
ones capable of driving aircraft at supersonic speeds. Already under development, Anderson also admitted that U.S. knowledge of aerodynamics at supersonic speeds was
still deficient so that supersonic aircraft were still awaiting “basic research” to make
them a reality. The United States, however, now had supersonic wind tunnels that had
been taken from the Germans after the war and were being installed at U.S. facilities.16
Anderson repeated that the Navy already had “considerable” experience with
guided missiles in the form of Kamikazes, Bakas, and suicide torpedoes, as well as German radio-controlled guided bombs such as the “Fritz” X (FX) “free drop” bombs and
the Henschel (HS) glide bombs. At Salerno, he pointed out, glide bombs were used “extensively” by the Germans and inflicted “considerable damage” on U.S. ships. He said
that it was fortunate that there were two destroyer escorts equipped as radar and radio
countermeasure ships in the ETO at this time. These ships were sent to the Mediterranean in 1943 to counter the HS glide bombs and they were able to establish the frequencies being used to control the bombs and neutralize these weapons through jamming.
The Germans then attempted to develop a countermeasure and Anderson reminded
the audience that this development of weapons and then countermeasures was typical
in electronics. He also reminded them that the AAF had objected to the release of the
Variable Time Fuse (VT) to the Army Ground Forces (AGF) in Europe. The AAF was
concerned that if the Germans recovered a dud, it would be producing VT fuses against
Allied bombers in two to three months. In fact, Anderson said that the Navy inadvertently discovered that its radar sets were neutralizing some of its own VT fuses and that
this was only discovered when duds were found by U.S. ground forces on Okinawa. Anderson also informed his audience that the term “guided missile” covered a wide range
of weapons, most of which envisaged the use of rockets or similar propulsion, and were
equipped with electronic devices for controlled flight and homing to the target. From
the “naval point of view,” Anderson classified these into three types of missiles that
could be launched from surface ships or aircraft. First was a guided missile useful for
shore bombardment in which long-range was a guiding factor. The second type of missile was to be fired at surface vessels, whereby both accuracy and range were factors. Last
was the use of the guided missile as an anti-aircraft weapon, where accuracy would be
the key factor.17
In most of these cases, Anderson said that the guiding device had a means of leading
the missile to the target. Once it had reached the vicinity of the target, it was homed to
the target. In some anti-aircraft types, the guiding device took the form of having the
missile follow a radar beam to the target, make a curving track in flight, and be fired by a
VT fuse when close to the target plane. While many of these ideas appeared “feasible” at
the present time, to secure the ranges and performance efficiency comparable to conventional methods, Anderson argued that missile speeds in excess of sound would be
needed. “Here again, the actual developments are waiting upon basic research in supersonic speed field, and in the development of fuels and propellants.” He reiterated that
with V-1 and V-2 rockets, the Germans achieved ranges of 100–200 miles but by naval
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standards, accuracy was poor. The V-2, according to Anderson, experienced about a
twenty-five percent rate of “faulty” shots, but the Germans did “break the ground” for
the future development of these weapons. “It is possible that at some future date rocket
type projectiles and rocket projectors may replace the gun and aircraft as a more efficient means of launching missiles of all types, and their adaptation to ship board installation is under study.” He also asserted that the Germans had been developing a
long-range rocket for firing across the Atlantic at the United States. Claiming that the
computations and design data on this “two-step” rocket had been recovered and studied by Allies forces, Anderson said, however, that “competent” scientists found fatal errors in the design and did not think that the rocket would have performed well.
Anderson additionally thought that the present state of stratospheric rockets was about
500 miles, though he also thought that research could extend what the Germans hoped
to achieve by 1946. The bottom line, he argued, was that for use “against naval targets
one of the major practical problems would be to get the missile close enough to the target for its homing device to function.”18
He further emphasized that in his discussions with “officers who are most concerned with the subject,” years of basic research would be involved before any “major”
developments could even be brought to the test stage. Steady improvement, he thought,
was being made in rocket projectiles, but “jumping” to gun or bomber ranges with corresponding accuracy and reliability, Anderson contended, was still far in the future. He
also wanted the Leavenworth audience to understand that in the field of basic research
“the war has given us a concentration of research talent that for many reasons we cannot
hope to continue during the coming years of peace.” Quoting Rear Admiral Harold
Bowen, the Navy’s Chief of Research and Inventions, Anderson agreed that most of the
scientific and technical accomplishments of the last four or five years had been “developments.” Bowen also asserted that the “nation entered the war with a respectable bank
account of research knowledge. We have since made few deposits, but we have made
such great withdrawals that the account is in extremely poor shape.” According to
Bowen, “substantial deposits” were now necessary to restore a “healthy” balance. Anderson translated this as a call for a naval budget that allocated three to five percent of
expenditures to basic research and development. While he admitted this amount did
not appear to be much in terms of percentage, it was substantial in terms of dollars and
“probably all that can be expected at this time in a practical sense.”19
Time restricted Anderson in his “mention” of electronics developments, especially
radar detection, fire control, and radio communication. To illustrate the new developments in these areas, Anderson outlined the present status of a system that had just been
completed in order to test and evaluate these new devices. During the war, he said that a
special unit was established to study new ASW techniques as a way of combating the
growing German submarine “menace.” He pointed out that a number of “specially
qualified” scientists were brought into the project and by an analysis of the Allied convoy protection system and the statistical analysis of action reports, the screening and
convoy system was revised on a “scientific” basis, using the principles of probability. To
Anderson, the results of this scientific approach paid “high dividends,” and the German
submarine threat was reduced to a small scale by the end of the war. He also said that a
similar kind of project was set up later to counter the Kamikaze threat. Out of this latter
effort grew what he called the Operational Development Force (OPDEVFOR), which
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had absorbed the ASW project and was now a permanent part of the U.S. fleet organization. OPDEVFOR, according to Anderson, now consisted of “about” sixty naval vessels
of all types and several squadrons of aircraft. Anderson said that the Force was a “proving” laboratory for service testing of all types of material developments, including those
of aircraft. While the Force was primarily concerned with testing, evaluating, and recommending the “best methods” for using new developments that might reach the production stage, it was also involved in the research and development field. The Force
currently, Anderson said, had about 180 active projects and the number, he asserted,
was increasing. Anderson additionally said that the range of these projects was wide,
covering every field of material development. The Force also worked closely with similar AGF and AAF elements and was conducting joint projects at this time.20
One of these new developments was the extension of radar detection range. By the
use of airborne radar and an automatic system for relaying the return echoes to the CIC
of a surface ship, the range of detection by radar was being greatly increased. ASW also
continued to be under “very active” study. Anderson noted how the Germans, near the
end of the war, had introduced the Type XXI submarine, a boat capable of submerged
speeds of eighteen knots. He also said that the Germans had submarines in design with
even greater capabilities. The U.S. ASW techniques were based on use against submarines with eight knot submerged speeds, so new changes and developments in detection, tactical screening, and attack methods would be necessary. “Since there is good
reason to believe that other countries are very much interested in this type of submarine, this project is a very active one.” Anderson argued that in any future war, the
United States would almost certainly have to deal with submarines whose performance
characteristics would be vastly improved over those it faced in the last war. Similarly,
the field of gunnery and gunfire, including anti-aircraft fire and improved fire control
systems, were under “continuous” study. Eight-inch guns for cruisers currently under
construction were being designed by the use of automatic devices to have a rate of fire
“about” three times that of similar guns currently in service, according to Anderson.
Study and analysis, he said, of anti-aircraft gunnery problems pointed to the “growing
need” for “much increased” muzzle velocities, particularly since the speed of aircraft
was increasing. Reducing the time of flight through increased velocity greatly increased
the probability of getting hits. He gave the example that doubling the muzzle velocity
resulted in a probability of hits going up by a factor of eight. Velocities as high as 10,000
feet per second were being discussed, but he again emphasized that the problem needed
a “great deal” of research and was a “ways off.” “To obtain any appreciable increase in
muzzle velocity present indications are that much heavier gun installations will be required, resulting in fewer guns per ship.”21
Anderson next said that a three-inch anti-aircraft gun with a muzzle velocity of
3,400 feet per second was currently under development. It was also designed to obtain a
rate of fire of ninety rounds per minute, with VT fuses and be fully automatic with radar
control. However, he again warned that it would be years before this gun was developed. Another experimental three-inch gun, designed to fire projectiles capable of
six-thousand-foot-per-second velocities, was to be used to study high velocity ballistic
performance and the high powder pressures required for these velocities. On the whole,
Anderson found that OPDEVFOR was the “final proving ground” for all new developments in the Navy. The Force carried out “exhaustive” tests under controlled
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conditions and, according to Anderson, determined the “real” value of a development
before it was installed in fleet units. “It relieves the fleet of the need for conducting similar tests, at the expense of training or other needs, and provides more authoritative results than would be obtained otherwise.” After this “sketchy” review, Anderson
rhetorically asked what conclusions could be drawn regarding the changes in organization and methods of future naval warfare. He envisioned that for the next few years, the
UN would still be in the formative stage. Until that organization proved it could cope
with world affairs, and until “really significant” technological developments reached
“practical” application, Anderson argued that the Navy could expect to enter a war using the techniques and materials that it currently possessed. As new weapons were developed, techniques and methods would have to be modified and adjusted.22
He also thought that conclusions about the atomic bomb’s effects had to be deferred
until the United States possessed “specific” information from which “more definite”
conclusions could be drawn. He asserted that it was “fairly well established” that the
zone of greatest destructive force in an atomic bomb explosion was “relatively” restricted. In a manner that was fairly common for NWC instructors and students tackling these problems, Anderson argued that greater distances between ships in naval
formations would present fewer targets for any single bomb dropped and greater dispersion of forces would reduce the overall effectiveness of the bomb. He also argued
that the same tendency existed in terms of the accuracy of other weapons, especially
guided missiles. “Increased dispersion increased the individual ships evasive maneuvering room, presents too complex target patterns, and tends to reduce the overall damage
expectancy.” Along with these tendencies of increased dispersion of units and small
sizes for task forces and groups, Anderson said that “parallel” developments would permit the coordination, handling, and mutual support of these same units that were
spaced at increased distances over the sea. “Thus we see that tactical consideration is a
relative term. What we now consider as satisfactory tactical concentration would have
been infeasible fifty years ago, and fifty years from now our present ideas will probably
seem equally restricted.” In the area of long-range rockets and guided missiles, Anderson wanted it remembered that “these are weapons only.” He admitted that they were of
greater power, accuracy, and longer range than current weapons, but “is not this trend
just another manifestation of the age-old seeking for better and bigger weapons of war?”
As such, Anderson was convinced that these weapons would increase the protective
problems of the potential targets, but he did not think that the weapons were substitutes
for the targets themselves. The influence would be on the tactical employment of force
and the tactical changes of the future would, he thought, be dictated by the “nature and
capabilities” of new weapons, but he additionally thought that this was also “relative.”23
This point brought Anderson back to the fundamental reason for which he said that
the Navy existed. The advent of new weapons, to him, would not affect the need for the
United States to use the sea as a vehicle for transportation. Until that need no longer existed, Anderson still argued that the Navy was needed to ensure that the nation’s “vital”
sea routes were maintained. In another way that was fairly common in these lectures,
Anderson found that when considering the potentials of reaching into enemy territory
to attack its industrial installations, “the submarine becomes a vehicle ideally suited for
launching long range missiles.” Enjoying a degree of concealment in movement that no
other ship type approached, Anderson argued that its performance characteristics were
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constantly improving and so he also wanted to see the Navy develop submarine troop
(SSLP) and cargo (SSA) carriers. One thing Anderson was definite about was the increase in range, fluidity, and speed of execution of all types of military operations. As the
range of these weapons increased, Anderson contended that the danger of suffering
“crippling” surprise attacks within U.S. territory was increased. To Anderson, this
meant that during periods of “strained” international relations, the early warning system for the United States had to be extended as far beyond its territorial borders as
could be done by “all available” means. This, in turn, would require the “closest coordination” in the future between all branches of the armed services. He also argued that it
would require closer coordination between the armed forces and those political agencies “through which our policies that may lead to war are channeled.” Finally, Anderson
thought that the officers of the future U.S. Armed Forces, like never before, had to have
a working knowledge of a wider field of subject matters, including new scientific fields.
“They must also have an even closer mutual association and understanding of the capabilities and problems of the various branches of the armed services, than existed during
the war just finished.”24

Captain Joseph Seyfried
Later in the month, Captain Joseph Seyfried, formerly an instructor in the College’s Department of Tactics and now a member of the Command and Staff Class of June 1946 (see
figure 9, front row, second from right), lectured on amphibious organization and the
movement to the objective. Seyfried began by telling the students that amphibious operations were the most complex and difficult in warfare, and that they required every arm of
a nation’s armed services and every weapon and “implement” of warfare. “What had been
achieved in World War II surpasses everything that had been imagined possible before
the war.” According to Seyfried, the rapid development of equipment and techniques, the
skill and daring in attacking strongly defended positions, and the magnitude of the operations could not have been envisioned from what he thought were small-scale and poorly
equipped training operations conducted as late as 1940. Since he saw organization playing a great part in coordinating these “vast and involved” operations, he thought the topic
of amphibious organization was both interesting and profitable. Employing the Naval
War College’s procedure of solving tasks to be performed for the successful conclusion of
an operation, Seyfried next stated that an amphibious assault operation had to begin with
early submarine and aerial reconnaissance of the objective and its immediate approaches
so that intelligence data for planning was supplied. This intelligence data was to include
photography for mapping; the study of terrain, defended positions, and probable positions to be defended; the location of beaches and exits from beaches; and data on tides,
currents, and possible navigational hazards in the approaches to the beaches.25
Seyfried said that there also had to be “sufficient,” continuous aerial photography
thereafter until just before the assault in order to detect any strengthening of positions,
emplacement of underwater obstacles, or changed circumstances that required a revision in the plans made from previous intelligence. As an example, Seyfried talked about
the Japanese beaching several vessels on Blue Beach II at Iwo Jima so as to restrict the
area over which troops could be landed. The landing plan therefore had to be modified
so that snipers could be flushed out of these ships, a type of deployment the Japanese
had carried out at Tarawa. As an example of the difficulty of these operations, Seyfried
said that despite the best efforts by the Marines, one Japanese spotter survived and was
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able to call fire down on American forces for several days with “deadly accuracy.”
Therefore, Seyfried recommended that such “wrecks should be destroyed beyond possible use just before the landing.” He also discussed pre-invasion strategic bombing of
the objective in order to “soften” it up and soften up adjacent points that might be used
for air attacks during the assault. This bombing had to inflict the maximum amount of
damage possible but without allowing the enemy to figure out where the attack was going to be made. He further thought that bombardment by surface ships should be made,
if practical. He illustrated examples where Wake and Marcus Islands had been bombarded several times to divert Japanese attention from the actual point of the next attack. He pointed out, however, that this was strategic bombing and bombardment that
was distinct from the concentrated bombardment that was to take place immediately
before the amphibious assault itself.26
Seyfried further discussed the importance of minesweeping the approaches to the
operating areas and to the beaches. This sweeping had to be completed ahead of the
bombardment groups and UDTs approaching the objective, and these areas had to be
re-swept before the attacking vessels entered the operating area. Seyfried next reminded
his fellow students about Commander Pelling’s previous presentation on naval gunfire
and bombardment but Seyfried wanted to mention these tasks again. Specifically,
Seyfried wanted the other students to understand that these tasks included long-range
and intermediate-range searches over all of the areas through which the enemy might
approach and oppose the landing. Other tasks included strikes against enemy airfields
from which attacks might be launched, battle reconnaissance, spotting, and CAPs for all
operational units. Returning to the UDTs, he assumed that the students knew about the
“heroic” work that was done during the war but he also wanted them to consider that
while air and “large ship” bombardment was underway, close support of the UDTs by
ships with direct observation was also necessary. In the past, this support was provided
by gunboats because destroyers were not available but Seyfried thought that destroyers
were the ideal ship type unless operations were being undertaken in very shallow waters. In this case, LCI gunboats could be employed. Mortar and rocket gunboats for
close support of landing craft and Amphibian Tractors (AMTRAC) were also required
in ship-to-shore movement. If the actual objective was an island or a small area, the assault troops were to be removed for rest as soon as enemy resistance had been wiped out
and garrison troops could take over. He also wanted the students to understand, however, that in the Pacific, these “garrison units had plenty of fighting to do for months after islands were nominally secure.”27
In addition to the ship types discussed and the need for garrison troops, Seyfried
pointed out the need for Air Control Units to be designated as “special task units” in
the task force flag organization and the need for a transportation squadron consisting
of three transport divisions to be provided. When AMTRACs were provided, he
thought it was best that the tractors carry the troops and the LSTs carry the tractors.
To Seyfried, this greatly reduced the “awkward” and time consuming arrangement of
transferring from boats to AMTRACs, especially since AMTRACs were difficult to
maneuver and boats were damaged in the transfer process. He admitted that what he
was suggesting was hard on the troops, however, since LSTs were not well suited to
handling troops. Therefore, during the war, troops were carried on the transports for
as long as possible before being transferred to the LSTs. LSTs were organized into
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tractor flotillas, with two or three tractor groups of two divisions or twelve LSTs each.
Successful movement of the troops also meant an amphibious force free from interference by enemy submarines, so “Hunter–Killer” groups had also operated in the vicinity of the objective. “It is notable that sinkings of Amphibious ships by submarines
practically ceased after Hunter–Killer operations were instituted. They accounted for
three or four submarines in the vicinity of Iwo Jima.” These operations were in addition to normal anti-submarine screens at the objective or en route. Successful movement also entailed an Attack Force Control Officer exercising overall control of the
movement and the organization then breaking down into Squadron Control Officers
for each troop division and Transportation Division Control Officers for each combat
team or reinforced regiment. After the LSTs landed the troops, Landing Craft, Tanks
(LCTs) carried onboard were slid off and, along with Landing Ship, Mediums (LSMs)
and LSTs, assisted in unloading heavier items of cargo from the transports.28
In his ideas about future amphibious operations, Seyfried also included a Hydrographic Survey unit that was to install aids to navigation where practical and conduct
limited sounding and sweeping operations to ensure safe navigation in the objective
area. This unit would also turn out field and anchorage charts as soon as it could. Service and salvage groups, in addition to the service squadrons under the fleet commander, were also to be present for all forces in the area and beach parties were assigned
to control and assist in the flow of traffic over the beaches, the evacuation of the
wounded, and the clearing of wreckage. Beach parties were to be commanded by a Senior Beach Master who was the representative of the Attack Force Commander and assisted by officers from the transport squadrons and divisions. Beach parties for
individual beaches were to be made up by the transport division commanders for the
beaches they controlled from the ships of their division, with duty arranged so that relief
was provided. A Demonstration Group was also to be employed to make a feint and try
to deceive the enemy about the actual landing site. Seyfried asserted that such a demonstration on the southeastern beaches of Okinawa was “quite successful” and that a future force should be composed of vessels carrying the reserve landing forces and should
be realistic to the point that the ships lowered their boats and the bombardment and
other aspects of a “regular attack” all took place. He did not, however, think this type of
operation would work on small islands or ones with limited beach areas, so he did not in
these cases see the value of risking ships that normally should be kept clear of the area.
He also did not think that this kind of feint would fool the enemy since landing areas on
small islands were so obvious.29
Surface force coverage of the operation was also necessary, especially if the enemy
possessed strong naval forces. Therefore, a strong Covering Force of battleships and
carriers had to be available in the theater of operations and had to be ready to intercept
any enemy forces. A Close Covering Force also had to be near the objective to oppose
sneak attacks. These forces might have to operate in a revolving process as both Covering and Bombardment Force and this was generally done as an economy of force, but
the Covering Force always had to be ready to break up, drive off, or destroy any enemy
attack. “Fly catcher” operations—or defensive patrols for detecting and destroying suicide boats, midget submarines, propelled rafts, and individual swimmers with mines
and torpedoes—were also to be carried out by LCI gunboats, minesweepers, and light
craft. Seyfried argued that the Japanese used suicide operations of this character quite
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successfully at Lingayen Gulf but he also thought that the “climate and racial characteristics of the enemy will be the deciding factors as to the necessity for such a group.” At
Okinawa, radar picket duty also became so important that it was necessary to provide a
separate radar picket task unit for each radar picket station and it became necessary that
each station include a picket vessel, extra anti-aircraft defenses, an Air Control Group,
and a vessel capable of towing the unit’s damaged vessels. Seyfried thought that many of
these task groups could be combined into one task force but that some units, because of
their mission, might have to be supervised by the Expeditionary Force Commander.30
Concerning Central Pacific operations, Seyfried pointed out that the task forces
for a “typical” Central Pacific amphibious assault operation consisted of a Support
Force; a Joint Expeditionary Force that absorbed the Support Force as soon as its preliminary tasks were completed; and the Attack Force. The Attack Force was a task unit
of the Joint Expeditionary Force while the Joint Expeditionary Force was a task unit of
a Fleet. In fact, the Joint Expeditionary Force was the only amphibious organization in
the Fleet whose mission was to maintain control of the sea and air in order that the
amphibious operation could be accomplished with the least possible enemy opposition. Seyfried reminded the students that this was an offensive mission on a large scale
that involved strikes at numerous points and with the possibility of action against the
Japanese Combined Fleet “if they could be provoked to action. It was, therefore, considerably more than just a covering force—although it performed the covering force
task it was not designated as such.” In the Marshalls, Marianas, Iwo Jima, and
Okinawa operations, Seyfried said, Admiral Spruance fulfilled the Covering Force
role with the 5th Fleet.31
Seyfried then illustrated the characteristics of several types of amphibious operations. These operations included the Support Force moving to the objective first to undertake preliminary tasks such as minesweeping, mine laying, ship-to-shore
bombardment, bombing, clearing underwater obstacles, providing information on
beach conditions, and protection of the UDTs. The Support Force was to provide its
own CAP, radar pickets, and anti-submarine screen. When the success of the operation
depended on surprise, the enemy could not be altered far in advance by Support Force
operations. Seyfried said this was typically the case in Europe and thus bombardment
could not start until shortly before the attack. Nor could beach clearance, and in these
cases of abbreviated supporting operations, bombardment and bombing had to be
much more intensive in order to neutralize enemy fire. If these operations failed,
Seyfried reminded the students of the possibility of higher troop casualties if, for instance, artillery could not quickly be brought ashore.32
As concerned the Joint Expeditionary Force, Seyfried pointed out that the amphibious support force came under the Joint Expeditionary Force Commander when it arrived in the objective area, as did the Expeditionary’s floating reserve. This reserve was
to remain in the operating area but not too close in so as to prevent congestion in the
transport area. The Commanding General who served as Expeditionary Force Commander made the decision as to when and where the floating reserve was needed, based
on the situation ashore. The Support Force also included the carriers operating in the
objective area. After the pre-assault bombing, the carriers flew close air support missions for the ground forces, spotted, conducted battlefield reconnaissance, and performed other routine air missions. The Attack Force then made the actual landing. Built
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around troop transportation requirements in ship, boats, and AMTRACs, all other naval forces were employed so as to defend and support the Attack Force. A Transportation
Squadron and a Tractor Flotilla carried all the troops and equipment of a reinforced division of troops. Normally, there were two divisions in an assault, with one in reserve. The reserve division did not have a Tractor Flotilla. These operations also included erecting
pontoon causeways by the time the reserve force landed so that AMTRACs would not be
needed. If the Support Force did not have rocket ships available, Seyfried said that the Attack Force needed to have them assigned. In landings where light opposition was expected,
beach conditions were favorable, and the main consideration was to get as many troops
ashore as quickly as possible, Seyfried said that the LCIs, LSMs, and LSTs could land troops
directly on the beach, cutting down on the number of attack transports that were required.
For such an arrangement, it would be necessary to carry the troops in transports (AP) to a
port fairly close to the objective, with forty-eight hours steaming for the LCIs and the assault
forces making the transfer at that point. He also said that the troops by previous conquest
might be able to make a “jump,” such as from North Africa to Sicily and in the island hopping in the Southwest Pacific and the Philippines. In these cases, transport squadrons would
be replaced by flotillas of smaller craft.33
Seyfried also illustrated that the Attack Force might be smaller in certain tactical situations. An assault on a small objective near the main objective might be made with
only one combat team consisting of a reinforced regiment embarked in a division of
transports and an LST group. As regarded command and control, division flagships
lacked fighter control units and the communications facilities for coordinating gunfire
and operations of the other units, so an AGC was preferable as a flagship. In preparing
for the invasion of Kyushu, for example, Seyfried said that a Rear Admiral in an AGC
was assigned command of each Transportation Squadron and its Tractor Flotilla, the
two together constituting an amphibious group. In this manner, command and control
was provided for a larger number of beaches. Seyfried also said that the use of PT boats
was to be decided upon by the characteristics of the Theater and if a base for their maintenance could be acquired close to the objective. Also to be established was a Fleet
Training Command Group, though this was a rear area activity that would not have a
direct part in the operation. In the Pacific War, a command called Aircraft, Northern
Solomons was also established and it conducted long-range air and submarine searches
in a detached status from the Pacific Fleet, thought it was still an integral part of the
Solomons operations. Rear Admiral Daniel Barbey, Commander of the 7th Amphibious Force at the time, also set up a command called Cruisers, Task Force as a Close Covering Force. Seyfried further discussed then–Vice Admiral Kinkaid’s organization when
he commanded Task Force 77 and assumed the role of Expeditionary Force Commander for the Lingayen and Luzon operations. Kinkaid had under his command two
entire Attack Forces, each carrying two divisions of ground troops and each then
sub-divided into two groups. Seyfried also pointed out that although Task Force 77 had
a Close Covering Group in the form of Cruisers, Task Force, Admiral Halsey’s 3rd Fleet
performed the actual covering operations against Japanese naval forces. “This force was
present to prevent a sneak attack.”34
Though most of Seyfried’s examples were from the Pacific, he did discuss European
operations. He first pointed out that these operations were organized much differently
as they never attained the same degree of standardization or recognizable doctrine as
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those in the Pacific. Basic principles were the same but the number of attack forces varied with each operation as the tactical situation required. European operations did,
however, resemble 7th Fleet operations in that a greater proportion of troops were
landed directly on the beaches from large landing craft than was done in the Central Pacific. Seyfried thought that this was more from necessity than desirability since it appeared to him “that every ship of every conceivable type was scraped up to carry the
large number of men and equipment required for the extensive land operations that
were necessary after the landings.” Seyfried then illustrated Admiral Henry Hewitt’s organization for Operation Dragoon, the Allied invasion of Southern France in August
1944. Hewitt, Commander of the 8th Fleet, was operating a joint command where team
work was particularly essential to a successful amphibious operation. However, except
for some German submarines and torpedo boats, there were no naval forces to threaten
the invasion, control of the sea was not a concern, and a Covering Force was not required. In addition, Hewitt’s Control Force contained service, screening, hunter–killer,
and other varied ships and task units. Hewitt took “control” to mean command and
control of his entire operation, rather than the Pacific use of the term to mean control of
ship-to-shore movement where the Attack Force carried out this function. Seyfried also
noted that Hewitt had something called the Petroleum Group that was responsible for
establishing and operating naval fuel facilities ashore and restoring damaged facilities.
In the Pacific, this was handled as a base development function. He also demonstrated
other differences, such as the tankers being in a special service task unit called the Train
that was based at nearby ports and operated as a Service Squadron in the entire area.
Hewitt’s Support Force also had commando missions in addition to its naval gunfire
ones and there was “little resemblance” between it and Pacific support forces. Hewitt’s
organization also did not mention UDTs at all.35
Going on, Seyfried showed the students that Hewitt also had an Assault Ship and
Craft Group that was for transportation but also anti-aircraft protection, and additionally consisted of gunboats and rocket-firing LCTs. These ships were American and British but Hewitt had French, Polish, and even some Greek vessels participating as well.
Seyfried reminded his fellow students of the difficulty in organizing these forces and
that they were “scraped together,” and he thought that Hewitt’s organization would
have been “sounder” if the support ships had been separated from those providing
transportation. “Rocket ships, flack [sic] ships and gun-boats are all lumped into one
group. This makes it difficult to write a clear order when so many tasks have to be enumerated for the same task unit.” Seyfried also told the students that each Attack Group
had its own Gunfire Support Group. In the Pacific, however, the gunfire support ships
were under higher command so that the dual role as Covering Force could be handled
easier. In Europe, that was not a necessary consideration. Hewitt’s Auxiliary Group was
also a “catchall” for salvage, rescue, pontoon causeway, and other miscellaneous tasks
that Seyfried thought was a violation of good organization and had a designation that
was “meaningless.”36
Going back to the Pacific to discuss movement to the objective, Seyfried said that
this stage of an operation required the highest degree of synchronization to ensure the
arrival of widely distributed units of varying speeds at the objectives and at the time
required for their participation. Refueling, the replenishing of supplies, rehearsals,
and the transfer of personnel may be required en route and added to the difficulty of
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planning. Okinawa, according to Seyfried, represented the “extreme” of this type of
operation. The area from which all of the participating units had to come was literally
the entire Pacific Basin and many of the ships participating had just finished the Iwo
Jima operation. To get “them to mounting areas in time to load their troops and
equipment required very close timing.” Mounting points included Point Hueneme,
California, and Honolulu, and staging points included Eniwetok, Guam, Saipan, and
Ulithi Atoll. He also wanted the students to understand what mounting and staging
meant in the Pacific. Mounting was the inspection, final preparation for combat, and
loading into ships of the personnel, equipment, and material required for the operation. Staging was the use of an intermediary point or points at which task groups
topped off with fuel and supplies, and progress to the objective was regulated. He also
said that staging points allowed the troops to make the first part of their voyage in the
“comfort” of a larger ship that they would not be able to do as they got closer to the objective. Staging points further provided for issuing any orders that might be required
by reason of changed conditions at the objective that intelligence reports might have
disclosed.37
Seyfried also reminded the students that in all of the amphibious operations they had
studied, there was a wide variety in movement plans. There was no set plan, though he
wondered if the Naval War College could improve on that situation. Some plans, for instance, listed every task group and could practically be a complete operations plan in
themselves while others set forth essential information and referred to the task organization in the basic operational plan. Seyfried said he had also seen things tabulated, which
he thought was advantageous. He additionally pointed out that the operation plan for an
amphibious attack was so lengthy, he thought “anything” that could be done to simplify it
without loss of clarity should be done. He also thought it desirable, however, to have annexes that were so complete that they could be detached and given to the officers concerned while the operations plan got a wider circulation. Appendices to the movement
plan would also differ with each landing but the appendices all required charts for routes,
references points, and special navigational data. Other charts would also be necessary to
show fueling and waiting areas as well as surface ship and submarine operating areas. He
reiterated that the Central Pacific was the only type of organization that approached standardization and the one he thought was best suited for development. He further thought
that it was suited for distant operations where enemy opposition might be encountered at
sea and that it could be more easily modified for any type of landing than other types of
organization that had been studied. Seyfried also saw the Central Pacific organization capable of being expanded so it could land “great” numbers of troops, as the invasion of the
Japanese Home Islands would have required. He additionally argued that this type of organization, which was commanded in the Pacific War by an admiral, could have had a
general in supreme command. “When war comes again it will be so much easier to get
started and we can fight ever so much more effectively if we have kept our organization up
to date.”38
Seyfried added that with this type of organization, the United States would know
what its re-commissioning program would have to be, where merchant ships fit into the
organization, what shipbuilding programs had to be maintained, and what building
needed to be started if ships were not maintained. He did not, however, think that the
United States could leave amphibious organization and doctrine where it was. “This
subject should receive the constant attention of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and every arm
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of the National Defense Schools of all services should give it the attention that its importance merits to keep it abreast [of] technical and scientific developments.” He further
urged that operations, including as many as possible with ground troops and the AAF,
should be conducted as frequently and on as large a scale as the operational ability of the
peacetime services would permit. Whatever an officer’s job was in any service, Seyfried
thought that that officer was likely to be called to participate in a future amphibious operation and should be trained accordingly, “unless we want to fight our wars on our
own shores.” Seyfried mentioned the atomic bomb, since he assumed the other students were thinking about it, but only to note that the atomic bomb was beyond the
scope of his presentation and whatever he had to say would, he contended, merely be his
personal opinion! He further argued that the students were capable of formulating their
own opinions and that one of their Operations Problems spoke to atomic weaponry.
Still, he wanted everyone to consider a fact he had previously expressed, namely, that in
spite of the atomic bomb and any other weapons that were contrived, “no nation is conquered until you obtain physical possession of it, and that can only be accomplished in
the probable wars that concern us by some sort of amphibious operation.”39
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V Blockades, the Navy as a Foreign Policy Instrument,
and Future Naval Operations, May 1946

Captain Joseph Seyfried
few days later, Seyfried submitted his thesis for graduation. The subject was on
the evolution of blockade and its probable future uses, and Seyfried began by
talking about the need for time as a requirement to get perspective on “abstract”
problems. “One forgets the past and disregards logical reasoning in considering the
probabilities of the future when under the spell of the awesome event or circumstance
that produced the disturbed state of mind.” Seyfried thought that such a condition existed in a significant part of the U.S. population, including political leaders, educators,
writers, and radio commentators, all of whom Seyfried thought exerted a strong influence on public opinion. According to Seyfried, repercussions from the explosions of the
two atomic bombs had created the “most fantastic” impressions in regards to future
warfare. Seyfried argued that people saw the atomic bomb as both a means and an end,
considered all previous concepts of strategy to be obsolete, and felt “cast adrift” from the
past and the future but with “dire forebodings” that were devoid of hope. Here, Seyfried
saw the handicap. He agreed that the “most unexcitable” person would see the atomic
bomb as an awesome weapon whose use in future wars would be “cataclysmic.” But he
also asserted that no “thoughtful” persons would concede the experience of centuries or
that strategy had to start anew. Instead, Seyfried envisioned that naval strategy and tactics had to be “adjusted” for the bomb’s use. Assuming that the United States, with its
“peace-loving” attitude, would first be struck by an aggressor nation, Seyfried still saw
that it had to institute defensive measures in “time of stress” and be quick to use the
bomb in retaliation. In the face of this situation, Seyfried argued that it would be of great
interest and profit to examine the whole field of “grand and naval strategy” to determine
which of the accepted principles should be cast aside and how those that were retained
could be streamlined to bring them into adjustment with the new conditions imposed
by nuclear energy. Seyfried did not think that he was really capable of doing this, but he
did think that he could develop the idea to a limited extent by selecting one instrument
of strategy, considering how it had survived new weapons in the past, and how it might
be used in the future. Seyfried warned that this one area of strategy did not serve as a
“touchstone” for the whole field but should indicate a trend. For his area of study,
Seyfried had therefore chosen blockade since it had survived many innovations in
weapons and had been used in every major war in modern history.1
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Looking at the strategic development of blockades, Seyfried pointed out that it was
applied close to an enemy’s ports, even against fortified ports whose short-range batteries were powerless to damage blockading vessels that sailed in full view. Seyfried noted
how odd it might seem in the present day of total war to note that blockades were directed against commercial vessels and that war disrupted “normal activity” so little. He
corrected the point, however, by demonstrating that blockades were directed against
warships and that, in fact, distinctions were made between commercial and strategic
blockades. According to Seyfried, commercial blockades were declared to cut off a
country from the rest of the world while strategic blockades formed a part of military
operations. Seyfried thought it was still this way and that both types of blockades were
close ones. Strategic considerations, however, led to open blockades before the increased range of artillery and the inventions of the mine and torpedo made close blockade “impossible.” Lord Horatio Nelson, Seyfried argued, first advocated what naval
writers later called the “open blockade,” maintaining that an enemy fleet should not be
bottled up since if it did not put to sea, it could not be destroyed and it might continue
as a threatening “fleet in being.” Even Nelson, however, changed his tactics between
close and open blockades, depending on his purpose of putting commercial pressure on
an enemy or forcing their naval forces to battle on the open ocean.2
Seyfried argued that it was not from the lack of a Nelson that led the North to apply
close blockade to the South in the American Civil War when it blockaded the entire
2,500-mile coastline of the Confederacy. The South had no fleet to put to sea, close
blockade was both necessary and desirable, according to Seyfried, and the blockade was
the “major” factor in the South’s defeat, despite what Seyfried argued was “considerable” blockade running by British vessels! An event that forecast the end of close blockades, however, was the use in February 1864 of a midget submarine by the Confederacy
that fired a torpedo into the USS Housatania off Charleston, South Carolina. While this
was not done again during this war, the blockade was not broken, and the submarine
only developed slowly over the next fifty years, Seyfried noted Mahan writing about the
submarine and how its longer range torpedoes would put “greater strain” on blockaders
and compel them to keep a much greater distance. Mahan did not think that these
newer submarines would change the principles of strategy but that they would change
the application. Mahan’s example was the Japanese battleships having to take station
sixty miles off Port Arthur in the Russo-Japanese War. In the Spanish-American War,
Seyfried pointed out that Spanish ships were closely blockaded off of Santiago, Cuba,
while the pressure for land action was used to induce them to their own destruction.
Moving on to the First World War, Seyfried related how the Germans blamed their defeat in that war on the Allies’ surface blockade. Seyfried did not think this was accurate,
but that it was a strong secondary cause and the “strongest manifestation” of sea power
in the war. Seyfried also thought that Germany tried to blame their defeat on blockade
so as to save face about what he perceived to be their own lack of military prowess since
he also argued that the Central Powers were “compactly situated” to favor the application of blockade. Able to operate on interior lines for both military operations and supply, Seyfried asserted that the Central Powers took blockade into account in their efforts
to stockpile materials, occupy Romania, and make trade arrangements with neighboring neutral nations.3
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The stockpiles, however, were exhausted in a war that turned out to be longer than
the Germans envisioned, that entailed the entry of Italy into the war on the side of the
Allies, and that involved Great Britain’s control of commodities, the latter greatly reducing what Germany was able to obtain from neutral nations. The British even set up a
Ministry of Blockade, and the Foreign Office’s Contraband Department as well as the
War Trade Department all helped the British prevent commodities from falling into enemy hands. The method was to so curtail a neutral’s supply of some material that it
would barely have enough for itself and thus not be able to supply the Central Powers.
According to Seyfried, the sea was completely cut off from the Central Powers and the
Allies conducted not only an open blockade but one that was so far out to sea that it became known as a “distant” blockade. In addition, he said that the Allies also used mines
to ensure an even closer blockade. Seyfried brought in discussion of the submarine,
which threatened future blockades but was paradoxically used by the Germans themselves as a blockading weapon against Great Britain. To Seyfried, the Germans achieved
a considerable success in this regard and might have changed the outcome of the war if
their submarine operations had not brought the United States into the war against
them. American destroyers, with their depth charges, the perfection of the British convoy system, and the general addition of American naval strength “greatly” reduced the
effectiveness of the submarine blockade, even though it continued for the rest of the
war. “The introduction of the submarine brought about the first instance of two nations
attempting to blockade each other simultaneously within comparatively short distances
of each other.”4
Seyfried said that in 1937, Japan revived “pacific blockade” against China as a measure “short of war.” Germany, Great Britain, and Italy had similarly blockaded Venezuela in this fashion in 1902. Japan’s blockade was limited to munitions, and Great
Britain and the United States, in what Seyfried saw as a “regrettable conciliatory” attitude toward Japan at that time, respected this blockade and did not send any arms to the
Chinese through the blockaded ports. In World War Two, Seyfried saw the airplane as
the new instrument of blockade, though both aircraft and submarines were used in this
role in the most recent war. Seyfried argued, however, that the airplane had demonstrated its blockading capabilities in the interwar period, in China, and in Spain so that
its use during the war came as no surprise. Seyfried assumed that the Germans knew
they would be blockaded by a strong air and submarine force but Germany’s conquest
of France and allegiance with Italy gave them a very different situation. Seyfried even argued that a considerable part of Germany’s operations early in World War Two were efforts to prevent being blockaded. This, to Seyfried, demonstrated the strategic
importance of blockade even in World War Two. What was even more important, however, were Germany’s own plans for blockading Great Britain and this effort, to
Seyfried, constituted an even great contribution to Germany’s efforts to continue the
war so vigorously. From the start of the war until 1943, the Battle of the Atlantic produced “very serious” shipping losses, so serious, Seyfried thought, that the United States
had to increase its shipbuilding to the “straining” point. Seyfried asserted that if the
United States had become more heavily involved in the Pacific, Germany’s submarine
blockade would have postponed the invasion of Europe for “several years.” To Seyfried,
the submarine blockade influenced the whole strategy of the war. He saw the rise of
British air power, however, making Germany’s attempted air blockade as too costly
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while allowing the British to blockade the European coast by air, if, he said, one was willing to accept the new concept of destroying shipping within ports as well as on the high
seas from the air as a “blockade.”5
Seyfried then cited James Spaight, a retired British Air Ministry Principal Assistant
Secretary who, in his wartime book Blockade by Air, credited the Royal Air Force (RAF)
with effecting blockade where enemy ships were destroyed in port. While this method
failed to conform to previous ideas of blockades, it did eliminate these vessels from further service and fulfilled the function of a blockade. Seyfried was convinced that the history of World War Two, when written, would include the destruction of vessels in or
out of port as part of blockading activities and so the definition of this activity was widened to include depriving the enemy of the means of waging war. Seyfried asserted that
to accept this type of activity as blockading might be extending the meaning of the term
to the destruction of munitions factories. While he did not entirely agree with this latter
idea, he did think that the destruction of railways, canal barges, and even canal locks
were “fundamentally” a part of blockades since they prevented commodities or articles
of equipment from helping fulfill their wartime function. Seyfried also agreed with
Spaight that while there was an excellent case for blockading by air, a coordinated effort
between sea power and air power was what was really necessary. Seyfried also thought,
however, that sea power in this case was used more for counter-blockading operations
than blockading per se. Still, British naval forces prevented the “European Axis” nations
from using the seas for inter-ocean traffic, though even if the latter had been able to, he
did not think they could have shipped the amount of materials by sea that the Allies did.
He therefore argued that the Allies suffered more from German submarine activities
than did the Germans by loss of their sea routes to Japan.6
Seyfried also pointed out how vital the European coastal, Mediterranean, and Baltic
trade routes were to Germany since the Germans needed these routes to supplement
overworked rail transportation. If the Germans could have controlled the Mediterranean,
they could have cut the Allied supply of oil from Iran and disrupted the whole complex
around Egypt and the Suez Canal. The Axis needed sea power to win but the Italian Navy
failed in this regard. Seyfried thought the Germans made an “excellent showing” with air
power in the invasion of Crete but the establishment of a strong U.S. air force in North Africa ended the German attempt at an aerial blockade in the Mediterranean. Similarly,
while the Baltic itself was never blockaded, the Allies, once they overcame Axis airpower,
were able to establish a blockade in the Mediterranean that Seyfried thought helped hasten Axis defeat in North Africa. Added to the loss of rail transportation, he argued that
blockade produced a “very damaging effect” on the continent. The collapse of Germany’s
blockade also meant that supplies from the United States and the United Kingdom could
reach the Russians, supplies that Seyfried thought were vital to Soviet survival. Even more
important to Seyfried than the sea routes to Russia, however, was what the Allies’ “complete freedom at sea” meant for the assaults on Italy, Southern France, and Normandy.
Seyfried agreed that Germany’s acquisition of European territories greatly strengthened
its position vis-à-vis blockade but he saw its air blockade “spending” itself as the Allies got
stronger. Additionally, he saw the German submarine blockade as serious while Great
Britain waited for the United States to enter the war. Even after that, he still saw German
submarines remaining a menace and, to Seyfried, delaying the start of the Second Front.
Of particular note, Seyfried thought that the idea of the air blockade, the destruction of
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ships in port by blockade, and the destruction of port facilities by blockade were all new
developments in this age-old strategy.7
Seyfried claimed that blockades were a significant part of Japan’s strategy but that the
strategy tasked that nation beyond its ability to perform. Seyfried argued that Japan occupied more territory than it needed or could adequately supply and protect in an effort to
try to cut off Pacific territories from U.S. use. He did not think that Japan’s strategy was a
blockade in the strictest interpretation of the word but that it was a strategy trying to
achieve something identical to a blockade. In response, the United States employed two
simultaneous methods to blockade Japan, according to Seyfried. The first and most effective was by submarine, which alone accounted for, he said, 8,000,000 tons of Japan’s shipping and was a major contribution to the winning of the war. One result of the U.S.
submarine blockade, he pointed out, was to so cut Japan’s gasoline supply that its air
forces were “seriously crippled” and restricted in their operations against the U.S. Fleet.
The other method of blockade was the tightening of the perimeter of Japan’s new empire
and then, with the use of amphibious assaults, cutting off and isolating large areas of the
territory that Japan had conquered. Large numbers of Japanese troops in the Southwest
Pacific, the Marshalls, the Carolines, and New Guinea were left to “die on the vine” and at
the same time not be available for defense of the Home Islands. To Seyfried, the ascendancy of U.S. air and sea power gradually permitted air and surface forces to blockade virtually all of the Japanese Home Islands except in the Sea of Japan. Japanese shipping there,
moreover, was restricted by submarine and aerial mine laying operations to the
Shimoneseki Straits. Seyfried also saw the U.S. blockade against various islands in Micronesia as more of a close blockade meant to prevent their Japanese garrisons from receiving
supplies or reinforcements. Japan, in turn, made what he saw as a feeble attempt at a submarine blockade against Hawaii and the U.S. West Coast but it never became effective
and this attempted blockade was, he asserted, an incentive for the United States to accelerate its efforts in defending these areas.8
Seyfried again disagreed with Spaight when it came to classifying U.S. bombing of
Japanese ships in Japanese harbors as a “blockade.” However, since Japanese ships were,
for all intents and purposes, blockaded, they became easier to destroy than would have
been possible in combat. Seyfried saw their destruction or serious damage as rendering
them ineffective for combat due to a combination of blockade with concentrated
bombing. In a related but revolutionary aspect of bombing, did Seyfried think that the
dropping of the atomic bombs was part of a blockade? The closest he thought the
United States came to this was the bombing of Nagasaki. While the city’s harbor was not
as damaged as intended due to the bomb “venting” in the opposite direction, warehouses, transportation facilities, fuel supplies, and other port equipment rendered the
harbor useless as a port for some time. Were a number of ports destroyed or damaged
simultaneously like that, Seyfried thought that a “vacuum” could be created between
the interior of the nation and the approaches to the sea. In turn, he saw this as a very effective blockade until those port facilities were restored. Even if a large number of inland cities remained undamaged and could provide emergency equipment, restoration
would take a long time. If a great number of ships were destroyed, the blockade function
might also be carried out effectively. To Seyfried, all of this showed that blockading
strategy had played a significant role in the U.S. war in the Pacific. That success, he
thought, was bound to influence strategy in future wars. “That a large force could fight
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behind the enemy’s front lines, as the United States submarines did, to strike at the
heart of Japan and weaken her whole war potential will not only encourage submarine
blockade but should discourage attempts for far flung conquest.”9
Moving on to the legal aspects of blockade, Seyfried said that when the UN codified
international law, it needed to clarify blockading “considerably.” Of what he claimed was
a vast amount of material on treaties and international negotiations, Seyfried saw very little of it pertaining to modern conditions. He was not only referring to what he thought
was a near state of “anarchy” during World War Two but also to changes brought about
by technical developments, different economic conditions, and new methods of waging
war. He also said it would be paradoxical to try to establish rules of warfare while attempting to outlaw war. To Seyfried, the nation that made war against the UN was an outlaw
and beyond the law, and the United States could expect no respect for the law from such
nations. “The only consideration they may expect would be that dictated by the restraint
imposed by the respect of human dignity.” With the likelihood of sanctions and some
form of blockade being used by the UN as a restraining force short of war to enforce its
authority against a nation that threatened the peace, Seyfried saw a U.S. interest in examining some of the broad principles that had to be considered for action to be taken. The legal history of international law, as it applied to blockade, had been an effort, he thought,
to curb the strong nation for the protection of neutrals and “humanity” in general. International law had also been concerned in conjunction with freedom of the seas during
wartime and “routine” lawful intercourse between nations as much as possible. At the
same time, jurists among strong nations sought legal grounds for retaining advantages inherent in their positions of strength. Seyfried argued, however, that there would not be
any neutrals or belligerents in a UN blockade situation. He expected non-members to be
under surveillance or, after a term of “good behavior,” to be invited to join the UN.
“Loyal” members of the UN would forgo trade with the offending nation and there would
not be any infringement of freedom of the seas because no one would want to use the seas
approaching the nation being penalized from trade. Smuggling, he thought, might be resorted to either through the inability of a loyal non-maritime nation to prevent it or for
want of loyalty sacrificed for financial gain despite an official attitude of condemning and
prosecuting it. Seyfried said that in this case, a blockade might be necessary to make the
sanctions more effective.10
Seyfried pointed out that the bulk of the data on contraband could be discarded to the
extent that everything would be contraband in such a situation, expect for food and medical supplies that would create conditions of stress if withheld. These items Seyfried saw as
“conditional contraband.” Seyfried reiterated that conditional contraband would be allowed entry into a nation since its exclusion would cause starvation and impair the health
of the nation’s inhabitants. However, Seyfried also thought that if the offending nations
underwent hardships, this situation would be desirable as a means of inciting public
opinion to force that government to come to terms. While he argued that it was “unworthy” of the UN to disregard humanitarian obligations, “it also would have to be sufficiently stern to enforce discipline.” Seyfried additionally argued that in the event of war,
contraband would not be pertinent because there would be such a complete blockade.
Except for hospital ships, Seyfried thought that a ship seeking to elude a blockade would
either be captured, destroyed, or successful in getting through the blockade. Seyfried for
some reason did not think that there would be any alternatives. To him, prize courts, visit
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and search, and contraband would no longer exist except to ensure that hospital ships
were not taking advantage of their immunity. If the UN ceased to function, or if loss of
membership left merely an “enlarged Anglo-American alliance,” Seyfried still argued that
the present status of international law would remain. Because in total war everything was
contraband, contraband lists would still be published. The “few remaining neutral” maritime nations in a future world war would be “handled” by the application of commodity
controls to ensure that such neutrals did not receive imports which were ultimately destined for the enemy. Amenities would be observed but the methods of waging war would
not leave much room for international law to function in regard to blockade. Seyfried
forecast these conditions because of those resulting from World War Two. Still, while he
thought that these conditions would be the result of the current evolution of warfare, he
did not think that they would be influenced any more by the atomic bomb than by the use
of jet airplanes.11
Seyfried realized that he was sounding “unduly” pessimistic, but he argued that the
trend was clearly indicated by the way submarines were employed in World War Two.
Seyfried looked at various articles of the Washington Treaty that spoke to the conduct
expected of naval belligerents. For instance, the Signatory Powers said that among the
rules adopted by “civilized nations” for the protection of neutrals and non-combatants
at sea in time of war, international law spoke to a merchant vessel being searched before
it could be seized. The Treaty also spoke to a merchant vessel not being attacked unless
it refused to submit to a search or failed to proceed after being seized. Additionally, a
merchant vessel was not to be destroyed unless the crew and passengers had first been
placed in safety. Most detailed was the article that spoke to belligerent submarines not
being exempt in any circumstances from these “universal” rules. If a submarine could
not capture a merchant ship in conformity with these rules, the existing Law of Nations
required it to desist from attack and seizure and permit the merchant vessel to proceed
unmolested. Seyfried, however, argued that as much as the United States wanted to observe these rules, “Japan left her no alternative after Pearl Harbor.” The United States
used submarines indiscriminately against Japan and “protest would have been futile.
The nation’s only opportunity for survival was in using every weapon at her disposal to
the fullest extent possible.” He added that wars of the future would be wars of survival
and that the atomic bomb emphasized this fact. Still, he thought that the “present examples of Germany and Japan will serve as a warning as to what will happen to a nation
should she lose the war.” Seyfried argued that the fear of such a fate would outweigh
ethical or legal considerations, however strong, as regarded the use of submarines “or
any other weapons likely to be used in blockade.”12
Looking more exactly at probable future uses, Seyfried thought that the most effective means of applying direct blockade in any future war was by aircraft or submarine.
Given the cost of producing atomic bombs, he did not see these being used against “isolated” submarines and he did not think it “remotely” possible that the bomb would be
used against aircraft in flight. Planes and submarines, however, were “valueless” without bases and both required a “high manufacturing” potential to supply them with
bombs and torpedoes. They also needed, he said, a high replacement program to provide for their continued operation. Accordingly, in an atomic war, Seyfried asserted that
the British Isles would lose their long-standing strategic value as a blockading station
for Continental Europe. Had the bombs of the early Blitz been atomic, he argued that
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the British Isles would have lost their manufacturing potential and would never have
been triumphant in the war through any contribution of air power or munitions factories. Even if the British had been able to retaliate with atomic bombs, Seyfried said they
could not have conducted such operations on a scale sufficiently large to knock out
enough manufacturing and base facilities in Europe to offset the “irreparable” damage
that would have been inflicted on Britain’s congested harbors, “well-known” airfields,
and crowded factory cities. According to Seyfried, this condition could not have been
corrected by the dispersal of facilities in the United Kingdom.13
Seyfried also argued that, conversely, any European power that had control of a considerable part of Europe, like Hitler did, could effectively blockade the British Isles by
aircraft and submarine, thus retarding, if not preventing, the effort that might be made
to rebuild Great Britain. However, Seyfried thought that this condition could be “offset
considerably” if Great Britain transferred a large part of its airplane and munitions
manufacturing plants to Canada, scattered its Fleet throughout the Atlantic, and maintained a considerable part of its air power at widely dispersed parts of Canada. The cost
of such an undertaking, he knew, would be so great and the dislocation of the United
Kingdom’s economy would be so serious that he doubted that it could ever be undertaken in peacetime. Moreover, in a war in which the British fought a strong totalitarian
nation, Seyfried did not think it could be done in time to win the war. On the other
hand, if the UN attained the strength and respected position Seyfried said everyone was
hoping for, he did not think it would be necessary for the British Empire to fight the war
alone. He speculated that the nation that started the war with a functioning UN would
probably do so because it felt strongly that it could defeat the combined strength of the
UN. Assuming that this nation would commit some sort of aggression, Seyfried envisioned sanctions, pacific blockade, and other measures short of war being applied.
However, he did not see these tactics being effective because the aggressor nation would
have taken steps to prevent them. Seyfried thought that the UN instead would have to
bring “smaller, recalcitrant” nations “into line” with economic sanctions and blockade,
but he also asserted that the probable effects of these blockades would be obvious. The
stockpiling of strategic materials and munitions by the aggressor nation would have
taken place on a large scale, and spheres of influence would have been established that
could provide sources of materials and equipment as well as for springboards for attack.
Thus, Seyfried did not think that blockade would create a serious strain unless the war
became unduly prolonged in terms of the aggressor nation’s preparation timetable.14
Seyfried went on to say that the blockade of an aggressor nation might play an unexpected part if that nation’s airpower was so reduced through the war that it could not
protect coastal, waterborne communications between its own ports and those of its satellites. Seyfried thought that this would especially be the case if these waterborne communications had appeared to be immune at the outset of the war. To Seyfried, however,
waterborne blockade in the old “Nelsonian” sense against the UN did not seem to be a
“reasonable expectancy” for the next fifty years. Great Britain and the United States
both possessed, he argued, navies that surpassed the total naval strength of all of the
other nations combined. Pointing out that the German, Japanese, and Italian Fleets had
disappeared, he said that no nation or combination of nations possessed the “present
foundation,” shipbuilding facilities, or “know-how” to build a navy that could contest
the control of the seas with a UN Navy within the lifetime of the current adult
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generation. Accordingly, Seyfried did not think there was any foreseeable Napoleon or
other figure that could conceivably try to dominate world politics for the next century.
The use of submarines to block UN efforts at invasion or in establishing bases for invasion of the aggressor, however, was to be expected on a large scale. The “comparatively
inexpensive” submarine, especially in terms of the time and the materials needed to
construct it, and the “ease” with which it could be shipped and assembled at distant
points, indicated its widespread use.15
Seyfried was certain that the USSR would expand its existing submarine fleet and he
thought France would do so as well since it no longer had the chance to construct a
“first-rate” fleet. He also argued that Spain would also construct a submarine fleet to the
best of its ability as it had been so “influenced” by the “German point of view.” He additionally thought that Poland and Yugoslavia would build submarines far in excess of
their previous naval strength, their financial ability, or their importance in the “family
of nations” as they were now being “guided” by Russia. Yugoslavia, he was quick to
note, possessed “ideal” submarine bases at Spalato and Sebenico, and expected to gain
facilities at Pola, Fiume, and Trieste through peace negotiations. Seyfried reminded his
readers that Pola was a major Austrian base prior to and during World War One and
had been greatly improved by Italy. Any one of these three bases, he argued, would be
excellent but Trieste had the best railroad connections for receiving submarine sections
for assembly. As an example of local facilities, the old Whitehead torpedo plant that pioneered in developing and producing that “excellent” torpedo was located near Fiume.
Seyfried also asserted that these submarines would greatly improve in terms of speed,
endurance, and firepower in the next war. Accordingly, he thought it was so certain that
submarines would be used in blockades and more effectively than in the last war that
the point was beyond speculation. Both sides in a future war, he contended, would attempt to use them to the utmost of their ability. The UN was widely scattered, had a
large number of members without an effective submarine force, and would require
what he thought would be a “vast amount” of shipping to concentrate its war effort.
Therefore, he saw a situation in which the UN would have to stand on the defensive in
the early part of a war. He also assumed that the UN’s enemy would be a coalition of the
Communist states he had just mentioned, united by conquest or unified political ideology and control over their governments.16
Still, Seyfried was not willing to definitively predict future events. Not wanting to indulge in “prophecy” or “blindly” accept the history of the two world wars as the probable outcome of matters, Seyfried reminded his readers that many “imponderables”
entered the situation. While he said that it was reasonable to presume that all of the
ASW measures used in the Second World War would be used to the limit and with improved technique, Seyfried thought that it remained to be seen how well the United
States would protect the manufacturing plants that built the ASW equipment. On the
other hand, he also pointed out that the concrete submarine pens that were built to protect submarines and that enjoyed immunity from attack would not be able to withstand
direct attack by atomic bombs. Seyfried similarly argued that the UN’s preponderance
of naval strength would make it “highly improbable” that the enemy could use its surface vessels beyond the range of air cover. That air cover range would extend over what
it had been in the past was, to Seyfried, a logical presumption. Whatever this range was
and whatever area the planes could cover would be the limit of the UN blockade by
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surface ship. One further option was for the UN to penetrate this ring with submarines,
as the United States did against Japan, and set up an “inner” blockade. Seyfried did not
see the aggressor country having much use for ocean sea routes but thought that that
nation would find the coastal routes of Europe, areas of the Mediterranean, the Baltic,
and possibly China very useful. European ports on the Atlantic and the Baltic, therefore,
could be destroyed with atomic bombs by B-29s operating from Newfoundland. China,
he argued, could be blockaded by submarine, though what the UN did in the Mediterranean depended entirely on what bases were retained there. He additionally asserted
that both Gibraltar and Malta could be destroyed by atomic bombs before they had
been of any appreciable service. In addition, recently constructed airfields at Foggia, Italy, would be too far away for the United States to protect and supply them even if they
were retained by the UN.17
Seyfried went on to say that dispersal strength, the threat of retaliation, and other defense measures against the atomic bomb were beyond the scope of this thesis. However,
he thought that blockade by the use of a cordon of planes integrated into a long-range
air raid warning net and placed at the farthest possible defensive limits should be set up
around all of the UN’s most important strategic points that were vulnerable to air attack. Seyfried did not know how far “good judgment” would go in this direction and
saw it as “purely problematical.” He assumed that Pearl Harbor and the Panama Canal
would be protected in this manner, but whether the UN would fully cooperate to protect its “arsenal of defense” by extending such a net to Iceland and across Canada in
time for it to be effective for U.S. defense was doubtful. “We will have to set up our own
defenses.” Here again, as in his lecture from a few days before, Seyfried did not think
that atomic bombs would be used tactically against blockading ships or aircraft flying
actual missions. The great difficulty of obtaining the materials and the elaborate equipment required to make the bomb precluded using it against isolated targets or any target
whose destruction would not compensate for its expenditure. He also argued that dictators were “strongly politically minded” and might be expected to use atomic bombs
where the bombs would produce the strongest political and “war of nerves” effect.
Therefore, he again asserted that blockade as a principle had not been rendered “archaic” by the atomic bomb, guided missiles, or any of the other new weapons under development but that it could only be used successfully by a nation that used these
weapons in a manner to achieve victory. Seyfried further asserted that none of the incentives for using blockade or many other strategies had changed. “Objectives have remained practically the same during the recent rapid advance of weapons.”18
To the “great and powerful” nation that had the exclusive control of the bomb and a
three-to-five year advance in stockpiling it, he warned that all other nations were not
helpless against the United States. But, he also warned, the United States could find itself
in dire straits if the United States proclaimed that it would not use the bomb and surrendered its advantages to any nation that wanted to develop the weapon to destroy the
United States. To attain any degree of plausibility that the United States was helpless
would have to be based on the “false premise” that the United States, as a nation, would
will itself to defeat and “national suicide,” or had reached a stage of “decadence” that destroyed the ability of the United States to survive. Seyfried was concerned that what he
considered the present lack of a foreign policy, weak leadership, “class upheaval,” and
“pusillanimous” attitude toward national defense were neither healthy nor encouraging
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signs. He also thought, however, that the United States was too young, too vigorous, and
too fundamentally sound to be “coming apart” at the seams or to be expiring from “senility.” He said that a reaction from the war had set in but he still saw the United States having the time to recover and to assert itself as a strong nation.19
A “strong” foreign policy, implemented by a “well-balanced,” efficient, and “intelligently administered” national defense would help the United States solve its international problems. With these problems solved, Seyfried thought that the United States
could assume its “rightful place” in the world as a strong and respected nation. Seyfried
continued by saying that strategy could be used to avert war or to postpone it considerably. The United States, in his opinion, should be prepared to use strategy as it best
suited U.S. needs should foreign policy fail in its peaceful endeavor and matters have to
be “expressed” in terms of war. Should that latter situation arise, Seyfried contended
that a robust strategy would not find the United States a “nation of misfits, cowering
helplessly, futilely attempting to survive.” Concluding in a similar vein, he asserted that
war would certainly be more terrible in the future. “Only madmen will conspire to
bring it about, but the hardship, suffering and sacrifices need not reach universal catastrophic proportions and we can bring it to a victorious conclusion sooner if strategy is
wisely applied.” Accordingly, Seyfried found that the use of some variations of blockades might be very different from those previously used and that a “new principle”
might have to evolve, but he thought that writers a hundred years in the future who
were “bringing the record up to date” would be attesting to the blockade’s continued
use and effectiveness.20

Lieutenant Commander Joseph Jeffords
On 21 May 1946, Lieutenant Commander Joseph Jeffords (see figure 9, top row, second
from right), a member of the Command and Staff Class of June 1946, submitted his thesis, also on the postwar naval establishment of the United States. Jeffords asserted that
daily papers were filled with “scare headlines” about the threat of war, unrest, famine,
and political upheavals. Thinking this warranted a moment to consider the world situation, it was becoming “evident” to him that calm, orderly, and thorough thinking of the
problems facing the United States was necessary, especially about the problems facing
the Navy. Jeffords argued that sea power had made its force felt in the “known world”
throughout history, and he thought that sea power and the waterborne trade of “civilized” nations had developed hand in hand. He even saw “landlocked” nations feeling
the power of countries that were “better endowed” with facilities for building and
maintaining a navy and exercising sea power as a weapon. Jeffords additionally thought
that the late war had seen sea power develop to its “highest” peak of power, force, and
effect, and that the United States now had the greatest portion of that power. Not only
did he think the war saw the further development of sea power, but he pointed out the
new weapons for furthering that power. Air power, atomic bombs, rockets, guided missiles, and fast carriers were weapons and means for developing sea power, or means to
combat sea power offensively and defensively.21
Jeffords went on to assert that sea power had always been used in accordance with
U.S. national policy to keep enemy forces far from U.S. coasts and carry war to the enemy’s territory. He thought that, so far, this policy had been successful in forcing enemy
nations to fight in areas other than the U.S. homeland. Jeffords was equally concerned,
however, that the current power of naval and air forces of other nations, because of their
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use of modern weapons, made previous U.S. policy and strategy “very difficult” to carry
out. Agreeing with Clausewitz’ dictum that war was the extension of policy in another
form, Jeffords thought that this idea had never been so borne out as in World War Two.
When Hitler was “forced” to conduct a war of aggression against weaker neighbors in
order to make Germany supreme, Jeffords said, he was continuing his foreign policy by
means of armed force, as was Japan when it was “forced” to attack the United States, an
attack that Jeffords thought was a result of a foreign policy that could only be carried out
to successful completion by the process of war. Jeffords now asserted that the problem
the United States faced was establishing a foreign policy in accordance with the “desires” of the people and in line with its foreign commitments. These commitments, to
Jeffords, included the Monroe Doctrine, the Open Door Policy, the Atlantic Charter,
and the Yalta Agreement. Only with adequate means of enforcing U.S. will did Jeffords
think the United States could uphold these commitments. Moreover, he was convinced
that this enforcement had to be by armed force. Acknowledging that no one liked war or
the use of armed force, he argued that it was absolutely necessary because of the actions
and “doubtful” intentions of a few nations.22
Jeffords saw an alternate means of enforcing these desires in the use of military and
financial alliances, but to be effective these alliances required the assistance and “integrity” of allies. “In these days of power-politics and unstable political conditions, full dependence on the stability of these factors cannot be chanced.” Jeffords also saw the war
leaving the world in two general conditions, one in which one portion of the world enjoyed “relative” prosperity and the remaining portion of the globe was in famine and
poverty. Jeffords believed that this situation represented a favorable situation for “kindling” the fires necessary to start a Third World War. Jeffords argued that steps had to be
taken to alleviate this situation and he admitted that there was even a “minor” upheaval
in the United States. Veterans returning from the war were faced with the problem of
starting over again while other Americans were trying to retain their wartime jobs and
the benefits they had gained during the war. Additionally, there was the problem of converting industry to postwar status. Other countries had worse problems such as famine,
poverty, and sickness, as well as political unrest. To Jeffords, this meant the possibility
that power would be overthrown in many countries and the peace of the world might
come to an end. Jeffords was therefore interested in what could be done to establish
peace and make the world suitable in which to raise his generation’s children. To a naval
officer, Jeffords thought that this resolved into two questions concerning what future
U.S. foreign policy should be and what the nation’s postwar naval establishment should
be. He understood that foreign policy formulation was not within the sphere of a naval
officer and could only be decided by Congress and the American people. However, he
added that this foreign policy had to ensure that the foreign commitments made by the
United States could be maintained and therefore the foreign policy of the nation had to
be within its military capacity. Jeffords, therefore, was going to look at military force as a
means of enforcing U.S. “desires” and ideas on the world and maintaining its foreign
commitments, since forming and creating alliances was the purview of Congress and
the State Department. Thus, he sought to explore just what had to be accomplished to
keep American naval forces “solvent.”23
Jeffords recognized that, as with any solvent and efficient industrial concern, American naval expansion had to be organized in terms of operations and maintenance, and
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the plans had to be based on “concrete” facts. “The basis of such a plan for the establishment of the Post War Navy must be the National Foreign Policy.” This foreign policy, in
turn, had to be based, he contended, on what the nation wanted in the way of “international protection,” the possessions that needed to be protected, and the services required to uphold national commitments to foreign nations. Jeffords pointed out that
too often this “basic fact” had been overlooked by the United States. He did not think
Congress had very often determined appropriations for the Navy based on U.S. foreign
policy, yet he argued this had to be the basis for the Navy so as to avoid previous situations where there “seemed . . . to be no relation between the tools furnished to do the job
and the results expected.” Now, he said, the United States had to fashion a postwar naval establishment from the “vast materials” available at the end of the war, but it had to
do so while demobilizing the wartime Navy. Jeffords also argued that it went “without
saying” that a specific plan had to be worked out to cover postwar reorganization.
Jeffords further asserted that, whether Americans wanted to admit this or not, the fate
of the world and its future peace was in the hands of the UN Security Council.24
Jeffords, however, asserted that the United States had to think about whether or not
it was wise for the United States to place all of its faith in the Security Council when it
came to preventing wars. He did not think that war had changed human nature, greed,
or the desires of nations. Accordingly, he saw the conditions which led to the last war
still being present, though the “civilized” world had moved, he contended, toward the
position that disputes should be solved by arbitration, if possible. War, he argued, had
changed the balance of power but had not “cancelled” it. Power had now shifted to the
United Kingdom, the United States, the USSR, China, and France, and though the Allies’ former enemies were defeated, they still existed, and in conditions of famine and
political disorder. As he had stated above, Jeffords thought that this was a recipe for a future war. He also pointed out that questions existed about the foreign policy of the “Big
Five” UN powers. Jeffords contended that Great Britain, France, and China all wanted
to place their countries on a sound financial and political basis and maintain the territory they controlled at the end of the war. According to Jeffords, these three nations did
not desire additional territory. The Soviet Union’s policy, however, was in doubt to
him. “This is the major unanswered political question of the modern day.” He saw every
bit of evidence pointing toward a Russian policy of expansion of power, force, and territory at the expense of its neighbors. As to U.S. foreign policy, Jeffords thought this presented quite a problem since U.S. national policy had not been announced as such. He
assumed that U.S. policy was one of maintaining past territory, democratic government, and peace throughout the world; lending a “helping hand” to the small, “have
not” nations; and maintaining commitments to the Monroe Doctrine, the Open Door,
the Good Neighbor Policy, Philippine independence, and control of the Pacific Ocean
Areas.25
Jeffords additionally thought that U.S. policy should include maintaining and
strengthening the British Commonwealth, since as long as it remained a Great Power,
he argued that the control of the seas and the sea approaches to the United States would
remain in U.S. hands or those of a trusted ally. He also noted that the United States had
publicly stated that the UN Security Council was going to be the instrument for enforcing U.S. foreign policy. This fact again made Jeffords question whether or not the UN
was effective. He described the UN as a group of assembled nations which joined
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together to ensure a peaceful and prosperous world through the joint discussions of differences and the arbitration of disputes. But he was certain that the UN could only function by the use of power, force, and the integrity of the nations making up the
organization. Moreover, the UN was made up of nations with different types of governments, theories of politics, and methods of administration. Since not all of these nations, especially Russia, had stated their intentions, according to Jeffords, the United
States had to exercise a “firm hand” in order to keep them “in line” and in accord with
the UN Charter. “Words are of little value in foreign relations today unless backed up by
an effective armed force.” Seeing the future peace of the world depending on the UN
and the UN depending on “careful overseeing” by the United States, Jeffords argued
that “United States control of the UNO is dependent upon the force and integrity the
United States possesses.” Given this situation as he saw it, Jeffords envisioned a U.S.
Navy needing a “highly mobile” fleet that could show the flag and “impress” the world
with U.S. might. The Navy would also need bases outside the United States from which
to operate the Fleet so that any operation requiring the use of force could be conducted
far from U.S. territory. A fleet was also necessary for the defense of the U.S. homeland.
In addition, a reserve was necessary to fulfill functions of supply, manufacture, procurement, and transfer of materials to the forces afloat. Finally, these latter functions
had to be carried out to repair and maintain the mobile forces. Therefore, Jeffords envisioned a U.S. Navy that needed a highly mobile and efficient fleet in each of the major
oceans and bases in each ocean from which to operate. The Navy would also need materials reserved at home to supply these overseas fleets and bases, and a manufacturing capacity and reserve to permit necessary expansion during a war. All of this American
naval force, according to Jeffords, was to maintain U.S. foreign policy in accord with
U.S. national policy and the requirements of the UN. Therefore, with the object of determining the method and requirements of the required forces, Jeffords was going to
look in detail at strategy, personnel, bases, materiel, air power, the U.S. Merchant Marine, future expansion, and the issue of unifying the armed forces.26
First, Jeffords wanted to outline the strategy that might be developed by which to
employ the Fleet. Information was also needed, he said, to determine how past tactics
would be changed to employ future weapons and what prospects existed for employing
these weapons. New weapons such as atomic power, rockets, and guided missiles were
going to have some impact on future operations and the Navy also had to develop new
weapons to counteract them and overcome any “unknown” enemy weapons. Jeffords
pointed out that many people thought that the usefulness of a naval vessel was determined by the weapons that could destroy it. In a manner that was going to be fairly consistent by postwar American naval officers, Jeffords argued that this was a fallacy and
that what really rendered a ship obsolete was not what could destroy it but what could
replace it. “Now, so long as a ship is needed to perform an essential function, it makes
no great difference what can destroy it. What matters is: ‘How can we protect and replace it?’” Not surprisingly, he saw the atomic bomb as essentially a political one that every nation recognized. Still, he also recognized that atomic power was important
because the bomb was such a potent weapon. Yet he additionally thought that “everyone” was prone to overlook the manner in which the bomb was going to affect the conduct of war. Jeffords also pointed out some “fundamental” concepts of war that he saw
as “ageless.” U.S. strategy had to entail the advantage of surprise, emphasize offense over
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defense, and focus on mobility over fixed defenses. Jeffords further wanted to see the
Navy emphasize space and distance in its operations, stress the advantages of air superiority, and ensure it had ground forces by which to occupy territory. “Ample” facilities for
the transportation of heavy material and these troops were also necessary as was having
the “greatest” reserve in trained personnel, material, and industrial capacity. Jeffords additionally asserted that if the United States was to look ahead, it had to understand the
present. To do that, in turn, the United States had to appreciate the changes that had
taken place in the past. “A democratic type of government like our own does not permit
an early undeclared attack on an enemy and hinders a positive, quick mobilization of defensive forces by the slow laborious actions of Congress.” Jeffords asserted that these facts
had to be taken into account in examining future U.S. strategy and figuring out how to
employ the new weapons of war with the “proven concepts” of war.27
Jeffords began his more detailed examination by asserting that of the various items
that would make up the Navy, its strategy, and its tactics, the most important was personnel. “Personnel is without doubt the most serious question facing our post-war
Navy.” According to Jeffords, this question had to be solved before all others since, he
said, even the finest weapons and ships, if manned by untrained, poorly disciplined personnel, would not be a naval power but an “uncontrolled mob.” Jeffords thought that
the Navy had entered World War Two with a “great tradition” of a volunteer force, but
had somehow lost this reputation and that that reputation had to be regained. First to be
solved, he argued, was the issue of improving the quality of the officers and men serving
in the Navy and maintaining that level of proficiency at the highest possible level.
Jeffords was convinced that the postwar Navy had to have an attitude that nothing was
too good for the service as opposed to what he saw as a wartime mentality of accepting
anyone into uniform. “Modern equipment with its intricacies and complexities have
changed the basic requirement for men who must operate the ships.” Jeffords did not
think there was any place in the postwar Navy for men who did not think for themselves
and solve problems on their own. Every man, he asserted, had to be a potential leader of
men. He also argued that the expansion of the Navy during the war had “well proven”
that standards had to be set high in peacetime in order to have a well-trained and capable nucleus force for the next wartime expansion. Standards, to him, not only had to
cover educational background but also prospective ability to advance in position and
assume responsibility. Men had to be trained, he said, for the next senior job and, even
more, training had to be conducted so that every enlisted man was a potential Chief
Petty Officer or Warrant Officer (WO) and every Ensign was a potential Captain.
Jeffords did not think this would be difficult if “necessary” inducements were employed
to attract young men to enter the Navy.28
First, Jeffords said that the Navy had to offer young men the chance for advancement and promotion as a reward for personal effort; a chance for a “fair living wage”
that could equal those in industry; and a job in which a man could take “honest pride”
in his work and organization. Rhetorically asking how this could be accomplished,
Jeffords said that the initial measure to be taken was to ensure that the Navy had a constant and controlled turnover in personnel, with a balanced amount of initial entries
into the service with respect to those leaving. The Navy of his day, however, was, according to Jeffords, a service in which the present system of procurement, training, service,
and retirement of officers made it possible, and routine before the war, for an officer to
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stagnate in the ranks of Lieutenant, Lieutenant Commander, and Commander, with
what Jeffords labeled “resultant bad effects” on morale and efficiency. Officers who had
stagnated did not at all have a positive outlook, he reported, and conditions caused
them to leave the service. In addition, he pointed out how officers were lost to retirement and death. All of this meant an even greater stagnation and the only path that
Jeffords saw out of this problem was involuntary retirements above the rank of Lieutenant Commander. Jeffords thought that such a solution was “workable” since young
men would not want to enter the Navy just to stagnate in rank. Pursuing this option,
however, also meant that the Navy would have to have a “very liberal” retirement plan
with good pensions. “The retirement income would have to be sufficient for the retired
officer to live comfortably without worry about the ‘wolf’ coming to his door. This wage
would have to be sufficient to live well by augmenting his income by a salaried job or annuity.” Jeffords further argued that retirement at an early age with a “moderate” income
would appeal to many officers since it would permit them to be at home with their families at a relatively early age. This retirement plan would therefore need to be similar to
the twenty year Fleet Reserve plan for enlisted men.29
At the same time, Jeffords asserted that it was necessary to carry out another plan he
called “retirement for age.” Arguing that naval officers were required to stay in the service for too long, Jeffords wanted to see them retired before the age of sixty. He understood that some of the nation’s most famous Admirals were over that age, but he
thought the average officer was beyond his “best” years for service at sea by that age, especially given the “fast clip” of modern naval operations. Therefore, he wanted to see a
retirement plan based on both physical fitness and mental ability to be retained rather
than just retiring officers for strictly physical reasons. He saw it necessary to make retirement compulsory at age fifty-four except for men selected to be retained for reasons
of outstanding professional ability as long as they met the medical examining board’s
physical requirements. Jeffords cited the Holloway Board’s recommendation that an
excess number of junior officers be trained and indoctrinated since after a “suitable”
period of time, the personnel “best fitted” for service as naval officers would be retained
and the remainder would be returned to civil life as trained members of the Naval Reserve. Jeffords saw this system as “basically sound” as it gave the Navy the ability to get
selected personnel as junior officers and still give an added impetus to the Naval Reserve
by supplying it with partially trained and indoctrinated young officers who could be recalled in an emergency. He admitted that this type of plan would be “revolutionary,”
but he also thought that good results would be produced by having an “even flow” and
turnover of personnel as well as creating a pool of trained officers to take on administrative jobs in the event of war. Jeffords believed that the present system of sixteen to
twenty years of service and retirement to the Fleet Reserve for enlisted men was also
sound and should be retained, and he also thought that enlisted pay should be increased
for the same reasons as those given for the officers. He further envisioned both officers
and enlisted men serving in the Fleet Reserve so that those being paid “retainer” pay
kept themselves in good physical condition and were available in an emergency.30
Jeffords again focused on the idea that current pay scales for both officers and enlisted men were “entirely too low.” He admitted that military salaries had always been
so in comparison to civilian pay but he also argued that military men had never before
in history had to be so well educated, such specialists in technical matters, or so
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burdened with responsibility for human life and money-valued property as they were
now. Therefore, Jeffords wanted “realistic” pay increases, the twenty percent increase
called for by Secretary of the Army Robert Patterson and Secretary of the Navy
Forrestal. He also thought that military personnel should be exempt from Federal or
state income taxes, and that the Government should assume monetary payments to the
states to cover any service furnished to Army and Navy personnel assigned to those
states. He additionally wanted to see military personnel continue to get reduced transportation fare for travel being performed while on leave since leave was, to Jeffords, as
necessary for personnel health as when they were on ships or at stations. These were individually small amounts, but he understood that they amounted to a large percentage
of pay received. Of even greater concern to the public, however, was to be the pride that
servicemen took in the Navy. Jeffords illustrated that Americans had been noted for
their love of the armed services during periods of national emergency, but their lack of
interest in peacetime. “The only cure is an educational program that must be waged to
correct this mistaken idea.” This educational program had to be directed, he thought, to
both the public and military personnel to teach about the “true value” of the Navy, its
future, and its reputation. Jeffords was convinced that all of these measures had to be
taken to induce “good men” to enter the Navy and he was also convinced that the Navy
had to be a volunteer service.31
Along these lines, he asserted that the Navy had a “great tradition” as a volunteer service. He also argued that this tradition had to be maintained since the war had “proven”
that while Selective Service was a “democratic way” of obtaining personnel in a national
emergency “only volunteer personnel will give the Navy the competent and capable organization it needs in time of peace to prepare for war.” Jeffords thought, however, that
many people did not enlist because of the “caste system” in the Navy. He additionally
thought it was unfortunate that complaints by “disgruntled” people about the military
made “newsworthy” headlines, sold papers, promoted political campaigns, and helped
spread this “doctrine.” Because the views of these “few people” got the “lions share” of
the news coverage, Jeffords argued that the views of the “majority of veterans” did not
get published. Understanding that this latter group of men was satisfied to have performed their service and now wanted to restart their lives, Jeffords found the situation
to be unfortunate, as he did the idea that it was “fashionable” to complain about the
military. Jeffords saw that this latter position was the reaction of many people to Selective Service and, unfortunately to Jeffords, the press did not desire to present each side
of the matter “fairly,” something that he thought provided insight on how the national
media generally approached questions of national political interest. Jeffords contended
that the Navy needed to examine itself and figure out the source of the “few disgruntled” ex-members. He found most complaints to have come from enlisted men dissatisfied with the privileges enjoyed by officers. Jeffords admitted that no military force of
any size was a “true democracy,” that all were in fact autocratic, and that even the USSR
did not operate its military along “truly” Communist lines. Pointing out that the Soviets
had to discard Communist organization and establish traditionally autocratic military
ones to defeat the Germans, Jeffords saw their basic plan of organization being similar
to that of the United States and the United Kingdom “but with all the privileges and
rights of the common soldier removed.”32
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Jeffords also argued, however, that it should be “quite obvious” that not everyone in
the United States lived on the same cultural or social plane. “This situation of equality is
neither desired or expected.” In no large industrial concern, he pointed out, did the
President of the firm live, dine, or frequent in the same places as his Foremen or day laborers. “And for exactly the same reasons the Captain does not live with or play with the
wardroom officers or enlisted men.” He also reminded his readers that responsibility,
knowledge, and pay were not equal, though in the “democratic service” of the United
States, the Seaman could be an officer, the officer could be a Captain, and many
Captains had been Seamen and wardroom officers. “That is the fact that is overlooked
and given no publicity.” Jeffords additionally asserted that in the United States, the “average” man could work his way from the lowest level to the top by “hard work and
study” and that this was the way it was in the armed services. Jeffords then placed the
disgruntled in three classes. First were men who had reached a high level in civilian life,
had been inducted into the Navy through the Selective Service system, and were “frustrated” when they were not able to similarly start out in the military at a high rank.
Jeffords thought that these men needed more education and the “application” of “common sense.” The second category of disgruntled individual, to Jeffords, was the professional or “cronic” complainer. “He frequently shows up in the form of the ‘Red,’ or
political revolutionist, and the ‘misfit,’ the man who just never is any good nor ever will
be. For these people the only solution is more selective recruiting at the source.” In fact,
Jeffords thought that this category of individual should never have been in the armed
services to start with.33
Jeffords then argued that the third category of men was the one to be most concerned with. According to Jeffords, these men had been mistreated, or believed themselves to have been mistreated, by officers. These men were victims of circumstances
that were “unavoidable” at the hands of incompetent officers, whom Jeffords argued
obtained entry into the officer corps by the “law of averages.” These officers, in turn,
had dealt “severe blows” to the armed services, blows that would take a long time to recover. He thought that this situation had to be corrected by the new personnel who were
being brought into the service to become officers and by their “strict indoctrination” in
the ways and traditions of the Navy. He additionally asserted that senior officers had to
pay more attention to the performance of officers under their command and that officers had to be impressed with their responsibilities and not their privileges. Officers, for
instance, had to be aware of maintaining good morale and discipline, and this could
only be done if officers practiced what they preached. “Our enlisted men are too intelligent and too high spirited to extend respect to those guilty of hypocracy, insincerity or
sham.” The Navy had to be strict but just, Jeffords argued, as it was rebuilt to authorized
levels of 58,000 officers and 500,000 enlisted men. He again cited the Holloway Board’s
plan as a sound and vital concept for educating all of the Navy’s officers and men from
their induction to their retirement, both by integrating courses of instruction as well as
varying the sources for procuring officers. According to the Board, four sources—
unspecified by Jeffords—would supply officers with the necessary varied background in
the skills and techniques required by American naval officers. Furthermore, the plan
provided the same type of integrated training and education for enlisted men. By similarly offering these volunteers and draftees the possibility for promotion, Jeffords
thought that the Navy would find men with incentives to stay in.34
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Jeffords only saw one fault with the plan. The problem he saw was that the plan only
provided for enlisted men to become officers by attending the Naval Academy. He reiterated that the United States had to start now in building up the Navy with good men
who were well trained and “indoctrinated” in the belief of the country’s need for the
Navy to maintain peace and prosperity for its citizens. Nor did Jeffords think that the
United States could neglect the Naval Reserve since this organization did “wonders”
during World War Two, and the United States was in “great debt” to the men who came
from the Naval Reserve into the active Navy and did such an “outstanding” job. Jeffords
asserted that all of the personnel matters previously stated also applied to the Naval Reserve. “They must be highly trained in their various specialties that are required to operate a mechanical and technical Navy.” Accordingly, he envisioned the Reserve being
brought up not only to its prewar level but an even higher educational level in both
“theory and practice.” Jeffords did not see enough time allocated for training between
the Reservists’ recall to active duty and the point when they were required at sea, but
these men that he called the “backlog” and “reserve strength” of the Navy’s personnel
plan were vitally necessary for the Navy’s growth and development. “Too great an emphasis cannot be placed on this fact.”35
Concerning bases, Jeffords said that this was a “matter that is always good for an
international dispute.” As he saw it, the United States was “happily” able to “stop any
dispute by fast, prompt and positive action.” He also thought it necessary, however, as
a matter of U.S. national policy, to claim and establish bases required by the U.S. military while the United States still had the “upper hand” in international politics. He additionally asserted that never before in history had the need for established bases for
operations proven so necessary as in the last war. “This war can almost be described as
a war of seizure of bases and their defense.” Jeffords additionally thought that at the
present time, the United States was faced with the necessity of not only obtaining the
bases it needed for military use but also those necessary for maintaining and applying
force throughout the world as a way of upholding U.S. commitments and helping
“maintain the peace.” Any plan for defending the postwar United States, he argued,
had to be based on the possibility and probability of a surprise attack, and meeting
that surprise attack in the direction from which the strike had come. He assumed that
any future attacks would come from Europe or Asia. He discounted attacks from Africa, South America, or Central America since the United States had “friendly relations” with those nations. He additionally assumed that in the modern day, old forms
of static defense had to be ruled out. “The only defense lies in the power to attack and
retaliate.” He also noted from maps that the United States in the future would be most
vulnerable from the north. “The familiar maps of the Atlantic and Pacific must now
be replaced with a map showing the area of the North Polar Region.” Pointing out that
it was now possible to reach the United States with rockets, airborne troops, or bombs
from either Europe or Asia, Jeffords argued that the shortest route was the Arctic one.
“The Pacific and Arctic form the most vulnerable portion of our frontiers.” It was
therefore necessary that bases be claimed and maintained in those areas so that they
could “keep the enemy away” and permit the United States to get to a potential enemy
before it could damage the United States. Jeffords next noted that a Nagasaki-type
bomb could “pulverize” ten square miles of territory and damage sixty more. Deducing that ten such bombs could “completely put out of commission” a city like New
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York, Chicago, or San Francisco, Jeffords thought that such a damaged city might not
be entirely demolished but would not be able to function and would therefore be a
drain on the nation’s resources. Jeffords additionally pointed out that the only way to
prevent such an attack was to prevent the bombs from being dropped. Thus, the U.S.
military would have to man a ring of bases completely encircling the nation at such a
distance that a plane or guided missiles carrying atomic explosives would not be able
to reach U.S. cities or industrial centers.36
Jeffords reminded his readers that naval bases anywhere have two basic functions.
The first was to refuel, rearm, repair, and provision ships as required for current operations and refit them after previous ones. The second function was that of a center of operations, control, communications, and planning. In this “air-minded world,” Jeffords
saw these functions assuming more importance in relation to aircraft, given their limitations in range and scope of operations. Since it was “almost impossible” to plan adequately for a war directed against an unknown enemy, Jeffords also asserted that the
United States had always been reluctant to “funnel” money, material, and labor into
fixed bases against this unknown enemy. “History has proven that the outbreak of war
has always found this country with both too few bases and them not fully developed.”
Jeffords thought that the current task was to prevent a recurrence of this phenomenon.
His solution was to first, by means of treaties, alliances, or outright possession, “acquire
permanent possession of the bases leased to use by Great Britain through the famous
‘Destroyer Deal.’” At the same time, he thought that the bases in the Western Hemisphere that were in the possession of other nations should be returned to their original
owners. Treaties, however, should be made to permit their use by U.S. forces in the
event that these nations or the United States were threatened with attack from powers
outside the Americas. This arrangement would not only assist the United States in its
own defense but also, according to Jeffords, “increase the friendly relations between our
neighbors and ourselves by proving to them that we respect their sovereign rights and
have no designs on their property.” Jeffords also thought that these arrangements
would prove to the other nations that the United States was committed to their protection. “Incidentally the stronger and more stable the government of our neighbors, the
less probable either they or ourselves will be subject to attack.”37
Jeffords argued that to the north, the United States had its “best friend” and “most
cordial” ally, a relationship that had been developed throughout the years. U.S. relations with Canada, he asserted, should never be changed and to further the relationship,
he contended that the United States should maintain a common defense plan with Canada and extend that nation “every bit” of aid and assistance in order to develop this
common defensive system. “It is of greatest need that our two forces operate on a common footing in order to standardize material and methods consistent with national policies.” He additionally thought that this type of “coordinated” defense should be
extended to Greenland and Iceland since the two islands were “key points” in the defense of the United States from the north against airborne rockets or guided missiles. He
further wanted the State Department to ensure that the political situations in these two
islands were “settled” as their current political status caused him “considerable” worry.
In the Pacific, Jeffords argued that an “adequate” system of bases had been seized by the
U.S. military and was in the process of development. “These bases are critical points of
our defense. These bases must be held and maintained by our forces in the future if we
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wish to be relatively free from attack.” He wanted it clearly understood, since he
thought it was often overlooked, that the United States needed the Pacific bases strictly
for defensive, not offensive, purposes. Reminding the readers that the United States inhabited a large island surrounded by two oceans and that its security depended on the
ability to control and cross these oceans at will, Jeffords argued that if any nation was
prepared to start a war of aggression, the UN would have to “strike hard and fast” before
that aggressor nation completed its acts. “A speedy occupation of an aggressor nation
might well be the only method of stopping another world war. And the speed and success of that occupation would depend on control of the air and seas.”38
Jeffords believed it was also necessary to ensure that the public understood that the
development of these bases was not only necessary for defense but as a point of operation to extend U.S. control over East Asia and the Pacific Ocean. “This control is needed
to back up our commitments of maintaining the peace in these areas. By keeping the
peace we prevent war!” In actuality, he saw the greatest force for permanent peace in
Asia to be free, sovereign, and stable governments in China, Korea, Japan, the Philippines, and Indochina, but he only saw this as a possible condition if some nation like the
United States would guarantee these nations “the chance of developing their own destiny without having some unscrupulous country forcing them to conform to that countries desire.” He again reiterated that many people in this period of a “global world”
overlooked the need for bases from which aircraft could operate. Aviation companies,
he was certain, could not procure and maintain the necessary bases. Only a national
government could do this and Jeffords thought that the U.S. Government owed the
American aviation industry this protection so it could operate in global “air travel
fields,” prosper, and increase. “A prosperous aviation industry is a great boost to our
national prestige and war potential as well [as] giving service to the public.” Therefore,
the development of commercial air bases in the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean Areas had to
be, from Jeffords’ perspective, fitted into naval base development plans for these areas.
“As a matter of fact it would be good business to do so!” Thus, Jeffords argued that the
United States should retain its Atlantic and Pacific bases and develop them for the nation’s good. “The cost of the investment will be small in comparison with the return received.”39
Another important question to solve was the issue of using and applying ship-borne
power. Observing that people too often developed fads and went off on tangents,
Jeffords argued that this was definitely the case with people who contended that atomic
bombs made all other forms of warfare obsolescent. He thought the same was the case
with people who asserted that strategic bombers had made all of the other services obsolete. He agreed that atomic power and aircraft had “revolutionized” warfare, but he also
saw the guided missile as the most overlooked weapon when it came to the impact on
future war. Jeffords, however, wanted to be “reasonable” and “sensible” about this matter. Pointing out that the United States had just won the greatest war in history—a war
in which it had to marshal all of its resources to win—he next asserted that the war was
won by the “careful application” of the weapons and material available to the United
States. “No single weapon or force can be said to have won the war.” He then argued
that a “close inspection” of history revealed that the victor in each war had always made
the best advantage of the forces and weapons available to it and did not rely on any one
weapon. It therefore “behooved” the United States to stay on this “solid basis” and
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proceed along “proven lines” in planning for its conduct of war in the future world. He
admitted that a great portion of its weapons were worn out or obsolete, and so the
United States was reducing this materiel for reasons of economy. “This is a sensible arrangement as it is in line with the policy of demobilization of the armed forces.” How
much to reduce, however, was a serious question to Jeffords, as was the question of developing a program to replenish and improve the weapons available to the United
States.40
Jeffords went on to describe how the Navy divided ships and materiel into three
classes, one for Active service, one for Reserve status that could be put back into Active
service in a short period of time, and one for scrapping. He found this policy to be “basically sound” but liable to a “serious error” in interpretation. This error was in failing to
remember that materiel in Reserve gets older by the day, becomes less efficient, and becomes more costly to maintain or place back in Active status. In addition, ships in actual
operation get older and obsolete for the same reasons. Therefore, the Navy should not
rely too heavily on these two classes of material. While not an “overnight phenomenon,” it was a slowly growing problem. Given the need for a “positive” replacement
program for the military to keep it in a “usable” condition, Jeffords argued that one previous policy of the United States had to be changed. “We must have an active policy for
the development of new weapons for offensive and defensive use.” This, to Jeffords, was
where the new technologies of warfare such as atomic power entered the discussion.
“Any sensible person will admit that these weapons are going to play an important role
in future wars.” The problem, he thought, was finding out—through development, use,
and experimentation—just how much impact these weapons would have before the
United States was forced to use them to defend itself from aggression. He also thought
that the end of the war found the world in a “peculiar” position because the Second
World War left the world on the brink of an entirely new atomic age, not one in which
the old weapons could simply be modernized and used. To Jeffords, atomic power and
its potential use in jet propulsion, gas turbines, and lighter, stronger metals made it entirely possible that the world was entering a new era in which every modern concept of
design for ships, aircraft, and “propelled” equipment would change. He warned, however, that it “is possible today to do no more than guess what direction this change will
take or estimate the amount of change.”41
Plans submitted earlier in the year to Congress by Secretary Forrestal and Admiral
Nimitz, CNO, before cuts were made by the Bureau of the Budget appeared to Jeffords
to be “basically sound” since the plans provided for an Active Fleet, a Ready Reserve
Fleet, adequate operations, and the development and replacement of new weapons.
Jeffords did not think that the amount of new materiel needed could be “intelligently”
argued at this stage of world affairs since U.S. foreign policy had not been made public,
the UN was an unproven organization, and Russia’s intentions were still unknown. He
only thought that the country should accept Admiral Nimitz’s recommendations and
“accept nothing short of his recommendations.” Along similar lines, Jeffords noted that
scientists claimed that there was no adequate defense against the atomic bomb and that
the possibility of defending against it was small. However, Nimitz in mid-November
1945, before assuming his post as CNO, argued that the United States, before risking its
future by accepting these statements at face value, should examine the “historical truth”
that there had never been a weapon developed that did not have a counter-weapon or
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could not be defended against. Jeffords therefore thought that the impending atomic
bomb tests at Bikini Atoll could not be conclusive until completed and evaluated. Until
then, he did not think there was a “sound” basis to proceed on the establishment of a
postwar Navy. He also warned that scientific findings from things like the atomic bomb
tests had to be integrated into a program of “practical” tests and operations to determine what was actually needed in case of a national emergency. Otherwise, Jeffords was
concerned that in time of war the United States would have theories but not effective
weapons.42
There was so much time-lag, he said, between the development of scientific thought,
on the one hand, and its practical application to weapons, on the other, that these two
activities had to go “hand in hand” along with manufacturing to make all of this a
“workable” plan for the postwar national defense of the United States and the Navy. Accordingly, Jeffords argued, at this stage of scientific development, it would be “foolish”
to make a “flat” statement that the age of the battleship was over or that aircraft carriers
were outmoded by land-based airpower. “I frankly do not know just what the answer to
this question is, but it is up to the Navy to find out and soon.” He did contend, however,
that a “factual” statement was that sea power was still one of the greatest powers on
Earth, and that battleships and carriers still made up the most powerful team afloat. He
admitted that the above current statements might soon be “untrue” in the face of
atomic bombs, long-range airplanes, jet propulsion, and high-speed submarines. He
also admitted that the entire concept of war might soon be changed by new weapons, so
it was up to the Navy to “push” its program of experimentation and development while
it maintained an “adequate” force for U.S. defense.43
Nor did Jeffords think that any discussion of the postwar Navy was complete without a discussion of air power. He again admitted that the atomic bomb had greatly extended the range of aircraft, especially by reducing the bomb load of a B-29 to a single
atomic bomb and replacing the previous weight of conventional bombs with gasoline.
He also noted that a B-29 had already flown 8,200 miles nonstop. “This gives an indication of what can be accomplished if the plane has to carry only one bomb per combat mission.” However, he asserted that to date carrier air forces were the “only
means” of providing a “highly effective,” mobile, tactical force at sea or in coastal areas that were distant from prepared bases and could serve as a striking force against
specific targets. “The ability of our carrier task forces to prevent penetration of hostile
aircraft may make atomic bombing very difficult.” Jeffords saw that ships were vulnerable to atomic bombs, as were air bases, naval bases, military facilities, and especially industrial areas and large cities. Sounding like some of his classmates, however,
he did not see attacking ships with this new weapon as “very profitable” because of the
small number of atomic bombs that were currently available. Jeffords asserted that
this condition might change with an increase in the availability of bombs to other nations of the world, and he also thought that air power was in transition. Jet and gas
turbine propulsion were advancing and the designs of planes were changing to accommodate these new propulsion systems, especially in terms of lighter materials.
The results, he believed, would be higher speeds, ranges, and payloads. Jeffords additionally speculated that future warfare might develop into a struggle to seize and defend bases from which air attacks could be launched. Air attacks upon the European
continent during the war, however, did not accomplish all that was expected by the
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“Air Enthusiasts,” though he admitted it did accomplish more than the opponents of
air power contended. “Air power proved itself as a powerful weapon. A weapon essentially to be used in connection with other forces of war. It definitely was not a weapon
which alone could win wars.” Naval air power, however, he saw “proving” itself “beyond all expectations” by the Fast Carrier Task Forces. To Jeffords, this was an example of air power intermingled with other methods of conducting war. “These forces
proved to be the spearhead of the attack in the Pacific.”44
Jeffords went on to illustrate that at the end of the war, the United States had assembled a “balanced air fleet,” the size, power, and speed of which had never, to him, been
equaled in history. He also pointed out that the only other navy which could offer effective opposition to the U.S. Navy was Great Britain’s, whose foreign policy was “based”
on close cooperation with the United States. He again cited that “many people” were
“decrying” the disposal of this air fleet. Given its obsolescence, Jeffords did not have a
great problem with the disposal of the then-current U.S. carrier fleet, but what he
thought should cause people “sleepless” nights was the policy of not replacing the current carrier fleet with more modern weapons of war. As the war ended, he argued,
nearly all of the active combat types of aircraft were obsolete. New planes coming off the
drawing boards or from production had higher speeds, longer range, and were more
maneuverable. Many even had jet propulsion. The older planes, he asserted, had to be
removed from service in favor of the newer models while the United States could still afford this and the “international situation” permitted it. Jeffords again reminded his
readers that the only nation that could offer any opposition to U.S. plans was a “former
ally and a member of the UNO.” Therefore, the time was “auspicious” for replacement
of the older types of planes. He wanted it understood how serious a replacement program was and that it would not do any good to have new planes on the drawing board
that were not placed into use. “There would be nothing more foolish than to develop
new planes and their equipment and then not have the necessary trained pilots for each
type of plane.” He reminded the readers that during the war, the Bureau of Aeronautics
had determined that the number of actual planes used in combat was a ratio of one to
six. It took five planes, therefore, to train and prepare pilots for the one plane that was
actually used in combat, though Jeffords was quick to point out that this number included the use of airplanes in rear areas for things such as air transportation. Jeffords
was particularly impressed with these numbers in regard to creating a well trained and
“balanced” air force. Accordingly, he was of the opinion that an “extensive” training
program for Naval Reserve aviation was urgently needed.45
Jeffords said that according to a recently published schedule, a Naval Reserve aviation plan was to be started on 1 July 1946 that would provide for the training and maintenance of Naval Reserve air groups for twenty Essex-class fleet carriers, ten
Independence-class light carriers, and forty-three escort carriers. This program would
also provide for personnel for twenty-four groups of multiengine aircraft, altogether
6,100 pilots, 20,000 enlisted men, and 2,800 ground officers. Jeffords was convinced
that this program, as an integrated portion of the postwar Navy, had to be carried out
to create a nucleus group of the Naval Air Arm which could be called into action in a
national emergency. Jeffords assumed the need was obvious but that many people
missed the point about the “absolute” need for training in modern combat planes. “It
is a waste of time, money and effort to train them in planes which are or will be
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obsolete upon the outbreak of war.” As for the future, Jeffords was not sure what it
held. Given that weapons of war and methods of their use were in a state of flux,
Jeffords thought that the only possible answer to his question was to survey the Naval
Reserve and provide it with the best combat planes that the United States had for
training, operate the Fleet with the most recent aircraft as well, and begin an “extensive” plan of development for new planes. To Jeffords, the United States now had the
leading position in the “control of airpower” and could not afford to allow any reduction in its “potency.” In his opinion, to do so would be to invite disaster, a disaster that
the United States might not recover from.46
To maintain this “true” air superiority, the United States had to provide for highly
trained, well-equipped, and combat-ready units of the Naval Air Arm. It also had to
provide for a reserve of trained pilots and air crewmen who were ready for rapid mobilization. In addition, there needed to be established and maintained a system of strategically located air and naval bases, coordinated progress in the research and development
of new weapons and tactics, and the development of a strong commercial air transportation system that included prosperous companies and a “progressive” aviation industry. Jeffords argued that the U.S. Navy proved during the war that air power was now the
“most predominant” phase of sea power, but what he did not think was proven was
what he called the “total value” and the extent and limitations of that air power. He
thought it would be a great danger if the United States rested on its laurels and accepted
the situation as it existed at the end of the war. “We must go ahead and through the use
of the new developments in material and tactics and through the actual use at sea to find
out what we have and how to use it.” Asking who could say if the Fast Carrier Task Force
was going to be outmoded by long-range aircraft or if carrier-based planes might be
outmoded by newer, land-based jet and gas turbine-propelled planes, Jeffords nevertheless was convinced that air power was the weapon of the future and that its limitations and possibilities had to be found out by the Navy.47
Jeffords also placed great importance on the U.S. Merchant Marine. He thought that if
the results of the two world wars had taught the United States anything, it should be that a
progressive, well-trained, and competent Merchant Marine was a necessity. After the failure of the Merchant Marine to provide the United States with the necessary transportation facilities in World War One, he asserted that a “thorough” study was made to
determine the reasons for the failure. He also claimed that attempts were made between
the wars to correct the “evils” that were found and to build up the Merchant Marine.
More specifically, he noted how in 1936 Congress passed a Merchant Marine Act that was
intended to rejuvenate U.S. cargo and passenger fleets and was supposed to solve the Merchant Marine’s troubles in a “factual and practical” manner. The Act also established a
Charter for the American Merchant Service that spelled out that the Service was necessary
for national defense and the development of foreign and domestic commerce. Accordingly, the Act talked about the country’s having a Merchant Marine that was sufficient to
carry domestic waterborne commerce and a “substantial” portion of the waterborne export and import foreign commerce of the United States. The Service was also to provide
shipping service on all routes that were essential for maintaining domestic and foreign
waterborne commerce at all times. In addition, the Service was to be capable of serving as
a naval and military auxiliary in time of war or national emergency. Jeffords noted that
the Act additionally outlined that ships were to be owned and operated as much as
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possible by U.S. citizens; composed of the best-equipped, safest, and most suitable types
of vessels that were constructed in the United States; and manned by trained and efficient
“citizen personnel.” The Act further stated that it was the policy of the United States to
foster the development and encourage the maintenance of such a Merchant Marine. According to Jeffords, the Act “saved this country from the calamity similar to that it faced at
the beginning of World War I.” He thought the Act not only recognized the needs of the
Merchant Service but sought to improve it as well. The Act, for instance, set up a Maritime Commission that had the job of building new ships and providing adequately
trained, paid, and furnished crews who could “produce.” Better living conditions, better
food, better pay, and a system of training and promotion were part and parcel of these incentives. The Maritime Commission also went about adjusting shipping routes so that
necessary services for the ships could take place all over the world with a minimum of effort by shipping companies. He even claimed that there was an attempt to stimulate competition between companies and avoid monopolies.48
Jeffords reminded his readers that one of the effects of the Second World War was to
leave the United States with a merchant fleet that was “unequaled” by that of any other
nation or group of nations. “We shall for a while be the leading maritime nation in the
world.” He additionally argued that the postwar position and responsibility of the
United States required that it maintain this position for some time. In order to develop
U.S. industry and assist in re-conversion to a peacetime economy, Jeffords thought a
high rate of exports was necessary. “The peace of the world will depend on the ability of
all nations to resume its international trades on a sound basis.” Jeffords did not, however, think this would be possible if the United States continued to maintain this position without regard to other countries. He noted how the Norwegians had lost
“practically” their entire merchant marine and that their prewar economy had been dependent on shipping. He also saw this to a lesser extent when it came to Holland, Belgium, and Great Britain, all of which he thought would need “immediate assistance.”
According to Jeffords, the United States was the only nation that could provide this assistance. The question for the postwar United States, to Jeffords, was how to maintain
the high standards set by the Merchant Act and still assist its friends and allies to resume
their place in world affairs with stable economies.49
It was essential, he contended, to remember how close the relationship of developing foreign trade was to prosperity in the United States. He again thought that the
United States was in a unique position to help “develop” the peace, increase its foreign
trade, and place the U.S. Merchant Marine on a stable basis if it “handled” its excess
ships in the “proper” manner. He argued that the United States first had to return to the
control of its ships and shipping through the U.S. Maritime Commission. The Commission also had to assign the number and size of ships required to cover the sea routes
and schedules necessary for U.S. foreign trade and economic re-conversion “fairly” to
existing shipping companies. He foresaw the Commission ensuring the ships being sold
to these companies at “reasonable” rates and terms. Allies also had to be allowed to buy
excess ships owned by the United States, sold at a price that would first give the United
States a “decent” return on its money or raw materials in proportion to the cost of
building. Prices additionally had to be fair to the Allies, as most of their ships were sunk
during the war and prices had to be determined so as not to “embarrass” U.S. commercial concerns in competition with foreign firms.50
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By selling these ships, Jeffords thought that the United States accomplished several
things. First, he argued that it would receive a partial return on the money it invested in
building these ships. He also asserted it would eliminate an annual expense in maintaining these ships while in Reserve status, and that this would assist U.S. allies in getting back
to a sound financial basis for improving their foreign trade. Additionally, he contended
that this would relieve Allied nations of having to build new ships at a time when they
needed materials for reconstruction and re-conversion. Jeffords also saw U.S. sales of
ships as a way to ensure that Allied nations did not put to sea with ships that had better capabilities than U.S. vessels. By selling off current ships, this would also give U.S. shipyards
an incentive to begin designing even newer ones. Jeffords additionally perceived the current U.S. position as a way to ensure that standards of safety and living conditions were set
by the United States and maintained that way. He also wanted to look at the question of
using the Merchant Marine as a naval force. He initially said that all that the Navy needed
from the Merchant Marine was for it to be large, prosperous, and efficient, and he noted
that “practically” all the ships in use by commercial concerns were currently common to
the U.S. Naval Transportation Service. Of even greater need for attention, to Jeffords,
were the men who would man these ships. “The change in the quality and ability of the
personnel manning the merchant ships since the inauguration of the Maritime Training
Schools has been outstanding.” He thought that these men were equal or better than merchant sailors of any other country and that they were now an asset, whereas previously
they had been a liability. To Jeffords, any plan for the postwar Navy had to include cooperation with and assistance to the Maritime Commission in its development plan for the
Merchant Marine, a plan that should be based on actions taken between 1936 and the Japanese strike on Pearl Harbor. Schools that had been established for the training of officers
and men in the Merchant Service had to be continued and he asserted that these men
were “essential” since they formed an “indispensable” reserve for use during a national
emergency. The ultimate aim of this program, he repeated, should be a U.S. Merchant
Marine that was “adequate” to serve and develop U.S. waterborne commerce, was unequaled by those of any other nation, was well-equipped, and was the safest that naval architecture could design for use by the Navy in peace or to win a war.51
Jeffords next reiterated that an expansion of the Navy was in order for postwar U.S.
security. He asserted that the last operations in the Pacific War “proved” that the Navy
had to be expanded in order to take care of “many problems” previously passed over
without much thought. The operations at Okinawa, he said, also proved that the methods for training, transportation, and landing amphibious troops had to be improved
and developed. While wartime U.S. amphibious attack forces were successful “in every
case,” he also said it became evident that without training and preparation “such an attempt might well be disastrous.” He further asserted that the question of developing
new weapons and techniques had to influence the future thought and training for amphibious warfare. Jeffords additionally asserted that “suitable” vessels for the naval logistics train had to be developed. Previous practice, he said, had been to use any vessel
available and concentrate design studies on combatant ships. The practice of providing
the Fleet at sea with all services—accomplished during the last phases of the Pacific
War—had demonstrated to Jeffords the necessity of providing vessels that were
equipped specifically for these operations and had crews trained in these operations.
“The mere fact that ships may have multiple functions in such an operation will require
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much thought and development.” Jeffords also related that as submarines developed
and increased in size and speed, the present ASW force of the United States would become “entirely outmoded.” The ships the Navy now had did not possess the speed or
turning characteristics necessary to track, locate, and sink the submarine of the “very
near future.” The next war, he thought, might also be a war of guided missiles and rockets. To Jeffords, the question that had to be answered during the years of peace is what
effect the new weapons would have, how the United States could best use them to its advantage, and how U.S. military forces could counteract the same weapons when they
were in the hands of the enemy.52
He also looked at the issue of unification of the armed forces. Jeffords found this to
be a very “popular” subject for discussion in the United States, with “great news value”
and much before the “public eye.” He thought, however, that this subject was normally
discussed in the “wrong light.” He definitely thought there needed to be “unification of
effort” in the nation, but the Army bill currently before Congress would not, he argued,
give what so many people were looking for. “This bill seems to be a part of a serious and
well supported attempt to subordinate the United States Navy in the military scheme of
things.” According to Jeffords, the proponents of the bill argued that sea power, as represented by the U.S. Navy, was unnecessary in the age of the atomic bomb and advanced, land-based air power. “This argument is presented by those people who do not
understand or recognize the value of sea power.” He repeated that sea power did not
just consist of ships but the total force that a nation could exert upon the seas. He even
argued that it was the influence a nation used to uphold its interest upon the sea in both
peace and war, including the power to blockade an enemy or deny that enemy the use of
waterborne trade. “This power takes the combined use of the balanced power of the battleship, carrier, submarine, naval air force, Merchant Marine and overseas bases to be
effective.” He also saw sea power in direct proportion to the size and efficiency of a navy.
Seeing the United States having the greatest amount of sea power simply because it had
the largest navy, he also said that the Navy could be weakened if it was subordinated to
another branch of the military. In this situation, he was certain the sea power of the
United States would erode as would the control of the seas “that form the boundries
[sic] to our country.” Jeffords did not mean all of this to say that some unification or reorganization of administration was not desirable. In fact, he argued quite the contrary.
Lessons learned during the war, to him, proved the need for close planning and cooperation at the top levels, especially between the President, the Cabinet, and the JCS. He additionally thought that functions like joint planning, intelligence, and industrial
mobilization could be done by committees and boards that could coordinate the mobilization of procurement agencies for transportation, food, and armaments.53
Jeffords did not think, however, that the actual operating Navy from the Secretary
on down should be merged or made subordinate to another organization. “The Navy,
Army and Air Forces all have definite functions. These functions are not interchangeable except in minor items. It is not these levels that need joining but the levels that control the efforts of these arms of the service.” Jeffords saw four items in this regard of
unification that the Navy and the public should insist on. First, he did not think there
should be a single Cabinet member to represent all of the armed services. He saw it as
“obviously impracticable” since the President served as the single commander of all the
services in his capacity as Commander-in-Chief. Rhetorically asking who could do the
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job if the President, with all of his powers, could not, Jeffords also did not think there
should be a single individual who should be able to intervene between the President and
the armed forces. “The amount of power in the hands of such an individual would be
larger than any ever before intrusted [sic] to any elected individual in the history of our
country.” Jeffords thought that in a democracy, a council of leaders should make the decisions that involved the lives and property of so many in time of war. Jeffords additionally asked where the United States would acquire the services of such a “supreme chief”
of the armed services? Would this one man, he wondered, be trained in the duties of the
ground forces, the mechanized forces, the AAF, the Marine Corps, and the Navy, and be
competent to direct the “many intricate” workings of each force? He was also skeptical
about anyone “really thinking” that a democracy like the United States should risk its
future in the hands of one person. Nor did Jeffords think there should be a single “Department of the Armed Services.” Arguing that the job was “much too big” for one unit
to handle efficiently, Jeffords contended that it would be much more practical to have a
Department for each of the three branches that were then controlled by a “National
Council for Defense” or the JCS.54
He additionally asserted that the Navy had to maintain control of the Marine Corps
and that the Marines had to be “developed and maintained” in a “healthy” status. “The
functions performed by this group cannot be taken over by any other group now in existence.” In his opinion, the Navy also had to retain control of aviation units now in its
organization. “It is imperative that all carrier and shore based air units that operate over
the sea areas, in conjunction with navy units, remain under the command of the Fleet
Commander.” Jeffords thought that if the Navy was to remain efficient and successful,
the Fleet Commander not only had to command all attached air units but also be able to
control the training, assignment of equipment, and development of tactics and combat
methods. ASW and “over-sea” patrol were specialized operations, he argued, that differed greatly from the operations that the AAF was trained and equipped for. “The records show too many failures by the Army air force in operations at sea to trust our
future in their hands.” Jeffords saw these as just a few of the problems facing the nation
today in connection with the unification of the armed forces. The only way to accomplish unification, to him, was to permit the “unhindered growth and development” of
the Navy, Army, and Air Force and to have a “National Security Council” or the JCS coordinate military policy and decisions at a high level. Jeffords also argued that there had
been many periods in U.S. history—1812, 1898, 1917, and 1941—when the nation had
forgotten that it needed sea power to survive but that sea power in each case had “preserved” the country and brought victory to it. “The main force of this sea power must be
a strong and independent Navy. That Navy has and must exercise coordination with the
other armed services, but must not be subordinated to them.”55
Jeffords next cited long quotes by Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, Director of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory, and Professor Brodie at the beginning of his conclusion.
Oppenheimer had talked about the pattern for atomic bomb usage being set at Hiroshima. He classified the bombs as weapons of aggression, surprise, and terror. He also
assumed that if they were ever used again, it might be in the thousands with very different delivery methods, new methods of interception, and new methods of strategy as opposed to Hiroshima. Hiroshima he saw as an operation against an “essentially” defeated
enemy, and Oppenheimer reiterated that the bomb was a weapon of aggressors, and
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that surprise and terror were “intrinsic” to its use. Brodie, however, thought that
Oppenheimer’s statement depended on a “vital” but “unproven” assumption. Brodie
focused on the reality that a nation which launches an atomic strike had to fear retaliation. Even if it destroyed its opponent’s cities hours or days before its own were destroyed, the result would be the same. Surprise, Brodie assumed, would be less valuable
than was generally assumed and even if it was, the victor would suffer a degree of physical destruction greater than that suffered by any defeated nation in history. Victory, in
this sense, to Brodie was not worth the price. To Brodie, this situation meant that any
program of national security in the atomic age needed to let the United States guarantee
for itself retaliatory capabilities in case of attack. Brodie told his readers that in this sense
he was primarily concerned with the military means of preventing another war in which
atomic bombs were used rather than being concerned with winning that war. To this
point in time, Brodie noted that the chief purpose of the armed forces was to win wars.
“From now on their chief purpose must be to avert them. They can have no other purpose.” He also saw, however, that a nation “well girded” for its own defense was a less
tempting target to an aggressor. Such a nation, he argued, was therefore better able to
actively pursue that “progressive improvement” in world affairs that he thought was
“true security” for the future.56
Jeffords agreed that this situation was the basic statement of fact as to the conditions
facing the United States. “Today any discussion of military power immediately raises
the question as to how it is to be used.” He asserted that the general mission of the U.S.
Navy was to uphold the national policies and interests, and to safeguard the United
States and its territorial possessions. Jeffords assumed this situation would be the same
as long as force remained the “last argument” among sovereign nations. He also said
that whether or not the “national trend” of the United States was toward isolationism,
imperialism, or internationalism, he assumed the United States would need a strong
Navy. “Even isolationism does not mean ignorance of world happenings.” He further
pointed out that developments in the last war revealed, to him, not only the possibility
but the probability of a sudden assault on the United States by atomic bombs, guided
missiles, and jet-propelled aircraft. He assumed that the United States would be the first
to be attacked, that weapons “perfected” in the last war would be “materially” improved
by that time, and that the “defensive barriers of distance” would be shortened. Jeffords
also saw a situation in which U.S. military inferiority would become more pronounced
if it was an isolated state. “We have to defend two thirds of the earth’s surface from our
continental base in North America.” Seeing North America, South America, the Philippines, Australia, and Greenland as islands, he noted that all of “these islands lie in an immense oceanic lake, of which all the other major powers control the shores.”57
Finally, Jeffords asserted that the U.S. economy was another factor dictating the maintenance of an “effective” Navy. He thought the government should be able to plan, build,
and train the Navy and its personnel so as ensure an adequate defense and certain retaliation in the event of an attack, and without the “wasteful” use of national resources.
Jeffords additionally thought that the Navy would permit the full use of economy of force
without weakening the “first line of defense.” He did not think the United States had the
luxury of waiting until a war threatened to develop a policy for maintaining the Navy.
Along this line, he concluded by citing Secretary Forrestal in the latter’s statement to the
Senate Naval Affairs Committee. Forrestal told the Committee that coupled with the
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many recent assumptions about national defense was the one that nuclear physics had
made naval power obsolete. Forrestal also cited those people who speculated that “none”
of the conventional weapons would be able to stand up to atomic ones. Forrestal, however, was certain that U.S. national security could not accept those speculations and had
to deal with “present realities,” disregarding things only when it was clear that these weapons or tactics were no longer effective. In the meantime, he understood it as necessary to
maintain the Navy “on a pattern cut to the conditions of the world as we see them now. If
future wars are to be avoided, the means of waging successful warfare must be in the
hands of those who hate war.”58
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VI Kinkaid, Spruance, Cruisers, and Carriers, June
1946–July 1946

Admiral Thomas Kinkaid
n the summer, additional lectures, presentations, and speeches were delivered,
sometimes by very senior officers who reinforced to the students the lessons of the
war and related those lessons to the ideas being discussed in the curriculum. In early
June 1946, for instance, now-Admiral Kinkaid, Commander of the Eastern Sea Frontier
(COMEASSEAFRON) (see figure 10), spoke to the Naval War College’s graduating
classes. Kinkaid began by telling the students how interesting it would have been for him
to take part in their study of the recent war and join in their efforts to “evolve” and isolate the lessons of the operations. Kinkaid warned that there was some danger in “firming up” conclusions too soon after the end of the war but he also thought that it was
important to study the operations “before the memories of those who took part in the
operations become dim.” He went on to assert that there were many things of “fundamental importance” that could not be gleaned from official reports and dispatches. He
noted, for example, that reports of engagements were many times written hurriedly and
under pressure, and analysis many times was therefore done without a clear understanding of what exactly had occurred. Still, Kinkaid asserted that the reactions and
thoughts of those who took part would add greatly to an eventual understanding of the
operations, in spite of the fact that he did not think that the various participants would
necessarily agree with each other. Kinkaid was especially interested in the interrogations
of Japanese prisoners of war (POW), especially the flag officers. He believed that the latter group’s beliefs and observations would be particularly “illuminating.” As an example, Kinkaid talked about how the U.S., for some time after the Battle of Leyte Gulf, was
“greatly puzzled” by Japanese actions during the engagement. While some of those actions had been explained by this time, some were still far from clear. While the explanations were not always satisfactory to Kinkaid, he contended that it was valuable that the
U.S. now at least had the statements of the Japanese officers.1
Kinkaid went into some detail on this matter, noting how the actions of the Japanese
1st Strike Force in San Bernardino Strait on the morning of 25 October 1944 were
“strange.” Kinkaid was still baffled by Vice Admiral Kurita’s decision to turn back in
spite of being within “easy” gun range of Taffy 3’s escort carriers. Kinkaid praised the
“gallant” stand made by the escort carriers and their screening ships in turning back
Kurita’s force in the Battle of Samar, especially given their primary mission of providing
ASW for the amphibious fleet and close air support for the troops ashore. Kinkaid was
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even more impressed with U.S. actions at the Battle of Surigao Strait. To Kinkaid, “the
disposition of our own and enemy forces was such as to warm the heart of the most ardent war college student.” Kinkaid was still surprised that Vice Admiral Nishimura’s
2nd Strike Force walked into the trap set by Admiral Oldendorf’s 7th Fleet Battle Line,
but the Japanese force’s composition, approach formation, and timing just did not
make sense to him. “A force known to be weaker than our force, disposed in two columns in line ahead, and widely separated, steamed into a narrow strait whose contours
offered the best possible disposition to defending forces.” Kinkaid
especially cited how the American destroyers “came into their own”
that night but he regretted that the 7th Fleet’s primary mission did
not allow for pursuit of the surviving Japanese ships. In particular,
he pointed out that the ammunition loads on the ships were geared
toward gunfire support of the troops ashore not combat with major
surface ships.2
Kinkaid thought that in order to fully understand and draw lessons from these two surface battles, it was necessary to analyze their
background and circumstances. He cited the importance of understanding that the carrier forces of the 3rd and 5th Fleets had “set the
stage” as far back as the Battle of the Philippine Sea in June 1944
since that action destroyed Japanese carrier air groups that could
not be replaced and damaged ships that could not be repaired in
time for the Leyte operation. Kinkaid also argued about the importance of later attacks on Formosa and Luzon by carrier forces under
Admiral Halsey, which by the end of September 1944 had attained
“such superiority” over enemy air forces in the Philippines that it
was possible to advance the date of the Leyte invasion by about two
months. This last factor especially added to the Japanese surprise. In
fact, Kinkaid asserted that much of the basis for postwar criticism of
Japanese strategy and tactics could be laid on the confusion caused
among them by their heavy losses, the rapid American advance, and
the Japanese inability to effectively coordinate their plan of action.
Kinkaid also contended that the U.S. had unusually ideal conditions in which to plan
for the invasion of the Philippines. He especially noted how the planning was facilitated
by the fact that so many of the major commanders for the invasion were located in
Hollandia or within close sailing or flying distance from Seadler Harbor in the Admiralty Islands. According to Kinkaid, this allowed his planners to work on basic plans
while others looked over their shoulders and worked on additional aspects of the operation. The result was that detailed task force plans were completed at almost the same time
as the basic invasion plan and everyone was “thoroughly indoctrinated” and familiar with
their parts of the plan. Kinkaid additionally thought that the “excellent” plan thus produced was executed in “superb” manner and he argued that 7th Fleet forces could not
have performed better! Kinkaid further cited the difficulty of conducting the next several
weeks of operations under Japanese air attack, especially those of the Kamikazes. In addition, he said there was the problem of a lack of suitable airstrips at Leyte because of muddy
conditions delaying the airstrips’ completion for land-based air forces. He emphasized,
therefore, the necessity of continuous ship-based air cover. Still, Kinkaid saw the planning
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procedures for Leyte as so successful that they were followed for the next landings at
Lingayen Gulf, especially as most of the major commanders were the same. He told the
students that the U.S. suffered from Japanese air attacks in all of the following operations in December 1944 and January 1945 at Ormoc, Mindoro, and Lingayen, but he
also pointed out the importance of the “ever growing” U.S. air power and the element of
surprise.3
Kinkaid admitted that there was not enough time to add to his “sketchy” outline of
the Philippine operations and that if put under close scrutiny, some flaws could be
found in what he said, but he wanted to move onto some lessons from the early days of
the war. Kinkaid noted how everyone wanted to talk “about the last year of the war
when we had an ocean full of carriers and went where we pleased when we pleased.” But
in the first year of the war, the United States was not, according to Kinkaid, doing anything it wanted to do. “Then we were on the receiving end. Those of us who were in the
South Pacific Area at that time have not forgotten it.” Still, he cited how important the
Battles of Coral Sea and Midway were to stopping Japanese “aspirations” in the Central
and South Pacific. He also cited the importance of the battles around Guadalcanal for
the destruction of Japanese carrier air groups and the engagements in the Aleutians in
driving back the “serious threat.” He further talked about the importance of men from
“all services” working together in these battles as well as the later ones in which the Japanese were driven back. He admitted that there were “difficulties” due to clashing personalities, different methods and procedures, and sometimes “getting off on a wrong
start.” But he also talked about less widely advertised instances of “excellent” cooperation and coordination between the different services. Kinkaid argued that once experience had been gained and differences had been worked out, “real” team work was
developed. Kinkaid was convinced that the Army and Navy had already demonstrated
that they could work together effectively in the forward areas and that that kind of cooperation and coordination would continue into the future. In conclusion, he said that
one lesson of the war that appeared to be “generally accepted” was that air power was
the predominant force in the operating area. Another lesson, to Kinkaid, was that there
was “complete agreement” on the need for unified command in the field. No doubt
speaking about the interservice rivalry over defense unification going on at the time of
his address, Kinkaid also argued that integrated “coordination at home also meets with
approval but the method has not yet been agreed upon.”4

Admiral Raymond Spruance
In mid-June 1946, Admiral Spruance, the President of the Naval War College since
March 1946 (see figure 11), delivered an address to Brown University alumni entitled
“United States as a Sea Power” in which he began by telling his audience that it was American and British naval power, in “coordinated operation,” that allowed for troops and aircraft to be used overseas. Focusing on the Pacific, he wanted to give the audience some
idea of the problems that ensued with exercising that sea power by looking at bases and logistics. Citing that the United States was an insular nation with the size and natural resources that went with a richly endowed continent, Spruance reminded his audience that
the intercourse of the United States with the rest of the world, with the exception of Canada and Mexico, was by sea. Even the proposed Pan-American Highway, he did not think,
would replace seaborne commerce with the rest of the Americas. He also asserted to the
audience that the United States was “self-contained,” but that with the depletion of
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natural resources, the growth of population, and increasing industrialization, overseas
trade would be even more important in both peace and war. Looking at the United States
as an island, Spruance thought that the nation should remain the strongest sea power in
the world. Spruance specifically argued that sea power allowed a nation the ability to use
the sea in both peace and war. He also thought that naval power was necessary in time of
war to exercise that sea power in order to extend U.S. “sea control” over the various parts
of the world’s oceans and restrict that of the enemy.5
Spruance went on to assert that a modern navy needed
ship-based and shore-based aircraft in order to avoid being “out of
date,” and he thought that bases were another important part of
sea power. He saw the latter as a “vital necessity” in time of war, a
very valuable asset that needed to be built up in time of peace and
then held when war comes. “If you are unable to hold them, your
enemy will take them from you and use them against you. If you
are able to hold them, but have no striking forces to operate from
them, they play no active part and tend to become a liability.”
Spruance then stated that as far as he understood the matter, the
basic idea by which the United States won the war in the Pacific existed prior to the outbreak of the war, but some of these ideas had
to be further developed and elaborated. Carrier forces, for instance, had to be developed, especially from the one or two that
were available in 1942 to the numbers that were present by 1944.
He pointed out how more carriers with better aircraft, added to
high-speed battleships, cruisers, and destroyers, gave the U.S.
forces mobility and then a “preponderance” of numbers against
Japanese positions that “enabled us to accomplish with small
losses what we could not do previously.”6
Turning to amphibious operations, Spruance talked about
landings on enemy shores against opposition being a focus of
study since the First World War. These operations required new
types of ships and landing craft to be developed, as well as equipment to get the troops over the beaches. Gunfire and air support
techniques also had to be “worked out” so as to prepare for, cover,
and support the landings and ground operations. Repeating what many of the College’s lecturers and students had noted in their presentations, Spruance told his audience that prior to the war there had been “intensive study” of amphibious operations
by the Navy and Marine Corps as well as joint Army-Marine Corps maneuvers to put
the theories into practice. But the construction of the landing craft had not progressed
beyond design and testing, according to Spruance. Another problem that had to be
tackled was logistical support for naval forces when the Fleet was operating far from
fixed bases. Spruance pointed out that before the war the Navy had a small number of
tenders and repair ships, a few floating dry docks, and a similarly small number of refrigerator, supply, ammunition, and refueling ships, but only a few of the oilers could
transfer cargo at sea. Since the loss of the Philippines left the United States without a
base west of Pearl Harbor, Spruance repeated his wartime statements that he had
come to see the Pacific War as “largely a matter of the seizure of advanced bases and
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their subsequent development for the support of fleet, air and ground forces.” In selecting these sites for conquest and development, Spruance said that the first requirement was suitability for airfields and the second was the availability of good
anchorages. Moreover, he said that each base that was taken was done so with a view
to its use in supporting the next forward movement. “In order to move ahead as rapidly as possible, we took only such of the heavily defended Japanese positions as we actually had to have. The ones we did not take were cut off from Japan and left to die on
the vine.” Spruance also asserted that Japanese ships could not venture into the waters
subsequently controlled by the U.S. Fleet, and that Japanese airfields received such
heavy and almost daily bombing that they became a “sink hole” for Japanese aircraft.
However, he also reminded his audience of the tenacity of Japanese resistance since
no bypassed Japanese garrison surrendered until after the end of the war.7
Spruance next illustrated that in the South and Southwest Pacific, U.S. operations
had the advantage of large land masses on which extensive shore installations could be
built. While he asserted that large bases were difficult to “roll up” during a forward
movement, they allowed for cheaper, less vulnerable, and easily turned around cargo.
They were not, however, as mobile and flexible as floating units. For instance, when offensive operations commenced in the Central Pacific in the summer of 1943, Spruance
cited that Funafuti in the Ellice Islands was the nearest base to the Gilbert and Marshall
Islands that had a good anchorage. Unfortunately, Funafuti was 1,200 miles southwest
of the Marshalls, 700 miles southeast of Tarawa Atoll in the Gilberts, and 600 miles
northwest of American Samoa. It also had very little land area that could be developed
for shore installations and it had no deep water channel for heavy draft ships. Spruance
also said that the airfield and anchorage facilities were in the same poor condition
throughout the Ellice, Gilbert, Marshall, and most of the Caroline Islands. The Navy
was forced, therefore, to use whatever land areas were available as airfields and to accommodate airfield support services such as maintenance sheds, radio stations, ammunition magazines, store houses, fuel storage dumps, water distillation and refrigerator
units, and electrical power plants. Given the physical space that the airfields and their
support services took up, Spruance said that the Navy also knew that there would not be
any room on these islands for fleet facilities. “Everything we needed in this line would
have to be afloat.” More specifically, island facilities would be strictly for aviation support and island defense, and “contribute nothing of value to the fleet,” with the exception of recreational facilities.8
Given this situation, it became necessary to organize mobile service squadrons that
could keep the Fleet operating thousands of miles west of Pearl Harbor for months. “As
a matter of fact, once we took the Marshalls in February 1944 the fleet remained continuously in the Central and Western Pacific until the war was over and out [sic] Army had
been landed in Japan.” While he admitted that individual ships went back to Pearl Harbor or CONUS for battle damage repair or major overhaul, the Fleet remained in the
combat zone. “Command of the sea—which these days involves command of the air
over it—had to be maintained at all times. It was the fleet which did this and which enabled us to push ever closer to the shores of Japan.” Because Funafuti was not positioned very well along the lines of communication toward the Gilberts and because the
advance to the Gilberts and Marshalls was so fast, Service Squadron 4, the first of the
mobile squadrons, had to be organized in the fall of 1943. When Eniwetok in the
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Marshalls was taken in February 1944, Service Squadron 4, as would become the pattern, was moved to the Marshalls where it became part of a reorganized Service Squadron 10 at Majuro Atoll. The growth of Service Squadron 10, according to Spruance, was
rapid, just as was the rest of the Fleet. Oilers, provision ships, repair ships, destroyer tenders, ammunition ships, and supply ships arrived, supplemented by floating dry docks,
concrete and steel barges, and ammunition lighters. All of these vessels and facilities
were self-propelled, as were the harbor tugs, fuel barges, pontoon lighters, and numerous other smaller craft for the unloading of cargo and its transfer from ship to ship.9
Since the next operation was in the Marianas and Eniwetok was 1,000 miles distant
from that island group, Service Squadron 10’s importance to the Fleet could be seen,
Spruance asserted. Pointing out that the Marianas would give the U.S. interior lines of
operation against the Japanese, he again noted that the primary targets of Saipan,
Tinian, and Guam each had sufficient land mass for a number of airfields and many
shore facilities but no deep water, secure anchorages like Eniwetok, Kwajalein, Majuro,
or Funafuti (the latter point an unexplained contradiction from his previous assertion
that none of those locations had suitable anchorage facilities). In particular, while
Saipan provided some protection for an anchored fleet from the sea and the northeast
trade winds, there was no protection from other directions or from submarine attack,
the weather was undependable when it came to ship repair in the harbor, and the harbor
itself was too small. Tinian’s harbor was, according to Spruance, only suitable for small
craft and Guam had “no anchorage off shore of any consequence.” Spruance further
pointed out that the port of Apra was small, unprotected against swells, and undeveloped even after forty years of occupancy. “I may say that this condition is rapidly being
remedied today.” Spruance said that because of the hydrographic conditions in the
Marianas, the carriers and battleships had to go back 1,000 miles to Eniwetok to replenish ammunition since ordnance weighing up to one ton were not easy to carry and required “care.” Refueling and the transfer of aircraft could be done at sea, but not
ammunition at this point. While Spruance claimed that the ammunition situation did
not affect the Marianas operation, he had wanted the Fleet to be able to do everything at
sea except for major repair if it was going to operate closer to Japan.10
This meant that tests then had to be conducted at Pearl Harbor for the transfer of
ammunition between ships while at sea, and once equipment was developed, it was
tested during the Iwo Jima operation. A new command, Service Squadron 6, was established for this most recent type of operation and its assignment was to ensure that the
Fleet could operate indefinitely except for major repairs. Spruance thought that the
program proved itself at Iwo Jima and “paid off” during the Battle of Okinawa. Service
Squadron 10 continued to be an advanced base of sort, servicing the Fleet between operations from Ulithi Atoll, 400 miles southwest of Guam, while Service Squadron 6
served forward-deployed with the Fleet. Logistics, to Spruance, was “the foundation on
which large overseas operations must be built.” Going on, Spruance talked about how
U.S. lines of communication had to be secure and that the shipping to move “enormous” quantities of supplies had to be certain so that fuel, ammunition, food, and aircraft could be pipelined all the way back from the sources of production. Spruance
thought that these items could be stored at forward bases to promote the efficient use of
shipping, but forward bases were quite limited beyond that function. Spruance admitted that air transportation was “extremely valuable” for moving key personnel and
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critical cargo, but that it was no substitute for surface shipping to move large amounts
of personnel and freight overseas. “Aircraft operating over long flights require the
movement by ship of fuel weighing several times the amount of pay load they carry.”11
Spruance next went on to the role played by U.S. submarines in the Pacific War.
“Had it not been for the magnificent job done by our submarines, there is no doubt in
my mind that the war with Japan would still be going on.” Pointing out that U.S. submarines had sunk sixty percent of the merchant tonnage lost by Japan, he also reminded
his audience that the subs were the only weapon the U.S. had in the first two years of the
war that could get at Japanese trade routes and that in the last year of the war the subs
were restricted in sinking Japanese ships because those ships had already been driven
from the open ocean. “The Japanese empire was built on the use of the sea. When they
lost the shipping needed to bring in the raw materials to Japan and to send out the men,
weapons and supplies needed by their outlying areas, the empire began to crack.” Asserting that Japan had practically no navy or merchant marine left by the end of the war,
he also noted that the Imperial Japanese Army (IJA) was still intact and that Japan had
over 10,000 aircraft. “But, between the strangulation by the blockade and the burning of
her cities by the B-29 bombing raids, her economic framework was stripped bare and
she had to capitulate.”12
Spruance then asked what, if anything, had changed in the last year to transform the
need for the U.S. to remain the world’s strongest sea power. Answering his own question, he noted out that two weapons, the guided missile and the atomic bomb, were
new. Pointing to speculation that these new weapons might bring about a new kind of
“push button” warfare in which U.S. cities were quickly destroyed by an “unscrupulous
and aggressive” enemy, Spruance in fact thought that guided missiles would contain the
atomic bomb. As evidence, Spruance argued out that bombs and shells that missed their
targets seldom damaged anything and that battles such as Midway demonstrated that
high altitude bombing rarely achieved hits on ships! Pilots coming in close to targets,
however, and Japanese suicide pilots later in the war did a tremendous amount of damage and the Kamikazes were, to Spruance, the ultimate guided missile. But Spruance did
not think that guided missiles launched hundreds or thousands of miles from their targets would come close to their target unless the targets were quite large. “Certainly, the
geographic position of the United States renders us as secure as any country in the
world, as long as we keep our potential enemy on the far sides of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. Sea power can do this.”13
Still, he admitted that the atomic bomb was the major new and unknown factor in
warfare. He thought more would be known after the atomic bomb tests were conducted
at Bikini Atoll, but the analysis of those tests might take several months and if atomic
bombs were not more plentiful, “I doubt if ships at sea will be found to be a very profitable target unless a major engagement is impending.” However, in a theme that would
become quite common in the following year’s curriculum at NWC, Spruance asserted
that the bomb’s destructiveness was so great within its effective radius that a city, harbor, or anchorage was seriously in danger. The fact that one bomb carried by one
long-ranged bomber could “do the work” of several hundred ordinary bombs was the
real threat. Bombers on one-way missions were especially threatening, since radius of
action could be doubled, though he thought this would depend on visibility during day,
the amount of enemy territory to be over flown to the target, and the state of the
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defender’s preparation and alertness. Coastal cities, he contended, would be “excellent”
targets and difficult to defend if the approach was made over the sea, if the attack was
made at night, and if the strike was carried out by a plane equipped with good radar.
“The practice of interception by night fighters will require much improvement before
this ceases to be true.” Similarly, coastal cities were endangered if submarines could be
equipped to fire atomic rockets from their decks. Spruance thought that given all of this,
until the UN had developed a “far greater harmony” among the world’s nations and a
far greater control of international affairs, “the United States must not give up the position it won with such effort and sacrifice during the recent war of being the strongest sea
power. Unless we maintain that position, our influence aboard will weaken.” As a matter of fact, Spruance asserted that he thought the world needed American help and
guidance at this time as it never had before.14
On Independence Day, Spruance delivered another address to an audience (of two
people) in Newburgh, New York. He spent a significant amount of his time discussing the
American Revolution and the comparative advantages and disadvantages of Great Britain
and the United States, given the preponderance of British naval power and the American
lack of sea power. Not surprisingly, he noted what strategic mobility naval power gave the
British and he cited George Washington’s ideas about the advantages that naval superiority would have given the United States in the conflict.15 Spruance then began comparing
U.S. naval power by the time the Japanese struck Pearl Harbor. Noting how the United
States had expanded to the Pacific Ocean and acquired overseas territories and possessions by this time, he also talked about the United States having a Navy that was “second
to none.” He additionally called the Japanese strike on Pearl Harbor a “treacherous blow”
that was a “blessing” in disguise since it, to Spruance, “brought our people into the war
without reservations.” He pointed out the key leadership by President Franklin Roosevelt
and the importance of the U.S. being able to raise a huge military, and equip and supply it
from American industrial mobilization. In particular, and in themes that he emphasized
in both earlier and later talks, Spruance found it vital to understand that sea power exercised by the United Kingdom and the United States ensured that the war was not fought
in the home territory. He admitted that U.S. territories in Hawaii, Alaska, and the Pacific
Islands were attacked and in some cases lost, but he also argued that these setbacks all took
place in the first six months of the conflict when the sea areas in which these territories lay
were under Japanese naval control, were not properly defended, and could not be adequately supported by the United States.16
He emphasized one key to American strategy at this time being the ability to hold the
Japanese in place for the rest of 1942 through attrition warfare in the Central and South
Pacific. He also cited how important that attrition warfare was to wearing down Japanese air power, “shattering” the myth of the Imperial Japanese Army’s invincibility, and
beginning to damage the Japanese ability to supply its empire with raw materials because of the U.S. submarine offensive. Spruance then outlined the two offensive prongs
through the Central and South Pacific under Admiral Nimitz and General MacArthur
respectively, and the importance of the growing American material superiority in this
phase of the war. He repeated, as he had the last month, that when the war ended, the
Japanese armies in Japan, on the Asian mainland, and in Indonesia were intact and undefeated, but that the Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) and Japan’s merchant fleet had almost ceased to exist. Citing again that Japan’s cities had been “burned out” by B-29
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raids, Spruance emphasized to his audience that the island empire had been defeated by
Allied sea and air power without having to land a single soldier in the Japanese Home Islands but that Allied coordination of sea, air, and land forces cleared the way “to seize
and develop the necessary bases.” Spruance then outlined the Allied need to contain the
German submarine threat in the Atlantic and the way that “shipping losses in the Atlantic had a direct effect on the shipping that could be spared for the Pacific, and, so, on the
rate at which we could push the war against Japan.” Spruance also argued that efforts
against Germany and Italy, and in support of the Soviet Union, were primarily a land
war against a strong continental power but nevertheless constituted a strategic situation
in which sea control was necessary before U.S. military and economic strength could be
brought to bear on Germany. In conclusion, operations during the American Revolution and in the European Theater during World War Two convinced Spruance that
“while land power is necessary to win a major war, sea power is needed if one is to be
fought overseas and not on our own soil.” If the United States retained its present position as the world’s greatest sea power, Spruance was also convinced that it could continue to remain a secure island set between the expanses of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans.17
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Captain Richard Hartung
At times, lectures focused on the past, present, and future capabilities, roles, and missions of specific naval platforms or weapons systems as they were to fit into future naval warfare. For
instance, the day after Spruance’s talk in Newburgh, Captain
Richard Hartung, Officer-in-Charge (OINC) of the Command
and Staff Class of June 1947 (see figure 12, top row, far left),
gave a lecture on cruisers, specifically their type, organizations,
tactics, and future employment. Hartung gave a dictionary definition of cruisers for the students as “fast, well-armed” warships that were particularly designed to guard sea routes and act
as advanced guards and scouts for the Fleet. Hartung also told
the students, however, that this definition was slightly outmoded since cruisers were ships of high speed, “fine lines,” and
ready maneuverability but also had “relatively” thin armor and
guns that were smaller than twelve-inches. In short, Hartung
thought that cruisers were “a handy powerful, yet vulnerable ship.” Looking at types
of cruisers on presentation slides, Hartung said that with the fall of Japan, American
cruiser types were going through “considerable readjustment” because of peacetime
decommissioning, mothballing, and the reorganization of the Active and Reserve
Fleets. He also said that certain types of cruisers were disappearing altogether and
that others that had been under construction during the war would soon be on the
scene. Pointing out that the prewar Omaha-class of light cruisers was being
scrapped and that the Chester- and Minneapolis-classes of heavy cruisers soon
would be, he did not know what the fate of the San Diego-class of anti-aircraft cruisers (CLAA) would be. A new class of light cruiser, the Fargo-class, was just appearing
in the Fleet, but Hartung was fearful that an even newer light cruiser class that was
laid down in 1945 and rivaled the size of previous heavy cruisers, the Worcesterclass, might not appear. Another class similar to Chicago-class heavy cruisers, the
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Oregon City-class, was due soon and the Des Moines-class of heavy cruisers, longer
and heavier than the Chicago-class, would appear in 1946 and 1947.18
Pointing out that the U.S. Fleet employed anti-aircraft, light, heavy, and “large” or
battle cruisers, Hartung illustrated to the students the characteristics of the five-inch,
six-inch, eight-inch, and twelve-inch guns of the various cruiser types and then
looked more specifically at the San Diego-class anti-aircraft cruisers. Hartung said
that these ships were originally designed to be destroyer flotilla leaders but because
they mounted between twelve and sixteen five-inch guns as well as numerous forty
millimeter and twenty millimeter anti-aircraft guns, they were found in the war to be
“invaluable” in the defense of task forces. They were only used as destroyer flotilla
leaders in the Fast Carrier Task Forces later when the destroyer forces were reorganized. Hartung next noted the characteristics of the eight Brooklyn-class light cruisers,
especially their fifteen six-inch guns. Started before the war, the class was already operating when the war started and the Brooklyn-class was the largest and most powerful
class of light cruisers afloat. The eighteen ships of the Cleveland-class light cruisers
were also described, especially the wartime increase of five-inch, forty millimeter, and
twenty millimeter guns for anti-aircraft protection. Hartung next described the three
ships of the Worcester-class light cruisers, especially their similar characteristics to
Baltimore-class heavy cruisers. Here, Hartung focused on the class’s main, secondary,
and anti-aircraft armament as well as the side and deck armor, the top speed of
thirty-three knots, and the cruising range. Hartung finally noted with the light cruisers that Admiral Nimitz had “insistently” proposed the construction of another light
cruiser class that would mount twelve five-inch guns, forty and twenty millimeter
anti-aircraft guns, torpedo tubes, and depth charge racks as the San Diego-class originally had. Nimitz wanted these ships to have a top speed of thirty-five knots and replace the San Diego-class as flotilla leaders and screeners. Hartung noted, however,
that this class was still in the planning and discussion phase.19
In the heavy cruiser category, Hartung told the students that there was only one
current type, the Baltimore-class. Going through its characteristics of main and secondary guns, anti-aircraft armament, and armor, Hartung also pointed out how the
Chicago-class heavy cruisers were a later edition of the Baltimore-class, especially
demonstrating improvements in its armored conning tower, fire and ship control
spaces, and anti-aircraft guns. The Oregon City-class was identical with the Chicagoclass but with single funnels, and the even newer class of heavy cruisers, the Des
Moines, was going to have larger caliber eight-inch guns, speeds of over thirty-three
knots, heavy armor protection, and a faster rate of main battery fire. Even larger than
the heavy cruisers were the battle cruisers of the Alaska-class. Consisting of just three
ships, this class was begun when the Washington Treaty limitations on naval armaments ran out. The Alaskas were originally intended to offset German pocket battleships, but since British naval and air power removed that threat, the U.S. restricted the
Alaska-class to three, two of which, Alaska and Guam, saw service in the war. These
ships mounted nine twelve-inch guns, had strong five-inch and anti-aircraft defenses,
significantly more armor, and top speeds of thirty-three knots. However, Hartung
also asserted that as the United States now had ships like this, it was a bit of a “puzzle”
as to what to do with them. Fast battleships were superior in all categories, the battle
cruisers were expensive, and they now represented the “second best.”20
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Hartung next went into cruiser employment, specifically for screening, short bombardment, spearheading destroyer attacks, breaking up light enemy surface force attacks,
scouting, and commerce raiding. He made it clear to the students, however, that there was
no form of strategic or tactical employment assigned solely to cruisers. Cruisers, he said,
were always involved in operations with other surface craft like destroyers, battleships,
and carriers, except when they were operating as commerce raiders. He further pointed
out that in the war the cruiser’s employment was dominated by screening, supporting operations such as bombardment and raids, and night surface actions. According to
Hartung, all available cruisers were put into Fast Carrier Task Forces to screen carriers at
the start of the war since the cruisers were the sole offensive naval surface weapons available after Pearl Harbor. He admitted that they were used on both convoy escort and patrol duty in both the Atlantic and Pacific but their main function was in the Pacific as air
protection for the few carriers available against Japan.21
Hartung demonstrated this by illustrating how cruisers were placed in the inner
screen around the carriers for air defense while the destroyers in the outer screen,
equipped with anti-submarine weapons, screened against Japanese submarines.
Hartung thought that the cruisers and destroyers did “excellent” service in defending
the carriers against “Jap” air attacks. Later, even when fast battleships were available
as the “backbone” of carrier air defense, cruisers were still available in larger numbers
and still provided major portions of carrier anti-aircraft defense. In these situations,
cruisers were used to repel surprise attacks from enemy surface forces, though he argued that this was difficult for the Japanese to do by the later stages of the war because
of air reconnaissance and radar. When the task forces became so large late in the war
that they had to be divided into task groups, cruisers still had important roles in the
screen, such as tactically concentrating in short order to meet surface threats. In addition to meeting surface threats and increasing the volume of anti-aircraft fire, the
cruisers were also meant to furnish a “multiplicity” of targets to attacking air, surface,
and submarine units.22
After carrier screening, cruisers were most important for shore bombardment in
support of amphibious forces. Citing that the Naval War College’s archives were full of
reports and comments testifying to the value of naval gunfire support during landings,
Hartung admitted that the battleship was the most effective platform and “probably is
at present the only effective fire against concrete blockhouses, command posts and
heavy gun emplacements.” He thought that battleships needed to be allocated to knocking out “big coastal” batteries and that it was “folly” to send cruisers to reduce guns of
eleven-inch size or larger. Still, he thought that cruiser bombardment was highly effective against pillboxes, gun emplacements of equal or smaller guns to the cruiser, and
tank and troop columns on roads and in restricted areas. Cruisers could also sail places
that heavier battleships could not because of size. Overall, Hartung thought that cruisers were the “best and handiest” bombardments ships because of rapidity, flexibility,
volume of fire, light draft, and maneuverability. The Marines, for instance, had recently
determined that the guns of a single Brooklyn-class light cruiser were equivalent to fourteen battalions of seventy-five millimeter guns, seven 105 millimeter battalions, or
three 155 millimeter howitzer battalions. “From this, you can see that a cruiser is a
strong contribution to any venture along the enemy shoreline.” In Fast Carrier Task
Forces and Groups, Hartung pointed out that cruisers were and still would be organized
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as parts of heavy bombardment support units, with battleships in the center and heavy
cruisers in the van and rear so that they could lend their fire to the bombardment and
screen the battleships. Cruisers would also serve, he contended, in light raiding support
units. In this situation, he envisioned light cruisers and destroyers deployed together,
with the cruisers furnishing the fire power for the bombardment, especially inshore.
“Cruisers were employed in this manner to a considerable extent during the latter half
of the war, particularly in the Iwo, Okinawa, and the bombardments and raids on the
coast of Japan during the last year.”23
Hartung next focused on the surface engagement role. Cruisers fulfilled this function in two ways. First, cruisers were deployed in a battle disposition, organized in the
van or rear to spearhead attacks by light forces or break up enemy light forces attacking.
Second, cruisers would serve as part of a cruiser and destroyer task unit (TU) for “destruction work” of enemy combatant or expeditionary forces. This destruction work
was the primary employment during the Solomon Islands campaign, especially in night
actions in the Slot. Hartung did not give any specific examples of fleet engagements by
U.S. cruisers in the Pacific War but he did point out how desperate things were in the
“difficult period” of 1942–43, commencing at Savo Island, when the United States only
had a handful of cruisers and destroyers on hand. To Hartung, this desperation was evidenced by the United States “throwing” battleships into sea areas not yet under U.S.
control and using them in light force attacks until the Cleveland-class light cruisers were
deployed. With the Cleveland’s on the scene, with their “splendid” weapon, the six-inch
forty-seven caliber gun firing ten salvos per minute up to a range of 10,000 yards, the
light cruiser lent itself particularly to the infighting of a night action.24
Regarding cruiser tactics, Hartung told the students that in any surface engagement
a cruiser commander would exploit his high speed and maneuverability to gain an advantageous position vis-à-vis the enemy and then employ his “tremendous” fire power
and volume of fire. Hartung also pointed out that doctrine called for cruisers to close to
approximate ranges for inflicting the greatest damage in the fastest possible time, usually about 22,000 or 16,000 yards, depending on whether eight-inch or six-inch guns
were being employed. Hartung also talked about the need to use a Fire Effect and Vulnerability Diagram for this type of engagement and how during the war he had Japanese
cruiser diagrams superimposed on his diagrams in various colors with range bands and
target angles on them that could be referenced in a glance. Hartung also told the students that turns would be taken in formation according to established doctrine, but he
warned them that engagement by cruisers of battle cruisers or battleships would be warranted only in certain circumstances. These situations included two or more cruisers
engaging a lone battle cruiser or battleship from widely separated bearings and closing
the range as quickly as possible.25
As for the scouting mission, Hartung informed the students that in spite of the great
advances made in aerial scouting and reconnaissance, he thought it needed to be reiterated that adverse weather might cause the grounding of all planes at a critical stage of an
operation, whereby search and tactical scouting would delve on light forces such as
cruisers and destroyers. Such ships, if equipped with good radar, could, to Hartung, be
“standbys” to the air forces involved. He pointed out how cruisers in the last war were
not used to any considerable extent for scouting, probably because of a lack of cruisers
and their more urgent need for other purposes. The Japanese, however, used cruiser
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scouting forces to “great advantage” in the earlier phases of the war, operating their
ships at considerable distance from the main forces and at the maximum of their range.
“It will be remembered that it was Jap cruiser aircraft on a scouting mission, that made
the first contact with our forces preliminary to the Battle of Midway.” Hartung then
went into some detail about commerce raiding, though most of his examples were from
German operations in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans against the British and British
raiding against the Germans in the Baltic, North Sea, and Scandinavian areas. In spite of
the U.S. lack of employment of cruiser commerce raiders because of the need for these
ships on other more vital missions, Hartung thought that cruisers had always been and
would continue to be the best type of ship for commerce destruction. However, he admitted that improved communications and air power, both ship- and land-based, had
“hamstrung” cruisers in raiding enemy commerce. The fate of German warships like
the battleship Bismarck, the pocket battleship Graf Spee, and the battle cruiser
Scharnhorst were effective examples on this point.26
Next, Hartung focused on cruiser force organization, particularly on approaches to
battle, day and night cruising, and Fast Carrier Task Force disposition. Fleet deployment doctrine for battle saw cruisers on the flanks of the formation for both offense and
defense. The Officer in Tactical Command (OTC) was to distribute his light forces in
the van or rear according to a previously drawn up battle plan or as the moment dictated. If the OTC had enough strength to force a “normal action,” he would put the preponderance of his strength in the van. If the OTC was on the tactical defensive, he might
find it necessary to divide his light forces in those situations where he might need a
strong rear guard. On the offensive, cruisers were to support coordinated destroyer attacks or “run interference” for them. Hartung thought that the light cruisers were ideal
for this type of mission when the enemy was out to a range of about 10,000 yards. After
that, heavy cruisers should be employed. Because enemy attacks should be broken up
beyond that range, Hartung asserted that heavy cruisers were thought by a majority of
officers to be the “proper” defending vessel for the ends of the battle line against enemy
cruiser and destroyer attacks during both night and day. Doctrine, however, did not get
so detailed as to dictate set stations for the cruisers. Hartung showed the students slides
to illustrate the important positions cruisers would have in screening battleships and
fast carriers as well. Using Task Forces 38 and 58 from the last two years of the Pacific
War, he demonstrated to the students “that a battle disposition, or support units for
bombardment or raiding purposes, can readily be formed in short order from all
groups, in the event of a surface threat.”27
Hartung then rhetorically asked the students what the future picture for cruisers was
in terms of prospective organization and employment. Hartung told the students that
there were those who were “firmly convinced” that the day of the cruiser had passed and
that battleships had everything that cruisers had to offer and more since they could attain the fast speeds of both cruisers and destroyers. He also related how these same individuals thought that the presently curtailed U.S. cruiser program was only the
beginning of a gradual decline of the cruiser. Hartung thought, however, that the battleship could not perform all of the cruiser’s missions, especially close inshore amphibious
support or leading light force attacks. He also argued that cruisers were cheaper than
battleships to build, maintain, and operate, and that the new cruisers had “tremendous”
equipment on them. He therefore argued that “they should prove very handy in the
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postwar navy for patroling [sic] distant shores and for maintaining order where needed
throughout the world.” Hartung especially saw that by the close of the war there was a
“clear crystallization” of the picture for heavy and light cruiser employment and evolution, though he was less certain about anti-aircraft and battle cruisers. There was, specifically, uncertainty about the latter’s real worth and he did not think that their designs
could be prosecuted to the point of eliminating the doubt. As to the “typical” heavy
cruiser of 1946, he envisioned a vessel of just over 13,000 tons with a speed of “well
over” thirty knots, highly maneuverable, “moderately heavy” in armor, and armed with
nine eight-inch rapid-fire guns. The 1946 light cruiser would be about 10,000 tons with
the same speed as the heavy cruiser, similar armor and maneuverability, and twelve
six-inch guns as a main battery. He thought that both types needed four seaplanes with
two launching catapults, “numerous and powerful” anti-aircraft batteries, and the latest in communication, fire control, and electronic equipment. “The United States is the
only power whose fleet today possesses these modern ships, but there is strong reason to
expect that the other major powers will build ships whose general characteristics will
conform quite closely to U.S. practice.”28
Hartung also digressed to further discuss the issue of cruiser aircraft. He told the students that when he left the Fleet several months before, there was “quite” a controversy
about whether or not cruisers should retain the four seaplanes, reduce the complement
to two, or dispense entirely with them and convert the hanger space to “other useful”
purposes. He pointed out that planes on cruisers had long been considered fire hazards
because of their fuel and the fuel supply tanks in the after part of the ship. Some officers
also thought that cruisers operating at all times with carriers could have their scouting
functions taken over by carrier aircraft. Hartung, however, thought that cruisers had to
be able to operate independently of carriers and that a close bond had to be developed
between the cruiser and the seaplane in spotting. This need for a close bond in spotting
justified, to Hartung, the continuation of seaplane deployment on cruisers, as did the
potential of their employment in long-range reconnaissance. Going on, he argued that
the modern heavy cruiser was the closest thing to a modern day corsair! Especially because of cruising range, speed, and heavy battery, Hartung saw it as an “unexcelled”
commerce raider. “For the same reasons, she is a nearly perfect heavy escort for threatened shipping. She is at her best in the open sea and not tied to the main battle fleet.”
The light cruiser, however, he thought filled a “stellar” role with the main battle fleet because of the volume of six-inch gunfire it could produce. “Every characteristic she possesses fits her for the swift and murderous melee of the flank forces in the fleet surface
action.” Hartung thought that light cruisers could provide spearheads for massed torpedo attack on the enemy battle line by flank force destroyers. He also thought that they
provided “strongpoints” in flanking forces to break up enemy torpedo thrusts and that
their batteries could deliver such accurate amounts of fire on so many different targets
simultaneously that this fire would prove “certain death” to enemy destroyers. He additionally asserted that light cruisers would be similarly formidable in night actions and
that even heavy cruisers that came into effective range would take “severe punishment”
from light cruisers. “Per ton of displacement, in a surface action, the modern 6-inch
cruiser is considered to be the most deadly war vessel afloat.”29
In general, then, Hartung found the heavy cruiser to have an “efficient” field of employment at sea on independent patrols, raiding missions, as escorts to friendly
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shipping, and to counter enemy raiders. With the battle fleet in a major surface action,
the heavy cruiser provided valuable service in stations at the extreme flanks of the disposition where very long-range and rapid-firing batteries could be brought to bear on
enemy flank forces and keep opposing light cruisers outside of their effective range. The
light cruiser he found to be the “welterweight” of the Fleet. While its reach was not as
long as that of a heavy cruiser, it was long enough to enable it to carry out main jobs with
the Fleet such as spearheading flank light forces against the enemy battle line and breaking up similar kinds of attacks on the U.S. battle line. He thought that light cruisers
“liked” infighting and would be “sure death” in such a melee, and that night actions and
combat in restricted waters where light cruisers could close quickly for the kill were favorable situations as well. “She throws a knockout in every punch and she punches
faster than any other living fighter.” Hartung thought it probable that the Fleet and the
Fast Carrier Task Force dispositions of the future—with distance, interval, and position
adjusted to obtain minimum vulnerability to new weapons such as atomic bombs and
guided missiles—would still find 13,000-ton heavy cruisers and 10,000-ton light cruisers fulfilling the same principal functions of the past, namely that of general engagement; spearheading and breaking up light force attacks; screening carriers; and
occupying the same relative positions with relation to the main body and the unit being
screened.30
Additionally, Hartung contended that as long as the U.S. was conducting amphibious movements and assaults on enemy shores, cruisers would continue to occupy their
place, performing close inshore bombardment and support—missions which he did
not think could be provided by any other type of ship—and occupying a place in shore
bombardment units and raiding support units. In terms of scouting, he reiterated that
he hoped and expected that the U.S. profited from some of the lessons of the war that
could be derived from Japanese practice and find even more profitable employment of
cruisers with embarked aircraft in long-range scouting at great distances from the Fleet
or main body. He especially saw the need for this mission in poor weather or sea conditions and whenever air reconnaissance could not be relied upon. He admitted that
cruisers had not yet been given a “substantial” test under Arctic conditions but he also
told the students that they were included in the task force composition for Arctic tests
that were going to be conducted in the near future. The outcome of these tests and experiments, together with the results of the atomic bomb test, to Hartung, would influence and “probably” determine the cruiser types and their employment in the future.31
Hartung’s comments are interesting, to say the least. Unlike most of the student officers, Spruance’s public comments on most occasions, and even the other lecturers,
Hartung hardly mentioned atomic weapons as a factor in the future deployment of
cruisers by the Navy. In addition, he hardly even mentioned guided missiles. Hartung’s
rendition of postwar cruiser deployment paralleled almost exactly their employment by
the Navy in World War Two, and even previous conflicts. For instance, his focus on the
use of main batteries to both combat enemy surface forces and support amphibious operations was out of the norm for the time given that it did not consider new weaponry.
When he discussed anti-aircraft armament, it was strictly guns, with no mention of missiles, even though the Navy’s surface community was already experimenting with missiles before the end of the war. Most surprising from this author’s perspective was his
idea that the future of the heavy cruiser was as a commerce raider, a type of ship the U.S.
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Navy had not focused on developing since the 1800s at least. This critique is not meant
to argue that Hartung’s ideas were entirely mismatched for the future. In both the Korean and Vietnam Wars, the Navy would need heavy gun ships that could provide
close-in support to landing forces, fend off light surface forces, conduct standoff bombardments, and participate in mine warfare. Cruisers would also obviously be vital to
the postwar screening of carrier battle groups (CVBG). But it is a bit unexpected that in
the summer of 1946, just as the Bikini Atoll tests were taking place, and just one year after the Fleet was enduring Kamikaze attacks, that Hartung saw future U.S. naval deployments as a virtual continuation of World War Two–style operations.32

Spruance Again
A few days later, Spruance spoke to the Senate Naval Affairs Committee about Senate
Bill 2044, a piece of legislation that had been proposed by Senators Warren Austin of
Vermont, Lister Hill of Alabama, and Elbert Thomas of Utah. To the Navy, the Bill
would have created a unified military structure that was most favorable to the Army.
Asked to talk about the Bill’s impact on U.S. national security as well as more generally
about the topic, Spruance made sure the Committee understood that his service in the
war was entirely with the Pacific Fleet, that he had not had permanent duty in the Navy
Department since 1929, and that his views “will be based primarily on what I saw of the
war as it was fought in the Pacific.” Repeating his earlier idea about the U.S. being an insular nation from a geographical and national security perspective, Spruance thought
that the Navy continued to be the nation’s first line of defense. “Only as we are able to
control the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans will our potential enemies be kept far distant
from our shores. Our armies and our air forces will then be able to go effectively to our
enemies overseas and not theirs come to us.” He admitted that control of the oceans
would not prevent long-range submarines and aircraft from reaching U.S. coasts, but
he believed it would make these operations much more difficult and less effective.
Given his views, Spruance argued that Senate Bill 2044 lacked clearly defined functions
between the Army, the Navy, and the proposed Air Force. Nor did he think that it laid
down the principle that each service had the right to whatever “tools” it might need to
carry out those functions, including the right to research and develop those “tools.”33
Echoing Forrestal and Nimitz on this issue, Spruance further asserted that the problem was how to best “coordinate” policies and plans at a high level without preventing
what he saw as necessary and healthy decentralization in implementation and execution. He understood that the services had to “pull” in the same direction, but he saw it as
necessary to do so without “stifling” initiative within each service. “Overcentralization
tends to retard improvements and to prevent getting rapid action when that is required.” He saw the Bill as creating a bureaucracy directly under the “Secretary of Common Defense” that he contended would grow beyond policymaking and coordination
and interfere with planning and administration within the individual services. He then
turned to the Navy specifically, telling the Senators that its primary function in time of
war was to gain and exercise control of the sea. “The areas where this control will have to
be gained and exercised, and the uses to which the control will be put after it has been
gained, will depend upon the character of the war.” He reiterated that the Navy needed
all of the “tools” that might be necessary to carry out this mission and that development
would have to remain flexible since the character of future wars and the weapons with
which they were to be fought was unclear. “Try as we may, none of us is sufficiently
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gifted with prophetic vision to foresee what new tools the future will bring forth or what
needs will develop for new tools.”34
Spruance pointed out to the Senators that World War Two emphasized the importance of aircraft in all forms of warfare. He also said that his own experience in the Pacific confirmed his previous conclusion that any fleet deprived of supporting aircraft
was like a “boxer with one hand tied behind him.” Spruance classified supporting aircraft as two types, ship-based in carriers, battleships, and cruisers as well as shore-based
planes of various types. He further told the Senators that in planning operations, all of
these aircraft were necessary—especially carriers since they gave mobility and a “multiplicity” of carriers permitted superior concentrations of aircraft to be brought against
enemy positions. Spruance additionally informed the Senators about the importance of
surprise in carrier operations, particularly the ability to destroy enemy aircraft by attacking the enemy carriers and catching land-based enemy air units on the ground.
Land-based aircraft, if available, would allow carriers to effect surprise. Going more
in-depth, Spruance said that land-based planes not only allowed for early information
by which to surprise an enemy carrier force but kept the presence of U.S. carriers out of
enemy knowledge since the scouting was being done by land-based not carrier-based
planes. Land-based planes used for scouting further allowed the carrier planes to be preserved for strikes.35
Spruance gave three examples of the value of shore-based air searches in support of
carrier operations. His first example was the Battle of Midway. Spruance informed the
Senators that the American carriers were waiting northeast of Midway for the Japanese
to arrive and that Midway’s limited number of PBY Catalinas was conducting searches
in sectors from which the Japanese were most expected to make their approaches. The
carriers used limited searches by carrier planes to cover the Fast Carrier Task Forces’ advance and prevent surprise. They then retired at night. Surprise was vital to the U.S.
since it was operating from a weaker position in this battle with a smaller number of carriers, and it was so important to strike first and not trade carriers on an even number
with the Japanese. Spruance told the Senators that one of the Catalinas was able to get
off an early sighting report. This early report allowed Task Forces 16 and 17 to get the
first blows in and eventually win the battle by late on 4 June. “At Midway the cooperation between our search planes and our carrier task forces was vital.” Enemy position,
composition, course, and speed was needed. What the search planes did not provide
was a constant track so that enemy changes in movement were known instantaneously.
“Our patrol plane pilots were handicapped by having to fly a slow, poorly armed seaplane, whose performance compared very unfavorably with the B-17s of that period.
They could not remain near an enemy carrier for long without an excellent chance of
being shot down by fighters.”36
Spruance’s second example occurred during the Marianas operation. He illustrated how Vice Admiral Marc Mitscher’s Fast Carrier Task Force preceded Vice Admiral Turner’s Joint Expeditionary Force in order to clear out Japanese air forces in
the Marianas, make preliminary bombardments of Saipan and Tinian, and cover the
amphibious forces. Spruance did not think that surprise was vital in this operation but
that it was desirable. He additionally informed the Committee that the nearest U.S. base
to Saipan was Eniwetok in the Marshalls. The U.S. had both sea-based and land-based
patrol planes there but Eniwetok was 1,000 miles away. Some of the seaplanes, such as
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the PBM Mariners, could, however, move to Saipan with their tenders as soon as conditions warranted and PB4Y Privateers were used for search from the Marshalls and even
struck Japanese shipping at Truk. Spruance said he knew that the Japanese would conduct searches to the east of the Marianas and thus detect the Fast Carrier Task Force, so
he arranged for two Privateers from Eniwetok to run “interference” ahead of Mitscher’s
force and destroy or drive off any Japanese search planes. Reiterating the importance of
the land-based patrol planes, Spruance told the Senators that the Mariners would not
have had the performance to accomplish this mission.37
Spruance’s third example also came from the Marianas operation. Spruance said
that on the morning after the initial landing on Saipan, he received a report from one of
the Pacific Fleet’s submarines on observation duty off of San Bernardino Strait in the
Philippines that a large Japanese force had come out the night before. The submarine
had confirmed for Spruance that the Japanese force, Vice Admiral Ozawa’s 1st Mobile
Fleet, was intended to prevent U.S. seizure of the Marianas. Since any and all information on this force was of “great importance,” Spruance noted that the amphibious force
at Saipan had a small seaplane tender that could care for six planes. Spruance ordered
six Mariners to fly from Eniwetok to Saipan to prepare for search operations. Five of
these arrived and four were sent out on search. Since they had radar, they could operate
at night. This last point was especially important since daytime operations probably
would have resulted in the Mariners being shot down by Japanese fighters. On the second night, one of the Mariners located Ozawa’s force, but radio delays kept the report
from Spruance and Mitscher for eight hours. The two commanders only received the
report one hour before Ozawa’s planes began their unsuccessful attacks on the Fast Carrier Task Force. In addition to this obvious future need for more comprehensive patrol
plane coverage, Spruance also emphasized the fact that naval actions were so fast-paced
and the consequences were so momentous that quick teamwork was essential. Spruance
thought that good teamwork was something that best came from association, training,
and indoctrination. However, he also said that there were too many variables in war for
everything to be planned and foreseen. “Our plans can be made out in great detail up to
the time we hit the enemy. After that, they have to be flexible, ready to counter what the
enemy may try to do to us and ready to take advantage of the breaks that may come to
us.” To Spruance, this required the man “on the spot” being able to know where he fit
into the operation and being able to act on initiative on very brief orders.38
Spruance moved next to ASW and the protection of shipping. He saw this as essentially a naval function as well since the Navy was responsible for the protection of shipping in overseas operations. Moreover, he pointed out that this protection of shipping
against air, surface, and sub-surface attack began when ships left their ports. For this
mission, the Navy therefore needed minesweepers, small vessels, and aircraft. He emphasized that ASW aircraft were needed to prevent submarines from lying in wait off
the ports and to escort convoys once they were at sea. Again taking an example from Pacific War amphibious operations, Spruance noted an important aspect of protection of
shipping from submarine attack. Asserting that great masses of naval vessels and shipping of many kinds had to be concentrated to capture the Pacific Islands, the vessels had
to anchor in open or lie offshore for weeks or months if no anchorage was available.
This was the case, according to Spruance, at Iwo Jima. Until airfields could be seized
ashore and made operational, aircraft from carriers were relied on for all forms of
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local air support, including ASW patrols. As soon as the airfields were operational,
Navy ASW planes took over. At Okinawa, Spruance said that the first move was to
seize a group of nearby islands called the Kerama-Retto that provided for a small, protected anchorage that was used as an advanced base. This anchorage allowed for patrol
seaplanes based on tenders to be employed. There, Mariners were used for search patrols during both the day and night until they could be replaced by land-based planes
from Okinawa, but, again, only once the airfields on the island were activated.39
Spruance argued that in an amphibious operation, the seaplane had an advantage
over land planes since it could move forward very early in an operation with its tender, as long as it had calm enough seas to operate in. Land planes, however, had the
advantage of being more efficient and economical once landing fields were operational. Getting airfields operational took time, however, and it was vital to get extended searches and ASW patrols up at the earliest possible moment. If land-based
planes were denied to the Navy in the future, Spruance also said it would limit the
ability of the Navy to conduct strikes on ships. To Spruance, attacks on ships in any
form with all weapons were naval functions. Carrier aircraft, he said, were “particularly effective” at this but were short-ranged and could not perform the function of a
long-range bomber. For the purpose of continued control of sea areas beyond the
range of carrier aircraft, Spruance told the Senators that long-range, shore-based
planes that could hit ship targets were very valuable “tools.” “Please note that I desire
to stress the ability of such long range planes to hit the ships they aim at. Dropping
bombs in the water from a safe high altitude soon loses what little moral effect it may
have in the beginning.” He went on to assert that an enemy was not deterred unless
losses were inflicted on him that made his action prohibitively expensive. On the same
point, Spruance told the Committee that during the war, Navy shore-based bombers
were much more effective in their attacks on Japanese shipping than were AAF bombers. “Our planes came down to where they could make a good percentage of hits,
whereas under Army training their bombers usually remained at safe altitudes where
little success was possible.” Spruance next reminded the Committee that they had
been given Japanese figures showing how their warships and merchant ships were
lost, and that the AAF had sunk a small percentage of ships. He asserted that at Midway, in spite of extravagant claims by the AAF, the Japanese reported not a single hit
from the AAF. “Fortunately, the presence of our three carriers and the magnificent
performance of their aircraft won the battle in spite of the failure of the B-17s to
contribute.”40
Spruance found a further failure from the AAF to strike Japanese ships during the
fall and winter of 1944 and in 1945 in connection with Iwo Jima. Spruance thought this
failure produced “disastrous” results. After the capture of the Marianas in the summer
of 1944, Spruance talked about 7th Air Force heavy bombers being based on Saipan and
Tinian. Iwo Jima was the next most important target and in October 1944 it was targeted for capture. According to Spruance, the best way to prevent the Japanese garrison
on Iwo Jima from being strengthened was to sink Japanese ships bringing men and material to the island. The Pacific Fleet’s carrier forces made strikes on Iwo and its ships
bombarded Iwo but because the Fleet was needed to support the Palau and Philippine
operations, the Navy could not closely blockade the island. He asserted that that job was
therefore left to the AAF. Although the AAF bombed the island almost daily, it did not,
according to Spruance, stop the movement of Japanese support shipping. “As a result,
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the defenses of Iwo Jima were constantly being strengthened up to 16 February 1945,
when the 5th Fleet started the bombardment preliminary to the landings.” He went on
to assert that the “heavy losses incurred by our Marines in its capture and the great value
of the position, subsequently, to the B-29 effort against Japan are matters of history.”
Arguing that there were many examples of successful operations by Navy shore-based
aircraft against Japanese shipping during both the Iwo Jima and Okinawa operations,
he detailed how Navy heavy and medium land-based bombers operated to clear Japanese ships from the waters between Iwo and the Japanese coast in about one month by
operating at low altitudes. He admitted that the Navy units had losses since they “did
not confine themselves to attacking by bombs from safe and ineffective altitudes, but
they did the job.” Still, he made the Senators understand that, in his view, only after the
Navy-Marine Corps seizure of Iwo Jima were the Japanese no longer able to maintain
picket vessels to warn the Home Islands about B-29 raids.41
From Okinawa, Spruance argued that Navy shore-based patrol planes, both sea- and
land-based, did similar work in the East China Sea, the Yellow Sea as far as their range
allowed, and in the Strait of Tsushima between Korea and Japan. “The losses they inflicted on Japanese shipping in these areas almost closed the East China Sea to Japan.”
Spruance said that the Battle of Okinawa also provided another example for the need
for close cooperation between search planes and carrier forces. On 7 April 1945, search
planes detected the Japanese super-battleship Yamato and its escorts south of Kyushu.
It was believed at that time that the force was to strike American ships at Okinawa from
northwestward but they were without air cover, so two PBMs were able to remain in
contact and continue sending out reports on the force’s position, course, and speed until carrier aircraft could strike. Given the results of the strikes, Spruance made sure the
Senators understood that the Navy search planes “had to be able to navigate accurately,
they had to recognize what they saw, they had to know the general naval situation, and
they had to be able to communicate their information rapidly. All this required a lot of
naval training.”42
Spruance additionally lectured the Committee on the importance of mines as naval weapons. To be deployed in enemy-controlled waters, however, they could only be
laid by aircraft and submarines. He said that mines were occasionally laid by carrier
aircraft but that this was “incidental” to the carrier aircraft’s main employment of
bombs and torpedoes. “The long range land plane bomber is a very useful tool for
minelaying, particularly in enemy territorial waters.” He argued that B-29s of Major
General Curtis LeMay’s 21st Bomber Command did a very effective job of mine laying
in Japanese waters “as they did in bombing the cities, but it is and should be a Navy responsibility. The Navy should have the tools with which to do it.” He subsequently reminded the Senators that he had devoted most of his comments to the Navy’s need for
air assets—especially long-range, land-based planes—but that he had not said anything
about the Navy’s need for the Marine Corps. He was concerned that Senate Bill 2044 did
not seem to fully safeguard the right of the Marine Corps to exist in the future. “I have
too high an opinion of the Marine Corps, confirmed as a result of our operations together in the Gilberts, Marshalls, and Marianas and at Iwo Jima and Okinawa, to be
willing to have any doubt exist on this subject.” Spruance concluded by asserting that
Senate Bill 2044 lacked clear definitions of functions for the Army, the Navy, and the Air
Force. In addition, he said that it did not lay down the principle that each service would
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have the right to whatever weapons and equipment it might need to carry out its missions. Finally, Spruance thought that the Bill would require “major revisions” before it
would carry into effect points agreed upon by the War and Navy Departments and
transmitted to the Committee by President Truman in mid-June.43

Captain George Montgomery
A few days later, in another lecture devoted to naval weapons systems platforms, Captain George Montgomery, an instructor in the Department of Strategy (see figure 12,
top row, fifth from right), discussed the organization and tactics of carrier aircraft.
Montgomery began by telling the students how numerous the uses of carrier aircraft
were and how their employment was tied in with simultaneous supporting operations
by other types of aircraft and supporting vessels. He argued, therefore, that an “intelligent” appraisal of carrier plane employment had to take into account the part played by
these other air and surface units. Thus, Montgomery wanted to briefly discuss the fundamental principles of employment of naval aviation before covering specific carrier
aircraft. First looking at the primary mission of naval aviation, Montgomery stated that
it was to obtain and maintain command of the air in support of fleet air and surface operations. “The offensive power of aircraft is so great that to command the sea we must
first command the air over the sea.” Montgomery did not mean that fleet air forces constituted an autonomous or separate fighting organization but that they constituted a
major component of modern sea power and were to be closely integrated in naval tactics. “It is a fleet tactical weapon. Whatever its strategic or tactical possibilities may be,
naval air forces are primarily an adjunct of the fleet for the overall purpose of gaining
control of the sea and supporting amphibious operations.” Montgomery went on to assert that the union of air power and sea power to form “sea-air power” evolved from the
greatly increased effectiveness from coordination between air and surface units. Citing
that the offensive power of combat ships had been limited by the range and accuracy of
their guns and torpedoes, he reminded the students that aircraft can deliver their
bombs, torpedoes, rockets, and guided missiles at vastly greater ranges than can the
guns and torpedoes of surface vessels. This was the reason, to him, that by 1945 carrier
tonnage was the largest single portion of Navy combat tonnage and the Navy had more
than 30,000 aircraft in combat status. “The fast carrier task force, composed of many
fast carriers, battleships, cruisers and destroyers, demonstrated in World War II that it
was the most formidable manifestation of sea-air power the world has known.” To
Montgomery, this was mobile sea-air power in the best sense, and with control of the
air, the Fast Carrier Task Forces were able to “nullify” the effectiveness of Japanese surface forces.44
Pointing out that naval aviation was based primarily on the aircraft carrier, Montgomery noted that the Fast Carrier Task Force was first to be used as a striking force,
while small carriers and hunter-killer teams were to be engaged in ASW. Montgomery
also asserted that small carriers were to be used as air support for amphibious operations and logistical support for the fast carriers and advanced bases. Supporting
Spruance’s statements to the Senate Naval Affairs Committee, he also illustrated that
search and patrol aircraft based at airfields and tenders were to be used for long-range
scouting and reconnaissance, in addition to ASW and strikes on enemy shipping. He
further stressed to the students that the strategic use of naval aviation rested on factors
such as the concentration of force, high mobility, tactical surprise, and the “vigor” of
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offense. Tactical employment constituted carrier aircraft conducting air strikes with
bombs, torpedoes, and rockets, and, in the future, employing “flying missiles” against
enemy surface units, land installations, and grounded aircraft. Simultaneous with carrier aircraft strikes, Montgomery saw carrier aircraft roles as providing combat air patrols to defend surface vessels from enemy air attack, conducting scouting and
anti-submarine patrols (ASP), and furnishing photographic and early warning when
defensive tasks were not paramount. According to Montgomery, the carrier force’s air
strength was to be conserved for these primary offensive and defensive tasks when the
scouting was adequately taken care of by long-range tender and land-based patrol
planes and anti-submarine air patrols and medium-range scouting could be provided
by ship-based seaplanes. Montgomery also reminded his students of the importance of
adequate information on the location and movement of enemy forces for successful
tactical operations. He noted that because of endurance limitations, cruiser-based
planes could scout up to a distance of about 270 miles from their parent ships while carrier planes could scout out to about 500 miles and patrol planes about 1,000 miles.
Montgomery then went into some detail about how carrier aircraft units were organized and employed tactically to accomplish their major and minor tasks.45
Montgomery stated to the students that attacks by carrier-based planes against
shore objectives were to take the form of fighter and fighter-bomber sweeps, and
strikes by dive bombers and torpedo planes with fighter escort. The primary purpose
of the fighter and fighter-bomber sweeps was to obtain control of the air in the target
area by destroying enemy aircraft in the air and on the ground. Sweeps were to be
made by units of sixteen to forty-eight fighters or fighter-bombers, usually preceding
the strikes by dive bombers and torpedo planes in target areas where enemy fighter
opposition was to be expected to be heavy. Strikes by the bombers were for the purpose of destroying enemy shore installations and Montgomery wanted the students to
remember that bomb tonnage carried by carrier-based planes was not large compared
to land-based heavy and medium bombers. Thus, Montgomery thought that the ordnance carried had to be used against specific targets rather than expended in area
bombing and that the “proper” selection of bombs and fuses needed to be used
against shipping targets so as to render the strikes “effective.” He also said that attacks
against shore installations were to follow the same general patterns as attacks on ships,
except that anti-aircraft defense was usually not as concentrated and pilots could afford to be more deliberate in their approaches and attack runs. Montgomery ended
the lecture by asserting that a large part of the carrier plane effort in the Pacific was
furnishing strategic and close air support for amphibious operations, a subject that
was to be taken up for the students later in the course. Note again, however, that
Montgomery, much like Hartung, essentially saw future carrier operations as a close
repetition of Fast Carrier Task Force operations from the last two years of the Pacific
War, right down to the detailed tactics of fighter sweeps preceding dive and torpedo
bomber strikes. One significant difference, however, was Montgomery’s integration
of missiles into the potential future strike packages.46

Captain Fred Dickey
Two days later, Captain Fred Dickey (see figure 6, top row, third from left), an instructor in the Department of Aviation, presented information on Fast Carrier Task
Forces. Moving beyond the capabilities of individual aircraft carriers, Dickey wanted
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to discuss the manner in which U.S. carriers were combined with supporting ships
into the Fast Carrier Task Force and how that type of unit operated. Stating that the
operating procedure was still quite “fluid” and in the formative stage, he also pointed
out that the defensive and offensive operations he was going to discuss were the result
of three years of experience and that they were successful. He reminded the students
that the Fast Carrier Task Force was exactly what it sounded like, fast battleships,
cruisers, and destroyers built around fast carriers. Although the organization and use
of the force were, to him, a development of the Pacific War, he thought the current organization was “merely an expression of old proven principles of naval warfare with
particular emphasis on the airplane as a weapon.” Dickey asserted that fast, heavy
combatant ships, anti-aircraft fire support ships, and screening ships must accompany the aircraft carrier to insure the carrier the necessary “freedom of action” required to employ its aircraft to the utmost of their capabilities. “The carrier by herself,
in spite of the tremendous striking power of her own airplanes is vulnerable to air,
surface and subsurface attack.” Therefore, “adequate” fast battleships, cruisers, and
destroyers were furnished to provide the necessary anti-aircraft gun protection, surface support, and screening services that Dickey thought were “essential” to successful carrier operations.47
Dickey also argued that a Fast Carrier Task Force organized in this manner provided a
concentration of “overwhelming” air strength that possessed “extreme” mobility, range,
and endurance. He further saw these air forces being bolstered by surroundings that enhanced proficiency and morale through “necessary” activities such as maintenance.
Moreover, air operations were served by “compact” intelligence and communications organizations, adequate combat air patrols during the day and night, and anti-aircraft fire
that met enemy planes that got through the fighter defense. He emphasized to the students that this anti-aircraft fire had to have the advantage of advanced radar fire control so
that it could deny the enemy coverage by clouds or darkness. Going on, Dickey also
pointed out the advantages that the Fast Carrier Task Force had with a “well organized”
and “well equipped” service force that logistically allowed the combatant ships to conduct
sustained offensives at distances of one thousand miles or better from advanced bases.
Dickey additionally argued that the Fast Carrier Task Force was not built on the premise
that the carrier had “outmoded” the battleship or cruiser. He asserted that, on the other
hand, the Fast Carrier Task Force organization recognized the “dominant characteristics”
of these ships and demonstrated new and vital uses for them as members of this offensive
team. “The battleship is still the surface ship that delivers the major weight of explosives in
the shore bombardment, after the carrier planes have gained and are able to exercise air
supremacy in the area.” He also said that the fast battleship was the ship capable of pursuing and sinking enemy ships crippled by air attack. It was in this function that Dickey
thought cruisers and destroyers “ably” assisted the battleship. He told the students that
every operation plan and order issued by a Fast Carrier Task Force Commander and Task
Group Commander recognized this fact and made provision for the employment of supporting units as a support group under its own commander in the event that a surface action materialized. He also illustrated how provisions were made for the use of these ships
in bombardment when the situation arose.48
As to specific tactics, Dickey told the students that four carriers were usually the
maximum employed in any one Fast Carrier Task Group, though five carriers were
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operated under “great difficulty” on occasion. He also said that the restriction on the
number of carriers was imposed by the fact that carriers needed a certain amount of
space for air operations and still had to be stationed so as to derive maximum protection
from their anti-aircraft guns as well as those of the supporting ships. When additional
carriers and the necessary support ships were available, additional Fast Carrier Task
Groups were organized, each with its own commander. Several of these Fast Carrier
Task Groups then comprised a Fast Carrier Task Force and as carriers were damaged or
forced out of operational status, it was sometimes found desirable to eliminate one or
more Task Groups in order to maintain the proper degree of concentration and mutual
support. According to Dickey, the Fast Carrier Task Force was typically composed of
three to five Task Groups, each composed of approximately four fleet carriers or two
fleet and two light carriers; two fast battleships; four to five cruisers, and sixteen to
twenty destroyers. He also pointed out that additional destroyers were eventually found
necessary as picket duty and “linking” ships, the latter being ships that extended radar
range of the Task Force so as to give earlier warning of enemy aircraft. Dickey next
pointed to Fast Carrier Task Groups that were formed in formations that were suitable
for use in various tactical situations and he said that current doctrine was being rewritten to give Task Force commanders even more flexibility in the various tactical arrangement of their forces.49
Dickey showed the students a slide of a “typical” World War Two Task Group formation that was circular, with the carriers equidistant about a two thousand yard circle
so that when the entire formation turned into the wind there was still ample room between carriers to avoid interference by their aircraft. He also informed the students that
carrier stations were not rigidly fixed during air operations and that each carrier had an
operating circle of about 1,500 yards beyond its assigned station in the formation in
which it could move freely to facilitate operations. He further pointed out that battleships and cruisers were equidistant in their positions so as to readily support the carriers
with anti-aircraft weapons and assume a tighter air defense as needed. These ships were
alternated in the formation, with the destroyers placed in a circular outer screen to give
advanced warning of enemy submarines and to provide anti-aircraft support. If a surface threat was encountered, doctrine called for the heavy ships to deploy in the van
while the carriers and the destroyer screen disengaged to the side. Doctrine also called
for night pickets to be deployed up to twelve miles from the formation center. There
were also Task Group formations devised to counter forty-five knot torpedoes; another
formation that included five carriers, seven heavy support ships, and seventeen destroyers in a concentric closed circular screen; and a formation with an alternative screen of
thirteen destroyers and various spacing to again allow the OTC to operate the carriers
effectively. Air defense formations might also entail situations in which the destroyers
were brought in closer to the center of the formation to provide the most effective
anti-aircraft defense and heavy ships might be ordered to close to within one thousand
yards or less of the carriers if dive bombing or glide suicide bombing were employed by
the enemy. Doctrine also called for placing one destroyer between each carrier in the
circular formations if enough destroyers were on hand.50
Other formations entailed moving ships even closer, sometimes to within 800
yards of each other. If extra destroyers were available, they were to be placed between
the carriers or sent in pairs to picket duty. When the number of heavy ships was not
sufficient, doctrine called for destroyers to be placed in their normal stations. Dickey
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also said that during the war, normal interval between Task Groups was twelve miles
but that initial postwar instructions did not prescribe any particular distance. Each
OTC was to determine that distance and Dickey thought that the increased range of
anti-aircraft guns, the increased distance of anti-submarine screens to counter improved submarine and torpedo performance, and improved communications would
probably mean that the twelve-mile interval used by the Fast Carrier Task Forces in
1945 would increase. With increased intervals, Dickey said, the number of Fast Carrier Task Groups that could be operated together advantageously in a single tactical
disposition would depend on the amount of “sea room” available, the nature of the
target objectives, the extent and type of opposition expected, and the reliability of
communications. He also pointed out, however, that formations suitable for defense
against air and submarine attack were usually not suitable for strike operations, especially when four or more carriers were in company. He said that it might also be necessary to construct various formations that would allow the Task Group to carry out
extended flight operations by carriers operating with “linking” vessels that were employed to maintain visual or Talk Between Ships (TBS) communications with the
main formation. Fast Carrier Task Force air attack operations called for cruising formations with the Task Groups in column since it offered maximum sea room for each
Task Group to operate a large number of planes and since it was particularly suited for
strike operations of Fast Carrier Task Forces that comprised three or more Task
Groups. Dickey told the students that this formation was also suitable to provide a
minimum front to avoid enemy patrol planes and to help prevent detection of the Fast
Carrier Task Force in narrow waters. There was also a Special Fog Formation that was
used to land planes in poor visibility whereby the ships moved out in a larger circular
formation and plane guard destroyers were provided for each carrier.51
Dickey reminded the students that the primary offensive action of the Fast Carrier
Task Force was to be carried out by the air arm and that tactical formations and doctrine
were based on that fact. “Major surface action by the Force as a Carrier Task Force is not
contemplated. If a major surface action appears likely and advisable from intelligence
received and if it is desired to accept or seek it, the Carrier Force as normally constituted
ceases to exist.” In this case, doctrine called for a Surface Action Force to be organized
separately from several “weakened” Carrier Groups, the latter organization consisting
of the carriers with their remaining screening ships. Dickey also reminded the students
that the Carrier Force might be reconstituted for involvement in the surface action but
it would not be tactically part of the Surface Action Force. Doctrine additionally called
for designated carriers or a Fast Carrier Task Group to be assigned to the Surface Action
Force Commander to operate in close air support if the latter commander so desired.
Doctrine further called for the carriers and their remaining screening vessels to slow
their speed while the heavier ships increased theirs to pull ahead of the formation and
form the actual Surface Action Group.52
Returning to anti-aircraft and anti-submarine formations, Dickey noted to the students that Task Group pickets would be stationed from dusk to dawn and that destroyers were always stationed in sections during daylight while operating out of the close
screen when there was danger of enemy air attack. Radar guard ships and identification
guard ships were also designated and assigned by each Task Group Commander so that
each Task Group had “all around” coverage. When submarine contacts were likely and
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air contacts were unlikely, the Task Group maintained an anti-submarine patrol as it
did when covering entrance, sortie, or transit of specific confined waters. Dickey next illustrated that the Task Group Commander had to carefully weigh the advantages and
disadvantages of such a formation in terms of complicating radar and lookout coverage
for low-lying aircraft. The ASP usually consisted of two aircraft in each sector. As regarded the placement of destroyer screens against enemy picket boats, a line was formed
that was normal to the fleet course and about thirty to forty miles in the van of the leading Task Group or on its exposed flank. The destroyer screen could also provide early
warning of enemy aircraft, especially as the destroyers could be linked at twelve mile intervals by employing visual and TBS links with the Fast Carrier Task Force. He further
elaborated on the use of Single Radar Picket destroyers, either singly or in sections, at a
definite distance and on a definite bearing from the Task Group. These ships were used
day and night when cruising within range of enemy search planes and to extend the Fast
Carrier Task Force’s range against enemy submarines. The picket destroyers also maintained fighter direction for combat air patrols. An entire division of destroyers employed on radar picket duty were called “TOMCATs.” Equipped with special aircraft
homing equipment, they were used both for advanced fighter direction and reference
points for returning strike aircraft. Another type of organization of destroyers on similar picket duty was called a “WATCHDOG” and was stationed about fifty miles from
the Fast Carrier Task Force by the OTC. TOMCATs and WATCHDOGs were on station
from sunrise to sunset during strike operations, after which these units would return for
mutual protection and air coverage by the Task Groups. A daytime combat air patrol of
at least four fighters would also normally be maintained over these pickets and a nighttime combat air patrol might be ordered if necessary. Additional TOMCATs and
WATCHDOGs would be stationed if target area and direction of enemy attack necessitated. According to Dickey, these units were considered “independent” within the Fast
Carrier Task Force.53
Dickey went on to say that all air operations were conducted on schedules designed
to avoid unnecessary changes in course and routine patrols were, as far as possible,
launched and recovered while strikes were also being launched and recovered. Air operations on strike days or when air attack was imminent were conducted by what he called
Method Able, which consisted of maneuvering the entire formation into the wind, especially to minimize the chances for collision during what Dickey called “extensive”
flight operations, flight operations at night, or flight operations during low visibility. He
re-emphasized that the local defense of the Fast Carrier Task Force rested with the combat air patrol and the anti-aircraft weapons of the force. When air attack was imminent,
Dickey said that the Task Group was maneuvered by the Task Group Commander to reduce the risk of damage and keep the greatest number of anti-aircraft guns “unmasked.” Individual ship changes, of course, were only authorized to increase the
effectiveness of gunfire or avoid attack. Against a coordinated daylight attack by enemy
aircraft, the primary targets of the screening and support ships were low-flying torpedo
planes, suicide planes, and masthead bombers. The primary targets for the carriers were
enemy dive bombers and fire was to be opened as soon as possible using radar control
and continuous fire. At night, Dickey pointed out that all established “bogey” contacts
were to be fired upon unless a “hold fire” order was given by the Task Force or Task
Group Commander and carriers were only to use automatic weapons against low-flying
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aircraft. Dickey also noted the importance of the Task Force maintaining constant air
vigilance when within range of enemy aircraft. In good weather, each Task Group was
to maintain a minimum of eight fighters in its Day Combat Air Patrol. In foul weather,
the CAP needed to be maintained on deck and ready to launch in ten minutes, unless a
higher degree of readiness had been ordered. Task Force night fighters were to be
launched whenever attacks at dawn or dusk were expected and these patrols were to be
maintained over the Task Force from one hour before dawn until the daytime CAP was
launched and then again from one hour before sunset until they were no longer needed
or relieved by the Night Combat Air Patrol. Anti-submarine patrols were also flown by
the Duty Task Group for the entire Task Force as ordered by the OTC and a Scouting
Line Combat Air Patrol (SCOCAP) was provided over the Surface Scouting Line when
one was formed so as to extend the Line’s visibility and protect it from enemy aircraft.54
Dickey also informed the students that with numerous, well-located land air bases
now under U.S. control in the Pacific, the main burden of air search and scouting had
been assumed by U.S. patrol planes. “The well planned and coordinated routine patrols
by these aircraft keeps the theater of operation well covered and obviate, in general, the
necessity for routine daily searches by the Fast Carrier Task Forces.” He was quick to
point out, however, that when enemy surface units were located, either by patrol planes
or surface scouts, a day search unit or units might be launched by the carriers to maintain contact and track targets. As a general rule, Dickey told the students that if a search
unit was expected to encounter enemy aircraft, the search unit should include one or
more fighters and if the search called for high-speed, only fighters should be used. For a
night search, he found the optimum combination was a night fighter and a night torpedo plane per assigned sector. The Task Force CIC Officer, as the OTC’s representative, was responsible for coordinating all fighter direction within the Fast Carrier Task
Force and this officer would normally delegate active control of each Task Group CAP
to the Task Group’s CIC Officer. The Force CIC Officer, however, would assign number
designations to each raid and when necessary designate Task Group or individual ships
to intercept particular raids. If one flank of the Group or Force was bearing the burden
of a heavy air attack, the Force CIC Officer might direct Task Groups on disengaged
flanks to send fighters to the assistance of the units under attack. The Group CIC Officer
was supposed to maintain his airborne defensive fighters at a maximum effective
strength that was consistent with the tactical situation. He was also responsible for the
allocation of fighters to individual Ship CIC Officers for interception of the enemy.
Normally, however, each ship was to control its own CAP, as were Single Radar Pickets,
Strike Pickets, and Radar Patrol Lines.55
Going into more details on fighter defense, Dickey told the students that day fighters
could be assigned to orbit at low altitude on assigned bearings from the Task Group’s
center to destroy low-flying attacking or snooping planes, something called Low Combat Air Patrols (LOCAP) that operated under the visual control of screening destroyers.
When these planes operated at higher altitudes, above three thousand feet and more
than six miles from the screen, they again came under the Group CIC Officer. Dickey
reiterated how important it was to intercept enemy raids as far from the Fast Carrier
Task Force as possible and with intercepting fighters that were in equal if not greater
strength than the incoming raid. On strike days, this meant that the minimum available
CAP for each Task Group was to be sixty fighters, with two dozen planes airborne and
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stacked at various altitudes, eight airborne on LOCAP, twelve more ready for launch,
and sixteen additional planes on twenty minutes launch notice. Special kinds of CAPs
for radar pickets and other purposes existed in addition to these sixty.56
Moving to strikes themselves, Dickey talked about strikes against land targets being
conducted within sixty or seventy miles of the coastline. He admitted that this placed
the Fast Carrier Task Force within easy range of shore-based aircraft and made it more
susceptible to submarine attack, but he did not think that this could be avoided if continuous strikes were to be made. Initial ranges for attacks on enemy surface forces
would depend on the time of day and the position in which they were located. Normally, these strikes would be limited to a 200-250 mile radius because of aircraft limitations and it was best to have all strikes on board by sunset. No doubt recalling the Battle
of the Philippine Sea, however, Dickey said that attack radii could be “stretched” if the
importance of the target warranted it. Attacks on enemy surface units were also to be
coordinated strikes of strafing, bombing, and torpedo attacks and repeated as time and
opportunity permitted. Enemy carriers, if present, were to be the primary targets and a
day air attack could be followed by a night torpedo attack if American night carriers
were available and range permitted. Concerning night torpedo attacks, Dickey said that
the enemy force should be trailed by radar-equipped search planes so as to assist the torpedo unit in locating the target and the Task Force’s surface units should close with the
enemy, finish off cripples, and destroy the remainder of the enemy force in “decisive”
surface action.57
Fast Carrier Task Force strike operations against shore targets would consist of
fighter sweeps by all Task Groups; fighter sweeps combined with fighter-bomber, dive
bombing, and torpedo strikes by all of the Task Groups; or some combination of the
above by one or more of the carriers launching the bombing strikes. Fighter sweeps
were to precede bomber attacks in order to destroy enemy aircraft in the air and on the
ground, neutralize enemy anti-aircraft fire as much as possible, and provide the incoming bombers with information on the best lanes of approach through the remaining
anti-aircraft fire. He also said that carrier strike operations were to be conducted as
deck-load strikes so as to expedite the attack departure and permit the most advantageous use of the carrier decks. These strikes from the same Task Group would launch simultaneously, proceed to the target area within tactical support of each other, and then
attack separately. Dickey also pointed out that strikes from small carriers would join a
strike from one of the fleet carriers and be under that leader’s tactical control on the way
to the target. After deployment for attack, the small carrier strike force would hit targets
designated by the Fleet Carrier Strike Leader. Planes would then rendezvous after the
attack and return in company if practicable. More specifically, all planes would join up
as much as they could in order to reduce the number of single planes or small groups returning to the Force. Also, these returning strikes were not to come back directly but by
way of a TOMCAT picket. This unit was to detect and elude trailing enemy aircraft. In
fact, the TOMCAT CAP would inspect the returning strike for enemy trailers, both by
radar and then visually. Even then, the TOMCAT CAP might not give final instructions
to the strike if the tactical situation in the Task Force Area did not warrant their immediate return. If the situation warranted, however, the strike went on to the final approach to the Task Group.58
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Dickey further illustrated that each Task Group maintained one Air Group Commander over the target area who acted as Target Coordinator during all strikes. When
operating against heavily defended areas, the Target Coordinator was not required to
remain on station between strikes unless escorted by an “adequate” number of fighters.
The Target Coordinator was the representative of the Task Group Commander and his
orders and instructions had to be followed by all Strike Leaders. He was to reconnoiter
the target area, assign targets, maintain radio discipline, maintain contact with other
Target Coordinators for mutual support, report strike results and remaining targets to
the Task Group Commander, assist in air-sea rescue, and pass pertinent information to
his relief. Strike Leaders, in turn, were responsible for the conduct of their strikes and
performed the Target Coordinator’s duties during their time over the target if no Target
Coordinator was assigned.59
Another type of operation conducted was a Blanket Attack Operation, normally
conducted against enemy land-based air forces in order to inflict maximum damage on
that force and prevent it from attacking the Fast Carrier Task Force. According to
Dickey, the “smothering” effect of the Blanket Attack was obtained by using a “three
strike” system in which each carrier maintained a strike at the target, another en route,
and a third rearming on deck. “This is not simply a patrol over the target. It is an offensive operation in which each field is assigned to a flight of strike aircraft.” According to
Dickey, the Blanket Attack provided the best insurance against attacks on the Fast Carrier Task Force from the fields being covered. During Blanket Attacks, night fighters
might be ordered to take station over the enemy airfields to close any gaps between departing Day Target Combat Air Patrols, on the one hand, and the arrival of “hecklers”—enemy night fighters—on the other, by dropping occasional bombs on the
enemy to keep them “disturbed” and hinder the repair of damage inflicted during the
attack. The Day Target CAP was maintained to keep enemy aircraft on the ground and
destroy those that made it into the air. Dickey next related how “window” or chaff
would be used to confuse enemy radar and fire control equipment—including at
night—and how submarines would normally be stationed off enemy shores to rescue
aircrews who were forced down. These submarines were also furnished a CAP called the
Rescue Combat Air Patrol (SUBCAP). Logistical support ships consisting of oilers, ammunition ships, stores ships, and their escort carriers and screening destroyers also
worked with the Fast Carrier Task Force so that it could continue operations at sea over
extended areas. The Fast Carrier Task Force was to be fueled from tankers at designated
rendezvous on the fringes of effective range for enemy aircraft, at which time replacement aircraft and aircrews could also be flown to the fleet carriers from the escort carriers. At the same time, ammunition, bombs, provisions, and other supplies were
furnished to Fast Carrier Task Force vessels. Dickey said that these replenishments were
typically carried out once every four days during strike operations, whereby the entire
Task Force was returned to the rendezvous or the Task Groups returned in relays.60
He then began relating various Japanese countermeasures to Fast Carrier Task
Forces. Dickey said that these countermeasures came in many forms. Early in the war,
the Japanese conducted “large-scale” day bombing and torpedo attacks. When these attacks were rendered ineffective by the improved American CAP and fighter direction
efforts, the Japanese employed night torpedo attacks as best as they could. In the latter
phases of the war, enemy day tactics were stressed using small groups of planes in
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suicide attacks. Dickey pointed out that these small groups, in initial approach to their
targets, might be combined in larger formations but they then broke off into smaller
units and attacked from various directions and altitudes to confuse the radar picture
and interception. He also illustrated that the Japanese took full opportunity of low altitude to elude radar detection or high altitude to exploit what he called “fade” areas and
cloud cover as well as to gain speed for their approach. Enemy night attacks were typically divided into three phases. Snoopers located the Fast Carrier Task Force, led the attacking force to the target, and might drop flares to further aid the attacking force’s
approach. Japanese attacks were also preceded by window as well. Dickey pointed out
that the best defense against these attacks was still early destruction of the snooper, early
interception of the attacking force by U.S. fighters, effective gunfire by the Fast Carrier
Task Force, and timely maneuvering.61
In conclusion, Dickey reiterated to the students that the Fast Carrier Task Forces
played an important role in U.S. naval operations in the Pacific. According to Dickey,
the Fast Carriers spearheaded all of the important American operations in the area; won
and maintained air superiority in advance of U.S. ground forces; and struck the Japanese Home Islands and Japanese staging bases to prevent effective countermeasures by
the Japanese. “By air and sea power they have destroyed a large part of the enemy’s naval
strength.” While Dickey’s presentation was a highly effective rendition of how carrier
operations were carried out in the Pacific War, and presumably would be in the future,
he unfortunately, like some of the other lecturers, neglected to discuss new weapons
and technologies that might change doctrine, training, and especially operations.62
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VII Airpower, the United Nations, and the Lessons of the
Pacific War, July 1946–October 1946

Lieutenant Colonel Donald Dunlap
ectures were also given by personnel from the other services, just as there were
student theses from AGF and AAF officers. An example came a few days after
Captain Dickey’s lecture, when AAF Lieutenant Colonel Donald Dunlap, an instructor in the College’s Department of Intelligence (see figure 12, fifth row from top,
far left), spoke on the subject of strategic bombing. Dunlap told the students that he was
going to focus on high-level planning concerning the topic and avoid “tiring” details
such as bomb tonnages dropped and the numbers of sorties flown. Referencing the U.S.
Strategic Bombing Survey of the European Theater of Operations—since the one for
the Pacific Theater of Operations was not yet available—Dunlap also referenced articles
in publications such as Foreign Affairs. Dunlap spent a considerable amount of his time
focusing on matters such as the definition of “strategy” and “strategic” as well as aspects
such as the Principle of Mass, the Principle of Objective, and the Principle of Economy
of Force. He devoted most of the lecture, however, to illustrating how American military
airpower, especially land-based airpower, had developed in the interwar and early wartime periods. Not surprisingly, his emphasis was on the U.S. lack of preparedness. Also
not surprising, Dunlap spent the majority of the lecture on the AAF’s efforts in the ETO
and the Mediterranean Theater of Operations (MTO) to knock out German industry,
especially the oil and aircraft industries.1 Moving to the Pacific, Dunlap confined his
discussion to B-29 operations against Japan. Although strategic bombing had been used
by Pacific-based air forces for two years before the arrival of the 20th Air Force in the
PTO, time did not permit treatment of all of these forces’ operations, but he wanted the
students to understand that in the battle for the various island groups each strike was, in
a limited sense, strategic unless the strikes were in direct support of amphibious or land
warfare. He also asserted that the “strategic” concept was no longer new when the first
B-29 mission was flown against the Japanese Home Islands. Dunlap thought that these
types of operations had been paying dividends in Europe and had been “proven sound.”
The first B-29 strike was flown on 15 June 1944, consisting of sixty-eight planes from
China against Yawata, Japan. While the value of the first strikes from China were questionable in terms of damage to the target, operational losses, and the fact that so few
AAF bombers had struck Japan in the last six months of 1944, “one year later the B-29
had more than justified its existence and had dispelled all doubt as to its capabilities.”2
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Dunlap argued that by August 1945, single night strikes were operating over 800 aircraft and that bomb load per aircraft had increased from two tons per ship in November
1944 to over seven in July 1945. He also claimed that operational losses dropped from
nearly six percent in January 1945 to less than one percent by July. Dunlap also asserted
that “one of the most important decisions of the war” was Major General LeMay’s use of
incendiaries in low-level night operations. In no other operations, according to Dunlap,
had B-29s bombed from altitudes of less than 24,000 feet. During the 21st Bomber
Command’s famous Tokyo raid of 9 March 1945, however, the altitude was 7,000 feet,
something Dunlap claims confused Japanese defenses and accounted for LeMay’s
forces only losing fourteen planes. Dunlap also pointed out that sixteen square miles of
Tokyo had been burned out in what was the most destructive air attack in history before
the use of the atomic bomb. As evidence for his assertions, Dunlap used September
1945 testimony by Japanese Premier Prince Naruhiko Higashi-Kuni. The Premier apparently told his U.S. interrogators that Japan was unable to carry on “modern warfare”
and was experiencing impoverishment and exhaustion because of losses from the air
raids. The Premier specifically noted the inability to produce modern war materials, especially aircraft, and he noted the destruction of transportation and communication facilities. Naval and air losses were also cited here but the Prince focused particularly on
the “frequent” air raids that destroyed or damaged plants and lowered the efficiency of
workers. In short, he asserted that these were the factors that contributed to the Japanese Government losing “unified control” and that the destruction of Japan’s
medium-sized and small cities had “calamitous consequences.” Dunlap moved on to
Operation Starvation, which began in late March 1945 and involved B-29s in the strategic mining of Japanese waters. Using two types of mines for varying depths, the AAF
sowed 12,000 mines in Japanese Home Island seaports between 27 March and 15 August 1945. Dunlap even included a message from Admiral Nimitz to General LeMay
about the mining being on a scale never seen before and accomplishing “phenomenal
results.”3
Dunlap also wanted to comment on bombing accuracy, especially concerning
high-altitude horizontal bombing. He admitted that early in the war, there was poor
accuracy, with ten to fifteen percent of the bombs falling within a 500-foot radius
around a target. He claimed, however, that the AAF, like the Navy, was still “green” at
this business at this stage of the war and that the crews were not yet adequately
trained. He argued that by the end of the war, the AAF was achieving a seventy percent
ratio of bombs falling with the same 500 foot radius and that even radar-guided
bombing had not been able to achieve this result. He thought, however, that future
developments in radar might change that situation and he was even more interested
about other, future aspects of this type of bombing. Citing the USSBS that the air was a
highway reaching every part of the Earth’s surface, Dunlap agreed with the Survey
that access along this highway in both peace and war was going to become easier and
faster in the future. In particular, the continued development of aircraft and weapons
would facilitate this ease and speed of access and the “outstanding significance of the
air in modern warfare is recognized by all who participated in the war in Europe and
the Pacific, or who have had an opportunity to evaluate the results of the aerial offensive.” To Dunlap, these were “facts” which had to govern the plans accorded to air
power in the coordination and organization of postwar U.S. national defense “skills
and resources.” Dunlap went on to say that the speed, range, and striking power of the
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“air weapons” of the future, especially as he thought was indicated in Europe, also had
to be reckoned with in any future plans since the “combination of the atomic bomb
with remote-control projectiles of ocean-spanning range stands as a possibility which
is awesome and frightful to contemplate.”4
Also not surprisingly, Dunlap concluded with a long testimony by Generalleutnant
Viktor Linnarz, the last Commander of Germany’s 26th Panzer Division during World
War Two. Linnarz argued in late June 1945 that a war could be won with strategic air
power. Linnarz asserted that even though the historic objective of armies had been destruction of the opposing armies in the field, increasing technological development
meant that a nation’s material might and war potential was more important. These were
now, to Linnarz, the first objective in war since their destruction would doom military
forces in the field to defeat. This kind of strike in the last war meant a long-range heavy
bomber strike, but in the future Linnarz thought it might mean a “perfected” V-Bomb.
Linnarz even went so far as to say that the U.S. might have won the war through strategic bombing alone, though only with adequate bases that were “tactically secure.” He
admitted that such a victory would have taken a long time and he could see why the U.S.
used combined land, air, and sea forces to “quicken” the victory. Still, Linnarz continued to focus on air power since he argued that Germany’s leaders failed to see the material power against it or the vulnerability of its industries, and since the Allies, “unwilling
to rely entirely on strategic bombing . . . brought the war to an early and successful close
by both [the] strategic and tactical use of air power.”5

Commander Lauren Johnson
That same day, in a very different kind of lecture that emphasized more traditional naval
power, Commander Lauren Johnson, an instructor in the Department of Tactics (see figure 6, fourth row from top, far right), spoke on the organization and employment of
shore- and tender-based aircraft in the Navy. Since the students to that point were familiar with carrier, battleship, and cruiser aircraft, Johnson wanted to focus on patrol planes
(VP), excluding other categories of naval land-based aircraft such as transport, utility,
ferry, training, lighter-than-air, and Marine Corps platforms. Johnson reminded his students that in the context of interservice rivalry over defense unification, there was a great
deal of discussion about the future of naval land-based air forces. While he said he did not
want to go into this controversy, he thought that at the College there should be a “clear
idea of the function of Naval land based and tender based aircraft.” He also first wanted to
summarize the types of VP aircraft he was going to discuss, pointing out their use in the
war. Looking first at the PBY Catalina, Johnson credited it with “virtually” carrying the
entire Navy aerial search and patrol burden at the start of the war since it was the Navy’s
only patrol plane. Johnson did point out that the Navy had a few PB2Y Coronados at the
beginning of the war, but he also said that these planes suffered from mechanical problems and thus had to be relegated as a cargo aircraft with the Naval Air Transport Service.6
Johnson also asserted that the PBM Mariner replaced the Catalina everywhere except in the Southwest Pacific by November 1944 and was the present tender-based aircraft for the Navy. Since the Navy did not have any strictly land-based planes at the start
of the war, Johnson also made sure that the students were familiar with the Lockheed
P2V Neptune, the first plane to be used as an ASW patrol aircraft in the Atlantic and
then in the other theaters of operation. Additionally, the PB4Y-2 Privateer replaced the
B-24 Liberator for the postwar period and Johnson emphasized to the students that
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these aircraft gave the OTC assurance of long-range operations in day or night and in
good or poor weather. Johnson then went into the organization of these VP units as prescribed by OPNAV, specifically their placement into the Atlantic Fleet and Pacific Fleet
Air Forces. Johnson also laid out the policies of the two Fleet Air Force Commanders regarding organization, maintenance, and employment of their VP squadrons, the logistical nature of this work, the coordination with Atlantic Fleet and Pacific Fleet type
commanders, and the responsibility of the two commanders to the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (DCNO) for Air. This organization then broke down into Fleet Air Subordinate Commanders and Fleet Air Wing Commanders, and the Fleet Air Wing itself
then broke down into the Wing Staff, the Headquarters Squadron, and the various aircraft squadrons and surface ships assigned. Johnson noted how the current organization was a holdover from the war, especially in the Atlantic Fleet. He also noted how the
Pacific Fleet organization had had to include additional subordinate commands since
the PTO was so large, and how wartime considerations had had to take into account demarcations between Nimitz’s and MacArthur’s commands.7
Johnson next cited the operational organization of the two Air Forces, with the Air
Forces breaking down into the component units for the various Fleet Commanders,
Task Forces, Task Groups, and Task Units. VP aircraft wings might also operate under
the control of Sea Frontier Commanders, usually under the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Air to the Sea Frontier Commander or under the Commanding Officer of the tender
that the aircraft was assigned to. Johnson then emphasized the importance of bases for
these aircraft, whether land- or sea-based, but he also pointed out how the seaplane tenders and their aircraft demonstrated their operational flexibility by “making flights possible from newly-won sites weeks before adequate air strips can be established.”
Johnson next went through the process of a seaplane tender establishing a forward base,
first by finding a protected anchorage and then establishing seaplane moorings that
protected the base from the weather, the ocean, and enemy air and surface action. “You
will recall that in all of the major amphibious operations the seaplanes were the first to
establish long range patrol operations from the newly won sites.” He also told the students that at end of the war the Navy had fifty-three seaplane tenders in service, some
large enough to tend twenty-four planes and smaller ones capable of tending nine to
twelve seaplanes.8
Johnson now focused on the primary mission for these units, scouting. More specifically, the mission was to furnish information—positive and negative—to the OTC.
This information had to be as accurate and complete as possible with the proviso that
scouting had to be conducted in such a manner that “unnecessary” disclosure by sight
or radar contact was avoided. “Properly used, patrol planes—both land and seaplanes—are the most effective means in existence for scouting at sea—day or night and
good or bad weather.” Asserting that situational circumstances would determine the
type of platform that was best used, Johnson went into some examples from the war. He
argued that there were numerous examples of “excellent” scouting and some of poor
scouting. He cited the Battle of Midway as an example of good scouting since a Catalina
sighted the Japanese invasion forces 700 miles west of the atoll. He also sighted the Battles of Coral Sea and the Philippine Sea as examples of good scouting, though he asserted that the scouting aircraft failed in communications. He thought that the Battle of
Leyte Gulf was an example of poor scouting and a failure to utilize the aircraft to
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maintain contact with the enemy. He also saw secondary missions for the VP units, especially as ASW platforms where the VP aircraft sighted an enemy submarine and notified the carrier-destroyer “hunter-killer” group. Patrol planes were additionally to be
employed escorting shipping in submarine-infested waters, scouting in advance for enemy surface units, and defending against enemy patrol planes trying to spot friendly
forces.9
Johnson further thought that VP units could participate in attack missions. More
exactly, he was thinking in terms of search and attack since patrol planes could carry
bombs, torpedoes, guided missiles, depth charges, and guns. “I think that the attack
mission by Navy patrol planes on surface and land targets in the last war affords a
study of some excellent thought and improvising in some instances and in other instances little thought or planning and even questionable sound military decision.”
Johnson reiterated that attack missions by VP units had to be based on “sound” military decisions which assured a “reasonable” chance of success and had definite military value. One example of the need for sound military decision-making, to him, was
early in the war when all assets were needed to defend the Philippines. At Midway,
Johnson thought that a night torpedo attack by Catalinas was a sound decision because of the superior invading forces. He also saw their use in night attacks in the
Solomons to be of advantage. In fact, in hindsight, he perceived that the Catalinas
might have been used more extensively in those campaigns, as he argued they were in
the Aleutians campaign. Low-altitude night attacks by VP units in the Southwest Pacific were also classified by Johnson as an “outstanding” example. Johnson further
cited attack missions of importance being strikes on Japanese patrol boats in the
Home Islands; search and attack operations against enemy patrol planes searching for
U.S. Task Forces; and “well-planned” missions seeking targets of opportunity such as
enemy shipping that was trying to supply isolated garrisons. Johnson found questionable, however, attack missions that were essentially “sporadic” raids with no particular objective, were only made once or twice by a few planes, and were then stopped. He
did not think these missions “pinned down” many enemy forces after the routine became clear, especially very long-range raids against land targets.10
Johnson did think, however, that mine laying was both feasible and practical for
VP units in the present since it was done by patrol planes during the war. He argued
that the main consideration was that the operation be well executed and in accordance with a definite strategic plan. The AAF’s B-29s did extensive mining of Japanese
Home waters and along the China coast while Australian Catalinas mined the Dutch
East Indies. He also pointed out the mining that was done in the ETO. As to other missions, Johnson mentioned air-sea rescue operations. While he did not want to dwell
on these operations, he did argue that the VP crews had to be properly trained,
equipped, designated, and provided to the operating forces. An example of this being
done well was when VP squadrons were used in the war to land and supply coast watchers, conduct reconnaissance in enemy territory, and even airlift forces over rugged terrain. The instance Johnson cited was a VP squadron that lifted a large patrol over the
Owen Stanley Mountains in New Guinea and landed them behind Wowak. This VP
unit then air supplied the ground force for three months before the ground troops completed their mission and were evacuated by the same VP unit. Navy VP units additionally performed photographic missions and even illumination missions at night.
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Johnson asserted that the need for the last mission had decreased with the use of radar
but that patrol planes working in conjunction with PT units were still employed against
enemy nighttime movement of troops and supplies, and enemy submarine operations.
He did not think, therefore, that planes’ using flares for night illumination was of much
value any longer.11
Johnson further saw a valuable employment of patrol planes to be as radar countermeasures planes. He thought that VP aircraft equipped with radar receivers could be
particularly effective detecting enemy radar stations along coastlines or in chains of enemy island bases that a Task Force was scheduled to strike. By indicating the radar installations that had to be knocked out and by providing other advanced information,
the VP units could give the OTC the information he might need to evaluate the chances
for a successful surprise strike. Newer but just as vital missions included weather missions whereby the VP unit scouted ahead of the main force, reporting on weather conditions at extreme range. Johnson further envisioned future VP squadrons serving as
Air Early Warning Squadrons. Equipped with “extensive” radar and carrying trained
CIC personnel, VP planes, to Johnson, could serve as fighter directors and early air
warning stations. Concluding, Johnson was not certain about “definite” facts but he
was certain that the peacetime fleet organization would have ten Fleet Air Wings and
forty-two VP squadrons. He was also certain that in future operations “we shall need
more than ever to have the earliest possible information of enemy movements and this
means long range reconnaissance.” Accordingly, Johnson envisioned the Navy operating something comparable to the B-29 or a “specially designed fast plane of extremely
long range and not too much attention to bomb load except for the consideration of
carrying some guided missiles.”12

Admiral Richmond Turner
The next day, Admiral Turner (see figure 13), now the CNO Representative for the JCS to
the UN Security Council’s Military Staff Committee (MSC), talked to the students about
the United Nations and military power. Turner told the students that he was going to
attempt to make a “realistic” analysis of the UN Charter as it would interest U.S. military
officers. He stressed that it was important for everyone to be familiar with the UN Charter
and follow the proceedings and functions of the UN itself. He particularly stressed U.S.
military professionals having a “practical” knowledge of the Charter since that document
was based on the idea that international peace and security would be maintained through
the collective military power of China, France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. Turner also warned the students that most people, including
“intelligent” people, had little knowledge of the UN and relied too heavily on “spot”
news and “sensationalistic” accounts of controversial international questions. Turner
further stressed that since the Charter was now an international treaty promoted by
the U.S., it was every naval officer’s duty to assist the U.S. Government in supporting
this international contract. He next related the history of the Charter by talking about
the Act of Chapultepec as a diplomatic background for UN organization. He also
pointed out how the UN was formed in the context of trying to prevent future wars,
support human rights, maintain the role of justice in international relations, and promote social and economic progress throughout the world. Turner said he supported
all four of these goals and reminded the officers that the Constitutional structure of
the U.S. prevented it from initiating military aggression on a “large scale.” Still, he
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Fig. 13
Admiral Richmond Turner
Courtesy of the National Archives

thought that even though the U.S. usually had to wait to be attacked,
“history indicates clearly that the United States will accept war rather
than accept a foreign aggression that may threaten our national life
and national ideals.”13
Stating that the UN’s authority was narrower than most nations
were willing to grant, he pointed out how limited the Charter’s provisions were. He cited the importance of reducing international misunderstandings and mistrust if the UN was to be successful, and he
emphasized that the U.S. had to attempt to find common ground for
collaboration with other nations while accepting the same from
them. He then focused on how the war had upset the international
balance of power and, zeroing in on the USSR, he concentrated on
the dictatorial nature of its ideology and political system. He did not
think the Soviet Union’s goals were that different from Tsarist Russia’s, just more efficient, and he was even willing to admit that the
Soviets might have some justification for paranoia vis-à-vis the capitalist nations. He also asserted to the students that “most” of the rest
of the world was convinced that the USSR was a more recent version
of Germany, Japan, and Italy, and that this international relations
environment would be a particularly difficult one in which to establish an atmosphere of mutual confidence and trust. Turner additionally told the students how his experience as Naval Aviation
Adviser for the U.S. Delegation to the League of Nations General Disarmament Conference in Geneva in 1932 did not give him any confidence in “visionary” schemes for
peace. Asserting that visionaries were still present, he now thought that “realists” were
nevertheless more present among the policymakers and that “authoritative” military
advice would now be taken more readily by U.S. diplomats. Nor did Turner think that
arms control and disarmament were things of the past. He cited the Holy Alliance, the
Rush-Bagot Treaty, the settlement of the CSS Alabama claims in 1871, and, interestingly, the Washington Treaty system of 1922 as examples of “sound” reduction of armaments, though the last example he thought could not be carried out until East
Asian political disputes had been settled.14
Turner additionally told the students about the collective nature of the UN’s security provisions, such as collectively supplying armed contingents to the UN for use by
the Security Council. By treaty, Turner said that the U.S. had therefore also agreed to
maintain military forces strong enough to be effective if ever called upon by the UN,
though the nation at present was not capable of fulfilling this role because of postwar
demobilization. After warning about this state of military affairs, Turner began describing some of the major organs of the UN. Delineating the role of the General Secretariat,
the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, and
the International Court of Justice, Turner looked at their procedures as well. He particularly focused, however, on the Security Council because of its power in maintaining
international peace and security. Turner cited the limitations on the Security Council
because of member vetoes even as he described the voting and veto procedures as these
were outlined in the Charter. Denying that the U.S. wanted to abolish the veto, especially if outside military intervention into the Western Hemisphere ever became a
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possibility, he told the officers that the U.S. only suggested this in connection with the
use of atomic weapons. Briefly describing the duties of the Military Staff Committee,
Turner then focused on the Security Council’s potential role in enforcing UN resolutions with military force, especially anything the UN construed as a threat to international peace and security.15
Turner additionally talked about the types of forces that would be necessary, and the
proportion of a nation’s forces that might have to be employed in UN duty. Arguing
that there would probably never be a situation in which a nation had to deploy a majority of its own forces, Turner nevertheless discussed how the geography of a dispute
would be an important influence on the type of forces used. If the conflict were internal
to a large land mass, such as the interior of Asia, Africa, or Europe, either air forces,
ground forces, or some combination might be the “most effective” type of armed force
to be employed. “On the other hand, we must recognize that there are few nations
which do not at some place touch the sea, and which do not draw upon seaborne trade
for strength for their national life.” Since these nations were proximate to the sea, they
were open to attack across their “sea frontier.” With its long sea frontier, its overseas
bases and possessions, and its “huge” industry, Turner reminded the students that it
was “essential” that the U.S. remain one of the “great” maritime nations of the world.
Given the “small” military strength of Canada and Mexico, Turner did not think attacks
on the U.S. home territory across its “land frontiers” were likely, but attacks could be
made by rocket-driven or guided missiles across its “air frontier.” Still, he did not think
that these air attacks could be decisive if the U.S. was properly prepared for them. “It is
only across our sea frontiers, including the sea frontiers of near-by nations, that any
military attack could come that would be so decisive as to put us out of business.” Believing that the principal means of such an attack had to be seaborne power, Turner
pointed out how Japan “was defeated as soon as her navy was defeated, and in spite of
great remaining air and troop strength.” He further asserted that it was “not enough to
defend ourselves only on our beaches, or only within decisive range of shore based aircraft. Our defense must be made on the high seas, and should begin on the coasts of our
enemies.”16
Going on that the effective participation of the Navy was “essential” to successful
operations against a maritime enemy, Turner emphasized to the students that a “principal” element of the Navy had to be a Navy-manned, Navy-trained, and Navy-operated
air arm. Claiming that the U.S. Navy had taken the lead in organizing these types of
forces, Turner cited the Navy’s Task Forces of carriers, battleships, cruisers, destroyers,
submarines, and shore-based aircraft as a unique type of armed force arising out of
World War Two. “This type force was particularly effective in the forward moves that
won the war, when these task forces had the duty of covering and supporting the amphibious forces which invaded and thereafter held the territory of the enemy.” Turner
reminded the students how key Admiral Spruance had been to the creation of the Task
Forces and that these units were so effective because they were always mobile and
“ready.” Turner thought that because of these characteristics, the Navy’s Task Forces
were the key to the future defense of U.S. home territory, overseas bases, and worldwide
trade. He also thought that this naval power, including amphibious forces, was “most
efficient” for executing UN Security Council missions. He additionally argued that
three categories for the employment of air forces had to be determined. First, Turner
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pointed out the need to directly support troop operations. Second,
and throwing a bone to the AAF, he said that there were missions that
only “strategic aircraft” could carry out. Finally, Turner saw air
power that was an “integral” part of “sea warfare.” Given these categories, he asserted that it had to be determined if a mission was a
“strategic air,” “strategic naval,” or “strategic troop” function. But
Turner also cited former CNO Fleet Admiral King’s recent Congressional testimony that left the Navy a lot of leeway in these operations.
King told Congress that the Navy’s functions were to deal with seaborne objectives, i.e., land objectives that could be reached from the
sea; moving ground forces overseas and establishing them on shore;
moving the ground elements of air forces overseas; and keeping the
seaways open so that all forces overseas could be supplied. To King,
and presumably to Turner, the Navy had demonstrated this capability in the face of enemy sea, land, and air efforts, and Turner therefore
saw the need for the U.S. to maintain this type of military power in order to carry out its
international responsibilities.17

Curricular Revisions
Future naval warfare to most of these officers meant having a wide range of naval capabilities for a wide range of conflicts. One of the areas that had not received much attention
but was important in World War Two and would potentially be so in
the future was mine warfare. Accordingly, in August 1946, Fleet Admiral Nimitz (see figure 14), CNO, sent a memorandum to Vice Admiral Louis Denfield (see figure 15), Chief of Naval Personnel and
DCNO for Personnel, about the low state of knowledge concerning
mine warfare in the Navy. Citing Captain Andrew Shepard, the Commander of the Pacific Fleet’s Mine Forces (COMINPAC), Nimitz specifically noted that during the immediate postwar occupation of
Japan, Rear Admiral Arthur Struble—at that time the Commander of
Pacific Fleet Minecraft—and his subordinate commanders indicated
that service-wide knowledge of mining and minesweeping was “generally poor to nil.” Nimitz continued by telling Denfield that it appeared “very desirable” that steps be taken to ensure a reasonable
general service knowledge of modern mining and minesweeping in
the various service schools and in the Army-Navy Staff College where
joint operations of a “large extent” were being discussed. Nimitz also
cited Admiral Towers, CINCPAC-CINCPOA, in noting attention
from Shepard to this poor knowledge about mine warfare. Towers
also recommended that action be taken at schools and training establishments to improve the “condition.” Nimitz concurred in the
recommendations by Towers and Shepard. Nimitz talked about how
the use of modern mines during World War Two indicated “great offensive” possibilities and defensive problems of “great significance.” He also thought it
likely that both the offensive and defensive aspects of mine warfare would remain important military considerations as long as ships were the primary means of overseas
transportation, and surface ships and submarines were necessary weapons of war. In
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consideration of these “facts,” Nimitz recommended that
steps be taken to insure that service schools and training establishments review their courses of instruction with a view
to putting “necessary emphasis” on mine warfare. He went
on to assert that this was particularly important at the National War College, the Naval War College, the Naval Academy, and the Post Graduate School. He further expected the
Naval Mine Warfare School at Yorktown, Virginia, to continue to offer the “necessary” specialized mine warfare instruction to naval personnel while instruction at the other
schools and establishments would include general aspects of
mine warfare.18
About five weeks later, Rear Admiral Smith, Spruance’s
Chief of Staff, notified Captain Howard Fitch, OINC of the
Mine Warfare Sub-Section in OPNAV’s Fleet Operational
Readiness Section, that the modifications to the Naval War
College’s curriculum had been completed. Smith cited
Nimitz’s call for emphasizing mine warfare more sufficiently
at the Naval War College and “other institutions on the same
level.” Smith specifically told Fitch that one lecture, entitled
“Mining and Minesweeping—Future Trends and Developments,” had been included in the curriculum for ninety minutes on 27 November and that the expected audience would
consist of approximately 180 Army, Navy, and Marine Corps
officers. Smith also noted that twenty to thirty minutes of the
allotted ninety would be devoted to questions and Smith
asked that a “qualified speaker” be made available to the Naval War College on the subject. Smith said he realized that the allotted time was not enough on the subject, so he
requested that the speaker give a brief survey of developments in various types of mines
and then go into their operational features, capabilities, and limitations. Further, Smith
wanted the speaker to lecture on the latest developments in mine defense warfare. He
additionally asked that the speaker—as soon as possible after the assignment—furnish
Admiral Spruance with a detailed outline of the lecture, his service biography, and his
specialized experience.19 Two days later, Fitch sent a memo to Captain Burton Hanson,
a staff officer in the Strategic Plans Division’s Sea Frontiers, Naval Districts, and Bases
Sub-Section, recommending Commander Kenneth Veth, a staff officer from Fitch’s
Sub-Section, as the speaker for the subject.20 Nimitz, via Vice Admiral Forrest Sherman,
DCNO for Operations, informed Spruance about Veth’s assignment and that Veth
would forward to Spruance the material requested by Smith sufficiently in advance of
the lecture to permit dissemination to the Naval War College classes.21
Part of the curriculum to prepare for this future naval world also entailed historical
studies of the Navy’s major Pacific engagements. Carried out by then-Commodore
Richard Bates (see figure 16), the effort resulted in studies of several battles, including
those at Coral Sea, Midway, and Leyte Gulf. By late September 1946, Bates was the Head
of the College’s Department of Research and Analysis and of the World War Two Battle
Evaluation Group as well. At that time, he was writing his friend Captain James Carter,
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Commanding Officer (CO) of the heavy cruiser Los Angeles, about information concerning the Battle of the Coral Sea. During the war as a Commodore, Carter had been
CINCPAC Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations. Bates reminded Carter that some
time ago his friend had said that large carrier task forces were formed after the battle because of the need to provide carrier air power to the heavy
surface ships and because the Coral Sea operation demonstrated that the carriers, in turn, needed surface protection.
Bates said he was interested in this information as soon as
Carter could get it to him. In fact, he told Carter that the information was of “intense interest.” More specifically, Bates
wanted to know what American reactions were to the Japanese having a lone carrier, the Shoho, with a convoy that was
over 900 miles away from the main Japanese covering force.
Bates asked Carter if the Shoho should have been differently
located and what U.S. policy was regarding the location of
covering forces for U.S. vessels.22
Captain Dickey followed this up with a mid-October visit
to Vice Admiral Frank Fletcher (see figure 17), Chairman of
the Navy General Board, about the details of the Coral Sea
operation. At that time, as a Rear Admiral, Fletcher had been
Commander of Task Force 17. Relating to Bates’ search for
information on the battle, Dickey said that Fletcher was
“hazy” on some aspects of the operation, but the Admiral
told Dickey that he thought the AAF from northeastern Australia or the Port Moresby area was supposed to cover a
group of cruisers and destroyers that Fletcher detached to intercept Japanese transports. Still, Fletcher also told Dickey
that he did not know if the Army had been informed about this surface group and that
he had no “definite” knowledge of AAF search plans for Australia and New Guinea.
Fletcher had apparently been told that the AAF would support his operations and he did
receive results of their searches by way of daily intelligence reports from General MacArthur, at that time CINCSWPA. Dickey also asked Fletcher about the value of the
Doolittle Raid. While Fletcher praised its effect on American morale, he thought that
the absence of the carriers Enterprise and Hornet might have proven “disastrous.”
Clearly focused on concentration of force, Fletcher also declined to make a night destroyer attack on the Japanese carriers because of the doubt of their location and his
concern with keeping his force concentrated to meet enemy air attacks expected the
next morning. Dickey concluded the letter by telling Bates that more research was being
done, including by the AAF’s Historical Section, and that the AAF Historical Section
agreed to obtain additional information on the AAF’s order of battle and air operations
concerning the Coral Sea action from Brigadier General George McDonald, AAF Assistant Chief of Air Staff (ACAS) for Intelligence.23

Admiral Raymond Spruance
Related to historical presentations that held lessons for the future, at the end of the
month, Spruance delivered an address to Britain’s Royal United Service Institution on
the U.S. conduct of the Pacific War. Spruance noted 1945 articles in the Journal of the
Royal United Service Institution that covered General MacArthur’s Southwest Pacific
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Area campaign as well as the Battle of Leyte Gulf. To avoid repetition, Spruance said he
was going to devote his time to operations against Japan from the Pacific Ocean Areas
under Admiral Nimitz’s command. Briefly describing the geographic boundaries of
MacArthur’s SWPA command as Australia, portions of the Solomons, New Ireland,
New Britain, New Guinea, Borneo, the Dutch East Indies, and the Philippines,
Spruance told his audience that the Pacific Ocean Areas covered the “remainder of that
ocean which was important as an active war theater.” More specifically, the POA consisted of the Aleutians; Hawaii; Guadalcanal and other portions of the Solomons; New
Zealand; New Caledonia; the New Hebrides; Fiji; Samoa; the Ellice, Gilbert, Marshall,
Caroline, and Marianas Islands; the Ryukyus; Formosa; Japan; and portions of the Chinese Coast. He next reminded the audience, if they needed reminding, how important it
was during the war to keep Germany “constantly” in mind. “Until the end of the war in
Europe, this always had a great effect on what could be allocated to the Pacific.”24
Spruance next said that the war in the Pacific could be divided into three periods. He
labeled the first as a defensive period that lasted from the Japanese strike on Pearl Harbor to the U.S. landings on Guadalcanal and Tulagi. During this time, Spruance said,
the Japanese were on the offensive and their territorial gains took them to the Malay
Barrier, New Guinea, New Britain, New Ireland, the southern Solomons, Guam, Wake,
Attu, and Kiska. He related how the Japanese attempted to take Port Moresby in May
1942, only to be defeated by the Allies in the Battle of the Coral Sea. He also related their
attempt to take Midway and the Aleutians the next month, especially stressing the importance of Midway as an outpost to guard Hawaii and as a “jumping-off place” for U.S.
submarines operating out of Pearl Harbor. Japan’s defeat at Midway, according to
Spruance, was in no way offset by its seizure of the Aleutian outposts and was coupled
with the U.S. establishing bases in the South Pacific to cover sea and air routes to Australia and New Zealand. “We conducted raids on Japanese positions in the Gilberts,
Marshalls, Wake, and Marcus, and the Doolittle carrier-based attack on Japan itself. Although these raids were tactically offensive, we were strategically on the defensive.”
Spruance reiterated U.S. strategic weakness at this time, but the landings at Guadalcanal
in August 1942 inaugurated the second period. He classified this operation as a “limited” offensive, so limited at first that several months were required to take the island.
He pointed out to the audience that the Japanese tried to take Port Moresby from overland, failed at Guadalcanal by February 1943, and “dug in” further west in the
Solomons. After this, Japan had reached its “high water mark” of conquest and passed
to the strategic defensive.25
According to Spruance, this second period of limited U.S. offensive action was conducted primarily in the Solomons-New Britain-Eastern New Guinea area and continued until November 1943, when the Central Pacific campaign opened. Spruance said
that this period was marked by growing U.S. strength, more aircraft, new ships, and additional troops. “We built great bases in the area, from which to support our growing
forces.” As the Japanese were pushed back toward Rabaul, Spruance related how the
night fighting in the Solomons cost both sides heavily in ships and aircraft, but that
events were turning in the U.S. favor. According to Spruance, attrition was working for
the U.S. since it became “increasingly easy” to replace losses as American industrial production picked up. In addition, Spruance claimed that by this time the myth of the invincible Japanese soldier had been demonstrated. Spruance next pointed out the
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advantage the U.S. had in moving westward in the Aleutians, and building bases on
Adak and Amchitka from which U.S. ships and aircraft could operate against the Japanese on Attu and Kiska. As Attu was retaken in May 1943 and the Japanese evacuated
Kiska, the war in the North Pacific began to consist of raids by U.S. aircraft, cruisers,
and destroyers on enemy positions in the Kuriles. He also added that because the
weather was so bad in the region, a northern approach to invade Japan was ruled out.26
Spruance also told his audience that from the start of the war, U.S. submarines had
been conducting a “bold and relentless” fight against Japanese warships and merchant
vessels. During the first two years of the war, “they were our only weapon that could
reach into the waters through which the bulk of enemy shipping moved.” Spruance said
that as the toll of sunk and damaged ships grew, the Japanese found it more and more
difficult to bring in essential imports of raw materials and to send out support required
by its overseas forces. “Our submarines commenced the distant blockade of Japan. This
blockade tightened as we pushed forward, until finally the economic life of the Empire
was almost throttled.” Spruance claimed that it was difficult to “overestimate” the part
that U.S. submarines played in bringing about the defeat of Japan. “There is no need for
me here to stress what submarines can do against the sea communications of an island
empire.” By the spring of 1943, Spruance asserted that there were sufficient resources
not only to continue the offensive in the Solomons-New Guinea area but to open a
front in the Central Pacific as well. This was the third phase of the war that Spruance had
referred to. According to Spruance, the purpose of this “second front” was to wrest
from Japan the control it exercised over that great area of the Pacific Ocean, especially
since that control was maintained by the Japanese Combined Fleet based at Truk in the
Carolines and supported by the “strategically-located string” of air bases in the
Micronesian Islands throughout the region. “These air bases were, as far as geography
would permit, mutually supporting, and they had air pipe lines extending back to
Japan, along which reinforcements of all types of aircraft could be flown to them.” To
Spruance, this Japanese “air empire” had no such breaks in it, as he claimed the U.S. system did between San Francisco and Honolulu.27
Spruance said that as long as the Combined Fleet could operate from Truk, any U.S.
amphibious operations to the north of New Guinea or New Britain were exposed to enemy naval attack unless that amphibious force was furnished “adequate” fleet support.
“Truk would continue as a secure base, so long as the surrounding screen of islands remained firmly in Japanese hands.” He said that it was therefore decided that the first
major U.S. objective in the Central Pacific was to gain control of the Marshall Islands,
six of which were held strongly by the Japanese. Spruance illustrated that five of these islands had airfields while the sixth sported a seaplane base. He also pointed out that 600
miles to the north, the Japanese held Wake, also “well defended” and with sea and landplane facilities. To the south, the Japanese held the Gilberts, with their main strength on
Tarawa with its airstrip, and lesser strength on Makin with its seaplane facilities. He additionally noted that the Japanese had fortified Nauru and Ocean Islands, including an
airstrip on Nauru, and that all of these positions together were an essential part of the
Marshall Islands’ defenses. He further emphasized that at this point in time, the U.S.
had not yet attacked and captured a strongly-held atoll. It understood, however, that a
“thorough and continued” photographic reconnaissance would be required to illustrate the details of enemy defenses if the attack was to be successful and U.S. losses were
to be kept to within “acceptable” limits. He also made it clear that carrier planes were
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not as suited to these reconnaissance operations as were land-based photographic
planes. The problem was that the U.S. did not have any airfields that were within the
range of the Marshalls, nor did it have bases from which seaplanes could reach that island chain. The nearest landing fields were at Funafuti in the Ellice Islands, which was
1,300 miles from the Marshalls, and Canton, which was nearly 1,600 miles from
Kwajalein.28
After exploring proposals to make simultaneous assaults on five of the six Japaneseheld atolls in the Marshalls, taking Wake Island, or approaching through the Gilberts in
the south, the southern flank was decided upon as the first step. According to Spruance,
this approach had many advantages, especially coming from the U.S. main line of communications in the South and Southwest Pacific where a number of “well established”
bases existed along that line. He also said that taking atolls in the Gilberts would provide
the U.S. with islands “on which excellent airfields could be built quickly.” These airfields
would be useful as bases for land-based aircraft that could be used in subsequent U.S.
moves. Another consideration was that this type of operation could be safely done within
the limits of U.S. resources that had been allocated to the task. In addition, the southern
operation allowed the country the chance to test its amphibious assaults methods against
Japanese perimeter positions. As a preliminary, the United States built additional airstrips
for heavy bombers in the Ellice Islands and at Baker Island, 350 miles northwest of Canton. These airstrips, according to Spruance, enabled the United States to operate more
aircraft and operate them closer to both the Gilberts and Marshalls. He said that the
United States also commenced the formation of a Mobile Service Squadron at Funafuti in
order to furnish U.S. forces advanced base logistic support. Spruance further emphasized
that the Gilberts operation was important in that the plans “basically” established the organization and pattern that were later used in the Central Pacific. This task organization
was specifically the Fast Carrier Task Force; a Joint Expeditionary Force; a force to operationally control the shore-based aircraft and shore bases within the area of operations;
and the Mobile Service Squadron to furnish advanced base support.29
Spruance illustrated that the Fast Carrier Task Force was the spearhead of the operation. “For the first time we tried out the tactical assignment of our new fast battleships
with the carriers, an innovation which worked out so satisfactorily that we continued it
throughout the remainder of the war.” Spruance said that this meant that the Fast Carrier Task Force was composed of carriers, battleships, cruisers, and destroyers, then
subdivided into Task Groups to facilitate its tactical handling and permit its use against
separate objectives. Battleships furnished heavy gun support for the carriers and also
had powerful anti-aircraft batteries, he said, and their “great fuel capacity” made them
“most useful” for refueling the destroyers. Spruance additionally said that the carriers
provided air support and long-range striking power that was “essential” in modern naval warfare. According to Spruance, the Fast Carrier Task Force arrived at the objective
ahead of the Joint Expeditionary Force; knocked out enemy air units that were in reach;
covered the amphibious forces’ movements; and made both preliminary bombing attacks and gun bombardments. In addition, he asserted that the Fast Carrier Task Force
furnished air support for the troops during the landings and subsequent operations until airfields could be constructed and activated. Spruance pointed out that the Fast Carrier Task Force was responsible for providing protection against enemy naval and air
attack, support that was required until newly-captured positions were strong enough to
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stand on their own and could be left for “limited periods” without support from the
Fleet. At this point in the war, Spruance also said that more and more of the air support
for the troops was being taken over by the escort carriers as they became available in sufficient numbers.30
Spruance next focused on the Joint Expeditionary Force, which contained the assault transports; embarked troops; cargo vessels; gunfire and air support groups composed of older battleships, cruisers, and destroyers; and the escort carriers. The Force
also included garrison forces and base building materials—in addition to any other type
of materials that were needed for the success of the operation—and it was commanded
by Admiral Turner. Spruance told the Institution that Turner commanded the Force
throughout the Central Pacific operations and was responsible for planning the amphibious operations as well as carrying them out. Spruance also said, however, that the
start of any amphibious operation was the plan by the Commanding General of the Expeditionary Force for the landing and his “scheme” of maneuver on shore. Plans for
subsequent base development, including the scheduling and shipment of required material and personnel, were a function, Spruance said, of a section of Admiral Nimitz’s
staff at Pearl Harbor. Spruance additionally made it clear that while the execution of the
base development plan started with the Commander of the Joint Expeditionary Force, it
was turned over to the Shore Base Commander as soon as conditions permitted.
Spruance next moved to the logistic support for the Fleet that was provided by the Mobile Service Squadrons, both those at anchor in advance bases and the ships operating at
sea. He told his audience that this was not a new idea but one that underwent a “tremendous” expansion and development as the U.S. moved west. “We were forced to it in the
Central Pacific, because of the great distances involved and the lack of land area for large
anchorages.” Without the Mobile Service Squadrons, Spruance did not think the U.S.
could ever have conducted the rapid movement westward that it did at ever increasing
distances from Pearl Harbor and in continuous operation. “Individual ships returned
for navy yard overhauls, but the Fleet remained away after January, 1944.” Logistics in
the Gilberts operation, according to Spruance, was primarily about fuel. A number of
areas were designated as “fueling areas” and each day oilers were available in one of
these areas to fuel ships sent there by the various task force commanders. Each night, he
said, the oilers moved to a new area which had been selected as the most likely to be free
of interference from enemy air units and submarines. He went on to say that as oilers
were emptied, their cargoes were consolidated and they were returned for reloading
while new oilers were ordered to take their place.31
Atolls designated for capture in the Gilberts included Tarawa; Makin, 100 miles
north of Tarawa, and Apamama, sixty miles south of Tarawa. “Tarawa turned out to be
very tough to take; Makin was easy; and the twenty-five Japanese soldiers on Apamama
killed themselves when our Marines landed, in order to avoid being taken prisoner.”
Spruance also pointed out that the United States built four airfields on these atolls in
time to be ready for the Marshalls operation. Initial landings in the Gilberts were in late
November 1943 while the Marshalls were invaded at the end of January 1944. The
forces under Spruance’s command in between the two operations had to return the
2,000 miles to Pearl Harbor in order to get the plans and ships ready for the Marshalls
invasion. More directly, Spruance said that the capture of Tarawa during the Gilberts
operation was the source of many lessons concerning amphibious landings and the
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methods for capturing a strongly defended Japanese island. “We learned that we needed
more preliminary bombardment prior to the landings to soften up the objectives; we
also needed a greatly increased number of amphibious tractors, together with amphibious tanks, to use in the initial assault waves that had to seize the beachhead.” He said
that the proportion of high-capacity bombardment ammunition to armor-piercing
ammunition that was to be loaded into the combatant ships was always a “compromise”
between what was required for troop support and what might be required if the Combined Fleet deployed. Additionally, the question of preventing enemy air attacks at the
amphibious objective was one to which Spruance said the United States had to give
careful consideration. “The only sure way to do this was by knocking out all of the enemy aircraft on fields in range and then preventing more from being flown in.” According to Spruance, the extent to which the country was able to do this depended “chiefly”
on the geographical set-up of the area in which the United States was operating and the
strength it had on hand. In the case of the Gilberts, he asserted that it was not yet strong
enough to get at Japanese airfields at Kwajalein, Wojte, or Maloelap in the Marshalls,
and so the Joint Expeditionary Force was subjected to attacks from those islands. Many
of these strikes, he also said, were twilight torpedo attacks that the United States made
attempts at countering with night fighters.32
As Spruance had previously noted, the Gilberts operation was followed by the
Marshalls invasion as soon as was possible. Initially, this involved the capture of
Kwajalein and Majuro Atolls. Kwajalein was the largest of the atolls and the Japanese
seat of administration in the Marshalls. It had two strong points, according to Spruance,
one at the northeast corner on Roi-Naumur, with outlying islands on either side. The
other strong point was at the southern corner of Kwajalein, also with outlying islands.
Spruance said that Roi had the best airfield in the Marshalls, though Kwajalein had an
airstrip on which construction had stopped before completion and was only usable for
emergency purposes. As Roi-Namur and Kwajalein were separated by more than forty
miles, Spruance said that their capture involved two separate amphibious invasions
which proceeded simultaneously with a division of troops allocated to each operation.
Spruance also pointed out that the United States occupied Majuro Atoll at the same
time because its position commanded the Japanese islands of Wotje, Maloelap, Mili,
and Jaluuit, and covered the sea routes into Kwajalein. It also had a “magnificent” anchorage, according to Spruance, and two islands on which airfields could be constructed. Spruance subsequently focused on the elimination of Japanese air power in
the area. This was accomplished, he said, by the assignment of objectives to both
shore-based and carrier-based aircraft. In the north, planes from Hawaii staging
through Midway struck Wake, while in the south, planes from the Gilberts “took care”
of Kusaie, Nauru, Jaluit, and Mili. Spruance further illustrated that the Fast Carrier
Task Force was divided into four Task Groups that “took out” Japanese air on Wotje,
Maloelap, and the two ends of Kwajalein on the first day of their strikes. During that
first night, one Task Group also moved west to Eniwetok and on the second day of the
invasion destroyed Japanese aircraft “banked up” on that island.33
Spruance next noted how the aircraft on Eniwetok were prevented from flying on
the first day of the invasion because of intermittent bombardment of their base by U.S.
surface ships throughout the previous night. Intermittent attacks on Eniwetok and the
by-passed Japanese positions by carrier air and ship bombardment continued while the
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U.S. captured Kwajalein and built airstrips there and on Majuro. In fact, according to
Spruance, Kwajalein’s capture was so rapid and entailed such small losses because of
“lessons learned” at Tarawa that a change was made to overall Pacific plans. Spruance
told his audience that originally the Pacific Fleet forces involved in Kwajalein’s capture
were to have gone to the South Pacific for the support of operations to the northwest of
the Solomons. These operations were to have been followed by the capture of Eniwetok
as that island served as the Japanese “air pipeline” between Truk and the Marshalls.
Control of Eniwetok would have given the United States complete control of the
Marshalls and an advanced base for future operations against the Carolines or
Marianas. This in turn would have given the Japanese, Spruance asserted, minimal time
in which to build up their defenses in these other island groups. Now, instead of the operations off the Solomons, the Central Pacific Force carried out strikes against Truk as a
cover for amphibious operations at Eniwetok. Hitting Truk on 16 and 17 February
1944, the Fast Carrier Task Force was striking at the main Combined Fleet base and it
was hoped that a large portion of the Combined Fleet would be caught in anchorage. Instead, only some light cruisers and destroyers were found, but surprise was achieved
against aircraft, other ships, merchant shipping, and shore installations.34
Spruance also said that the strike on Truk was followed one week later by the U.S.
initial carrier raid on the Marianas. “Here, for almost the first time, our carriers were
picked up by enemy search planes the day before their strike and were attacked many
times throughout the night run in to the launching position.” In spite of this opposition, Spruance asserted that the raid was carried out; the Fast Carrier Task Force returned to the base at Majuro—1,600 miles east of the Marianas—and the attack gave
the U.S. a “good bag” of enemy planes and shipping as well as inflicting substantial
damage on shore installations. More important were the first photos obtained of Saipan
and Tinian, and the first photos obtained of Guam since the latter’s 1941 occupation.
These photos were especially key, as Spruance told the audience that these were the next
targets for the Central Pacific Force’s amphibious operations. Accordingly, between
February and June 1944, there was significant planning for the Marianas invasion as
well as coordination with General MacArthur’s moves in New Guinea. The Fast Carrier
Task Force struck Japanese positions on Palau, about 2,300 miles west of Majuro, and
then Yap and Woleai on succeeding days. Palau was hoped to be an operation bagging
major units of the Combined Fleet, but again this was not accomplished since the Japanese had by now withdrawn the Fleet to the Philippines and Singapore. In the latter part
of April, the Fast Carrier Task Force again operated from its advanced base at Majuro,
this time to cover MacArthur’s amphibious landings at Hollandia on the north coast of
New Guinea, before it returned to Majuro in preparation for the Marianas operation.35
For the Marianas invasion, Spruance noted to his audience that the nearest base was
1,000 miles to the rear at Eniwetok. Eniwetok had a very large and well-protected anchorage and the surrounding islands had two airfields and one seaplane base. The Mobile Service Squadron was also based there by early June after it had serviced fleet units
in Majuro. Majuro, he said, was still important to the United States since it had a large
pool of replacement carrier aircraft on it and was the site of an advanced submarine base
with tenders, floating dry docks, and rest and recreation centers for the submarine
crews. Spruance further noted how the shift of the Mobile Service Squadron to a new
base required “elaborate” planning in order to move all of the non-self-propelled barges
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and lighters, the floating dry docks, and the numerous harbor craft which could not
steam on their own power, and to get it all done without interfering with essential work
being done by the Squadron. During its four months at Majuro, Service Squadron 10
had grown “tremendously.” But despite this growth, which continued throughout the
war as the Fleet and its amphibious operations grew, Spruance saw the Squadron as
constantly “hard pressed” at times to meet the demands for fuel, ammunition, supplies,
repairs, personnel, mail, and transportation. “Somehow or other, however, it always did
so, and we never failed to meet a scheduled date.”36
Spruance asserted that the Marianas operation was the largest and most important
one that had been undertaken in the Central Pacific up to this time. “One glance at the
chart is enough to show the strategical importance of the Marianas, with their position
at the center of a semi-circle which goes from Tokyo through Western Honshu,
Kyushu, the Ryukyus, Formosa, the Philippines, and New Guinea.” Spruance thought
the Marianas were so vital because for the first time in the Central Pacific campaign, the
Islands had enough land area to take a number of airfields and “extensive” shore installations. “We lost, however, the magnificent protected anchorages which had been such
an asset in the lagoons of the Marshalls.” Because of this, Spruance told his audience
that the United States later had to do significant work on harbor development to make
the most of the small natural harbors available on Saipan, Tinian, and Guam. An entire
additional Service Squadron had to be established to accomplish this “harbor stretching” but he also said it was fortunate that there was an extensive shelf off the southwest
coast of Saipan that allowed for ships to anchor in “fairly” deep water. Relating as he had
done earlier to the Senators, he informed this group that there was no protection against
submarine attacks and that ships had to be protected by air and surface patrols, though
they could go alongside each other. As to the actual landings, the first one occurred on
Saipan on 15 June 1944 after four days of preliminary strikes, two of the days consisting
of air strikes and two more days consisting of both air strikes and bombardments. Two
Marine and one Army divisions were used, he said, but it took over three weeks of fighting to destroy organized resistance there. Spruance also told his audience how he received warnings from one of the U.S. submarines about Combined Fleet movements
just one day after the landings. Japanese heavy fleet movements had begun to be reported during the preliminary air strikes and it became clear to him that the Combined
Fleet was going to try to smash the amphibious operation since Saipan was only 1,300
miles from Tokyo.37
Spruance also noted that at this time two of the four Fast Carrier Task Groups were
headed for a strike on Iwo Jima, the only Japanese air base of “any consequence” between Saipan and the Japanese Home Islands. He let this operation stand, he said, on a
reduced scale to knock out Iwo Jima’s air strength and, hopefully, confuse the Japanese as to the whereabouts of the U.S. Fleet. The operation was also continued to
cover the northern flank of the Fleet and Spruance thought he could return the two
Task Groups before the Combined Fleet struck. Spruance reinforced the Fast Carrier
Task Force with those cruisers and destroyers that could be spared from the Joint Expeditionary Force. He also sent back east all of the shipping that was no longer required to support the landing, ordered forward from Eniwetok six patrol planes—all
that could be operated from the one available seaplane tender—to conduct searches,
and moved the Fast Carrier Task Force west of Saipan to cover island operations from
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attack by the Combined Fleet. While awaiting the attack, he additionally said that the
Central Pacific Force was being constantly shadowed by enemy land-based search
planes which continued to be replaced as they were shot down by American fighters.
Searches from U.S. carriers, however, were never able to go that far to the west to
make contact with the Japanese Fleet. There were also what he called limited sector
searches at night by four U.S. radar-equipped seaplanes but communications problems resulted in eight hour delays of information on the Japanese units once they were
contacted. “Within an hour after it was received, heavy Japanese air attacks developed
on the radar screen.”38
Spruance argued that it would have been much more satisfactory if instead of waiting in a covering position, he had ordered the Fleet west to engage the Japanese. However, to have done so, he thought, might have drawn off one Japanese detachment while
another conducted an “end run” against the amphibious shipping at Saipan. “The Japanese often operated with well separated forces, as at Midway and in the South Pacific
previously and as they did later at Leyte Gulf.” Spruance told his audience that because
of the critical aspect of the Marianas operation and the critical stage of the landings on
Saipan, he was simply unwilling to take the risk involved. If the situation was similar to a
later period, when large patrol plane tenders had been brought forward from Eniwetok
and “extensive” searches could be conducted each day, he would have had the capability, he argued, to “go after the enemy fleet with a reasonable degree of security.” He reiterated that the Battle of the Philippine Sea began on 19 June 1944 with heavy air attacks
from Japanese carriers that were launched from positions to the west that were out of
range of U.S. carrier aircraft. Spruance said that he was still not sure at this point if the
Japanese planes had a greater range or were planning on being serviced on Guam and
Rota, but Task Force 58 had been formed, with its fast battleships, cruisers, and destroyers organized as a separate Task Group operating fifteen miles to the west of the four
Fast Carrier Task Groups. Each Carrier Task Group within the Force had its own screen
of cruisers and destroyers as combat air patrols of fighter planes went out to meet the
Japanese strikes. He also pointed out that most of the Japanese planes fell to the fighters
or the anti-aircraft batteries of the Task Groups.39
At the same time, U.S. dive and torpedo bombers were used to attack the airfields of
Guam and Rota so as to prevent further Japanese use of these fields. The net result of
these actions was the “practical wiping out” of the Japanese carrier air groups, Spruance
said, while U.S. aircraft losses and hits on U.S. ships were light. He also told the audience
that two Japanese carriers were sunk by U.S. submarines and that one Task Group was
left to support Saipan as the others headed west after the Japanese Fleet. Searches from
the carriers the next day were “unproductive” until late in the afternoon, but he reminded the audience that contact was made with the retreating enemy fleet. Deck load
strikes hit the Japanese before sundown on 20 June at extreme range, with one carrier
sunk but many American aircraft lost because of lack of fuel. Spruance further noted
how inexperienced U.S. pilots were in night landings, but that most of the aircrews were
recovered. The carriers continued steaming after the retreating Japanese but contact
was not regained and the carriers needed refueling. He particularly cited how the easterly wind prevented the U.S. carriers from being able to close with the Japanese because
of the need to turn the carriers into the wind to launch planes.40
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However, according to Spruance, the capture of the Marianas proceeded without
any “further outside interference” except for a few night air attacks. Landings on Guam
took place on 21 July after a month’s preliminary strikes, “during which we had to send
transports back to Hawaii for another Army division.” Tinian was also captured by the
Second and Fourth Marine Divisions in late July after what Spruance considered the
“most brilliantly conceived and executed amphibious operation of the war.” At the end
of August, Spruance said he turned the 5th Fleet over to Admiral Halsey, whereupon it
became the 3rd Fleet. Halsey took Peleliu and Angaur Islands in the Palau Group in
what Spruance called a “hard fought” amphibious campaign. He again illustrated the
Fleet’s mobility by showing that it moved from Eniwetok to Ulithi, an advance of nearly
1,500 miles. In addition, operational flexibility was demonstrated by the “available”
units of the Joint Expeditionary Force being turned over to Vice Admiral Kinkaid’s 7th
Fleet for use by General MacArthur. The Philippine campaign followed with the successful landings at Leyte, Mindoro, and Lingayen Gulf, but he also made sure the audience understood that this campaign marked Japan’s first use of suicide planes. He
additionally noted how the Fast Carrier Task Force furnished air support to MacArthur
for strikes in the Philippines, Formosa, Indochina, and Hong Kong as well as protecting
the amphibious forces from the Japanese Fleet, including the actions at the Battle of
Leyte Gulf.41
Spruance classified MacArthur’s moves into the Philippines as different from previous operations, except Hollandia, which had taken the General west along the New
Guinea coast. MacArthur’s previous operations, to Spruance, had consisted of short
“jumps,” such that each jump was kept within range of fighter support from airfields
that had already been established at the last occupied position. MacArthur had originally planned to do this again with a jump from New Guinea to the southeastern corner
of Mindanao but in order to speed up the capture of the Philippines, it was decided to
assault Leyte directly. Because of the distance involved, it was again necessary for the Pacific Fleet’s carriers to provide air support to replace the air strength normally provided
in the Southwest Pacific by the AAF’s land-based aircraft. The difference between operating in New Guinea as opposed to the Central Pacific was that in the former it was usually possible to go to places which were lightly held by the Japanese and bypass those
held in strength. In the Central Pacific, nearly all of the positions that had to be taken
were strongly held, though Spruance made it clear that the U.S., when it could, bypassed
the strongly-held islands that were not needed for the prosecution of the war. “The
places occupied in the New Guinea area were, in effect, insular positions. They were effectively isolated by sea and tropical jungle, instead of by sea alone, against reinforcement by the enemy from his adjacent strongly held areas.”42
Moving to early 1945, Spruance related how at the end of January, he relieved Halsey
at Ulithi in preparation for the Iwo Jima and Okinawa operations. He described Iwo to
his audience as a small, rocky, pear-shaped volcanic island with “some anchorage,” but
lacking a natural harbor. Its value, according to Spruance, was its in location and suitability for airfield construction, with the Japanese by this time completing one airfield
and beginning another. He also thought that the island’s importance was seen in the
size of its garrison of 23,000 men and the strength of the fortifications they built there.
“Iwo Jima in our hands would give us a strong air base centered 650 miles from an arc
that extended from the Tokyo area around through Western Honshu, Kyushu and the
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Ryukyus to Okinawa.” Spruance said that the capture of the island would also enable
B-29s coming up from the Marianas bases to pick up fighter escorts for their attacks on
Japan. Spruance further claimed that Iwo could be used by the B-29s as an emergency
base for refueling or in case of battle damage. He additionally argued that the island in
U.S. hands would extend the range of search planes to the southern coast of Japan; eliminate Japanese patrol vessels from the area—thus obviating Japan of early warning
about B-29 attacks—and allow the Fast Carrier Task Force to launch surprise attacks
against Japan. Finally, Iwo would cover the northern flank of U.S. lines of communication between the Marianas and Okinawa. Landing on Iwo on 19 February 1945,
Spruance’s forces put three Marine divisions ashore, preceded by a three-day bombardment and covered by a series of carrier strikes against Tokyo on foul weather days. Targets in Japan were aircraft and aircraft factories and for the first time U.S. carrier aircraft
were able to attack Japan itself and try to reduce enemy air strength at the source of production. Spruance claimed that this was part of “looking ahead” to the Okinawa operation, where the U.S. was expecting heavy air attacks to originate from the airfields in
Central and Western Japan. Spruance said that the number of airfields in Japan was “so
great and they were dispersed over so extended an area that we could no longer hope to
smother with our carrier air all those from which attacks might originate.” Therefore,
the assumption was that the situation at Okinawa would be “radically different” from
the conditions so far encountered during the other U.S. Central Pacific operations.43
To Spruance, the prospect of heavy air attacks during a prolonged operation at an
objective close to Japan itself meant that the Fast Carrier Task Force would “probably
have to remain at sea in support of such an operation for an indefinite period.”
Spruance illustrated that during the Marianas campaign, the U.S. had been confronted with having to send carriers and battleships back to Eniwetok—about 1,000
miles—to replenish their ammunition. “At that time, such a procedure was acceptable, but it would not be when we approached close to Japan. We must develop methods for supplying ammunition at sea from ammunition ships, as we already had done
for supplying fuel and replacement aircraft.” He said that the Navy also had to arrange
a distribution system for its ships at sea of the many other items that were necessary
for continued operation. Spruance assured the audience that the problem of how to
transfer the heaviest bombs and shells at sea was solved and these ships were equipped
with the necessary gear. Another Service Squadron, Service Squadron 6, was organized in the fall of 1944 to take over the “greatly increased load” of maintaining the
Fleet at sea for “indefinite” periods and to work out these detailed logistical and operational plans. Service Squadron 6 began operations at Iwo Jima, Spruance said, and it
demonstrated at that time the practicability of keeping the Fast Carrier Task Force
filled with ammunition at sea. “It became a vital necessity for the Okinawa operation,
and was used until the end of the war with great success.”44
Spruance next turned to Okinawa itself, the last operation of the war. With the
main landings set for 1 April 1945, Spruance said that “extensive” preliminaries had
been planned, starting about two weeks ahead of the landings. These preliminaries involved early carrier strikes on Southwestern Japan and Japanese air bases in the
Ryukyus. These operations also included, according to Spruance, minesweeping
around Okinawa; the seizure of Kerama-Retto on the southwest end of Okinawa for
use as an advanced base anchorage for the Joint Expeditionary Force; and an extended
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preparatory bombardment of Okinawa itself. Spruance also pointed out that for the
first time in the Central Pacific campaign, the enemy failed to fire a single shot at the
bombarding ships, minesweepers, or underwater demolition teams. However, there
were suicide attacks on a “major scale.” Spruance contended that the Japanese used
about 1,000 small suicide boats in the area, of which the U.S. captured or destroyed
several hundred on Kerama-Retto. “The others did us little damage.” Suicide air attacks coming from Japan and Formosa, however, were a major threat and did “extensive” damage to U.S. ships. “These attacks the Japanese kept up on as great a scale as
their dwindling resources permitted, so long as organized resistance continued
ashore on Okinawa.” Spruance pointed out to the audience that the fighting on Okinawa lasted nearly three months, was “very severe,” and took “in excess” of six Marine
and Army divisions deployed on the island before it was conquered. He also reminded
his audience, however, that the strategic position of Okinawa was of “great value” to
the U.S. because it commanded the East China Sea, which in turn gave the U.S. access
to the Yellow Sea and the Straits of Tsushima. Okinawa further provided a base for operations against either Southwestern Japan or positions on the coast of China north of
Formosa. Physically, it had sites for a number of airfields, as well as space for “extensive” shore installations. It additionally had one small protected harbor and two large
bays, both of which were “fairly” well enclosed and suitable for use as fleet anchorages. The principal handicap to the use of Okinawa as a base, however, was that it lay
so close to the tracks of typhoons in the late summer and fall, usually suffering one severe storm each year. In fact, he said that during the last fall the island had been hit by
two typhoons, both of which inflicted heavy damage ashore and afloat.45
Spruance further illustrated that as U.S. aircraft operating from Iwo Jima were able
to clear Japanese vessels from the area between that island and the southern coast of Japan, so U.S. patrol planes, both sea- and land-based, operated “very effectively” against
Japanese shipping throughout the East China Sea and up into the Yellow Sea and the
Straits of Tsushima. Patrol seaplanes with their tenders also moved into Kerama-Retto
anchorage early in the operation and landplanes came in later, as soon as the airfields on
Okinawa could accommodate them. Two of these airfields, he said, needed considerable work to extend the runways and make them serviceable in wet weather, but Marine
fighter planes were soon operating from them and providing local air support. According to Spruance, this took some of the load off of the carriers and was “most helpful” in
combating evening twilight air attacks. Spruance also demonstrated that for the Okinawa operation, the carriers were in three separate commands.46
One was the Fast Carrier Task Force, under Vice Admiral Marc Mitscher, Commander of the 1st Fast Carrier Force, Pacific, which kept down enemy airfields between
Okinawa and Kyushu; made occasional strikes on Kyushu itself; furnished additional
air support as required for Okinawa; and provided protection against enemy air attacks
coming from Kyushu. A second force of fast carriers came from Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser, Commander-in-Chief of the British Pacific Fleet (CINCBPF). It was under the tactical command of Vice Admiral Sir Bernard Rawlings, Commander of Task Force 57,
and had the task of neutralizing Japanese airfields on Sakishima Gunto, a group of islands between Okinawa and Formosa. This force also had the task of making strikes on
Formosa when directed. Though Spruance said he did not have the chance for a personal conference with Admiral Rawlings before the operation, he claimed that
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Rawlings’ force did its work to complete satisfaction and “fully lived up to the great traditions of the Royal Navy.” Spruance even said he remembered his Chief of Staff, Rear
Admiral Arthur Davis, remarking one day during the operation that if Spruance and
Rawlings had known each other for twenty years, things could not have gone more
smoothly! The third force of carriers was Rear Admiral Calvin Durgin’s Support Carrier
Group of CVEs. These ships, he said, operated directly under the Joint Expeditionary
Force Commander, Admiral Turner, with the primary task of providing air support at
Okinawa itself. At one point, as well, when the British carriers had to go back to Leyte
for ammunition, the escort carriers took over the task of neutralizing the Sakishima
Gunto. Because of their slow speed, light armament, and poor protection, however, the
escort carriers generally operated in areas where they would not be subjected to enemy
attack. Spruance was again relieved by Halsey on the last day of May so that the 5th Fleet
staff could begin making plans for the scheduled invasion of Kyushu. As organized resistance on Okinawa came to an end, Halsey took the Fast Carrier Task Force back to
Leyte—where Service Squadron 10 was now based—and began to prepare for operations against Japan itself. These operations commenced in July and consisted of a series
of carrier air attacks and ship bombardments of coastal objectives up and down the
southern and east coasts of Japan. These operations only ended, Spruance asserted,
when the Emperor accepted the terms of surrender. He also asserted that during these
coastal attacks, there was “scarcely” any resistance from the Japanese, partially because
of their “slender” remaining supplies of aviation fuel and partially because their 10,000
aircraft, in his estimation, were being husbanded for the coming invasion.47
While Spruance’s account might seem to be nothing more than a historical rendition of the war, it actually contained all of the elements of what he thought should be future American naval preparedness. Spruance, for instance, asked the audience to look at
the war in the Pacific from a “naval point of view.” To him, three things stood out of
particular interest in the development of the “art of naval warfare.” No one of these
things, to Spruance, could have won the war, but without any one of them he did not
think that the United States would have been as successful “under the conditions as they
existed in that ocean.” The first was the “great increase” in the strength of the carrier air
force. With the large number of carriers that began to become available in the summer
of 1943, the United States was able to have a “real” strategic air force, one that, Spruance
asserted, had great strength and mobility. This strength, he argued, became so great that
it was not only able to overwhelm Japanese island outposts but—supported by the guns
of the fast battleships, cruisers, and destroyers—was eventually able to go “repeatedly”
to the coasts of Japan itself. “Its mobility was such that the Japanese never could tell in
what part of their far-flung empire it would strike them next.” The second point to
Spruance was the improvement in the U.S. ability to make amphibious landings against
strong opposition. Due, in his opinion, to the many new types of landing ships and craft
that were created, as well as to the improved techniques of naval gunfire and air support, Spruance argued that this ability allowed the U.S. to land on and capture Japanese
strongholds. Minus these operations, the United States could not have taken the bases
needed to push its control across the thousands of miles of “island-studded” Pacific, cut
the enemy’s sea communications to the Empire, and bring the war home to Japan itself.
The third major factor was the capacity to provide logistic support that was required to
maintain the Fleet at ever increasing distances from Pearl Harbor. “In the last analysis, it
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was our fleet strength which enabled us to move across the Pacific, to isolate the Japanese island positions we had selected for capture, to furnish the gunfire and air support
for the landings, and to ensure the security of communications to our rear.” Spruance
additionally asserted that as U.S. forces got closer to Japan, continuous fleet support in
the advanced areas became more and more a necessity. In fact, he thought that the
foundations to U.S. operations were logistics. “Through the agency of our mobile service squadrons, built up from small beginnings, we were able to give our fleet the logistic support it needed when and where it was required, whether at sea or at advanced
bases which moved across the Pacific as the fleet itself moved.”48
Spruance wanted to be clear, however, that he was not leaving the impression that
the war against Japan was won by naval might alone. “Being an oceanic war it could not
have been won without the requisite naval strength—and in naval strength I include
naval air, both ship and land based.” In addition, without the troops, both Army and
Marine, which stormed ashore from the transports and, after “desperate” fighting, captured islands needed for bases to push U.S. control westward, Spruance thought that the
United States would have been faced with a stalemated war or one of “exchanging raids
on outposts. “It still takes the infantryman to capture and hold territory.” Moreover,
Spruance noted the “important factor” of the B-29 incendiary raids from the Marianas,
raids that effected such “great destruction” on Japanese cities. While he was willing to
argue that the “use of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki was probably the
deciding factor in causing the Japanese Government to acknowledge their defeat” when
they did, he nevertheless concluded his presentation by asserting that modern global
war required the coordinated use of all arms and weapons, backed by the full economic
and industrial resources of the nation. Future studies of World War Two, he thought,
would serve to emphasize the importance that sea power played in bringing about the
defeat of Italy, Germany, and then Japan. “This importance may have been somewhat
overshadowed in the European Theater because of the extent and magnitude of the land
operations; but in the Pacific,” he asserted, the vast extent of the ocean and the fact that
“Japan was defeated without our having to land a single soldier on her shores should
leave the role of sea power clear to all.”49
Spruance was claiming, in other words, that the formula for future U.S. national security—if there was such a thing—was basically a continuation of what the U.S. had
done in the Second World War. There had to be continued combined arms preparation
between all of the services and within the Navy itself. To be sure, there also needed to be
experimentation with new technologies such as electronics, guided missiles, rockets,
and atomic propulsion, but at the same time there had to be improvement in older
fighting techniques such as the use of maritime reconnaissance and at-sea logistics.
Spruance was essentially arguing that any future war would entail the same general outlines as the last one.
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VIII More Lessons and Defense Reorganization,
November 1946–January 1947

Spruance Returns to the Lecture Circuit
week after Spruance’s presentation in Great Britain, Commodore Bates wrote
Captain John Heffernan, Director of the Office of Naval History, about the Battle of the Coral Sea. Bates specifically wanted to see certain CINCPAC dispatches
to clarify how and when then-Rear Admiral Fletcher put out an operations order during
the battle to merge his force with that of then-Rear Admiral John Fitch, Commander of
Task Force 11. Bates wanted to know if the order originally came from Fletcher or from
Admiral Nimitz. More exactly, Bates wanted to know if it was “satisfactory” for Nimitz
to have Task Forces 11 and 17 “running around” separately in the Coral Sea if they were
supposed to actually be combined into one force under Fletcher.1
While Bates was conducting further historical research, Spruance was back on the lecture circuit by early January 1947, this time presenting at the National War College on the
“Future Strategic Role of Naval Forces.” Spruance was introduced by Vice Admiral Hill
(see figure 18), now the Commandant of the National War College, as the victor of what
Hill already considered to be the decisive battle of the Pacific War, Midway. Hill also told
the instructors and students that Spruance was one of the best examples the students
could have in terms of a commander who learned how to penetrate the “fog” of war. Hill
further talked about Spruance as the best example in the Navy of an officer who had been
able to put into practice at sea his ideas of naval strategy and tactics. Spruance himself began by briefly mentioning some of the missions of the Navy, such as showing the flag in
foreign waters, but he quickly went to his main focus of the Navy maintaining itself as an
“efficient fighting force” from top to bottom so that it might be the “strong right arm” of
national policy. In terms of the future role of the Navy, Spruance then went into a rendition of how warfare had changed in the last few centuries—especially because of technical
developments—but how warfare had also gone through cycles of great change along with
stagnation because of the nature of these technical developments. He additionally focused
on the need to study three-dimensional warfare in contemporary times because of aviation and submarine advancements. This, to Spruance, meant more than ever that the lessons of the past had to be studied but in conjunction with scientific and technological
changes that would impact future naval weapons and tactics.2
Dividing the oceans into two geographic areas, one under friendly control and the
other under enemy control, Spruance talked about the primary function of the Navy in
time of war to be to gain and exercise control of the sea areas that were required by the
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U.S. for the successful prosecution of the war and to deny to the enemy those areas it
needed. Spruance admitted that neither goal could be entirely fulfilled because submarines and aircraft had turned previously safe and secure anchorages and harbors into
menacing dangers. Yet he also pointed out how smaller aircraft, mines, long-range
guns, and torpedo boats had all extended the distance to
seaward that could be controlled from land. As an example
from the Pacific War, Spruance illustrated how Japan was
able to use the Strait of Tsushima and the Sea of Japan for
communications to Korea and Manchuria right up to the
end of the war. While Spruance admitted that submarines,
aircraft, and other new weapons made it more difficult for
the Navy’s function of exercising sea control, he still saw the
necessity of performing that mission in war as long as surface ships were required to move the bulk of the world’s
commerce. He thought that this necessity of maintaining
seaborne commerce existed for all countries, but especially
insular ones. He demonstrated, for instance, that Japan surrendered before a single soldier had landed on its soil and
while it still had “great armies” on the continent of Asia. As
he had said in previous lectures, Spruance argued that Japan
surrendered because the Imperial Japanese Navy had been
destroyed, its merchant fleet had been “wiped out,” and its
cities had been burned out by B-29 raids. As access to the sea
was “progressively” denied to Japan, its insular empire
“withered” and was near the point of “economic death.”3
Turning to the U.S. geographic situation, Spruance asserted that although the U.S. was a rich continent in terms of
agriculture and minerals, it was not self-sufficient. Pointing out that the nation’s raw materials were being “exhausted,” he also noted that the nation had extensive coastlines and
harbors as well as a great seaborne trade to guard. In terms of world politics, then,
Spruance contended that the U.S. was an insular nation since its access to most other nations was by sea. He pointed to the Atlantic and Pacific, in fact, to illustrate the “countries
with which we have fought our major foreign wars in the past and with which we may
possibly become engaged in any major war in the future.” He also argued that World War
Two left the United States in a very different situation, one in which only the United
States and Great Britain had navies of “any consequence” left in the world. He additionally illustrated how the United States had armies of occupation in Germany, Austria, and
Italy as well as “minor” outposts in Britain’s Atlantic colonies as a way of patrolling “our
Atlantic sea frontiers.” In the Pacific, he drew the students’ attention to the U.S. occupation forces in Japan and Southern Korea, as well as the Soviet army of occupation in
Northern Korea, Southern Sakhalin, and the Kuriles. He especially noted the right of the
United States to maintain military and naval bases in the newly independent Philippines
and how military installations in Micronesia, the Volcanoes, the Ryukyus, and the Aleutians gave the United States “an excellent position to control the North Pacific Ocean.”
He therefore thought that there was “no question” that the national frontiers had now
been extended to Europe and Asia, especially so long as the United States kept armies of

Fig. 18
Rear Admiral (later Vice
Admiral) Harry Hill
Courtesy of the Naval History &
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occupation overseas. As long as this geostrategic situation continued, Spruance saw the
need to keep the sea routes open so that these forces could be supported. At the same time,
he asserted that there was no present major naval threat to these sea lines of communication. Yet he also said that the “surest way” to encourage competitive naval building was
for the United States to allow the Navy to become weak.4
Spruance then contended that it was important to extend United States front lines as
far as possible from the U.S. in order to keep its production facilities intact, extend its
areas of sea control, and, by doing so, deny sea control to an enemy nation. In addition,
this situation would allow the United States to inflict losses on the enemy in any attempt
it made to deny sea control to the United States. Spruance thought that this geostrategic
situation was especially important given recent developments of long-range aircraft,
guided missiles, and atomic bombs. One example of this type of sea control from World
War Two was amphibious operations, ranging from small ones in the Aleutians to the
larger ones in the Central and Western Pacific. No matter the size of the undertaking,
however, Spruance asserted that all of these operations entailed “pushing” American
sea control outward by the establishment of bases for the support of naval and air forces.
Spruance further saw the need for naval forces having the transportation needed to get
the troops to the beaches, furnish gunfire and air support, and prevent enemy naval and
air forces from interfering in the landing operations. Spruance returned to the idea that
in naval warfare, bases had to be pushed forward if distant sea areas were to be brought
under control. The reason was that no matter how mobile and long-ranged naval forces
were, they were still highly dependent on logistical support. While he reminded the students that most logistical aspects of naval operations could now be done while at sea,
advanced bases were still necessary for repairing ships in ways that kept as many ships as
possible in the advanced area. He also pointed out the key role that advanced bases
played in terms of cargo items such as fuel, ammunition, and food. While commercial
tankers were chartered by the Navy during the war, other necessary items that he did
not specify were also brought up to the advanced bases and reorganized for underway
replenishment at sea.5
Spruance told the students that in selecting amphibious objectives for the extension
of sea control, it was important to combine sites for airfields with “extensive,” protected
anchorages. He demonstrated how in the Pacific these base sites were sometimes found
in one place, though Peleliu in the Palaus and Iwo Jima in the Volcanoes did not have
any harbors at all and Saipan, Tinian, and Guam in the Marianas had “minor” harbors.
At Ulithi in the Carolines, the opposite was the case, while Majuro, Kwajalein, and
Eniwetok in the Marshalls combined excellent harbors with “moderately good” terrain
for airfields. No matter the mix of base facilities, however, Spruance argued that advanced naval bases were required to push sea control forward and that these had to have
at least one airfield for local protection. Spruance also talked about the importance of
both fleet and shore-based air support for a “continuing” sea control that was oriented
toward the enemy. He additionally pointed out that the war in the Pacific “proved” that
without fleet support “no outlying insular position could be held for long against assault by properly equipped and trained amphibious forces.” Local defense forces could
delay the final result but not prevent it and since U.S. fleet support and an absence of enemy interference was so important to future amphibious operations and U.S. sea control, Spruance thought that the destruction of an enemy’s naval power was still the first
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consideration in naval warfare. “This has always been true, and I can see no possibility
of a change in this conception. A study of naval history will show, I think, that any country whose fleet was not ready and anxious to fight its opponent’s fleet to destruction
generally ended by being defeated at sea.”6
Spruance further asserted that an amphibious assault in a sea area controlled by
the enemy combined “practically” all types of naval operations. All forces involved
had to have protection against attack by enemy submarines and air forces, both en
route to and at the objective. Mined waters had to be swept as well, and gun bombardments and air attacks had to be conducted at the objective. He also illustrated how
searches and patrols had to be conducted as did the possibility of action with a major
part of the enemy’s fleet, unless it had already been put out of action. Along with these
actions went denial of sea areas to the enemy. Here, Spruance was thinking of
large-scale raids that were made without the notion of permanent occupation but
were carried out to inflict major damage on enemy units. His examples included U.S.
submarine operations in waters through which Japanese shipping passed; operations
by U.S. aircraft from shore bases that were located so they could penetrate enemycontrolled waters; and attacks by naval task forces, principally carrier aircraft but
sometimes ship bombardment. He also had in mind China-based AAF units carrying
out strikes along the China coast and to and from Indonesia. Spruance was further
thinking about naval patrol planes, both sea- and land-based, striking Japanese shipping in the Yellow Sea, along the coasts of Korea, and in the Strait of Tsushima.
Spruance focused on the Fast Carrier Task Force in the Pacific War, especially its mobility, its greater strength as the war went on, and the psychological impact it had on
the Japanese as Japan spread its strength around the Pacific in a vain effort to catch the
U.S. carriers. He made sure the students understood that Japanese countermeasures
merely opened themselves to even more raids by U.S. forces.7
Looking to the future, Spruance reiterated that he saw no change in the basic objective of naval warfare being sea control and denial to the enemy. He argued that any future war the United States might be involved in would be one in which the country was
separated from its opponent by great stretches of ocean to the west and east. He acknowledged that the United States was vulnerable from the Arctic but he also thought
that this was an Army problem, and he contended that no “great war” had ever been
won in the past merely by blows struck from great distances. Nor did he think a future
war would take this pattern, which meant that the country would still have to get close
enough to a distant enemy to deliver decisive blows. Since this would require the transportation of large quantities of men and material and since the Arctic was thinly populated and not very vital for war-making potential in Europe and Asia, Spruance saw
Arctic operations as a U.S. expense of energies in fighting the weather and natural obstacles rather than the enemy. Therefore, Spruance argued that any future war would
still require sea transportation on a major scale along routes with strategic bases at key
points. These bases would be needed for refueling, repair, and patrolling, and they
might be located in allied or neutral territory as well as enemy areas. The more of these
bases that could be obtained by State Department negotiation, the better to Spruance
and he speculated that the UN might ease the base availability situation for the United
States in a future war. The bottom line was that Spruance saw the need for amphibious
operations continuing even after the United States “came to grips” with the enemy. If
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amphibious operations were used by the country to push the war toward the enemy,
Spruance saw this as a way of protecting home territory and getting into a better position by which to inflict damage on the enemy. Seeing a future war as one of attrition,
just like the Napoleonic, American Civil, and World Wars, Spruance perceived amphibious warfare as a means, along with strategic bombing, to get at the future enemy’s
production facilities and national resources.8
Spruance now turned to some of the new technical developments he spoke about at
the beginning of the lecture that he thought would change naval strategy and tactics.
Specifically, he focused on improved submarines, guided missiles, improved radar, and
atomic energy. In spite of understanding that these new technologies might come
along, he was still hesitant to note their impact on strategy and tactics. He was reluctant,
for instance, to predict changes in submarine and anti-submarine tactics until more was
known about increased submerged speed and radius of action or the countermeasures
to such submarines. As regarded guided missiles, he classified Japanese suicide planes as
“very effective” weapons but ones that still did not win the war for Japan. Essentially,
Spruance did not know if the United States could develop a guided missile with a brain
as effective as that of a pilot and he did note how many rounds of anti-aircraft projectiles it took to bring down one Japanese plane. He did not think, however, that
long-ranged guided missiles would be “much” of a hazard to ships at sea, but if missiles
were made more effective against large targets ashore, they could impact future naval
warfare. Guided missiles, therefore, were another reason for keeping the enemy at as
great a distance as possible so as to minimize the hits U.S. territory might take.9
Spruance additionally argued that improvements in radar would improve the ability
to operate naval forces at sea but he did not think that it would impact naval tactics
much “other than to clear away some of the fog of war and to permit better handling of
forces.” He had no doubt, however, that atomic energy would have a “profound” impact on naval warfare. Still, while Spruance thought that atomic energy as a weapon and
a future system of propulsion had tremendous potential, he saw that its current scarcity
as a weapon meant it was restricted to use against “concentrated and valuable” targets.
Ships at sea, even formations, were not suitable targets, though they might be under
critical conditions, such as the period just before an important sea battle. The use of
atomic weapons against harbors and anchorages, on the other hand, had to be given important consideration by the Navy. “The potency of the bomb is so great that a one way
flight by the aircraft carrying it to the limit of its range becomes good war.” This, to
Spruance, meant that U.S. bases and ships at anchorage either had to be dispersed or
U.S. defensive measures against air attack, especially night raids, had to become more
effective. “Since we cannot disperse our great cities, I think the night fighter problem
must have a much better solution than existed on V-J Day.” Spruance went on to say
that all of the significant U.S. amphibious operations in the war resulted in great concentrations of shipping in spite of the best efforts to disperse them. An atomic bomb
dropped on such a staging area would have “disastrous” results on the operation. If such
bombs were not outlawed by the UN, Spruance thought the Navy had to figure out how
to keep ship losses to a minimum during an amphibious operation or it had to create an
“airtight” air defense. He did not see any easy solution to this, but he asserted that careful consideration had to go into possible solutions. Here, Spruance was thinking of
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increased air transportation of forces and material when airfields were available or cutting advanced base requirements to bare minimums.10
He was, additionally, greatly encouraged by the idea of atomic-propelled ships. Calling this field fascinating, Spruance speculated what it would do to increased ship performances such as speed, offensive and defensive capabilities, and sea-keeping qualities.
He also asked what it might do to the logistical requirements he had been talking about
since fuel was the most bulky item that had to be supplied. He did not think that any
“radical” departures such as atomic substitution for petroleum could be completely realized in the near future, and he did not yet see an entirely nuclear-powered Navy but he
perceived great advantages in making operational problems at sea easier to handle once
the technical problems had been worked out. Summing up his presentation, Spruance
saw plenty of changes in weapons, methods, and procedures in naval warfare, but no
change in the future role of the Navy from what navies of previous dominant sea powers
had done. Specifically, Spruance saw the U.S. Navy’s continuing mission to be that of
gaining and exercising control of the sea areas that the United States needed in order to
win a war and to deny those sea areas to its enemy. “This will continue as long as geography makes the United States an insular power and so long as the surface of the sea remains the great highway connecting the nations of the world.”11
On the same day, a lengthy question and answer period with instructors and students followed Spruance’s lecture. Navy Captain Walter Schindler asked Spruance if,
given the advance in aviation technology and weaponry, carrier forces had a future
against an enemy that had an effective air force. Spruance answered that carriers, if
there were enough, afforded surprise and concentration. “In other words, you can be
superior and surprise the enemy, particularly against the outlying and more or less unsupported positions. You can come in and hit him where he lives, maybe.” Spruance
thought, however, that it would be a question of judgment as to whether or not an enemy could be struck without the carrier force receiving too much damage. “But I think
in areas of good visibility and good flying weather the carrier task force packs an awful
wallop.” Still, Spruance asserted that if carrier forces were in northern areas of low visibility with long nights and lots of fog “then I think you are going to need the big gun
with radar. I am not a person who believes that the day of the gun is over. I think the battleship which has the speed to operate with the carriers makes a very fine team.” Nevertheless, Spruance warned that he would never send a surface force alone without air
cover just as he would never send carriers without the gun protection of surface ships.
Spruance wanted to reinforce to the students that modern warfare meant using “all the
arms and weapons and everything we have that the problem needs. That means team
work by the ground troops, the air forces, the surface ships, the submarines and everybody.” He also asserted that when “you come to do an operation you take everything
you can lay your hands on, and you find very little that can’t be used to do the job that
you have to do.” He again emphasized teamwork in order to win a war by taking minimal losses on one’s own side and inflicting maximum losses to the enemy.12
Another officer, AAF Colonel Ward Abbott, then asked how a major amphibious attack could be carried out against an enemy that had atomic capability. Spruance answered that it was a matter of revising tactics so that one’s force could not be “knocked
out” by one atomic bomb. “That is the thing that is going to require a great deal of
thinking. Maybe you won’t be able to go as fast as you might have otherwise.” Spruance
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admitted the atomic bomb was “extremely potent” and that tactics were going to have
to be given a great deal of consideration in future plans and operations. Abbott, however, had in mind that amphibious attacks required massing sea power at some location
so as to actually mount the operation. He could not see how that would be possible if
facing an enemy with atomic weapons. Spruance did not really have an answer, other
than to fall back on the idea that fighting a major war meant fighting it in enemy territory and not one’s own. “Just how the thing will work I don’t know. The problem is
there, there is no question about it.” Still, Spruance was not convinced that “the atomic
bomb is going to prevent us from attacking our way toward the enemy so that our frontier goes out and his goes back.” Spruance was similarly asked about the atomic bomb
by Navy Captain Edgar Cruise. Cruise asked what might happen if some foreign country dropped half a dozen atomic bombs on four or five major U.S. cities in the space of
twenty-four hours or if the United States could do that to the Soviet Union. Cruise specifically wanted to know if Spruance thought amphibious operations against the USSR
and actual occupations would then be necessary. Spruance did not think that such a
number of bombs would knock either country out of the war. “They will do a lot of
damage in the area they explode over, but after all this is an awfully big country.”
Spruance also hoped that some defense against such attacks would be created and he did
not think that five or six planes carrying atomic bombs would all get through to their
targets. In the end, however, Spruance did not answer Cruise’s question about invading
the USSR.13
Navy Captain Stanhope Ring asked Spruance for his views on how training should
be changed so that officers could exercise command over the various branches of services. Spruance thought that the National War College was an excellent example of such
professional education since it entailed officers from each branch learning about the
other services. He emphasized that this was exactly what the Naval War College had
been doing in past years on a small scale and he greatly supported the idea of officers
from different branches serving with each other. Ring asked if Spruance had in mind
anything such as the German General Staff system. Spruance admitted to not knowing
much about that system, but he said that he was a great believer in personal contact between people so that they understood each other’s problems. “Then I think with joint
staffs we can lick any of these things. In other words, we have to pull together and have
the best brains we can get [to] work on the problems, and I think we will get the solutions.” An unidentified Navy Captain then asked the Admiral if he could discuss the
role of the U.S. Merchant Marine in relation to the Navy’s strategic role, as this officer
thought that the United States reduced its merchant fleet after each major war.
Spruance said that the last war, to him, demonstrated that any war that was going to be
fought overseas needed a big merchant marine and he hoped that in any future major
war, the United States fought overseas. He was concerned that much of the merchant
fleet, just like much of the naval fleet, was being laid up and he thought that the U.S.
Merchant Marine could only operate in competition with the rest of the world if it obtained subsidies from the U.S. Government. In the end, however, he was not sure the
American public would be willing to pay that bill.14
Another student, Army Lieutenant Colonel Kenner Hertford, came back to Captain
Ring’s question, recasting it into what Spruance’s ideas were about the United States having one department of national defense and planning, rather than just training naval
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officers. Spruance said that as far as a “Department of National Defense” went, he could
see a great field for “coordination” between the services, but only on the policymaking
level. He did not see this effectively filtering down to detailed planning and administration within the individual services. “I think the line should be drawn on functions of the
different branches, and each service should be allowed to have whatever implements and
tools are necessary to carry out those functions.” He objected, in other words, to the Navy
being told it could not have land-based planes since the patrol plane was, to him, a very
useful naval weapon to have. He admitted that land-based planes were more effective
than seaplanes and he therefore thought the Navy should have the right to employ
land-based patrol planes whenever airfields were available. He again emphasized the need
for coordination between the services, not a “big bureaucracy” that handed details down
the line. He argued that big staffs “grew and grew” and that this situation would lead to a
delay of operations and ineffectiveness. Spruance also said that he believed in an operation being planned by the people who were going to execute it. “I think that is the way you
keep it realistic and reasonable, not letting the people back who have responsibility for the
execution of it do the planning and pass it out to the people who are going to have to execute it.” He additionally thought that there was a tendency on the part of big bureaucracies and big staffs to “get in on a lot of things in which they do not belong.” AAF Brigadier
General Truman Landon, National War College Deputy Commandant and Senior Air
Instructor, also clarified a difference between Captain Ring and Colonel Hertford. Questioning the two officers, Landon found Ring to be asking how the United States could
avert a general staff system like the Germans had, since some people thought that a unified defense department would lead to an overpowering military bureaucracy. Hertford,
on the other hand, was apparently in favor of defense unification.15
Navy Captain John Jamison wanted to bring up the matter of atomic bombs that
Colonel Abbott had asked about. Jamison thought that the real danger in amphibious
assaults as far as the atomic bomb went was the embarkation stage, specifically the ports
of embarkation. He contended that as an amphibious force got closer to its objective,
the danger of an atomic strike lessened. He surmised that if the United States had been
defending Tarawa and the Japanese had been attacking, he doubted if it would have
been willing to use an atomic bomb if it knew the weapon would wipe out the U.S. garrison in addition to the attacking Japanese force. “I submit that that characteristic of a
possible enemy should be considered. I feel that the Jap with his own view of human life,
as exhibited by the kamikaze, might have been willing to do it, but somebody who holds
human life in as high esteem as we do,” Jamison thought, would hesitate to drop an
atomic bomb that would destroy its own force. Spruance countered, however, that an
enemy might be able to pull its force back into some sort of protection. Still, he did not
doubt “that if we had had an atomic bomb dropped on the concentration of ships off
Okinawa, it would have wrecked us.” Admiral Hill confirmed this for Spruance.16
A Mr. MacBrien then asserted that any nation aspiring to world domination in opposition to the United States had to know that U.S. industrial power first had to be
knocked out. He thus asked Spruance if, in the era of reduced budgets, the military’s
emphasis should be on the air defense of the United States and its industrial areas.
“There is no other way in which a potential enemy can hit that other than by air at the
moment.” To MacBrien, American and British sea power prevented another nation
from trying to catch up in terms of naval power and he was worried that continued U.S.
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naval development at a time of lowered defense budgets might be harmful. Spruance
conceded that this needed to be considered, but he did not think that wars could be won
strictly by defense. He reiterated the idea that not every plane leaving to strike the
United States with an atomic bomb onboard would make it to the target. While he admitted that the country did not yet have an effective air defense system, especially at
night, he also did not want to spend the majority of the U.S. military budget on defense
against enemy air attack. “I would rather know where his atomic bomb planes were and
go and knock them out first, at least very shortly after he opened up the party. You are
never going to win a war by being on the defensive.” MacBrien said that his thought instead was an air defense system that could prevent a foreign attack. Estimating that the
current U.S. system could stop twenty-five percent of an attacking force, he thought
that a system could be developed that could prevent penetration and thus minimize
even the possibility of war. Spruance agreed with MacBrien on the seriousness of the
problem, but he still did not want to see the majority of the defense budget devoted to
solving one problem. Nevertheless, he was willing to agree on some points when he said
he wanted to see a more effective defense against attacking planes at night. “Let’s get the
problem licked first and then see how many we need.”17
Since time had run out, Admiral Hill noted the importance of the problems that
Spruance outlined in his talk and that were discussed afterward. He also pointed out a
theme in both the Admiral’s lecture and the following discussion, namely, the idea that
wars could not be won without the United States going out, looking for and finding the
enemy, and “licking” him. Hill talked about this theme characterizing Spruance’s actions throughout the entire Pacific War. To Hill, this explained why Admiral Nimitz
made Spruance his “right-hand” man wherever there was a fight to be had. Hill also
waxed that Spruance exemplified the spirit of “considered” offensive thought, “taking
the considered risk that carried him all through the Pacific without a single setback of
his own. The Japs became worried every time they heard that he and Admiral Nimitz
were getting their heads together.” According to Hill, this situation always prompted
the Japanese to “get up” their guard all over the Pacific Ocean since they knew something was coming that they would not like.18

Captain Ephraim McLean
About a week later, Captain Ephraim McLean (see figure 19), Assistant to the ACNO for
Strategic Plans, gave a lecture on the organization and function of joint naval staffs.
McLean talked about how important it was for a Chief of Staff to become “thoroughly”
conversant with a Commander’s way of thinking and how well along the Chief of Staff
might be in this context if the officer had previously served under this Commander. For
this reason, McLean thought that the Commander should have complete freedom of action in choosing his Chief of Staff and to pick an officer in whom he had complete confidence. “A staff officer should be an active, well-informed assistant to the commander and
a helpful advisor to subordinate commanders.” McLean thought it was most helpful if
the Chief of Staff possessed a “reasonable” amount of tact since McLean found that to
be a “desirable” quality that “lubricated” the contacts of human relationships. McLean
said he found it interesting that the Army had a standard staff organization that was
clearly defined in numerous publications, first among them the Staff Officer’s Field
Manual, upon which he drew for his lecture. At the same time, he pointed out that no
Navy Department directive set forth a standard staff organization in any category.
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Failing to find directives for naval staffs and staff procedures,
many naval officers who found themselves assigned to staffs, according to McLean, read the “pertinent” articles in Navy Regulations, drew up a staff organization detailing specific functions
to specific staff officers, and proceeded to “get ahead with the
job.” McLean did not mean to imply that every naval officer ordered to a staff was a competent and “complete” staff officer.
Nor, however, did he think that all naval staffs needed to follow
an identical pattern. Pointing out that there were a number of
different types of naval staffs, he listed the Navy Department,
OPNAV, theater staffs, fleet staffs, type commanders’ staffs, and
task force and task group Commanders’ staffs as examples.
Moreover, McLean argued that these different types of ashore
and afloat staffs were different out of necessity.19
McLean then cited Vice Admiral Raoul Castex, an interwar
French naval historian who had written a five-volume study entitled Théories stratégiques. Two of these volumes were devoted
to the subject of naval staffs that McLean thought were the
“most exhaustive” examination on the subject. Castex had
meant to reorganize the French Navy Department and McLean
thought that the outstanding point of the study was that Castex
distinguished between the staff functions and organizations required by an Admiral afloat, an Admiral in charge of a Naval
District or Sea Frontier, and an Admiral in charge of a Naval
Ministry. McLean argued that Castex’s concept was borne out by U.S. Navy Regulations
which stated that a flag officer would be furnished with a Flag Lieutenant, a Flag Secretary, an Operations Officer, and, if necessary, a Chief of Staff. In addition, the Admiral
in question was also to be given a Communications Officer and such other officers as
duties dictated. Along these lines, McLean asserted that a Joint Staff was necessary for a
theater staff and that experience had taught that these Joint Staffs needed to be tailored
to particular theaters or areas in question. He thought that the important point for the
students to remember was that the functions of theater command had to be exercised by
its commander who was assisted by a staff that fit the commander’s needs. These functions might be defined by the theater commander, defined in staff manuals such as
those developed by the Naval War College or the War Department, or delineated by
specific instructions from higher authority. “The point about each theatre staff, is that it
should be adequate to assist the commander in the execution of all the functions of
command.”20
Moving to the topic of Joint Staffs, McLean wanted to first discuss the JCS. Reminding the students that the War and Navy Departments were still equal and independent
Executive Branches of the Government, he pointed out that during the war the “coordinating head” that tied them together was the President in his capacity as Commander-in-Chief. However, McLean also said that other agencies existed on an
Executive Order basis that had coordinated matters between the Army and the Navy for
years and, to McLean, had grown more effective at these functions. Here, McLean was
thinking about the Joint Board, established in 1903. The working organization for the
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Joint Board was the Joint Planning Committee and the duties of the two bodies, he
thought, had not changed much since their creation. Charged with taking on questions
of joint action between the two services and joint policies relating to the national defense, these bodies were also responsible for recommending jointly to the Secretary of
War and the Secretary of the Navy any matter concerning the “sufficiency” and “efficiency” of cooperation and coordination between the two services. Furthermore, the
Planning Committee was charged with investigating, studying, and reporting on questions that were relative to the national defense which involved joint action as referred to
it by the Board. The Joint Planning Committee only had two permanent members, the
Assistant Chief of Staff of the War Department General Staff’s (WDGS) War Plans Division and the Director of OPNAV’s War Plans Division. Other temporary members
were assigned as needed.21
Proceeding to the JCS itself, McLean reminded the students that in early 1942 President Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Winston Churchill created a system of “war
collaboration” between the United Nations. Creating the Combined Chiefs of Staff,
their directive pointed out that “combined” meant actions involving more than one nation while “joint” meant actions by more than one service from one nation. Roosevelt
and Churchill also laid out the CCS’ organization, which included the Combined Staff
Planners, a Combined Intelligence Committee, and a Combined Secretariat. According
to McLean, this organization at the same time brought the JCS into existence. Forming
the U.S. part of the CCS, the JCS and its subordinate agencies and committees were defined. McLean said that the Joint Board was superseded by the JCS and the Joint Planning Committee was superseded by the Joint Staff Planners (JPS), though the Joint
Board and Joint Planning Committee continued to exist because the General Order creating them had never been cancelled. One of the principal changes under these new arrangements was that joint decisions by the military heads of the Army and Navy on
“military questions” no longer needed approval by the Secretaries of War and the
Navy.22
McLean noted that agencies were added to the CCS and JCS organizations in 1942,
so that by January 1943 there was “considerable” confusion about functions and duties
of JCS agencies. Therefore, a “Special Committee” was designated to study the U.S. system of war planning and to draft charters for JCS agencies. This work was completed in
March 1943 and the JCS adopted most of its recommendations the next month. As the
organization evolved, the agencies’ charters remained the same as they were in January
1947. McLean then looked at some of the general policies governing JCS organization.
These directives included the notion that officers were drawn from several services for
duty on the JCS Organization in order to assist the Organization in its capabilities, functions, and needs, especially as concerned the particular problems of the various services.
These officers were to reach “sound” solutions to the problems presented by the “most
effective” employment of joint means. As JCS Staff Officers, it was also their duty to
reach decisions that would best prosecute the war after “due consideration” had been
given to the views by War and Navy Departments agencies that were interested in the
matter under discussion. The JCS further ordered that committees were required to
create solutions for problems after “full consideration” of “pertinent” factors, and that
JCS officers were to approach matters with “open minds” and without “firm, preconceived” decisions based on “partial” information. “Deliberations and not negotiations
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are required. Deliberations cannot ensue if committee members are hampered by instructions or the answers to problems from which they are not permitted to depart.” Finally, the JCS ordered that all efforts were to be made to expedite the work of the JCS
Organization. If, after full consideration of all pertinent data, committee members
could not agree on a joint solution, they were to submit “immediate” reports to the JCS
on their divergent views.23
Going into the JCS Organization itself, McLean reminded the students that the JCS
was composed of the Chief of Staff to the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy;
the CNO; the Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA); and the Commanding General of the
Army Air Forces (COMGENAIR). Under orders from the President, these officers consulted together on matters of joint concern to the armed forces and advised the President as to the use of those forces. They were also to take “appropriate” action to
implement the President’s plans and policies. Just below the JCS were two committees,
each directly responsible to the JCS and that, to McLean, had to be considered on a
“slightly higher” echelon than the other committees of the JCS Organization. The first
of these committees was the Joint Deputy Chiefs of Staff, an executive agency that was
to interpret and implement the “known” policies of the JCS and act on matters that
were referred to them by the JCS. The membership of this committee consisted of the
Deputy Chief of Staff of the Army (DCSA) and the Vice Chief of Naval Operations
(VCNO). The other committee was the Joint Strategic Survey Committee (JSSC),
which advised the JCS on matters of “grand and military strategy” and the relation of
military strategy to national policy. This Committee was to be composed of two general
officers of the Army, one of whom came from the AAF, and “not more than” two Navy
flag officers.24
McLean next listed the other principal committees of the JCS Organization as the
Joint Staff Planners, the Joint Logistics Committee, the Joint Intelligence Committee
(JIC), the Joint Military Transportation Committee, the Joint Communication Board,
and the Joint Security Control Board. McLean reiterated that these were not all of the
committees at this level, only the principal ones. In general, the committees all had four
members who were drawn equally from the Army and Navy, with at least one usually
being from the AAF. These members, though detailed as “Permanent Members,” did
not devote their full-time duty to the JCS, but to the War or Navy Departments. The
JPS, for instance, were composed of the Chief of the Strategy and Policy (S&P) Group in
the War Department General Staff’s (WDGS) Plans and Operations (P&O) Division;
the ACAS for Plans in the AAF; the ACNO for Strategic Plans; and the Senior Assistant
to the latter officer. Similarly, the Joint Logistic Committee was composed of the ACNO
for Air; OPNAV’s Chief of Logistic Plans and his Senior Assistant; the War Department
General Staff’s Director of Service, Supply, and Procurement; the AAF’s ACAS for Supply; and another officer from the Army. Going into more detail on the JPS, McLean
talked about their responsibility being the preparation of joint war plans and the review
of recommendations from other agencies when such recommendations concerned
joint war plans or joint operations. More specifically, the JPS was to act in coordination
with the Joint Logistics Committee to insure the integration of strategic and logistical
considerations.25
Directly subordinate to the JPS was the Joint War Plans Committee (JWPC), which
was the “active joint planning agency” of the JCS. According to McLean, the Committee
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consisted of “about” fifteen members and was organized into groups of three, each group
consisting of a naval officer, an AGF officer, and an AAF officer. Also assigned were one or
more naval aviators or Marine Corps officers who were members of specific teams but
were available to all of the Committee’s teams on matters within their particular provinces. Each team was “quartered” together in one room so that they could come to know
each other and work in “close harmony.” From his own personal experience as a member
of the JWPC, McLean “assured” the students that this idea of working together was a
good one since the Committee’s functions were to prepare and submit war plans, studies,
and estimates to the JPS. The JWPC was to do this while working in “close liaison” with
the Joint Logistic Plans Committee. This latter Committee constituted the “primary” logistics advisory and planning agency, and considered matters under the jurisdiction of the
JCS that were not assigned to other agencies. The Joint Logistics Plans Committee was
subordinate to the Joint Logistics Committee just as the JWPC was subordinate to the
JPS. The Joint Logistics Plans Committee was also similar in membership as well as having similar quartering and working arrangements. Another of the committees was the
JIC, a subordinate body of the Joint Intelligence Staff (JIS). The JIS’s membership was
provided in the same manner as the JWPC and the Joint Logistics Plans Committee, so
McLean illustrated to the students that there were three joint committees that were quartered and worked together in close harmony at all times. “Those three committees plus
the Joint Secretariat may be said to constitute the truly Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.” The Joint Secretariat, he said, was composed of Army and Navy officers and maintained the JCS’s necessary records, prepared and distributed essential papers, and performed “such other work” as was assigned to them by the JCS.26
McLean looked at this historically as well. He told the students that early on, staffs, and
especially naval staffs, were “practically non-existent.” Matters of personnel, supply, materials, and even intelligence were handled before the ships left port and the functions of
modern day staffs with respect to operations were carried out by the Commander calling
a council of his Captains. Given that a deliberation of these meetings was deemed necessary, Commanders began to employ Clerks and the agreements reached between the
Commander and his Captain in these recorded meetings became, to McLean, early examples of plans. The Clerk, in other words, was the forerunner of the Flag Secretary. McLean
even compared Christopher Columbus to being the first “early theater” commander
since as Captain-General of his Fleet he was the “Officer-in-Tactical Command” and as
Admiral of the Ocean Sea he was the “Temporal Vice Agent” of the King of Spain within
his area of discovery. McLean pointed out that to assist him, Columbus had appointed
various specialists such as a geologist, a diplomatic representative of the King, various dignitaries from the Catholic Church, men able to handle ocean trade, and men able to assist
him in ruling Spain’s new territories. “In a sense of the word, these persons constituted
the theatre staff of Columbus in his capacity as Admiral of the Ocean Sea.” The U.S. examples from World War Two were those employed by Generals of the Army Eisenhower
and MacArthur as well as Fleet Admiral Nimitz. McLean, however, did not think that any
of these wartime staffs were “purely” joint, though he thought that Admiral Nimitz’ more
nearly approached “the ideal.”27
McLean told the students that Eisenhower, as Supreme Commander of the Allied
Expeditionary Forces (SCAEF), before and in the early days of Operation Overlord,
gave his naval and air arms “practical autonomy.” His plans were, according to McLean,
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worked up by a staff principally composed of ground officers, with some air and naval
officers included. Preliminary plans were referred to the Air and Naval Commanders.
Upon their concurrence, final plans were produced by Eisenhower’s staff, with the Air
and Naval Commanders having their staffs produce the necessary parts that pertained
to their fields of effort. McLean said that this arrangement was changed a few months
after Overlord so that while the Naval Commander retained autonomy, the tactical air
staff was brought more closely into Eisenhower’s. This meant that British Air Chief
Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder was the Deputy Supreme Commander while Air Marshal
James Robb was the Deputy Chief of Staff. Under Robb, a complete Air Staff functioned
independently but was also closely integrated with the Ground Forces Staff. The
Ground Forces Staff had the usual sections on Personnel, Intelligence, Operations, Supply, and Plans, while the Air Staff just comprised the Intelligence, Operations, and Supply sections. Under Operations, and subordinate to it, was a Joint Planning Staff that
had direct access to the Air and Naval Staffs. General Carl Spaatz, Commander of the
U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, was also autonomous under Eisenhower. Eisenhower’s staff was further “pyramided” by its responsibilities as a combined staff.28
In the Southwest Pacific Area, MacArthur’s staff consisted primarily of his Ground
Forces Staff, along with a few naval and AAF officers. Preliminary plans were referred to
General Walter Kruger, Commanding General of the 6th Army; General George
Kenney, Commanding General of FEAF; and Admiral Kinkaid, Commander of the 7th
Fleet. These three officers, in effect, constituted a “Joint Chiefs of Staff” which advised
MacArthur. When broad plans were deliberated by them and decisions were reached by
MacArthur, the plans were then prepared by MacArthur’s staff with the cooperation of
Kruger’s, Kenney’s, and Kinkaid’s staffs. McLean said that in the Pacific Ocean Areas,
Admiral Nimitz also had a joint staff composed of AGF, AAF, Navy, and Marine Corps
officers. According to McLean, sections of this joint staff all had AGF, AAF, and Navy
officers in their membership, but in each case, except for Logistics, the head of the section—the Assistant Chief of Staff—was a naval officer. McLean argued that this was due
to the fact that the Navy members of the Joint Staff were also members of Nimitz’
CINCPAC staff and that this dual membership, while “particularly suited” to the Pacific
Ocean Areas, kept the Joint Staff from being “purely” joint. McLean additionally said
that the three staffs just mentioned each functioned adequately and met the needs of the
commander concerned, and that this fact lent weight to his earlier statement that theater staffs are of necessity different, each varying with the theater since they were influenced by the requirements of that theater and by the personality of the theater
commander.29
McLean warned the students that although most of his lecture thus far had been unclassified, the next portion of his presentation was classified Confidential and Secret,
and needed to be treated accordingly. He assumed they were aware that unified command over operations existed in the various theaters of war until April 1945. From that
time until 14 December 1946, unified command ceased to exist in the Pacific and the
principles underlying unified command “progressively deteriorated.” In April 1945,
the JCS, in preparation for the invasion of Japan, designated General MacArthur as the
Commander of all Army Forces in the Pacific and Admiral Nimitz as the Commander
of all Naval Forces in the theater. Not only was the Pacific divided into two sets of forces
but a third element, according to McLean, was added in the form of the U.S. Strategic
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Air Forces in the Pacific that operated from the Marianas and was directed by the JCS
from Washington, DC. During the remainder of the war and the early occupation of Japan, collaboration was effected between MacArthur and Nimitz as well as their subordinates by a series of conferences and dispatches. As both services demobilized and
returned to a measure of peacetime operations, however, collaboration, according to
McLean, became more difficult. “If we were not to return to a state of affairs similar to
that existing at Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941, it was evident that a new command
structure for the operational control of the armed forces would have to be adopted.”30
McLean said that both MacArthur and Nimitz were aware of the problem and
pressed for a solution, and that in attempting to arrive at a new command structure,
there were many issues confronting joint planners and other service representatives
working on the project. Casting shadows over these negotiations was the issue of merging the military services, and their ensuing roles and missions. McLean asserted that after some time, Eisenhower, now Chief of Staff of the Army, and Nimitz, now CNO,
designated Vice Admiral Sherman, DCNO for Operations, and AAF Major General
Lauris Norstad, War Department General Staff Director of Plans and Operations, to
personally arrive at a suitable solution that could be presented to the JCS. McLean
thought that, to the credit of these two officers, a solution was arrived at, accepted by the
JCS, and approved by President Truman on 14 December 1946. According to McLean,
the study by Sherman and Norstad, known as the Unified Command Plan, did not concern itself with the armed forces or command structure with the Continental U.S. but
provided a world-wide command establishment for U.S. forces outside CONUS and
unified command in the various theaters around the world. He said that work was underway for a similar command structure for CONUS forces but he also told the students
that such a study was “naturally” composed of a series of compromises. Still, he argued
that the unified command structure was adequate.31
Going into more detail, McLean showed how the Unified Command Plan divided
the world outside CONUS into seven areas: the Far East; the Pacific; Alaska; Newfoundland; Labrador and Greenland; the Atlantic; the Caribbean; and Europe. McLean stated
that these areas were not designated as theaters nor were they assigned specific boundaries or limits. He also said that the omission was intentional as Sherman and Norstad
preferred a lack of sharp demarcation lines in the Plan. This device gave the Commands
concerned a freedom of operational movement into such areas as was necessary. Summarizing the Commands, McLean pointed out that the Far East Command (FECOM)
included U.S. forces in Japan, Southern Korea, the Ryukyus, the Philippines, the
Marianas, and the Bonins, and was commanded by General MacArthur as Commander-in-Chief, Far East (CINCFE). The Alaskan Command (ALCOM) included
forces in Alaska and the Aleutians, and was commanded by AAF Major General
Howard Craig as Commander-in-Chief, Alaska (CINCAL). The Pacific Command
(PACOM) comprised the Pacific Ocean, less those areas assigned to MacArthur and
Craig, with Admiral Towers designated as Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC).
Additionally, the Northeast Command included U.S. forces in Newfoundland, Labrador, and Greenland. According to McLean, the officer commanding this area would be
designated Commander-in-Chief, Northeast (CINCNEST), had not yet been assigned,
but would probably be an AAF officer. The Atlantic Fleet was a separate command from
CINCNEST and commanded by now-Admiral Mitscher as Commander-in-Chief,
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Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANT) while U.S. forces in Panama and the Antilles were named
the Caribbean Defense Command. The Commander-in-Chief of the Caribbean Defense Command (CINCARIB) had not yet been designated but, according to McLean,
would be either an AAF or Navy officer. Finally, the European Command (EUCOM)
would consist of United States Forces in the European Theater (USFET) and would be
commanded by AAF General Joseph McNarney as CINCEUR.32
McLean additionally pointed out that the JCS directed that within each Command,
unified command was to be established so that component forces consisted of Army,
Army Air, and Naval forces. Forces assigned to a Command by the JCS would normally
consist of two or more components and each would be commanded directly by an officer of that component. Each commander would also have a joint staff with members
from the various component forces in key positions. The right was also reserved to the
commanders of component forces to communicate directly with their appropriate
headquarters or department on matters of administration, training, supply, expenditure of appropriated funds, and the authorization of construction. These latter matters
were not to be unified command responsibilities, but the JCS would continue to exercise strategic direction over all elements of the Armed Forces. In addition, the JCS
would continue to prescribe the missions and tasks of the Armed Forces while forces
not specifically assigned by the JCS would remain under the operational control of their
respective services. Also codified in the Unified Command Plan was the Strategic Air
Command (SAC), created in March 1946 and comprised of strategic air forces “not otherwise assigned.” According to McLean, the SAC Commanding General was also responsible to the JCS.33
McLean thought that certain points were “worthy of note” since they were “slight”
deviations from the rest of the Plan. One point was that the activities of U.S. forces in or
affecting China would remain directly under JCS control, with CINCPAC being directed to provide such Naval and Marine forces as were necessary. However, in case of
an emergency—which could be declared by CINCFE—CINCFE took on operational
control of these forces. McLean’s second point was that naval forces in the Marianas and
the Bonins would report to CINCFE for operational control, though operational control did not include responsibilities for Military and Civil Government, naval administration, or logistics in the Pacific Island groups. Finally, McLean took note of the fact
that within the Caribbean Command, routing and control of shipping would remain a
Navy responsibility. Also within this Command, certain naval bases, to be designated,
would be reserved to the operational control of CINCLANT. McLean further said that
under the Unified Command Plan, there would be no change in the JCS’s relationship
to U.S. commands in Italy and Austria; to U.S. Representatives on the Allied Councils
for Germany, Austria, and the Balkans; or to U.S. Naval Forces in Europe and the Mediterranean. McLean told the students that he did not plan to go into the missions of the
various Commands, except to say that the Alaskan and Northeast Commands, in planning for the accomplishment of their missions, had to abide by “special international
arrangements” as might be made between the United States and Canada for operational
planning and conduct.34
McLean then proceeded with a series of slides to relate to the students a December
1946 JCS directive to MacArthur as Commander-in-Chief of U.S. Army Forces, Pacific
(CINCAFPAC); Towers as CINCPAC; and Craig as Commanding General of the
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Alaskan Department (COMGENALDEPT). The JCS stated that the Unified Command
Plan that had been recommended by the Joint Chiefs and approved by President Truman would become effective on 1 January 1947 for FECOM, PACOM, and ALCOM,
which would be created on that date. The JCS also designated MacArthur, Towers, and
Craig as the three officers in command, with Eisenhower designated as FECOM’s and
ALCOM’s Executive Agent for the JCS and Nimitz acting in the same role for PACOM.
Force assignments were also listed, with the JCS determining any future significant
changes. More specifically, MacArthur was to direct Lieutenant General John Hull as
Commanding General of U.S. Army Forces, Middle Pacific (AFMIDPAC) and Brigadier General Donald Stace as Commanding General of the 7th Air Force to report to
Towers, with all of the forces now under their command except units in the Marianas
and Bonins. Towers directed Rear Admiral Freeland Daubin, Commander of the Alaskan Sea Frontier (COMALSEAFRON), to report to Craig, with all of the forces currently under Daubin’s command. Towers would also direct Rear Admiral Howard
Good, Commander of Naval Forces, Philippines (COMNAVPHIL); Vice Admiral Robert Griffin, Commander of Naval Activities in Japan (COMNAVJAP); and Captain Joseph Connolly, Commander of Naval Operating Base (COMNOB) Okinawa, with all of
the forces under their command, to report to MacArthur. Rear Admiral Charles
Pownall, Commander of the Marianas Area (COMMARIANAS), would also report
with all of his forces in the Marianas and Bonins to MacArthur for operational control.
Naval, Marine, and Naval Air Bases in the Marianas would continue to be directly available to fleet units, including the Fleet Marine Force. These units, however, would maintain their normal command relationships while in the Marianas. The JCS went on to say
that MacArthur would exercise unified command over all U.S. Army and Army Air
Forces in Japan, Southern Korea, the Ryukyus, the Philippines, the Marianas, and the
Bonins that were currently under his command as CINCAFPAC and over those naval
forces reporting to him in accordance with the above instructions to Pownall. Towers
would exercise unified command over all U.S. Naval Forces in the Pacific except those
reporting to MacArthur and Craig in accordance with the directive.35
McLean showed a second slide that illustrated a Joint Staff Organization that had been
set up by Admiral Towers for the Pacific Command. McLean asserted that this organization was a “translation” of the JCS Organization that was designed to fit an Area Command. McLean also read from Towers’ directive that the Admiral had issued to his
subordinate commands. Towers said that a Joint Staff system for the exercise of unified
command in the Pacific was hereby established and that he, as CINCPAC, would exercise
command over all Army Ground, Army Air, and Naval Forces assigned to PACOM. Towers pointed out that this authority was derived from the JCS directive and approved by the
President. Under CINCPAC would be the “Joint Pacific Command Chiefs of Staff” that
would include Lieutenant General Hull, who would be designated the Commanding
General of AGF Pacific; Vice Admiral Lynde McCormick, Deputy CINCPAC; and Brigadier General Stace, who would be the Commanding General of AAF Pacific. According to
Towers, these three officers would be a “policy and directive” drafting group which would
submit policies and directives to CINCPAC for approval. The members of the group
would act as “Executive Agents” for CINCPAC in carrying out policies and implementing
directives within their commands. There would also be a “Joint Secretariat” of three officers, one Ground Forces officer, one Naval officer, and one AAF officer. This body
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would maintain records and files, with clerical and other facilities being supplied jointly
on an “equitable” basis.36
Towers further stated that there would be four additional groups under PACOM’s
Joint Chiefs of Staff that would report directly to the Chiefs of Staff and assist in the
preparation of policy and directive drafts. Each of these groups would also be composed
of an AGF officer, an AAF officer, and a Naval officer. The Joint Plans Group would prepare joint plans and studies relating to the defense of the Pacific Command, the offensive employment of unified forces, and joint training, both training within and without
the Pacific Command. These plans and studies were to be in accordance with directives
from higher authorities. If such directives were not available, the Joint Plans Group
would prepare plans and studies on their own initiative. They were also expected to
work in close collaboration and furnish guidance to the other joint groups. One of these
other groups was the Joint Intelligence Group, which was to compile, evaluate, and disseminate intelligence upon which joint war plans and joint logistics plans might be developed and joint operations conducted. The Joint Logistic Group would prepare
logistics plans to support joint war plans and to advice the Joint Pacific Command
Chiefs of Staff as to the logistical aspects and implications of proposed plans and operations. This Group would study and make recommendations concerning the “efficient”
use of facilities and materials necessary for the logistical support of U.S. forces in
PACOM. The Joint Communications Group was to prepare joint communications
plans to accompany joint war plans and joint logistics plans. It was also to study and
make recommendations concerning the efficient joint use of communication facilities
for U.S. forces within PACOM. Towers concluded by saying that the Joint Pacific Command Chiefs of Staff was empowered and directed to furnish any of these four groups
with additional officer personnel to serve as members of sub-groups as might be necessary to aid in the preparation of plans, studies, or directives. McLean next showed the
Joint Staff for the Alaskan Command. He termed this an “easily understandable” Joint
Staff of sixteen officers who constituted the Command’s Joint Planning Staff. In addition, General Craig proposed to establish a “Joint Weather Central,” a group that was
not going to have permanent personnel but would have a Navy Captain heading this organization. McLean informed the students that he did not have an organization chart
for FECOM because General MacArthur had not yet given the War Department
enough information on that subject. According to McLean, however, there were indications that MacArthur intended to have a Joint Strategic Planning Staff that would probably be patterned off of that used in the Southwest Pacific Area during the war.37
McLean finished the lecture by showing a slide illustrating an “integrated” Joint
Staff for the Commander-in-Chief of a unified command. He pointed out that the
Chief of Staff was selected by the Commander-in-Chief, which meant that the Chief of
Staff probably came from the same service as the CINC. McLean thought that among
the Assistant Chiefs of Staff, the Assistant Chief of Staff for Plans should be the next senior officer to the Chief of Staff and should be from the “opposite” service as the Chief
of Staff. The remaining Assistant Chiefs of Staff should be assigned as equally as possible
from the several component forces so that “adequate” and “equitable” representation
was available. Within each section, there should be representatives from each component force, though he thought that in some sections one service representative would be
enough. Concluding, he asserted that other sections might require several officers from
each service in the section.38
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IX More Battle History and the Influence of the Atomic Bomb
on Future Naval Warfare, February 1947–April 1947

Curricular Revisions Again
s the unified commands were being organized, now-Captain Bates was continuing his historical research as head of the College’s Department of Analysis. In
early February 1947, he sent a memo to Rear Admiral Smith with his ideas
about future naval command and control. Bates told Smith that in order to fully explore this topic, he needed to find out definite knowledge of how Admiral Nimitz felt
filling both billets of CINCPAC and CINCPOA. He cited that Admiral Kinkaid, as 7th
Fleet Commander under General MacArthur, was not very “happy” in his position
since MacArthur was, to all intents and purposes, the naval commander and questioned naval operations, even ones in support of SWPA plans. Bates also said he had
heard from Army officers that they thought CINCPOA should have been an Army officer and Bates himself was convinced the functions of Fleet Commander and Area
Commander should have been separated. Bates was also concerned about seeing a future Commander-in-Chief of a Fleet or “great area” embarked aboard a ship. In his
study of the Battle of the Coral Sea, he noted that Vice Admiral Shigeyoshi Inouye,
Commander of the Japanese 4th Fleet, was better able to make changes to his plans by
operating from Rabaul than Admiral Fletcher was from his flagship. He argued that the
Naval War College Maneuver Board and experience at sea “clearly” demonstrated that a
Fleet Commander should remain with his Operating Staff, as close to the “scene of action” when possible. Yet Bates also saw these studies and previous experiences demonstrating that the Fleet Commander and Operating Staff should be on shore where they
did not need to maintain radio silence and where they could rest “reasonably” well.
None of these conditions, to Bates, was possible aboard ship in a combat area. He
thought that Admiral Halsey’s 3rd Fleet was a different matter since it was essentially a
raiding force, as was Admiral Spruance’s 5th Fleet, which Bates also considered to be a
“great” amphibious command which operated in a localized area. At the same time,
Bates perceived that Admiral Nimitz was able to maintain a “fine” Operating Staff and
radio network at Guam and was able to exercise close if not immediate supervision.1
Bates further related to Smith the concept of the “commander in the front lines,” an
idea that he said was not new in naval circles but he thought had been redeveloped by
the Army during the war. He cited operations in which General MacArthur moved forward and took station in the rear areas when the operating area was large, such as at
Lingayen or Leyte. Bates said that MacArthur had also stayed “even further” behind—
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in Australia—during the operations preceding Hollandia but by putting his Operating
Staff in the rear area. According to Bates, other than that, MacArthur was missing, i.e.,
far forward. Bates also said that General of the Army Eisenhower, CSA, told him that
Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery, now the Chief of the British Imperial General
Staff, also ran his wartime operations near his front lines while his Chief of Staff operated to the rear. Bates further cited a recent CINCLANT letter arguing that the Fleet
Commander should be in the front lines at all times, as Eisenhower had apparently indicated was preferable in the ETO. Bates asserted, however, that warfare on land and warfare on sea were quite different. As an example, he argued that radio silence for ground
operations was not nearly as important as for a fleet, whereas a Fleet Commander could
not make significant changes if communications alone had silenced him. Accordingly,
Bates thought that for the future the idea of an Operating Staff, modeled off of Nimitz’s
at Guam, was sound, as was the idea of an Advanced Base Staff, which would be at Pearl
Harbor. He additionally thought that there should be a Rear Echelon Staff embodied in
the Commander of the Western Sea Frontier (COMWESSEAFRON) who had been assigned duties as Deputy COMINCH in the last war but under the current organization
would be Deputy CINCPAC. He concluded by telling Smith that an Admiral at sea
should only have to worry about matters at sea.2

Captain Harry Hummer
Even more important to the College in early 1947 were explorations concerning new
military and naval technologies. Spruance, though largely reinforcing the idea that a
balanced fleet developed during the Pacific War would be the mainstay of the future
U.S. Navy, nevertheless had the student officers explore the impact of new technologies on the Navy. This change in curriculum could be seen in the fact that the now
standardized thesis topic for the June 1947 classes was the influence of the atomic
bomb on future naval warfare. In early February, Captain Harry Hummer, a member
of the Senior Class of June 1947 (see figure 20, third row from top, sixth from left),
submitted his thesis, which was written in the form of a war game scenario. Hummer
began by noting that the Truman-Atlee-King Statement of 15 November 1945 “epitomized” conclusions about the atomic bomb up to that point in time. The three political leaders assumed that atomic bombs created a warfare scenario in which the means
of destruction were “unknown” but also against which there was “no adequate defense” and over which no single nation could have a monopoly. Hummer, however,
took “violent exception” to these conclusions. He argued, in fact, that gas and bacteriological warfare was “many times” more destructive; that an adequate military defense could be constructed even if it was merely retaliation; and that a single nation
could obtain a monopoly on the bomb if it was “strong enough” to prevent development by all other nations. Hummer further assumed that if a nation like the United
States was sole possessor of the weapons, it was assured of this strength. Hummer next
listed what he thought were the “more frequently” discussed principles of war, such as
simplicity of the plan of action; having a clear objective for the nation’s armed forces;
employing economy of force; employing mass force at the decisive point of the objective; gaining and maintaining the offensive against the enemy; gaining and maintaining mobility in movement; ensuring security for one’s freedom of movement;
achieving surprise in time, place, direction, forces, tactics, and weapons; and coordinating the various components.3
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Fig. 20
Naval War College Junior and Senior
Classes, June 1947
Courtesy of the Naval War College
Museum

Hummer went on to argue that after careful study of these principles, he found “no
reason” to believe they were rendered obsolete or even obsolescent by the atomic bomb.
To “clinch” this argument, Hummer submitted the following Operation Plan that, he asserted, could be read “between the lines” to apply these principles directly to future U.S.
strategic and tactical concepts. Hummer thought that the reader would “scoff” at some of
the future weapons Hummer outlined in this Plan, especially the Homing Torpedo. But
he also emphasized that there were no new principles involved in these new weapons but
merely adaptations and improvements on “already tried and proven” ones. Hummer said
he felt comfortable in speaking with a “small amount” of authority as he had been Commander of the Surface Division in the Atlantic Fleet’s Anti-Submarine Development
Detachment (ASDEVLANT), which later became part of the U.S. Fleet’s Operational Development Force. Hummer filled this billet from August 1943 to January 1946 and was
“intimately” connected with the development of these weapons. He set the scenario in
1960 and while he thought that the ships and weapons he was going to describe could be
developed by that time, he also assumed that “certain budgetary difficulties” would “seriously deter” any such programs.4
Calling the plan Operation Plan COMPAC Number 1–60,
Hummer broke the Pacific Fleet of United Nations Forces into
the Philippine Force under Vice Admiral HA; the Okinawa
Force under Vice Admiral HB; the Guam Force under Vice Admiral HC, the North Pacific Force under Vice Admiral HD; the
Aleutian Force under Vice Admiral HE; the Service Force Pacific
under Vice Admiral HF; the Amphibious Force Pacific under
Vice Admiral HG; the Fleet Air Force Pacific under Rear Admiral HH; and the Mine Force Pacific under Rear Admiral HI. The
Philippine, Okinawa, Guam, North Pacific, and Aleutian Forces
consisted of various carrier, battleship, cruiser, destroyer, and
submarine squadrons, along with a command ship for each
force. The specialized forces consisted of various ship types that
included escort carriers, destroyer tenders (AD), ammunition ships, oilers, amphibious assault ships (LHD), destroyer-minesweepers (DMS), VP aircraft, and even
ice-breaking destroyers.5
The plan began by assuming that at the end of World War Two, a largely “ignorant
and selfish” American public forced the immediate demobilization of the U.S. Armed
Forces “to such a level that they were unable to fulfill their commitments at home and
abroad.” With what he envisioned as a lack of trained personnel and the lack of a bipartisan foreign policy, American prestige reached a “low ebb” and this jeopardized U.S.
efforts at making a “just and lasting” peace in the world. Hummer wrote of Truman’s
appointment of General of the Army George Marshall to the Secretary of State position
as a “noble but futile” effort to divorce party politics from foreign policy. This effort,
however, was short-lived and the efforts of President Arthur Vandenberg from 1948–
1952 and President Harold Stassen from 1952–1956 were “doomed to failure.” President Franklin Roosevelt, Jr., in spite of efforts with a new Democratic Congress, was
also unable to obtain “unanimity.” Hummer did argue, however, that these four Presidents kept the United States “alive” and functioning weakly with “shots of adrenalin.”6
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To Hummer, it was “regrettable” that the Russians “continually” refused to accept
the “violators punishment clause” connected with atomic inspection and that their refusal “provoked” the present arms race “throughout” the world. President Stassen had
had a plan which would have “compelled” each member nation to deposit a large sum
in the UN’s “Default Bank” to cover fines imposed, but he said that the Russians “violently” opposed this plan and prevented its adoption by the UN. Congress in the meantime refused to raise military pay and also refused compulsory military service, so the
“service mentality level” was “well below” the “acceptable” limit. Hummer also illustrated that during Vandenburg’s and Stassen’s Republican Administrations, many restrictions were placed on labor strikes. According to Hummer, these attempts to curb
industry-wide stoppages and “balance” the power of management and labor “drove”
American labor into the camp of Communism. “This swing to the left has, to date not
been totally corrected and the future of Capitalism hangs in the balance.” Hummer also
said that while the United States was “fumbling” with its political, social, and economic
problems, the USSR was successfully completing a series of Five-Year Plans that sought
to unify, industrialize, decentralize, and communize the Soviet Union. To Hummer,
the real lesson was that a totalitarian nation “can impose more easily on its population
than can a democracy that mass movement of people and industry necessary to disperse
urban concentrations.”7
Hummer further noted that the postwar period in Europe was marked by political
upheaval and social unrest “born of hunger, privation, and despair.” He saw these conditions as conducive to the “breeding” of Communism and he asserted that “Russia lost
no time in stepping into the breech with methods ranging from overt to the more insidious infiltration.” Hummer additionally painted a portrait in which the USSR infiltrated Africa, Central America, and South America, with Mexico in particular offering
“fertile grounds upon which were eagerly sown the seeds of communism.” By 1951,
when he had U.S. occupation forces leaving Europe, Hummer claimed that Russia, because of its strength and the weakness of the other European countries, was dominant
over Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
and Finland. “After the fall of her Labor Government in 1950 England alone opposed
the Russian Bear; and then with the claws of the Golden Lion seriously clipped as a result of Eastern Mediterranean withdrawals.” With England’s position in the Mediterranean weakened as well as with Communist influence strong “throughout” the Balkans,
Hummer laid out a scenario in which Greece and Turkey succumbed to Soviet domination as did Syria, Iran, Iraq, Arabia, Palestine, Trans-Jordan, and Egypt. “Thus the Soviet became the guardian of the Middle East and the dictator of Mediterranean policy,
flanked only by strifetorn and ineffectual India, Burma, and China.” Hummer then illustrated that as soon as U.S. occupation forces were withdrawn from Japan and Korea
in 1952, Russian influence began to be felt “in these countries and by 1958 Japan, Korea,
Manchuria, and North China had become ‘Sovietized.’ South China (below approximately 30° north latitude) retained its identity under a very weak and corrupt government.” Given all of these geostrategic losses to the USSR, Hummer portrayed the
United States in 1948 backing a Middle East oil program that had been suggested by the
U.S. Petroleum Advisory Board to try to control “rapidly dwindling” oil reserves. According to Hummer, this drew strong protests from the Soviets and was one of the main
sources of deteriorating Russo-American relations.8
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Hummer next cited “numerous” border clashes between Soviet forces occupying
North Korea and South Korean forces in May 1960. On 1 June, he said that Soviet
forces began the occupation of South Korea to “restore order.” Over a Soviet veto, the
United States, the United Kingdom, and China put the matter before the UN Security
Council on 15 June. The Soviets were pronounced an aggressor by the UN that same
day, which also agreed that the situation demanded action under Article Forty-Two of
the UN Charter. The next day, he said that the Security Council informed the Soviet
Union that unless its troops were withdrawn from South Korea by 15 July 1960, the
UN would use force to compel a withdrawal. Hummer illustrated the next step being a
15 June order by the British Admiralty to all British naval units and merchant ships in
the Mediterranean to clear for home ports or to proceed to Australia or Singapore via
Suez. “Similar action was taken in Washington the next day.” At this point, Hummer
“reminded” his readers that at the end of World War Two, “all” of the nations of the
world except Russia demobilized their armed forces. He also remarked that all three
of the Soviet Five-Year Plans included large appropriations for maintaining a large
standing army; building and maintaining a large navy; and research and development
of atomic energy, atomic bombs, rockets, guided missiles, and jet propulsion for aircraft. The Republican Congress, however, cut military appropriations in 1947 “so
drastically that these forces were in effect immobilized. It was not until the new Democratic regime took over the governmental reins in 1956 that adequate appropriations
were made available.”9
Hummer said, however, that in spite of inadequate financial support between
1945 and 1956, the Navy was not “idle” in its own research and development. As a result of the Bikini tests and the development of guided missiles and drone aircraft, ship
design was “radically” altered in 1947, and between 1947 and 1956, the Fleet had the
opportunity to test these new designs. The new designs, he pointed out, emphasized
the reduction of exposed personnel to an absolute minimum; included radiation decontamination stations; provided equipment for accelerating the neutralization of induced radioactivity in ships and equipment; and entailed the installation of water and
air purification systems to counter dangers from gas and bacteria contamination. In
addition, he said that all guided missiles ramps were placed below decks, with a sliding
door opening through the main deck. Fuel oil tanks, he illustrated, were extended upward to the main deck level to afford further protection to personnel against radiation. He additionally mentioned that new “anti-radio activity” metals that were
developed in 1949 were “exclusively” used for these ships while hulls were “substantially reinforced” to permit operations in “generally un-navigable” seas and Polar waters. Hummer also wrote that Congress “surprisingly” in 1948 appropriated funds to
subsidize “vital” industry as well as begin its dispersal and movement underground.
These operations included the “much deserved” Oil Reserve and Underground Dispersal Plan. “Congress even went so far as to approve the Shipyard and Supply Depot
Decentralization Plan which provided for complete dispersal so that a target worthy
of an atom bomb would never be presented.” Hummer envisioned naval and private
shipyards being limited to new construction and “completely” dispersed throughout
the country, while fighter airfields equipped with all-weather and jamming equipment were constructed near each shipyard or depot. In this scenario, Congress additionally appropriated funds to disperse atomic bomb storage depots and nuclear
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fission piles, and South Polar expeditions in 1947 and afterward resulted in locating
an “unlimited” source of uranium. “Canadian sources of this vital material have been
located and are being held in reserve.”10
Hummer next said that the need for transportation improvement was recognized
and a move was “instigated” in 1946 to remove “bottlenecks” from road and rail facilities. In ship repair, both within and without CONUS, the trend was also toward dispersal and mobility. Auxiliary Repair Docks (ARD) were, according to Hummer, built
so that they could dock a battleship or carrier in the open sea and then proceed at ten
knots while repairs were effected. If the ARD was attacked while a vessel was under repair, all of the latter’s weapons were available for defense. Hummer noted how docks of
“similar types” were also built to take smaller vessels. He even wrote about a “Dock Defense Unit” that provided protection for the ARDs and other craft when they were anchored in open seas. This Unit consisted of “many” heavy floating caissons linked
together to form a breakwater. Anti-torpedo nets extended fifty feet below the caisson,
and the caissons were armed with sixty millimeter rapid-fire anti-aircraft guns as well as
torpedo “chutes” that could launch the Homing Torpedo he spoke of earlier. Ships at
anchor behind the breakwater received supplies from shore via ramp-loaded craft of the
LST type that did not require loading docks or a permanent location. To Hummer, this
meant that the destruction of any major port by an atom bomb would not cripple the
servicing of the Fleet. Developments in dehydrated food also greatly facilitated the
problem of supporting the Fleet at sea, according to Hummer. By 1960, all ships were
capable of carrying food for 120 days at sea. Concentrated foods made it possible for
new thirty-knot oilers and ammunition ships to carry food and supply the Fleet at the
same time that they were transferring fuel and ammunition. Hummer also said that
these vessels handled spare electronic equipment. Additionally, he pointed out that
Congress funded large locks in the Panama Canal starting in 1950 as well as a sea-level
canal in Nicaragua. Completed in 1955 and 1957, respectively, and modernized in their
defense, Hummer noted that this work was progressing “moderately.” The Armed
Forces Intelligence Board, which Hummer said was created by Presidential decree in
1948, proved to be a “most efficient” organization with its “tentacles” reaching to the
“far corners” of the globe. He also asserted that the Board’s Propaganda and Public Relations Division had created a “much needed” liaison between the Armed Forces and
the American public. In particular, he was impressed with the Board’s Sabotage Division, which had affected “comprehensive” plans for “work” in Russia, including the use
of bacteriological, cosmic, and gas warfare. “This group has also put into effect the
American anti-sabotage plan and is working in close cooperation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.”11
The “general plan” in case of war with Russia, as laid down by the Military Staff
Committee of the UN Security Council on 20 June 1960, was to provide for two phases,
one of defense and the other of offense. The Defense Plan called for denying to the
USSR the British Isles, Iceland, and Greenland; holding the Aleutians, Iwo Jima, Okinawa, and the Pacific Islands further to the south; and offering “token” resistance to
Russia’s “inevitable” advance into the Balkans, the Middle East, and the Mediterranean.
“While it is realized that by the latter action Russia will be assured an adequate oil supply it is also felt that the defense of the Netherlands Indies will provide not only sufficient oil for the United Nations Forces but also vital materials.” Hummer did not think
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that in the initial phase of the war it would be possible to defend both the Middle East
and the Netherlands Indies with the forces available. The Offense Plan, however, called
for the recapture of Japan, the Kuriles, Kamchatka, and Sakhalin and then the ultimate
seizure of footholds in Korea, Manchuria, and North China. The Offense Plan also
called for a cross-Channel invasion into Germany that would make possible a Balkan
Sea invasion, a White Sea invasion, the recapture of Suez and Gibraltar, and a Black Sea
invasion. “The results will be four spearheads pointed at Moscow from Odessa, Memel,
Leningrad, and Archangel.”12
Concerning enemy forces, Hummer reported that the best information indicated
that Russia had three “practically identical” fleets located in the White Sea, the Black
Sea, and the Sea of Japan. These were believed to consist of twelve to fifteen fleet carriers, the same number of light carriers, ten to twelve escort carriers, fifteen to eighteen
battleships, ten to twelve heavy cruisers, eight to ten bombardment cruisers (CR),
twenty to twenty-four light cruisers, seventy to eighty destroyers, eighty-five to
ninety-five destroyer escorts, forty to fifty submarines, and various mine craft, amphibious assault craft, and service vessels of the “latest” type. He further reported that
the Kuriles, Kamchatka, and Sakhalin were heavily fortified and also defended with
the latest types of land-based aircraft. Additionally, the Soviet Army consisted of “approximately” eight million “well-trained and equipped” men, with special training
devoted to amphibious operations. Hummer also indicated that the Soviet Air Force
consisted of “about” 30,000 planes of the latest type. “Much emphasis has been placed
on training of airborne invasion forces and equipment is available for large scale operations.” Concerning UN forces other than the Pacific Fleet’s, Hummer listed the Atlantic Defense Force, the Northeast Strategic Bombing Command, the Caribbean
Defense Command, the Alaskan Defense Command, the Australian Defense Command, and the Atlantic Fleet.13
Hummer made certain assumptions about Soviet moves as well. He assumed that
the USSR would ignore the Security Council’s ultimatum and that the Security Council
would declare war on the Soviet Union. In addition, he saw public opinion denying UN
forces the use of atomic weapons except in retaliation. He also envisioned Russia occupying Japan and attempting to invade Formosa, Okinawa, Iwo Jima, and the Aleutians.
Under these conditions, Hummer thought that Spain would seize Gibraltar and the
Russians would take the Dardanelles, Suez, and “all” of the oil fields in the Middle East.
Additionally, he saw Communist forces overthrowing governments in Thailand and
French Indo-China as well as attempting to seize Singapore. Further, Hummer was certain that the Soviets would occupy Germany, France, Belgium, and Holland with the aid
of their “comrades” in these countries and would set up rocket and guided missile sites
on the Channel Coast. Russia would also mine the entrances to the Baltic Sea, the White
Sea, the Black Sea, and the Sea of Japan. He was additionally certain that the Soviets
would initiate “guided missile and atomic warfare.” At this same time, Hummer saw
UN forces attempting to prevent the Soviet seizure of Formosa, Okinawa, Iwo Jima, any
of the Aleutian Islands, and any position east or south of a line connecting those islands.
These operations were all to be conducted in support of the Military Staff Committee’s
Defense Plan.14
More specifically, the Philippine Force was to defend Formosa, the Philippines, and
the south coast of China against Soviet air or seaborne attack. It was also to strike enemy
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concentrations in North China, Manchuria, Korea, Japan, and any targets of opportunity in the East China Sea, the Yellow Sea, and the Sea of Japan. The Okinawa Force was
to defend Okinawa against Soviet air and seaborne attack; and strike enemy concentrations in North China, Korea, Manchuria, Japan. Like the Philippine Force, it was also to
strike targets of opportunity in the East China Sea, the Yellow Sea, and the Sea of Japan
and carry out the latter operations in coordination with the Philippine Force when directed by the latter’s Commander. The Guam Force was to defend the Marianas and
Iwo Jima against Soviet air or seaborne attack; strike enemy concentrations in China,
Korea, Manchuria, Japan; and attack targets of opportunity in the East China Sea, the
Yellow Sea, and the Sea of Japan. It was also to carry out these operations in coordination with the Okinawa and Philippine Forces when directed by the Commander of the
Philippine Force. The North Pacific Force was to defend Wake Island and Hawaii
against Soviet air and seaborne attacks as well as strike enemy concentrations in Japan,
the Kuriles, Kamchatka, Sakhalin, and Russia. It was additionally to strike targets of opportunity in the Okhotsk and Bering Seas. The Aleutian Force was to defend the Aleutians and the coast of Alaska against Soviet air and seaborne attacks; strike enemy
concentrations in Japan, the Kuriles, Kamchatka, Sakhalin, and Russia; and hit targets
of opportunity in the Okhotsk and Bering Seas. It was to strike the latter targets in coordination with orders from the Commander of the North Pacific Force. The Service
Force Pacific was to provide logistical support for all forces listed in the Task Organization, while the Amphibious Force Pacific was to be kept in reserve in the Philippines
and Marianas with sufficient Marine Corps forces to “adequately” bolster the defense
forces in those islands, supply reinforcements, and counter landing parties against
Formosa, Okinawa, and Iwo Jima. Marines were also to be held in reserve in the Dutch
Harbor area to counter landings in the Aleutians while escort vessels would be furnished by Commander, Service Force Pacific upon request.15
Fleet Air Force Pacific was to operate searches and patrols as directed by the Air
Search Plan from Pearl Harbor, Midway, Wake, the Aleutians, the Marianas, the Philippines, Formosa, Okinawa, and Iwo Jima. It was also to maintain carrier plane and pilot
replacement pools in the Philippines and the Marianas, while Commander, Service
Force Pacific was to furnish escort carriers and destroyer escorts upon request. Mine
Force Pacific was to conduct mine laying and sweeping operations in accordance with
the Mine Plan and furnish mine craft to operate in support of Task Forces upon the request of the Task Force Commanders. Additionally, all aircraft were to report weather
conditions to Weather Station Guam upon completion of their flights; radio silence
could be broken at the discretion of the Task Force Commander to report dangerous
storms; and every effort to locate and report radar and missile stations was to be made,
including reporting characteristics and frequencies when available since early warning
of missile attack was “vital.” The Pacific Fleet was to ensure that it did not commit any
hostile acts until the war plan was placed into effect. The war plan itself was to be called
“Hotshot” and would be placed into effect by dispatch. The Plan’s Annexes also included descriptions of the capabilities and limitations of naval vessels and equipment in
order to familiarize “other than naval forces” with these operations. Service Force Pacific was again detailed to provide logistics for these forces, with Task Force Commanders submitting logistic requirements to Commander, Service Force Pacific prior to 6
July 1960. Commander, Pacific Fleet was further placed at Fleet Headquarters, Guam
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and Vice Admiral HA, the Commander of Philippine Forces, was to be designated as
Second-in-Command while at sea in one of the battleships. The reader should note that
while Hummer saw this conflict as global, most of his actual war plan entailed Pacific
Ocean operations. This is intriguing since numerous historians have noted that by
1946–47, Navy strategic plans and Naval War College maneuvers were oriented toward
the Atlantic. This author can only speculate that Hummer’s ideas were a reflection of
the continuing strength of prewar and wartime focus on the Pacific Basin by elements of
the American naval officer corps.16
Hummer’s war plan was also interesting from the perspective of new equipment and
battle fleet dispositions. In fact, most of his thesis consisted of Annexes that outlined what
he thought would be future naval technologies that impacted strategy, operations, and
tactics. In terms of equipment, Hummer illustrated anti-aircraft weapons that fielded entirely new capabilities. To Hummer, the speed of aircraft and guided missiles placed an
emphasis on increased rate of fire, range, and muzzle velocity. As an example, he noted
that the muzzle velocity of the five-inch, thirty-eight caliber anti-aircraft gun in 1947 was
2,600 feet per second but the jet fighters and guided missiles that he was envisioning for
1960 had velocities of 1,560 miles per hour. Hummer also imagined in his scenario that
the Bureau of Ordnance (BUORD) had “backtracked” to the days of barrage fire in 1948
because mechanical fuses on shells were not effective against targets moving at 1,000 miles
per hour or more. BUORD also, however, had to abandon old short-range weapons in favor of “concentration of effort” by medium and long-range rapid-fire weapons. Hummer
said that these efforts resulted in the five-inch, thirty-two caliber dual-purpose gun and
the Mark 5 sixty millimeter anti-aircraft gun. The first gun was shorter than its predecessor, had a muzzle velocity of 4,200 feet per second, and was highly automated through the
Mark 532 AA/Surface Computer. This weapon also had automatically set fuses, a range of
26,000 yards, and a rate of fire of 120 rounds per minute. The gun additionally had a
newly-designed automatic, pneumatic-loading system directly from the magazine to the
gun. “No exposed personnel are needed to operate this battery or its attendant control
equipment.” The Mark 5 sixty millimeter AA Gun was also rapid-fire, but of intermediate
range. It had a muzzle velocity of 4,000 feet per second and a range of 12,000 yards. It was
also automatically elevated and trained, had a rate of fire of 200 rounds per minute, was
also automatically loaded from below decks, and had similar set fuses. It too operated so
that only the director crews were above deck. The Mark 60 Director was also heavily automated to control an entire battery of these guns. A combined director and computer, it
could handle targets up to 2,000 miles per hour at altitudes up to 30,000 feet. Range, bearing, and altitude went from the radar to the computer—which trained and elevated the
guns—and fuse settings were transmitted to the receivers at the guns. The Mark 532 AA/
Surface Computer itself was capable of handling targets up to 2,000 miles per hour and altitudes up to 90,000 feet. It was stabilized by a “super high speed” gyro known as the Mark
12 Stable Element. Range, bearing, and altitude were also automatically sent from the radar to the computer. “The human element is entirely removed. (Top directors are only
used as a stand-by in case radar jamming is successful).” Hummer also said that fuse “setting, elevation, and train order was automatically computed and transmitted to the guns,
which were also automatically positioned. Firing and spotting are done in plot, the latter
by radar.”17
Also developed was new sonar gear, specifically the Mark 27. Consisting of five units
mounted on an escort vessel, this equipment had a detection unit that employed an
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underwater electrical horizontal scanning system that Hummer said had been developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). He claimed it was possible
with this system to determine the range and bearing of a submarine at up to 18,000
yards and employ a “depth finding unit” that could sweep through 120 degrees to measure the depth of a target and feed that data into a computer. The computer, in turn,
consisted of a miniature gyro-stabilized range keeper that automatically fed range,
bearing, and depth. One’s own ship’s course and speed was also fed into the computer
so it could determine the course the ship needed to take in order “to put the ship approximately over the submarine.” When the weapons launching position was reached,
the computer automatically fired the electrical circuit that launched Mark 17 Homing
Torpedoes from the ship’s stern. The system also had an Identification Friend or Foe
(IFF) system to prevent damaging a friendly vessel, and a jamming system towed astern
to “fox” enemy acoustic torpedoes.18
This new ASW gear also included a Mark 37 Submarine and Torpedo Detection Device, a modification of the Mark 27 Sonar Gear that consisted only of the detection, IFF,
and jamming units. This newer system warned of a submarine’s approach so that enemy
torpedoes could be detected and the Mark 17 Torpedo could be launched. “All vessels
larger than a destroyer carry this equipment. Destroyers, destroyer escorts, and submarines carry the MK 27 Sonar Gear.” The Mark 17 Torpedo itself, he said, was effective
against enemy submarines or surface ships within 210 miles, whether the ASW ship was
underway or at anchor. The torpedo was electrically operated and wakeless and could
even be launched over the sides of ships that did not have torpedo launchers. The torpedo
was even designed to be idle and it had a “practically” unlimited life from a Sea Cell battery. Capable of running 60,000 yards at one time and then being able to recharge itself,
the torpedo was capable of six such recharges. The torpedo could also run a zigzag and
curve as well as carry out a straight run, and it had two types of homing devices. One device was acoustic responding and the other was sonar responding. Further, the torpedo
could run up to sixty knots in speed and could hover when its IFF unit indicated a friendly
vessel nearby. Its acoustic devices were effective up to 10,000 yards and could even detect
an enemy submarine in the immediate vicinity of a friendly ship. IFF impulse signals were
also changed daily, Hummer said, to cause more difficulty for the enemy trying to jam the
devices. The Mark 17 was additionally capable of carrying both atomic and conventional
warheads, with the conventional warhead consisting of 600 pounds of an even more destructive type of TNT called TNT-X2. Warheads could be installed in two minutes and
had self-destruction devices to prevent capture by the enemy.19
Hummer also foresaw a more modern torpedo, the Mark 17-1. Hummer said that
this torpedo was effective against ships at anchor behind nets, against minefields, and
against harbor facilities. He further pointed out that a Mark 17 could be converted to a
17-1 in one minute by inserting a different control panel into the torpedo. As an example of the weapon’s capability, Hummer imagined a submerged submarine off the entrance to an enemy port or harbor. After the torpedo was fired, it was guided by a
pulsating sonar signal that was transmitted from the submarine to the torpedo. The
weapon picked up this signal and bounced it back to the submarine so the launching
platform knew the range and bearing of the torpedo. In this manner, Hummer said that
the torpedo could be guided on “any desired” course, at depths of ten to 120 feet and at
speeds between ten and sixty knots. The torpedo could also be set to any desired course
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in case sonar control was lost because of range or interference. Because the torpedo’s
course could be altered in this manner up to five times, Hummer assumed that the
weapon could “transit the most torturous channels or minefields to the inner harbor.”
A developed Mark 17-2 torpedo was also designed for use by aircraft against submarines but Hummer said it could also be used by surface ships and submarines. This
weapon was a Mark 17 Torpedo with a radio control panel and antenna added. Course
and speed could be controlled, therefore, by radio from aircraft and the track of the torpedo could be followed using the parent craft’s homing equipment. This homing system, consisting of a series of sonar and radio echoes, would allow the parent craft to
engage an enemy submarine with the torpedoes. Because of the antenna, the Mark 17-2
ran at a depth of eight feet while under radio control but when released from this it operated as a regular Mark 17. Hummer said that if an enemy used a similar weapon, it
would be necessary for all surface vessels and submarines to employ “frequency sweep
jammers and electronic foxers” when in “torpedo waters.”20
As concerned guided missiles, Hummer illustrated that all guided missiles operated
on radar control and “line of sight” range. Their range, however, could be increased
with the use of relay planes and submarines. An airplane, he argued, could control a
missile up to 800 miles at high altitudes without relay aircraft but the control would be
reduced as the missile descended to the target. Accordingly, Hummer saw submarines
and surface vessels controlling missiles out to 1,200 miles in conjunction with relay aircraft, a range he thought could be extended up to 1,800 miles with aircraft. Hummer
also saw the use of “jamming missiles” that traveled at 1,500 miles per hour and had
jamming equipment instead of explosive charges in them. Further, relay planes could
be used by friendly forces to jam enemy guided missiles and to prevent U.S. missiles
from being jammed. In fact, Hummer saw a “code device” being installed that caused
the enemy missile to refuse to respond to any signals not preceded by an “appropriate
code letter of the day.” If the enemy employed a similar device, Hummer said the
United States would have to have its own jammers cut into the “code letter sweeper.”
He additionally envisioned jamming enemy radars in the direction of a missile’s flight.
This scenario of missile warfare could also be supplemented by “relay drones” or small
drone planes that were radio-controlled and launched from surface ships or submarines to extend their radar range and the range of their radar-controlled or guided missiles. Jet-launched from small catapults on destroyers, destroyer escorts, and
submarines, these drones could also be launched from the regular catapults on larger
ships. Drones were to have floats and land in the sea for recovery. Carrier drones could
launch and recover from the ship’s flight deck or be catapulted in launch. “The relay
drone carries radar, television, and radio relay equipment as well as the necessary radio
control gear.”21
The relay planes were also designed to be carried on all ships larger than destroyers. A
small, jet plane capable of being launched with or without a pilot from a surface ship catapult, it could also be recovered alongside at sea. Carrying a television transmitter that
would transmit a picture to the parent ship, the relay plane could transmit that television
image through as many as four relay planes. When it was without a pilot, the relay plane
carried radio control equipment as well as automatic flight equipment. Hummer said that
the plane could also carry equipment for relaying radio signals to other planes or to
guided missiles. Airborne early warning (AEW) gear and missile jamming equipment
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could be carried by drone planes as well. Carrier versions, he demonstrated, were identical to the ones used on surface ships with the substitution of landing gear for pontoons
and the addition of lights for use in night recoveries. Along the lines of these new weapons
systems, Hummer also described a “submerged” submarine dock. Designed in 1950, he
said, by the Bureau of Ships, it was essentially a large caisson capable of holding a single
submarine within it. The dock was also capable of submerging to a depth up to 1000 feet
where it could take in the submarine and lie with the sub within its well. The inner well
could be pumped dry by pumping water into the dock’s ballast tanks, thus preventing the
water from being sent to the surface and giving away the dock’s position. Repairs could
then be affected on the submarine—as could re-provisioning and refueling—as the entire
submarine and dock stayed submerged. Hummer said these docks would be submerged
in localities known to submarine commanders, with the locale being frequently shifted to
prevent enemy detection. Docks and submarines rendezvousing would communicate
through sonar signals with proper identifying calls. The submarine could then enter the
dock, the open end would be sealed, and the well would be pumped dry. Hummer said
that this process required the dock to be surfaced for about sixteen minutes but that this
time could be reduced to ten minutes.22
Another newly imagined system was what Hummer called the Emergency Fuel
Buoy. Designed, he said, in 1949 to supply submarines and surface ships with emergency fuel in forward areas, the Buoy would extend the range of operations. A cylindrical tank with compartments and topside fittings for refueling, the Buoy was built so that
each compartment had a self-sealing valve that allowed sea water to enter as fuel was removed. This process was meant to ensure continued buoyancy. The Buoy also had a
depth control compartment that had an electric depth control motor and winch, a bank
of batteries, a sonar control receiver, and an echo repeater. The Buoy was to be “securely” anchored in any depth of water up to 5,000 feet. The Buoy could be brought to
different depths by means of the motor and winch. The echo repeater enabled friendly
ships to find the submerged Buoy at ranges of nine to thirty miles. The repeater, he said,
was similar to those used in World War Two anti-submarine training and consisted of a
receiver that picked up transmissions, amplified them, and retransmitted them to the
original sender. In addition to fuel, the Buoy could be used to accommodate “small
amounts” of electronics and other vital spare parts.23
This advanced equipment included new classes of ships that would employ the
aircraft, weapons, and detection gear that Hummer envisioned. The Pearl Harbor-class of
fleet carriers, for instance, were to displace 55,000 tons, have a maximum capable speed of
forty-four knots, and be armed with the five-inch, thirty-two caliber and sixty millimeter
guns as well as Midget Ike missiles capable of 200 mile ranges. The carrier was also to be
equipped with four relay drones and four relay planes, along with the attendant radio,
radar, television, guided missile control, and jamming equipment. It was also to carry
the Submarine and Torpedo Detection Device and forty Mark 17 torpedoes. Obviously,
the ship also employed jet planes, specifically seventy-five fighters and 125 attack
planes. Additionally, Hummer saw a Corregidor-class of light carriers that was 30,000
tons in displacement, had a maximum speed of forty-six knots, and a smaller but similar mix of guns, missiles, and aircraft to the Pearl Harbor-class. Fifty fighters and seventy
attack planes were the ship’s main arsenal, and there were an identical number of relay
planes and drones as well as its attendant equipment. The Gela-class escort carriers had
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a displacement of 20,000 tons, a maximum speed of 35 knots, the same number of relay
drones and planes, and the same sonar gear as the Navy’s destroyers, destroyer escorts,
and submarines. Thirty fighters and fifty attack planes comprised this carrier’s main
weaponry. They operated without any exposed personnel during flight operations and
control equipment provided for “all weather” flight operations. The Texas-class battleship was to have a displacement of 60,000 tons, a maximum speed of forty-five knots, a
similar mix of five-inch, thirty-two and sixty millimeter guns, and a mix of 900 Light
Horse Harry, Tiny Mike, Wee Oscar, and Midget Ike missiles, the first with an 1,800
mile range and the middle two with ranges of 1,000 miles. The missiles were in place of
heavy guns and the missile ramps were below decks so that personnel were not exposed.
This battleship also had four catapults for six relay drones and six relay planes. The ship
additionally had all of the radio, radar, television, guided missile control, and jamming
equipment of the Pearl Harbor-class as well as similar sonar gear and torpedoes.24
The Canton-class heavy cruiser displaced 40,000 tons, had a maximum speed of
forty-six knots, twenty five-inch, thirty-two guns, sixty of the sixty millimeter guns, and a
mix of over 500 Light Horse Harry, Tiny Mike, Wee Oscar, and Midget Ike missiles. These
cruisers also had two catapults for four relay drones and two relay planes; the same types
of weapons control and detection gear; and numerous guided missiles ramps placed in
various port, starboard, fore, and aft positions, just as on the Texas-class. The Sioux
City-class of bombardment cruisers displaced 40,000 tons, had the same maximum speed
of the Canton-class, and the same mix of guns. It also sported “rocket mortars” firing projectiles of 300 to 2,000 pounds each, with ranges from twenty to sixty miles and numbering about seventy in all. Hummer pointed out that this type of cruiser was essentially a
bombardment vessel that did not carry guided missiles. “It does, however, carry all the
protectived [sic] devices against guided missiles, submarines, and torpedoes carried by
the BB-70 type.” The Sioux Falls-class of light cruisers would have a displacement of
20,000 tons, a maximum speed of forty-nine knots, a smaller complement of five-inch,
thirty-two and sixty millimeter guns, and twelve Midget Ike missiles. The class also had
two catapults for two relay planes and four relay drones, and the same control equipment
as the Texas-class. King-class destroyers were to displace only 3,200 tons but have a maximum speed of fifty knots, a mix of five-inch, thirty-two and sixty millimeter guns, and
100 Midget Ike missiles as well as one catapult and one recovery winch for four relay
drones. The missile ramps were to be below decks and the King-class carried all of the
equipment for both guiding and countering missiles, as well as the Mark 27 Sonar Gear
and up to fifty Mark 17 torpedoes. The Blake-class destroyer escort was to displace 2,500
tons, have a maximum speed of thirty-nine knots, be armed with a smaller mix of the
same guns, and have seventy-five Midget Ike missiles. It also had the same suite of weapons control, countermeasure, and ASW equipment, and had similar missile ramps below
deck so as to minimize exposed personnel.25
The Bass-class diesel submarine was equipped with a “schnorchel” device that allowed it to stay submerged for 22,000 miles at ten knots. This class of submarines
could achieve a maximum surface speed of forty knots and a submerged one of thirty
knots along with a maximum depth of 1,000 feet. It carried ninety Mark 17 torpedoes
with eighteen bow and stern tubes, a catapult for four drones, 120 Tiny Mike, Wee Oscar, and Midget Ike missiles, and ten rocket tubes for 100 500-pound rockets. The
rockets could be launched from a fifty foot depth, though they were not guided.
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Radio, radar, television, guided missile control, and jamming equipment was similar
to that of the Texas-class and the Bass-class also had the Mark 27 Sonar Gear. Hummer further illustrated that these submarines carried “special ice thickness determining” and ice breaker equipment. They were also equipped for radar picket duty, had
rubber-covered anti-radar schnorchels, and “releasable evasion” devices that simulated submarine screw and sonar noises.26
Hummer also introduced the Eaglefish-class, a class of atomic-powered submarines
that was capable of carrying, launching, and recovering either fifty fighter planes or
forty attack planes. Hummer saw these submarines being used as fighter cover for
long-range Air Force bombers, covering Fleet units, providing carrier replacement aircraft, and for surprise attacks on “suitable” targets. With a main deck that was 500 feet
long and sixty feet wide and that tapered to forty feet at the bow and stern, the
Eaglefish-class had two elevators and the necessary arresting gear. He also said that it operated without propellers, was capable of a surfaced or submerged speed of forty knots,
and had “a life at that speed of ten months. At most economical speed (24 knots) its life
is 18 months. Maximum speed surfaced and submerged is 45 knots. Self contained oxygen and water generating units allow for a maximum submerged time of 60 days.” One
last class of submarines was the Toadfish-class, a submersible amphibious assault carrier
that differed from the Eaglefish-class only in the fact that it had ten elevators and a main
deck sloping downward to starboard and port so as to allow amphibious assault craft to
roll from the elevators on either side of the submarine into the water.27
Battle force dispositions were also a significant part of Hummer’s war plan. Cruising
Disposition AB, for instance, was a “combined anti-submarine and anti-atomic bomb
disposition.” Hummer said that this formation was suitable for both day or night operations as well as those operations undertaken in high or low visibility. It was also suitable, he said, for convoying merchant vessels and fleet trains, including large, medium,
and small convoys. The disposition consisted of an Air Search Group in which an escort
carrier commanding officer was the Screen Commander. Cruising Disposition AB additionally consisted of an Outer Screen, an Inner Screen, and Pickets. The Convoy
Commodore was the OTC and commanded all vessels in the convoy and escorts. The
more “valuable” ships of the convoy were placed in the center but staggered with “less
valuable” ones. Hummer also said that all possible dispersion was made. An escort vessel was placed at the center of the formation as a Guide and any permanent course
change was like a wheel turning about the center of the formation. Hummer further
noted that the OTC could change station assignments to suit existing conditions. The
OTC could also direct air sweeps ahead of the formation or have “barrier patrols”
flown. In addition, Radar, Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD), Directional Sonobuoys, and Mark 17-2 Torpedoes would be used for submarine detection. Outer Screen
ships and Pickets would provide protection against guided missiles and surface raiders
in addition to providing anti-submarine protection. Hummer went on to illustrate that
the Convoy Commodore would use voice instructions to make emergency deployments. “The inner screen will rigidly conform to such maneuvers.” Tactical communications would be by voice, direct from the Convoy Commodore to the convoy and the
Inner Screen. Signals to the Outer Screen, the Pickets, and the Screen Commander were
to be relayed by the Convoy Commodore via an Inner Screen vessel or an AEW plane.
All AEW planes and relay drones were also to have voice relay equipment, with all voice
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transmissions to be in plain language. Merchant vessels in the convoy would only carry
modified sonar equipment that included the detection unit, the jammer, and the IFF
gear. Each merchant vessel in the convoy, however, would carry two “stern chutes” for
ten Mark 17 torpedoes, weapons that were to be released from the bridge upon a signal
from the Inner Screen Commander. Hummer also took stragglers into account. More
specifically, these ships would have escorts assigned to them by the Screen Commander
from the Outer Screen and Pickets as “practicable.” Because the “most likely” torpedo
to be encountered would be a “target-seeking” type, he suggested that the convoys not
zigzag. The merchant ships would also have Navy gun crews onboard for the sixty millimeter guns, but the number of guns per ship would depend on the size of each vessel.28
Cruising Disposition CD was a daytime, high-visibility formation, the purpose of
which was defense against atomic guided missiles, rockets, or torpedoes. From the center
of the formation outward, the order of forces was Heavy Ships, the Inner Anti-Submarine
Screen, the Submarine Anti-Submarine Screen, and the Outer Screen. The Guide was positioned at the center of the formation, the rotation of the formation would be performed
about that center of the axis, and station assignments could be altered by the OTC as conditions indicated, provided that the “primary concept” of dispersion was not violated. Air
operations were also to be directed by the OTC, with AEW planes to be utilized on a
twenty-four basis. In addition to providing anti-submarine protection, the Inner Screen,
as well as the Outer and Submarine Screens, were charged with the protection of the
heavy ships against guided missiles and rockets. “This is the primary function of the Outer
Screen.” Hummer did not think that emergency deployments would be necessary while
in this formation. Alterations of course to avoid submarine attack would be made by turn
movements and the Submarine Screen would endeavor to interpose itself on the “danger
bearing.” Carriers, he said, would deploy on the “disengaged” side. In addition, tactical
communications would be handled by the OTC at the center of the formation by voice to
the Heavy Ships and Inner Screen, by relay to the Submarine Screen Commander
through the Inner Screen, and to the Outer Screen Commander through the AEW plane.
He also did not see a need for zigzag tactics in this formation.29
Cruising Disposition EF was a combination low-visibility and anti-submarine formation that was suitable for use at night or in low visibility when heavy ship protection
against submarine attack was the main factor. The order of forces from the center outward was the Heavy Ships, the Inner Anti-Submarine Screen, and the Submarine and
Outer Anti-Submarine Screens. The Guide of the formation was again at the center of the
formation, rotation of the formation would be about the center, and station assignments
would again be altered by the OTC as conditions warranted provided that no further concentration of ships resulted. Concentration in this case, however, was felt justified by the
increased anti-submarine protection that was provided and the reduction in probability
of detection by the enemy. Patrols and searches were also to be ordered by the OTC and
alteration to avoid submarine attack would be made by turn movements. Again, tactical
communications would be handled by the OTC as the Guide in the center of the formation by voice direct to the Inner Screen and from the Outer Screen to the Pickets. Nor
would zigzag tactics be employed in this formation. Hummer similarly looked at approach dispositions. Approach Disposition G was designed to allow for closing with an
enemy battle line to a favorable position within range of U.S. weapons. It was also designed to afford protection against enemy submarines and guided missiles. The order of
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forces from the van to the rear were submarines as the Advance Anti-Submarine Screen;
destroyers as the Outer Anti-Submarine and Anti-Guided Missile Screen; rocket cruisers
(CR), light cruisers, heavy cruisers, and destroyers as the Inner Anti-Submarine and
Anti-Guided Missile Screen; battleships; and carriers.30
The Guide’s position was again at the center of the formation, along which the alternation of fleet axis would also rotate. Submarines were stationed in the van to make
anti-submarine sweeps and to give early warning of guided missile or air attack. The submarines would attack enemy heavy units, especially carriers, and then retire towards U.S.
heavy ships to remain within radar range of the target and guide missiles from the U.S.
heavy ships to the targets. Destroyers in the Outer Screen would protect light, heavy, and
rocket cruisers from submarine, guided missile, and air attack. The destroyers would also
join with light cruisers to break up light surface force attacks if they developed. The Inner
Screen would protect the battleships and cruisers from any of the attacks mentioned
above while searches and patrols would be conducted as ordered by the OTC. AEW
planes would also be employed during all stages of the approach and signals for emergency deployments would be made by the OTC. The OTC would additionally control tactical communications through the Task Force Commanders, with relay of voice
communications being through the heavy cruisers or the AEW planes. Should an attack
of any description develop during the approach to the target, Task Force and Task Unit
Commanders were to take “appropriate” action and notify the OTC immediately.31
Hummer’s last Annex spoke to Battle Disposition H, which was a result of deployment from an approach disposition just prior to an expected engagement. Its purpose
was to provide a disposition from which U.S. forces could be employed “most efficiently.” The order of forces from the enemy was submarines, rocket cruisers, destroyers, light cruisers, heavy cruisers, battleships, and carriers, with each carrier assigned
two destroyers for plane guard duty. Again, the Guide’s position was near the center of
the formation serving as the second ship in the battle line. Change of fleet axis would
again be about the formation’s center. After the submarines employed their torpedoes,
they would be ready for “guided missile work.” Rocket cruisers, light cruisers, heavy
cruisers, destroyers, and battleships were all within range of their respective main
guided missile weapons. Light cruisers and destroyers would also be in a position to
support the rocket cruisers, heavy cruisers, and battleships against enemy light force attacks and make torpedo attacks should a “favorable situation” develop. The carriers
were to operate with as much latitude as possible on the disengaged side of the formation. Searches and patrols would again be directed by the OTC and the AEW planes
would be continually used.32
Hummer’s ideas probably paralleled Spruance’s thoughts when the Admiral asserted that wartime naval tactics were essentially sound but might need improvisation
because of new technologies. Hummer, for instance, was basically employing Pacific
War naval tactics, but with the addition of dispersion against atomic bomb strikes, defense against guided missile attack, and greater recognition that future forces would
probably need much more direct support by submarines than they had had during the
war. Hummer’s formation dispositions probably did not take fully into account the
true devastation that would be brought about by the use of atomic weapons at sea or
even the full reality of missile warfare, but the idea of future U.S. battle groups operating
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in even more intense anti-submarine and anti-air warfare modes would become a
mainstay of American naval tactics during the Cold War.33

Captain James Lane
In late April 1947, Captain James Lane, another member of the Senior Class of June 1947
(see figure 20, second row from top, far left), also submitted his thesis on the influence of
the atomic bomb on future naval warfare. Lane began by asserting that the Navy had traditionally been the nation’s first line of national defense and that during periods of peace,
the Army had been “allowed” to “slump back” to a “mere nucleus” organization that was,
according to Lane, barely able to garrison military posts throughout the United States and
its possessions. Lane perceived that the Navy as well had been allowed to fall below its
“minimum requirements,” especially before 1900—when the United States had depended so heavily on the British Navy—and through periods of “economy and pacifistic
sentiment.” In spite of these “mistakes,” however, Lane saw CONUS as safe from foreign
invasion or damage since 1814 “because an undefeated Navy was ready to destroy any
force making the attempt.” Lane argued that this formula had survived the advent of air
power in World War II, even after the “defensive formula” of the British Isles had “collapsed.” U.S. defense, to Lane, had been based on a Navy ready for immediate action in
time of peace and a “nucleus” Army that could be built up while the Navy held the enemy
at bay. Lane saw it as fortunate that it took years to build warships so that “this prevented a
state of mind that relied on building up the entire war machine after the clouds of war
hovered on the horizon. The Navy could be eliminated only at the peril of the nation.”34
Lane saw the fundamental function of the Navy to be to hold bases against enemy
attack or take bases from which attacks could be launched by the United States against
its enemies. The defensive aspects of this role, as he noted them, had been to provide
the nation’s first line of defense while the offensive aspects were to ensure the defeat of
an enemy by occupation of its homeland. In addition, taking a note from Mahan,
Lane saw commerce protection and destruction as a major role for the Navy, though
he also admitted that commerce protection and destruction alone would not ensure
victory. In short, the Navy had to exercise control of the seas, up to and including an
enemy’s coasts. Lane also noted the coming of the airplane in World War One, now
mature enough to justify a unit all its own in the “triangular Department of National
Defense.” Because of its limited range and lift, Lane pointed out how the airplane in
the early days was an adjunct to the “parent services.” Now, however, Lane admitted
that local air control was necessary for most ground and naval operations, a situation
he said was reflected in the Navy’s adoption of air power as one of its own weapons.
Even though the Fleet adopted both defensive and offensive aircraft, Lane thought
that it was at a disadvantage in opposing major networks of enemy airfields ashore, especially if it was faced with greater numbers, dispersion, and enemy reserves. Still, he
argued that this operational situation did not prevent the Fleet from capturing isolated air bases such as in the Marianas or gaining control over the air of a “weakened
enemy” such as Japan. The net result of all of this, to Lane, was to push the Fleet farther out to sea. While previously the open sea “belonged” to the Navy within the range
of coastal guns, a major air power in World War Two could “effectively” deny access
up to 200 miles. The Fleet, however, could exercise even greater effect from distance,
he said, because of the increased dependence of modern industrial nations on overseas commerce and a greater vulnerability to attack. Lane also argued that modern sea
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power could reach far inland, and that both of the World Wars demonstrated
Mahan’s thesis in spite of the rise of air power.35
Lane next asserted that the atomic bomb threatened to upset the balance between
ships and aircraft by “vastly” increasing the range and destructiveness of aircraft. As of
yet, the Fleet had no parallel and the historic role of the Navy as the “First Line of National Defense” was, to Lane, “rudely upset” by the effective bombing of the industrial
heartland of any major power by aircraft from bases in another. “It has been suggested
that attacks will no longer be wasted on Fleets, but instead will be aimed at paralyzing
the industrial capacity and thus the war potential of a nation.” Lane reminded the readers that the advantage of having strategic aircraft that could drop atomic bombs was a
current U.S. monopoly but that it did not appear as if this situation would continue for
long. He was also certain that the performance of the new weapons would be “greatly
improved” in the future. Where an initial crippling air attack was previously impossible, Lane now argued that an “airtight” air defense was no longer possible and that the
nation could not be kept immune from destruction at the inception of war. He additionally argued that rockets with atomic warheads would make an air defense even
more impractical. Accordingly, Lane saw the need for an “entirely” new approach to
both naval warfare and national defense. “The old form of defense is obsolete.”36
Lane next looked at the characteristics of atomic explosives, pointing out that two of
the bomb’s three lethal aspects—the blast effect from gunpowder and fire—had been
used in war for centuries as far back as the Greeks. He even saw radiation as similar to
that of poison gas, but in the atomic bomb they were all combined into one “instantaneous holocaust” and “tremendously magnified.” He additionally saw the atomic
bomb as the greatest single advance in the means of destruction that had ever been introduced, with the possible exception of the airplane. “There is no precedent on which
it is possible to base the conclusions which must serve as an outline for military policy.”
It therefore seemed necessary to Lane to examine many of the military principles from
the past since applying them in the future might, he thought, bring about defeat. He reiterated that the impact of new weapons from the past had been slowly felt. For instance,
Lane pointed out how bows and arrows still won battles after the introduction of guns,
and how aircraft could not at first carry effective weaponry. The atomic bomb, however,
was enough to destroy a “fair sized” city on its first drop and, to Lane, brought about Japan’s surrender after the dropping of a second. These first bombs were “crude” and
similar, he argued, to smoothbore muskets in the history of the gun. Lane, however,
noted that the numbers of bombs available would have a “major effect” on how they
were used, the methods of the carriers, and the types of carriers. If the numbers were in
the dozens, Lane saw entire wars, strategic plans, and tactics being designed around
their maximum tactical and psychological impact. In these numbers, he speculated that
the bomb might not even be used in naval warfare but only against civil populations. “If
atomic explosives can be padded into machine gun bullets . . . the warnings of the scientists may very easily be true, and the race can be preserved only by not going to war.”37
Contrary to student officers who argued about limited numbers in 1946, by 1947
Lane asserted that such “extreme thinking” was dangerous since all “evidence” pointed
to the certainty that atomic bombs would be available in the thousands and that a system based on limited availability would fail. Still, although scientists claimed that no defense was possible and assumed that any military unit that could not contribute to
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atomic warfare would be discarded, Lane insisted that someone would survive the initial attacks and the problem of national defense was to maximize that situation. Citing
scientists who likewise saw a situation in which many atomic bombs would be used in a
future war, Lane envisioned a wartime scenario in which thousands of atomic bombs
were available and current knowledge and methods had improved over time. He went
on to argue that the materials from which the bombs were made were abundantly available and that atomic destruction was “cheap. It would appear that the law of supply and
demand will operate to produce bombs in the thousands at the very least.” Lane additionally pointed out how abundant uranium was in the Congo and Canada, and that
new deposits might be found as well. He admitted that developing the atomic bomb was
expensive but he still found it to be a cheap weapon for large-scale destruction. Lane
even cited General of the Army Henry Arnold, wartime COMGENAIR, who estimated
that an atomic bomb used against an urban industrial target would produce $300 of
damage for every dollar spent. Lane asserted that Dr. Oppenheimer estimated even
higher figures. Moreover, Lane argued, again, that atomic bombing techniques would
improve even more in the future and that the price of atomic materials would no doubt
drop as industrial production methods improved. He also wanted it understood that
cost was not the only criteria when the nation’s possible destruction was at stake.
“Weapons must be judged on their effectiveness in producing victory.”38
Lane asserted that many problems connected with the manufacture of atomic explosives limited their quantity. He pointed out, for instance, that the Manhattan Project was
only possible because of the hydro-electric power of the Tennessee and Columbia River
Valleys, and that even the USSR lacked such facilities. Lane did not doubt, however, that
the USSR, with an abundance of coal, would be able to harness that resource to the production of atomic fission materials since its national security was at stake. While there
were limited means by which to produce atomic bombs at the present, others had been
explored and Lane was certain that the field would be “unlimited.” Accordingly, Lane
thought it would be imprudent on the Americans’ part to assume other nations were
not duplicating these processes and improving on them. “The Navy must prove its ability to carry out its functions against hundreds, or even thousands of atomic bombs.”
Given that current atomic bombs were “bulky” and might, according to Arnold, only be
deliverable by a “very heavy bomber” (VHB), Lane focused on the fact that this “comparatively small” package—a bomb about the size of a piano—had killed all exposed
persons at Nagasaki up to one kilometer away from the explosion. Potentially destroying ten square miles, the bomb could obliterate an entire city center. Moreover, the Bikini tests demonstrated that ships would be sunk or crippled 1,500 feet from the
explosion, seriously damaged or put out of action at 3,000 feet, damaged at 4,500 feet,
and suffer personnel casualties up to four miles away. These observations, though preliminary, were the opinions of Dr. Karl Compton, President of MIT; the late General Joseph Stilwell, President of the War Department Equipment Board before his death; AAF
Lieutenant General Lewis Brereton, Chairman of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission’s (AEC) Military Liaison Committee; retired Rear Admiral William Purnell, former Naval Member of the Manhattan Engineering District’s (MED) Military Advisory
Board; and Rear Admiral Ralph Ofstie, Naval Member of the AEC’s Military Liaison
Committee. It was also their opinion, however, that no fleet, if alerted, could be wiped
out by one atomic bomb. While Lane thought that this was “small comfort to the naval
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apologist,” it appeared to him “in view of the precise figures quoted to be something of
an oversimplification with ample margin of safety.”39
Lane, for instance, said that even the scientists who developed the bomb could not
predict the future capabilities of atomic energy, and he repeated that there was no precedent for these types of weapons or their adaptation in war. He asserted, nevertheless,
that there was “ample precedent” to note the “refinements and improvements” that
could be expected. He again emphasized that the atomic bomb had been quickly developed and was only a “rudimentary instrument” compared to what would come in the
future. Given that reality, “extreme care” had to be taken to formulate rules for which
there was no precedent. Those rules then had to be applied to a “rapidly changing” science. Lane reminded his readers that the United States had proposed a method for the
control of atomic energy based on the assumption that atomic plants had to be so large
and obvious that international inspection would ensure that clandestine production of
bombs could not be carried out. He said that that condition was true of the plants at Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, and Hanford, Washington, which produced the present stockpile of
bombs, and he thought it would be true of the plants built at the present and probably in
the foreseeable future. But he did not think this would remain true forever and for this
reason atomic warfare had to be reexamined and “reweighed” with every day that
passed. “Only one thing is certain. The development will be rapid and for the worse
(that is from the standpoint of the atomic recipient).”40
Turning to the future warship, Lane reminded the readers that ships of war were
built primarily for the purpose of inflicting destruction. Defensive features such as armor were incorporated at the cost of offensive power so that the warship could carry
out that primary purpose after damage. The purpose of the battleship, for instance,
was to deliver a ton of shell and explosive at a decisive spot on the Earth. Other features, such as oil-carrying capacity, were also embodied to enable the ship to fulfill
this purpose. Lane further reminded his readers that supporting vessels, repair facilities,
bases, supply lines, patrol activities, and communication networks were necessary for this
same purpose. None of these aspects of naval warfare, however, were of any value in and
of themselves. Lane thought that too much stress had been laid on the vulnerability of
warships to new weapons and too little emphasis had been placed on the offensive capabilities of naval vessels using these same weapons. “The warship is not obsolete if it can
win its battle, or the war, before it falls victim to a torpedo boat, a submarine, an airplane, an atom bomb, or the devastation of future weapons.” Lane next said that the first
consideration in the effect of atomic explosives on the future of naval warfare was the possible offensive employment of atomic explosives by the Fleet. Lane did not think that discussions should be limited to one type of ship or even existing types of ships. Pointing out
that warships had been constantly changed in construction previously in history, he reminded how HMS Dreadnaught rendered all previous types of heavy warships obsolete
early in the twentieth century. He also noted how the British hegemony of sea power had
been eclipsed by the American, largely because of America’s wealth and power, but also
because of an entirely new warship, the aircraft carrier. Lane saw the transition from battleships to aircraft carriers as still underway in the interwar period, but by 1945 the United
States had twenty-seven fleet carriers, eight light carriers, and eighty-two escort carriers,
as opposed to twenty-three battleships. Along these lines, Lane did not think the idea of
creating a submerged fleet was so radical but merely a “new step” in a long line of
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evolutionary and revolutionary changes that began with the first ship of war and would
continue as long as there was a Navy.41
Many of these things, Lane argued, had never been done so they looked quite difficult. The problem of adapting atomic explosives as offensive weapons for ships was one
example. In 1945, the airplane was the most effective long-range carrier when the
atomic bomb was being completed. To Lane, it would have been a “relatively simple”
matter to design the atomic weapon as a mine to be laid at night by submarines in enemy harbors. If the submarine could not penetrate the enemy harbor, the bomb could
have been part of a radio, automatic, or human-controlled torpedo to explode at a predetermined point or upon contact. Lane admitted that the destruction might not have
been as great as at Hiroshima, but personnel casualties from radioactive spray might
have been greater. Therefore, Lane did not accept General Arnold’s supposition that
only VHBs could deliver the bomb and that the B-29 was merely the “more efficient”
carrier in 1945. If the present bomb was about the size of a piano, the problem of fitting
the bomb into carrier aircraft or building aircraft carriers to operate larger airplanes did
not, to Lane, appear impossible even if the bomb remained its current size and weight.
“The same arguments apply to the submarine torpedo and other naval weapons.” Turning to naval guns, Lane said that the problem of adopting atomic explosives for propellant and explosive charge appeared to be “out of the question” at present times, largely
because of space limitations and high accelerations. Land did not think, however, that
this meant it could not be done in the future. He thought there would be particular
problems with utilizing atomic energy in gunpowder, but he also that it would not matter if the atomic projectile was fired from a conventional gun or a rocket as long as the
desired result could be obtained.42
The basis of this decision, he asserted, had to be the efficiency of delivery, not its vulnerability. Nor did he think that the basis of the decision should be whether or not the
means of delivery could be immediately developed. “If the enemy can be defeated at less
cost from launching apparatus on a floating, mobile platform, either by destroying
fleets, ships, or bases that stand in the way, or by direct assault on the enemy homeland,
then ships and navies will survive.” Along these lines, Lane thought the most promising
technology was the rocket. Lane pointed out that atomic explosives could be used in
V-1 rockets, a weapon that to him was nothing more than a robot airplane with a turbojet drive that was launched from floating platforms. Lane also illustrated, however, that
the V-2 was a different mechanism. Present atomic bombs, he thought, could be carried
by the V-2 but problems might be produced by the rocket’s high temperatures and
speed of impact. Since it had to be launched vertically, Lane thought this precluded
launch from a floating platform. Still, he was certain that the atomic bomb could be fit
into a small space; aircraft carriers could be redesigned to fit the bomb; naval vessels
would be able to launch atomic explosives by carrier aircraft, V-1 rockets, mines, and
torpedoes; and naval vessels would probably eventually be able to launch long-range
rockets that could travel thousands of miles. Again, Lane looked at the defense of warships. He noted that scientists and politicians alike claimed that there was no defense
against the bomb, but he argued that these statements had to be qualified. He asserted
that there was a difference in trying to defend a city or an airfield that could be wiped
out by one bomb as opposed to a warship that had a better chance at survival since the
ship had to be found and could try to dodge the bomb. He admitted that current ships
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were not designed for protection against the bomb, though he contended that changes
in exposed structures were beginning to be designed. Lane admitted that serious damage could not be avoided by redesign as atomic bomb development would probably
outstrip ship design, but he also thought that damage might be controlled enough to allow the ships to continue in battle.43
He reiterated that atomic explosives did damage by blast, heat, and radiation. Arguing that warships were already designed to survive blast effects from conventional explosives, he also asserted that reducing and streamlining ships’ superstructures would
prevent the “shambles” that were shown of ships at Bikini. Personnel shelters, he
thought, could be incorporated, especially on aircraft carriers, though he admitted that
“working efficiency” might be considerably lost. Ships were already designed to resist
buffeting at sea and some basic structure redesign would strengthen the ships, though
he knew that this would not be “materially” effective against atomic blasts. He did, however, think that personnel shelters against blast would shield crew members against heat
and that protective clothing—as used in the war—would become a necessity. Ordinary
paints and other combustible materials also had to be eliminated, and countermeasures
had to be applied to every bit of exposed surface. These materials had to be designed to
reflect rather than absorb heat but the most “vexing” problem was atomic radiation.
Blast and heat were known and could be taken into consideration but radiation could
be stopped only by prohibitive thicknesses of lead. Radioactive spray, he also illustrated,
was a threat from underwater explosions. Therefore, he speculated that smooth, reflecting, and quickly draining surfaces might be the answer. For some reason, Lane additionally thought that a ship carrying offensive atomic weapons would pose less of a
magazine hazard than conventionally armed ships. He understood that combustible
materials would be needed as propellants but he envisioned a ship that literally could
not explode as the British battle cruiser Hood did in its fight against the German battleship Bismarck.44
Lane further understood that predicting the ship of the future was impossible, but that
certain trends were “already in sight.” First, he thought that large guns would disappear
but that small-caliber ones would be mounted in larger numbers for anti-aircraft and
close surface defense. “The capital ship of the future will be designed, as have been the
ships of the past, around the launching apparatus of its deadliest weapon, probably the
rocket.” He also asserted that ships would have to have “superstreamlined” appearances,
with the topside approaching the degree of fairing now employed under water. There
would need to be few or no exposed personnel, and optical equipment would have to be
used to enable vision for control crews and gun pointers without exposing them to direct
blasts. He additionally said there would need to be a “rapid acceleration” of recent trends
to power control of all weapons so as to reduce the number of topside personnel. To Lane,
even carrier decks might have to be enclosed except for small takeoff and landing platforms. Planes would also have to be moved on deck by power apparatus instead of
“mulehauling” by a large number of men. Lane did not think there would be considerable
change below decks, at least not until atomic power was possible. Greater
compartmentation, he thought, would be needed, though he considered this already
done to a “fine art.” Air conditioning would be required on all of these ships, however.
Lane saw these “tremendous” advances as both certain and necessary, especially the ability to detect aircraft and submarines. Reminding the readers that aircraft and rockets of
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the future would approach at “terrific” speeds, Lane envisioned counteraction down to a
few seconds. Additionally, he argued that the submarine could now match the speed of a
cruising destroyer. “Ships may have to seek protection by going underwater altogether.
The use of atomic rockets gives to submarines an offensive power of the battleship or aircraft carrier, it is indeed the weapon of the future.” To Lane, the stress had to be more and
more on the offense, a result, to him, of the atomic age.45
In terms of naval tactics, Lane pointed out that tactical formations and maneuvers in
World War Two had changed “radically.” The Task Group, compressed in the smallest
possible space for protection against submarines and aircraft and organized around a
nucleus of aircraft carriers, was the basic tactical organization. Task Groups were also
organized into Task Forces, similarly operating closely together to permit concentrated
air attack and air defense. He further pointed out that the distances between ships that
were necessary for maneuvering was far greater than the destructive radius of a single
bomb or shell. To Lane, the Task Group was flexible, opening out when carriers were
landing aircraft, closed in for defense, and detaching battleships and cruisers when necessary for a surface engagement. Lane, however, also argued how little the latter two tactical dispositions would be necessary if either side possessed tactical control of the air.
He further reminded readers that the great battles of World War Two were fought without rival ships in sight, except the Battle of Leyte Gulf. “No fleet could risk combat with
another fleet without equality or control of the air. Indeed no fleet would allow another
to close so long as it could pound from a distance with relatively cheaper aircraft.” Inasmuch as control of the air depended on a “very few” sinkable aircraft carriers, the issue
was decided, he said, and the loser “made haste” to get out of range or under cover of
protective bases. To Lane, the more immediate tactical effect of the atomic bomb was to
further increase the importance of tactical control of the air and of aircraft carriers for
both offensive and defensive purposes. As in the past, the initial tactical effort would be
directed to eliminate the “airplane operating platforms” of the enemy by strikes against
their carriers. Other enemy fleet units could then be attacked.46
Lane further argued that when the range of ship-launched rockets approached or exceeded the range of carrier aircraft, the “battleship” or its successor would “come into
its own.” In the early stages of rocket development, Lane thought that ranges would be
limited by the range of controlling aircraft necessary to guide them. During this period,
he envisioned close collaboration between battleships and aircraft carriers, possibly
even requiring a combination of the two ship types. But when the battleship could
“outshoot” aircraft and “take back its historic offensive function, carrier aircraft will become essentially closer range defensive weapons.” Lane did not think that these arguments had to be carried further. He asserted that when ranges of both aircraft and
rockets were measured in tens of thousands of miles, likely with atomic propulsion, either side could span distances between rival powers as measured in “this little world.”
He did envision, however, that ranges at which naval engagements were fought would
be “vastly increased” and that a purely naval battle, without the interplay of shore-based
forces, would become a thing of the past. A secondary effect that he saw would be to
open up naval formations. He did not think it would be sufficient to increase the distance between ships beyond the destructive radius of one bomb since pattern bombing
would still eliminate large formations with considerable economy of effort. He found it
quite likely that major ships would steam singly, each with its own small antisubmarine
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screen and separated by distances of several miles. He, however, still saw dangers from
submarines and a decreased concentration of anti-aircraft fire. Moreover, Lane asserted
that the degree of dispersion would depend on an interplay of many factors, of which
the atomic bomb was only one.47
Lane returned to one of these factors, an improved submarine armed with atomic
torpedoes. Not only would the submarine be better able to avoid screening ships by use
of high underwater speed, he asserted, but it would also be able to fire a “ranged” shot
from outside the screen using atomic warheads. Up to this point, Lane had asserted that
submarines could fire accurately with little knowledge of the range since they only had
to put a torpedo on a “collision course” with its target. An atomic torpedo release, however, had to be made from some distance to avoid self-destruction, so “fairly accurate”
ranging had to be performed, especially to avoid wastage of torpedoes. Still, Lane saw
the use of “target-seeking” devices working in favor of the submarine and submarine
attacks being enhanced by any efforts to open up naval formations. “The submarine
threat to the surface Navy for the immediate future is perhaps as great as that of the airplane and the bomb—certainly so through the period when atomic bombs are available
in small quantities.” Lane looked at speed as another factor. Stating that a ship’s speed
had been increasing at a rate of forty-eight percent (at least for battleships), the speeds
of aircraft had increased several hundred percent and rocket speeds were already “several times greater.” Ships were limited by the resistance and buffeting of the sea, and
needed “tremendous” power and fuel to overcome them. Atomic power as ship propulsion, however, might result in “considerably” increased speed. Lane thought that this
would have great strategic rather than tactical implication but that atomic-powered
ships could not expect to keep pace with speeds obtained in the air or be of great help in
avoiding bombs dropped from aircraft that were already in contact. As for amphibious
operations, Lane reminded the readers that seizing bases from which attacks could be
made was a major role for the Navy. As such, amphibious landings on hostile shores
were a major mission. These amphibious operations required a heavy concentration of
ships at one spot and time, so concentrations of ships offered “attractive” targets for
atomic bombs. Lane pointed out that, heretofore, no amphibious landing could be attempted without effective control of the sea and air. To Lane, this control had to be
complete enough so as to permit any amphibious concentration that was desired.48
Lane argued that the atomic bomb would be an effective weapon in the hands of an
attacker who controlled the sea and air. The bomb could be dropped on targets at will
while the defender had to undertake a heavy expenditure to plant one or more bombs at
decisive points. Lane also thought that amphibious landings against an atomic defense
could be improved in three ways. First, he saw dispersal as one means, along with
greater speed, and offensive action against the bases from which the bombs were delivered. A fourth possibility was to “pulverize” the beachhead with an atomic bomb before
the amphibious landing, but this option presented “obvious” problems that were presently “insuperable.” He also thought, however, that if personnel protection could be developed, the overall effect of the bomb would favor the amphibious attacker. Lane
reminded the readers that the accent was on the offensive and that the best bet was on
attacking enemy bases before they launched their attacks. To this idea, Lane added that
traditional control of sea and air superiority was necessary, as was surprise. Lane was
convinced that as long as the speeds of weapons continued to increase, the time for the
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defense to operate would be reduced and surprise would become more important. He
saw strategic and tactical considerations merging as speeds and ranges increased so that
tactical surprise would “normally” be the result of strategic planning, as it had been at
Pearl Harbor. He also saw battles being won or lost more quickly, with a first crippling
blow being sufficient and the rest of the battle being a mopping up operation. To Lane,
this meant even greater reliance on intelligence, scouting, and means of detection. Attacks, to him, had to be closely integrated with scouting so that attacks could follow in
the shortest possible time. All Fleet personnel had to be on the alert and at battle stations
for longer periods of time. Nor did he think that numbers were as crucial so the defense
had to be in a ready status for longer periods of time. Even the call to battle stations had
to be reduced in time and the defense had to be “complete.”49
As for seaborne transportation, Lane admitted that “great strides” had been made in
the load-carrying capacity of aircraft but that the “lowly” merchant freighter was still
the cheapest mode of transportation on land or at sea and the only transoceanic bulk
transportation that was available. Lane contended that this situation would remain so
for the foreseeable future and would remain essential for overseas military operations as
the only way to handle the “vast” amounts of materials for those operations. Lane therefore argued that it might be possible in time for aircraft to compete with surface vessels
in bulk and cost of transportation. He saw many advantages to aerial transportation, especially speed and the ability to “bridge shorelines.” However, aircraft, according to
Lane, also possessed the “inherent and costly” disadvantage of requiring power and fuel
to keep them aloft. He saw air transportation increasing in importance when it came to
overseas invasions when the “jumps” were short and in the spearheads and support of
major amphibious operations, but he asserted that major advances in aircraft design
would be required to permit aircraft to supply the requirements of whole armies. Lane
thought that the Navy would also have to share with the AAF the task of exercising control of the seas. As he had pointed out, naval vessels could not approach within several
hundred miles of a shoreline that was heavily defended by aviation. With the increasing
importance of aircraft and the bomb, Lane saw this distance increasing to the point
where the Fleet could not strike back. Therefore, surface ships would still be required in
areas beyond the effective reach of shore-based aircraft as well as for antisubmarine protection.50
Lane additionally argued that it was important to observe that the AAF “grew up” in
a service with which it had very little strategically in common. Lane asserted that the
AAF, especially in the early days when Army aviators objected to flying over water, was
essentially an “adjunct” to the AGF. With “transoceanic” bombers, however, Lane saw
the AAF entering the Navy’s “historic” sphere in spite of its continuing tactical functions with the Army. Now, he also saw the Navy and the AAF both embarked on the
same strategic mission, with each service performing “complimentary” functions that
were impossible for the other to carry out. Lane contended that it would be more logical
to have a combined Navy and Air Force, with the Army retaining a tactical air organization. He perceived the atomic bomb as increasing the potential to exercise control of the
seas but he still did not think the weapon would allow aircraft to exercise complete control of the seas or “reap the benefits” when control of the seas was established. He also
pointed out that the Navy sought safety at sea rather than in ports where the ships could
be easily located and congested. To Lane, the atomic bomb would make ports even
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more hazardous than in the past. For instance, one bomb would be able to sink or damage every ship in Pearl Harbor. The bomb, however, could also threaten to eliminate the
ports upon which the Fleet was dependent for refitting and re-supply. Fleets therefore
had to become more self-sufficient and reliant on ports that were “relatively far” from
enemy bases and supply ships. Fleets, he said, also had to be at sea whenever hostilities
threatened and most of the time during war itself. Certain aspects of atomic development, he thought, would help since atomic propulsion would do away with bulky loads
of oil and more powerful atomic explosives would not be needed in the same volume as
conventional ones. In the meantime, the U.S. Fleet would need a larger service force and
better means of at-sea transfer. In addition, he said that numerous other problems
would have to be dealt with, such as personnel fatigue.51
If wars were to be decided in a few hours, as Lane said many writers were claiming,
than personnel strain would come before the war started when fleets had to be maintained at sea in full strength in order to escape destruction and deliver lethal attacks in
the first few minutes of a war. While timing would be different than these analysts assumed, Lane argued that the ability to stay at sea for long periods of time would still be
“essential.” Lane further complained, however, that there were almost as many opinions about the character of future atomic warfare as there were writers. He saw the
general tendency held by the Manhattan Project scientists to be that atomic bombing
would be directed against enemy industrial and urban centers without “bothering” to
destroy the enemy’s military. Once the means of production were destroyed, the idea
was that armies, navies, and air forces would lack the supplies to continue a war that
was already lost. To Lane, though, this reasoning did not take into account the enemy’s “reasonable” fear of retaliation. Nor did it take into account that there was
some possibility for defense against the atomic bomb. Bypassing an enemy’s military
to lay waste to the cities would still leave an alerted enemy with the opportunity to
strike. Only a few bombs, he thought, would be used on urban targets until the enemy’s atomic strength had been neutralized. Lane could foresee a time in the future
when atomic bombs were available in thousands, at which point both military and industrial targets could be destroyed in one blow. But he did not think this was possible
against a dispersed, well-designed defense and it “will be the purpose of defense to insure that it cannot be done away with in the initial attack, even should no warning be
possible.” In order for a power to carry out immediate retaliatory offense, military installations had to be separated from probable civil targets. These installations also had
to be able to fight for long periods without any help from the civil economy. They additionally had to be dispersed to the maximum degree possible and their location had
to be kept secret from the enemy.52
Lane asserted that if these measures were taken, no enemy could waste atomic
bombs on cities while airfields, rocket launching sites, and navies still existed. Targets
could be destroyed but this would not guarantee victory in the war and the enemy
power would have to sacrifice surprise to save “his own skin.” This in turn would put
the enemy power at the mercy of the intended victim. Lane also rhetorically stated that
the Navy was no longer the first line of national defense, no longer the controller of the
seas, and under “severe handicaps” in capturing bases closer to the enemy that in turn
might not even be necessary for the defeat of that enemy. Lane, however, also contended that the same weapons that made the Navy’s previous functions less important
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gave the Navy peculiar advantages for its offensive capabilities. He illustrated, for instance, that an airfield—especially in a democracy—was impossible to hide but that
atomic rocket magazines and launching sites might be more easily hidden for some
time from the air. Still, he did not think that these sites would long remain undetected
by espionage and an enemy would have everything targeted for the first attack.53
Lane did not see a future war being started without some “reasonable” assurance of
success in this kind of situation. But he also pointed out that the Navy was mobile and
would “disappear” at the first indication of strained relations. He even speculated that the
U.S. Navy could be poised halfway to the enemy targets while still covering American waters. A further advantage in this kind of war would be the naval power’s submarines,
which could launch atomic missiles with safety from very close range at targets like coastal
cities. Lane also envisioned the U.S. Fleet being “completely clear” of civil targets and independent of them for months. “Eventually the Fleet can be completely independent except for major repairs.” With the Fleet achieving maximum possible dispersal by being
able to locate its load of bombs at any one of an infinite number of points on the surface of
the oceans, the Fleet could not be tracked except by hostile act. Therefore, he saw the
Navy, in addition to its offensive and defensive supporting functions and its other “purely
naval warfare” roles, becoming a “major element” in a U.S. offense.54
Lane admitted that it might be possible to defeat a future enemy by “raining destruction” on its cities by aerial, ground-launched, and naval atomic missiles. Lane
saw a similar situation in World War Two when the Germans were completely neutralized and occupied. He also pointed out that Japan had surrendered after the dropping of the two atomic bombs in part because its economy had already been destroyed
and invasion was already anticipated. Whether or not Japan had been destroyed by
conventional or atomic weapons was immaterial to Lane since the result in either case
was Japan’s inability to resist. In an atomic war that was already lost, Lane argued that
no nation could put up an effective defense provided its enemy was “sufficiently ruthless.” To Lane, any nation, including the United States, could rationalize this type of
ruthlessness in war but he also argued that occupation could not be contemplated until atomic victory had been won. “It will be comparatively easy thereafter against any
nation that shows less sense than Japan. The means for invasion must be at hand,
though in far less quantity than was required in World War II.” The function of the
Navy, as Lane saw it, was to ensure that the means for invasion were indeed at hand.
Lane argued that technology would also have a profound impact on strategic dispositions and that a future war might be won in scientific laboratories. As an example, he
asserted that had Hitler been able to combine V-1 and V-2 rockets with the atomic
bomb prior to the invasion of France, the British Isles might have been “effectively
eliminated” as a jumping off base for Operation Overlord.55
Accordingly, he asserted that scientific advance had to be a “cornerstone” for the Navy
and its sister services. In view of the “terrific speeds” at which devastating blows could be
struck, Lane also thought that a “far greater premium” would be placed on intelligence in
the practice of war. The aggressor had to know the atomic capabilities and locations of the
victim since “mere destruction” of the cities did not guarantee victory. “It is noted that the
United States, assuming the Iron Curtain remains drawn and the Untied States a free
country, will be at a considerable disadvantage in relation to an atomic muscled Russia.”
In addition, the defense had to have some warning of the coming blow and a “blueprint”
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for retaliation. To Lane, the events of 7 December 1941 offered a “grim reminder” of the
facts of an atomic war. He thought it demonstrated what would happen when a nation
was not on a war footing in time of peace in spite of the imminence of war. He also
thought it showed the advantage to the aggressor of an undeclared war in strength; the dilemma of a nation that was unprepared to take the offensive for almost two years; and the
fate of a fleet attacked in harbor. “With greater imagination on the part of the Japanese, or
with the atomic bomb, it would have been infinitely worse.” Lane again argued that the
only defense was an “instantaneous” offensive, launched before the hail of destruction fell
from dispersed, self-sufficient units. “The Navy has a definite place in such a defensive
pattern. Its war begins in the years of peace. Its effectiveness lies in remaining at sea. Its
power is a direct attack on the military and industrial heart of the enemy.”56
Lane next contended that the atomic age would force the United States and all other
nations to abandon the policy of preparing for war after its declaration. In effect, he
said, the military strength of the country had to be based on a war footing in time of
peace, ready to operate efficiently within minutes or even seconds of warning, and able
to operate for considerable periods of time without any support from the civilian economy. “Certainly the Navy will have to be at sea. In addition the retaliatory air attack
should be in the air, and ground forces at battle stations with fingers on the trigger.”
Lane admitted that this was easier to say than to do and he claimed that no nation had
ever had more warning of an impending war or a better precedent of the enemy’s
method of starting the war than did the United States in 1941. He thought that restudying and changing the involved political and military factors was called for and he argued
that requiring an Act of Congress “before an offensive shot can be fired is a grave military weakness. The President should be empowered, under certain specified conditions,
to initiate war, though it is unlikely that any such principle should be written into the
Constitution.” Lane said it had even been suggested that commanders in the field
should have similar powers, though he admitted that the dangers of mistakes were
greater than the “obvious” military advantages. He reiterated, however, that as far as the
military was concerned, wars would now start during peacetime and the initial targets
would be the military installations capable of atomic retaliation. The object of defense
was to disperse, hide, and defend these atomic installations so as to make complete
obliteration impossible. If this could be accomplished, Lane argued that the next step
was to strike at the “next best” targets, the industrial facilities upon which military
strength depended. He noted that an aggressor nation would be more reluctant to start
this type of war, perhaps enough to prevent the war from even taking place.57
Lane next asserted that putting cities underground or rebuilding them in smaller
units was “virtually impossible,” but he thought that this could be done with military
installations. Along these lines of change, he again admitted that the Navy was no longer
the First Line of National Defense but he also argued that less measure should be placed
on defense as a measure of victory. “A better term would be the Department of National
Offense, which is the purpose for which it must be designed.” To Lane, the Navy’s fundamental function was still offense against the enemy, but as a spearhead. He still saw
the Navy as necessary for exercising control of the seas by destroying opposing fleets,
holding bases from which an enemy could launch more devastating attacks, and capturing bases for the eventual subjugation or occupation of the enemy. Lane reiterated that
the Navy and the AAF had to accomplish these tasks together and in conjunction with
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the AGF. The Navy would also accomplish a new task, that of attacking the enemy directly with long-range atomic rockets, carrier aircraft, and as yet “unforeseen” weapons
that had the advantages of mobility and security in the “vastness” of the sea. He went on
to assert that “economic world unity” had been a development of the past century while
“military world unity” was in the process of evolving and had been made a fact by combining the long-range aircraft and the atomic bomb. Politically, however, Lane still saw
the world in a state of anarchy. Nevertheless, he argued that “political world unity” was
“inevitable” due to economic and military forces, and that it might be brought about in
two ways, either world federation or world conquest. Lane saw the UN as the weak beginning of a world federation, “too slender” a reed upon which to base U.S. security.
Moreover, he did not think that the victor in a Third World War could afford a world
state of anarchy. This victor nation, as Lane said Hitler claimed, would have to determine the future of the world for the next one thousand years or face a resurgent enemy
such as Hitler after World War One or Russia and the United States after World War
Two. “The United States cannot afford to lose the next war. It must coordinate its
Army, its Navy and its Air Forces in time of peace, for instant overwhelming offense
should war come.” The additional element of postwar national defense strategy that was
enunciated by Lane was, of course, the whole idea of giving the Office of the President
even greater centralized and unilateral control of war-making powers.58
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1947

Additional Lessons, May 1947

Captain Claude Ricketts
ther student officers likewise submitted their papers on the same topic in the
coming weeks. On 1 May 1947, Captain Claude Ricketts (see figure 20, third
row from top, eighth from right), a member of the June 1947 Senior Class,
submitted his thesis. Ricketts began by noting to his readers that because of the secrecy
surrounding the atomic bomb, there was a lack of “authentic information” regarding
its effect on naval targets and “meager” intelligence about bomb production in other
countries. He therefore formulated some assumptions about his topic. First, he assumed that all of the present Big Five Powers, with the exception of China, would be
producing atomic weapons in the future. Ricketts noted that most of the scientists and
technical men who worked on the Manhattan Project predicted the period as between
five and ten years. Ricketts also assumed that atomic weapons would not be produced
in unlimited quantities so as to be used indiscriminately but that their availability
would be great enough to risk their employment against a variety of strategic and tactical targets on land and at sea. Ricketts’ third assumption was that tactically the bomb
would be used against targets that were considered a “great menace.” In addition, he
saw the weapon being used as a bomb, mine, torpedo, or guided missile, and thought it
could be delivered by aircraft, surface ship, or submarine. Finally, Ricketts assumed
that present bombs only released a small fraction of the total possible energy from
U235 or plutonium. Future developments, he asserted, would yield bombs that were
many times more powerful but since he was not certain what that power would entail,
he was going to discuss future warfare by taking into account bombs with present day
strengths.1
Ricketts also wanted to look at the bomb’s characteristics so as to fully explore its impact on naval forces and their employment of the device. He was particularly concerned
with types of destructive energy and radii of destructive power. His data included information from the bomb drops at Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Bikini, along with theoretical data. Similar to Lane, he looked at heat, blast, and radiation and noted that the first
two were already present in conventional high explosives but that radiation was the new
type of energy with this type of bomb. Exploring heat more closely, Ricketts cited the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs detonating several hundred feet above the ground,
with a fireball another several hundred feet in diameter. Temperatures ranged from
3,000 to 9,000 degrees Celsius, easily igniting paper and wood up to 1,200 yards from
Ground Zero, bubbling roof tile up to 700 yards, burning unprotected skin 4,000 yards
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away, and inflicting third degree burns at 1,500–2,400 yards away. This heat was a flash
heat that only lasted a fraction of a second and, he argued, could be protected against by
clothing, buildings, and even grass and leaves in some cases. He noted, for instance, that
at a radius of 1,500 yards at Bikini, exposed personnel would have suffered serious flash
burns but those protected by the ship’s superstructure, he thought, would not have
been incapacitated by burns alone.2
Looking at radiation, Ricketts pointed out these effects, especially the fact that radiation traveled at the speed of light and that it could be scattered by the bomb’s explosion.
He said that at Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Bikini, only radiation emanating directly
from the explosion seems to have had “serious injurious” effects. Some radiation was
deposited, he contended, but not enough to preclude immediate use of the area as
would have happened if the bomb had exploded nearer these areas. The underwater
burst at Bikini, however, “induced” considerable radiation in the sea water as the water
was lifted into a giant mushroom that deposited radiation on nearby ships and made
them quite lethal for “several days.” Ricketts also said that it was estimated at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki that ninety-five percent of the blast and fire survivors within 1,000 yards
of Ground Zero were serious cases of radiation poisoning. Medical investigators also estimated that fifteen to twenty percent of the deaths were from radiation. In addition, the
U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey noted that there was every reason to believe that even if
blast and heat effects were entirely absent, the number of people dying within a half mile
of Ground Zero from radiation would have been almost as great as the actual figures.
The difference between victims from blast and heat, on the one hand, and radiation, on
the other, would have been in timing. Ricketts then detailed how radiation victims sickened and died within certain lengths of time, how those lengths depended on distance
from Ground Zero, and how many weeks it took for the deaths to dissipate. Ricketts
also looked at information on radiation at Bikini and found that the radiation from the
air burst would have been about the same on ships’ personnel. Estimates were that
metal shielding from the ships’ structures would not have protected crew members who
were within 1,500 yards of Ground Zero and that a large percentage of personnel within
the ships would have been exposed to lethal doses of radiation.3
Ricketts thought that the complexity of this problem became apparent when it was
learned that people sufficiently protected from blast and heat were not so protected
from radiation. Thus, there was a great need for heavier shielding, either of lead or several feet of concrete or earth. This solution, however, might be practicable for naval
bases but it was not for ships. Blast was another problem for the ships. Pointing out that
blast shock waves traveled at the speed of sound, Ricketts detailed how blast waves rose
and declined in peak and how the atomic bomb’s shock waves lasted longer than those
of conventional explosives. Atomic shock waves did not deal structures as sharp of
blows, in other words, but they lasted much longer. This impact was even worse when
the bombs were exploded over Japan since they were detonated in the air and produced
vertical pressure downward. Blasts, however, could also be deflected by various structures, as some buildings in Japan and the bridges of some ships at Bikini illustrated. The
stronger the buildings in Japan, the better they were able to resist damage, according to
Ricketts. Design, construction, and especially materials of reinforced concrete to resist
earthquakes made vast differences in the number of buildings that survived. Best suited
were steel-framed buildings that had walls and roofs made from light materials that
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blew away and allowed the blast to pass through the buildings. At Bikini, Ricketts found
that the air burst did “relatively little” damage to ships at distances greater than 1,500
yards from the explosion, but within that radius, blasts heavily damaged superstructures, antennae, and exposed objects. This radius was a bit less with the underwater explosion but that explosion also did major damage to ships hulls and, through shock
waves in the water, to fittings and machinery inside the ship. Ricketts additionally noted
the indirect effects like flying debris causing casualties in Japan, and he said it was estimated that forty percent of the fires were from secondary causes.4
Ricketts’ conclusions on the bomb’s effects were that within a radius of 2,000 yards of
an air burst, “practically” all unshielded personnel would be killed by blast, heat, or radiation, though the latter might not become seriously ill for three or four days. Within 1,500
yards of an air burst, protection against a lethal dose of radiation could only be provided
by special shields of lead or heavy thicknesses of earth or concrete. At 500 to 1,000 yards
from the explosion, protection could be provided by a ship’s structures, such as its decks.
Outside of 1,500 yards, an airburst would cause “some” damage to naval vessels, especially light superstructures, but the ship should be able to stay in action. Within 1,000
yards, however, a ship “of present construction” receiving an air or underwater burst
would either be sunk or so damaged that tender or navy yard repairs would be necessary
to return the ship to operations. In addition, “radioactive rain” from an underwater explosion would so contaminate the area within a radius of 2,000 yards that there would be
“numerous” radiological casualties. In the meantime, navy yards and bases had to have
structures rebuilt with reinforced concrete buildings so that they could “withstand the
blast or heat even within a short distance of the explosion, the actual distance depending
upon the altitude of the burst.” Protection from radiation, however, would entail underground structures or buildings with “very thick” concrete walls.5
When it came to the methods of delivery, Ricketts pointed out that all of the bombs
had been delivered by aircraft except for the test shot in New Mexico and the underwater burst at Bikini. He thought, however, that there were “equally feasible” means of delivering the bomb against “certain types” of targets. Ricketts found that in light of
“prospective” developments these other means of delivery should be taken into consideration when it came to planning naval operations with atomic weaponry. Ricketts argued that shortly in the future it would be possible to deliver the bomb by aircraft for
either subsurface, surface, or air bursts. In addition, he envisioned the bomb being delivered by guided missile from a surface ship, submarine, or aircraft while a torpedo
from the same platforms could also deliver the weapon. He additionally foresaw a mine
being delivered from these platforms, either in contact, influence, or controlled fashion.
Finally, he saw a suicide mission as a way of delivering atomic weapons. In this context,
Ricketts particularly noted how highly concentrated activities at U.S. bases were. Shops
and storehouses had been built in close proximity to dry docks and repair basins so as to
facilitate providing repair facilities and supplies to nearby ships. Ships undergoing repairs were necessarily concentrated in small areas occupied by navy yard piers and virtually all construction, he pointed out, was above ground. While some buildings were
made of concrete, Ricketts thought it was doubtful that these structures were sufficiently reinforced to withstand an atomic blast. Ricketts said that most of these buildings had large numbers of windows that would permit the entrance of blast waves and
the destruction of much of the building’s contents. In addition, he asserted that there
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was obviously no protection against radiation and the delivery of the bomb by a submarine in the mode of a guided missile would preclude warnings for use of bomb shelters.
Moreover, Ricketts understood that personnel could not interrupt work to take shelter
each time planes approached the base.6
It therefore appeared to Ricketts that U.S. navy yards and bases provided some of the
most lucrative and vulnerable targets to atomic bombs. A map of Pearl Harbor demonstrated the degree to which that base was concentrated and vulnerable and was, to
Ricketts, typical of the problem. “Because of its advanced location, however, the loss of
Pearl Harbor Navy Yard facilities in wartime would be a more serious blow to our naval
operations in the Pacific than would the loss of any one continental yard.” Ricketts estimated that if a bomb were exploded over certain areas of Pearl Harbor, “practically” all
of the shore facilities within a radius of 1,000 yards would be either destroyed or so seriously damaged as to disrupt operations for an “indefinite” period. Ricketts also assumed that superstructures of ships within that radius would be seriously damaged and
that some would even need replacement. He further assumed that almost all exposed
personnel and the great majority of the buildings within that radius would be casualties
from heat or blast, including one entire shift of workmen and naval personnel. Heat and
blast survivors within 1,000 yards would additionally be radiation casualties within one
week, he said, and “considerable” structural damage would be affected on buildings between 1,000 and 2,000 yards radius. Within that radius, he also argued, most personnel
would be radiation casualties within one month. An underwater burst at the same point
in Pearl Harbor would probably not produce the damaging blast but the shock wave
traveling through the water, he contended, would cause greater structural damage to
piers and the hulls of ships within 1,000 yards. Radioactive spray, moreover, would “seriously” contaminate the area within a 2,000 yard radius, make casualties of practically
all personnel in that radius, and prevent operations in the area for several weeks. Moreover, Ricketts asserted that planes at night could deliver these bombs and he repeated
the scenario of submarines firing guided missiles at a close range. “Absolute accuracy
might not be attained, but while such accuracy is desirable it is not essential.”7
Within this 1,000-yard radius at Pearl was located the “great majority” of the Navy
Yard shops; a repair basin where most of the ships undergoing repair were located; three
graving docks; and a floating dry dock. Ricketts also said there were two marine railways; numerous piers and mooring platforms; and about thirty percent of Ford Island,
including most of the air base’s repair facilities. Ricketts further noted that within a
2,000 yard radius, the Yard’s remaining industrial establishment was located as was the
remainder of Ford Island; the one remaining dry dock; the Pearl Harbor Submarine
Base; the base’s Naval Hospital; and a “major portion” of the two above-ground fuel
tank farms. Completing this inventory was the Supply Depot at Kuahua Island and numerous quays and mooring buoys. Ricketts thus saw one atomic bomb or mine, placed
with “reasonable” accuracy, doing such serious damage to the Pearl Harbor Navy Yard
as to render it incapable of performing its primary function for several months. In addition, Ricketts again reminded the readers that many of the ships would be seriously
damaged and there would be “numerous permanent” casualties of naval personnel and
skilled workmen. Ricketts rhetorically asked what could be done to make U.S. Navy
Yards less vulnerable to atomic weapons. He thought there were three steps to be taken.
First, there needed to be a dispersion of facilities. In addition, structures had to be made
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stronger and be more protected. Finally, there had to be improved defense against the
bomb’s delivery platforms.8
To Ricketts, dispersion fell into two categories. Labeling these local and area,
Ricketts saw the former as the dispersion of facilities for each individual navy yard over
the area of the reservation itself so that “extensive damage” from one or two weapons
would not extend to a “great portion” of the vital installations. The second form of dispersion would mean the separation of facilities by several miles so that each target
would require a separate attack or raid. Again taking Pearl Harbor as the example,
Ricketts saw “considerable” room for local dispersion. He thought it was feasible to install additional floating dry docks or graving docks and local repair facilities that were
4,000 yards or more apart and even more than 4,000 yards from the center of the present
Navy Yard. By such dispersion, Ricketts argued that any one bomb of the type used
heretofore should not do “extensive” damage to the installations at more than one of
these bases. Each of these “cells,” he argued, should be as self-sufficient as possible so
that they could function if the others were destroyed. In addition, he asserted that the
shore installations should be located away from the water’s edge as far as “necessary and
practicable” in order to prevent being contaminated by the radioactive rainwater from
an underwater burst. Due consideration also had to be given, he argued, to the possible
development of a more efficient weapon that might extend the destructive radius by an
enemy, but he also admitted that this information was not available to him. Local dispersion, however, would not be enough, according to Ricketts. Area dispersion also had
to be pursued, and in the Hawaiian Islands Ricketts thought this could be accomplished
by establishing overhaul facilities and some dry docks at Hilo and Kealakekua Bay on
Hawaii; Lahaina and Kahului Bay on Maui; Kaneohe Bay on Oahu; and Nawiliwili Bay
and Port Allen on Kauai. In accomplishing this, Ricketts also said that large naval establishments, when possible, had to be built away from large centers of population.
Ricketts thought that “considerable” area dispersion had been achieved with navy yards
and shipbuilding facilities within the Continental U.S. but that local dispersion had
been “neglected.” Ricketts also argued that the analysis he had applied to Pearl Harbor
was “equally applicable” at “practically” all of the U.S. continental yards.9
Ricketts understood that this type of dispersion would be accompanied by “some
loss” in efficiency, especially because of the time and effort involved in additional transportation and supply problems. Instead of storehouses being close to shops and piers,
they would be at a considerable distance and there would no longer be short runs between ships, shops, and piers. “However, such loss of efficiency is much to be preferred
to the complete disruption of overhaul facilities in the area.” Ricketts also pointed out
that dispersion would be expensive but that here again the United States had the alternative, on the one hand, of accomplishing the task in times of peace when prices were
lower and when the “press of time” was not so urgent or, on the other, of dealing with
the possible destruction of present facilities early in the war with a greater cost because
of the destruction and a prolonged war. Turning to the construction of structures itself,
Ricketts noted again how the “well-built” reinforced concrete buildings in Japan were
able to withstand blast and heat from atomic bomb explosions. Given this, buildings at
naval bases would have to have extraordinarily thick walls on above ground buildings so
as to offer protection from radiation. The best option, however, were underground installations so that shops, storehouses, fuel tanks, power stations, power lines, water
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mains, and any facility that could function underground should be so constructed in
any vital area. He also thought that some installations could be so isolated above ground
that they might be protected. Here, he was thinking of hospitals, some supply dumps,
and storehouses. In addition, he argued for laying railroad tracks in the navy yards in
concrete instead of wooden ties and constructing all piers in reinforced concrete. Such
construction, he contended, would allow a navy yard to take an atomic bomb strike and
still function!10
Ricketts did not think these were new concepts, except for the extent to which they
had to be carried out to meet the effects of the new weapon. With the increased range of
aircraft and the development of guided missiles, the threat of conventional high explosives was sufficient to require their accomplishment. According to Ricketts, proper dispersion and construction would allow the navy yards to function in the atomic age, but
in the current state of affairs most yards would be “seriously” disrupted under a heavy
attack of even conventional high explosives. He additionally argued that if it was necessary in a future war to established advanced fleet bases, as it was in the Pacific War, the
construction he advocated above, he did not think, would be feasible. On the other
hand, if the United States concentrated its fleet repair bases in temporary structures
ashore, these would be “very vulnerable” to atomic bomb attack. Ricketts thought that
the best solution to both of these scenarios would be to employ afloat repair facilities.
“The combination of well equipped repair ships and floating dry docks can repair very
serious damage. Their mobility makes dispersion fairly simple if the anchorage area is
large enough.” Here, Ricketts was thinking about lagoons such as Eniwetok, Majuro,
and Kwajalein offering sufficient dispersion to minimize damage from an atomic bomb
attack. At locations such as these, it would be “no problem.”11
Concerning naval dispositions at sea, Ricketts noted that many writers and speakers—including some with naval backgrounds—had expressed the opinion that a naval
force at sea was a poor target for an atomic strike. Ricketts thought, however, that in
warfare, targets were many times attacked based on their “menace” rather than by any
monetary or quantitative measurement. As an example, Ricketts looked at a Fast Carrier Task Group containing three carriers that was approaching a vital area for a probable strike. Given its disposition, one atomic device could incapacitate two of the
carriers. In this situation, Ricketts determined the Task Group to be a “profitable” target unless another less expensive means of repelling the attack was available. In a similar
way, he considered a concentrated group of combat-loaded transports or LSTs to be a
“worthwhile” target for an atomic strike as it moved to an assault area if the number of
ships destroyed or damaged was expected to forestall the landing. Under certain conditions, he also thought that a logistic support group might be a worthy target. Ricketts
agreed that under normal conditions land targets offered greater opportunities for destruction but when an enemy had atomic weapons “in quantity,” the threat to U.S. naval dispositions was sufficiently great to necessitate the revision of plans. Ricketts thus
sought to look more closely at the impact of one atomic bomb on a carrier force with a
disposition currently in use, as well as a combat-loaded transport squadron as that type
of force had been deployed in the Pacific War. Ricketts saw in his hypothetical study the
need for more screening vessels to be employed against submarines and the need to
study modified formations so that serious damage from one atomic device only impacted one ship in the formation. Nor did he think that the formation could be too
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large. Four carriers and seven heavy screening ships, for instance, constituted to
Ricketts too large of a formation for the atomic age. As a general rule, in fact, Ricketts
argued that a naval formation under atomic attack would have to contain fewer heavy
ships than in the past.12
In designing his disposition in order to minimize damage from an atomic weapon,
Ricketts also found it necessary to provide protection not only against submarines but
conventional air strikes as well. “The major passive defense by a naval disposition
against an atomic weapon is dispersion. But when we start expanding the disposition to
create more distance between ships we are making more difficult the protection against
submarines because of the additional escorts needed.” For this reason, Ricketts saw the
need for a formation that was compact enough so that the ships could still provide mutual protection against a conventional air strike. If future atomic weapons increased
their destructive radius, then further dispersion had to be obtained with smaller forces.
In a similar vein, Ricketts was concerned about amphibious warfare. During the war, he
noted that U.S. techniques in effecting amphibious landings against strongly fortified
objectives were developed to a “high degree” under then-prevailing conditions. Looking at these basic concepts, Ricketts said that before an assault was made, the United
States had gained control of the air in the objective area to such an extent that it could
risk remaining enemy planes reaching U.S. shipping. In addition, an advanced bombardment group was sent to reduce the landing beach defenses so the expeditionary
force could be brought in. Ships with their troops and equipment were massed off the
beaches the morning of the landing and these landed in several waves of boats or amphibious tractors under heavy air support and gunfire. Also maintained until the beachhead was secured or a port was captured was a protected transport area for the assault
and reserve troops as well as their supplies. This latter area, he pointed out, required
protection for several weeks against submarines, aircraft, and surface ships.13
Ricketts wanted it remembered that the objective areas were seldom completely isolated from enemy attack and that even in the last stages of the war when Germany and
Japan were “extremely weak,” they were still able to reach U.S. positions by aircraft and
submarine. These risks were accepted, he said, because the number of “explosives” actually reaching the target was so small and their effective radius was so limited that the
inflicted damage did not “vitally” effect the issue. With the atomic bomb, however,
these conditions were “greatly altered.” The area of destruction per weapon, he said,
was so great that with present techniques only a few bombs or even one needed to be
“reasonably” accurate and it would still be able to disrupt the entire amphibious assault.
Scarcity of shipping, equipment, and trained troops precluded, he argued, taking a great
excess of any of these categories to an objective area and therefore the United States
could not accept the loss of a great percentage of the assault shipping or troops prior to
the landing. He further pointed out that in most of the Central Pacific operations when
pre-landing losses were small or non-existent, reserve troops were used before the capture of the objective was completed. The employment of these other troops would only
be accomplished after a considerable passage of time in the atomic scenario. In a typical
amphibious assault, at H-Hour minus thirty minutes when the first wave was leaving
the line of departure, there was an entire corps deployed, with a two-division front and a
third division in reserve. With a landing beach of about 4,000 yards long or possibly
shorter, Ricketts saw this scenario as “fairly typical” to those used in the Central Pacific.
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If an atomic device was used against this type of assault formation, Ricketts estimated
that within a 1,000-yard radius, all personnel and equipment would be immediate casualties from heat and blast. Between 1,000 and 2,000 yards, “immediate” casualties
would result but Ricketts argued that personnel would be so exposed to radiation that
they would become casualties within a few days.14
If the bomb struck when the scheduled assault waves were moving to the beach, he
estimated that the weapon could be detonated in such a way as to destroy “at least half”
of the troops in assault waves. The delivery, in order to affect this kind of destruction,
would have to be made within a definite time limit, but the time for effecting “tremendous” damage and great casualties could take place over a much longer period of time.
Ricketts asserted that if the weapon was delivered with a “reasonable” accuracy, a detonation in the two hours between the time of arrival of the LSTs and H-Hour plus thirty
minutes would result in such “sufficient” destruction of immediate personnel and
equipment as to “probably” cause the disruption of the landing on a two-division front.
An underwater burst, he asserted, could cause less immediate destruction but have “disastrous” delayed radiological effects over a longer period of time. Beginning with the
landing and extending to the time when the assault beaches were no longer required for
landing supplies, the ships within a 2,000-yard radius and the beaches as well would be
contaminated so as to prevent their further use for landing troops and supplies. “For
many of the assault beaches in the Pacific this contamination would extend to virtually
all the useable beach[es].” In addition to delivery by air, submarine, or guided missile,
the launching of the weapon from a point on the objective by rocket or submerged torpedo tube appeared to Ricketts to be “particularly feasible” against an amphibious attack. According to Ricketts, if landing beaches were few and atomic weapons were
“sufficiently plentiful,” one atomic-controlled mine planted off each beach would be a
successful defense. Moreover, if a mine was not used, it could be removed and used elsewhere when the threat to an area was removed.15
To carry out a successful amphibious landing against a strongly defended position,
Ricketts contended, required an “overwhelming” force, both in naval and air bombardment as well as in troops. The latter, he said, had to reach the point of landing in mass in
order to overrun the beach defenses and this required, in turn, a heavy concentration
off the beaches. At some stage of the landing, Ricketts saw the concentration of shipping
and landing craft making the operation “extremely vulnerable” to attack by atomic
weapons. To land in mass in order to overcome the strong defenses also precluded “sufficient dispersion” to avoid the threat. Moreover, a warning of an atomic attack, he argued, could not be received in time to carry out proper dispersal and avoid serious
damage. In view of these factors, he reached the conclusion that amphibious assaults
over a limited beach against a strongly fortified position were not feasible when the enemy had atomic bombs in quantity. “Even if the beach defenses were completely reduced we still face the possibility of radiological contamination of a limited beach by a
very few bombs.” He also thought it had to be remembered that the beaches had to continue to operate for some time after the assault landing so that the troops ashore could
be supplied. Ricketts additionally argued that airborne landings did not provide the
complete solution to this problem since airfield requirements for the planes carrying
the necessary heavy equipment would be so great. He estimated that it would require a
plane the size of a B-36 bomber to carry a medium tank, a gross load of over 300,000
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pounds. An airfield also had to have a prepared subsurface that was approximately four
feet thick, Ricketts said, and concrete runways that were two feet thick. Ground troops
obviously had to have tanks and airfields with these characteristics would not be immediately available.16
Ricketts next moved to large seaplanes as an alternative. Such planes, with a cargo
capacity of at least fifty tons, eliminated the need for prepared airfields but the sea and
beach conditions “would have to be far superior to most of those encountered in the
Central Pacific in order to provide the primary means of landing and supply. Even if
such conditions were perfect the beaches are still subject to radiological contamination.” For the same reasons, Ricketts did not think that mass amphibious landings from
submarines could be affected since this did not overcome the beach contamination
problem. Still, Ricketts did not believe that amphibious landings had been rendered obsolete by the bomb but he was certain that techniques had to be “radically” altered. He
saw the need for two major changes. First, defenses at the point of landing had to be so
weak or capable of “such reduction” by prior bombardment that a concentrated landing would not be necessary to establish a beachhead. He envisioned this preliminary
bombardment being made by naval guns, guided missiles, conventional bombs, or
atomic bombs in air bursts. In addition, the landing area had to have an expanse of
beach that would be impractical for the enemy to try to contaminate in totality. He envisioned several miles of “usable” beach so located that troops could be supplied over
them for some time. Ricketts was convinced that both of these characteristics were necessary for a successful amphibious landing in the future. Only in this manner, he argued, could troops and supplies be landed at divergent points so as to reduce the threat
of atomic weapons to an “acceptable hazard.” Ricketts also thought that if an enemy
coast did not meet the requirements of being a “suitable” landing site, the United States
might have to effect the landing in an allied or neutral nation that bordered the enemy.
“I think it is extremely important that our peacetime diplomatic relations be conducted
so as to ensure that it had allies bordering the prospective enemy and whose coastal areas provided many dispersed troops and supplies for concentration inland.” Ricketts
found that this kind of dispersion was necessary even on enemy coasts since a concentration of shipping anywhere was subject to atomic attack.17
For this reason, Ricketts also took it to be necessary for the United States to forgo the
use of developed ports and conduct much of the loading and unloading over the
beaches. Accordingly, he perceived the need to improve loading and unloading methods so as to reduce the length of time the ships were at the objective. In addition,
Ricketts wanted to see reduced the number of personnel and the amount of equipment
presently required to unload shipping. Looking at how the United States conducted
these operations in the past and in a search for “short-cuts,” Ricketts said that most supplies had been brought to the objective in standard cargo ships that were anchored offshore and unloaded in small craft or lighters by rigs and cargo nets. When lighter ships
were alongside and the crews were “working well,” Ricketts said that a five minute unloading time per whip was good. This speed meant that a ship holding 9,000 tons of
cargo, with five holds that could be worked simultaneously and a two-ton load per
whip, would require seventy-two hours for the entire ship to be unloaded. This expanse
did not take into account the time needed to transfer the cargo from ship to beach. Because
of these factors, as well as a shortage of lighterage, winchmen, and unloading personnel,
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complete discharge usually took one week. Ricketts argued that if this “double handing” of
cargo could be eliminated in the objective area, the time and personnel requirements could
be reduced. A partial solution, to him, was the virtual exclusive use of the landing ship in
amphibious operations for the transportation of troops and supplies carried by surface
shipping. This situation would require the choice of a landing area where the ships
could beach for discharge. He thought that this requirement was in accordance with his
call for choosing adequate landing areas. Additionally, Ricketts thought it absolutely
necessary to load the ships in ways that allowed for rapid discharge after they were
beached. Handling of cargo by hand needed to be avoided, and trucks and trailers had
to be used to the greatest degree possible. Pallet loading of certain types of small equipment also had to be effected so that lost space was not an issue and the small items could
be rapidly unloaded.18
Ricketts had other suggestions for improvements to procedures and techniques.
Some improvements, he thought, would even “suggest themselves” when detailed studies were made. The objective was to discharge the ships directly upon land in as rapid a
time as possible. To Ricketts, this would eliminate the need for a large number of landing craft and their personnel filling the objective area and complicating communications and control. In past amphibious attacks, the United States considered 10,000 tons
of cargo per day across the assault beaches as a high rate of discharge. Ricketts pointed
out that this was the equivalent of five LSTs. With the proper selection of beaches and
proper loading and unloading procedures, he thought that this figure could be “greatly
exceeded” within a very short time of landing the assault troops. According to Ricketts,
at Okinawa, a discharge rate of one million tons of cargo per month was still being
sought three months after D-Day. This was equivalent to seventeen LSTs per day, a goal
that to Ricketts appeared more “easily and efficiently” attainable than the discharge of
the same tonnage from the holds of conventional cargo ships. Air transportation of
equipment for an overseas expeditionary force also had to be further developed in
Ricketts’ opinion. Because of the great bulk of material needed, however, and the
weight of some of these items—such as heavy tanks, locomotives, and construction
equipment—complete supply by air was not envisioned by him. After a sufficient area
had been captured to permit the development of effective airfield facilities, however, the
air transportation of a considerable percentage of re-supply would reduce the number
of ships needed.19
Ricketts additionally argued that transportation of cargo by lighter-than-air facilities
was capable of considerable development. Airships did not require airfields and cargo
could be discharged in “comparatively rough” terrain if necessary. According to Ricketts,
an airship of 300 tons could carry 100 tons of cargo, or twenty percent of a combat-loaded
transport. Rations, ammunition, artillery, pallets, and small and moderate-sized equipment could “easily” be carried by the airship. Ricketts even thought it might be possible to
load the airship at a considerable distance from the beach and then transport the material
inland to the troops. In this way, he saw the beach being by-passed and the concentration
of ships off the beachhead “considerably reduced.” Ricketts saw that some technical difficulties might render this idea infeasible, but he definitely thought it as worthy of study.
“Certainly shore to shore transportation over long over water distances should offer few
difficulties except the provision of a large number of airships.” He reiterated that when it
came to amphibious warfare developments, reducing vulnerability would mean making
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some revisions to U.S. techniques if operations against an enemy with a strong air force or
a large quantity of guided missiles was to be made. “At Okinawa we had a taste of what
could happen to a large concentration of assault shipping within close range of the enemy
homeland, even when enemy air strength had been greatly reduced.”20
Ricketts also looked at submarine warfare. He asserted that the prospective development of the atomic bomb, the guided missile, the high-speed submarine, and very
long-range (VLR) bombers capable of “great” bomb loads was increasing the vulnerability of surface ships, whether they were slow freighters, battleships, or aircraft carriers.
Against an enemy with these modern weapons, Ricketts envisioned U.S. surface ships
being faced with “radically different” but greater hazards than before. Ricketts asserted
that some of these developments would “probably” put more and more emphasis on
the submarine. Improvements in design and power plants might expand its capabilities
to include heavy bombardment missions by rockets and guided missiles; the delivery of
atomic weapons in the form of torpedoes, mines, and guide missiles; and the transportation of large numbers of troops and “great quantities” of cargo. With increased speed
and operating depths, Ricketts saw the submarine becoming less vulnerable to detection and effective attack while underwater. “As a bombardment ship off enemy beaches
it should be less vulnerable than the cruiser or battleship by virtue of its ability to submerge. By the use of rockets and guided missiles it should be quite capable of neutralization fire on many objectives.” Ricketts argued that bombing and bombardment by
aircraft and surface ships would still be required on small, specific points but that the
number of surface ships could be “considerably reduced” if they could be relieved by
submarines for a great portion of the neutralization fire. Ricketts could not, at this time,
envision an assault entirely by submarines, but in the post-assault phase he saw undersea craft “very possibly” being used to bring in additional troops and certain types of
cargo, especially fuel and naval ammunition.21
Ricketts pointed out to the readers that Germany had had advanced designs of submarine cargo carriers for the transportation of 400 tons of rubber in external bulges and
others with cargo capacities for fuel oil in the 450-ton range. He also illustrated that Japan had used submarines for limited supply operations, and he thought that this use of
the submarine for cargo transportation would reduce vulnerability en route and provide a means of protection at the objective since the submarine could submerge when it
was not engaged in unloading. Still, this platform capability did not solve the problem
of beach contamination since the cargo still had to be surfaced and transported over the
beach. Against naval forces afloat, Ricketts saw the conventional bomb, torpedo, or
mine being delivered with “considerable” accuracy and affecting the “requisite” damage. In these terms, anything except a direct hit or a very near miss would do the job.
The difficulty of hitting a small target the size of a ship, especially if it was maneuvering,
and the small radius of effectiveness of a high explosive weapon, made it necessary, according to Ricketts, to deliver a “comparatively” large number of weapons against the
target to get the benefit of a few “effectives.” Defending forces, he said, could accept the
hazard of actually delivering several such weapons because a large percentage would not
strike and those that did would have a small radius of destruction. The atomic bomb,
however, was different because of that radius of effectiveness. Ricketts pointed out that
naval forces were an “area target” against which the delivery of a single bomb would
cause great damage. This fact translated to a far fewer number of weapons being
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directed against the target and the delivery carrier—whether submarine or aircraft—
not having to close the range and expose itself to destruction or damage. This all greatly
increased the problem of defense, Ricketts said. Against a concentrated target, such as a
conventional amphibious attack force off an assault beach, no delivery carrier could be
allowed to reach the release point and the delivery platforms had to be destroyed at a
much greater distance from the target than heretofore because the release point did not
now have to be at low altitude or close range.22
If the delivery platform was a plane, even an anti-aircraft shell of “extremely” high
velocity and accuracy might not, Ricketts feared, be sufficient. To intercept the plane
before it reached the release point or to intercept the guided missile before it reached its
target would require a “counter” guided missile that had supersonic speed and “greatly
improved” influence fuses. Ricketts argued that if such a missile was feasible in defense
against aircraft or other guided missiles, it might be necessary to design a special “high
performance” anti-aircraft ship to accompany each overseas movement of naval vessels
as “normal” ships might not be able to combine such “refined” defensive armament
with equipment required to execute their primary mission. For defense against submarines carrying atomic torpedoes, he wanted to provide for “absolute” detection and destruction of the submarine outside the effective range of the torpedo. This would mean
screens of greater radius and improved sonar gear that could operate against high-speed
undersea craft. Shore defense installations would be similar to those afloat except there
would not be a threat from torpedoes. Defense in this case would be against aircraft and
guided missiles and Ricketts asserted that these defenses would be more “practicable”
for shore bases because of the wide area over which defensive installations could be installed.23
Ricketts admitted that these defensive requirements presented a “formidable” problem. Whether they could be solved to the point where the weapons directed against the
target could be reduced to an “acceptable” number was a technical problem that Ricketts
did not have an answer to. “It must be approached with that end in view.” He did think
that there were steps the United States could take to increase the number of weapons it
could “accept.” He again thought it was “practicable” to disperse cruising dispositions so
as to make an atomic strike too “expensive.” In addition, he thought there could be improvements in ship design that could reduce the effective radius of an atomic weapon. He
did not at this time see any method of protecting against radiation or strengthening the
hulls of ships so that the effective radius of an underwater burst could be reduced. Instead,
Ricketts wanted to see resources put into other areas of development since dangers above
water were even greater. Like other student officers at this time, he thought that topside
structures could be strengthened against blast and heat effects, and a “general shielding
and streamlining” of structures such as radio and radar antennae, anti-aircraft guns, and
masts would also reduce vulnerability to blast and heat. A greater amount of equipment
also needed to be redesigned with automatic or remote controls so as to reduce the number of topside personnel. With the further development of radar and the CIC, Ricketts argued that the Navy had already come a long way in this direction. With the development
of “completely automatic” anti-aircraft guns and further training of below decks conning
personnel, Ricketts asserted that the radius of heavy personnel casualties resulting from
blast and heat could be “materially reduced.”24
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In discussing the offensive employment of atomic weapons, Ricketts admitted that
so far his thesis had dealt largely with the effect of atomic weapons on U.S. naval tactics
and with possible measures required to reduce the likelihood of U.S. naval forces being
destroyed by an enemy with the weapon. “Of course our actions must not be confined
to those of passive defense. A speedy and vigorous offensive becomes increasingly important.” According to Ricketts, the United States had traditionally permitted its enemies to strike the first blow and he assumed it would do so in a future war. If this was the
case, he argued, it must be able to retaliate immediately with an “extremely effective”
counterblow. Rhetorically asking what a U.S. naval offensive with atomic weapons
would look like, Ricketts said that an enemy would probably be similarly vulnerable to
attacks on its seaborne commerce, as the United States was. He admitted that the composition of the enemy’s navy might be different from that of the United States. “It may
not contain fast carrier task forces or have the ability to execute amphibious landings on
our shores. However, any great nation that we face will have commercial shipping and
protective escorts, seaports, and naval yards and bases.” With the atomic bomb available to the United States in quantity, Ricketts thought that the Navy could “seriously reduce” an enemy’s seaborne commerce and deliver atomic mines against seaports by
aircraft, submarine, or guided missile. He reiterated that it would only require a few underwater atomic explosions to render most ports inoperative for an extended period of
time. “Unless the enemy has made extensive preparations, his navy yards and bases will
be vulnerable to attack by atomic bombs or guided missiles with atomic warheads.”
Ricketts saw the latter being delivered by submarines approaching their firing positions
submerged and then surfacing for a short time to fire the projectiles. “Such depredations by submarines need not be restricted to naval bases alone but could be extended to
include all important seacoast cities and industries.” In this manner, Ricketts thought
the Navy, early in a war, could accomplish naval bombardment and destruction of enemy facilities that bordered coastlines. Ricketts additionally saw the use of atomic weapons against enemy convoys and naval formations as possible “worthwhile” targets
under certain conditions when “commensurate” destruction could not be effected by
convention weapons. He did, however, see the current delivery of atomic weapons being limited to aircraft and submarines.25
Ricketts then cited a current statement by Admiral Nimitz that the United States
Navy had seven functions. According to Nimitz, these were the protection of U.S.
coasts; the maintenance of Merchant Marine “lifelines”; the transportation of troops;
the protection of those troops in landings; the maintenance of an “unbroken pipeline
of supplies to the troops; operations against enemy naval forces and shipping; and the
implementation of U.S. foreign policy. To Ricketts, the Navy was still capable of carrying out six of those functions, though he reiterated that some tactics would have to
be changed to adapt them to atomic weapons. He again thought that this was especially the case in terms of landing and supplying troops but he was also quite clear that
he did not think the Navy could any longer “adequately” protect U.S. coasts by itself.
“It should be able to prevent a landing in force, or a serious surface ship bombardment.” He envisioned, however, situations in which long-range bombers carrying
atomic bombs or fast submarines carrying guided missiles could “undoubtedly”
evade U.S. naval forces and deliver “damaging” attacks against CONUS. He again
noted that because of aircraft and submarines, some observers had predicted that the
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surface navy was obsolete. “Recent history has disproved such contentions. By adapting new weapons to naval needs our navy was able to rise to unprecedented heights in
the latter part of the last war.” Still, Ricketts admitted that since the United States did
not sufficiently recognize the capabilities of some of these new weapons from the
interwar period, it suffered humiliating defeats in the first part of the war.26
In spite of these failures early in the war, however, Ricketts assumed that the use of
the seas by a balanced fleet would for some years be of “decisive” importance, even if the
enemy of the United States did not have a strong navy. “We should be wary of any conclusions which discard, rather than alter, procedure which has proved to be so sound in
the past.” He additionally was concerned that “unproved” theories or assumptions
based upon the “mere possibility” of future discoveries were not sufficient to warrant a
complete “scrapping” of a technique that had afforded such a strong defense under
present conditions. At the same time, Ricketts wanted it understood that the “horizon
of development” should be constantly expanded as well as scanned in order to detect
the advent of new weapons that could in time “alter our procedure as necessary before
we have to meet those weapons in actual battle.”27
Ricketts’ plans for war probably come closest at this point in my research to what I
would call a “realistic” perspective on atomic warfare. While his ideas, like those of
some of his fellow officers, were not entirely realistic about what atomic weaponry
would actually mean for operations like an amphibious assault, his study was the most
detailed of those thus far encountered that suggested the need for significant changes in
tactics and techniques. Asserting neither that atomic weapons made naval forces completely obsolete on the one hand nor that these weapons were meaningless on the other,
Ricketts took serious note of the weapon’s capabilities, assumed greater capabilities for
the future, and speculated about how the Navy and Marine Corps might deal with the
change. Other students would have even greater appreciation for atomic weapons and
the need to drastically change how the U.S. military did business.

Colonel Bruce Bidwell
On the same day, Army Colonel Bruce Bidwell, a classmate of Ricketts’ (see figure 20,
top row, ninth from left), submitted his thesis on the same topic. Bidwell began by asserting that one thing was certain: that the next war, when and if it occurred, would be
considerably different from the last one. He argued that this had always been the case
in the past and that it “must” continue in the future since military science was “everprogressive.” Asserting that scientific effort between wars more fully developed weapons, he contended that these weapons were then advanced even further during the
wars. Focusing on the atomic bomb as the new type of weapon emerging from World
War Two, Bidwell classified the bomb as “completely revolutionary” in basic character and in destructive power. He thought that although the atomic bomb was only
used twice in combat, it could possibly exercise “controlling power” and influence
over all phases of future warfare and that this reality became immediately apparent to
all “serious” students of military science. Bidwell also assumed that these students understood that the development of this “possibly absolute” weapon was only just beginning and that even the immediate future would see a “considerable increase” in its
ultimate potentialities and capabilities. To Bidwell, these facts called for a more exacting and thorough study by all concerned so that the bomb’s “probable” effects on
present concepts of warfare could be understood. Bidwell thought that such “studies
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covering specifically the subject of its possible influence on naval warfare appear to be
particularly desirable for the United States, due to the fact that we have always been
essentially a maritime nation” and because the United States at the present time possessed the largest and most powerful navy in the history of the world.28
Bidwell additionally thought that there was no question that this topic was timely
and pertinent. The idea of the nation’s determining accurately just how the bomb as a
military weapon had altered the “inherent advantage” it possessed over its possible enemies in actual and potential naval strength was “crucial.” Bidwell asserted that answering this question might be necessary for national survival since if the present Navy was
not useful in atomic warfare, it would have to be altered to fulfill its missions. Since
changes in naval design and construction were time-consuming, they had to be arrived
at without delay or these changes might prove obsolete as well. Again stating that future
naval warfare would “probably” be considerably influenced by the bomb, he thought it
was “absolutely necessary to our entire national security that we not only promptly realize this to be a fact but, also, that we act without delay to alter our previous naval concepts in full accordance with that new situation.”29
Bidwell, nevertheless, asserted that it was first desirable to present certain specific
definitions so that various terms, like “atomic bomb,” were understood and could be
used to serve the particular U.S. purposes. Bidwell further wanted it understood that
the term “atomic bomb” was meant to specifically delineate a general fission bomb
that had been developed by the United States to this date. He did not, however, want
that term to be limited to this type of bomb alone since future types would be developed. “All authorities”—including Dr. Albert Einstein, Professor Emeritus of Theoretical Physics at Princeton University and Marcus Oliphant, Professor of Physics at
the University of Birmingham and one of the leading British scientists involved in the
Manhattan Project—agreed that larger and more powerful atomic bombs than the
Nagasaki-type could be produced. While he saw some of the current claims for future
bombs as exaggerations, Bidwell was certain that the bombs used in the next war
would be “many times” more powerful than those used at the end of World War Two
and that this had to be taken into consideration when planning for future warfare.
Bidwell was concerned as well that all of the commentary he had so far seen on future
warfare based damage calculations on the power of current bombs already in existence. Here he cited John McCloy, President of the World Bank and wartime Assistant
Secretary of War, who had recently told the National Association of Life Underwriters
that in ten years the United States could “easily” have bombs that were ten times more
powerful than the ones used during the war. Because of arguments such as these,
Bidwell assumed that the Navy in the next war would be “up against” a much more
damaging atomic bomb than the Nagasaki-types that had been used in the Bikini
Atoll tests. On the other hand, Bidwell predicted that recently proposed hydrogen
bombs appeared to be beyond the “foreseeable” future. He, therefore, would not consider these weapons in his study, but he did warn that if such a weapon were ever developed, it would possess destructive power about 1,000 times greater than current
weapons. Nor was Bidwell going to restrict discussion to any particular method of
bomb delivery against contemplated naval targets. While both bombs dropped on Japan were delivered by aircraft and this method still appeared to be the most feasible
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means of delivery, other methods such as delivery as a mine by submarine, to Bidwell,
already appeared to be practical in the present.30
He did not know if delivery as the warhead of a guided missile was immediately
possible, but he did not doubt that such experiments were currently being conducted
and he was equally certain that military security prevented disclosure about such experiments. If missiles were not a current possibility, Bidwell was going to assume that
they soon would be viable weapons in future naval warfare and that avoiding this
analysis would be “wishful thinking.” Given that the atomic bomb would, in the near
future, be deliverable by aircraft, surface ships, submarines, and guided missiles, he
now wanted to determine actual destructive characteristics for later application. Unfortunately, Bidwell could not do this with any certainty since the destructive characteristics of the Nagasaki-type bombs were still secret and not available for current
analysis. Even if current capabilities were fully available, trying to determine what a
bomb ten times more powerful would be like was, to Bidwell, “merely speculation.”
Accordingly, Bidwell wanted to restrict himself to a few general statements that could
serve later to discuss the bomb’s impact on future naval warfare. He wanted to make
sure that his observations did not go any further, however, than the current target
damage from the Nagasaki-type bombs that had so far been observed. Bidwell’s first
observation was that the destruction resulting from the explosion of the bomb came
from blast, heat, and radioactivity in the same proportion of the Nagasaki-type bombs
but on a “considerably greater” scale. His second observation was that the effective radius of “serious” target damage caused by blast and heat would be considerably in excess of one mile from the detonation center and probably closer to at least two miles,
with blast damage outranging that from heat. His third observation was that overwater air burst radioactive damage would be of no greater radius than that resulting
from blast and heat unless a rain occurred that spread radioactivity even more. In an
underwater burst of the bomb, however, Bidwell thought that radioactive damage
would be much more serious and prolonged than that resulting from blast and heat,
especially if contaminated spray reached the target as a result of the explosion.31
Bidwell also wanted to analyze the word “future” whenever it was connected to the
phrase “future naval warfare.” He thought it was obvious that the time element regarding the scope of powers and limitations that were inherent in any new weapon that was
still being developed was an important matter of consideration. He did not mean the future, however, to merely mean the foreseeable future and he argued that the word
should be “elastically” defined. He therefore argued that a “more satisfactory” way to
define the time element in “future naval warfare” would be to set a specific time limit in
years for the purpose of the discussion. In this case, Bidwell asserted that future developments of atomic weapons could be compared to the forecasts and speculations of “serious” scientific writers on the subject. Given these parameters, Bidwell was going to
look at future naval warfare that might occur between the present time and 1967.
Bidwell contended that his decision was consistent with his initial definition of the term
“atomic bomb” and that some time in the next decade, there would be considerable improvement in the size and efficiency of the present bomb and the means of its delivery.
At the same time, Bidwell thought that scientific opinion appeared to support a prediction that “probably more” than twenty years from the present time a “practical” solution to some of the current problems in the development of new types of bombs might
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be effected. In addition, Bidwell was interested in the term “naval warfare.” He asserted
that in order to cover the assigned subject in a “truly exhaustive” manner, the term had
to be analyzed from a “relatively broad” standpoint. He knew some restrictions on parameters had to be introduced, however. Current conceptions of naval warfare, for instance, took into account the factories and mines that were available to any potential
belligerent nation and continued until the final delivery of required personnel and materials was successfully carried out by naval means to the combat area.32
Bidwell also considered that the influence of the atomic bomb on facilities such as
factories and mines was a separate subject in itself and one that was probably concerned
principally with attack by strategic air assets rather than being a subject particularly pertinent to naval warfare alone. Bidwell therefore intended to include in his discussion
only those phases of naval warfare that he listed below. He would exclude all other possible phases as too general or too extreme for their possible application to the heading of
“naval warfare.” Bidwell’s phases of naval warfare included Surface Fleet Operations,
including those concerned with Cover, Carrier Air, Amphibious, and Logistic Support;
Submarine and Anti-Submarine Operations; and Mine Warfare. Looking at these aspects of naval warfare, Bidwell wanted to explore them for the influence the atomic
bomb would wield on them by 1967. After this analysis, Bidwell asserted that “intelligently arrived” conclusions could be “assigned.” Bidwell admitted that the term “surface fleet action” was also broad and elastic and so he sub-divided it into the types of
tasks that might be performed by the major surface fleet elements. These sub-divisions
included Cover Forces, Carrier Groups, Amphibious Shipping, and Logistic Support
Elements. Of these, Bidwell said that the first two could be considered together since
both were often more or less “indistinguishable” in their initial make-up and because
they faced the same general hazard in the context of atomic bomb strikes. Amphibious
Shipping and Logistic Support Elements, he thought, were much more vulnerable to
atomic strikes and therefore needed separate analytical treatment.33
Prior to any detailed analysis, Bidwell additionally wanted to look at the overall vulnerability of the Fleet as a whole to atomic bomb attacks. As an example, he said that if an
attack occurred, the bulk of the Fleet might be caught in any one of three general locations: in port or harbor, in movement on the high seas, and in combat formation during
the performance of assigned combat missions. Bidwell argued that the factor of U.S. Fleet
vulnerability or its ability to defend itself would vary considerably under each of these
three operational situations. Thus, the question of the position of each Fleet element
would become very important and a matter requiring “full consideration” in each situation. Bidwell asserted that it was “obvious” that a large concentration of major surface elements in any harbor or port was going to be a lucrative target for an atomic bomb strike,
especially if the bomb was exploded as a mine. His first conclusion about future naval
warfare, therefore, was that in any future naval war, large concentrations of surface elements in any port or harbor had to be avoided as much as possible. He pointed out, however, that this perspective was strictly defensive and since the bomb could influence
matter from an offensive perspective, a corollary to his first conclusion was that in future
naval warfare every effort should be made to locate large concentrations of enemy surface
fleet elements in a harbor or port for destruction by U.S. atomic bomb strikes. Bidwell
thought that this corollary was of “prime importance” for the United States, as it pointed
a way for the United States to solve the serious problem of ensuring that it could remain
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capable of waging future naval warfare on a large scale in case the United States was denied the use of its important harbors and ports by atomic strikes.34
Continuing, Bidwell investigated the matter of the bomb versus U.S. Fleet operations that might be conducted in the future by Cover Forces and/or Fast Carrier Task
Groups, either on the high seas or in formation while engaged in executing combat
missions. To Bidwell, the question was whether or not the threat of the bomb would
be sufficient to effectively prevent operations like these in the future. Bidwell said that
the usual current answer to this question was negative by naval authorities and came
from the argument that by dispersing naval formations, a naval force could insure
that at the time of attack it would be in such a formation that it would not present a
worthwhile target. Bidwell also summarized how naval authorities argued that in the
worst-case scenarios, no more than one major ship per bomb would be lost. Bidwell
did not think that this answer was satisfactory. Supposing that a bomb more powerful
than a Nagasaki-type bomb was used against a naval formation, Bidwell perceived
that the ships would have to be dispersed more than two miles apart. Automatically,
this naval force would be much less able to defend itself against hostile submarine and
conventional air attacks, especially if submarines and aircraft had even greater capabilities compared to their World War Two characteristics. Moreover, Bidwell did not
think it would be possible to distinguish a conventional air attack from an atomic one
in sufficient time to alter the force’s formation. Bidwell therefore concluded that
there was very serious doubt about whether or not Cover Forces and Fast Carrier Task
Groups could effectively carry out the same types of combat missions that they had in
World War Two because of these new hazards. Still, by suggesting that types of naval
forces might have to be altered per mission, Bidwell did not mean to imply that battleships and carriers should be entirely abolished or that they no longer had any major
importance in future naval warfare. On the other hand, Bidwell saw that the solution
to these problems was more in the direction of prompt recognition of platform vulnerability in their present formations and a “radical” revision of such formations to
suit the new conditions that had been established.35
Bidwell continued that “only in cases where the risk is most carefully calculated,
can they dare to attempt World War II performances within the range of Atomic
Bombs that are ten times as large as Nagasaki bombs.” In the future, he envisioned
major surface ships with sufficient anti-submarine and anti-aircraft protection having to be utilized in small groups or as single units. He therefore thought that a “complete revolution” in naval tactics was called for, with the principle of concentration
giving way in order to satisfy dispersion for survival. Accordingly, his next principle
was that in future naval warfare, any belligerent faced with an atomic bomb threat
would be forced to alter materially the tactical use of its major combatant surface
ships so that these ships were never caught concentrated in a large formation.
Whether these ships were on the high seas or in the execution of assigned combat missions did not matter. From this conclusion, Bidwell looked at the future of Amphibious Shipping in the context of the atomic bomb. Bidwell feared that this type of naval
force was the Achilles Heel of future naval operations since he thought it was “immediately obvious” that large-scale invasion fleets would present an enemy with a target
for atomic bombs that was “practically perfect” in every respect. As an example, he
considered the “military attractiveness” of a World War Two invasion fleet as an
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atomic bomb target, especially if it was in a relatively restricted sea area and poised for
commencement of a major amphibious landing. The “extreme vulnerability” of such
a fleet, he asserted, was immediately apparent, especially if a large number of the assembled ships were “jam-packed” with highly trained personnel and valuable equipment. With this type of target being presented to an enemy with atomic capability,
Bidwell contended that an atomic bomb could “hardly fail” since blast and heat effects
would “collect full dividends” and radioactivity would cause casualties in “holocaustic” proportions.36
In this same context, Bidwell argued that the “invitingly” close range for the defender was an advantage, thus facilitating the use of well-protected and secretly located
guided missile launching sites for delivery of the atomic bombs and “practically insuring” success of the attacks. “There can be little doubt, also, that the loss of any nation of
the greater part of any large scale Amphibious Fleet under such circumstances would be
a military disaster of such great proportion that eventual recovery would be probably almost impossible of achievement.” Here, Bidwell was looking at matters not just from a
material standpoint but one of national morale as well. Given this situation, Bidwell saw
that it was “absolutely” out of the question to mount World War Two-style, large-scale
amphibious invasion fleets in the future if those fleets had to operate against an atomic
bomb threat. Bidwell just did not see how these types of operations could be feasible.
Proceeding to Naval Logistic Support as part of overseas Surface Fleet Operations,
Bidwell again thought that the answer was quite clear and lay primarily in the field of
“radically” changing the tactical uses of logistic support elements since the atomic
bomb would “no doubt” considerably limit the capabilities of these elements to provide
support to naval forces on a scale comparable to World War Two. He argued that it was
“surely” apparent that any large concentration of supply ships that was caught in a harbor or in a slow-moving convoy would also present a very tempting target for an atomic
strike. He even thought that this temptation would become “overwhelming” if the enemy recognized the vital part the supplies played in the operation being undertaken.
Similarly, this shipping concentration would probably be much more vulnerable to the
overall effects of the bomb explosion than a faster moving and better dispersed concentration of major surface combat ships. Still, he did not think it would be as vulnerable as
a major concentration of amphibious ships. To Bidwell, it was obvious that no nation
could afford under “ordinary conditions” to lose any considerable portion of any large
supply convoy during combat operations as a result of an atomic bomb strike. The answer to this challenge, therefore, seemed to lie in materially changing the present American concepts regarding naval operations for the purpose of providing logistic support.
In other words, Bidwell doubted if the United States in the future would be able to form
large supply convoys and plan to have them arrive at a single port for unloading. The
U.S. must, on the other hand, be prepared to dispatch its Logistic Support shipping in
much smaller increments, have them arrive at their assigned ports on such a schedule
that they could be unloaded without delay, and then have them depart from the port as
soon as possible. Bidwell additionally thought that these changes would mean a tremendous increase in the number of anti-submarine and anti-aircraft escort ships that would
have to be furnished but he also argued that these changes would “certainly” serve to
considerably minimize the possibility of a major disaster to supply shipping as a result
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of atomic bomb strikes. Given his various conclusions about future Surface Fleet Operations, Bidwell next turned to Submarine Operations.37
From the information he had available, Bidwell saw the submarine as the ship type
best suited to withstand the rigors of full-scale atomic warfare from a “strict survival” perspective. He also thought that the submarine would be an “extremely active” participant
in an atomic war since it was “ideally” suited for the delivery of atomic bombs by means of
torpedoes, guided missiles, and atomic mines. Developments along these lines, Bidwell
argued, would influence all aspects of future naval warfare and considerably increase the
influence of submarine warfare itself as an aspect of naval warfare. Bidwell was even convinced that in the “not too distant” future submarine warfare would assume the primary
role in naval warfare and take over the roles currently performed by other ship types.
Since submarines would also suffer minimal damage from an atomic explosion, “it has
obviously become a naval weapon of great future importance.” Bidwell took the submarine’s ability to deliver atomic munitions by various means while presenting a minimal
target itself as his next conclusion. Rhetorically asking what the implications of his conclusion were, Bidwell looked at two main categories. First, he wanted to analyze the offensive possibilities of the submarine itself. Next, Bidwell wanted to explore the types of
defensive measures a hostile submarine force might cause the opposing side to take in order to minimize the results of large-scale “ultra-modern” submarine attacks. Offensively,
Bidwell argued that the submarine, once it was capable of delivering atomic bombs and
mines against enemy targets, would represent an “extremely potent” weapon of “tremendous” future importance. Through what he called “aggressive exploitation” of this
weapon, Bidwell asserted that it was probable a belligerent could impose “practically insurmountable” difficulties upon any opponent that possessed limited or inadequate ASW
capabilities. He then argued that the United States should be prepared to take full advantage of this situation and immediately “bend” every effort to experiment with and develop an ultra-modern submarine fleet. “Only if this is done promptly will this country be
in a position at the outbreak of another conflict to utilize fully the submarine in a major
role for Atomic Warfare purposes.”38
From the defensive perspective, however, Bidwell saw “the shoe” on the other foot.
He assumed that the “important potential” U.S. enemies would be at least as farsighted
as the United States would be in regard to future submarine warfare. If this assumption
was accepted, then the United States had to, at all times, concentrate on its ASW capabilities. To Bidwell, this meant the new construction of ships, continuous experimentation and “considerable thought” in regard to the tactical use of these capabilities, and
the ability to stay ahead of offensive submarine developments whenever they became
apparent. Bidwell thought that the present American ASW capabilities were probably
“entirely inadequate” for coping with the submarine of the future and that it could not
afford the current state of affairs to continue to exist. Therefore, he asserted that no delay could be tolerated to either remedy the situation or “be prepared to admit that we
can no longer provide our contemplated naval formations with reasonably adequate
protection against attack by hostile submarines that are equipped with Atomic Weapons.” If the latter situation ensued, Bidwell envisioned that Surface Naval Operations as
they were now foreseen were “doomed” as far as the future was concerned.39
Bidwell then turned to Mine Warfare. Reading unclassified articles about the Bikini
Atoll tests led Bidwell to argue that an underwater atomic bomb would be the greatest
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hazard to ships within range, including threats from radioactive water and spray
thrown up by the explosion. Bidwell not only thought that contaminated sea water and
spray caused severe gamma radiation casualties, he also saw it capable of rendering the
entire ship radioactive and causing even greater casualties. His research additionally
told him that the relatively calm waters found in harbors might cause radioactivity to
remain for longer periods of time, thus denying the harbor’s use for several months. To
Bidwell, this situation should provoke “many extremely interesting” conjectures
among military students and push the subject of mine warfare to the forefront during
any discussions of the bomb’s impact on future naval warfare. Bidwell was convinced
that any power that was able at any time to detonate an atomic bomb as a mine in an important harbor of an opponent “will thereby immediately score an outstanding military
success.” Since atomic mines could be delivered to those harbors by aircraft, submarine,
or surface ship firing a guided missile, such an attack, Bidwell contended, would be very
difficult to defend against. “Also, we surely learned during World War II how completely sensitive overseas operations are to the continued support that must come from
the homeland harbors assigned to function in such supporting roles.” Here again,
Bidwell argued that the United States had to promptly recognize the importance of
Mine Warfare and take necessary steps “without delay” to develop all available means
for conducting atomic mine warfare and be in a position to exploit such a weapon to the
greatest possible degree in any future war. At the same time, however, the United States
had to realize how serious a threat this weapon was to its own war-waging capability. In
other words, it had to develop the best means to defend its ships and harbors against
atomic mine explosions—especially radiation—at the same time that it figured out how
best to use the weapon offensively. Bidwell estimated that other than new defensive
measures against air, submarine, and surface attacks, these new developments in mine
warfare appeared “to be the most fertile field at present for development of a practical
answer to the problem presented.”40
Bidwell sought to recapitulate his major conclusions in order to examine more general conclusions about the subject of future naval warfare as a whole. He reiterated that
the possibility of an atomic attack would demand strict avoidance of any large concentration of major surface fleet elements in one major harbor or port. He also recapitulated that any belligerent facing an atomic bomb threat would be forced to materially
alter the tactical use of major combatant surface ships so that they were not concentrated in a large formation, whether on the high seas or while executing combat missions. Additionally, large-scale amphibious shipping concentrations as were utilized
during the Second World War would not be feasible during an atomic bomb attack and
the bomb would threaten any nation’s ability to provide logistic support by naval means
for overseas operations since large shipping supply convoys could not be utilized.
Bidwell further reminded the reader that the submarine would become a primary naval
weapon since it would be “relatively” unaffected by atomic bomb explosions compared
to surface ships and since submarines would be excellent platforms for delivering
atomic bombs by torpedo, guided missile, and mine. His final conclusion was that mine
warfare with atomic munitions would also become a naval weapon of “extreme importance” since the explosion could produce radioactivity in addition to blast and heat
damage and might even be able to make harbors unusable for some time to come. Given
these findings, Bidwell pointed out again how large concentrations of surface ships
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would not be feasible in a future war since submarines and aircraft had increased in capability to such an extent. Even dispersing ships, according to Bidwell, would not solve
the problem and so the answer was a “complete and revolutionary” change in tactical
concepts for naval surface forces. Bidwell envisioned this tactical re-invention to mean
naval surface forces only being committed in this type of warfare in very small or even
single units, with these units needing “adequate” protection from a “sufficient” escort
to provide a “reasonable” defense against submarine and air attacks. To Bidwell, this
change also meant a “radical” change in the types of tasks that were assigned to heavy
naval surface units in the future.41
Bidwell additionally said that he considered “that the development of such brand
new naval tactics is the greatest problem that confronts our naval high command at
the present time.” He argued that it was a problem calling for a “clean break” with the
tactical past and “aggressive thought” coupled with the “keenest” possible foresight
was demanded. He also said he sincerely felt that the future national survival might
depend in a large measure on the ability of its present naval strategists “to throw overboard promptly the bulk of their World War II surface tactical concepts and face the
Atomic future with a free and open mind.” Another factor he was greatly concerned
about was the “extreme vulnerability” of U.S. ports and harbors during this coming
Atomic Warfare. The “vital” importance of ports and harbors to any large-scale, modern war effort was, to him, well established. Therefore, he thought that the country
had to concentrate its entire military and scientific thought on the problem of finding—as soon as possible—all practical means for preventing or minimizing the dangers of underwater atomic explosions which could deny it the use of its harbors and
ports. If the United States did not solve this defensive problem, Bidwell feared that it
may find itself incapable in the future of “properly” supporting major overseas operations by naval means and might have to rely entirely on air transport support, with all
of the “attendant difficulties” inherent in such a course of action. One hopeful area
that Bidwell noted were recent experiments to discover new methods for protecting
personnel from radioactivity as well as for cleaning ships and equipment. Bidwell asserted that this challenge should be presented to American scientists immediately “for
in its successful accomplishment may lie the entire future security of the nation.”
Bidwell ended his thesis by quoting Professor Brodie, who argued in his 1946 book
The Absolute Weapon that both U.S. political and military authorities had to be entirely open-minded in their thinking about the atomic bomb. Brodie also quoted
Clausewitz, who asserted how “chameleon-like” war was.42 With his ideas of “submerging,” transforming, and dispersing the Navy without abolishing it, Bidwell was
clearly steering a middle course between those American military officers arguing that
the bomb had changed very little and those asserting that it had changed everything
and made entire branches of the service obsolete.

Lieutenant Colonel Stanley Sawicki
Army Lieutenant Colonel Stanley Sawicki, a Field Artillery (FA) officer in the same
class (see figure 20, fourth row from top, second from left), also wrote about the influence of the atomic bomb on future naval warfare and submitted his thesis on the same
day as Ricketts and Bidwell. Sawicki began by asserting that U.S. naval policy was to
maintain the Navy in strength and readiness in order to uphold national policies and
interests, and to guard the United States and its continental and overseas possessions.
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Based on what he thought were lessons learned at great cost in World War Two,
Sawicki argued that this policy might have been easy to uphold if it had not been for
the atomic bomb. The appearance of the bomb and the guided missile, however, focused attention on that weapon and caused many, according to Sawicki, to think that
war and obliteration were “synonymous.” Since Sawicki did not think there was at
present a defense against atomic attack, he noted that there were attempts to control
atomic energy through political means. Sawicki was not certain those attempts would
be successful, so he contended that the bomb and its military implications for U.S. security had to be thoroughly studied. Rhetorically asking what the atomic bomb’s impact
on future naval warfare would be, Sawicki noted that one school of thought was that the
atomic bomb had rendered naval warfare obsolete since there was no defense against
atomic attack. On the other hand, he pointed out that there were others who thought
the atomic bomb was merely a “bigger and better” bomb against which scientists would
develop a counter-weapon or defense. Sawicki perceived, however, that the initial reaction to the atomic bomb was “highly emotional” and “unbalanced.” He did not think
many of the people expressing opinions had much technical knowledge about the
bomb or the art and science of warfare. “Too many persons have indulged in the rankest
kind of speculation.” Sawicki also asserted that many of these amateur observers predicted a style of push button warfare that made the armed forces suddenly obsolete.
They further predicted that future wars would entail the reciprocal destruction of cities
and civil populations by dint of atomic missiles. Sawicki pointed out, however, that robot bombs with atomic warheads capable of “girdling” the world and hitting a pinpoint
target had not yet been built and might not be. Given that a nation had to fight with
what it had, Sawicki believed that it would be dangerous for the United States to abolish
its current defense in anticipation of weapons that were not yet in existence.43
Sawicki first wanted his audience to understand the accurate capabilities of the
weapon. Admitting this was difficult because of the secrecy of atomic fission, Sawicki
asserted that only estimates could be made until more complete information was available. From the newspaper accounts of the Bikini tests, Sawicki thought it was certain
that an atomic bomb could not sink an entire fleet or even a sizeable portion of it. One
atomic bomb, however, could do more damage to a fleet in harbor than any other
weapon and the bombs dropped at Bikini were two to three times more powerful than
the ones dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Sawicki therefore thought that future
bombs could be made more powerful in terms of blast intensity but that that development did not mean the size of the area covered by a blast would increase. Sawicki laid
out how the intense heat and high pressure of the bomb caused damage, especially
structural damage and the ability to ignite flammable materials. Sawicki additionally asserted that the most “insidious” effects were from radiation. Citing a post-Bikini report
by the JCS Evaluation Board, Sawicki accepted that all of the personnel on a ship within
one-half to three-quarters of a mile of the explosion would be killed because of radiation. There would also be the risk on more outlying ships of flash burns and, of course,
casualties from the blast itself. “Probably on ships within half a mile of the explosion
there could not have been enough men left in action to sail the vessels to a base for the
extensive repairs necessary.”44
Sawicki went into more detail about the basics of radiation and especially radioactive fissionable materials that were scattered when the bomb was detonated close to the
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ground or underwater. The tactic of bombing a ship in this manner, to Sawicki, would
greatly increase the effectiveness of the weapon against a naval target, enough to restrict
a naval force’s freedom of movement. He thought that radiation would be even more
dangerous to a fleet in a harbor or narrow water. He saw radiation as the greatest danger
due to its persistence and because protection had not yet been developed. Accordingly,
an atomic age navy would need to have patrol vessels equipped with Geiger counters,
film strips, and other devices to detect radioactivity. A more difficult problem, however,
was how to maintain the morale of the ships’ crews in light of radioactivity. Even if a
bomb in a harbor only fatally damaged a few ships, the rest of the vessels and the harbor
itself would be in danger from radiation and the port would probably be untenable for a
“considerable” period of time. Sawicki even thought that the Navy had to recognize the
possibility of an enemy power planting atomic mines from “innocent-looking” merchant ships, with the weapons timed to explode at predetermined times. He further
thought that an underwater explosion of this type would sink or seriously damage large
naval vessels at distances of 500 yards and damage to lesser degrees ships out to 1,000
yards. He also noted that the air burst at Bikini indicated that even large warships would
be fatally damaged within a half a mile of the explosion, with diminishing damage to the
superstructure up to a mile. Therefore, Sawicki contended that superstructures had to
be redesigned so that radar fittings, radio antennae, fire control equipment, and smoke
stacks were less vulnerable. The hulls of the ships also had to be strengthened, with large
ships having “triple and quadruple skins with minute cellular compartmentation.”
Sawicki assumed that the atomic bomb had put an end to the age old race between projectile and armor since there was no real defense against an exploding atomic bomb.
Still, the naval vessel of the future had to incorporate all possible elements of protection
and defense. Sawicki, in fact, envisioned something like a turtle in a shell, even though
he understood a warship could not be made into an unsinkable island.45
Since the bomb could sink any vessel it was successfully directed at, Sawicki argued
that the future security of a naval formation was in its tactical disposition, mobility,
flexibility, and maneuvering. Dispersion, he argued, was essential for protection, especially since atomic bombs were expensive, limited in number, and could be wasted if a
naval formation maneuvered successfully. This meant that new carriers were a premium since atomic bombs still had to be delivered on target and no nation could afford
to waste them. It also meant that adequate defense against the atomic bomb entailed action against the launching site; destruction or diversion of the bomb carrier; the dispersion of targets; and good intelligence about where and when the atomic bomb would be
used. In spite of his Army background, Sawicki still thought that U.S. national strategy
had to be primarily maritime. A study of geography, to him, demonstrated that no other
Great Power could reach the United States, nor could the United States reach other
Great Powers except by crossing the oceans. While he admitted the oceans could be
crossed by planes, surface ships, or submarines, they had to be crossed and the United
States was an island rather than a continent in this age of air and steamship transportation. Yet he was also certain that even the best military and naval defense could no longer guarantee that war was kept from U.S. shores. He additionally argued that the
country was not economically self-sufficient when it came to fighting a global war but
had to depend on sources of strategic raw materials that could only be reached by maritime transportation. In wartime, emergency transportation by planes would become
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even more important as would transportation by submarines in order to penetrate
blockades. He speculated that the plane or the submarine would replace the cargo ship
in the future, but no matter the platform, the United States would still have to exercise
command of the sea in the future if it was to exert military force and economic strength
across the oceans.46
Relating Mahan’s ideas about sea power and command of the sea, Sawicki talked
about the oceans being highways for use by the United States and for denial to its enemies. This sea power was not only to consist of a fighting navy but its weapons and installations as well as the “geographical circumstances” that enabled a nation to control
transportation over the seas in both war and peace. If any of these elements, along with
the merchant shipping, naval bases, and industrial might of a nation were destroyed,
Sawicki accepted that a nation’s sea power was destroyed. Pointing out that French attempts at commerce raiding and German attempts at unrestricted submarine warfare
had been unsuccessful, Sawicki asserted that the strategy and tactics of naval warfare
boiled down to one nation obtaining “freedom of movement” for its own ships and
control of communications and trade over the oceans while depriving the enemy of the
same uses. Command of the sea had to be obtained as quickly as possible by either destroying the opponent’s forces or containing them in their ports. He argued that history
had demonstrated that the fastest route to command of the sea was annihilation of the
enemy’s battle fleet. If an enemy’s naval power was gone, its merchant fleet could be
easy prey, land defenses were weakened, and shores were open to attack, landings, and
conquest. Sawicki thought, however, that the mine, the torpedo, the submarine, the
plane, and the atomic bomb all made command of the sea less “absolute.” He did not
now see how a close, continuous blockade of an enemy’s coasts or harbors could be undertaken, especially since an enemy might have stockpiled resources and supplies. Access to certain coastal waters and inland seas could also be denied by “superior” air
power. Accordingly, he asserted that one of the lessons of World War Two was that even
the most heavily armored ship could be sunk if it was exposed to air attack without aerial protection of its own.47
Sawicki next outlined how naval warfare had coalesced around the general principle
of concentrating ships that could deliver the heaviest blows to the enemy while resisting
the opposing side’s assaults. He perceived that the real difference between land warfare
and naval warfare was the “one-sidedness” of the contest in the case of the loser. He argued that the British maintained command of the sea during the First World War by
massing its fleet against the Germans in the North Sea but that the naval aspects of the
Pacific War were fought with task forces rather than massed fleets. Sawicki additionally
thought that what was unique in the situation was the evolvement of the task forces into
entire battle fleets that could cover widely separated areas and still engage and defeat entire enemy fleets. At a time when enemy land-based air forces were a major threat to
surface forces, the Fast Carrier Task Forces offered a means of accomplishing desired
objectives without exposing any more ships to danger than was necessary. Vital areas
were isolated until ground troops and air forces could be securely established ashore, after which the naval force could be withdrawn. So, he thought that even before the advent of the atomic bomb, the dispersion of a massed fleet was firmly established. “Since
the appearance of the atomic bomb no nation can risk massing its fleet at one base such
as Pearl Harbor or Scapa Flow.” As diplomatic tensions appeared, or even before they
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surfaced, the Fleet had to be dispersed in a number of widely separated bases in order to
reduce the extent of damage by surprise atomic bombings.48
Thus, Sawicki argued that the doctrine of battle fleet supremacy and command of
the sea had to be modified because of World War Two experiences. Ship versus ship action seemed to be “a thing of the past. Other than the night actions in the Solomon Islands and in Surigao Strait, the battles in the Pacific were fought with distances up to
200 miles separating the rival ships, blows being struck by ship borne aircraft.” Nevertheless, Sawicki thought that the costs of the battleships were more than repaid at the
Battle of Leyte Gulf when their presence, to him, prevented the Japanese from inflicting
a serious setback to the American advance. He therefore argued that the future destructive power of capital ships could be “enormously” increased by the use of long-range
missiles homed to their targets by electronic beams or drawn by the heat or steel of the
target. While the battleship was clearly no longer the backbone of the Fleet, neither was
the aircraft carrier “self-sufficient.” It needed destroyers for protection against submarines and anti-aircraft ships for protection against enemy planes that got past its fighters. It was, to Sawicki, but one element in a balanced force since even carrier planes were
limited by weather, endurance, and fragility. Granted, carrier planes had the advantage
over ships’ guns of range and carriers were elusive targets that could attack objectives
that were inaccessible to surface ships and even submarines. But the aircraft carrier, according to Sawicki, could not replace the battleship in poor weather and if the “missile
firing” battleship was “perfected,” he contended that it might replace the aircraft carrier
and regain its position as the capital ship of the Fleet!49
Sawicki continued by saying that ships and fleets could not maintain themselves at
sea for very long without well-protected and provisioned ports for repairs, supplies, and
recreation. “Without proper bases a fleet is handicapped and sea power limited.”
Sawicki illustrated that the U.S. Navy had sought to overcome the handicap of “inadequate” bases by developing mobile supply bases that could provision fleets at great distances from permanent installations. At best, however, Sawicki only thought that such
mobile supply could be a substitute for a well-defended base, though mobility provided
protection from atomic bombings. The inability of a “great oceanic” power to defend its
outlying bases was nevertheless a limitation on its sea power and Sawicki contended
that the atomic bomb introduced the future wartime situation in which the utility of a
navy was decided ashore. For instance, he argued that a nation that had its entire economy destroyed had scant use for a fleet and the atomic bomb therefore made it feasible
to undermine sea power by direct attack on a nation’s industrial capacity. He additionally thought that the concept of destroying sea power by striking at a nation’s industrial
foundation would receive increasing emphasis in future war planning. Sawicki further
speculated that in a future war, the enemy might possess a “comparatively” small surface force that was inadequate to destroying American sea power through the doctrine
of battle fleet supremacy. Instead, Sawicki thought that this enemy would strike at
American supply lines, warships, and coastal cities with “highly developed” submarines. He therefore asserted that since the atomic bomb was a strategic weapon of destruction against concentrated industrial areas vital to the U.S. war effort, the enemy
could strike at the sources of American sea power. The atomic bomb thus made it “essential” to disperse and camouflage naval bases, repair facilities, and supply depots. Vital industries along the seaboard also had to be moved inland or duplicate plants had to
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be constructed inland “where a submersible ship firing long range radio controlled
glider bombs with atomic warheads cannot destroy them.” He admitted, however, that
dispersion of a nation’s industries as a defense against atomic bombing might be “impractical” because of economic ramifications.50
Sawicki also argued that American sea power could be threatened and even destroyed by a successful direct attack on seaborne trade or merchant shipping. He
pointed out that French commerce raiding and German submarine warfare had failed
to destroy British sea power, so he rhetorically asked if atomic explosives offered a
chance for an inferior naval power to destroy a superior one. Answering this, Sawicki illustrated that the U.S. Navy’s submarine war against Japanese shipping was “extremely
successful and without doubt was instrumental in shortening the war against Japan.”
Still, he asserted that it was the “overwhelming” quantitative and qualitative superiority
of the U.S. Navy rather than any one particular weapon which defeated Japan. Again, he
emphasized that the Bikini tests proved that a ship could be destroyed by an atomic explosion that was successfully directed against it. Therefore, a fleet would have much
more to fear from even a single undersea craft carrying “atomic torpedoes” than it did
from a full-scale attack by a complete, conventional battle force. “The capital ship’s
place as the dominant naval fixture is in jeopardy and smaller faster vessels, especially
submarines, will be more important.” He questioned whether or not the submarine
alone could drive the capital ship from the sea, but it might so circumscribe the capital
ship’s movements as to “virtually” destroy the larger ship’s strategic utility. “The atomic
weapon can circumscribe conventional fleet operations so that the potentialities of the
guerre de course can be greatly enlarged when used in conjunction with conventional
weapons previously developed.”51
Sawicki went on to assert that submarines were the least vulnerable of all naval vessels to atomic bombs and that in spite of improved methods for detecting submarines,
ASW was an “extremely difficult” operation that required the concentrated efforts of
“highly specialized” forces. Submarines diverted forces and caused the defender to disperse forces instead of concentrating them at the decisive time and place. “It causes a
strain upon his naval resources which may endanger his whole strategic position.” With
improved submarines, Sawicki argued that commerce raiding could assume the dimension of a counter-blockade, especially if the raiders had atomic propulsion. Newer,
faster submarines could reach even the fastest convoys and submarines equipped with
snorkel devices were a “menace to surface operations which cannot be regarded
lightly.” Sawicki envisioned submarines capable of submerged speeds of twenty-five
knots or more crossing the oceans and with strengthened hulls that could dive deeper
and resist depth charges. Similar to Bidwell and others, Sawicki also envisioned a situation in which the United States shifted to an underwater fleet as the nucleus of future
U.S. sea power if surface ships could not maintain command of the sea because of the
atomic bomb. If this happened, he argued that it would be necessary to develop various
classes of submarines. First, he saw the need for commerce raider submarines similar to
present models but with improvements in range, speed, and submerging depth. There
would also be a need for attack boats that were capable of launching guided missiles
against surface and shore targets. These submarines, to Sawicki, would be equipped
with rocket launchers and possibly piloted or robot planes that were capable of attacking enemy commerce, warships, and coastal cities. A third type of submarine
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envisioned would be a cargo submarine for supplying overseas bases during an atomic
war. Sawicki was thinking of submarines large enough to carry jet planes as well as “sizeable” landing forces for seizing land objectives. A fourth type would be “midget” submarines for reconnaissance in restricted waters, vessels that were maneuverable enough
to enter harbors where atomic mines were planted. “The submarine has twice imperiled
and may again endanger control of the seas. If the utility of surface forces for commanding sea communications is greatly reduced, then it may be necessary to go to an underwater fleet.” Sawicki contended, in fact, that the submarine was the only warship that
could operate independently for extended periods of time in seas that were dominated
by enemy forces.52
Sawicki also warned that sea power had only proven decisive when applied and exploited over a “considerable” amount of time. In the case of a short war, Sawicki feared
that superior sea power might prove “useless.” In addition, he envisioned an atomic
bomb married to a long-range rocket as a weapon of aggression that weighed the scale
“overwhelmingly” in favor of surprise attack. Therefore, it was possible for a nation to
launch an initial attack using atomic bombs in such strength “as to void all opportunity
for resistance or retaliation. An enemy of the United States might wage such a war of
obliteration in the hope of winning a cheap, sure and easy victory.” Sawicki argued,
however, that such a victory would be sterile and meaningless since “utter destruction”
was not a victory in any sense. Asserting that war was not waged to do the enemy maximum harm but to force the enemy to one’s will, Sawicki thought a better route to take
would be to “convince” the enemy to cease such hostilities. Citing Clausewitz and the
idea that war was state policy by other means, Sawicki again reiterated that the U.S. objective was to force the enemy to the will of the United States. Therefore, Sawicki saw
that instead of an indiscriminate bombing of an entire country, the next major war
would consist of a strike of atomic bombs or rockets against “carefully selected” targets
with the object of paralyzing military defense in a vital area. Following this initial strike,
Sawicki thought that the enemy would use large, high-speed air transports to carry airborne troops for seizing objectives. Seizure of an “airhead” would be followed up by a
seaborne invasion to consolidate and extend a beachhead and then “impose peace” on
the invaded country. Seaborne transportation would still be critical to move large armies overseas even if “gigantic” air forces were available since the difference in carrying
capacity between ships and planes was still so great. “The inherent superiority of surface
transport for mass movement of bulky cargo and men has not been overcome by the
plane despite its far greater speed and mobility.” Thus, Sawicki, in spite of his military
scenario, asserted that surface and air transportation, for the foreseeable future, would
develop in a complementary rather than competitive manner. Until air transportation
replaced surface ships, however, Sawicki argued that a successful military invasion was
still “absolutely contingent” on command of the sea.53
Sawicki additionally thought that the function of the Navy as the first line of defense
still remained. As long as the Navy could prevent an enemy from traversing the seas to
U.S. shores, it would still act as an effective deterrent against any attempt to attack the
United States. He understood that the Polar route was the shortest one to the industrial
centers of North America and the Eurasian heartland. Planes currently available could
traverse this “comparatively short” distance without what Sawicki thought would be
great difficulty. Moreover, the feasibility of launching a strike across the Arctic regions
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was “apparent.” Still, he did not think that the United States could be defeated by strikes
from aircraft and rockets across the Polar regions unless these strikes were combined
with other methods of waging war. Even with atomic weapons, Sawicki argued that distance as a defense could not be minimized no matter how far into the future people projected their imaginations. “The Arctic Ocean may play an important part in a future
war, but it can hardly play the vital role. The sea approaches via the North Atlantic and
the North Pacific are vital to our national strategy.” Even in the atomic age, Sawicki
thought an enemy of the United States would need to destroy American sea power in
order to use these approaches.54
Along these lines, Sawicki went back to the idea that a naval task force at sea was not
the “most attractive” target for atomic bombing. The task force could disperse and
therefore would be a rather “wasteful” target for expensive atomic bombs. He further
argued that the mobility and maneuverability of the task force made it “practically impossible” to hit with guided missiles at long ranges. Still, its strategic freedom of movement had been restricted by the threat of underwater torpedo attacks and land-based air
attacks. Atomic weapons were capable of further restricting this freedom of movement
but they could hardly limit the task force to the point where it or a fleet was “strategically
useless.” Atomic bombs, however, accentuated the necessity for flexibility in tactical
conceptions and scientific research. The atomic bomb did not decrease the necessity for
a superior navy to defend the coasts against seaborne invasion and to guard overseas
movements of armies. Rather than sea power being limited by atomic weapons, it appeared to Sawicki that atomic bombs could be adopted by the Navy to increase its offensive value and inflict greater damage on the enemy. “Our superiority at sea will enable
us to strike devastating blows at a potential enemy, to project our strength across the
oceans, to outflank the enemy, to choose our place and time for attack, and to land
where the enemy is weak.”55
Sawicki went on to assert that the indiscriminate use of atomic bombs would be limited until their cost was greatly lowered and their number was much larger. The bomb
still had to be carried to its target and at present there was no certain method for hitting
a naval target with a 100 percent probability. Only when a large number of vessels were
grouped in a small area was the atomic bomb more effective than cheaper aerial torpedoes. Navies had much more to fear from atomic attacks on their repair bases, fueling
stations, and supply depots. The dispersion of ships and the decentralization of large
naval bases was the way to reduce “suitable” naval targets from atomic attacks. He also
thought that the best way to use atomic weapons against naval forces was in conjunction with other weapons. Since the threat of an atomic bomb attack would disperse a
task force, that force would then need greater anti-aircraft and anti-submarine protection. If high-speed submarines that were capable of remaining underwater for longer
periods of time were employed, then a large number of submarines could “well play
havoc with a widely dispersed naval formation.” In a similar way, air attacks could be facilitated by using ordinary bombs that were carried in robot planes, were released by
mother planes at great distances from the task force, and were guided electronically to
their targets. Even though a present-day atomic bomb could destroy any naval vessel
that it exploded near, he still did not think that it was the “absolute weapon” as far as naval warfare was concerned. Theoretically, the destruction of a naval task force looked
easy if enough bombs were used but the bombs, in actuality, could be used more
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profitably against “more suitable” targets. “The atomic bomb used in conjunction with
other available weapons can reduce the naval superiority of a nation by attrition tactics
to a point where an inferior naval power would succeed in obtaining control of the
sea.”56
Reiterating that at present atomic bombs could only be delivered by large bombers,
Sawicki still contended that it was possible to arm torpedoes with atomic warheads,
though the plane would still be more effective at delivery since it could more readily select naval targets. Accordingly, the air defense of a modern fleet posed a serious problem
to the atomic bomber because of the need to get the bomb to its target without “wastage.” If an attacking aircraft could stay at safe distances from anti-aircraft defenses after
releasing its bomb and guiding it to its target, the problem of “naval defense against
such an attack becomes tremendously complicated.” If such weapons could be developed so that they could travel at supersonic speed and still be able to hit a surface ship
that was taking evasive action, Sawicki asserted that the surface ship could be sunk and
it would not be necessary to deploy atomic explosives. Only a submarine, to Sawicki,
would be immune from such weapons.57
Sawicki next related how the concept of destroying a nation’s will to resist had received considerable study since the advent of the airplane but he thought that Italian air
power theorist General Giulio Douhet had overestimated the destructive effect bombing would have on civilian morale. However, all of this had to be reevaluated in light of
V-2 rockets married to an atomic bomb. Relating how Hitler had tried to terror bomb
Great Britain with conventional V-2s, Sawicki placed Britain’s survival on the
Luftwaffe’s inability to terror bomb on a large enough scale while the British continued
to maintain their sea communications through command of the sea. Sawicki also
pointed out how Great Britain had been able to exert a great leverage on world politics
because of its geographical position and superior navy. Relating the “risk theory” of
Grand Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz, State Secretary of the Imperial German Naval Office,
Sawicki also recounted how the German leadership misjudged the “temper” of the British people in trying to get continental concessions from the United Kingdom with a
navy that kept the British Fleet concentrated in European waters. But the guided missile
combined with an atomic bomb would impose such a financial strain upon Britain as to
threaten its maritime supremacy since it would have to devote enormous resources to
the air defense of its homeland. Since the United Kingdom did not have the resources to
maintain both superior air power and superior sea power, the British would have to depend even more on American sea power to maintain sea lanes to the British bases that
were necessary for U.S. security. Sawicki restated that Britain’s whole military effort was
“utterly dependent” on comparative command of the sea in the Atlantic and that the
United States could not afford to become isolated “by supinely standing by while a hostile power gains hegemony over Europe.” Sawicki again stated that in the age of the
atomic bomb, U.S. national strategy more than ever demanded that nations bordering
the Atlantic not be hostile to the United States.58
Sawicki said that there was another aspect of naval warfare that tended to be forgotten when it came to atomic bombs. With all of the attention on the bombs being used in
a total war to exterminate civilians, he reminded his readers that most military operations were for limited objectives. If the military forces available to the UN Security
Council were organized, he thought that military operations meant to “restore peace”
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might be undertaken within the Security Council’s operational control. The atomic
bomb and rocket were solely weapons for “extermination,” and poor diplomatic instruments at that. An adequate naval force, on the other hand, was immediately available as
a stabilizing force that could prevent a local dispute from becoming a worldwide conflict. Sawicki therefore thought that the greatest danger about the atomic bomb was
thinking that it made navies obsolete and reduced future war to the push-button atomic
type. He did not think that future wars would necessarily be short or that those wars
would be easy or cheap to fight and win. Because there was no apparent defense to
atomic bombs, Sawicki reminded his audience that the bomb had been labeled the “absolute” weapon but he also argued that there was no absolute defense for a foot soldier
against a thirty caliber bullet either. That fact had not yet made the infantry obsolete just
as the atomic bomb had not changed naval strategy. The bomb had indeed impacted
naval tactics, with the need to change dispersion, speed, mobility, and maneuverability.
He also reiterated that the Navy of the future would have to transition to an underwater
fleet. Yet he was not prepared to concede that the bomb had rendered the Navy itself obsolete in its mission of protecting the United States and upholding national policies and
interests. Until war itself was rendered obsolete, Sawicki thought, U.S. national strategy
called for maintaining and developing an adequate Navy to transport personnel, supplies, aircraft, and the “paraphernalia” for the erection of airfields. “Our strategy calls
for bringing the war to the enemy’s shores while holding him just as far from our shores
as possible.”59
Again, some general trends in these theses are noteworthy. Officers such as Ricketts,
Bidwell, and Sawicki were much more cognizant of atomic weapons than the students
in the previous classes had been. This increased focus may have been a product of the
thesis topic or the clearly observed results by this time of the Bikini Atoll tests. Whatever
the cause of the focus, there was firm recognition that the Navy would have to conduct
business in very different ways. The most obvious examples of these shifts in thinking
were the ideas that large surface formations could not be employed; that surface ships
had to be redesigned into practically self-sufficient anti-air, anti-submarine, and missile
platforms without structures, antennae, or personnel exposed above deck; and that the
majority of the Fleet might have to submerge as an essentially submarine Navy. These
ideas did not even, however, percolate up to many of the instructors. Captain Hartung,
for instance, thought that the future of the heavy cruiser was as a commerce raider! It is
interesting to speculate that if the Navy’s next war had, indeed, been a major conflict
with another Great Power, officers such as Ricketts, Bidwell, and Sawicki might have
been on target. At the same time, the fact that the Navy’s next war, Korea, did not resemble a repetition of the Pacific War, as officers such as Spruance predicted, did not
mean the Navy was useless. The Korean War, in fact, illustrated the use of a balanced
fleet, especially in terms of mobile logistics, carrier air and naval gunfire support, mine
warfare, and amphibious assaults. To be sure, future warfare is difficult to predict.
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XI Atomic Naval Warfare, the Impact of Bikini, and
New Shipboard Weaponry, May 1947–July 1947

Captain Harold Heming
aptain Harold Heming, another student from the Senior Class of June 1947 (see
figure 20, third row from top, fifth from right), began his 1 May 1947 thesis by
arguing about the importance of first classifying the bomb. In general, he said,
the bomb might be classified as a new weapon that supplemented other weapons, but he
also said it might be classified as an entirely new weapon that would change the character of war and render older weapons obsolete. Given the differences in the two possibilities, Heming asserted that a definite conclusion had to be reached. Accordingly, he set
out to review some of the “great” inventions and developments that influenced naval
warfare so that he could look at some of the lessons that might assist in classifying the
atomic bomb. Starting out, he contended that the “extensive” changes brought about by
steam power compared favorably with the capabilities that the atomic bomb could create. Heming also pointed out, however, that steam power was long ignored and “retarded” by statesmen and naval officers who resisted its use because of fear that the
steam machinery could not be protected from gunfire. He further illustrated that steam
power, once it was accepted, brought about the assumption that great naval battles were
past and that battle fleets had to be replaced by mobile, coastal defense craft. The
high-speed torpedo boat was the result, which then resulted in the torpedo boat destroyer to counter it. Following this development was the submarine, also considered to
be a defensive weapon until the diesel engine taught the Germans, according to Heming,
to employ submarines offensively. As the Germans secretly developed their submarines,
spending as much on them as on surface ships, Heming perceived that the Germans
caught the British completely by surprise in terms of capabilities. To Heming, all of this
showed that the introduction of new weapons, their continued development, and the
realization of their capabilities all took place at a slow pace, even though the time to acquire countermeasures, he asserted, was getting shorter and shorter. Pointing to Germany’s failure to fully exploit the submarine in World War One, he also saw the same
mistake made with the airplane in World War Two.1
Heming, in fact, argued that the ideas revolving around the airplane were similar to
those about the atomic bomb: that it was so revolutionary that it would change the character of war itself and make other weapons obsolete or rendered “secondary” in importance. Heming reported that these ideas were embodied in the “Douhet Theory” about
employing strategic bombing to shatter civilian morale; destroy industrial installations
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and population centers; and keep “surface” forces such as armies “decidedly” defensive
in nature. Heming also reminded his readers that Douhet’s ideas were promoted even
more “vigorously” immediately after World War One by Brigadier General William
Mitchell, then the Deputy Director of the Army Air Service (AAS). Moreover, Heming
demonstrated that the AAF attempted to put these ideas into action during the Second
World War. According to Heming, U.S. strategic bombing advocates contended that
the primary war effort was supposed to be gaining air supremacy over Germany and
knocking out that nation’s industrial capabilities. These advocates also argued, in
Heming’s view, that if even more emphasis had been placed on strategic bombing, it
would have been even more effective and decisive. What Heming was really impressed
by, however, was the German V-2 rocket, against which there was virtually no defense.
He also thought that much in Douhet’s theory had been proven of value in the war,
though not as much as strategic bombing advocates claimed. Still, with atomic bombs
replacing conventional “block busters,” Heming admitted that strategic bombing
would take on an even greater role in the future. The problem was that in evaluating the
atomic bomb, analysis was limited to the United States Strategic Bombing Survey of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, as well as the tests at Bikini. In evaluating the bomb, therefore,
Heming wanted to keep in mind the degree to which other weapons had been improved, so as to avoid the error of the past in not fully realizing the capabilities of the
new weapons.2
Heming next looked at the destructive capacity of the bomb. Classifying the effect of
the explosion into heat, blast, and radiation as his classmates did, he reminded his readers that radiation was the new form of the weapon’s threat. He also illustrated how radically more dangerous the heat of the bomb blast was—somewhere between 3,000 and
6,000 degrees Celsius—and that burns from the bomb could take place up to 12,000 feet
away from the burst. He thought that the bomb’s blast wave was similar to ordinary
high explosives except that its duration was much longer and tended to knock entire
buildings down instead of “punching” holes in their walls like high explosives. Structural damage to brick buildings occurred within a radius of 6,000 feet as opposed to the
200 feet of a conventional bomb. But the new threat, as mentioned above, was radiation, proving lethal up to 3,000 feet from ground zero and causing loss of hair up to
7,500 feet. Estimates, according to Heming, were that 2,100 tons of bombs would have
had to have been dropped on Hiroshima to bring about the same physical and personnel damage as the atomic bomb. He also cited the British, who figured that while a
500-pound bomb would typically kill six people and a V-2 rocket would typically kill
twenty-one people, an atomic bomb would typically kill 75,000 people.3
Heming therefore reached some conclusions about how to classify the bomb. In accordance with strategic bombing principles, he thought it was conceivable that a nation
with a sufficient number of atomic bombs, and the means of delivering them, could
cause a country to surrender without resorting to the use of other weapons and forces.
The deciding factors, he contended, would be the availability of enough atomic bombs
and the means to deliver them. “Against a democratic country such as the United States
or Great Britain, which is adverse to initiating a war, the advantages accruing from making the initial attack would reduce the effort required.” Heming also argued that “excellent” targets, such as concentrated industrial installations and government centers,
would significantly reduce the number of bombs needed by an aggressor nation,
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though he also admitted that the remaining number of bombs needed for conquest and
war termination made this scenario still beyond the “foreseeable” capabilities of any nation. He additionally asserted that the industrial effort and scarce materials needed to
produce the bomb precluded, at present, a mass production of the weapon or enough
stockpiling to allow a nation to cause countries like the United States and the USSR to
surrender because of atomic bombing. While he saw supplementing weapons as important to supporting the bomb in this strategic scenario, he placed emphasis on a nation
having enough bombs since the weapon’s greatest effectiveness, to him, was its use in
force. To Heming, history demonstrated that new weapons had to be employed in
force, that the advantages had to be fully exploited, and that the atomic bomb was no
different unless one was willing to rely on repeating those historical mistakes. In this
context, Heming classified the atomic bomb as “another” weapon for the next ten to fifteen years, but one that would need support by other weapons of war to realize its full
potential in combat.4
Heming next argued that the atomic bomb brought added significance to the advantages of the offensive over the defensive because of its destructive power and the advantages of using it in an initial attack. “The atomic bomb in the hands of a dictator
controlled government places the democratic countries such as the United States and
Great Britain at a great disadvantage.” Because of U.S. and U.K. “aversion” to initiating
war, they were particularly vulnerable, he repeated, to an initial attack and until they
could eliminate the “handicap” of slow governmental processes, they had to be prepared
to absorb an initial strike and then take the offensive. Heming therefore asserted that the
U.S. Navy had to be prepared to “supports its share” in this effort and thus the bomb’s impact on naval units and activities had to be substantially studied in terms of design and
employment. He thought, however, that the Navy’s functions would remain the same until the bomb or other weapons could take over the Navy’s current functions. Heming
listed these naval functions via Nimitz’ recent Seapower article—as his classmates had
done—as protecting the U.S. coasts; maintaining “lifelines” for the Merchant Marine;
transporting troops; protecting amphibious landing forces; maintaining an “unbroken
pipeline” to the troops; operating against enemy naval forces; and implementing the nation’s foreign policy. According to Heming, the “means available for carrying out those
functions must be modified so as to reduce the effectiveness of the atomic bomb to such a
degree, as to permit the mobilization and the expansion required to ensure victory over
the attacking nation or nations.” Heming now sought to look at the various threats to the
major categories of these naval activities and functions.5
Heming started with the threat to the Naval Shore Establishments. He said that the
advantages accruing from the concentration of the Navy’s shore establishments during
World War Two paralleled those gained by air, sea, and land forces in the various theaters of operation. The ability of U.S. Navy Yards to carry on new construction, repair
ships with battle damage, convert vessels to new uses, and maintain a wartime schedule
of repair and overhaul was made possible, he illustrated, because of the concentration of
men, materiel, and equipment. He saw this concentration taking place in private ship
yards as well, but he also saw this very advantage of the late war becoming a critical
problem in the atomic age. Restrictions placed on naval activities because of water front
facilities made it even more of a problem. Concentration, he argued, was also resorted
to as a way to solve the problem of quick access to critical, high priority equipment.
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Large central depots were established for special types of priority materials such as aviation equipment and spare parts, submarine spare parts, electronic equipment, and special amphibious equipment. Each of these depots contained a large share of total
replacement spares and equipment of the types allocated to it, but as a result the loss of a
single depot would seriously affect the operation of the force in question. This problem,
too, would have to be addressed. Heming did not see any practical solution at the present, but he thought that some steps could be taken to decrease the effectiveness of the
bomb. Specifically, he argued that reinforced concrete structures and underground
structures could be built—albeit at a much higher cost—that might provide protection
for certain materials and facilities. He also said that in World War Two, ships had been
built in complete units and then shipped to final assembly points. This process reduced
the facilities required for final assembly and increased, he thought, the overall efficiency
of the operation. Therefore, he argued that because of modern manufacturing techniques the concentration of facilities at U.S. Navy Yards could be reduced and the problem could be partially transferred from the tidewater inland. Creating multiple sources
of procurement would then alleviate bottlenecks.6
Heming next moved to the category of Maintenance, Repair, and Re-Supply. Seeing
these problems as closely associated with the Naval Shore Establishment, he also saw the
solutions to these problems in experiences learned in the Pacific and at Normandy.
Heming classified two types of problems when trying to make naval forces independent
of their permanent bases for long periods of time. The first problem was the maintenance and re-supply of units while underway. The second problem was the maintenance and re-supply of units at temporary or outlying bases. He asserted that the
re-supply and maintenance of naval units underway had been accomplished, but with
limited results. Therefore, he thought that there was “serious” consideration currently
being given to the problem. Heming said that considerable redesign of current equipment and the creation of special types of shipping to meet this problem had to be undertaken. This naval problem would also demand more technical personnel to provide for
repairs, alterations, and the checking of equipment so as to permit the maximum workload while underway. The service of naval units at temporary or outlying bases “has
been developed to a degree that we now know how to do it and have much of the shipping required to accomplish it.” According to Heming, the repair ships, floating dry
docks, and supply units developed during the war made possible the maintenance of
naval units, the repair of minor battle damage, and the temporary repair of major battle
damage. “Further development along this general pattern would make such facilities
acceptable as substitutes for the permanent base facilities and navy yards.” He also
thought that the experience gained from establishing “sizable” harbors at Normandy
should permit the Navy to develop materiel required to “quickly” establish harbors on
U.S. shores, especially around sheltered areas such as rivers and bays. “The importance
of the development of this material and the stockpiling of it is readily realized when one
considers the excellence of our harbors as atomic bomb targets.” Heming cautioned
that although these methods “appear” to have been well-developed, the problem could
not be considered solved until the required ships and equipment were available. The
yards and base facilities had to provide these materials so that the Fleet could be independent of those very yards and facilities in time of atomic war.7
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Looking at Ship Design, Heming noted design deficiencies revealed by the Bikini tests.
He asserted that these deficiencies had to be considered but that they were only part of the
problems that would require correction. “One must consider the weapons which will be
used and opposed, and the types of ships which can best carry out the Navy’s mission.”
With the development of the rocket and the guided missile—both of which he thought
would require a launching platform smaller and lighter than a major-caliber gun turret—
Heming argued that the capabilities of smaller ships as compared to battleships and battle
cruisers would increase. Therefore, he asserted that the decision had to be made to continue building the larger ships or place the effort into smaller ones. Given what he was certain would be the “great increase” in the velocity of future projectiles, Heming contended
that “the question arises as to whether armor can be developed to meet the penetrating
ability of these projectiles and the weight of the armor be maintained to that acceptable
for efficient design.” To aid in this process, Heming said that there was a “wealth” of operational data from the Bikini tests that showed the relationship between time, distance,
pressures, temperatures, radioactivity, the damage to ships, and the injuries to animals.
All of this data, to Heming, translated into lessons for ship design, the training of personnel, the strategic and tactical uses of the bomb, and the strategic and tactical employment
of American naval units.8
Heming additionally thought that heat produced the least damage of the various effects of the atomic bomb at Bikini. He reported that only exposed combustible gear and
equipment caught fire. He did not think that personnel sheltered within the hull would
have been incapacitated by burns from the heat and it illustrated to him that the Bikini
blasts against the ships differed significantly from the explosion at Hiroshima, where a
“fair percentage” of damage resulted from fire. He also said, however, that the blast effect buckled decks, bulkheads, stacks, masts, and light topside structures. The destructive impact of the air burst on the ships, to Heming, was much more severe than the
underwater burst, demonstrating that ships’ topsides would need significant strengthening and redesign. Heming argued that this redesign meant the elimination of all but
the most essential topside structures and equipment, such as a limited number of radars, radio antennae, fire control directors, and masts that had to be minimized and
protected as much as possible. To this problem of blast was the added one of radiation.
The primary radiation impact in the air explosion resulted from the chain reaction from
the bomb, but in the underwater burst radioactive materials were spread by the explosion itself. At present, he understood that the only way for personnel to be protected was
to be behind “massive” walls of lead, steel, or similar heavy material. The weight and
space requirements of such protection, however, were so great that the value of protection had to be weighed against the loss of fighting efficiency in the ships themselves.9
The problem of removing radioactive material deposited on the ship was also “most
difficult” because of the penetrating nature of these materials. “At present no material
or means have been found to neutralize this material.” He speculated that the “old combination” of water, a scrubber, and “elbow grease” had achieved the greatest result so
far, and early automatic washing of the exposed surfaces with water that had not been
contaminated, he believed, might decrease the amount of contamination and penetration. Although he understood that the designer already bore a staggering load, Heming
argued that designers also had to consider the effect of a deep, underwater explosion.
Though this kind of test had been planned at Bikini, it was not held because the
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previous tests were thought sufficient. In spite of the lack of data, Heming thought that
the primary damage from a deep underwater explosion would be blast and shock effect
but that it would be considerable. “This effect would inturn [sic] be applied to the weakest part of our combatant ships, the bottom of the hull, and would cause considerable
damage to the foundations of machinery and other heavy equipment.” Given all of
these factors, Heming asserted that the form that future-designed combatant ships
would take was “practically impossible” to predict. Feature writers of magazines and
newspapers, he pointed out, had pictured combatant ships similar in appearance to
submarines, but with turret-like launching platforms for rockets and guided missiles.
Heming speculated that they might not be far off and that it was “apparent” that future
submarines would become “very important” as a result of their ability to gain protection from the bomb by submerging and still being able to use the bomb in the form of a
mine, a torpedo, or, in the future, a rocket or guided missile.10
Heming now turned to the topic of Outlying Bases. To Heming, with ports and naval repair facilities holding a position of “high priority” on the list of “suitable” atomic
bomb targets, the strategic importance of outlying bases and outlying areas that were
adaptable to base development was greatly increased by the atomic bomb threat.
Though these bases might only have limited facilities, he thought that they could be developed in a “reasonable” time—especially with assistance from mobile auxiliary
units—into outposts that could support major naval units. “Thus they will permit a dispersion of forces and facilities which at present appears impossible on the mainland.”
He also asserted that outlying bases would further increase the defensive capability of
the United States by serving as early detection and warning stations; as interceptor bases
for planes and missiles; and as an expanded U.S. initial line of defense. The U.S. air arm
could be extended, as could the range and control of guided missiles and the activities of
U.S. naval units. If these bases were properly maintained and defended, Heming contended that they would serve to simultaneously decrease the effectiveness of an enemy
surprise attack and increase U.S. capability to retaliate with offensive action against the
enemy’s homeland.11
Heming next focused on the offensive employment of the atomic bomb. He reiterated that in the foreseeable future there would be a limited number of bombs available
because of the effort to manufacture them. Therefore, targets would have to be carefully
selected with the criterion that the bomb would, in high probability, be delivered on target. Thus, the bomb would be most practical if employed against atomic production
centers, industrial centers, harbors, and cities, as well as against naval concentrations
and amphibious operations during surprise attacks. Heming asserted that in limited
cases, the bomb might be effective against air installations. Though its size and weight
remained a highly guarded secret, Heming saw the bomb as a definite possibility for delivery by medium and heavy bombers and future, larger carrier planes that could carry
one or more bombs. He further envisioned medium to small combatant ships and submarines armed with atomic weapons in the form of mines, torpedoes, rockets, or
guided missiles. Therefore, it had to be assumed in the future, he argued, that the
atomic bomb could be delivered by air, surface, or sub-surface platforms, the choice of
the delivery platform being determined by the type of target, its location, the effect required, and the capabilities of the delivery platform itself. Heming next moved to a
more detailed look at delivery by air. He contended that in the development of offensive
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weapons and counter-weapons, the atomic bomb gave strategic aircraft “marked” advantages over the defense. At present, he thought that trends appeared to run in the opposite direction because of improvements in detection equipment, guided missiles
fitted with proximity fuses, and the superiority of jet-propelled fighters. Long-range,
high-altitude, high-speed bombers, however, were being developed that he argued
would increase the mobility of the strategic bombing forces and, through the employment of the atomic bomb, reduce the number of planes required on a mission to a single
plane or a “relatively” small number of planes. “This critical race indicates the importance of maintaining an effective research program.”12
He also asserted that the atomic bomb would stimulate rocket and guided missile
development. As the range and accuracy of these platforms increased, they might, he
speculated, replace the long-range bomber but he also pointed out estimates that said
that this development would take “at least” twenty-five years. Of the two scenarios,
Heming argued that the guided missile was the better atomic bomb carrier because of
the high degree of accuracy it could achieve. The rocket appeared capable of higher
speed and greater range, but it could not be continually controlled throughout its flight,
thus suffering in accuracy. The development of a carrier-based plane capable of delivering an atomic bomb, however, appeared feasible to him. Such a plane operating from a
mobile base, to Heming, would enjoy the advantage of great range and the protection of
fighter escorts. “Against an enemy having the capability of delivering an initial atomic
bomb attack on the major air facilities of a country, the aircraft carrier due to its mobility could make possible early retaliation.” In addition, Heming talked about the development of pilot-less aircraft. Claiming that “considerable” progress had been made in
development, Heming focused on the protection that this weapon would afford to personnel and its accuracy, arguing that this was the “next logical” step in the arsenal.13
Related to this, Heming explored bomb delivery by combatant ships. Excluding the
aircraft carrier, he thought that other types of ships in the near future would be limited
in capability to delivering atomic bombs by mines or torpedoes. “While it is conceivable
that surface ships will under special conditions be able to deliver an effective atomic attack, the possibility of employing such a force for the delivery of an atomic attack is remote.” On the other hand, he thought that a submarine’s capabilities would permit it to
employ such weapons against harbors, restricted waterways, and amphibious concentrations. In general, he also perceived that surface ship and submarine capabilities
would increase with the continued development of rockets and guided missiles. He further expected the future to witness aircraft that could control guided missiles with a
high degree of accuracy. “The advantage accruing from the mobility of such a force, together with its capacity to deliver a number of atomic bombs in a short space of time,
warrants the effort required for its development.” Heming additionally sought to look
at the types of defense that would be required against the bomb. He thought this defense
would have to differ from that required against all other weapons because of the degree
of the bomb’s effectiveness. Since only a single atomic bomb was required to destroy or
neutralize a “relatively” large target, the situation permitted a great reduction in the size
and number of missions required against a given target. As a result, the defensive effort
that was required became far greater, he argued, than the effort to deliver the bomb. He
divided this atomic bomb defense into two categories. First, was defense against the
bomb delivery platform and then against the bomb itself. Against an atomic bomb
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attack by an aggressor nation prior to the commencement of hostilities, Heming asserted that the “correct” evaluation of information by the military services and the State
Department had to serve as the primary means of early warning. “This will permit the
available defense organization to be fully prepared.” Heming argued that the development of long-range radar and early warning aircraft—whose range and coverage
could be extended by deployment at outlying bases—would permit early detection
and tracking of present delivery platforms and those that might be developed in the
near future. Heming also said that considerable development of radar would be necessary so that detection and tracking of V-2 type rockets or similar platforms could be
effected, and he contended that the time to do so was available. “For defense of this
country against these weapons time appears to be available for this development of
counter weapons.”14
Against airborne delivery platforms, Heming was convinced that the primary defensive weapons would be the jet fighter and the air-to-air or ground-to-air guided
missile, the latter equipped with proximity fuses. Heming did not think that these
weapons would prove effective against high-velocity rockets or guided missiles, but
he did think that the development of the latter type of weapon might produce the required counter weapon. He also speculated that one form of defense against the
guided missile and its forerunner, the pilot-less aircraft, might also be found in the
field of radio and radar countermeasures. The high degree of effectiveness required
for defense against the atomic bomb added strength, he asserted, to the old adage “the
best defense is a strong offense.” The development of equipment to determine the location of rocket launching sites and the U.S. maintenance of forces for offensive action against these sites, as well as other sources of the bomb, was, to Heming,
“essential.” The defense against delivery of the bomb by mine or torpedo from naval
forces must be defense by friendly naval forces. The greatest threat in this area was the
high-speed submarine because of its obvious deployment against ports and harbors in
any future war. Moving onto defense against the bomb itself, Heming talked about
the establishment of underground facilities; the dispersion of those facilities; and the
creation of heavy, reinforced structures above ground. He also admitted that this type
of defense was limited by the “pattern of life” in a democratic country, but he nevertheless saw these measures as essential to U.S. defense and its ability to carry an offensive to the enemy. “Careful consideration must therefore be given to the protection of
our critical stockpiles, and the vital industries upon which our success is dependent.”
He went on to say that equipment and supplies for U.S. military forces, especially
atomic weapons and delivery platforms, had to be stockpiled in sufficient numbers to
sustain the initial U.S. effort and until industrial production lines could be resumed.
Those items that were vital for rapid mobilization and whose replacement required
long periods of time also had to be taken into account.15
Heming continued by saying that key control centers also had to be effectively protected and provided with adequate communications so that government and military
control could continue to function. These control centers would also have to be
self-sufficient in maintaining their personnel and equipment. He additionally asserted
that for “the first time in the history of this country a large portion of the defense effort
must be placed in the organization and training of civilians and ‘home’ forces to limit
the effectiveness and damage of an atomic bomb hit.” Heming thought that the
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example set by the British in World War Two would serve as a guide to the hazards that
would be encountered and the effort that would be required. In more specifically considering the defense of naval forces and shipping, he argued that the principles he had
stated above applied. Dispersion was the most important, and the mobility of naval
forces and merchant shipping provided for an easier solution than on shore. He also argued that the effective radius of the bomb would determine the spacing of ships in formation but he was concerned about amphibious operations. Given the requirement to
concentrate forces, there needed to be a “considerable” development of material and
tactics to permit the quick assembly and then dispersion of these forces. At the present,
he did not think that a mobile naval force was a good target for an atomic bomb strike
but if that naval force established a threat or pressured the enemy, it might become one.
He also, therefore, thought it “essential” that the United States provide for the defense
of its naval forces themselves, at least as much as was “practicable.”16
Heming next noted that the threat of retaliation had frequently been put forth as one
of the primary weapons of defense. He did not think that the idea was new, as it had
been used, he argued, by President Theodore Roosevelt when Roosevelt sent the Great
White Fleet around the world in 1906. In the future, as in the past, Heming contended
that naval forces in “troubled” areas would continue to exercise this type of “stabilizing”
influence. The international character of the sea permitted them, he said, to remain
there as long as their presence was deemed beneficial. He also thought that the future
commanders of such naval groups would have as much responsibility as those in the
past. “If this command is provided with the means of making an atomic attack they may
be far greater as this force may become the initial attacking force or the spear-head of a
retaliation attack.” He reiterated that mobile naval forces were poor targets for atomic
bomb attacks under “normal” conditions, though the mobility was lost when these
forces were in harbors or confined anchorages. He therefore assumed that naval forces
of the future would, when under threat of atomic attack, remain at sea “for periods of
such duration as are consistent with the supply and maintenance requirements of these
forces.” Heming told his readers that throughout the development of the aircraft carrier, it was learned that the size of naval forces could be reduced so long as they remained within mutual support of each other. As the range of surface weapons increases,
Heming thought that this principle would permit the employment of forces that were
smaller in size but greater in number. This, Heming argued, would increase the mobility of these forces, increase the distance and interval between ships, and greatly increase
the “atomic bomb effort” required to neutralize forces like these.17
Filling in some areas left vacant by classmates speculating about these changes in
force dispersion, Heming asserted that the development of anti-aircraft rockets might
compensate for the decrease in volume of anti-aircraft fire which would result from dispersed ships. The problem of protection against submarines, however, would be increased due to the greater number of escorts needed. The mobility of the small group,
he thought, would permit the use of higher speeds, which at present he said was the only
defense against submarines like the German Type XXI. Speed of ships used by the British in World War Two as a defense against submarines illustrated to Heming the effective yet “limited” solution to the problem. He again argued that outlying bases for
detection, defense, and offensive projection were “vital” and added to the importance
of naval forces acquiring and supporting such objectives. These bases could be “easily”
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converted into radar detection stations, fighter bases, and rocket-launching sites, again
causing Heming to cite how useful they were in bringing the offensive to the enemy.
These bases would also serve, he envisioned, to protect U.S. forces making major assaults and cause the enemy to subdivide forces if the bases themselves were widely dispersed. “Due to the limitations of air, the naval forces must play the major role in their
capture and their supply. This will probably be the initial role of the navy in the future.”
While Heming saw this as a role for naval surface forces, he thought it was “conceivable” that it might be accomplished by submarines in areas where the enemy was in
force in the air or where surprise was to be achieved. With increases in the range and effectiveness of offensive surface weapons in future naval forces, Heming saw a time coming when they could be deployed against inland targets as well as those on the coast. To
Heming, the combination of a strong fighter cover “and effective anti-aircraft weapons
may permit naval forces to penetrate the enemys [sic] defenses and to take a heavy toll of
his defensive aircraft which will remain as one of the primary weapons of defense
against strategic bombing.”18
Heming went on to say that it appeared essential that a large advance base or bases be
established within range of bombers that could reach the “strategic areas” of the enemy’s homeland. Such a base, he argued, could only be acquired with the assistance of
naval effort and it would have to be supplied by naval forces. In selecting such a base, the
sea routes to the base and the protection which such routes afforded shipping had to be
carefully considered, Heming thought, due to the great supply problems these operations would entail. With the United States under atomic attack or the threat of such an
attack, Heming did not think it “likely” that the nation’s strategic bombing force would
have “sufficient” time to defeat a major nation on its own. “Therefore, upon the navy of
the future as in the past will fall the task of transporting, landing, and maintaining the
ground forces.” For this reason, Heming asserted that it was essential that the Navy continue to develop the means and techniques that these future tasks would require. He reiterated the problem of providing protection for concentrated shipping and
amphibious forces that an assault would require. Control of the air, sea, and defense installations “must be extended beyond that required for amphibious operations during
World War II both in depth and effectiveness.” Heming contended that this could only
be achieved by further development of the present means available for these types of operations and the expenditure of a far greater effort in preparation for the landings.19
Heming returned to the future importance of the submarine, something mentioned in “practically” every article dealing with naval warfare. The submarine’s ability to operate submerged for increasing amounts of time and the increase in its speed
all led to the conclusion that it was going to be even more important in a future naval
war than it had been in World War Two. He pointed out that the offensive capabilities
of the submarine had also increased with the development of the wake-less,
high-speed torpedo that had “target-seeking qualities” and could carry an atomic
warhead. Together with the possibility of the submarine as an atomic minelayer or
rocket launcher, the submarine service, to Heming, would be a “most powerful” arm.
While he did not think submarines would be used much as cargo or troop carriers, it
was conceivable to him that the submarine could be employed in such a way under
special conditions to achieve surprise against the enemy. Heming therefore argued
that since the effectiveness of the offensive had been substantially increased by the
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bomb, it was “essential” for the “controlling elements” of the U.S. Government to realize the importance of maintaining a strong, modern, efficient Navy in being as well
as a substantial means for the rapid expansion of the service in order to strengthen the
defense and permit the taking of the offense. He reiterated as part of his conclusion
that the bomb required ship design, formations, and tactics to be “modified” to limit
damage, increase sea keeping, and permit forces to employ offensive weapons that
would increase defensive and offensive capabilities. Heming reasserted that the bomb
required Naval Shore Establishments to be modified to limit damage as well, and to
provide auxiliary harbors and facilities at home and abroad in order to maintain and
reinforce the Fleet. Heming continued that the bomb would stimulate “marked”
technical development in both offensive and defensive weapons and their control, requiring highly trained and experienced naval personnel with high morale. Finally,
Heming said that although the atomic bomb would require significant changes in
techniques and the means for carrying out naval functions, “it will not eliminate any
of the present functions nor greatly modify their importance.” To Heming, future
American naval security meant providing for a more efficient Navy to carry out those
very functions.20

Commander William Woods
Commander William Woods, another member of the June 1947 Senior Class (see figure
20, fourth row from top, fifth from left), also wrote his thesis on the same subject and
submitted it on the same day as the other officers. Woods began by criticizing theories
by Professor Brodie, author Fletcher Pratt, and AAF Reserve Lieutenant General James
Doolittle, Vice-President of Shell Oil Company and President of the Air Force Association, about the “the ghost of Mahan no longer [smiling] from the shaded walks of
Annapolis nor the tradition ridden halls of the Naval War College.” Woods saw these
“astute” observers planning for future “push button” wars in which artillery fire would
be delivered in the form of rockets controlled from reinforced, concrete, lead-lined,
subterranean centers. Woods also portrayed the theories in which enemy nations would
be pounded into submission and occupation troops were transported and supported by
air. “Other experts would saturate enemy countries with atomic rockets and eliminate
their entire populations, leaving the devastated lands as territories for future pioneers.”
Woods, however, did not think that a large enemy nation or group of nations could be
destroyed by atomic bombs since the elements for those bombs were very scarce.
Woods pointed out how strategic bombing enthusiast Alexander de Seversky envisioned an enemy’s will being destroyed by sending several thousand bombers over that
nation. Woods argued, though, that this had already been done in the last war, resulting
in an “apparently” destroyed Germany that still inflicted heavy casualties on the Allies.
As far as Woods could foresee, invasion or occupation troops would be necessary in the
future to “completely subjugate” an enemy. He reminded his readers that in landing
troops in the Japanese Home Islands, “we had to be prepared for treachery although
none materialized. In future occupations this treachery may be a reality.” He also argued that while the tempo and destructive power of war would increase with each succeeding conflict and tactics had to change to conform to new weapons, “basic” strategic
principles would only be changed by the losers of future conflicts.21
Woods went on to say that a Mahan of his day would be the first to advocate the use
and exploitation of the latest and most advanced fighting equipment, but would not
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advocate “impulsive” or sweeping changes to all of the existing weapons. Nor did
Woods think Mahan would be likely to propound the atomic bomb as the “ultimate”
weapon. Instead, Woods thought that Mahan would resort to a step-by-step and
“painstaking” evaluation of the strategic and tactical value of pre-atomic age naval
equipment and draw upon its full economic and “feasible” employment. Woods also
argued that history contained numerous accounts of weapons that threatened to revolutionize warfare on both land and sea. Pointing out that there was still no specific
counter to a bullet in flight from a rifle or machine gun, Woods illustrated the similarity
to trying to divert a sixteen-inch shell. He said that one of the “greatest terrors” to a warship came in the form of torpedoes and that at least as early as the 1880s there were predictions that the battleship was obsolete. The answer, however, was larger ships with
underwater protection in the form of bilges and the creation of watertight compartments. Woods also said that large numbers of quick-firing guns were also installed to
keep “torpedo launchers” at long distances or make torpedo firing very costly. Tactics,
he asserted, were also changed to lessen the chances of torpedo hits. Woods did not
think that the atomic bomb could be treated with complacency in terms of its impact on
future naval warfare by depending on scientists to create counters. “Neither should we
face the problem with despair.” He thought that the Fleet had to continue to develop
anti-torpedo tactics, take air power to enemy shores, and destroy launching bases there.
The carriers also had to be able to detect and destroy atomic bomb delivery platforms in
flight, withstand the damage of the atomic bomb, and “remain a tactical force
uncrippled by the possible total loss of some units.”22
Like his classmates, Woods also pointed to Nimitz’s statement about the Navy’s functions in both peace and war being the protection of U.S. coastlines; the maintenance of
lifelines for the Merchant Marine; and the transportation and protection of troops to and
during landings. Woods also reiterated Nimitz’s assertion about the Navy’s maintaining
an “unbroken” pipeline of supplies to overseas troops, operating against enemy naval
forces and shipping, and implementing U.S. foreign policy. Accordingly, Nimitz saw the
Navy needing to maintain a long-range, mobile, tactical air force; amphibious forces that
could transport and land troops; and surface forces that could support carrier and amphibious operations. The Navy, according to Nimitz, also had to operate an “adequate”
auxiliary and supply force; a “strong” submarine force; and bases in both the United
States and abroad for supply, storage, training, and repair operations. Woods did not
think that there was a better approach to the problem of the atomic bomb on future naval
warfare than Nimitz’s. Any approach to this problem, to Woods, would have to take into
account the atomic bomb’s capabilities to “adversely” affect the Navy’s accomplishment
of these various missions. “If the strategy of our high command is dominated by the concept of preventing atomic bomb damage to the fleets, the Navy loses all reasons for existence. The Navy must continue to be an offensive arm and must be capable of accepting
damage and losses.” Looking at coastal protection of the United States, Woods thought
that the “ideal” protection for it would be to strike and cripple an enemy before that enemy had the opportunity to strike the United States. He found it “unfortunate” from the
perspective of U.S. strategy, however, that this would not be possible for armed forces under “our form of government.” He reminded his readers that dictators could “serve notice” about war in the form of an attack. “It was thus that the Japanese gained their
freedom of action for their far eastern operations by the Pearl Harbor attack. Had our
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Pacific Fleet attacked the Japanese Fleet before the actual outbreak of hostilities, Admiral
Kimmel would have been court-martialed, but not by request.”23
Woods thought that during a period of “critical” international relations, the best
the United States could hope for was that its intelligence organizations would be able
to warn of an impending attack. “This period of critical relations is the time to guard
the barn door.” He argued that New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Norfolk would
be the “high-priority” targets for an Atlantic enemy. He pointed out that a submarine
could “quietly” sneak into New York Harbor, plant a time-actuated atomic mine in
the mud, and slip away. Sometime later, the mine would go off, spreading radioactive
materials over both metropolitan and suburban New York. Woods thought that this
would lead to “stampedes” by people to bus and train stations, traffic jams, and an enemy bombing force saturating the chaotic and crowded area with atomic bombs. “The
same condition could be created simultaneously in the other three shipping centers.”
At the first sign of “strained” international relations, Woods wanted to see all
branches of the U.S. Armed Forces mobilized and alerted for a “defensive” phase of
war. He envisioned the Army Ground Forces being used for policing and disaster control. The Army Air Forces would provide a “continuous” combat air patrol over population centers while all other fighter planes and crews stood by. Navy task fleets
would be organized into Fast Carrier Task Forces with “target seeking” guided missile
ships as outer pickets while air and radar pickets should be stationed several hundred
miles in offshore direction from the carriers for detection and early warning. “We
must have jet propelled carrier planes for interception and pilots willing to carry the
attack to the bitter end.” He also saw the need for small craft to be organized into
air-sea rescue units to pick up those pilots who had exhausted their fuel supplies. After hostilities began, Woods thought that the Navy would move to the offensive and
leave coastal defense to the Coast Artillery and the AAF!24
Moving to the maintenance of the Merchant Marine lifeline, Woods asserted that
there was some question as to whether “potential” U.S. enemies could manufacture a
sufficient quantity of atomic bombs to be able to use them on merchant shipping. He
said that so far there was no definite data on the number of bombs in U.S. possession
and it could also be assumed that the number in possession by a foreign country
would be similarly highly guarded. He did not think there was any question that an
enemy would strike at ports, port installations, and concentrations of shipping. Attacks on concentrations, he was certain, would be the greatest danger to places such as
New York, San Francisco, Eniwetok, and Saipan. The different answer to this problem
and its “equally difficult” accomplishment was, to Woods, strategic “de-concentration”
of U.S. merchant shipping once war had been declared or was imminent. Woods
thought that part of the answer was for the United States to have more shipping ports
than in the past. He additionally asserted that loading and unloading of ships had to
be sped up, something that would require the redesign of ship’s cargo storage and
handling facilities. More ships would also be necessary, he argued, and convoys
should be smaller, more numerous, and have many times more the ASW escorts than
in the past. Woods did not think that the United States had ever had enough ASW escorts and that future plans for merchant shipping would place even more strain on the
system.25
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Yet he also thought that the sacrifice would be worthwhile until American shipbuilders could build the requisite number of ships. Smaller convoys, however, would
weaken antiaircraft defense, but Woods thought that this had to be accepted if the
country was to keep shipping concentrations below the limit on which an enemy would
expend atomic bombs. “We have to accept the liability to bombing attacks with the conventional and less expensive bombs. We will not be able to furnish heavy gunfire support for these many convoys, but it is not likely that a potential enemy would be able to
send men-of-war to challenge us on the seas.” Woods thought that it was likely that enemy surface raiders would be encountered but that they could be tracked down and destroyed. He also argued that these raiders would be limited in usefulness in view of
long-range search and heavy bombing planes. For ASW, Woods asserted that U.S. efforts should be focused around developing “air hunter killer” forces. He did not think
that aircraft should be used for both ASW work and strike operations. Instead, planes
should be designed for the sole purpose of ASW, something Woods thought was very
economical given wartime tonnages sunk by submarines.26
In terms of the transportation of troops, Woods contended that this should follow
the same general pattern as the protection of merchant shipping. For general transportation, units could be kept to a small size, single, and fast. For short hauls, a single transport, he argued, could make an entire run without refueling and replenishing. For
longer runs, transports could be accompanied by single supply ships capable of all
phases of mobile support. Amphibious shipping, however, would have to follow the
same pattern as in the past but with “vast” improvements in equipment. The longer a
force like this stayed at sea, the greater its hazard as Woods thought that troop transports made one of the most tempting of targets. Speed therefore had to be improved;
slower ships should, he said, be either abandoned or loaded with troops only once in the
objective area. Additionally, amphibious forces should load in many separated points
and proceed to the objective area by just as many routes. Concentration was only to be
undertaken shortly before arriving at the target. Woods said this would omit rehearsal
landings since the entire force would be at risk of being annihilated before it even departed the rehearsal area. While Woods understood that this was drastic, he thought
that since the United States now had large amphibious training centers, operational difficulties should be “ironed out” during peacetime training exercises. As to the protection of landing troops, Woods found it was necessary to protect occupation troops even
in the surrender of Japan. Woods speculated that if it was only necessary to land troops
after the end of hostilities, so much the better, but as he perceived the last war, he did
not think there would be a formal declaration opening the war or an armistice closing it.
“We must be prepared for fanatical resistance to our landings on enemy soil at any time.
A reserve of atomic bombs will be held by an enemy for the sole purpose of destroying a
seaborne invasion force.” With this type of “expected” opposition, Woods illustrated
that the United States had to provide as large an air cover that was “humanly” possible
over the amphibious force during landings. Actual landings had to be “simplified” to
speed up both landing and unloading operations. Landing and other assault shipping
also had to be kept in the area for a minimum length of time, about one fourth the
amount of time the country currently used for amphibious operations.27
Woods additionally thought that a conventional covering force would be a thing of
the past as all available planes would have to be assigned to the immediate objective area
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for the protection of the expeditionary force. A continuous combat air patrol would have
to be maintained over that force and fighter director teams would have to control several
hundreds of planes. “The employment and control of several hundred aircraft in a relatively small area will require newer and faster techniques.” He also said that the United
States would need more accurate detection and tracking equipment. Additionally, it
would have to maintain its development of electronics equipment since allowing that to
“slacken” would be done at the expense of letting potential enemies catch up and surpass
the nation. He further asserted that in future amphibious operations, AAF long-range
bombers would have to furnish a “diversionary” effort during a landing. He thought that
the U.S. strategic air force was adaptable to this type of operation and should be trained
for it in peacetime. Once troops and equipment had been landed, however, AAF bombers
could be released and “the carrier task forces could again take up the prowl.” Added to the
concern about protecting troops in amphibious landings was the increase of shipping to
support those troops. Woods illustrated that U.S. supply ships would only be threatened
if concentrated since only a concentration would present a worthwhile target for an
atomic bomb and he did not think that an enemy would render their own port, even if
captured by the United States, useless by the detonation of an atomic bomb. Therefore,
Woods argued that the most practical weapon to be used against shipping was the submarine. Pointing out that submarines nearly “knocked out” England in both world wars and
were “largely” responsible for Japan’s downfall, Woods said that the United States could
expect its next enemy to exploit submarines in spite of the atomic bomb. “We cannot afford to let the atomic bomb overshadow this menace.” Along these lines, he thought that
research and development of surface ship anti-submarine equipment should continue
with the same “intensity” as during the last war. He also thought that U.S. carrier-based
planes should be equipped to carry delayed action bombs for planting in enemy submarine repair bases. “A plane travelling at six hundred miles per hour could clear the immediate target in thirtysix [sic] seconds. An ordinary bombing attack could precede the
atomic one in order to drive the defenders to cover and detract from the time in which the
demolition teams could operate.”28
Concerning operations against enemy naval forces and enemy shipping, Woods argued that U.S. submarines could essentially employ the same strategy in an atomic war.
“We now have the best submarine force in the world and one that will not relax its training even in peacetime.” He thought there would be some changes in strike tactics and
evasion, with improvements in speed and anti-detection qualities. He understood the
submarine was able to stay submerged for greater lengths of time; was able to more successfully evade the enemy; and with improved radio equipment could reduce the effectiveness and confuse enemy radio direction-finding operations. He therefore did not
think that the atomic bomb should affect the submarine except at its base. Here again,
Woods thought that dispersion was the answer. “The ultimate would be a duplex engineering plant with all maintenance being accomplished at sea. We should go even further and employ mobile support to the extent of fully re-supplying the ship and
replacing entire crews.” Woods further illustrated that in World War Two, a lone
cruiser or raider preying against shipping lanes was less in evidence than in previous
conflicts. He also noted how the trend in the war was toward fewer surface engagements
because of mobile and long-range air power. Woods argued that U.S. naval power was
only matched by potential enemy nations in submarines, land power, and air power.29
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Related to this, he reminded his readers that in World War Two, Fast Carrier Task
Forces became the “life’s blood” of the U.S. fighting surface fleet. “The plane is still the
main offensive weapon of our Navy. It follows that the main danger to our fleet is the airplane. Our new task fleets should be built around the large high speed carriers. The fighter
plane should be the outer defense weapon.” He additionally thought that the target seeking proximity-fused rocket would be the intermediate weapon and the anti-aircraft gun
with automatic machine gun would be the sight-contact weapon. Since carrier planes
would continue to be the Navy’s main offensive weapon, development, he argued, should
be undertaken to bring an attack plane up to “atomic bomb carrying size.” “Even if we
find it necessary to build a plane too large for carrier recovery but not too large for launching, its tactical employment would be feasible as an atomic bomb carrier.” Woods envisioned that after delivering the bomb, the plane would be able to land alongside friendly
surface ships so the crews could be recovered. He did not think, however, that atomic
warheads for torpedoes were practical except for use by submarines since submarines
could achieve the element of surprise. With radar in use, he did not think it appeared
likely that a destroyer could approach a group of ships undetected. If, however, the approach was on the open sea, he saw the ships already being dispersed so as to “sufficiently”
offset the “full effect” of the explosion.30
Another mission was the implementation of U.S. foreign policy. Woods thought that
the “failure” for the United States to appreciate its global responsibilities had been “inherent” in both U.S. citizens and their governing bodies. Foreign policy commitments had,
according to Woods, never been integrated with the “power potential” of the U.S. Armed
Forces. Guam, Wake, and the Philippines were easily overrun by Japan because, Woods
argued, the U.S. Government failed to balance policy with power in East Asia. “Today, we
are in a period of American history in which world politics have taken precedence over internal policies and in a period in which world politics literally involve the entire world.”
Reminding his readers that the United States was committed on every continent and
could “never again” withdraw, he also reminded them of U.S. service personnel’s overwhelming desire to simply go home after the end of the last war. Be that as it may, Woods
blamed Congress for demonstrating the real “blindness” since Congress failed to demonstrate to members of the Armed Forces the responsibilities the country now had and since
Congress joined “in the clamor to bring the G.I.s home in [order] to gain a few quick
votes.” He found the nation’s attitudes toward the Armed Forces in general to be very
similar, with the United States intervening “everywhere” around the world but not balancing those foreign policy commitments with military strength. He argued that it was
clear that the specific goal of U.S. foreign policy was to block Communist domination of
Europe and Asia as well as to combat “infiltration” in other countries. He warned of the
Soviet Union keeping “constant pressure” on Greece and Turkey, and Woods thought
that domination of the Dardanelles was the first step toward the Soviets controlling the
Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East. Rhetorically asking if anything could be
done other than to financially bolster these countries, Woods thought that Turkey ought
to be allowed to buy on credit a “few hundred” of the latest U.S. wartime airplanes that
were now “decaying” in storage areas. He also thought that the United States could send a
few squadrons of aviators to instruct Turkish pilots, and that the United States should
make it clear to the Russians why it was taking these actions. He additionally argued that
these actions should be backed up by a “strong” naval squadron, including at least one
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battleship that had atomic bombs on board. “At anytime in the future when an area becomes critical, we should have a carrier task force near and let it be known that the force is
capable of delivering atomic bombs as the first punch. Only in this way can we augment
our nation’s foreign policy in an effective and practical way.”31
One of the means of demonstrating this military strength was through a long-range,
mobile, tactical air force. Focusing on the 139-ton B-36, which was designed to carry
more than thirty tons of bombs, Woods pointed out that without extra fuel tanks, the
bomber had a range of 10,000 miles with five tons of bombs. Quoting the AAF, Woods
accepted that the B-36 could carry an atomic bomb to any inhabited region of the world
and return home without refueling. “No doubt this plane can carry the atomic bomb to
great distances, but can it survive fighter attacks? Will the later freight car size bombers
be able to fight their way through sustained enemy fighters or out run them?” He also
wondered if distance would be too great for friendly fighter planes to “pin down” or divert enemy fighters. Looking at present trends in aviation research and design of supersonic planes, Woods said that new model planes were “venturing” into speed ranges in
which “compressibility” would have to be considered. This idea of keeping the airplane
as small as possible to reduce problems with air flow could be seen, he asserted, in how
small aircraft components such as wings had become. For the foreseeable future, however, Woods found aircraft generally staying below the 600 mile an hour speed range
because of these factors, but he thought that fighter planes would be going supersonic.
Bombers, he additionally thought, would be able to outrange fighters but not outrun
them once contact between the two was made. Fighter protection, however, would be a
“necessity” to the “big bomber” or “it might as well stay at home.” To Woods, attacks
had to be coordinated with fighter sweeps and diversionary attacks, and in a “fast moving” war the only way he saw to provide small, fast aircraft was to have the Navy’s carriers close to the continental coasts. Overseas bases for fighters could be obtained, but
they were not guaranteed, including in areas where the bombers were supposed to be
able to go. He also, however, wanted readers to understand that carrier forces would not
just be a supporting arm of the strategic air forces but would attack or fight off any enemy force that threatened U.S. naval forces. Accordingly, development and training of
seaplanes had to continue and once amphibious forces had landed and land-based air
was established ashore, seaplanes would take over patrols from the carriers. “They
proved invaluable for this work in the last war.”32
Woods then focused on amphibious forces that were tasked with transporting and
landing troops. He related how the Army was planning on deploying “swift striking,”
heavily armed divisions of airborne troops for the atomic age. “This could include plans
for an entire airborne army.” He stated that the concept appeared feasible since the
Douglas C-54 completed nearly 80,000 over-ocean flights during the war. In 1942, he
said that one airfield in Brazil was equipped to handle 500 airplanes daily. When considering future transport planes that could make roundtrips without refueling, the case for
transporting and supporting an army by air was strengthened. There was, however, a
“tremendous” drawback since the cost of such operations prohibited peacetime testing
of the concept. He went on to speculate that one of the major wartime problems of air
transportation to overseas bases would be refueling. While this problem could be solved
by having longer-ranged aircraft, there was as yet no means for landing “very heavy”
equipment. Woods reminded the readers that assault troops needed tanks, trucks,
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ammunition, fuel, water, medical equipment, and many other items that could not be
dropped by parachute. Woods also illustrated that ordinary runways that were incapable of holding large transport planes would not even allow for Seabees and combat engineers to be brought in with their construction equipment to lay out long runways.
Therefore, he did not think that “optimistic” plans for postwar airborne troops should
go beyond their employment in conjunction with “combat tested,” conventional amphibious landings. He argued instead that training should be continued and peacetime
maneuvers in conjunction with other troops should continue to be undertaken on every amphibious problem.33
Woods asserted that this brought the issue back to Okinawa. Just as during that battle, the United States was still confronted with the proposition of landing troops and
equipment over the beaches. Considering both the experiences of the past and “reasonable” predictions of the future, it appeared to Woods that aside from the training of personnel that had to be continued, the most significant improvements could come with
equipment. “It is paramount that our assault shipping spend the least possible time
concentrated in the area of the objective landing beaches. A profitable target for pattern
bombing with atomic bombs will be the transports and landing ships with thousands of
assault craft milling around in the area.” The news that a U.S. expeditionary force had
been “blasted into oblivion,” to Woods, would be of “inestimable value” to enemy civilian morale as well as having a disastrous impact on the United States. Woods again emphasized that loading and unloading had to be sped up so that it only took a fraction of
the time as in the past. Going into more detail, he asserted that all ships carrying assault
craft had to have facilities for launching these craft when they were loaded, similar to
what the Landing Ship Vehicle (LSV) did. Planning for amphibious operations had to
include a minimum number of trips to the beach, even at the cost of requiring more
ships and an “uneconomical” use of shipping lanes. He went on to assert that boat davits and falls should be relegated to the era of the smoothbore gun. Woods wanted amphibious forces that were able to strike fast, strike hard, and disperse. “Successive
echelons of logistics shipping should be able to do the same. Only when forces are firmly
established and defensive forces are operating efficiently can we afford to take our time
in unloading ships in the conventional methods used today.”34
Woods next explored the role of surface warships to support both carrier and amphibious operations. He asserted that “clear logic” would show that despite present and
foreseeable developments in air transportation, there was no “practical” means other
than surface ships to transport heavy equipment to overseas bases. In addition, he asserted that U.S. carrier aviation would have to spearhead any invasion attempts unless
the United States had land bases within a few hundred miles of the objective. He did admit that the “aircraft bomb is rapidly replacing the sixteen inch shell as the implement
of destruction in the fleet.” But he also said that the base for the aircraft carrying these
bombs was the carrier, which he asserted was “many times” more vulnerable than a battleship to air and submarine attack. “A fleet cannot be composed of carriers alone. From
any perspective, we will still need a balanced task force made up of antiaircraft and antisubmarine ships as well as carriers.” He went on to contend that one of the greatest defenses this kind of force would have against atomic bombing was speed and
maneuverability. With maneuverability being what he called a “fixed quantity,” Woods
looked at possibilities of increased speed. He thought it “inconceivable” that in
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twenty-five years the speed of warships had not been increased beyond that of the prewar fleet carrier Lexington. He illustrated that the ranges of guns and the efficiency of
fire control equipment had increased, that engineering plants had become more powerful and smaller, and that shipboard space devoted to the engines had decreased. Pointing out that the freed space had been devoted to larger magazines and storerooms,
however, he said that by removing one gun turret and restoring a large engineering
plant, modern equipment could produce a ship with a “few more badly needed”
knots.35
Woods also said that one of the lessons learned at Bikini was the necessity of protecting the crew from radioactive materials in the seawater. Radioactive sodium in the seawater tended, he demonstrated, to be drawn into the ship’s evaporators, boilers, and
water cooling systems and would slowly sicken and kill the crew. He thought that future
ship designs had to have some means of protecting the crews from this danger. Superstructures, to him, had to be minimized and future designs had to incorporate cylindrical hulls. He also argued that the primary targets for battleships had to be shifted from
surface to aerial targets. Heavy gun turrets, in his opinion, should be removed and replaced with anti-aircraft rocket launchers and other weapons. In addition, he thought
that the battleship’s primary mission was now to destroy aircraft and not just defend
themselves against air attack. “Old battleships should continue to be used as bombardment ships. Cruisers should be employed as guided missile ships and surface gunfire
ships. Destroyers should be used for antisubmarine work and torpedo tubes removed
and replaced with antiaircraft guns.” Woods did not think that these “radical” changes
seemed unreasonable if it was remembered that the last engagement of World War Two
was not a surface engagement. “Our greatest threat continues to be the airplane and the
submarine.”36
Auxiliary and supply ships were also key instruments of postwar American naval
power. Woods said that it was not possible to foretell the priority of targets which an
enemy would assign to atomic bombs. It did seem reasonable to him, however, that
naval bases would be high on the list. Naval bases were “relatively” easy to find from
the air and in the first few months of a conflict he saw it as quite probable that coastal
repair yards would be destroyed or severely damaged by an aggressive enemy. “Our
only salvation would then be mobile support.” He also pointed out that repair ships
would not be able to stay in port for months on end and would have to be constantly
shifting bases. He additionally said that the United States had to be prepared for losses
of ships and that a combination of supply, tanker, and ammunition ships had to be
made available for replenishment. A study of facilities and techniques had to be undertaken, in his view, with the end of speeding up transfers of material and personnel. To
Woods, everything a ship needed in the way of replenishment had to be on each supply
ship, even to the extent of replacing entire crews! Woods also thought that this should
all be accomplished in three loadings at the most and that there should be enough supply ships to make possible a rotating schedule of replenishments in order to avoid a concentration of ships in an area at any one time. “Our planning should never deviate from
the principle of dispersion, whether at sea or in port.” Woods further criticized some
naval analysts who contended that raids on a nation’s commerce were purely defensive measures that would never in the full course of a war be a decisive factor. Woods thought that this
contention might have been influenced by the “ultimate” fate of the German surface and
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submarine raiders of the two world wars. To Woods, however, the fact remained that the submarine, if “properly coordinated” with other elements of the Fleet, was “unbeatable.” Woods
illustrated, in fact, that in the Pacific War, U.S. submarines only became less effective when
targets became “nonexistent” on the seas. “The submarine will be the weapon to sweep any
foreseeable enemy’s commerce from the seas.”37
Woods went on about the submarine’s importance. He found it inevitable that commerce would continue on the oceans and that coastal shipping would continue to be invaluable in augmenting other means of transportation. He also found that no other
nation had developed inland transportation to “anywhere” near the degree as the
United States had, yet its domestic fuel supply became critical in 1942 because of losses
of coastal shipping to enemy submarine attacks. Since the submarine’s defense against
detection and its method of evasion was submersion, submarines remained, to Woods,
the least susceptible of naval vessels to atomic bomb vulnerability. “The effectiveness of
submarine detection and tracking devices on our surface ships leave much to be desired, but, as far as we know, there is no potential enemy with as many antisubmarine
vessels as we have at the present time.” He reminded readers that at the present time the
U.S. Navy was larger than the combined navies of all other nations. He wanted to see the
U.S. submarine fleet brought up to the same ratio so that it also was greater than the
submarine fleets of all other nations. He thought that this ratio had to be stressed in future shipbuilding programs since in a future war he was certain that the United States
would find the submarine to be one of the most effective weapons to restrain an aggressor in the effort to move overseas. “In the very least, efficient submarine work will seriously upset an enemy’s time schedule which is a vital element to dictator nations.”38
Woods next argued that the best time for developing overseas bases was during
peace. He agreed that the United States might be able to obtain base sites from allies after the outbreak of a war, but during their development, bases, he contended, were a liability rather than an asset. In the selection of what he called “peacetime ocean bases,”
Woods said that the suitability of terrain should be considered alongside its strategic location. The bases also needed to have good anchorages and underground storage warehouses. He did not think they needed harbors large enough to contain entire fleets but
that they did need “suitable” airfields for operating “adequate” fighter defense planes.
Guam, Saipan, and Okinawa were the types of bases that fit the requirements. He additionally thought that the number of continental bases had to be increased rather than
making the current ones larger. Dispersion, in other words, had to become a reality. All
supply facilities, to Woods, had to be moved inland, except those supplying the immediate needs to ships. He also wanted to see repair shops moved inland to points where
ship’s machinery could be transported “readily.” He saw this more as protection for the
shops and workers than for the ship’s machinery. Repair yards devoted to submarine or
patrol craft repair could be established up “suitable” rivers at “substantial” distances
from coastlines. He additionally asserted that recruit training stations should be small
in size, numerous, and “well scattered” over the entire country. “There will be no place
for the huge training stations we had in the last war, as dispersal of these are just as important as that of ships and other bases.”39
In his conclusion, Woods stated that naval officers had been exposed to “tremendous” amounts of literature dealing “almost entirely” with the destructive power of the
atomic bomb. While he thought this literature would “root out” any complacency
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about the bomb, he also feared that it would produce a “defensive frame of mind.” He
acknowledged that one bomb could cause loss of life equal to a plague, and that increased tempo and intensity of operations in future wars would cause each future single
blow to be even greater in terms of lives lost. He also admitted that civilian populations
were no longer “immune” to the devastation of war. But while giving “deep thought” to
the defensive aspects of war, “we should not overlook our ability to use the bomb as an
offensive weapon.” Since no universal police force had been established in the world
and since he thought that prospects for one in the future were dim, he additionally argued that the United States would have to bear the brunt of financing the next “war to
stop aggression” as well as furnish a large portion of the manpower. “Much of our youth
will be lost in the process. It does not, therefore, seem logical that we should not keep every effective weapon at our disposal until universal inspections are an established fact.”
He pointed out that although the ships at Bikini were “made” sitting ducks, this was an
operational situation he saw as highly improbable in a future war “with the hindsight of
the bitter and expensive lesson learned at Pearl Harbor.” The tests allowed the nation to
obtain observations as near as possible to actual conditions, observations that combined with previous information to demonstrate various aspects of the bomb’s damaging effects. Like other officers at the time, Woods listed blast damage as the first of these
effects, caused by the “terrific blast” of the blast wave. Woods again explained how the
expanding air behind this wave rushed outward as the bomb materials expanded, causing the wind effect. He also reminded his readers, however, that these same effects were
produced with ordinary bombs, but with less intensity. Looking at the heat effect,
Woods talked about this “intense” heat and light that caused damaging fires, and especially a destructive impact on personnel. He further illustrated that an “enormous”
number of gamma rays would be emitted at the moment the bomb exploded, dosing
personnel close by so badly with radiation that they would die in a few weeks. After the
bomb exploded, radioactive bomb fragments would also be left over and would remain
radioactive for “months afterward.” He further reminded readers that people fortunate
enough to be out of range of the first two effects of the bomb would still be subject to the
second two and that methods had to be worked on to counter these effects.40
He reiterated that basic strategy had not been changed by atomic warfare, though he
thought tactics might have to be “radically” altered. He argued that overseas lines of
communication had to be kept open and the enemy had to be denied the use of the seas.
Woods told his readers that the United States had to be prepared for greater losses in
ships and men, and had to remember that the “primary mission” was to “deliver”
greater losses to the enemy. “The atomic bomb is our weapon for effecting this destruction on that enemy.” He admitted that no other weapon, no matter how revolutionary
it was at the time, captured the minds of “all peoples,” military and civilian, as Woods
thought the atomic bomb had. Pointing out that each battle in history had produced an
improved weapon, he also argued that the Navy had successfully met each challenge,
such as ironclads, underwater mines, submarines, torpedoes, airplanes, and now the
atomic bomb. He thought that new fields, rather than old ones with improved techniques, caught the public interest. Largely through financial stimulus in the form of
military subsidies, he asserted that aircraft manufacturers in the United States had been
able to produce the best airliners in the world and place the country at the top when it
came to air transport. He saw that at the present time the atomic bomb and all of its
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“implications” produced a similar kind of civilian interest again. “We can hope that it
will give new peacetime uses comparable to the airplane, but let us perfect ourselves as a
fighting machine to make that use possible and insure the peace.”41

Charles Spilman
A few days later, in an article in the Providence Sunday Journal, correspondent Charles
Spilman (see figure 21) wrote about Spruance’s ideas concerning the future defense of
the United States after an interview with the Admiral. Spruance began by telling
Spilman that he thought the Navy would remain a “powerful arm” in the defense of the
nation and that the atomic bomb and airpower would not “sweep” the surface ship
from the seas. Spruance also denied that “push button” warfare was here yet or would
be in the near future. Employing his experiences in the Pacific War, Spruance told
Spilman that there were no wartime developments that altered the
“basic effectiveness” of the “plane-ship” team and that the Navy
needed both its surface and naval aviation forces. For his part,
Spilman talked about Spruance’s familiarity with both types of military forces and Spruance told Spilman about the importance of
airpower in areas of “good flying weather.” Spruance elaborated by
describing Pacific War battles that only involved surface forces, including engagements in the Solomons, in the Komandorskis, at
Surigao Strait, and in the Battle of the Atlantic. Spruance not only
claimed that surface ships would continue to be used in certain climates and at night, but he argued that radar fire control made gunnery “more effective than ever.” Spruance additionally emphasized
the need for naval commanders to select ships for forces depending
on the mission to be carried out, the area where the force was to operate, and the enemy that was likely to be encountered.42
Spruance next claimed that having lacked battleships at the Battle of Midway, the airmen were “mighty glad” to see them with the
Fleet by the Gilberts Islands operations in late 1943. Spruance also
outlined to Spilman how he used his battleships at the Battle of
Saipan in the summer of 1944. Deploying carrier airpower to clear
Japanese airpower from a particular area days before an invasion,
Spruance then employed the surface forces as naval gunfire support. Given this situation, Spruance argued for the need for both
kinds of forces when he cited the Battle of Philippine Sea, where
carrier airpower was necessary to knock out Japanese carriers but, according to
Spruance, the fast battleships took the brunt of the Japanese air assaults. To Spruance,
this combination of forces was key since the battleships were particularly rugged against
air attack but would have been hard pressed to defend the beachheads alone if the Japanese had taken out the American carriers. Spruance additionally cited how his first flagship in the Battle of Okinawa, the heavy cruiser Indianapolis, was out of service for over
four months from a Kamikaze strike but that his next flagship, the prewar battleship
New Mexico, was repaired one week after it was hit. As to the future, Spruance told
Spilman that he was impressed with the Kamikaze as a guided missile and that he had
written Secretary of the Navy Forrestal about the possibility of developing a guided missile with a “more mechanical” means of guidance. He said, in addition, that he was
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disappointed by the performance of early U.S. guided missiles in the South and East
China Seas but that further experimentation was definitely necessary.43
Spruance then talked about the atomic bomb having a “considerable” role in altering naval dispositions, though probably not as great as some might think. At the least,
Spruance thought it would require a dispersion of naval shore establishments. Care also
needed to be taken in how the Navy concentrated its ships in harbor during amphibious
operations, but his statement clearly indicated he did not see amphibious operations
becoming obsolete. He cited that naval formations during the war had already begun to
open the distance but that the atomic bomb might require even more revision. He also
cited the persistence of radioactivity, as evidenced at the Bikini Atoll tests in 1946, as another problem that would have to be dealt with, but he did not think that any nation
having atomic bombs would have so many of the weapons that it could employ them
“prodigally.” Interestingly, Spruance compared atomic bombs and atomic-armed missiles to naval gunfire. Since he believed that the percentage of hits depended on proximity to target, he thought that missiles might be “uneconomical” and atomic bombs
could be “frittered away” on targets of little military value. Though Spruance then
talked about the value of atomic-armed strategic bombers, he came back to the idea that
the Navy’s “air-surface-submarine team” was flexible enough to be adapted to these
changing aspects of naval warfare by “perfecting” the weapons and tactics it already
had, while going ahead with the development of new ones.44

Captain Paul Crosley
In mid-July 1947, Captain Paul Crosley, an instructor in the Naval War College’s Department of Strategy (see figure 12, second row from top, second from left), gave a lecture to the students on the results of the atomic bomb experiments at Bikini Atoll a year
before. Crosley began by telling the students that his lecture was based on a personal
viewpoint and was not the official opinion of the Naval War College or the Navy Department. He also pointed out that the Navy’s official position on the atomic bomb was
to simply not give out information since security could not be violated in that situation.
He therefore warned the students how important security was in this matter and that
even his informal talk was classified Confidential. He further reminded the students
that the purpose of the lecture was not to disclose atomic secrets but to give them something to think about during the course and to consider the atomic bomb in relation to
their readings and problem solving. “It is essential that, if and when official information
is released regarding atom bomb experiments or policies, etc., we be able to comprehend the subject and speak the language if we are to be of any professional value.” He
additionally reminded the students that the target ships at Bikini were of many types
and were anchored in a special array and in special conditions for the experiments that
did not equate with normal Fleet operations. Some ships, for instance, were anchored
with one anchor at the bow, some with two anchors at the bow, and some were moored
to bow and stern buoys. Except for a few key personnel retained onboard until the last
minute, all personnel were removed from the ships the day before the tests, and some animals were left onboard for test purposes. He also pointed out that the ships were left in
various stages of preparation, such as fully or partially loaded with fuel and ammunition
or with aircraft and AGF equipment onboard. Some ships were left with hatches open
while others had sealed bulkheads. He also said that practically all of the ships were left
with at least one boiler on line with steam up to the throttle. Using visual slides, Crosley
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illustrated to the students that the arrangement of the ships in the tests was very different from that in a normal fleet anchorage and that the arrangement of the ships differed
between the two tests since some of the ships from the first test were sunk or damaged.45
Showing the students films of the first test, Test Able, an air burst, Crosley demonstrated
the shock wave of the blast, the height and size of the mushroom cloud, and the ability of the
cloud’s updraft to take light objects off of the decks of the ships. He also illustrated how the
bomb blast created radiological hazards in the upper strata that was carried thousands of
miles by light winds. Crosley additionally pointed out that non-target ships returning to
Bikini Lagoon with the crews from the target ships were prohibited from depositing personnel aboard the target ships for several days while the ships were inspected and reports on
damage were made. He showed an attack transport, for example, that could not be
re-boarded for four days because of the radioactivity. According to the visual evidence, the
cargo hatches on this ship were the most vulnerable to the blast. He also showed the damage
to the light carrier Independence and the submarine Skate, and then introduced Commander Raleigh Kirkpatrick (see figure 6, fourth row from top, fifth from left), an instructor
of the Junior Class of June 1948, as a source of additional information on the Independence
since Kirkpatrick was assigned to the ship at the time. Crosley then showed how the Skate’s
superstructure was “practically” in shambles from the blast and was so damaged that it
could not take part in a proposed submerged blast test. Crosley next showed the damage to
the prewar battleship Arkansas and the Japanese light cruiser Sakawa and stated to the students that Test Able resulted in the Sakawa, the destroyers Anderson and Lamson, and the
attack transports Carlisle and Gilliam being sunk.46
Concerning the second, underwater burst, Test Baker, Crosley told the students that
the ships were repaired as well as they could be in the limited time and with the limited
facilities available. He also stated that the burst threw up about ten million tons of water
in a column 2,200 yards wide and 6,000 feet high. This time he said that it was about two
weeks before the ships could be boarded, that ninety percent of the ships were radioactive, and that some ships still were not safe to board several months later. The ships sunk
in Test Baker included the fleet carrier Saratoga, the prewar battleship Arkansas, the
Japanese battleship Nagato, the submarines Apogon, Pitlotfish, and Skipjack, and three
landing craft, with the destroyer Hughes and the attack transport Fallon being beached.
Given the damage to the ships in the two tests, Crosley showed slides estimating what
might be expected in future warfare. Since “official” scientific data was not yet available,
Crosley told the students that there had to be care taken not to jump to false conclusions
regarding the impact of the atomic bomb. He again pointed out, for instance, that the
tests were conducted under “ideal” conditions that would not apply in battle. Crosley
especially emphasized that personnel were not available onboard to fight fires and control damage. He also illustrated that the ships were securely anchored and concentrated,
that inflammable test equipment was onboard, and that there were ideal weather conditions for bombing. He further asserted that there was no previous data on the atomic
bomb to compare the test results to. Still, Crosley concluded that the atomic bomb was
“definitely” going to require newly-designed ships and the development of new decontamination methods and procedures. He therefore stressed to the students that all of
these factors would require continued study and research until a workable solution was
found that would provide the same degree of protection from this “new scientific
weapon” that the Navy had obtained from previous ones.47
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Captain Emmett Sullivan
A few days later, Captain Emmett Sullivan (see figure 12, second row from top, fourth
from right), an instructor in the Department of Strategy and Tactics, also delivered a
lecture on the impact of the atomic bomb and “other weapons” on future naval warfare.
Sullivan began by telling the students that the discussion would “necessarily” be of a
general nature since the students would, over the next ten months, hear from a number
of “recognized experts” on many of the subjects that Sullivan was going to briefly mention. He also told the students that from time to time, certain members of the Naval
War College’s staff would be called upon to give more detailed and comprehensive
“slants” on certain developments in their respective specialties. Though his talk was going to be very broad, Sullivan hoped that the presentation would shed some light for the
students on the new weapons and their application to naval warfare. Foremost among
these new weapons, to Sullivan, was the atomic bomb. Though the students had recently had a lecture on the Bikini Atoll tests, Sullivan first wanted to briefly examine the
1945 Trinity test and the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He related the events of
the first atomic bomb test at Alamogordo Air Base, New Mexico, in July 1945, focusing
on the blast effect, the heat generated, the light seen hundreds of miles away, and the
ground depressions at Ground Zero. Noting that the theory of the bomb was now a reality, he moved to the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.48
Sullivan explained to the students in some detail what the city of Hiroshima had
been like before the bombing, especially population density, the city’s major structures,
and the minimal amount of bombing damage in previous raids. He also explained how
much of the bomb damage at Nagasaki had been dissipated by the mountains that the
city was integrated into. Showing slides, however, he nevertheless detailed the destruction of the buildings from blast and fire. Emphasizing again that blast damage in particular would be sustained by a target with a flat terrain, Sullivan focused quite a bit on the
strength of the structures being bombed. He further noted the significant differences in
an explosion from a nuclear chain reaction rather than one of conventional explosions,
especially the “positive pressure phase” of the atomic explosion. Since this pressure was
so sustained in the latter, the destruction from the blast was of an entirely different nature. Sullivan found that destruction at the two cities was complete within a radius of
1.2 miles, very heavy out to 2.4 miles, and then substantial but decreasing out to 4.8
miles. “In both cities, the normal fabric of community life was completely shattered and
they were eliminated as assets to Japanese war potential.” In terms of casualties, Sullivan
found the same types of causes as from incendiary and high explosive raids, with the exception of radioactivity. In fact, he pointed out that an estimated ninety-five percent of
survivors who were within 3,000 feet of ground zero suffered from radiation sickness.49
Sullivan continued by saying that from the observation of these three explosions,
plus the Able and Baker bombs at Bikini, a “reasonably accurate” idea of the nature and
character of both air and underwater explosions was obtained. The effects of these explosions on both land and sea targets was being subjected to “searching” scientific analysis, he said, yet “one must be wary of drawing hasty conclusions about the atomic
bomb—and its lethal effects, as measured by any set of hard and fast rules.” Sullivan argued that the area of destruction and the effect upon targets and personnel located
within certain limiting radii were a function of many variables such as the location of
the center of the explosion, and whether the bomb detonated in the air, on contact with
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the surface, or under water. Sullivan also asserted that the geographical features of the
objective area were important, as was the structural nature of the targets and their relation to each other. The bomb’s efficiency, he also argued, was important to consider.
Sullivan pointed out that in the bombs employed so far, only a small fraction of the total weight of the explosive charge was consumed in the chain reaction process that “so
violently” converted mass into energy. Sullivan reminded the students that “we are
still in the horse and buggy stage in the development of nuclear weapons. Improvements are inevitable—not only in methods of processing fissionable material, but also
by increasing over-all efficiency of the explosion.” Sullivan continued that an officer
who was “in the know” about these matters recently told a National War College audience that the atomic bomb of today had the destructive power of 100,000 tons of
TNT-loaded bombs, or five times that of the bombs used at Hiroshima. Though
Sullivan said he could verify this numerical claim, he thought it proved the “fallacy” of
trying to assign fixed limits to the destructive capabilities of the “new and terrible”
weapon.50
Sounding similar to some of the student officers in their theses, Sullivan further
reminded the students that the future of atomic warfare also depended to a great degree on the number of bombs available and the replacement capacity for those supplies. If the supply was meager, the bombs would probably only be used for strategic
purposes. If, however, they were plentiful, “they will become a most potent weapon
in both naval and military tactical operations.” He additionally asserted that even
more important than having the bomb was having the means to successfully deliver
the weapon to a “properly selected” target. As to this method, Sullivan saw the airplane and the submarine as the most “suitable” types for carrying and launching nuclear explosives. As for the form of the weapon itself, Sullivan did not think that it
was “too far-fetched” to assume that nuclear warheads could be accommodated to
bombs, torpedoes, mines, robot aircraft, and short-ranged guided missiles. He additional argued that nuclear weapons were the “keystone” of future military and naval technology, just as developments in aviation, undersea warfare, and electronics
had been. Like these earlier weapons, nuclear weapons, to Sullivan, lent a “frightening
significance” to total warfare of the future. Sullivan began looking at a few examples by
first rhetorically asking if the nation could afford a “luxury” of lack of preparedness in
the Atomic Age and again allow the U.S. military and naval establishment to deteriorate. Also asking if the United States could rely on its national resources and industrial
capacity to see it through the next war, Sullivan illustrated that twice in the twentieth
century, it had allowed a “period of grace” to develop and bring its strength to play.
Allowed this breathing spell partly because of the stamina of the U.S. allies and the remoteness of U.S. geography, Sullivan argued that in an atomic war, “we will not be allowed a post–Pearl Harbor breathing spell to recuperate and prepare ourselves for the
succeeding stages of a protracted struggle.” The insular position of the United States
in relation to Eurasia was, to Sullivan, no longer a shield behind which we could protect the country “from the holocaust attending armed conflict.” Asserting that one
atomic bomb was capable of creating greater havoc than the entire force of Japanese
planes at Pearl Harbor, Sullivan said that the “shambles” of Hiroshima and Nagasaki lent credibility to this assertion. Again sounding similar to some of the student officers who looked at the impact of the bomb on the naval bases of the United States,
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Sullivan wanted to research Pearl Harbor in detail and explore the impact of a single
atomic explosion “on this so-called bastion of our mid-Pacific defense system.”51
Sullivan first considered the implications of an underwater explosion at midchannel between Ten-Ten Dock and Ford Island. Assuming that his imaginary bomb
was similar in characteristics to the “Model T” version used at Bikini, Sullivan said
that he could “merely hazard a guess on the effect of a sub-surface explosion in such a
confined body of water.” The “almost instantaneous” ejection of millions of tons of
water from South Channel would create a condition that, to Sullivan, was “too fantastic” to comprehend but was nevertheless one of the “awesome” effects of a nuclear explosion initiated beneath the surface. To Sullivan, the “most insidious” aspect of this
type of explosion was the widespread contamination that would ensue as a result of
radioactive water drenching the target area for a distance that he thought might be as
far as two miles from the center of the explosion. If the purpose of the attack was to
immobilize the ships and yard facilities at Pearl, then an underwater explosion was
“most certainly” a “forthright, economical and efficient method of producing the effect desired.” Sullivan was certain that this type of explosion would reduce the naval
establishment, both afloat and ashore, to a state of “complete paralysis” and “impotency.” If the enemy decided that physical destruction was paramount, it could administer a “dose” of “Nagasaki treatment” or an air burst with the “zero point” at
1,700 feet of altitude. In this case, the blast would be the primary cause of damage,
with fire as the secondary cause. Sullivan saw a situation in which the topsides of ships
in the immediate vicinity would be a “shambles” and the industrial plant of the Navy
Yard would be completely destroyed. “The picture of Pearl Harbor would, in short,
resemble that presented by Nagasaki at noon on 9 August 1945, with the fires from oil
tank farms, and distorted ship hulks, thrown in for spectacular and local color.”52
Pointing out that a major portion of the Japanese Fleet was deployed to back up the
Pearl Harbor strike, Sullivan argued that such a preponderance of force was no longer
required to support a surprise attack directed against the strategic American outposts
and key facilities along the continental seaboard. Airplanes or submarines operating
singly or in small tactical units would be, to Sullivan, better accommodated to initiate
an attack as he envisioned. “Our enemy of tomorrow will be able (with modest expenditure of effort) to select a multiplicity of targets for the inaugural blow against this
peace-loving nation.” To Sullivan, the “disaster” of Pearl Harbor was “dwarfed” in
comparison to the implications of a surprise attack launched by an aggressor nation of
the future. Sullivan was not sure that appropriations would be made to provide for an
“effective defense” for naval shore facilities. “Quite beyond reason it is to presume that
the peace-time budget will cover expenditures for building elaborate subterranean
plant facilities.” To Sullivan, however, even these installations would not insure protection against the “complete paralysis” of a naval activity. Sullivan thought that a ship
yard, naval operating base, supply depot, or naval air station that was attacked by nuclear weapons would be neutralized even if the industrial components were located underground. He argued, in fact, that radiation would contaminate the area for a number
of months, while blast and heat destroyed exposed machinery and equipment that had
to be located above ground. Therefore, in order to plan for the future, Sullivan argued
that the United States had to be prepared to minimize the paralyzing effects of such
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attacks by dispersing key shore facilities that were vital to the “perpetuity” of the U.S.
naval establishment.53
Thus far, Sullivan had emphasized discussion about the influence of atomic weapons
on naval shore activities that were within the inner perimeter of the U.S. defense system.
Equally important, he thought, to an “integrated” defense plan were those bases in the
“outlying possessions.” Here, he was thinking about the former Japanese Mandates seized
during World War Two as well as the leased U.S. bases acquired in the Atlantic. Sullivan
said that these bases would materially help strengthen the “strategical” U.S. position,
though not to the point of making the American global position “self-sufficient.” As was
“customary” in previous global wars, Sullivan assumed that the United States would
again be obliged to depend on friendly powers to furnish outposts from which attacks
could be launched against the enemy. If this sort of friendly territory was not available for
U.S. use, Sullivan assumed that nation would have to seize and occupy such objectives as
were required to support land, air, and sea operations. Sullivan additionally thought that
it was “fantastic” to assume that the range, speed, and destructive power of offensive
weapons would obviate the necessity of possessing or seizing advanced bases. In fact, he
asserted that new weapons only “amplified” the importance of having multiple numbers
of military and naval outposts located within striking distance of the enemy. “Not until
the range of missiles or rockets permits atomic inter-continental bombardment will the
value of outlying bases be depreciated. Even then they will retain intrinsic value for setting
up missile interceptor and missile guidance stations.”54
Sullivan reiterated that thus far the “so-called” long-range missile did not qualify for
inter-continental bombardment. The maximum navigational range of the German
V-2, a rocket that included 18,000 pounds of fuels and a 1,500-pound warhead, was on
the order of 200 miles. “That’s a lot of fuel to propel a big firecracker a couple of hundred miles. Rocket and jet propulsion plants are veritable fuel hogs. There is power
available for almost unbelievable things, but in their present stage of development, the
range, with a military load, is limited.” Sullivan also said that there were particular
problems with the guidance of currently proposed long-range missiles. Telling the students that guidance systems were either “horizon-limited” or “non-horizon-limited,”
Sullivan pointed out that a missile following an extremely long flight path through the
ionosphere would have to depend upon at least two stations for guidance, one to take it
to the top of its trajectory and the other to direct it to the target. He said that the missile
might be tracked and steered by a short-wave fire control radar of “extremely” high
power, a very large antenna, and a high power responder in the missile itself. From time
to time, Sullivan said that “seemingly workable” designs like this appeared in magazines
such as Popular Mechanics, but that U.S. research laboratories had not been quite so
successful in turning out a projectile suitable for carrying an atomic bomb to Eurasia via
the trans-Polar route. In considering the guidance problem for a long-range jet,
Sullivan said that the weapon would pass beyond the horizon after traveling only a small
fraction of its total flight path. In order to affect control beyond the horizon, it would
probably be necessary to use long-range radar or employ a “wave length” in the radio
spectrum. A wave pulse of navigation, such as the Long-Range Navigation (LORAN)
system, had also been suggested and ordinary radio direction finding might be used
with a transmitter aboard the missile and one or more direction finders on the surface.
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To Sullivan, however, these ideas were “as futuristic as those associated with the previously discussed flight through the ionosphere.”55
Given what he saw as these realities, Sullivan argued that the United States could
not, in the immediate future, foresee the development of a “trans-oceanic” missile as an
effective instrument of war; that it was “highly conjectural” that long-range missiles
could be accommodated to carrying nuclear explosives; and that inter-continental
bombardment by long-range missiles was so “remote” that for purposes of future planning, the United States had to continue to regard advanced bases as “indispensable” for
both offensive and defensive warfare. “Let us entrust the long range missile project to
the research scientists, and to the Sunday supplement editions, and devote attention to
a few developments that are of more immediate concern to the naval profession.” One
example was what Sullivan called the problem of ground-air or ship-air defense against
high-speed aerial targets. Reminding the students about the “chronic complaints”
voiced in the anti-aircraft action reports during the Battle of Okinawa, Sullivan said that
U.S. fire control installations were not effective against the Japanese Baka suicide planes
since the computers were not able to handle rates generated by that high-speed “flying
coffin.” Inside 1,500 yards, Sullivan said that even against slower air targets, director
control of anti-aircraft batteries was “out of the picture.” Asserting that “fire control”
was the means of aiming any kind of projectile so that it would strike or burst near an
intended target, Sullivan said that a fire control system in its broadest sense included radars, associated computers, gun order transmitters, the guns themselves, ammunition,
and “a hundred and one other integrated components.” Only recently did he think that
the overall problem had been studied in a “comprehensive” manner, and these studies
had shown that the engineering design of any one unit in the system could not be properly evaluated without weighing the performance of this one element in relation to all of
the other components.56
Sullivan pointed out that the latest system the Navy had in the way of fire control was
its experimental Mark 56 System. He also said that during the past year, the system was
tested under service conditions to control five-inch, thirty-eight caliber guns against
medium-speed and high-speed drones. The results of the tests indicated that under 5,000
yards using fully automatic tracking, it was “far more effective” in producing bursts at the
target than any previously used system. Sullivan also said that the effectiveness of the
Mark 56 increased as the range decreased to the fuse arming point, in contrast to older
systems’ that experienced a reduction in their effectiveness at ranges below 1,500 yards.
Concurrent with the project of improving gun directors, the Navy has been working on
the design and manufacture of high-velocity, rapid-fire anti-aircraft guns. Showing the
students slides on the characteristics of certain guns in service, those under production,
those under development, and hypothetical ones for the future, he said that all of these
guns used the VT fuse except for the forty-millimeter gun. He especially pointed out the
characteristics of the three-inch, seventy-caliber automatic gun, its rate of fire of ninety
shots per gun per minute, and its initial velocity of 3,500 feet per second. Sullivan further
illustrated graphs to demonstrate the effectiveness of these new anti-aircraft guns as opposed to the older five-inch, thirty-eight caliber weapon. The graphs compared effectiveness in the number of “K-damage” hits—those sufficient to prevent a target from
completing its mission—that each gun could achieve. Sullivan was convinced that the
three-inch, seventy-caliber gun would be superior to any existing gun.57
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Sullivan also, however, wanted the students to understand that although the Mark
56 Gun Fire Control System and the three-inch, seventy-caliber gun gave “remarkable” performance compared to other shipboard anti-aircraft guns, he did not think
they would lend the sort of protection that was needed in the “naval war of tomorrow.” Anti-aircraft batteries, however ingenious in design, could not, Sullivan
thought, be expected to account for every last enemy plane or robot that broke
through the CAP or the guided missile anti-aircraft defense. Sullivan said that the current lack of information on the atomic bomb precluded evaluating the effectiveness of
guided missile anti-aircraft defense but he said he did have enough information on
nuclear explosives to recognize that in the atomic age, anti-aircraft defense had to be
“perfect” in order to insure that a sizeable naval force was not severely damaged.
Therefore, cruising dispositions and formations would also have to be adjusted to
meet the demands of atomic warfare. Increasing the distance between major units
provided some protection against the “unparalleled violence” of a nuclear explosion
but likewise Sullivan asserted that the dispersion of component units in a formation
also decreased anti-aircraft firepower. This change, in turn, would necessitate additional destroyers in the screen and at some point a compromise between dispersion
and the jeopardizing of active defense against air and underwater targets.58
Sullivan additionally argued that in the next decade it would be “hardly conceivable” that any nation that the United States might become involved with in a war would
be able to build a surface navy comparable to that of the United States. He did think,
however, that it was well within the capabilities of a potential enemy to build a fleet of
submarines and long-range aircraft equal to contesting the U.S. mastery of the seas. “If
such is the case the naval war of tomorrow will be repetitious of the ‘Battle of the Atlantic’ as waged during World War II.” He reminded the students that U.S. submarines
conducted routine operations in coastal Japanese waters and that German submarines
had penetrated maritime areas adjacent to U.S. seaports and coastal bases. He therefore
thought that it was “reasonable” to expect that the performance characteristics of future
submarines would allow them to operate in hostile waters close to coastal targets that
were vulnerable to atomic weaponry. Equipped with long-range, time-fused torpedoes
that had nuclear warheads, “the submarine is indeed an instrument of almost fantastically destructive capabilities.” Sullivan argued that instead of hunting out targets of opportunity on the surface, submarines like these would use their offensive power to
contaminate U.S. harbors and destroy or neutralize port facilities. In addition, he foresaw undersea craft that could launch missiles and thus “rain” atomic explosives on every major city of the nation’s “far-flung” seaboard.59
Sullivan pointed out that the submarine of World War Two was really a surface ship
that had limited submergence capabilities. On the surface, it was vulnerable to detection and attack. While submerged, because of slow speed, limited endurance, and reduced visibility, its effectiveness was “sharply curtailed.” Prior to the German’s
introduction of the high-speed, deep-diving, schnorchel-equipped Type XXI submarine, Sullivan argued that Allied “hunter-killer,” convoy coverage, and ASW teams had
the submarine situation “pretty well under control.” The Type XXI, however, “radically
changed” the complexion of the Battle of the Atlantic, according to Sullivan. He discussed how Allied radars could detect surfaced submarines and how an aircraft
equipped with radar could search a path of twenty to twenty-five miles width. The
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“Sweep Width” provided an enormous “sweep rate,” or the number of square miles of
ocean surface searched per hour. The use of the schnorchel, however, reduced the
Sweep Width of airborne radar against submarines operating on diesel engines to one
or one and a half miles. “This enormous reduction in effectiveness practically put aircraft out of the anti-submarine business, leaving nothing to take its place.”60
Equally “disastrous” to surface ASW, according to Sullivan, was the impact of the
“radically improved” underwater performance characteristics held by the Type XXI.
Sullivan asserted that the problem of echo-range tracking became a “nightmare” for surface craft when an underwater target was able to maneuver at great depth with speeds of
up to sixteen knots. Added to this was the problem of controlling the fire of “free sinking”
weapons such as depth charges. In Sullivan’s view, this problem became “almost insurmountable” when employed against such an elusive target. In fact, he argued that it was
fortunate for the Allies that the European phase of World War Two ended before Germany could mass produce the Type XXI and contribute to “three-dimensional” naval
warfare since he said that the Allies did not have an answer to this submarine. He mentioned that there were now several encouraging experimental and developmental projects
but that the United States was still “crying in the wilderness” for effective submarine
countermeasures. “The situation is further complicated by the prospect of Russian production of the advanced German Type XXVI submarine, an underseas man-of-war that
makes the ‘XXI’ look like a turtle in slow motion.”61
Sullivan thought that the solution to this dilemma of schnorchel detection was a new
radar called the AN/APS-20 Air Early Warning radar. This piece of equipment was a
high-powered, one megawatt radar with an eight-by-three foot antenna reflector and a
radar relay link for transmission of airborne scope presentation to a shipboard or
shore-based radar station. Sullivan said that the radar’s performance was in conformance
with its “exceptional” power and height but that the performance was also hindered by
sea return, sea condition, and the altitude of the parent aircraft. To date, tests had shown
that 1,000 feet was the best altitude for schnorchel detection, but even under the best conditions targets would be blanketed and masked to within a five mile range. Sullivan compared the detection capabilities of the new radar with previous ones like the APS-15A, the
best the United States had so far in conventional airborne radars. To Sullivan, the superiority of the APS-20 AEW radar had been demonstrated but it had only solved one phase
of the ASW problem, that of detecting a submarine on the surface or at schnorchel depth.
“In order to combat underseas craft we must also have effective means for detecting,
tracking and attacking them when they are submerged.” Though he thought that certain
recent developments in sonar equipment were encouraging, he did not think there was
anything in the way of standard shipboard sonar currently in service that could be effectively employed against a high-speed submerged submarine. He was encouraged, however, by a new “scanning” sonar that was equipped with a depth determining feature and
an electronic fire control adaptation. Recent tests of this equipment, he said, “positively”
indicated that sonar contact could be gained and held at surface speeds of up to
twenty-four knots. In one instance, a contact was apparently made at 2,000 yards with the
ASW ship steaming at thirty knots. Sullivan argued that if U.S. destroyers and destroyer
escorts could operate sonars at these speeds they could be “reinstated along with the AEW
airplane as productive members of the hunter-killer team.”62
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Other craft being considered as potential members of future ASW teams were
twin-rotor helicopters and blimps. Because of their slow speeds and ability to hover,
Sullivan asserted that they were adapted to the use of sonar. A “dunking” sonar was also
a novel innovation in the “art” of underwater sound detection. According to Sullivan,
this was simply a sound head that could be lowered into the water from a hovering aircraft, with electrical relays running through a non-twisting cable to a sound stack in the
aircraft. Additionally, the Navy was developing a towed sonar, a sound head mounted
in a “streamlined fish” that could be towed by a slow-moving aircraft. Sullivan illustrated that preliminary tests had shown that it was possible to have towed speeds up to
fifty knots with the fish submerged to fifty feet. Operational evaluations of these new
sonars was taking place this summer, Sullivan said, and he also brought up the idea of
the Magnetic Anomaly Detector. This was a sonar that detected very small changes in
the Earth’s magnetic field, such as that induced by a submarine. The range of MAD
equipment was about 1,000 feet, though its best range was about 700 feet. Turning to
weapons, Sullivan reiterated that depth charges were obsolete in the face of the
high-speed submarine. He still thought that “thrown” weapons could still be useful in
situations where it was not advisable to use target-seeking torpedoes or mines, but only
if the fire control of the former weapons could be improved. He then pointed out the
characteristics of the Mark 24 Mine, which was employed in the latter stages of the war.
This weapon had an acoustic response that was effective only when it could be brought
to within about 300 yards of a submerged submarine. The mine traveled under homing
direction at a speed of “about” fifteen knots. Sullivan additionally looked at the characteristics of modern homing torpedoes, in this case the Mark 35, which could be used
from either aircraft or surface ships. The lighter version was to be used from aircraft,
would weigh about 1,200 pounds, and have a maximum range of 7,000 yards. Carrying
a small, compact sonar that could pick up an underwater target, actuate the controls,
and steer the torpedo, the torpedo itself could travel at thirty knots. “In brief, this torpedo is likened to a miniature submarine with Kamikaze tendencies.”63
Concluding, Sullivan said that there was every reason to presume that technological
developments in the field of military aviation and undersea warfare would overshadow
the improvements made to surface ship combat characteristics and performance.
Therefore, he thought it could be anticipated that submarines and aircraft would exert a
profound influence in accelerating the inevitable third dimension of sea power. To keep
abreast of these developments, Sullivan argued that U.S. naval thinking had to be “progressive” and “realistic.” What he considered outmoded strategic and tactical concepts
had to be revised to meet “ever-changing” situations. Old weapons that had outlived
their usefulness had to be discarded and new ones developed and adopted. He did not
think that the innovation of the chain-reacting explosion sounded the death knell of
surface navies but he did think it imposed an “urgent necessity” for re-evaluating conventional surface types. “If accommodated to the use of and defense against atomic
weapons, an integrated and balanced Navy will continue to play a vital role both in
peace and in war.”64
As one academic period ended in June 1947 and another began the next month, the
arguments of Naval War College students remained fairly consistent with earlier periods covered by this study. So did Admiral Spruance’s perspective and those of his instructors. In general, none of these officers thought that the atomic bomb spelled the
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end of the U.S. Navy, nor even of its surface forces. Spruance and his lecturers, of
course, were more consistently of the view that the next war would essentially be a repetition of the Pacific War and the Battle of the Atlantic. This perspective on their part,
however, is not too radical if one considers JCS plans for the 1945–50 period. The students took a different tack with their ideas. It was quite obvious, as it was in the early
classes, that power projection toward Eurasia to fight the Soviet Union was the order of
the day, but the student theses were much more focused on the dispersing and reconstruction of naval bases and facilities into more inland and underground contexts in
CONUS. In addition, the students were convinced that naval formation tactics had to
be rethought so that ships stayed at sea much longer, also in dispersed fashion. There
was a particular emphasis on avoiding large formations preceding amphibious assaults
as well as avoiding any formation that would tempt an enemy to use the scarce and valuable atomic bombs against at-sea naval forces. Many of these ideas had been enunciated
by students in previous classes, but they seemed to be more elaborated here, as did the
idea of significantly redesigning the ships themselves to prevent the exposure of weapons, equipment, and personnel to the effects of an atomic bomb. Redesigned navies
were sought by these officers, but not the elimination of the force itself.
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1947

XII Battle Lessons and Seabees, July 1947–November 1947

Commander Ronald Woodaman
few days after Sullivan’s presentation, Commander Ronald Woodaman (see
figure 12, fourth row from top, fourth from right), an instructor in the College’s Department of Strategy and Tactics, gave a lecture on the employment
of ship’s weapons. Focusing on the future of the naval gun, Woodaman noted that
there were many opinions that dissented from his that the naval gun had a future at all.
Woodaman cited Hanson Baldwin, Military Editor of the New York Times, who argued
that the gun had already been “dethroned” as the principal naval weapon by the bomb,
the rocket, and the torpedo-carrying airplane. To Baldwin, the naval gun seemed “destined” to an even more subordinate and relegated place in the future. “Unless or until,
the gun—or some adaptation of what we now know as the gun—can fire an atomic
projectile, it will become of less importance in sea warfare.” Baldwin argued that even
when an atomic shell had been developed, the greater range of the plane, the guided
missile, or the “robot” would handicap the gun. Woodaman admitted that this might
not “sit well” with those in his audience who had taken part in the Battle of Surigao
Strait or the Third Battle of Savo, but he pointed out that the “World War II experience
has shown innumerable times that when sufficient air power was available, there was
no surface engagement.” Woodaman thought that the sinking of the Japanese
superbattleship Yamato was the best example of this situation, but he also pointed out
that invading armies still had to eat, aircraft still needed fuel, and weapons still needed
ammunition. “What will we use to protect our logistic shipping in the Arctic areas
with the icing-level at 4,000 feet, visibility zero-zero, and even the sea-gulls are
grounded?” Woodaman questioned what the optimum efficiency of aircraft would be
at night and even in good weather. Woodaman argued that as long as the United States
employed merchant shipping for sea transportation and “until someone can do something about the weather, we must maintain at peak efficiency, a well-balanced combatant fleet, trained for any contingency, and ready to operate anywhere, with or without
air power.”1
Woodaman told the students that the Bureau of Ordnance was spending a “huge portion” of its annual budget on research and that the trend of design for future guns was toward “hyper-velocities” and extremely high rates of fire, both of which would add to the
increased weight of gun mounts. He also said that “radical experiments” in rifling were
being conducted in order to create these higher velocity rates. Woodaman went into details on the technical aspects of the various caliber guns and pointed out the experiments
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on a special projectile called a Sabot. However, since the use of this projectile involved
some danger to the firing ship, it did not appear as promising for future naval use. He additionally said that consideration was being given to jet-assisted projectiles but so far
without appreciable increase in velocity and with particular fire control problems in hitting moving targets. Thus, Woodaman did not think that these projectiles presented good
possibilities for long-range shore bombardment. Woodaman then pointed out that the
complexity of present-day fire control systems was only a “foretaste of things to come.”
He argued that whereas previous systems had had electronic devises added into the fire
control system, in the present and future, entire systems would have to be integrated and
electronics would be as essential a tool to Navy fire control men as conventional electricity
was in the past. “This is equally true of guns where the sole manual feature remaining will
be the loading from a magazine into the hoist.”2
Woodaman informed the students that extensive armament modifications to the prewar battleship Mississippi were nearly complete and that this ship would serve as a gunnery development ship for all types of ordnance, including rapid-fire missile launchers. In
fact, one of the Mississippi’s fourteen-inch gun turrets was being reserved for an experimental shipboard missile-launching system that the Bureau of Ordnance hoped would be
ready in three years. Woodaman did not know what form the armament would take
onboard the stricken fast battleships Illinois and Kentucky, but he was certain that “they
will not carry any weapons used or designed during the last war.” Woodaman also told
the students that Bureau of Ordnance personnel would fill them in later on more of these
details, but he knew that if those personnel could help it “our ordnance will never degenerate to the pre–Pearl Harbor status of obsolescence.” Woodaman additionally warned
the students that in his opinion new, promising weapons were the “most difficult” to “pry
loose” from the designers, who always wanted to delay production for the possibility of
more design improvements. To Woodaman, no weapon “should be considered as available until it is installed in the fleet in sufficient numbers to make that weapon a factor in
the tactical employment of the fleet.” While the Fleet awaited these new weapons,
Woodaman said that the Navy would have its surface ships with present-day guns. Whatever the limitations, those guns still retained their “accuracy of fire on a moving target.
Recollect, gentlemen, your own war years—just around the corner was that new radar,
that new plane, that new projectile, or that new gun, that was the answer to everything—
but you didn’t have it.” Woodaman reminded the students that until new weapons made
their way to the Fleet, the Fleet used what it had and used them effectively.3
Woodaman further argued that wars may cease and the threat of wars might fade
away before the growth of international cooperation, but so long as thoughts of war existed, naval tacticians were bound to consider every possible weapon that might serve in
defense and attack. “The naval gun may be already supplanted by the piloted aircraft as
the principal weapon of sea-power, but it still has useful roles for specialized purposes,
most particularly for precision bombardment in support of troops.” Woodaman also
pointed out the usefulness of naval guns for offensive purposes in the absence of air
power and defense against enemy air attack. “It seems definite that guided missiles will
eventually replace the piloted aircraft as the principal naval arm, but progress in missile
guidance is very slow for there is no handbook on supersonic aerodynamics.”
Woodaman admitted that it seemed as if rockets, torpedoes, and atomic bombs had
won with some finality the age-old struggle between naval armor and projectiles. He
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also admitted that any ship built could be sunk by some means and that now even the
most heavily armored ships could be sunk with such relative ease by torpedoes and
bombs that heavy armor did not seem like a worthwhile investment since it detracted
from other fighting characteristics of ships. He thought that this was especially true of
heavy side or vertical armor that was meant to protect ships from gun-fired projectiles,
so he argued that the Navy’s investment in the battle cruisers Alaska and Guam might
prove to be more far-sighted than anyone might realize.4
In conclusion, Woodaman cited Fleet Admiral Nimitz at length. Nimitz had said that
the vulnerability of surface craft to atomic bombing did not necessarily mean that they
were obsolete and that what determined obsolescence of a weapon was not that it could be
destroyed but that it could be replaced by another weapon that performed more effectively. To Nimitz, World War Two demonstrated that “the carrier was more vulnerable
than the battleship, but far superior for the job of attacking enemy ships in daylight.”
Nimitz went on to say that the Atomic Age called for the “highest order” of “courageous
and enlightened” naval leadership, leadership that would not hesitate to cast aside old
weapons “when it becomes obvious that they have been outdated by new ones, but at the
same time,” he called for leadership demonstrating that it would not be “stampeded” into
“impetuous” decisions. On that note, Woodaman concluded his lecture.5

Captain Bates and Commodore Carroll
Other lessons learned from the war, and the controversies surrounding some of those
lessons, were evident in 1947. These issues pertained to the Naval War College staff
writing articles on subjects such as naval strategy and naval tactics for a new encyclopedia being published by Collier’s. Commodore Ernest Eller, Director of the Navy’s Office
of Public Information, had been contacted in late July by George Eliot, Columnist for
the New York Post Syndicate, about articles on these subjects for the new encyclopedia.
While Eller understood that the Naval War College was understaffed, he requested, via
Secretary Forrestal’s, that Admiral Spruance have the articles produced since the importance of portraying these various aspects of the Navy to the American public was so
great. Given that the articles were to be of short length, he also requested that Spruance
have the articles emphasize the Navy’s role in the “modern war.”6
After being assigned the task, Captain Bates wrote two slightly different versions of
the essay “Naval Strategy.” Bates went into significant detail about just what command
of the sea entailed in terms of a nation’s naval strategy. He also rendered a brief historical account of Japan and the United States as they shifted from the strategic defensive to
the strategic offensive, respectively, in 1942. To Bates, the “success of United States
strategy in the Pacific war, and especially that followed in the Central Pacific, was based
entirely on her success in gaining command of the sea.” Bates focused here on the U.S.
ability to employ both land-based and carrier-based planes, in conjunction with amphibious and logistical forces, and he also pointed out that “as all naval operations are
projected from land positions, it became necessary in executing the naval strategy of the
Central Pacific, to seize land positions considered necessary for gaining command of
the sea.” He also pointed out the strategic lesson, however, of not trying to garrison every island in the Pacific since every garrisoned outpost would then have to be defended
by naval forces that should be more mobile. Illustrating the Japanese attempt to do this
seemed a clear warning for American naval forces in the future. Bates also talked about
the “tremendous advantages” that fell to a nation that could command the sea since
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“command of the sea is imperative for success in a global war.” He further thought it
might be even more necessary in the future for the United States to pursue this type of
strategy since atomic bombs and guided missiles, to Bates, made ships less tempting targets than shore bases. As a result, ships might have to stay at sea for longer periods than
in World War Two. Bates therefore concluded that mobile logistics might be even more
important for the future than it had been for the war.7
There was another series of articles, entitled “Naval Tactics,” apparently originally
written by Bates and then rewritten by Commodore Penn Carroll, a member of the Naval War College’s Special Staff (see figure 6, third row from top, far right). These drafts
also demonstrate some of the lessons the Naval War College staff sought to derive from
a study of Pacific War battles. For instance, there was a focus on logistics in the version
written by Bates since he noted how a shortage of armor-piercing ammunition was the
“controlling factor” in determining gunfire range by Rear Admiral Oldendorf’s 7th
Fleet Bombardment and Fire Support Group when it engaged Vice Admiral
Nishimura’s 2nd Strike Force at the Battle of Surigao Strait in October 1944. Bates also
talked about how new weapons and new degrees of mobility would change tactics, but
he still saw the possibility for guns to be used at times in such a way as to overwhelm the
enemy or a portion of the enemy’s forces, such as at night or “where air power is relatively ineffective.” Bates again cited Oldendorf’s “crossing of the T” at Surigao Strait as
his example. Bates additionally cited the Battle of Midway as the quite obvious example
of carrier airpower supplanting the gun as the dominant naval weapon and foresaw the
atomic bomb and guided missiles as similarly forcing a rethinking of platform design,
maneuverability, means of defense, and tactical formations.8
Carroll’s version differed by leaving out the logistics example of armor-piercing ammunition and instead briefly noting naval engagements going back to Trafalgar and
then focusing most of his essay on naval aviation and the submarine. Carroll cited the
importance of World War One to the beginning development of these weapons and the
1940 Norway campaign as a demonstration that naval surface ships could no longer operate close to land without air cover. However, he also noted how the latter type of deployment was possible by the end of the war thanks to the development of the large Fast
Carrier Task Forces by the U.S. Navy in the Pacific. “The result was the evolution of the
carrier task force and the inauguration of the air-sea naval force. The 5th Fleet was able
to do at Okinawa what the British Fleet could not do off Norway.” Carroll continued to
emphasize the striking power of aircraft, large-scale amphibious operations, submarine
development, and the need for logistical support by mobile service units. Pacific War
actions that came to Carroll’s mind were the large carrier strikes on Tokyo and the Philippines before the U.S. landings; the use of rocket ships to support amphibious operations; and even the Japanese use of Kamikazes. Again, primarily with the Pacific War in
mind, he noted how surface ships such as battleships, cruisers, and destroyers were now
integrated into the Fast Carrier Task Forces, as there were “no battle line actions in
which heavy-gun ships supported by other types were engaged in fleet battle.” He also
illustrated from the Pacific War how sea control was extended by capturing enemy islands to secure new land bases and by use of the submarine “against enemy shipping,
comparable in principles of control and command, to the strategic air force operations.” Carroll thought that new weapons would bring about changes to naval tactics,
but he also thought that “fundamental” naval operations would remain the same.9
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Commander Alfred Matter
In early August 1947, Commander Alfred Matter, another instructor in the College’s
Department of Strategy and Tactics (see figure 12, fourth row from top, far right), gave
a talk at the Naval War College about the lessons learned from the employment of Fast
Carrier Task Forces in the war. Matter thought that the Fast Carrier Task Force was a
“revolutionary” development of World War Two and “without question” proved to be
the basic fighting unit that spearheaded the U.S. drive across the Pacific. Matter further
noted the role played by the Fast Carrier Task Forces in the “decisive defeat of the Japanese Navy and the annihilation of the Japanese air force,” as well as its role in the destruction of Japanese merchant shipping and ground installations. Matter also thought
that there were many factors for the effectiveness of the carriers, especially the combination of sea and air power elements into a highly mobile and balanced fighting unit. He
additionally argued that the Fast Carrier Task Forces were well adapted to the type of sea
and air warfare required to defeat an insular power like Japan, and that they were well
adapted to the geographic character of the Pacific Basin. Nor did Matter think the Fast
Carrier Task Forces were through. Matter asserted that with an “incessantly progressive” technology, a potential enemy of greatly altered military capabilities, and theaters
of operations of significantly different characteristics, “it is to be expected that the composition, form, and operations of the Carrier Task Force will be constantly modified to
successfully reflect the changes demanded by these major factors.” Matter then charged
his audience with demonstrating the imagination, the initiative, and the industry to develop the “sea-air task force of the future which will be equally as effective as the World
War II Carrier Task Force.”10
More about Bates
Along these lines of digesting Pacific War history as a way of determining future naval
force composition, Admiral Smith in late August wrote Bates about problems he saw
with the two articles for Collier’s. Smith told Bates that he did not particularly object to
the definitions of strategy and tactics but that general statements were usually “very
dry” to the non-naval students who would be reading the encyclopedia. In sum, he
thought that the examples Bates had used for World War Two were “very weak” and
needed to be considerably changed. He first noted that Bates’ focus on World War Two
naval strategy needed to be recast since it was a strategy developed by and conforming to
the JCS’ objectives. He reminded Bates that the Pacific Theater of Operations had been
secondary to the European Theater of Operations and that the United States had to conform to compromises in strategy with the Allies. He also reminded Bates of U.S. naval
strategy in the Pacific, as laid down by Admiral King, as holding the Midway–Oahu line,
maintaining communications between the United States and the Southwest Pacific,
and then fighting the Battles of Coral Sea, Midway, and Guadalcanal. Smith especially
disagreed with Bates on where and when the Allies went from the strategic defensive to
the strategic offensive and he did not think that Bates had paid enough attention to the
operations to retake Attu and Kiska in the Aleutians.11
Smith further told Bates that the latter’s examples of tactics did not conform to the
“outstanding examples” of the advances made in methods and new weapons for the Pacific naval war. He thought that in terms of amphibious warfare, the evolution of methods and weapons was, in fact, “revolutionary.” “This was strictly a naval creation and
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development, and when you come to talk of tactics in World War II it cannot be overlooked.” Smith reiterated that the isolation of the target by the Fast Carriers; the slower
but strong amphibious forces advancing toward the target; the landings supported by
all types of naval air and some land-based air assets; the continuing support by the Navy
until the target was secured; and then the establishment of new air, surface, and submarine bases for extension of sea control toward Japan all embodied “naval tactical World
War II.” He found Bates’ rendition of Oldendorf’s crossing of the T at Surigao Strait
“splendidly” done, but a World War One tactical example, not one from the recent war.
He asserted instead that the Japanese Kamikazes were a tactical example from World
War Two and one of the first looks at guided missiles. Smith thought that the connection between the Kamikazes and guided missiles could take Bates’ article into the future.
He also asserted that Bates needed to mention naval air reconnaissance and submarine
warfare. Smith additionally argued that U.S. submarines could have actually ended the
war against Japan if they had been given enough time. While he acknowledged that the
nation’s leaders and public were not willing to wait, he thought it indicated the potency
of submarine warfare against a nation heavily dependent on surface transportation and
that this idea should be stressed to the reader. He recognized that this set of submarine
strategy and tactics would not work against a “land-based European nation,” which was
why he thought U.S. submarines had to be given new tasks—in addition to their older
ones—if they were “going to be as effective as they can be in a future war involving [a]
large land massed enemy.” Since Smith did not think the drafts conformed to the lessons and examples of World War Two, he wanted Bates to take the time to rewrite them.
It is not clear, but Smith’s disagreements with Bates may be the reason for Carroll’s rewritten version.12
Bates also presided over a strategic and tactical analysis of the Battle of Coral Sea in
connection with the World War Two Battle Evaluation Group. In looking at the lessons
from that battle, Bates first focused on the unintended consequence of the Doolittle Raid
on Tokyo, namely, that it caused Japan to resume offensive action in the South Pacific in
order to push its defensive perimeter out. While Bates found that the raid was too small to
do substantial damage, it had the advantage of forcing Japan to change its military timetables in other theaters. However, Bates also pointed out that the Allies had to counter Japan’s new moves into the Solomons with an inferior number of carriers since the fleet
carriers Enterprise and Hornet were not available because of their role in the Doolittle operation. Related to this tactically, Bates found that divided command in the battle was
highly detrimental to Allied conduct. Specifically, he cited that Admiral Fletcher, as
Commander of Task Force 17, had no control over land-based air search and that all air
assets should have been under his command or he should have been under the command
of Vice Admiral Fairfax Leary, Commander of the Southwest Pacific Force
(COMSOWESPACFOR), so that areas that Fletcher had been told would be searched had
actually been covered. Bates noted, in fact, how the Japanese solved these problems by
placing their entire force, including its naval land-based air assets, under the control of
Vice Admiral Inouye, Commander of the Japanese 4th Fleet at Rabaul. Bates also noted
from the Japanese side, however, the problem of “victory disease” and lack of concentration of force. More specifically, he did not think that Japanese planning was very
thorough, evidenced by the ability of the Allies to strike and destroy separate Japanese
forces before they could concentrate. Bates further found planning and coordination to
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be especially important in any operation when several forces needed to operate together.
He also thought that Japan relied too heavily on surprise and the “naive belief” that they
could conduct their operations in complete secrecy. Bates warned that while surprise
could be potent, it had to be used in conjunction with “sufficient means.” He additionally
warned that the Japanese based their plans too heavily on what they thought were Allied
intentions rather than capabilities, such as radar.13
Weather also played a role. While Bates warned that no Commander could count on
this factor, a Commander needed to be ready to take advantage of it. Specifically, Bates
pointed out how Task Force 17 was protected by weather when it attacked the Japanese
base at Tulagi and sank the light carrier Shoho, but suffered heavily when caught in the
open by the Japanese fleet carriers. While there were no hard and fast rules, Bates
thought U.S. commanders had to keep apprised of weather for obvious reasons. Bates
further warned that Commanders had to remain flexible when conducting searches for
enemy forces. Coral Sea demonstrated from both sides that land-based searches were
never adequate at finding enemy forces and both Task Forces had to conduct carrierbased searches to supplement them. He did not, therefore, think a Commander should
place the Task Force’s security on land-based searches alone. Similarly, he thought that
command boundaries had to be clear to the various Commanders. According to Bates,
searches were being conducted by patrol planes from the seaplane carrier Tangier, based
at Noumea, New Caledonia, but when Tulagi fell to the Japanese, an unsearched area in
that region permitted the Japanese Port Moresby Striking Force, under Rear Admiral
Takeo Takagi, to slip through undetected. Bates did not know what restrictions had
been placed on Fletcher by Leary, but Bates perceived Fletcher as “feeling restricted” in
carrying out searches in the region nevertheless.14
Still related to search activities, Bates did not see shore-based aircraft being helpful
in furnishing tactical information and attack support. He did acknowledge land-based
air’s provision of strategic information on Japanese dispositions and its assistance in
bombing Japanese shore installations at Rabaul and Lae, but attack support against
Takagi’s force needed to be more “adequately” provided. In particular, Bates talked
about the need to conduct “intensive” combined training of land-based and fleet units
if they were going to support each other’s operations. He complained that there seemed
to be “an almost complete lack of understanding of this vitally important problem by
the Army Air Forces.” While he saw part of the problem as lack of airplanes and the remoteness of the Australian bases, he asserted that the main problem was lack of combined training. Bates went into some detail on this matter. He asserted that adequate
attack and reconnaissance support by land- and tender-based aircraft could not be
stressed too strongly. “Without efficient and reliable support of this nature, naval forces
are at a serious disadvantage.” When under naval control, Bates thought that air support units should cooperate directly with naval forces by strategically and tactically
scouting for the enemy. By “doctrine,” he also thought they should coordinate their attacks against enemy seaborne forces to directly support Allied naval forces. He even
more specifically argued that these assets had the job of locating enemy naval forces as
soon as possible and to continue intensive air searches even as the two opposing carrier
forces came closer so as to supply the Task Force Commander with continually updated
information. If the Fleet or Task Force Commander did not control these assets, Bates
thought that the Area or Fleet Commander should ensure their operations. Coral Sea
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also demonstrated, to Bates, that long-range reconnaissance planes would probably
take heavy casualties. Given the seaplane losses among the Japanese, Bates thought
scout planes need to be long-range land planes that were equipped with radar and “adequate” armament for self-protection since seaplanes tended to be slow, less maneuverable, and poorly armed. Suitable airfields also had to be taken into account from which
these land-based planes could operate, though naval operations might still require the
use of seaplanes.15
Bates further focused on how useful the battle had been for U.S. carrier pilots who
needed combat experience to begin improving their skills. According to Bates, carrier
air groups began to rapidly improve strike coordination in the battle, even after small
actions like the U.S. attack on Tulagi and the sinking of the Shoho. But, here he also
saw lessons to be learned. As an example, he pointed out that the fleet carrier
Yorktown launched each strike during the battle without designating an officer to be
the Strike Leader. While the Lexington assigned this function to Commander William
Ault, Commander of the Lexington’s Air Group (CAG), Lieutenant Commander Oscar Pederson, Yorktown’s CAG, was kept aboard as Fighter Director Officer (FDO).
Bates thought that in the future, a flight of planes from any one carrier had to have a
designated Flight Leader and when planes from more than one carrier were involved,
there had to be a Task Group Strike Commander who could assign targets, designate
the order of attack, prescribe intervals between groups, and coordinate group attacks
so as to conserve ammunition.16
There were technological lessons as well. Bates focused on the advantages that radar
gave Allied forces, especially the ability to prevent surprise Japanese attacks on the U.S.
carriers on several occasions on 7 and 8 May, the ability to guide Allied strike forces to
their targets, and the ability to find and intercept Japanese “snoopers.” To Bates, forces
unequipped with radar had an “insurmountable” handicap to overcome and every effort had to be made to ensure that a Commander was not forced into an action against
an enemy better equipped in technological terms. This included exercising great caution about operations, such as refueling in waters that might be harboring enemy submarines. According to Bates, Fletcher allowed Task Forces 11 and 17 to proceed with
refueling in spite of a Japanese submarine being spotted about fifteen miles away. Unless absolutely necessary to support the basic plan, Bates contended that the Task Forces
should not have stayed in the immediate area. Bates said that Fletcher’s force also failed
to fully exploit the advantages it had in terms of radar and the fighter director system.
More specifically, the battle illustrated that when enemy planes were detected on radar,
combat air patrols had to be vectored at the earliest possible moment, at higher altitudes, and in sufficient strength. At the same time, there had to be fighters remaining to
escort strike groups, so each carrier’s complement of fighters was increased from eighteen to twenty-seven after the battle. In a related matter, training of recognition and
identification for aircrews was “poor” on both sides and needed to be rectified because
of the adverse impact on the Commanders. As examples, Bates pointed out the Japanese
mistaking the oiler Neosho and the destroyer Sims for a Fast Carrier Task Force and the
AAF’s mistake in bombing Royal Navy (RN) Rear Admiral John Crace’s Support
Group, Task Group 17.3 (formerly Task Force 44).17
Bates further noted that neither the Allies nor the Japanese made any allowance for
the operational loss of planes and pilots and that this, in particular, contributed to
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Japan’s “strategical” defeat. Careful stockpiling of planes and allowances for aircrew replacement had to be made before any operation and he pointed out that logistics in general, especially fuel, were of obvious vital importance. Bates additionally argued that the
Japanese had discovered this during their capture of the Philippines and Dutch East Indies, evidenced by the care they took during Coral Sea to refuel their various units with
mobile oilers and find areas, such as the Shortland Islands, that were protected against
bombing and could be used as fueling stations. Even with an oiler assigned to the Striking Force and an entire convoy with Rear Admiral Sadamichi Kajioka’s Port Moresby
Invasion Force, the Japanese still had fueling difficulties. The Allies, however, only had
oilers and were limited to one per Task Force. Since the loss of just one oiler would have
been of great consequence for Fletcher’s force, he was constantly refueling, thus restricting his freedom of action. Bates expanded these logistical arrangements to cover
ammunition and food as well. Related to logistics, the battle demonstrated that the
United States needed to pay more attention to a Commander having a full allowance of
cryptographic codes and ciphers and that all relevant dispatches be sent to that Commander. Bates cited two dispatches from King to Fletcher that were relayed by Nimitz,
but pointed out that Fletcher could only decrypt one of the messages.18
Bates next focused on carrier tactical formations. He illustrated that Allied carrier
formations consisted of one or two carriers within a double screen, wherein cruisers
composed the inner screen and destroyers the outer. The Japanese did the same except that their support vessels were twice as far from their carriers as the Allied support vessels and the Japanese escort ships made individual movement vis-à-vis their
carriers. The Allies, on the other hand, ensured the escort ships moved in conformity
to the carriers. While Bates was not sure from the Coral Sea battle which was preferable, he asserted that the “loose” Japanese formation was definitely ineffectual for defending the Shoho. At the same time, however, the Japanese pilots did much more
damage to the U.S. carriers than American pilots did to the fleet carrier Shokaku.
While Bates thought that part of the problem for the United States was bad weather
during their attack, he also cited greater experience by Japanese torpedo planes and
faster torpedo bombers. While he thought that dive bombing was “about equal,” he
then argued that anti-aircraft ship formations had to be based on all of the pertinent
factors. Clearly, the Japanese thought that the best defense was maneuvering, but by
widely separating their ships, they reduced their gunfire accuracy. The Allied forces
maneuvered and kept up a “fairly” accurate anti-aircraft fire, but their fire was also assisted by radar, which the Japanese did not have available.19
Finally, Bates asserted that both Allied and Japanese aviators were “on occasions” inclined to be “highly optimistic” about damage inflicted on enemy ships and planes, and
had a tendency to exaggerate the effectiveness of their attacks. In fact, Bates thought that
the exaggeration increased as enemy defenses increased. While claims of damage
against Tulagi and the Shoho appear to be accurate, claims of damage against the Striking Force were “markedly incorrect” because of fighter defense, bad weather, and increased anti-aircraft defenses. Japanese claims against Neosho and Sims were correct but
were “fantastic” against Task Force 17 because of combat air patrol and anti-aircraft defenses. Therefore, Bates warned that in the future, Commanders should view such reports with caution, and base their judgments on the seriousness of the opposition
encountered by the pilots as well as the experience of the pilots themselves. To Bates,
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this suggestion all the more called for proof of claimed damage after the attack through
such means as photographs taken during the strike.20
Bates’s historical research and battle analysis was also sometimes put to use for the
Navy’s public relations. In the context of future warfare and interservice rivalry over defense unification, Bates spoke to a Navy Day audience in late October 1947 about why
the United States needed a navy. Bates argued that if the UN were successful, the country would have to supply the largest naval quota to the international organization’s police force since it had the world’s largest navy. He also pointed out that if the UN was not
successful, the United States Navy would be necessary to guard American shores. Concerning the Navy’s role in a potential future war, Bates thought that many of the missions would be the same as the last one. Specifically, he asserted that the Navy would be
called upon to exercise command of the sea to ensure the United States was not attacked
by “airborne weapons.” This defense would entail engaging the enemy as far away from
the United States as possible. Similarly, command of the sea would allow the United
States to “attack any target within reach of the carrier based aircraft or other weapons
carried in the ships.” Taking the Soviet Union into account, Bates saw the primary menace as Soviet submarines and local airpower disputing U.S. command of the sea. Thus,
ASW would also be a primary mission of the Navy, as would the capture of island bases
in large-scale amphibious operations. These amphibious operations, in turn, would require airborne troops, amphibious logistics, and naval gunfire support, and Bates used
the landings at Leyte Gulf, Lingayen, and Okinawa as his examples.21
Bates also asserted that the Navy would again need a “robust” submarine force to
attack enemy lines of communication and merchant shipping, as was done to Japan
between 1942 and 1945. In addition, Bates thought that U.S. submarines would have
to take part in scouting and reconnaissance, transport, supply, intelligence-gathering,
and the rescue of downed aviators, also functions they performed in the Pacific War.
He additionally talked about additional roles for nuclear-powered submarines that
could fire rockets and guided missiles under water, and Bates saw from the Bikini
Atoll tests that submarines were the “best” type of craft to withstand nuclear attack.
Turning even more to the future, he talked about the Navy’s transformation of the fast
battleship Kentucky and the battle cruiser Hawaii into guided missile experimental
ships and asserted that the Navy could carry “missile war” to the enemy’s shores as
well. Bates further employed Pacific War history when he stated the need for the Navy
to keep sea lines of communication open for purposes of U.S. trade. No longer assuming the United States was a self-sustained economy, he talked about the problems ensuing from Japanese command of the sea in the Dutch East Indies and he assumed
from historical study that strategic stockpiling in peacetime would not solve the U.S.
problem in a future war. Arguing that the Navy needed time to develop these new
weapons and tactics, Bates also asserted that the Navy was not resistant to change and
was taking every measure to ensure its future ability to contribute to the national security. He also wanted to make it clear, however, that the new technologies and weapons would not make the Navy obsolete. In fact, Bates thought that “seapower in the
future, as in the past, will play its traditional dominant role, and . . . that Nation which
neglects her seapower, and hence her Navy, may expect to be overwhelmed in the bitter cauldron of war.”22 In another essay that followed similar lines, Bates talked about
Great Britain and the United States being the only powers with naval strength to
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exercise command of the sea and he went into more detail on the Fast Carrier Task
Force. Focusing here on the Fast Carrier’s cruising range, mobility, and striking
power, he told his audience that if they had “heard much of the carrier task force in the
past war; you will hear more about it should there be a future war.”23

Fig. 22
Professor Stefan Possony
Courtesy of Georgetown University
Archives

Professor Stefan Possony
In addition to military personnel, the Naval War College also had civilian specialists deliver lectures to the classes. In mid-November 1947, one of these civilian specialists, Dr.
Stefan Possony, Professor of Geopolitics at Georgetown University, delivered a lecture
on the influence of the atomic bomb on naval strategy. Possony began by explaining to
the students the significant gap in military thinking and logic that had occurred in history, especially the creation of the Maginot Line, the development of the Schlieffen
Plan, and Hitler’s blitzkrieg on the Soviet Union. Noting that certain faulty assumptions were made by the protagonists, Possony pointed out the danger to current U.S.
national security policy making if the policy making was made on similar assumptions.
He also noted the “danger” from the dearth of “vitally needed” national security institutions within the U.S. Government. He particularly thought it necessary in the atomic
age that there be some sort of “department of home defense” in
charge of building underground installations, dispersing industry,
evacuating people, and providing for fire protection, including of
naval bases. He thought the United States needed such an institution even in a conventional air warfare environment and would be
especially in need of one in the future. He particularly stressed to
the students that the atomic age presented a challenge to the country to “think correctly” about its defensive needs.24
He was also concerned about a sort of “group think” from public assumptions about the atomic bomb that he thought might impact policy makers and planners formulating doctrine behind
closed doors for the use of the bomb. He further perceived that additional atomic tests were needed—especially against mock industrial installations—that could further the research done by the
U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey. An example of this need, to
Possony, were highly inaccurate assumptions by the War Department immediately after the strikes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
that there was no radiation effect from the bombings! Possony also
asserted that the bomb could not be analyzed as “just another type
of weapon,” and that the United States needed to think fundamentally about matters such as the rate of construction of new
bombs and the amount of uranium that was available for this construction. He further elucidated that General Arnold’s assumption of the B-29 as the sole delivery platform for the bomb had to
be rethought as U.S. planners tried to determine the nation’s future potential adversaries; what those nations could do in terms of mounting an atomic attack on the United
States; and what the country could accomplish in terms of striking at those nations.25
Possony further warned that the United States no longer had as many B-29s, that jet
interceptors were now a reality, and that radar and electronics had advanced and would
be continually doing so. He specifically warned that Soviet acquisition of German air
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defense capabilities at the end of the war and their advancement meant that it could no
longer be assumed that B-29s or even B-36s could penetrate Soviet airspace and be used
as reprisals for atomic strikes against the United States. He thought that “trans-oceanic”
rockets armed with atomic warheads were a potential new weapon but not yet a reality
and, even when they were, Possony questioned how many the United States could afford versus how many would be needed to be effective in a war with the Soviet Union.
At the same time, Possony asserted that while the Russians had not yet developed an
atomic bomb, much less aircraft or missiles capable of carrying them, he certainly
thought they had the potential. In fact, Possony argued that Soviet emphasis on quantity as opposed to quality was the particular danger to the West because of the scale of
military industrialization the Soviets could achieve with atomic weaponry. He did not
think the Soviets were omnipotent but he saw the necessity for more analysis on exactly
what they could accomplish versus what they could not, and he did not think that type
of analysis had so far been undertaken. He was additionally concerned about a common
assumption that an atomic war would be short, with both the United States and Soviet
Union so exhausted that neither side could occupy the other and a subsequent end to
the war. Possony asserted that that scenario was possible, but he also argued that additional contingency studies needed to be done in case other scenarios developed. Along
these same lines, Possony saw that much more was necessary in terms of trying to determine the cost of various types of civil defense, such as putting American industry underground. Possony had no misconception that something on that order would be
enormously, and perhaps even prohibitively, expensive but thus far he had not seen
much in terms of systematic analysis, so he was concerned that U.S. policymakers as
well as the public were again making unfounded assumptions about the nation’s future
defense.26
Coming to the main topic of the atomic bomb and naval strategy, Possony thought
of the bomb as a “triple” weapon. He saw it as an explosive, an incendiary, and a type of
chemical weapon because of its radiation effects. He also thought that the main danger
from the bomb was the high loss it could inflict on personnel. He pointed out that in ordinary air raids on Japan, the average damage done was less than two square miles, the
same size of land area damaged in the Nagasaki bombing. Hiroshima, however, suffered
almost five square miles of damage. This fact led him to argue that atomic bombs could
cause twice as much damage as conventional bombing and that the damage might be a
“little larger” if bigger bombs were used. While Possony discounted massive amounts of
damage being done to structures by atomic bombs, he thought that it was an entirely
different story when it came to personnel. To him, a high priority had to go into protecting personnel and industrial installations. In terms of protecting personnel, he illustrated to the students how little was so far known about flash burns and especially
radiation sickness. He particularly thought that personnel exposed to radiation after
they emerged from blast shelters were the real crux of the problem and that this problem would impact on the Navy in three ways. Specifically, Possony thought that shore
establishments needed to be protected, that the defensive power of the Fleet had to be
addressed, and that the bomb impacted on the Fleet’s offensive striking power.27
Again assuming that an atomic strike would do about twice the damage to a naval
base that conventional strikes would, Possony took it one step further by talking about
an enemy being able to “blockade” a naval base through radiation since the base could
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not be used after the attack. “Now as long as there is no antidote against radiation, I
think there is only one means and that is to split the naval bases in [sic] so many smaller
naval bases that not a very few could be an economic target.” Getting back to his point
about atomic bombs being expensive, Possony asserted that it could only be profitable
to expend them against large targets, such as industrial concentrations. As long as the
bombs remained large and expensive, he did not think that they would be targeted
against small installations such as naval bases. “Now, if these naval bases actually, not
one, two, or three naval bases, but a whole string of naval bases, were put out along the
coast line, if they were to attack these naval bases it would be a fair guess that some of
them would survive and some of them would remain useful.” Possony told the students
that he was “well aware” of this aspect of naval bases, but he thought it would be easier
to find a solution to dispersion than to the radiation. Some use could be made of underground installations and these could be equipped so that they were “self-contained”
and personnel could remain inside. Given these conditions, however, Possony did not
think that these dispersed naval bases should have civilian populations and that personnel who had to operate outside of the structures should do so from the protection of
small, movable tanks.28
As to the Fleet, Possony reminded the students that the first “great fact” of the Navy
was its mobility since “mobility of the naval forces afloat of course means that it can
avoid a crippling blow.” If the Navy could avoid being crippled, Possony thought it
would be the only major arm of the military to stay in operation after an atomic attack.
“It may have entirely the reverse of the situation of 1941.” If this were the operational
situation, Possony argued that the Navy could continue its “reprisal,” especially if the
enemy had been damaged or did not possess naval power. To do this, the Fleet’s mobility, including the status of its bases, had to be maximized. He placed this period of “operational independence” in the opening week of the war, followed by what General
Eisenhower called the “crucial period,” a period of about sixty to ninety days. Given the
operational requirement of Fleet mobility, Possony said that there had to be an even
greater use of mobile docks, shops, and other installations to support the Fleet. Possony
said that since the Navy had a greater historical maintenance of operational readiness
than any other service, it need not be a victim to an atomic attack. He thought an atomic
strike might knock out the Army and the newly independent Air Force “but the Navy
may pull through, due to the fact that navy performance is going on right then.”
Possony additionally asserted that some technological changes had to be made so that
the Fleet could take the “atomic punch.” Not going into specifics, he focused on the
Navy reaching the point where enough ships survived a “very strong, very heavy, atomic
punch. . . . If enough ships continue to operate, it is obvious that the offensive powers of
the United States in that case would not have been impaired.” Possony argued that the
defensive security of the Navy was even more vital. Ships not only had to be protected,
but so did the United States, its territories, and its outlying strategic positions. Accordingly, the Navy would have a “great number” of missions in the case of a sudden air or
atomic attack on the nation. Defense of the air approaches to the mainland, for instance, would be a key mission. This mission would entail early warning devices being
strung out and carrier-based interceptors attacking enemy bombers and supply planes.
Ships firing anti-aircraft rockets would be needed to supplement these forces. Possony
also claimed that until Polar flight operations became routine, the Navy was the only
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force that could prevent an atomic barrage against the country because it was “the only
weapon which really can maintain air control over the sea lanes and also be protective to
the forces which requires carriers.”29
Possony further argued that even if Polar air operations were routine, the Navy
would still be needed because Polar conditions would still be so detrimental. Canada,
for instance, had very poor air bases and it would be difficult to maintain them with
fuel, ammunition, and other supplies. He therefore saw the first eight or nine months of
the war falling to the Navy, especially in the defense of outlying U.S. bases where there
was not much in the way of deployed military forces. The Navy, to Possony, would have
to provide air forces and would have to attack—by airborne or seaborne forces—enemy
communications and transportation that would be needed to seize U.S. bases. Again, he
stressed that these missions meant having the maximum number of Fleet units available
as well as having a maximum number of naval support assets afloat, especially considering the future submarine threat. Possony talked about how the size of the Navy had
been determined by the size of an enemy’s navy in previous years. While he thought this
might still be partially necessary, now the problem was much more one of answering
how much materiel the “basic” Navy needed in terms of the entire naval establishment.
Possony particularly wanted to answer questions about how many ships were needed
and how the United States could maintain air power so that it had a superior air force.
The U.S. also had to determine what kinds of ships it would need to protect convoys,
not just on the basis of how many destroyers the enemy had, for instance, but also on
the basis of what the United States would have to suddenly accomplish in war. Even
more important was to figure out how many aircraft carriers were needed. Particularly
pointing out that if it wanted a continuous flow of information from various areas,
Possony stated that there had to be a sufficient number of search planes and a certain
number of fighters and bombers to carry out those missions, all of which translated into
a certain number of aircraft carriers. He further questioned if new types of ships needed
to be developed and how the Fleet needed to be maintained in order to keep it in “effective strength.” He additionally asked the students to consider what would have happened at Pearl Harbor if the attack hadn’t succeeded and if U.S. forces had been strong
enough “to go out for the offense. . . . I think it would not be an overstatement to say, if
that had happened, the war would have been over very quickly.”30
Possony now focused on how the Navy needed to deliver its offensive “atomic
punch.” He again pointed out that floating air and rocket bases had great advantages
because they were “relatively” invulnerable to attacking carriers, but the Navy had a
great advantage in terms of the range of its planes, especially jet fighters and bombers.
He also thought, however, that the Navy was not at present in a position to deliver
atomic bombs since the weapons had to be delivered by heavy bombers, a platform
not suitable for carrier operations. If the Navy could deliver the atomic bomb,
Possony saw it as “the largest arm today under present conditions, because in addition
to being able to deliver the atomic bomb it would also be the least vulnerable arm of all
the arms,” and it would have the longest “staying” range. Possony also assumed that
naval forces would have the greatest speed in that they could get the “whole establishment” close to an operation in a very short period of time. He did not know, however,
if the Navy could develop a carrier plane that could deliver the atomic bomb. Still,
even if this did not happen, Possony still argued that the Navy would be key because
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the present capabilities of a Navy carrier force should still be capable of “effectively”
attacking an enemy’s war potential. The Navy could contribute swift, heavy bomber
operations to a bombing campaign, as well as fighter escorts which the Air Force
could not provide for its bombers close to enemy airspaces. Possony additionally argued that carrier forces could neutralize enemy early warning systems and could even
“tow” heavy bombers across the ocean that did not have the range to cross on their
own power!31
Possony next asserted that the whole problem of transporting long-range aircraft
across the oceans while under the protection of ships afloat was a good idea that was being “seriously considered.” Along similar lines, Navy carrier-based planes could make
possible airborne operations for the seizure of bases, either by escorting heavy bombers
or “towing” them over the ocean. He additionally contended that the Navy’s mission
had always been to protect the sea lanes and that this had not changed. Possony thought
that this would continue to be the Navy’s mission unless the next war was “over within
two days.” Maritime air lanes also had to be protected defensively so they could be used
offensively and amphibious missions had a new dimension to them, namely, the
“air-phibious” operation. While the Navy’s function used to be the destruction of an
enemy’s navy and while that mission still remained, it was not nearly as important now
because at present there was no “really important and dangerous enemy navy.” Once
the enemy fleet had been neutralized, the Navy could be employed against inland targets as it never had been before. “Up to now, the navy [sic] power stopped at the shore
line, but now the navy [sic] war power can be increased considerably as a weapon designed to cut into the enemy’s war potential, its an entirely new factor.” Summing up,
Possony again argued that the Navy was the least vulnerable but most mobile of the military arms. Therefore, it might become and remain as decisive a factor as traditional sea
power had been throughout history if it could change what he thought was the primary
means of survival and reprisal by employing atomic bombs and naval air power centered around jets and rockets.32
In a related matter concerning new naval technologies and probably with the Soviet
Union in mind, another officer sent Bates a memo a few days after Professor Possony’s
lecture. This officer talked about the “age-old” dream of a weaker maritime power
meeting a blockade with a counter-blockade or naval raiding strategy. This officer
claimed that this strategy had received an “enormous” impetus from the development
of the submarine. He also stated that the airplane was a “most promising” weapon. This
officer therefore argued that the naval strategic situation was a never-ending struggle
that the United States had to prepare for in peace because of its inevitable appearance in
war. He thought that if the country did not take this precaution, another enemy might
succeed where France and Germany had failed in the past. The issue, in other words,
would not go to the nation with the strongest navy but to the nation most susceptible to
blockade. He contended that the implications of counter-blockade were “enormous”
since the way to win a war was to carry that war to the enemy. “If sea power is denied this
then sea power is defeated, sea warfare becomes chaos and the sea itself becomes a
noman’s [sic] land.”33

Rear Admiral John Manning
On the same day, Rear Admiral John Manning (see figure 23), the Navy’s Chief of Civil
Engineers and Chief of the Navy’s Bureau of Yards and Docks, presented a lecture on
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future trends in the Naval Shore Establishment and advance
base construction. Manning began by telling the students
that if they had ever gotten lost in the outskirts of a big city on
a foggy night, then they probably had a “keen” appreciation
of the problems of future naval shore construction. He compared these situations to knowing where one wanted to go
and why it was important to get there, and perhaps even figuring out the general direction of one’s destination. Continuing the analogy, Manning said that when one did not know
exactly what streets to take or turns to make, people usually
point their cars in the right direction and make the best decisions they can along the way.
Manning thought that this was exactly what the Navy was doing with his topic. Not
knowing what avenues were the most direct or what exact turns to make, the Navy understood the general direction to the objective. He also asserted that this objective had to be
reached since “this country’s Sea Power depends directly on the adequacy of the Navy’s
shore facilities.” Manning further said that future planning in the Bureau of Yards and
Docks assumed that sea power, including Naval Aviation, was “indispensable” to the future security of the country, and that “adequate” shore support had to be and could be
achieved.34
Manning had decided that the best way to convey to the students the future trends
in naval shore construction was to reveal its principal problems. By analyzing them
one by one, he thought he could avoid “hiding” the forest behind too many trees. The
first of the six problems he planned to analyze were problems associated with geography, or the strategic situation the United States would find itself in if it became involved in a war. Next on the list were the problems stemming from the development
of new weapons, especially atomic bombs, guided missiles, and other “foreseeable”
forms of “scientific” warfare. Manning also thought that the Navy was being confronted by problems arising out of a new concept of time as the tempo of modern war
would demand a “speed up” of our operations. The next set of problems, to him, were
those associated with devising new engineering techniques, including new, highspeed, construction methods, new materials, and improved designs. The fifth set of
problems had to do with coordinating activities with other branches of the new Department of Defense (DOD), while the last set of problems related to the training and
mobilization of manpower. To Manning, these six sets of issues would determine the
future trend of the Naval Shore Establishment and he wanted to look at each of them
in detail.35
In terms of geography, Manning told the students that he thought they would agree
that the strategic implications of the current world situation indicated that the pattern
of the next war, if it came, would be “radically different” from that of any previous war.
Manning did not think that there could be any exactness in foretelling, for instance,
whether or not a future war would extensively involve naval surface vessels if the emphasis would be on submarines. Nor did he think it would be possible to predict accurately whether U.S. amphibious techniques from World War Two would again be
suitable or if they would have to be replaced by airborne landings, at least initially. He
did say, however, that it was necessary to make some assumptions along these lines as a
basis for planning. The only logical assumption for the time being, to him, was that

Fig. 23
Rear Admiral John Manning
(extreme right, in eyeglasses)
Courtesy of the Naval History &
Heritage Command
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while submarine warfare would take on greater emphasis, large numbers of surface vessels would still be required. He also thought that amphibious operations to seize enemy
coasts would also continue to be necessary. Accordingly, Manning argued that there
would be a demand for shore installations to support such operations but the question
was where those installations would be built. Manning asserted that “every consideration” pointed to a “vastly increased” strategic importance of the Polar and Arctic regions as critical theaters of operations. He additionally thought that the Atlantic and
Europe would play a more important role than the Pacific, but he also said that none of
these considerations ruled out the probability that combat operations, along with their
supply and support facilities, might have to be provided in tropical regions like Africa
and Southern Asia. In other words, Manning saw the strategic requirements of a future
war demanding naval shore construction in practically every kind of climate and geographical location.36
Manning said that he was aware of the modern rule of thumb that “blandly” stated
that long-range planes and missiles had reduced the world to the size of a walnut. If that
were true, he argued, the U.S. geographical problem would be greatly simplified as it
would then not have to build bases at distant locations or in hostile climates. The fight,
in other words, would simply stay “up in the stratosphere where no shore construction
is necessary.” Manning asserted, however, that while the world had become a walnut for
high-speed missiles and jet planes, it was still the “same old” size for trucks, railroads,
and ships. He also thought that the students would agree that the bulk of logistic support for an invading force would have to be provided by the latter means. “Granted that
aviation can supply a small force of combat troops, it takes Seapower to support a
full-scale overseas operation. And Seapower requires properly distributed bases.” To
Manning, the new element from a geographical standpoint was base building and operation in frigid climates. He acknowledged that in World War Two, Army Engineers and
the Seabees gained experience building bases in the Aleutians and while that experience
was useful, the current probability of trans-Polar operations in the event of another war
“has made mandatory the study of base building and transportation in a far more hostile climate.” Manning argued, however, that the Navy had already made some progress
in this area. Manning said that the Navy had been able to “kill two birds” with one stone
in exploratory work at Petroleum Reservation Number Four at Point Barrow, Alaska.
Begun by Seabees in 1944, and continued by civilian contractors supervised by the Civil
Engineer Corps after the war, the Navy learned about petroleum exploration in this region and a fuller knowledge of day-to-day construction problems in the Arctic.37
In the first place, construction at “Pet 4” gave the Navy practical experience in Arctic transportation; working in close cooperation with the Army; testing standard and
experimental equipment; and developing new types of equipment. Various lubricants
were tested, modifications to tractors were devised, and sleds were created to meet the
rigors of the climate. Manning said that the Navy even worked on snow compaction
and, at the same time, carried out experiments to solve the “ticklish” problem presented by permafrost. Clarifying this condition for the students, he looked at it from
the perspective of construction. Not only was the overlying tundra hazardous, but
when it froze, it became homogenous with the underlying frozen earth and produced
“tremendous” pressures. Against these pressures, no unprotected foundations could
stand and the result was that all foundations extending into the permafrost had to be
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“elaborately” insulated. Even when buildings were erected on top of the tundra, Manning said that the Navy was confronted with a “delicate” thermal balance, one of the
“primary” rules of the Arctic. Unless the heated building was properly insulated, it
would melt the tundra and sink into the earth. Then, when the tundra froze, the
building was subjected to the upthrust of the permafrost pressures. The problems, he
asserted, did not end with the heating of the building. The effects of reflected sunlight,
shadows, and windbreaks frequently changed the permafrost surface and caused an
irregular settlement of the structure. In other words, Manning explained that the geography of the Arctic had presented the Navy with problems, but the Navy was also assembling technical information about the problems while design and construction
engineers made “commendable” progress.38
Manning next told the students about a report just received. It came from the Officerin-Charge of construction in Alaska and it was based on four years of studying proper types
of clothing for that climate. The report had developed an “imposing” formula for the effect
of wind, humidity, and temperature on human skin. With the use of this formula, Manning
said that every type of cold weather clothing could be tested, though he also claimed that the
Eskimos, without any knowledge of the formula, had designed the “most efficient” dress.
He said that the Civil Engineer Corps had also received the same “excellent” information
from Rear Admiral Robert Peary forty years ago. Going back to his main subject, Manning
asserted that base construction problems presented by Polar regions was also given attention by U.S. civil engineers participating in Operations Highjump and Frigid. He reminded
the students that the United States was especially concerned with developing methods of
snow compaction, both for moving supplies and for airfield construction. To this end, the
country experimented with compacting devices that would service snow of varying moisture content. Contracts had also been placed for the development of Arctic huts that would
meet the “exacting” requirements of the Polar regions for protection of both the men
against the climate and the hut against the permafrost. Given all of these developments,
Manning thought that it was possible to predict the “exact form” U.S. bases in the Polar climates would take. He also warned, however, that all phases of the geographic problem were
being given “continuous and intensive” study as funds and manpower allowed.39
Manning moved to his second point about shore establishments and construction
being impacted by the development of new weapons. Dividing this point into two main
characteristics, Manning stated that the issues had to do with the weapons themselves
and with the defense against those weapons. Manning told the students that many new
types of weapons could be expected, with both fixed and mobile launching devices. In
addition, there would be weapons with a wide array of ancillary structures for storage,
repair, maintenance, and the handling of the weapons. Moreover, given the “perfection” of what he called “super long-range” missiles, Manning thought that the United
States could anticipate that many firing positions might be required in extremely
remote places—such as in the Arctic—where local terrain and climatic conditions were
so unfavorable. The issue of defense against these new weapons had already consumed
much thought, according to Manning. These methods included underground construction that could be used to protect important installations against the twin threat of
atomic and greatly improved conventional bombs. Together with the Army, Manning
also said that the military had been trying to weigh the element of “calculated” risk
against the cost, time, manpower, and materials needed to provide underground
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protection. Another method of defense that was being studied was the feasibility of the
dispersion of facilities and the duplication of vital ones. Here, the loss of efficiency and
the greater cost against the “hazard” of loss had to be analyzed. To give one example,
Manning looked at harbor works. He thought it “patently” obvious from the Bikini
tests that an atomic bomb exploding under water in a military harbor would render the
harbor untenable for many months. The entire harbor area and the surrounding land,
he argued, would be drenched with radioactive spray, leaving residual radioactivity “far
beyond” permissible limits. Although research was proceeding to figure out ways of decontaminating an area, there was no satisfactory solution yet, except duplicating harbor
facilities at nearby locations. This, he argued, could be done on a restricted scale. Manning considered the harbor problem to be a serious one, of “particular” concern to the
Civil Engineer Corps. He did not mean to imply that the problem was “insuperable”
since the Navy had shown in World War Two that great quantities of supplies could
be handled over open beaches or by use of mobile harbors. Still, he did not think there
was any minimizing the fact that the atomic bomb posed a “grim problem” for the
United States.40
Manning now elaborated on the idea of underground construction. He said that the
Civil Engineer Corps was anticipating a “wide-spread” use of underground construction. The Bureau of Yards and Docks had been collecting information on the subject
and its engineers were making schematic plans and studies for various types of underground installations. Manning told the students that the Bureau was giving particular
attention to the depth of cover necessary in various geologic formations; studying how
to protect entrances to underground work stations; and exploring how to provide easy
access, adequate ventilation, and air conditioning to work stations. Complicating these
studies, however, was the fact that large power installations released large quantities of
heat within the underground area. There were also problems of water supply and sanitation that had to be solved. Manning also warned that there were basic differences between planning underground installations for industrial and commercial purposes. In
most cases, there was a wide range of choice in locating underground industrial plants
and it was possible to choose a site on the basis of the most favorable geologic conditions. He noted that the site needed to be in solid, unfissured, and unfaulted rock like
limestone or sandstone that could be excavated economically, offered little threat of
squeezing or spalling, and could be chosen to avoid difficulties in seepage of water.
Manning further thought that such a site should be chosen so as to take advantage of
nearness of railroads and highways, adequate water and power supplies, and proximity
to an adequate labor market. Naval underground installations, however, had to be located at specific sites. Strategic and military considerations, he argued, were more important than geology, transportation, or labor. Therefore, the United States had to
recognize that barring a stroke of good luck, the Navy’s underground installations had
to be built at sites that were not particularly suited for the purpose. “We can expect to be
faced with unsuitable geologic conditions and heavy seepage of water. (To say nothing
of slim appropriations!)”41
He reiterated that the threat of new weapons, especially the atomic bomb, was spurring the nation’s search for new structures which would resist the force of these new
weapons. In addition to incorporating technical improvements as they were made by
the engineering profession, he also said that the Bureau was pressing forward with
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original studies on rigid frames and prefabricated structures. Beyond this, he said that
designs would undoubtedly be affected by the knowledge gained from the atomic bomb
explosions in Japan and at Bikini. Manning asserted, for example, that it was known
that chimneys withstood atomic explosions to some degree. The Bureau was also investigating the advantages of cylindrical and domed structures for their resistance to blasts,
and it was gathering—in cooperation with the Army—”extensive” data on criteria for
bomb resistance and protection against radioactivity. He summarized this point so that
the students understood that the threat of new weapons was having a “decided” influence on naval shore construction. He apologized for not being more specific but explained that things were still in the exploratory stage. “The problem is clear enough, but
we’re by no means sure which are the best answers to it.” Moving onto his factor about
time, he said he was going to skip “platitudes” that he knew the students were familiar
with, such as the idea that a future war would deprive the United States a grace period at
the beginning of the war. Manning argued that it was sufficient to say that the United
States would “probably be the first to catch it in the neck in the event of another war.
And our first news of the war will—in all probability—be pretty grim news. Unless we
are downright lucky.” Manning assumed that the next war would start with an all-out
attack on the United States, and he therefore asserted that mobilization and construction machinery would have to “get going” fast. Speed would be of the essence as it never
had been before and it was this factor of speed and time that the Bureau was analyzing
and studying. He thought it was already clear, however, that new concepts and methods
of initiating and executing construction projects, both for military and industrial facilities, had to be adopted in preparation for this “emergency.”42
Manning said that the Navy had not yet crystallized any plans along these lines, but
several possibilities had to be given consideration. Among these was the widespread use of
existing structures through commandeering. Another might be the application of the advance base component scheme to continental construction. Still another, he thought,
might be the advance preparation of plans and specifications, the pre-selection of contractors, and some form of retainer contract under which the contractor would complete
all of the preliminary work. This arrangement would include the placing of orders so that
the contractor would be able to proceed with construction “at a moment’s notice.” Manning also said that he was mentioning these possibilities as indications of present thinking
rather than as “schemes” that were actually under consideration. He could only say again
that the Bureau was “thoroughly aware that the element of time threatens to be the crucial
problem of any future war. We’ll be forced to absorb the full import of that grim phrase—
‘the quick and the dead.’” The element of speed, he asserted, was likewise influencing the
Navy’s thinking relative to advance base materials and construction methods. He anticipated far greater use of airborne transportation in any future war as compared to World
War Two, so “essential” base components and construction equipment, he thought,
would have to be redesigned so that they could be transported by air. Manning further
pointed out that previous attempts by the Army along these lines proved “relatively unsuccessful” because capacity and ruggedness of equipment were sacrificed in favor of
weight and size. The result was that airborne equipment had “trouble” doing its job.
Manning argued, however, that the Seabees, especially those in the Pacific, “demonstrated beyond question the absolute necessity of having the heaviest and sturdiest types
of high capacity equipment for effective performance.”43
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The problem then was to reconcile the two conflicting considerations of equipment that could be transported by airplane and still be rugged enough for construction. He said that the Bureau of Yards and Docks was working on that solution as
well. The answer, he speculated, might be to design construction equipment with
“suitable” performance characteristics that could be broken down into smaller
sub-assemblies for shipment by air and then reassembled quickly upon arrival. He
argued, in fact, that this seemed to be the only practical solution to the question of
airborne transportation of construction equipment and materials. There was, according to Manning, still another “angle.” He thought that the best defense against
new weapons was a hit and run offensive calling for high-speed, temporary installations that could be shifted from place to place with such rapidity that an enemy
would be “hard-pressed” to knock them out. That, at least, was a “challenging” possibility. Regardless, he argued that it was “uppermost” in future planning to adjust
to this new element of time, both in the mobilization of construction forces and in
the support of a “high-speed” offensive. Moving on to the Navy’s development of
new engineering techniques, devices, and materials, he said that the Bureau of Yards
and Docks had many research and development projects underway or in preliminary study. These projects concerned improvements and innovations in the elements of advance base components and equipment. In this category, he included
the new “walking barge,” something “startling enough in design to inspire a new episode in the life of Buck Rogers.” Manning illustrated that this was a new piece of
equipment that had a way of “climbing” up a beach like a “prehistoric monster” and
“wallowing” across a mud flat, or, as one public relations officer put it, “walking”
across a pond of oatmeal!44
Manning said that this new barge had already been tested at Point Mugu, California,
where the mud flats had an “extremely” low-bearing capacity. The test, he asserted, was
successful, though the first model “naturally” had a number of deficiencies that needed
correction. Still, he thought that the tests went so well that an immediate demand was
made for prototypes that could be deployed with amphibious forces, and production
was started on a small-scale. As a sidelight, he pointed out that the walking barge was
able to traverse the mud and lay down a prefabricated roadway in its wake! Another example of new devices that were being investigated was a ship-to-shore cableway for
transporting supplies onto beaches inaccessible to landing craft. Another was a mobile
dredge designed especially for towing to remote, advance bases while other devices included various types of vehicles for operation across snow and ice; special devices for
quick determination of the thickness of ice; and means for consolidating soft beaches
and mud. Manning did not know if solutions to these operational problems would be
found, but the Bureau of Yards and Docks, he pointed out, was trying. In addition, the
Bureau was trying to modify details on conventional shore installations to make “maximum practical” use of all new scientific and technical developments in materials. For
instance, he expected the Navy to make wider use of aluminum because of its light
weight, its greater availability, and its probable low cost in the future. Manning also said
that the Bureau was “keeping alert” to the possibilities of plastics, especially the application of Koroseal as a roofing and water proofing material. New types of insulation were
also being investigated, especially with a view to obtaining the best for U.S. structures in
Polar climates. In all of these investigations, he told the students that the Bureau and the
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Civil Engineer Corps was keeping in mind the fundamental requirements for lightweight materials that would require minimum shipping and could be easily erected in
extremely cold conditions. At the same time, he reminded the students that the preservation of materials in hot, humid climates was also required. These conditions induced
an accelerated corrosion of all ferrous metals; the rapid growth of fungi that especially
affected optical instruments; and the rapid decay of leather, textiles, rubber, and other
organic materials. He claimed that there had already been considerable progress made
in modernizing the design of storehouses so as to provide windowless, dehumidified
structures. He thought this would pay “high” dividends in preventing the deterioration
and damage of stocks.45
Manning had one more word about designs. Specifically, he told the students that
the Bureau of Yards and Docks had been cooperating with the Bureau of Aeronautics
and the Bureau of Ordnance in designing launching devices for guided missiles. It was
expected that this phase of work would rapidly increase in importance as new and improved missiles were developed. He was willing to admit, however, that “the Navy’s part
in handling shore-based firing stations may become more or less secondary to that of
the Army.” Still, Manning argued that the Navy, and especially the Bureau of Yards and
Docks, might be called on to develop artificial harbors for major assault operations. He
asserted that the Bureau had already given this type of operation considerable attention
as well, at least back to 1945 when it was believed that artificial harbors might be needed
to conquer Japan. At that time, he said that the Bureau planned an adaptation of the
“Mulberries” that were used at Normandy. The adaptation consisted of a design that
was given protection from storms and waves. He reminded the students that the Mulberries at Normandy had been all but knocked out in the early days of the invasion by a
Channel storm. Modifications, therefore, were worked out by the Bureau and it was
confident that if such harbors were used in the future, the United States would be able
to provide a type that would resist “almost any” storm or wave condition. Manning saw
all of these new devices, coupled with improved construction methods, representing
the new engineering techniques that would influence the Bureau’s future work. Some,
he admitted, were no more than a “gleam in the eye,” but others, like improved artificial
harbors and walking barges, were “fairly” well along. He additionally thought it was
necessary to say, however, that the improvement of engineering techniques carried with
it a diversity of problems that the Bureau was working on.46
Manning also noted that the Bureau of Yards and Docks was no longer working on
these problems by itself. This brought up his fifth problem, coordinating activities with
other components of the DOD. He said that a great deal had been accomplished concerning the coordination of standards, contracts, wages, operating conditions on overseas base construction projects, and cross-service procurement. He also told the
students that “many steps” had been taken toward assigning a single service the responsibility for jointly used facilities. Specifically, the Bureau of Yards and Docks had been
working with the Army’s Chief of Engineers on cross-service transfers whereby one service would be in a position to work for the other. As an example, the Navy had “utilized”
the Army for construction work in the Philippines while the Army and Coast Guard were
utilizing the Bureau of Yards and Docks for construction work in the Aleutians. Manning
also claimed that cooperation between the Civil Engineer Corps and other service’s engineers had reached a “high degree” of cooperation during the war, and he was certain that
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the unification of the services would serve to develop an even closer relationship. He even
said that he wished that the Bureau of Yards and Docks’ other problems were as certain of
solution as the current coordination program.47
Moving to his next issue, Manning asserted that the problem of future manpower
was the most crucial of all, and that it could not be solved with a slide rule or a Navy directive. More specifically, it was the issue of enlisting loyal, intelligent, and enthusiastic
men to give “force” to all of these plans. According to Manning, new weapons, new devices, and new construction methods were “impotent” without trained manpower. He
said that the Navy had to have an “adequate” force of Civil Engineer Corps officers and
Seabees, both active duty and Reserve, in order to implement its plans. He also said that
the war’s experience demonstrated clearly and “beyond question” the “vital” contribution the Naval Construction Battalions were able to make. He further pointed out, however, that postwar demobilization had reduced the Seabees from 247,000 men to 4,300
and that officer strength went from 10,000 to less than 600. Additionally illustrating this
impact, Manning claimed that the Navy at this time only had a little more than
one-third of the Civil Engineer Corps officers needed to fill necessary billets. “Our actual strength is only approximately one-half of our authorized strength.”48
Manning also admitted that recruiting capable young officers was difficult at this
time because of the current, prosperous conditions in private industry. Seeing this postwar prosperity as a “bonanza” for young engineers, he said that Navy salaries just did
not look that attractive. The Navy was initiating what he hoped would be a strong and
effective recruitment program that emphasized opportunities for professional development within Civil Engineer Corps. All of the personnel problems, however, were not
limited to the difficulties of obtaining competent officer personnel. The Navy was also
faced with the very real problem of maintaining its overseas bases in a satisfactory physical state. “And if anyone stops to give half a thought to the problem, he must realize that
the shore plant must be maintained in a satisfactory physical state in order to perform
its function which is to support the fleet.” He argued that there was little logic burying
one’s head in the sand by stating that once built, physical facilities no longer needed
maintenance or the personnel to carry out that maintenance. To have the various fleets
operate in accordance with their missions as desired by the Fleet Commanders, the
Shore Establishment had to be capable of continuously performing its functions, such
as communications, supply, and repair. If these facilities were not available, the Fleet
would not be able to operate and the facilities could not be kept operating efficiently if
they were not maintained. “The Navy cannot afford the luxury of providing that service
beyond the continental limits, with Civil Service personnel, or by means of civilian contracts. The only possible way the overseas bases can be maintained is by the use of
Seabees.”49
Manning went on to say that at this moment, the Navy was in difficulties because it
was unable to maintain its overseas bases in the Pacific to a satisfactory degree because
of the lack of personnel. The result was that the Fleet was “very displeased” with shore
support and that, to him, it had every right to be. Manning was ready to admit that in
times like these when enlistments were lagging and the number of available trained personnel was lower than the minimal level, it was difficult to “place first things first.” As
deficient as personnel were, he strongly asserted that the Navy had to provide for overseas maintenance forces in numbers sufficient to provide reasonable upkeep for the
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present Shore Establishment. Manning also said that the penalty for failing to do this
would be that—regardless of the seagoing personnel available—fewer Fleet units could
be kept in full commission and operated with an acceptable degree of efficiency. He returned to the need for a sufficient maintenance force that was kept continuously available to properly maintain the Shore Establishment beyond the continental limits of the
country. That maintenance force, based on the present Shore Establishment in the Pacific and the Atlantic, could not be, he thought, less than 4,000 enlisted Seabees. “No
matter what other branches of the general Service may be further reduced, this figure of
4,000 Seabees is the irreducible minimum.” To this figure, he added certain numbers of
Seabees who were in training at Port Hueneme, California; those in transit or sick status; allowances for those on leave; and the need for at least one battalion to be fully
manned, ready to move at all times, and available to Commander, Amphibious Forces,
Atlantic (COMPHIBLANT) and COMPHIBPAC. Manning then appealed to the staff
and students of the Naval War College. If they could figure out a more economical way
of maintaining the Navy’s Shore Establishment outside of CONUS, Manning was most
interested in their suggestion.50
Manning thought that the Bureau of Yards and Docks was doing well, however, with
its Naval Reserve program, especially as that program had been bolstered by the interest
shown by wartime officers. He noted that this group’s enthusiasm for Reserve status
was surprising and the Bureau was “hard pressed” to develop training material fast
enough for them. Organized into units in more than 200 cities, they were holding regular monthly meetings before they even had training materials available. Regular courses
of instruction got underway, he said, last month. The enlisted Reserve force, however,
was not doing as well. The Bureau of Yards and Docks had been working with OPNAV
and the Bureau of Personnel to establish Seabee components within the Organized Reserve. Manning said that the Navy Department recognized the need and that a recruitment plan had been approved in principal, but that the whole matter was up against the
problem of adequate funding. He did not think it looked too hopeful for the current
Fiscal Year (FY), but he was hoping that material progress could be made in Fiscal Year
1949 and that an “adequate” Seabee organization would emerge. Manning additionally
asserted that he could not emphasize too strongly how important this trained manpower problem was. “It ties in directly with the Time factor which I mentioned a moment ago. Trained Construction Battalions must be ready for instant duty on M-Day.
The Navy’s job demands it.” Manning was also concerned about two other matters,
construction costs and available funds. He assumed that the students knew that construction of any kind at this time cost three to four times what it did before World War
One and about double what it cost before World War Two. He said he had been watching cost data curves and was hoping for a downward trend, but one had not yet appeared. Nor did he think that there would be any marked decrease in construction costs
in the “immediate offing.” In fact, he assumed it would be years before the Bureau of
Yards and Docks could get as much money as it used to have at its disposal. He additionally reminded the students, however, that in time of war, cost was secondary to speed
and adequacy. “In our plans for wartime construction, we are not throwing cost considerations out of the window, but we are frankly subordinating them to more important
objectives.”51
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To Manning, it went without saying that the execution of all of these plans depended on the availability of funds. Because of factors that he claimed were completely out of the Bureau’s control, it was faced this Fiscal Year with the “unhappy
situation of receiving not one cent for Public Works.” He hoped that Congress would
remedy this situation soon, but the general question of limited funds in peacetime for
the Navy as a whole and the tendency of distributing a large relative proportion of
funds to Fleet operations presented the Bureau with serious problems. One of these
problems was the actual construction of permanent overseas bases. As an example, he
pointed to the comprehensive plans for the permanent development of the naval base
at Guam. This construction was necessary if the base on Guam was to serve its approved mission. While he admitted that this mission had been “somewhat” reduced
in scope because of the wide disparity between costs and funding, Manning illustrated
that the Bureau of Yards and Docks still had “little chance” in peacetime to complete
the permanent development of the base as it was originally envisioned. Manning also
contended that this was the story at all of the Navy’s advanced bases and that this condition had forced a “steady” reduction in the number of permanent bases to be retained, as well as in the scope and mission of the remaining bases. Coupled with the
probability of not having an advance warning in the event of war, the Civil Engineer
Corps and the Seabees would be faced, he argued, with a “terrific problem” in making
up for deficiencies of the Shore Establishment. Manning, however, also said that he
wanted to conclude his “long and solemn” talk with a few “rays of sunshine,” but he
only had one really encouraging thing to say. The positive part of the story was that the
Navy, to Manning, was not “kidding” itself or deluding itself that a future war would
be fought like the last one. He again admitted that the avenues and turns by which to
reach the objective of an adequate national defense were not very well known, but he
also argued that the United States knew in which direction the objective lay and that
the country was making progress in that direction.52
Manning’s example, like many others cited in this work, is interesting from a number of perspectives. It could easily be interpreted as an advertisement for the Bureau of
Yards and Docks at a time of rapid demobilization and budget cutting. At the same
time, his talk was consistent with those of many of the other officers who presented lectures or wrote theses. While claiming that the next war would be radically different,
Manning nevertheless saw the next war as a repetition of World War Two in the sense
that there would be a need for surface transportation, Fast Carrier Task Forces, submarines, a large afloat supply train, and a substantial Naval Shore Establishment. The next
war was going to be “radically” different, but somehow still the same in its general
outlines.
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Conclusion

B

etween 1945 and 1947, the United States Naval War College transitioned from its
reduced wartime configuration back to its peacetime status as the Navy’s premier command and staff college. This transition entailed studying the global political and military situation so as to explore what future naval warfare would consist of.
The basic assumptions were that the Soviet Union would be the next enemy for the
United States to fight and that that war would probably involve atomic weaponry. To a
great degree, however, staff, instructors, and students at the Naval War College, not to
mention guest lecturers, did not automatically or necessarily think that future naval
warfare would be radically different from previous conflicts. While acknowledging that
atomic weapons and Cold War aspects of “war during peace” were earth-shattering in
one sense, American naval officers in the immediate postwar period fell back on fairly
traditional strategic, operational, and tactical concepts by which to meet these new challenges. While many of them argued that it was a radical new world, they certainly did
not see the Cold War and atomic weapons spelling the end of U.S. naval forces; they even
described naval missions that had a great deal of continuity with the past.
The presidency of Admiral Raymond Spruance cannot be taken too lightly in considering the stance that the College took in these matters. Charged with the strategic reformulation of American naval doctrine for this atomic and Cold War context,
Spruance, his staff, and the student officers digested the lessons of the Second World
War, especially from the Pacific, with a focus on amphibious warfare in particular—because of Spruance’s conviction from the Pacific War that getting amphibious assault
troops to the next air base and anchorage was the primary mission of air and naval
forces.
Another obvious topic was how atomic weapons would change naval ship design,
force strategy, and battle tactics. In general, while some officers, especially students,
suggested significant changes in these areas, none of the sources argued that navies were
now obsolete. While much of this might have been because of the political reality of service interests, even Army officers were suggesting changes to the Navy without advocating its abolishment. Some officers, in fact, saw an even greater role for the Navy than the
other services, especially in terms of Cold War littoral operations. In summary, there
was considerable attention to the continued need for the United States to maintain a
balanced operational Fleet, an adequate afloat train and shore base system, and a
first-rate Merchant Marine, all as part of a total, integrated package of U.S. sea power.
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What I particularly grew to appreciate was how difficult a charge the Naval War College had in the 1945–47 period. In an era of rapid demobilization, domestic re-conversion, and a foreign policy that was changing in a revolutionary way at breakneck speed,
staff, instructors, and students at the College needed to translate the lessons of the war
into new strategy, tactics, and procedures for operating the Fleet against a land-locked
enemy with a very alien ideology. Moreover, all of this had to be done on a slim budget
and done in a way so that American naval forces helped provide a deterrent to future
war, which was now to be avoided, if at all possible, because of atomic weapons. Providing for the security of the Republic had indeed become infinitely more difficult in formulation and implementation.
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